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SECOND EXPEDITION TO MOUNT ST. ELIAS, IN 189L 

BY ISRAEL CooK RUSSELL. 

INTRODUCTORY NOTE. 

The United States Geological Survey and the National Geographic 
Society united in sending a small exploring party to Mount St. Elias, 
Alaska, in the summer of 1890.1 

The country visited proved of such great interest both •to geologists 
and geographers that it was decided to renew the study of the various 
problems it offered during the following year. A second expedition, 
under the same auspices as the first, was therefore dispatched to the 
same region in 1891, with instructions to extend the work begun the 
year before and to make a second attempt to reach the summit of 
Mount St. Elias. · 

It is my purpose in this paper to describe the country visited during 
the second expedition, which, like the first, was placed in my charge, 
and at the same time to include and to discuss to some extent certain 
observations made during the first visit. 

VOYAGE TO ALASKA. 

Final plans for continuing the exploration of Alaska during the sum
mer of 1891 were not made by the society and Survey until May 17. 
I left Washington on the evening of that day and proceeded to Seattle, 
in the State of Washington, where the necessary preparations for camp 
life in wild regions were made. 

Through the kindness of the Secretary of the Treasury and the Chief 
of the Revenue Marine it had been arranged that I was to go to Alaska 
on the revenue steamer Bear, in command of Capt. M.A. Healy, which · 
was to sail from Port Townsend on May 30. Brief as was the time 
allowed for preparation, everything was in readiness on the day a-p
pointed. On the evening of May 29 the men who were to accompany 
me, together with necessary supplies, tents, instruments, etc., were on 
board the Bear, and at 4 o'clock the next morning we sailed. 

1A report on the work of the expedition was publishe<l in the National Geographic Magazi.ne, 
[Waijhington, D. C.] vol Ill, 1891, pp. 53-200, pls. 2-20. 
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8 SECOND EXPEDJTJON TO MOUNT S'r. ELIAS. 

Experience gained in previous years assured me that in traversing 
a rough, mountainous country the force available for transportation 
should be as large as practicable, while the number of persons engaged 
in scientific investigation, from whom but little camp work could be 
asked, should be reduced to a minimum. For this reason I went with
out trained assistants and relied on the intelligence and willingness of 
the camp hands for such aid as might be needed in making observa
tions. 

My party consisted of Thomas P. Stamy, J. H. Crumback, Thomas 
White, Neil McCarty, ,Will C. Moore, an!,l Frank G. Warner. The first 
three were members of the previous expedition, and, having had the 
requisite experience, there was no question as to their efficiency for the 
work in hand. The others had never been on high mountains, but 
were familiar with the hardships of frontier life arrd proved to be of 
great service. 

On the voyage from Puget Sound northward we went by the "out
side passage." Traversing the strait of Juan de Fuca, we steamed 
northward, lf::wing the blue, snow-capped mountains of Vancouver and 
Queen Charlotte islands on our right. On June 3 we saw the white 
summit of Mount Edgecombe, and a little later came in sight of the 
magnificent Fairweather range. Early the next morning the summit 
of Mount St. Elias rose above the horizon, looking like a solitary 
island in the boundless ocean. When first seen it was HO miles dis
tant. On the return voyage I saw its characteristic outlines while 150 
miles at sea, but darkness came on while the entire pyramidal cap was 
yet in sight. The time I first saw the mountain, on June 4, there 
seemed to b~ no unusual atmospheric effect which would increase its 
apparent height, and nothing of t~e nature of a mirage could be de
tected. 1t remained in sight all day, gradually rising higher and 
higher above the horizon, and becoming more and more clearly defined 
as we advanced. For a long time after the peak came iu sight it 
formed the only break in the even line marking the horizon, thus prov
ing it higher than any of its immediate neighbors. These observations 
alone are sufficient to prove that St. Elias is a giant among mountains. 

On the evening of June 4 we were Gff the entrance of Yakutat bay, 
and the long twilight of the Northern sumrq,er night made it possible 
for Uapt. Healy to take his vessel into the Bay de Monti and ancbor 

. safely, although he had never vh;ited these waters before, and did not 
have the assistance of a pilot. Rev. Carl J. Hendricksen and Rev. 
A!bion Johnson, who conduct the Swedish Mission at Yakutat, came 
on board and our communication with Alaska was reestablished. 

Rev. Sheldon Jackson, who has charge oftbe government schools of 
Alaska, was my fellow passenger on the Bettr. In addition to his edu
cational duties he was to cooperate with Capt. Healy in the purchase 
of reindeer in Sioeria and their introduction into Alaska. The desir· 
ability of domesticating the reindeer in the arctic portion of North 
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America is obvious, and it is with g-reat satisfaction that I have 
learned, since returning, of the success of the efforts already made in 
that direction. 

That the climate of Alaska h~Ml not changed since my former vi:,it 
was more than suggested by heavy clouds and a drir-r.ling rain the day 
following our arrival. Arrangements were made with Mr. Hendricksen 
for takiug a boat :md about a month's supply of rations for my party 
to an appointed rendezvous at the heatl of Yakutat bay, where he was 
to meet me on August 25. This arrangement having been made, we 
were in readiness to start for J,;ti,y bay, the point at which our work was 
to begin and at which Capt. Healy bad kindly consented to land us. 

Early on the morning of Jnne 6 the Bear was under way. \Ve passell 
Point, Manby, the northwestem cape of Yakutat bay, at 5 o'clock, and 
continuing westward at a distance of about two miles from the land, . 
had a fine .view of the forest-covered border of Malaspina glacier, 
and of the heavily snow-bound and cloud-capped mountains beyond. 
Highest of all the peaks in sight rose St. Elias, clearly visible for a 
few minutes through an opening in the gray vapor banks. Sound
ings made at short intervals gave a depth of from 9 to 14 fathoms 
throughout the course. The water was discolored several miles from 
the land, owing to the vast quantities of mud brought down by the 
streams draining Malaspina glacier. At 9 a. m. we were about two 
miles southeast of the main outlet of the Yahtse river, and abreast the 
point at which I desired to laud. The weather was calm. Scarcely a 
ripple disturbed the surface of the sea, but the usual ocean swell was 
rolling landward, and made a fringe of white breakers along the beach. 

LANDING AT ICY BAY. 

Those interested in the work of the Alaska exploring expeditions are 
indebted to Capt. Healy for the great assistance he rendered in for
warding the interests of our little expedition, and are also under obli
gations to the junior officers ·of the Bem· for their hearty volunteer 
service in the same connection. As I shall have occasion to mention 
these officers repeatedly, I wip introduce their names at the start: 
Capt. M. A. Healy, First Lieut. G. McConnell, Second Lieut. H. M. 
Broadbent, Second Lieut. D. II. Jarvis, Third Lieut. L. L. Robinson, 
Chief J<Jngineer H. Hassell, First Assistant Engineer A. L. Broadbent, 
Second Assistant Engineer F. R. Falkenstein, SurgeonS. T. Call. 

Concerning the sad accident which attended our landing, I desire 
merely to record the facts, as a part of the history of the expedition. 
I would spare the reader the pain of recalling the loss of precious lives 
were it not that the coolness and bravery of officers and men in the face 
of danger deserves honorable mention. 

On nearing the place where I wished to land Capt. Healy dispatched 
Lieut. ,Jarvis in one of the ship's boats to examine the surf and see 
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if a landing was feasible. The lieutenant soon returned and reported 
that it seemed to him practicable for boats to reach the shore at a 
locality a short distance east of the principal mouth of the. Yahtse, 
and his judgment seemed to be confirmed by what could be observed 
from the ship. Two boats were immediately got ready, one under com
mand of Lieut. Jarvis, the other in charge of Liet1t. Robinson. Each 
boat was mmmed by five seamen. In the first, Stamy, McCarty, and 
Whitf;, of my party, embarked, while Moore werit :fn the second. Each 
boat liad a light load of rations, blankets, tents, etc., a selection having 
been lllade so that those who went ash01:e first-would have the necessi
ties of life with them in case a delay occurred-in-la;mlirig the retiminder 
of the party. The boats left the ship's sfde and enteted. the surf· "'r e lost sight of them for ·a few minutes, but ·it S€loil became ·evident 

. that an accident had happened. The first boat (~apsized uear shore, 
and the second met a similar tate a few tninut.es· later some (I.istance 
from land. After a few anxious moments, ,vhi~h;seenieel ho.nrs, w'e suc
ceeded in countiilg f\leven men on shore where th@re shonlll have··been 
sixteen. In spitP of our unwillingness· to believe that lives had been 
lost, we were at length forced to conclude that· a number of. the men 
who had started for shore had perished. We saw the -empty boats 
hauled up on the sand, and a tent hastily pitclred, but could 110t ·con
vince ourselves immediately of the extent of· the disaster. Communi
cation with the shore having been established by means of tlag signals, 
it was learned that Lieut. Robinson and four seame-n, James Hassler, 
T. F. Anderson, Archibald Nelson, and Henry Smith, together with 
Will C. Moore, of my party, had been drowned. Only one man from 
the boat in command of Lieut. Robinson reached the shore alive, but 
of those in charge of Lieut. Jf!,rvis none were.lost. 

The boats returned to the vesRel at high tide the 'next morning, bring
ing Lieut. Robinson's body. The work of debarking continued, and 
several loads of supplies were safely landed by Lietlts. McConnell and 
Broadbent. When our goods were nearly all ashore I took passage 
with Lieut. Broadbent and started for the beach. A boat in command 
of Lieut. McConnell precederl us, but when we entered the outer 
margin of the surf we saw it capsize; ai1d the men it had contained 
struggling for the shore. The steering-gear hn,d broken and the boat 
had of course immediately become unmanageable. All the men it con
tained reached-the shore sa~ely, but they were forced to remain there 
during the night, suffering considerable hardship, as the falling tide 
rendered it impracticable to return to the ship. They waved us back 
and, in obedience to a signal from Capt. Healy,· we returned to· the 
Bear. At 2 o'clock the next morning a ·rifle shot on shore told that 
landing was practicable. A light fog, accompanied by drizzling rain, 
partially obscured the laud, but the wind was still and very little sea 
running. I again embarked with Lieut. Broadbent, and passing safely 
through the surf, rejoined my party. The boat was handled skillfully, 
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and oil poured on the waves kept them from breaking over us. All of 
my party were safe excepting 1\'Ioore, and our goods on shore with the · 
exception of a few trifling losses. The boats returned to the BeaT, and 
the good vessel steamed away with her generous commander and brave· 
officers and men, leaving us to take care of ourselves. 

Lieut. Robinson's remains were taken to Sitka for interment. Hassler 
was buried by his comrades before the Bear sailed. Two days ~fter
wards the bodies of Smith and Moore were washed ashore and buried in 
the sands near the sea. After returning to the mission at Yakutat, I 
learned that a party of Indians, while sea-otter hunting, found the two 
remaining bodies aud gave them burial. 

On lauding I found our rations, bedding, instruments, etc., piled in a 
confused heap, and at first it seemed as if many things must have been 
either loHt or ruined by their bath in salt water, but on sorting out our 
effects, we found that comparatively little had been lost or seriously 
damaged. The rations were mostly in tin cans, securely soldered. The 
instruments had been wrapped in waterproof cloth and w;ere uninjured 
altl10ugh some of them had been washed ashore from the capsized boat. 
Additional rations had been obtained from the Bear to replace an.tici
pated losses, and Capt. Healy had kindly supplied several articles 
which it seemed likely we might need. With these timely additions, 
we found on making our first camp, that we were well supplied with 
everything necessary for a campaign of several months. 

Our outfit was landed on a sand bar not over a foot above the water 
at high tide, and might have been washed away had a gale from the 
south arisen. Our first care, therefore, was to remove our things to a 
pl~ce of safety in the edge of the forest, about a mile east. We there · 
maJe a good camp in au open grassy glade among young spruce trees. 
With a feeling of security and of relief from anxiety we lighted our 
first camp fire aud had our first dinner on shore. 

THE LAND WE INVADED. 

Although aware of some features of the land we had reached, 
through descriptions of previous explorers, especially Topham, Williams, 
Schwatka, and Saton-Karr,1 we had a strong desire to know more of its 
nature, but we had to wajt several days before this wish could be grati
fied by personal inspection. 

During the time of our landing and ·foi· three or four days subse
quently the mountains were obscured by clouds and the air was thick 
and misty. We could see that there was a broad, level tract of open 
laud extending from the month of the Yahtse 4 or 5 miles inland and 
bordered on the east by a wall of forest. On the west the dark mo
raines covering the border of the western lobe of Malaspina glacier 

' .A. brief sketch of the explorations previously made in this region wa• given in the report on the 
expedition of 1890. (Twelfth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 59-61; National Geographic Maga· 
zine, vol.m, May, 1891, pp. 72-74.) 
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were barely distinguishable. The level land between the forest on the 
·east (on the border of which our camp was located) and the great gla
cier on the west is occupied by an extensive alluvial fan, deposited by 
the waters of the Yahtse. .A. large part of it is a barren sand fiat, 
through which the stream meanders in innumerable and ever-shifting 
~~n~. . 

The ground over which we traveled from the place of landing to onr 
first calllp was level and sandy. It evidently had been but recently 
abandoned by the sea, and old beach ridges parallel with the broctll 
sweep of the shore marked former limits of the ocean. Much of the 
land was covered with tall grass, and at a little distance from the sea 
was literally carpeted with strawberry plants in full bloom. Near the 
forest on the east there was a scattered growth of young spruce trees 
standing in isolated clusters or grouped in shady groves, with level, 
graRs.-covered land between. The region is in reality a beautiful park 
in which the trees are as artistically arranged as if planted by a skill
ful gardener. It is evident that the forest is slowly invading the open 
land, as the young trees are largest and most numerous along its east
ern border adjacent to the old forest. This park-like space is triangu
lar in shape and has an area of approximately 4 miles. In July and 
August it is one great strawberry meadow, where luscious berries may 
be gathered by the bushel. The Yakutat Indians visit this natural 
garden in summer and they have temporary houses near at hand in 
which they live during the strawberry season. Bears, "too, are fond of 
the fruit, and their trails were seen everywhere through the berry
covered plain and along the adjacent shore. 

Our camp was on the eastern border of this strawberry meadow 
and about a mile from the ocean. Along the beaeh southeast of our 
camp and separating the sea from the forest is a belt of open, sandy 
land, approximately 300 yards broad, extending many miles eastward 
and broken only by streams flowing across it. This is an abandoned 
beach connected with the level land on the bank of the Yahtse, and 
also densely strewn with strawberry blossoms in early summer and lit
erally pink with ripe fruit a few weeks later. It is evident that these 
level, unforested lands have been recently reelaimed from the sea. It 
is equally evident that they will soon be invaded and overgrown by the 
forest; foi· in this exceedingly humid region ~nly a few years are re
quired for the forest to advance and occupy a tract of land abandoned 
to its invasion. This is illustrated at the oltl Russian post near the 
mission at Yakutat, which was burned and the inhabitants of which 
were massacred in lSOJ. The cellars marking the sites of the former 
houses are now 9ccupicd by groves of spruce trees, some of which are 
2 feet in diameter. Were it not for ·the depressions left by the old 
cellars one could scarcely believe that this locality was inhabited less 
than a hundred years ago. 

None of the trees i-u the park are over a score of years old, and the 
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beach ridges crossing the same area arc separated by swampy depres
sions which must soon be filled. The f;wts all indicate that the land 
bas but recently been reclaimerl from the sea. This explains a dis
crepancy between the reports of the earlier visitors to this region and 
the observations of recent explorers. 

On most niaps of the region about the mouth of the Yahtse a deep 
indentation called Icy bay is indicated. This is probably on the author
ity of Vancouver, who visited this shore in 17!l4. Icy bay, as we know 
it. through our maps, has about the position of the triangular area, occu
pied by the alluvial fan of the Yahtse and the open, prairie-like land 
bordering it on the east. It seems safe to assume tllat the bay which 
existed a century ago has been filled, and that a, strip along the ocean's 
shore eastward has also been reclaimed since·the region was first vis
ited by white men. The manner in which the bay·has been filled is this: 
The glacial stream which empties at its head brought down vast 
quantities of grav~l, sand, and mud, a large part of which was delivered 
to the ocean. The currents in the ocean, following the shore and car
rying this material with them, built it into beaches and bars, which in 
times of storm were raised to a height of 5 or 6 .feet above ordinary 
high water. Other beaches were formed outside of the storm beach 
during calm weather, which thus became protected and covered with 
grass and flowers, while the new beach iu its turn was built up to the 
storm limit. ln this way the land was formed in alternate ridges and 
troughs, and the wind blowing the sand from the ridges, and aquatic 
plants growing in the troughs, soon brought the whole surface up to a 
general level. In addition to this process, as will be explained later1 

it is probable that a slow rise of the land about the borders of the great 
Malaspina glacier lJas accompanied the retreat of that ice sheet. 
Beaches were formed along the eastcm shore of ley bay and pushed 
farther. and farther out until at last a sand bar, brbkeu only by the 
channels kept open by the outtlowing waters, was tluown completely 
across its mouth. The stream from the north then deposited the greater 
part of its load in the landlocked area, and the filling of the bay pro
gressed rapidly. The old bay is not yet completely filled, as many 
lagoons and bayous exist within the shore bar, but its complete reclama
tion is an event of the near future. The records, as one may read them 
in nature, and the reports made by explorers at an interval of one hun
dred years are tlius brought into harmony, and explain why Icy bay 
exists at present only in name. • 

Yahtse river issues from a timnel in the ice at the head of a P.eep re
cess in the border of Malaspina glacier, as is shown on PI. x. Its 
course from the Chaix hills to its issuance from beneath the ice is· 
through a tun!lel some 6 or S miles long. · vVhere it comes 'to the light 
it is a swift stream of extremely muddy water, 100 or more feet broad 
and probably 15 or 20 feet deep. It soon bifurcates, and each branch 
continues to divide and subdivide as it flows seaward. Looking down· 
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on the stream from the high bluffs at its source the hundreds of shin
ing water ~~ourses into which it is divided gleam and twine, cross and 
recross, like threads of a silken skein blown by the wind. The scat
tered threads are gathered together once more as they near the ocean, 
and the waters escape across the sand bar which bas closeu the mouth 
of the former bay, through two or three principal channels kept open 
by out:tlowing waters in spite of the endeavors of shore currents to 
close them up. The appearance of this alluvial fan lying between steep 
bluffs of moraine-covered ice, as seen from its head, is shown on Pl._xr. 

Near the point where the Yahtse emerges from the ice the gravels 
and sands swept along by the swift current are deposited, and they 
have invaded the forest to the east and surrounded the trees with 
deposits of clay, sand, and gravel to the depth of many feet. Some of the 
dead trees which project through this deposit still retain their branches, 
but the greater part of them have been broken off aml overwhelmed 
by the invasion. The appearance of a portion of this partially buried 
forest is shown on Pl. xu. East of the Yahtse other streams have in
vaded the forest in a similar way, as is indieated by the dead trees 
standing along their borders. Where the deposits are thickest the 
trees have already tlisappeared and are replaced by broad sand :fiats, 
exceedingly niffieult to traverse during stormy weather, when they are 
usually inundated and made so soft that they approach the Qondition 
of quicksands. Alluvial deposits of this nature formed by overloaded 
streams are among tlte most interesting geological records now being 
made in connection with the glaciers of southern Alaska, and will claim 
more of our attention as we proceed. 

The dense forest of aged spruce trees just east of our c_amp was 
found to cover irregular hummocks, elevated about 100 feet above the 
sea. These are composed of clay, gravel, and huge bowlders, and were 
at once recognized as morainal deposits left by the retreat of l\falaspina 
glacier, which formally extended far south of its present limits. As in 
all the old forests in southern Alaska, the trees grow close together 
and many of them reach a great size. Beneath their dense shadows 
there is a luxuriant jungle of shrubs and ferns, in many places almost 
impassable.- The ground is thickly strewn with fallen trunks, some
times three or four deep, overgrown and almost lnuied bcne:tth an ex
ceedingly thick carpet of moss. Many pools or Ial~elets exist in the 
forest, of which some fill hollows in the moraines, while· others are due 
to the luxuriant vegetation choking the drainage. About these lake
lets th()re is frequently a broad area ~overed with delicately tinted 
sphagnum in which one sinks knee-deep at every step. Sometimes the 

·depressions have become completely filled by the outward growt,h of 
their mossy banks and are now little dells, carpeted with brown and 
green and surrounded on all sides hy the somber forest from which trees 
are already advancing to occupy the filled-up lake beds. In the center 
of forest openings there may oecasionally be found a well-like pond in 
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the moss, filled with amber-colored water, which is all that is left of a 
former lakelet. 

This brief sketch will serve to indicate what one may learn at Icy 
bay on dull, gray days, when the mountains are veiled from sight and 
dark fog banks hang heavily over the ocean. 

A DAY OF SUNSHINE. 

A few days after our arrival there came a change. The cloud curtain 
rose and revealed a· magnificent panorama of mountains and glaciers 
with a foreground of flower-strewn meadows and moss-draped forests, 
far more magnificent than one nQt familiar with that land of wonders 
could. have fancied. 

On the rare days of uninterrupted sunshine, which, by contrast, seem 
far more beautiful in Alaska than in less humid lands, the region about 
our camp assumed a new aspect, and disclosed a grandeur and vastness 
not even suggested when the mountains were wrapped in vapor and 
the ·air was thick with mist and rain. How can I describe and how 
picture the scene t.hat slowly appeared when the light of a Northept 
summer morning supplanted by imperceptible changes the twilight of 
the night, and peak after peak and range after range appeared in rosy 
hues as if the sun's rays had caused them to crystallize from the air like 
frostwork on the sky~ On such a morning I left my tent in the shadow 
of the forest and walking through the open glades among groves of 
young spruce trees gained the meadow stretching westward to the bank 
of the Yahtse. Each blade of grass and each gracefully bending fern
frond was jeweled with dewdrops; each fairy tent built by spiders 
among the flowers was a miniature canopy of pearls; the morning 
breeze was mildly fragrant with the odors of countless blossoms; the 
birds had long been astir-indeed, th~ brief hours of twilight which 
constitute the summer night seemed scarcely to give them time to rest; 
the air was clear and transparent and the dome of purple blue above, 
shading through delicate amber and gorgeous yellow to rose red in the 
east, told that the day would be perfect. The scene had all the delicate 
beauty and picturesque neglect of abandoned New England fields, 
which were vividly recalled by familiar plants mantling the ground; 
but as I passed the groves and wandered through the tall grass of the 
open meadow beyond it was plain enough that a hidden corner of 
Alaska was before me, for in no other land are there such glaciers and 
such mountains. 

The first object to rivet attention was the vast snow-covered precipice 
forming the southern face of St. Elias, which presents a visual height 
of over 3 miles and is seemingly without a ledge on which a swallow 
could alight. On the west, beyond the desolate storm-swept shores of 
the Yahtse, rise the even more drear and barren bluffs formed by the 
moraine-covered border of Malaspina glacier, which there trends nearly 
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southwestward1 and terminates oceanward in Icy cape. Beyond and 
above the clmos of rocks covering the border of the glacier, which comes 
boldly down to the river, we can see, crossed by thousands of blue crev
asses, tlie clear ice which forms its central part. The somce of the glacier 
is far to the north, in the snow fields on the southern slopes of the St. Elias 
range and the northern portion ofthc Robinson hills. The current in the 
glacier is toward the southwest. We can trace what looks like a clear 
white line, but what in reality is an ice field many miles broad, from its 
source far up on the mountains to its. terniinus at the ocean, where it 
forms Icy cape. The ice is there undermined by waves, and breaks off 
to form hundreds of floating masses, which whiten the waters for miles 
along the shore. The ice rises precipitously from the surf in delicately 
tinted cliffs of blue and white to a height of at least 300 oi' 400 feet
by estimate, for line or rule has never been applied to those inaccessi
ble precipices. The cliffs are cleft from base to summit by huge gashes, 
which are easily distinguishable.at a distance of many miles and reveal 
the intense blue of the inner ice. When a huge block breaks off from 
the face of the cliffs and topples over into the sea a roar like distant 
thunder comes booming across the waters, and is plainly audible even 
at a distance of 20 miles. The ice field above the cliff is crevassed 
and shattered in such a way that it is utterly impassable by any crea
ture not endowed with the power of flight. We soon learn one among 
many facts of geological interest fi·om that great sea cliff of ice. The 
broad belt of broken stones whiclt buries the border of tlte glacier may 
be traced southward to where the .ice overhangs the sea,-but on the 

·face of the eliffs it forms only a 11arrow band just at the summit, all 
below being clear ice, showing that the moraine is superficial; it is a 
load carried on the surface of the stream. 

About the bases of the cliff's forming Icy cape the turbid waters are 
always dotted with floating ice,· but the floes and bergs do not drift far 
away. It would be of interest to geologists to sec what kind of deposit 
is there forming, but this can be done only bytracing in fancy the com
mingling of stratified sediments and glacier-borne debris, which are be
ing spread out together. When we visit the Cltaix hills we shall find 
them composed of rocks which were apparently formed under conditions 
similar to those now obtaining at Icy cape and shall then be better able to 
understand the characters of deposits formed by glaciers under the sea. 
Icy cape is unique, for the reason that it is the only instance known iu 
Alaska where a glacier extends out into the open ocean and is fully ex
posed to the waves of the Pacific. Instances are abundant where gla
eiers break off' at the heads of sheltered bays and rock-bound fiords, 

1 This western lobe of Malaspina glacier was called ·Guyot glacier by Schwatka, but as it is con tin· 
uous and confluent with the vast plateau of ice east of Yahtse known as Malaspina glacier I have 
thought best to designate by one name the entire ic~ field bordering the ocean between Yakutat bay 
on the east and Robinson hills on the west. The name "Guyot glacier" will be retained for the fine 
ice stream flowing southward between Robinson and.Karr hills, which, like Tyndall, Agassiz, Seward, 
and other glaciers, is. tributary to the great piedmont ice sheet known as Malaspina glacier. 
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as iu the case of the l\inir and Takn glaciers, for example, hut the crystal 
cliffs at Icy cape are far more magnificent than any of these, although 
of the same type. We shall find it convenient, as we proceed, to speak 
of glaciers which come down into the sea and break oft' in bergs as 
"tide-water glaciers." This is but a provisional designation, however, 
which may be used until a satisfactory classification of glaciers shall 
have been agreed upon. 

Beyond the western lobe of .Malaspina glacier and presenting a bold 
escarpment to th3 south, as do nearly all of the mountains in view from 
Icy bay, rise the Robinson hills, named in memory of Lieut. L. L. Rob
inson. These" bills," as we call them, on account of their association 
with greater mountains, have an elevation of 4,000 or 5,000 feet and arc 
rugged and alpine in their form. The steep precipice overlooking the 
ocean is diversified by bold buttrcsset-~ and rises above into several 
promineut pyramids of dazzling whiteness, for the snow covering them 
is perennial. Their gentle northern slopes are covered with immense 
snow fields extending to the base of the St. Elias range and forming a 
part of the· gathering ground of the great Guyot glacier. To the 
north of the main crest of Robinson hills, which trend about northeast 
and southwest, are several irregular mountain peaks that are com
pletely snow-clad even in August. Tilese pierce the even surface of 
the vast snow fields like shi1_1ing spires and are considerably higher 
than the crest line to the south. The Robinson hills are in view fi·om 
the mission at Yakutat, and from that station seem to form the most 
southern prolongation of tile snow-covered mountains rising above the 
dark line of the forest clothing Kbantaak island. The rocks forming 
this uplift are distinctly stratified and .dip gently northward. Pre
sumably they have the same geological history as the Chaix and Sa
movar hills. 

North and east of our camp at Icy bay we could see the forest-covered 
bluff, some 4 or 5 miles distant, formed by the southern margin of 
Malaspina glacier. Rising above this dark, even line were the white 
summits of St. Elias and Augusta ranges, while farther to the right and 
more distant are other magnificent mounta~ns well worthy of attention. 

FROM ICY BAY TO MALASPINA GLACJER. 

As soon as our first camp bad been made secure we turned our faces 
northward and took up a line of march toward Mount St. Elias. In 
clear weather we had no difficulty in deciding on our course, as the 
great mountain was always in sight, except when we were buried in 
the forest or close to the southern escarpment of Chaix· bills. 

A day or two after landing I made a scout northward for the purpose 
of spying out tile land and choosing a line of march. At first I fol
lowed the eastern bank of the Y aht.se, but in an hour or two came to 
a dense forest, in which there were many lakelets and bayous. In these 
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stagnant waters I was surprised to find Limneas in abundance. The 
presence of these mollusks is of interest for the reason that they live 
in waters supplied by glacial streams from which fine mud is being 
deposited. They tell us that the absence of fossils in the rocks can 
not always be taken as an indication of Arctic conditions. My tramp 
northward was made difficult by the many branches into which the 
Yahtse divides and by dense vegetation clothing the spaces between 
the streams. .At length I came to a deep, sluggish stream flowing east
ward into the forest, too deep to wade, but bordered on each side by a 
barren tract of. sand and mud deposited when the stream was flooded. 
Following the bank of' the stream eastward I came to a still larger mud 
fiat through_ which another stream flowed; and discovered that this 
extended northward to the escarpment of the great glacier. I was de
lighted to find a way thus opened which would relieve us of the diffi
culty of cutting a trail through the forest. I tm:wersed this smooth, 
level flood plain northward for 2 or 3 miles and came at length to 
a swift, muddy stream, the bottom of which I found to be formed of 
soft mud and quicksand. My reconnoissance was there ended, for the 
reason that I was alone and did not care to risk being swallowed up in 
quicksands with no one near to report my fate. It was plain that we 
could follow almost a direct line northward from our first camp and 
reach the border of Malaspina glacier in a single day's march, provided 
we could cross the streams that lay in ouf· way. 

The work of advancing our camp began the day following. At the 
start we had forty packs to carry and as there were only five men to 
do the work we were obliged to go over the ground several times. As 
we advanced, however, our impedimenta were reduced not only by the 
the amount of food consumed, but owing to the fact that we concluded 
to do without many things which at :first seemed indispensable . 

.A narrow footbridge of logs was throwu across the broadest stream 
that lay in our way, but owing to the rapidity with which the banks 
were being cut by the swift current, we could not secure it so that it 
would remain in position for more than a few hours. AU of our outfit 
having been advanced to the bank of this stream, we hurried across 
the bridge, which was soon swept away, and our connection with our_ 
base camp at Icy bay was interrupted. We regretted this a few days 
later when Ornm back, Warner, and myself had occasion to return over 
the same trail. On reaching the place where we had left the bridge 
we found it gone and the bank considerably changed. There were no 
trees near at hand which we could fell a<Jross and we were not able to 
handle logs of the size required to make a new bridge. The stream 
had a deep, swift current of muddy, icy water, and the day was cold 
and rainy. To strip in such an atmosphere and plunge into an ice
water bath required considerable courage, but there was no other way. 
Another stream more than waist deep had to be waded before reach
ing the base camp, and on returning a few hours later the same dis-
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agreeable experience llad to be repeated. Swimming in ice water does 
not tend to cultivate a taste for such Spartan experience, and our 
second plunge was even more trying than tlle first. For the benefit of 
tllose of my readers wllo may have occasion to swim rivers of coltl 
water, I may say that a plunge from a place where tlle bank is steep 
and the water deep is preferable to wading part way across before 
striking out. The cllange from air to water shoul~l be made as nearly 
instantaneous as possible. 

With the exception of the streams we had to cross, and the quick
sands, which sometimes gave us trouble, the first stage in our journey 
was an easy one. By the 16th of June, all the things n_eccssary for 
our trip to the mountains had been advanced to the border of Malaspina 
glacier. 

• 
ACROSS THE FOREST-COVERED BORDER OF MALASPINA GLACIER. 

Having reached the southern border of Malaspina glacier, we were 
in position to push ahead once more. 

A view of the escarpment formed by the glacier just north of our 
· camp is shown on Pl. xnr. Tlle forest covering the greater portion of 
the low-lands extends up over tue moraine-covered bluff of ice and 
thence inland on the surfrtce of tlle glacier for 4 or 5 miles. The face of 
the ice bluff is so completely covered with bowlders, earth, and vege
tation, that it is seldom one has so much as a glimpse of the ice beneatll. 
In fact, an unobserving person might wander over it for hm~rs without 
noticing that there are occasional ice outcrops. Where streams pour 
out like fountains, from the base of the bluff, or at difl'erent elevations 
on its slope, the debris is usually washed away to some extent, thus 
revealing the true nature of the material beneath. On account of the 
melting of the ice, the debris and vegetation on the steeper slopes fre
quently slip down in small landslides, forming a chaotic accumulation 
of bowlders and uprooted trees. Where the vegetation has thus been 
removed, the clay or earth beneath ti:·equently becomes saturated with 
water and slips slowly downward, carrying gravel and small bowlders 
with it. ' 

The debris on the surface of the escarpment, and covering the glacier 
to the nortl1, is not of great thickness. Many of the bowlders are 8 
or 10 feet in diameter, but wllen these are not present the layer of 
earth and stones which conceals the ice and forms the stratum on which 
vegetation llas taken root, is, on an average, not more than 3 or 4 
feet thick, and is frJjquently much less. This material is deposited 
in an irregular sheet as the ice retreats, and occasionally forms con
fused heaps owing to the fa~t that it reaches its final resting place 
by sliding down the escarpment in which the glacier terminates, as has 
just been mentioned. At intervals along the border of the glacier the 
debris deposited by it has received some arrangement through the 
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action of running water, and in such localities may contain beds of 
irregularly stratified gravel and sand, but by far the greater part of 
the rounded material in these stratified deposits received its form 
while being transported by subglacial or englacial streams. 

The vegetation on the surface of Malaspina glacier, where we ap
proached it, had no breaks or openings through which we could 
travel northward, but was so dense that we could not possibly force 
our way through it when encumbered with paeks. \Ve decided, there
fore, before attempting to proceed, to cut a trail through the forest to 
reach the barren moraine to the north. Taking axes, hatehets, and 
hunting knives, we climbed the steep escarpment, about 400 feet high, 
north of our camp where a landslide had opened a way to reach the 
forest growing on the plateau above. From the erest of the escarp
ment the surface rose gently northward beyond the forest-covered 
area, anrl in fact all the way to the mountains. Just what the general 
grade may be has never been determined, bnt judging from aneroid 
measurements it is in the neighborhood of 75 feet to the mile. We 
found the surface exceedingly roug·h on account of large bowlders, 
irregular piles of debris, and deep rudely-circular depressions, holding 
lakelets. Choosing a course nearly due north by compass, we began 
to clear a trail, but, owing to the roughness of the ground and the 
numerous deep hollows and lakelets to be avoided, we eould uot fol
low a straight line. To ascertain the most practicable route, we fre
quently climbed the highest trees growing on the mounds of debris 
and from these points of observation had an extended view over the 
surrounding country. On looking northward from tree tops, we could 
see only an nnbrokeu expanse of green wood, the limit of which was 
beyond the reach of vision. The barren debris field north of the for
est could not be seen until we were within less than half a mile from 
its southern border. From the tree tops the green forest of alder 
and spruce which surrounded us seemed limitless in extent. South
ward we could look far over the dense forests eovering the lowlands 
bordering the oeean, and in the distance see the discolored waters of 
the Pacific. Southwestward the course of the Yahtse could be traced 
and the many shining streams into which it divides clearly distin
guished. Beyond the Yahtse rose the border of the southwest lobe of 
Malaspina glaeier bare of vegetation, but completely covered with 
brown moraines. The border of the glacier there forms a steep blnft". 
The slope rises westward until an elevation of about 1,500 feet is 
reaehed in the central portion of the ice stream. The moraines be
eome less continuous toward the interior and at last clear iee appears 
between dark parallel bands of debris. Beyond the glacier rises the 
bold monoclinal uplift now known as Hobiuson hills. 

Nearly a day's hard work was required in cutting a trail through the 
belt of vegetation covering the margin of the glacier, in order to reaeh 
the desolate waste of broken stones and bowlders beyond. The surface 
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of the bare moraine is of the same general character as the outer belt 
on which forests grow, excepting that the spaces between the larger 
rocks are not so well filled with fine material and no humus has yet 
accumulated. ·rhe vegetation through which we cut a trail consisted 
principally of alders, growing to a height of 20 or 30 feet, but on 
the outer or older portion of the moraine there are dense groves of 
spruces, some of which are 3 feet in diameter. The spruce trees de
crease in number and become of smaller size toward the interior. Be
sides these there is an occasional cottonwood and a dense undergrowth 
of salmonberry and huckleberry bushes, devil's club, and rank ferns, 
mostly of the genus .Asplenium, in great profusion. Some idea of the 
density of this forest at a distance of about 4 miles from the outer 
margm of the glacier can be derived from the illustration forming 
Pl. XIV. The highest vegetation shown in the picture is alder; the 
broad leaf plant in the foreground is the devil's club. Spruce trees 
were growing near at hand but do not appear in the picture. 

Having made a trail through the forest, we advanced our tents and 
supplies to the southern border of the barren moraine and there estab
lished another camp. Our tents were pitched on exceedingly rough 
ground which had to be made moderately level by piling up rocks and 
filling the interspaces with smaller stones. Wood was supplied from a 
few dead alder bushes which had been undermined by the recession of 
the margin of a lakelet, and water was obtained from pools in the ice. 

To the north of our camp extended a desolate field of broken stones 
entirely bare of vegetation as far as the eye could reach. In the dis
tance rose the steep escarpment of the Chaix: hills, while beyond tow
ered the snow-covered summit of Mount St. Elias. Small snow banks 
still lingered in the shadows of the steeper debris-covered cliffs, and 
beneath the trees where the forest was most dense. These indicated 
that spring was not far advanced and that we should soon reach the 
snow line. The weather was warm and pleasant and the mountains 
frequently free from clouds. While the heat in the middle of the day 
was sometimes uncomfortable, especially when traveling with heavy 
packs, the temperatme in the shade seldom rose above 50° F., but dur
ing the night ice did not form on the pools from which we obtained 
our water supply. 

ACROSS THE BARREN MORAINE OF MALASPINA GLACIER. 

Stamy and I started northward from our camp at the edge of vegeta
tion early on the morning of June 21 for the purpose of making a 
reconnaissance and deciding where we should establish our next 
advance camp. We took one blanket in addition to our large water
proof coats and rations for two days. 

For 4 or 5 miles the Rnrface of the moraine-covered ice was exceed
ingly rough and uneven. vVe were constantly skirting the bases o!' 
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tall pyramids of ice thinly covered with loose stones, or climbing their 
treacherous sides to obtain a view from the summits. V\T e passed 
scores of small lakes occupying deep, crater-like depressions in the ice, 
down the sides of which stones were occasionally sliding and plunging 
with a great splash into the muddy water below. These strange lake
lets have an interesting history, and will be described later in this paper. 

After passing the region thickly studded with lakelcts our way 
became less rugged, and we were able to make better progress. About1 
noon we saw a large square rock on a ridge of ice about 2 miles in 
advance, and, pressing on, at length reached it. Halting for a noon
day lunch we had leisure to study the dreary scene about us. The sur
face of the glacier had been rising gradually as we advanced, but the 
grade became less and less the farther north we proceeded. From the 
bowlder on which we took our lunch we could see the surface of the 
glacier for 4 or 5 miles in advance and noticed that the debris on its 
surface was becoming less continuous and was broken here and there 
by clear lanes of ice. It was evident that we were approaching the 
inner border of the barreu moraiue, but we could not yet distinguish 
the clear ice beyond. . 

Continuing our tramp, we at length reached the inner border of the 
moraine, and had an appa,rently limitless field of ice and snow ahead. 
There was some new snow on the surface of the glacier forming irregu
lar patches, and as we advanced these grew larger until the ice was 
entirely concealed. We could now see the Chaix hills distinctly, and 
could makeoutthe trees growing along their southern base. Changing 
our course slightly toward the northwest, we pressed on over the soft 
yielding snow, and in about an hour came to a prominent ridge of ice 
sheeted with a thin layer of black slate. This debris, although only a 
few inches thick, had protected the ice beneath and kept it from melt
ing, while the adjacent surface wasted away. From the summit of this 
ridge, which was about 200 feet higher than the adjacent surface, we 
could see around us in all directions, and gained a comprehensive idea 
of the frozen regions we were traversing. We were in the central por
tion of a great tongue of snow-covered icc, in which the crevasse indi
cated a motion to:vard the southwest. This open tract was about 5 
miles broad. From our station on the summit of the island in its cen
ter we could see the bordering moraines both on the east and on the 
west, but to the north and to the northwest were unbroken snow fields 
as far as the eye could reach. Continuing on our course, we crossed 
about 3 miles of suow and came to a moraine belt which borders it 
on the west and skirts the southeru base of the Chaix hills. This mor
aine is shown in Pl. xv, which is reproduced from a photograph taken 
from the summit of the Chaix hills, looking eastward across the Mala:.,;
pina glacier. Its outer portion, which we first reached, is composed of 
black slate broken iuto angular fragments, and in general is only a few 
inches thick, but it was sufficient to protect the ice beneath aud cause 
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it to form prominent ridges. West of the first belt of moraine we came 
to other bauds composed of different kinds of rock, which I afterwards 
feund followed the same order as the rocky capes projecting into 
Agassiz and Newton glaciers farther north. The black slate was far
thest out on the moraine, and its source was far up Newton glacier, 
where a promotory of similar rock is known to us as Hope cliff. 

We plodded wearily on, anxious to reach a cam ping place, as it was 
evident that we bad only a few more hours of daylight. Finally we 
came to the top of a steep bluff of debris-covered ice, and woce rejoiced 
to find that it was the actual border of the glacier. At our feet, sepa
rating the glacier from the Cbaix hills, tlowed.a swift, turbid stream, 
which we concluded was the eastern branch of the Yahtse. Descend
ing the steep border of the glacier with some difficulty, the stones con
stantly slipping from beneath our feet, we gained the bank of the 
stream, but found it a swift, roaring tlood which we could not cross at 
all points. Choosing a favorable place where the stream was broad, we 
waded through and, climbing the steep bank of gravel and bowlders on 
the opposite side, found a well-sheltered camping place beneath a wide
spreading spruce tree, the lower branches of which were dead and 
would furnish an abundant supply of fuel for a camp fire, and there we 
decided to spend the night. After a light supper we spread our 
blanket on the thick moss, with our feet to the camp fire, and slept 
.until late next morning. 

Having decided to place om next advance camp near the spot where 
we had bivouacked, and having learned the character of tJ1e country 
we were to cross, we started back for the camp we bad left the day 
previous. 

On returning we followed a more southern route than the one trav
ersed the day before, and, in consequence, became involved in a net
work of crevasses and were greatly delayed for the reason that the 
snow covering of the glacier concealed the pitfalls beneath and made 
traveling dangerous. Carefully threading our way through this treach· 
erous maze, we·reached the border of the barren moraine, but had to 
travel six or eight miles through a region thickly sprinkled with lake· 
·lets, between which there were rugged debris pyramids, and were thus 
still more delayed. Having left our blanket and the few things we 
lmtl taken to the Chaix hills, we were unincumbered and could travel 
as rapidly as the exceedingly rugged nature of the glacier would per
mit, but it was near sunset before we rejoined our companions. 

Owing to the distance across the desert of stones and ice in_tervening 
between our camp and the Chaix hills, and the sameness of the natural 
features throughout the region, I took the precaution to have flags and 
mouume1_1ts placed along· the route, fearing that during storms and fog 
the men in advancing supplies might become confused and not be able 
to return to camp. To find one's wajr to any desired point in such a 
barren, monotonous region, even in fine weather, requires a keen sense 
of location. · 
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The distanne from our camp to the Chaix hills made the march across 
exceedingly fatiguing, ami, besides, to read1 a camping place in that 
direction would take us several miles out of the direct course to the 
Agassiz glacier, which we judged would furnish the most practicable 
route to the northern side of Mount St. Elias. It was decided, there
fore, to make an advance camp at Chaix hills, to which we could 
return on our way back from the mountains, and which I could ocnupy 
alone while the men were advancing the packs to a point we had 
selected on the northern border of the barren moraine. The day after 
Stamy and I returned from our reconnaissance I agaiu went to the 
Chaix hills, taking all of the camp hands with me. Each man was 
heavily loaded with tents, rations, instruments, etc., and we repeated 
the tramp already described. A pleasant camping place was selected 
near the spot where we had previously bivouacked, which proved to be 
the last camp at which we could have abundant wood for camp fires. 
The men returned to their difficult task of packing across the barren 
moraine, while I remained at the Chaix hills and occupied my time for 
four or five days in building a sled with which to facilitate our advance 
up the snow-covered glaciers to the north, and in making myself familiar 
with the characteristics of the neighboring glacier and with the geol
ogy of the hills, which rise like islands in the vast sea of icc. 

GEOLOGY OF THE CHAIX HILLS. 

The Chaix hills are geologically unique. They are formed of a mono
clinal block of conformable strata 8 or 10 miles long, trending north
east and southwest, and tilted northward at an angle of 10 or 15 
degrees. The general elevation of their crest line is about 3,000 feet, 
while the sharp pyramids that give them a serrate outline rise 200 or 
300 feet higher. The southern face is precipitous and so steep in most 
places that it can not be climbed. The northern slope is gentle, con
formable with the dip of the strata, and has an undulating, hummocky 
surface, covered with low but very dense alpine vegetation. The 
southern face is too steep and disintegrating too rapidly to support 
vegetation, except on a few of the buttressing ridges and about the im
mediate base, where there is a dense forest of spruce trees. 

Owing to the softuess of the material of which the hills are com
posed it is easily eroded and presents typical illustrations of rain and 
wind sculpture. The familiar forms originating in heaps of clay when 
exposed to heavy rains are there reproduced on a grand scale. The 
concave crests which unite the pyramids along the summit and the 
sharp buttresses on the southern face give the hills exceedingly grace
ful tent-like forms that are in pleasing contrast with the rugged and 
angular outlines of the mountains of harder rock to the north. The 
topographic form of the hills is sufficient in itself to indicate their ex
treme youth. Although composed of soft, easily eroded strata, they 
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stand as sharp ridges surmounted by angular pyramids, indicative of 
immature sculpture. Under the climatic conditions to which they are 
subjected it is evident that a few centuries would be sufficient to 
greatly reduce their height and to round their contours. This indica
tion of youth is also sustained by the fossils with which many of the 
:,;trata are charged, which are of living marine species. 

But what makes the hills especially iuteresting to the geologist is 
the fact that they are composed of stratified morainal material. The 
stratification is conspicuous even from a distance, but is due princi
pally to slight changes in color. Light purplish brown, alternating 
with light gray, are the prevailing tints. The colors are in broad 
bands, which may be traced continuously for thousands of feet. 
Knowing the elevation of the southern precipice, one can easily esti
mate the thickness of the strata there exposed. From many_ eye 
estimates it is evident that the minimum thickness of the deposit ean 
not be less than 4,000 or 5,000 feet. The rocks are essentially homo
geneous from base to summit, and are composed of sandy clay contain
ing large quantities of both angular and rounded bowlders of all sizes 
up to G or 8 feet in diameter. The bowlders are composed of many 
kinds of rock, and represent as great a variety as do the stones in the 
moraines on the living glaciers with which the hills are encircled. They 
are not arrangefl in definite strata, but occur promiscuously through
out the deposit from base to summit. Some of them are faceted, pol
ished, and striated in a manner indicative of glacial action. The fact 
that they have been transported by glaciers is beyond question. 

In the ~ner portions of the deposit, especially in certain fine light 
gray Randy clays, sea shells arc numerous. A small collection of these 
was made, in which Dr. W. H. Dall has identified the following, 1 all of 
which are still living in the adjacent ocean: 

Oard<un• islandicum L. 
11/acoma sabulosa 8pengler. 
Natica., sp. ~ 
Nncula (two BllCCies, indeterminate). 
Panopea arctiCl£ Lam. 

Thracia curta Conr. 
I"oldia.li·matula Say. 
Yoldic£ (like ·myalis). 
I"oldin (like obe8a). 
Yolclit£ thracia:formis Shorer. 

Besides the shells of mollusks, there are the shell caseR of annelids 
(Sc·rpnla ~) attached to glaciated bowlders, showing that the stones on 
which they grew must have remained exposed at the bottom of the sea 
for some time before being wholly buried. 

The interpretation of these various records leads to the conclusion 
that the strata composing the Ohaix hills were deposited about the ex
tremity of a glacier which ended in the ocean. Portions of the finer 
material, especially that containing sea shells, is largely glacial silt, 
while the bowlders and gravels were deposited by the bergs that floated 

1 A list of fossils from same sy•tem at Pinnacle pasA, at an eleYatiun of 5,000 feet above the sea, 
was given in the National Geograpbiu Ma~azine, vol. H, p. 172. These eomprise: Mya arenaria L.; 
Mytilus ednl18 I".; Leda fossa Baird. or L. min uta Jiaur.; Macoma incon•piwa B. & S.; Oa1·dtum 
i~ila'Hdicu'm L.; Litorina atkana Dall. ' 
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away fi·om the face of a glacier. The deposit now forming at the ex
tremity of the western lobe of Malaspina glacier, where it breaks oft' 
into the sea, must be very similar to the strata forming these remarka
ble hills. 

The southern face of the Chaix bills falls about in line with the south
ern escarpment of the Robinson hills, which, as nearly as I could judge 
fi·om studying them with a field glass at a distance, are composed of 
material of the same character. The Robinson hills, as we have seen, 
are also monoclinal in structure, and the strata composing them bas a 
similar north ward inclination. The Samovar bills, northeast of the 
Chaix hills, are also composed of stratified morainal material in which 
the dip is again northward, as I have learned from personal examina
tion: The fact that these three uplifts have the same monoclinal struc
ture and about the same direction of dip, and the sanie general trend, 
indicates that they are closely related in their origin. In my judgment 
they were formed by the uplifting of the northern side of a fault, or of 
a series of closely related faults, and received their northward inclina
tion from the tilting of the uplifted blocks. 

The rocks forming the three uplifts mentioned belong to what I 
called the Pinnacle system in the report of the expedition of 1890/ but 
the glacial origin of any portion of that system, although suggested by 
certain coarse conglomerates at Pinnacle pass, was not fully J;:ecog
nized until the present season. From the color of the rocks in the 
Chai"x: hills and the character of their stratification when seen from a 
distance, I made the mistake dliring the first expedition of referring 
them in part to the Yakutat system. 

G-AME. 

The packs that the men were advancing across Malaspina g-lacier 
had neP>rlY all been ca.rried to a cache northeast of the Chaix hills, from 
which point we were to begin our march to the Samovar hills by July 3. 
Warner theu left the remainder of the party and joined me in my 
lonely camp. 

Early the following morning- we started for a climb to the summit of 
the Chaix hills. As usual while on the lower slopes of the mountains, 
I took my rille. Owing to the smallness of the party, my geological 
tramps were usually made alone, and I found a great source of comfort 
and companionship in a good Winchester rifle. Bear trails are abun
dant all about Icy bay, and my camp at Chaix hilis was within a few 
yards of a broad game trail which had evidently long been used by 
bears, wolves, foxes, and mountain goats. This well beaten thoroug-h
fare skirts the foot of the hills for several miles, and, as we afterwards 
learned, is continued across the glacier 6 or 8 miles northeastward 
to the Samovar hills. Such road ways are common in the forested 

I National Geographic Magazine, vol. 3, p. 167. 
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portiOn of the regwn we traversed, and are frequently of great assist
ance in forcmg one's way through the close underbrush which grows 
everywhere on the low slopes not buned beneath glaciers. These 
paths are broader and deeper than the buffalo trails still to be seen m 
the prmnes west of the Missis::;ippi. The trmls made by my party 
near our camps, ~hich had been traven;cd a score of times by each of 
us, were by no means so deep or so plain as the highways followed by 
the denizens of the forest. Plentiful, however, as were the signs of 
game, we seldom saw any of the animals. Bears are exceedingly shy, 
and the only acquaintance we made with the wolves, which, as their 
tracks showed, are of unusual Size, was their mournful howling at 
mg:ht. 

On the morning of July 4, however, when we started for the summit 
of the Chaix hills, we were more fortunate than usualm securing game. 
About a mile from camp, wh1le traversmg the bottom of a deep gorge, 
through wh1ch the east branch of tl1e Yahtse flows, we saw a large 
brown bear co~ing toward us. AntiCipatmg a bear fight, such as one fre
quently reads about, I took my station behind a small bowlder and 
waited as patiently as poRsible for the huge beast to approach. When 
within about 200 yards I fired; but instead of a wild charge and a des
perate fight, as antiCipated, I was surprised to see my antagonist fall 
and then slowly rise, with blood pourmg from her mouth. Evidently 
she was badly hurt, but several more shots were required before she 
was dead. Fresh meat being a ranty With us, we dressed our game 
and took it to camp. The day was then too far spent for us to hope 
reaching the summit of the Chaix lulls, and our start was postponed 
until the followmg mornmg. 

CLIMBING THE CHAIX HILLS. 

Five o'clock the next mornmg found ns agam on our way to the top 
of the Chmx hills. About ~ nules west of our camp the stream 
which we followed empties into a lake, the main portiOn of which hes 
in a sheltered recess, and is nearly surrounded by precipitous chffs. 
On the border of the lake, deep Withm the cove, there IS a beautiful 
park, covered with luxunant flowers aml ferns and mterspersed with 
groves of spruce trees. We reaehed the open glens in this natural 
reserve just as the shadows were leavmg them. The flowers were wet 
with dew. The placid surface of the lake reflected the rugged walls en
mrclmg it and the luxuriant banks of bloom along its shores. Each 
dash of brilliant color on the chfts and each foammg cascade had Its 
counterpart m the depth below. The au was fresh and warm where 
the bright sunlight fell, but the chill of the mght still lingered in the 
shadows. So mild and delicately beautiful was the scene that one 
could scarcely believe that from the summits of the encirclmg clift's 
there could be seen one of the most desolate and most magmficent 
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reaches of snow-covered mountains and sea-like expanses of ice to be 
found in the northern hemisphere, if not in the world. 

Choosing the largest of the steep stream channels in the southern face 
of the hills, we began the ascent. Fortunately for us the canyon was so 
well sheltered by high precipices that snow still lay many feet deep in 
its bottom. From a cave under the snow at the foot of the ravine a 
swift, muddy stream rushed out, and while traversing the snow pave
ment in the bottom of the canyon we could hear the roar of the impris
oned flood beneath. Continuing our ascent we came at length to the 
head of the walled gorge and were obliged to climb a steep snow slope 
in order to reach a sharp ridge leading towards the highest pyramid 
on the cliffs above. Along the ridge we found well-beaten trails made 
by mountain goats, and on many of the bushes there were tangled 
bunches of their white, wool-like hair. Each sharp ridge projecting 
above the snow and each island among the drifts was gorgeous with 
brilliant flowers. Our old friends the lupins were there in all their 
purple glory, growing close to the lingering snow banl~s. 

vV e climbed to a saddle between two sharp pyramids on the crest of 
the range, hoping to be able to ascend along the crest line, but after 
scaling an exceedingly steep slope and gaining the divide I found the 
opposite slopes still steeper than the one by which I had come. The 
crest was so narrow that even the goats had avoided it, preferring to 
make their trails diagonally along the roof-like slopes. Turning back 
a short distance we made directly for the highest pinnacle, and had 
to zigzag up a snow slope on which it would have been well if we 
could have cut steps, but not expecting to find it necessary to use ice 
axes, we had not brought them, and had moreover provided ourselves 
with only one alpenstock. We ascended slowly and were soon at the 
foot of the bare pyramid which we wished to scale, and there the climb
ing became still more difficult. The loose, sandy shale contained a 
great variety of stones aud bowlders which projected from its surface 
and rendered us assistance in climbing, but the hold thus afforded was 
very precarious. Finding that it was dangerous to trust my weight 
to them I cut steps in the soft rock with my knife, and, borrowing 
Warner's alpenstock, was soon at the top. My companion being un
able to scale the treacherous slope without the aid of an alpenstock 
remained at the bottom and occupied his time taking photographs. 

SUMMIT OF THE CHAIX HILLS. 

J feel justified in saying that no one will ever be able to adequately 
describe the magnificent panorama unfolded before an observer stand
ing on the topmost pinnacle of Chaix hills, when the skies are unclouded 
and the air has that wonderful transparency only to be found on bril
liant days in a humid climate. As for myself! hesitate even to attempt 
a rough outline of the splendid pictures indelibly impressed upon my 
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memory. \\T e are told that the architects of India build outstanding 
pavilions from which to view the beauties of their "dreams in marble;'' 
so in Alaska, on an infinitely grander scale, the Chaix hills, situated 10 
miles in front of the vast southward-facing precipice of the St. Elias 
range, afford a point of observation that co-ctld not be sm:passei.l. 

The Chaix hills rise through a sea of ice, the shores of which can not 
be seen from their summits. Looking eastward there is nothing in 

·sight but an apparently limitless plateau of ice forming Malaspina 
glacier. On its immediate border is a belt of broken stones and 
bowlders 3 or 4 miles broad, and on the southern margin of the vast 
frozen plateau is a similar belt of· debris of still greater extent, but all 
the central portion, excepting a long, narrow moraine extending south 
from the Samovar hills, is white and free from stones and dirt. 

Malaspina glacier sweeps around the south baHe of the Chaix hills and 
extends westward to Robinson hilts. vVest of our point of view we 
could look down upon the broken and crevassed surface of Guyot and 
Tyndall glaciers and observe the vast sweep of their frozen currents 
as they flow seaward from the mountains. All of the gentle northward 
slope of Robinson hills is buried beneath one vast, slightly crevassed 
snow field, scores of square miles in extent, which indicates by its undu
lations the contour of the rocks beneath. 

North of the Chaix hills there iH a belt of irregular hilly ground cov
ered i.n part by snow fields and bristling with rugged peaks, which, as 
seen from the south, are bare and brown during summer. This irregular, 
broken range of hills extends to the base of Mount St. Elias, all the 
southern slope of which is in full view from the commanding summit 
where the reader in fancy is standing. A little to the right of these hills 
is a seemingly level fiel<l of ice forming Libby glacier, which extends up 
to the actual base of the precipice leading to the summit of the St. Elias 
range. The snrface of Libby glacier has an elevation of approximately 
2,000 feet, while the summit of St. Elias, towering above it, has au ele
vation of over 18,000 feet. The visual height of the mountain, on which 
its scenio grandeur depends, is tlms about R miles. Some idea of 
the steepness and ruggedness of this vast precipice may be gathered 
from the fact that snow on breaking away from near the top ·of the 
mountain frequently rushes down in great avalanches to its very base 
.arnd is precipitated upon the surface of the glacier below. The quantity 
of snow involved in these avalanches is so great that they may be 
easily distinguished at a distance of 20 miles. At such a distance their 
movement is apparently very slow and they look like clouds rolling 
down the mountain side, but when one is near them their meteor-like 
rush has a fearful grandeur that il-l scarcely surpassed by anything in 
nature. · 

On the southern side of Mount St. Elias and breaking the irregular
ity of the slope, there is a sharp, narrow ridge, at the end of which is 
.an outstanding peak with an elevation of 11,000 or 12,000 feet. This 
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peak, especially p1·ominent when viewing the mountain from the east1 

forms a portion of the wall of a remarkable amphitheater, from which 
a small glacier flows, and is much broken as it descends the steep slope. 
This crater-like depression is one of the most remarkable features in 
view from the summit of the Chaix hills, and one difficult to explain . 

.lVIount St. Elias terminates at the top in a massive pyramid, from 
the base of which, as seeu from the south, there is a shoulder on each 
side. The eastern shoulder has an elevation of 14,600 feet at its ex
tremity. The crest line then falls off abruptly and the range termi
nates about five miles east of the St. Elias. The western shoulder is 
16,.400 feet high, and beyond it to the west there is a steep descent in 
the crest line, but the range continues indefinitely, and bristles with 
magnificent peaks and sharp crests as fitr as the eye can reach. Where 
the range terminates at the west has never been determined; neither 
is it known whether there are breaks in its crest sufficiently deep to 
drain the vast suow fields to the north. 

Looking northeast from the Chaix hills, across a portion of Mala-spina 
glacier, we see the Samovar hills. In many respects these are a counter
part of the uplift on which we stand. Beyond them rise sharp peaks 
of the Hitchcock range and the beautiful pinnacles and snow domes of 
.lVIount Cook and Mount Irving, which are among the most attractive 
mountains of the St. Elias region. Between Mount Irving and Mount 
St. Elias is the Augusta range, on which rise Mounts Augusta, 1\ialas
pina, Jeannette, Newton, and several other prominent snow-clad peaks. 
Far away to the southeast, across the main body of the Malaspina gla
cier, we see a maze of marvelous mountains, lessening in perspective 
until the ma:jestic summit of Mount Fairweather terminates the J)fWO

mma. On perfectly clear days, when there is not a vapor wreath about 
the monntains-such uays sometimes come unexpectedly aftor weeks 
of rain and mist-it is difficult to realize the full magnificence of the 
hundreds of great mountains in the St. Elias region to be seen fl"om 
commanding summits like the Ohaix hills, owing to the absence of shad
ows ancl the apparent flatness of tlle rugged slopes. On such rare, per_ 
feet days there frequently comes a change. Cold winds from the vast 
ice fields north of the mountain~-; are beaten back by warm, moist wh1ds 
from the south, ~tnd cloud banks are formed in long, )lorizontal bands 
along the southem slopes of mountains, fa.l" beneath their gleaming 
summits. Sometimes belts of light gray vapor, scarcely dense enough 
to obscure the rngged outline~-; beyond, appear on the faces of the preci
pices and extend for miles on either hand. The mountains under such 
conditions seem to rise allll expand, buttresSQS and amphitheaters ap
pear where before there were only flat, expressionless walls, and the 
great peaks seem to awaken and become aware of their own majesty. 
Usually the first sign of the coming change when the weather is clear 
is a small cloud-banner on the summit of .lVIoltlnt St. Elias. This signa] 
is a warning that can oe seen for 150 miles. at sea. Soou other peaks 
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repeat the alarm, like bale-fires in times of invasion, and l\Iount Au
gusta and Mount Cook and far-away Fairweather fling out their bea-
cons to show that a storm is approaching. " 

About the immediate borders- of the Chaix hills there are several 
small lakes, some of them clear and blue, whilst others are greenish 
Jellow with glacial sediments. Most of these are confined in part by 
walls of ice, which in some instances break oft' and crowd their surface 
with bergs. In 80rne cases, even in mid8mnmer, the lakes are so thickly 
studded with floating ice that their outlines are obscure and one can not 
tell where the floating ice ends and the glacial ice begins. The condi
tions between winter aud summer are so evenly balanced that even in 
July and August, ·when the lakes on the south sides of the hills are fi·ee 
from ice and surrounded and overhung by gol'geous banks of flowers 
and visited by hundreds of waterflows, those to the north are still filled 
with ice and in some instances-are so deeply fro .zen that they never feel 
the soft caress of a summer breeze.· 

The day on which we visited the Chaix hills was unusually beautiful. 
The mountains were almost without a cloud. But as evening ap
proached, a bank of vapor that had been hovering over the distant 
ocean drifted slowly landward. First, Robinson hills became an island 
in a sea of vapor whieh floated silently around them like billows of 
foam. The low clouds. drifted over the entire surface of Malaspina 
glacier, covering it with soft wreaths of vapor only a few hundred feet 
deep. The change from shining snow fields to still more brilliant vapor 
banks was so gradual that it was difficult to deeide whether one were 
looking at the frozen desert or at clouds hovering over its surface. The 
mist thickened about the base of the hills on which we stood. Lakes, 
moraines, and forests were blotted out, leaving p.s on an island in a 
boundless sea of brilliant vapor which gleamed in the full sunlight and 
made indefinite gliding forms where shadows fell. The silent inunda
tion swept on to the base of the great mountain8, bnt there found an 
impassable barrier. 1\Iisty fingers reached far up the ice gorges, as if 
feeling blindly for an opening through the rampart that checked the 
shadowy host. While admiring the transformation that a few moments 
had wrought, we became suddenly aware that a· continuation of the 
change would leave us prisoners on the rugged heights we had scaled. 
Making haste to reach a lower region where streams and mountains 
would guide us in case the vapor became sufficiently dense to shut out 
permanent landmarks, we retraced our steps down the sharp ridges 
outlined through the snow by banks of gorgeous blossoms and gained 
the upland meadows bordering the snow line. Descending precipitous 
snow slopes, we gained the canyon through which we had ascended 
and were soon in the flower-mantled meadow below. Taking a short 
cut along a wooded terrace at the base of the hills, we followed a well
beaten bear trail for a mile or more and Teached camp near sunset. 
Our companions had arrived several hours before, having completed 

·•.r . 
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the work of bringing the supplies to a cache on Malaspina glacier, and 
were feasting on bear meat which they found hanging over the camp 
:fire. "' e were now ready to advance to the Samovar hills and thence 
up the Agassiz glacier. · 

FROM THE CHAIX TO THE SAMOVAR HILLS. 

On July 7 we took our sled and a toboggan, which the men had·hewn 
out of the curved trunk of a spruce, across the exceedingly rough 
moraines on the border of Malaspina glacier east of the Chaix hills, 
and, gaining the clear ice, crossed to the southeast to where our outfit 
l1ad been cached. All of our things were loaded onto t,he sled and 
toboggan and securely lashed, but as the ice was hummocky and broken 
by hundreds of crevasses, it required the united efforts of the entire 
party to move either the sled or toboggan when fully loaded. We first 
advanced the sled about two miles to an isolated moraine in the center 
of the clear ice and then, bringing up the toboggan, encamped for the 
night. During this work a dense fog formed above the glacier and it 
was only by using a compass that we could find the locality chosen for 
our camp. Our resting place was partially sheltered by huge bowlders 
and was on a thin layer of angular fragments of black slate, between 
which the clear blue of the ice beneath could be seen when the outside 
light was shut off by our tents. 

The following day we advanced the sled about :five miles and again 
encamped on a thin covering of black slate resting on the glacier. A 
view of this encampment appears in Pl. v. 

While the toboggan was being brought up the next day, July 9, I 
made a reconnoissance northward, to a point about two miles north of 
Moore's nunatak, which is separated trom the eastern end of Ohaix 
hills by about a mile of exceedingly broken, moraine-covered ice. 
During this advance I observed the manner in which the moraines are 
arranged in parallel hands along the border of the glacier and had a 
magnificent view of the southern escarpment of the St. Elias range. 
Moore's nunatak is composed of compact, stratified morainal material 
of the same character as that forming the Chaix hills and has a similar 
northward dip. 

The snow which covered Malaspina glacier east of the Chaix hills, 
when we :first traversed it, had mostly disappeared, leaving the hard, 
hummocky ice exposed. Our camp of July 8 was just at the lower 
margin of the snow mantle, which still covered all the northern border 
of the glacier, but was fast disappearing. A. single day's sunshine 
made striking differences in the appearance of the region about us. 
Large portions of the previously white surface would become dirt
covered, and as melting progressed the belt of the debris along the 
border of the glacier became broader and new areas of dirt and stones 
appeared where all before had been an even surface of stainless snow. 
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On the morning of July 9 we had breakfast a little after midnight, 
and, starting with onr heavily loaded sled, traveled northward toward 
the west end of Samovar hills. At first our way was over rong~ ice, 
but we soon reached the snow line and traveling was less difficult. 'fhe 
ti·ozen region arouml us and the shadowy mountains to the north were 
strangely beautiful in the twilight of the summer night. The light was 
suffiCient, even at midnight, to allow us to travel with safety and even 
to write without difficulty. During the day the glare of the sunlight 
on the snow was very painful to our eyes, and to avoid the danger of 
snow-blindness we were. obliged to wear colored glas:,;es, but at night 
this peril did not exist. As the glow in the northern :,;kies became 
gradually stronger and stronger, the cloud banks beyond the moun
tains changed frmn faint yellow to crimson and then shone like bur
nished gold. The higber peaks, one after another, became tipped with 
rose-colored light aud the long shadows of projecting buttres.ses revealed 
the extreme ruggedness of the mountains. No one can fully appreci
ate the glory of a sunrise over ice-covered mountains, when the indis
tinct, sharlowy forms against the sky start into life and are transformed 
tlirough imperceptible changes into massive mountains and precipices, 
until he watches the change. No description can convey even a f'aint 
idea of the magnificence of such a spectacle. 

vVhen the sunlight touched the frozen field about ns a dense white 
mist formed in the air and shut out every object from view. The fog 
bank was superficial, however, and the sun shining through it made 
beautiful white halos which relieved the monotony of our tramp. As 
the SUll rose higher enchanting pictures of SnOW-COVered mountains 
and broad ice fields were oecasionally revealed through openings in 
swirls of mist p,nd then blotted out by the drifting vapor. After the 
fog vanished tbe sun shone with exceeding brilliancy and the ·air be
came oppressively hot, while the snow over which we were slowly plod
ding became so soft that we sank deeply at every step. The surface of 
the glacier was now one vast stretch of unbroken snow except where 
oecasionally narrow crevasses had been formed, and rose gradually 
with many undulations toward the Samovar bills and to the base of 
Mount St. Elias. A photograph taken during this portion of the jour
ney is reproduced on Pl. VII and will serve to indicate the character of 
the southern· slope of St. Elias far better than I can describe it. 

In the early morning before the sunlight touched the snow its sur
face was literally covered with smali, slim black worms, about an inch 
long, and having a remarkable, snake-like appearance. These creatures 
were wiggling over the snow in thousands, but as soon as the sun rose 
and made its warmth felt they disappeared bmaeath the snrtiwe. They 
are not seen when the temperature i8 above freezing. Similar worms 
have been observed by Prof. Wright on Muir glacier, but what their 
zoological relations are I am not able to say, as I failed to secure speci
mens on my return trip. 

13 GEOL., PT. 2--3 
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It was near noon when we at last reached the extreme western limit 
of the Samovar hills and pitched onr tents on a flower-covered knoll 
which had but recently been exposed by the melting of the snow. The 
rugged slopes about us were still deeply snow-covered, but on the 
Rteeper surfaces and narrower crests was clearly exposed sandy Rhale 
tilled with bowlders of many kinds of rock. 

The .Agassiz glacier emerges from a deep canyon just west of our 
tenting place and descending a rugged slope joins Malaspiua glacier, 
and is broken into thousands of rugged pinnacles and spires of ice. 
The snow bad but partially disappeared from this deeply crevassed sur
face, but in the larger openings the hard blue ice beneath could be 
seen. The cascades in the glaciers above the snow line differ very ma
terialJy from those below or in the glacier proper, but we shall be better 
able to appreciate these differences when we become more familiar with 
the great snow field in which the glaciers originate. 

Before continuing our journey up Agassiz glacier, let us climb the 
Samovar hills and learn what may be seen from their summits. 

THE SAMOVAR HILLS. 

The Samovat hills, altlwugh the counterpart in rnauy ways of the 
Chaix hills, differ from them in the fact that they do not form a single 
continuous ridge, but several nearly parallel ridges. Only their general 
outline is indicated on the accompanying map; a more detailed survey 
would show several independent ridges trending nearly northeast and 
southwest. One of these forms the western s1deof Dome pass, runs II early 
east and west, and presents its steepest escarpment to the south. Neigh
boring ridges parallel to it also face south. At the extrewe western end 
of the series, the only point in the hills which has actu.ally been visited, the 
trend is nearly northeast and southwest. During the expedition of 1890 
the rocks of the Samovar hills were in part referred to the Pinnacle 
system, but this conclusion was reached from viewing them at a distance. 
1\fore recent observations have sustained this decision, as has already 
heen stated, but they prove to be a peculiar development of the pinnac1e 
system which was not recognized during the first expedition. As we have 
ah·eady seen, the Chaix <tnd Samovar hills are composed of stratified 
morainal deposits and contain a great variety of stones and bowlders 
imbedded in a sandy matrix. The weathering of the upturned blocks of 
this material has resulted in the formation of exceedingly sharp ridges, 
which unite to form prominent pyramids. On elimbing one of these 
sharp ridges projecting above the snow banks on either hand, near 
our camp at the border of the Agassiz glacier, I gained an elevation 
of a little in ore than 4,000 feet above the sea· and had a very instructive 
view of the surrounding region. The feature of greatest attraction to 
be seen from the summit of the hills was the magnificent southern slope 
of Mount St. Elias, which seemed to tower hnmedia~ely above me. All 
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of the southern tooth Ills of the superb mountain were in full view and 
their geological structure was fully exposed. A ridge of coarse sand
stone and black shale projects south from the mountain's base and 
forms the western wall of Agassiz glacier. The rocks in this ridge have 
all of the charaeteristics of the Yakutat system, to which they certainly 
seem to belong, but this conclusion requires to be sustained by other 
than lithological evidence before it can be accepted without reservation. 
The strata in the ridge referred to slope northward and pass beneath 
the contorted schists and allied rorks whieh form the main mass of the 
St. Elias range. The hypothesis proposed in my previous report to 
the effect that the St. Elias schists have been overthrust upon the sand
stones of the Yakutat system was reviewed during the second _expe
dition, and while no new facts were obtained to sustain it, the previous 
observations were repeated and extended, and despite many attempts 
to disprove the Conclusions previously reached, I was unable to do so. 
Provisionally, at least, we must conelude that the upliftiug of the St. 
Elias range occurred after the rocks of the Yakutat and Pinnacle sys
tems were laid down. This cpudusion is startling, perhaps, but from 

"'our present knowledge no other explanation of the structure seems legiti
mate. 

That there were high mountrdns to the north of the present position 
of the Chaix and Samovar hills during the time the rock~:! forming these 
uplifts were deposited is proven by the fact that thousand~:! of bowlders 
occur in them, composed of various kinds of crystalline rocks, which 
must have been brought from the uorth by glaciers. 

The rocks in the ridge referred to above, which forms the northeru 
border of the Agassiz glacier for several miles, dip northward and 
are of different lithological character from the strata forming the. 
Samovar hills, which also dip northward. Between the two there 
is a displacement which has determined the course of the Agassiz 
glacier. The wall overlooking the· glacier uu the west it> a fault 
scarp, over whieh several small glaciers flowing from the southern 
portion of the St. Elias range desceud and are broken into very rugged 
cascades. From my elevated station on the Samovar hills I could 
look down upon the Agassiz glacier and trace its course from the 
broad snow fields to the north, through the steep walled valley it oecu
pies, to the ice fall just below me, where it plunges down ·and joius 
Malaspiua glacier. The Agassiz glacier proper has a length of 
8 or 10 miles, and has the appearance of a river fi·om 3 to 3 mile:,; 
broad, but widening toward the north, where it receives several 
branches that at"e either independent glaciers or portion:,; of the 
main ice stream, as one chooses to con:,;ider them. The glacier is 
almost entirely above the-line of perpetual snow, and the only place at 
which the clea.r ice beneath can be seen, even late in summer, is near 
where it joins Malaspina glacier. Its surface is of white neve snow, 
which becomes yellow and dust-covered during the summer, but uu 
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moraines appear on it, with the exception of very small heap:s of 
debris at the base of the steepest cliffs along its borders. Its surface 
is almost unbroken, but late in the season the main current in the 
stream can be distinguished from the bordering snow banks on either 
side owing to marginal belts of small irregular crevasses. There ar·e 
also long, narrow cracks in its central portion, but these are seldom 
more than a few inches broad and offer no obstruction to travel. 

The ice streams tributary to the Agassiz glacier from the east have 
gentle slopes and merge imperceptibly with the main stream. The 
tributaries from the west~ however, which arise in walled amphitheaters 
in the eastern portion of the St. Elias range, descend through steep 
gorges, and, as already mentioned, they are greatly broken and cre
vassed where they cross the fault scarp which forms the western wall of 
the main ice stl'eam. The appearance of one of these falls on the west 
side of the Agassiz glacier is shown in Fig. 1, made from a photograph. 

FIG. I.-Cascade in tho neve, west side of Agassiz glacier. 

The Agassiz glacier and its numerous branches afford a good illustra
tion of the fact that the ice drainage of the St. Elias region is largely 
consequent upon the geological structure. 'l'he streams tributary to 
the main glacier from the east are without cascades for the reason that 
they :flow down the gentle northern slopes of tilted orographic blocks, 
while those from the west arc broken and shattered in crossing a fault 
scarp. The course of the trunk stream itself, as we have already seen, 
is also determined by the displacement which separates the Samovar 
hills from the foothills of Mount St. Elias. The main fall at the end 
of the Agassiz glacier is caused by the displacement which determines 
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the south ward facmg scarp of the Samovar hills. These factf.l and many 
others observed during the second expedition fully sustained the con
clusion previously reached, that the ice .drainage is consequent upon 
the geologicalstructure. 

The Samovar hills are of great geological interest and would well 
repay detailed study, but owing to our anxiety to reach the higher 
mountains we were obliged to press on and leave them for future in
vestigation. 

UP THE AGASSIZ AND NEWTON GLACIERS. 

Late in the afternoon of July 12 we worked our way with the sled, 
lightly loaded, up the b~rder of the ice fall in the Agassiz glacier, 
near camp, and after reaching its summit and threading the maze of 
crevasses jm1t above, gained the center of the glacier. The snow ahead, 
seeming smooth and unobstructed, we left the sled :md returned to our 
tents, where each man shouldered a heavy pack and started up the ice 
fall once more, while I remaiued in camp, having enough to occupy my 
attention during the next day in the neighboring hills. The plan was 
for the men to advance with tl1e sled as far up the glacier as they could 
during the cold hours of the night when the snow was hard, then make 
a cache, and return the next day. 

The men regained the sled in safety, and, after packing their loads 
onto it, started ahead. Our method of working with the sled was for 
four men to pull in advance, two abreast, using alpenstocks for yokes, 
while one man guided the sled and helped lift it over crevasses by 
means of a line made fast at the rear. When the men began the ad
vance it was about midnight, but was still light enough to see quite· 
distinctly when at a distanee from the cliffs, although not sufficient to 
allow one to judge accurately of the condition of the snow for more 
than a few yards ahead. The men had scareely gone a hundred yards 
when Stamy and White, who were in the lead, felt the snow give away 
beneath them, and fell itbout 20 feet into :i, crevao;se. The drop was so 
sudden that they lost their hold on the alpenstock, a.ml had not taken 
the precaution to make themselves fast to the lead line. The snow 
which covered the crevasse had fallen in, leaving a thin, unbroken 
dome, but it had caugl1t in the crevasse below and formed a bridge on 
which the men alighted; but for this they would have· gone down to 
unknown depths. The snow that fell in with the men fortunately pre
vented their moving until McCarty, with great promptness and pres
ence of mind, lowered a rope and they were assisted to the surface. 

This accident came nearer being serious than any other we had on 
the glazier, and warned us to be more cautious. After its occurrence 
we did not begin om· night marches until an hour or two past midnight, 
when the twilight lmd increased in bri~htil'3SS sufficiently to make 
traveling safe. 

On our return, in passing the same icc fall, we had another accident 
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similar to the one just described. We were marching in single file, 
and perhaps feeling over confident, after living for weeks on the gla· 
ciers, ,did not attach ourselves to a life line, as w:as our custom in march
ing over snow which might conceal dangerous crevasses. I was in the 
lead, and just after passing safely over a snow-covered crevasse heard 
an exclamation from White, who followed a few steps in my rear. On 
looking back, I saw that he had disappeared, leaving only a hole in -the 
Rnow to indicate the direction of his departure. Returning quickly, I 
looked down the hole, but saw only the walls of a blue crevasse; a 
enrve in the opening h::\d carried my companion out of sigl1t. He 
replied to my shout, however, and w{th the aid of a line soon regained 
the surface uninjured. 

On the night when Stamy and White came so near losing their lives, 
several efforts were made to continue the march, but crevasses, thinly 
roofed with snow, were found to bar the way in every direction. At 
last the men became discouraged and abandoning the attempted ad
vance returned to camp. Early the followiug day I returned to the 
sled in company with the men, and by skirting along the border of the 
glacier, and in places advanciug along the steep, snow-covered slope of 
the hillside overlooking it, I managed to get around the difficult track 
and make a long march ahead. 

We made two camps on the broad, undulating surface of the Agas
siz glacier, each of them at the margin of a lake of the most wonderful 
blue. One lake was partially drained during our stay in the mountain, 
and on our return was surrounded by a belt of such pure, brilliant white 

·that the general surface of the glacier seemed gray. After the Rummer 
. melting has well begun, the glaeiers are dust-covered, even on the 

broadest snow: field, but this is so general that it easily escapes notice 
nntil a surface of really clean snow reveals the contrast. 

At our higher eamp on 'the Agassiz glacier we abandoned our sled, 
which had done good service, and resumed "packiug." 1'he first fall 
in the Newton glacier wa.s passed by scaling the steep rock cliff, where 
it emerges from beneath the ice on the west side. The actual vertical 
descent is about 500 feet. The ice in plunging over the precipice is 
broken into huge tables and columns of great beauty. This faU dif
fers in character from the fall in the Agassir. glacier, at the end. of 
the Samovar hills, owing to the fact that it is well above the snow line 
and in the neve region. The columns on the steepest part of the fall 
are not thin spires and blades· of ice, as in similar situations lower 
down, but prisms and pilasters of homogeneous snow, which breakR 
like granular marble, and with the exception of lines of horizontal 
:o:tratification, is without structure. 

Above the fall the glacier is broken from side to side into rudely 
rectangular tables, and as these are carried over the steep descent, 
some of them are crushed and fall to pieces, while others are left stan!i· 
ing as isolated columns, a hundred feet high, supporting masRive cap-
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MOUNT ST. ELIAS FROM THE WEST END OF THE SAMOVAR HILLS, LOOKING ACROSS THE AGASSIZ GLACIER. 



l: ti !;S RLL. J ICE PALLS IN NEW'l'ON GLACIER. 

itals. 'rhe architectural resemblances of the columns, all of the purest 
white, with deep blue chasms between) are often very striking, especially 
in the twilight of the summer nights, when they appear remarkably 
like the ruins of marble temples. 

The Newton glacier occupies an exceedingly wild valley, between the 
east end of the St. Elias range and the west end of the Augusta range. 
These two ranges overlap en echelon, and each is exceedingly steep and 
mgged. The walls overlooking the glacier on either side are seldom 
less than 6,000 or 8,000 feet high, while the peaks that bristle along 

FIG. 2.-North side Lf St. Elias range, oYer looking the Newton glacier . 

t.heir crests rise to elevations of from 10,000 to 12,000 feet. At the foot 
of the ice fall, over which the N ewton glacier descends and becomes a 
part of the Agassiz glacier, the elevation is about 3,000 feet above the 
sea. The amphitheater where the glacier has its principal source, be
tween Mount St. Elias and Mount Newton, has an elevation of a little 
over 8,000 feet. The glacier makes this descent of about 5,000 feet 
principally at four localities where ice falls occur. Between the falls 
the grade is quite gentle, and in some places is even reversed; that 
is, the ice rises bodily to some extent when passing over obstructions. 

Above the first fall we traversed a great area, where the crevasses 
were long and wide, and separated level-topped tables of snow as large 
as blocks of city houses, many of which were tilted iu various direc
tions. We then . came to a second fall, less grand than the first, but 
more difficult to scale, owing to the fact that we could not climb the 
mountain slope at the side, but had to work our way up through par- . 
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tially filled crevasses in the fall itself and to cut steps in the sides of 
vertical snow cliffs. Once, after an hour of hanl work in cutting steps 
up an overhanging cliff and gaining the top, we found ourselves on a 
broad table of snow, separated from its neighbors on all sides by pro
found crevasses, and had to retreat and try another way. At length 
we gained the snow slope on the mountain side overlooking the broken 
region below and found an open way, although exposed to avalanches, 
up to Hope cliff. This cliffhad given us some trouble the year before, 
but now, knowing its conditions, it did uot delay us. On-e of us climbed 
the rock face and fastening a rope around a large stone at the top made 
future ascents and descents easy. 'Fragments of the rope left at this 
place· the year previous were found. Tliis was the only trace of our 
former trail that we saw; all else bad been obliterated by the deep 
snows of winter. 

About 2 miles above Rope cliff-we entered a region of huge erevasses, 
near the place where we had to cut steps up. a snow eliff during the first 
expedition. The crevasses were not oniy numerous, bnt broad and 
deep, and extended clear across the glacier. On the south there was a 
big wall of snow parallel with the course of the glacier and connecting 
with the clifts above in such' a mamler that we could not pass arouml 
it. ,. We encamped on a table of snow surrounded· on all sides by pro
found crevasses, but so inclined that we eoultl cross to a neighboring 
table, and there spent the night. An examination of the glacier be
yond from the upturned edge of a fallen snow block of great dimen
sions failed to show any practicable way to ad vance. Prom our ele
vated station we could see entirely across the valley, but in attempting 
to piek out a way through the maze of crevasses we always came to a 
crevasse or wall which was irnpaRsable. At last, almost in desperation, 
we decided to cut steps up the great wall that ran parallel with the 
glacier, trusting that the surface above would be eonnecte•l with the 
less broken region above the fall. 

This wall, which we called "White cliff," was the upper side of a 
great crevasse, the lower lip of which had fallen away and partially 
filled the gulf at its base. To reach the foot of the wall we had to cut 
steps down a clifl' of snow for about GO feet aud work our way across 
a partially filled crevasse of profound depth to· a table of snow forming 
a terrace on the opposite side. Prom this terrace we could eross an. 
other small crevasRe on broken snow which partially filled it and gain 
the base of the cliff: Above. us rose a wall of snow 200 feet high, by 
aneroid measurement, with an overhanging cornice-1ike ridge midway 
np; which projeetcd [i or 6 feet from the fiwe of the cliff and was 8 
feet thick. J'ticOarty and Stamy were with me, and we began to cut 
steps, taking advantage of a diagonal crack iu the cliff. All the way 
up to the comice we had to hold on by alpenstocks while we used our 
ice axes. Reaching the eornice, an opening was cut through it, lVlcOarty 

· and Stamy doing the greater part of the work. Once above the cor-
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nice, the slope was less steep, and McCarty, with the aid of two alpen
stocks, was able to ascend the rest of the way without using an ice axe. 
Placing an alpenstock firmly in the snow at the top and making a rope 
fast to it, our packs were hauled up a11d we were soon at the top. 

Other great crevasses occurred above White cliff, but they were in 
the bordering t>now field and not in the glacier proper, and ran in the 
direction we wished to travel. By following the broad snow surface 
between two of the great gorges we advanced to a point where we had 
our highest camp the year previous, and then began the ascent of the 
last ice fall in theN ewton glacier. This fall was higher than any before 
encountered, but not so steep, and the blocks of snow were larger. 
The ascent to the ampitheater above is over 1,000 feet.. The da.y we 
made the climb we reached the toot of the fall about 6 in the morning, 
and found the snow soft and traveling difficult. The day was hot, the 
snow became very soft, and~ the elevation being considerable, our task 

Fro. 3.-Upper portion of Newton glacier ; Monnt ~t. Elias on the left and the .A ug\ISLa range on 
the right. 

proved a fatiguing one. At length we reached the vast amphitheater 
in which the Newton glacier has its source, and pitched our tent as far 
within it as safety from avalanches would permit. This · proved to be 
our highest camp. Its elevation was a little over 8,000 feet. 

During the ascent of the Newton glacier the weather became more 
and more unsettled than in the earlier part of the season, due in a great 
measure to the increased elevati9n. While enjoying fair weather near 
the coast, we did not appreciate the fact that every cloud which 
wrapped its soft sun-lit folds about the higher mountains was accom
panied by a local snowstorm_ We soon learned, however, that not 
every cloud has a silver lining. Although the mist and rain delayed 
our progress and made our camp on the snow wretchedly uncomfort
able, they added variety and beauty to the wonderful scenery of the 
heavily snow-covered mountains and brought out a world of beauty 
that would never be suspected did the air always retain its transpar
ency and the su11 always shine with blinding intensity. 

As we ascended the Newton glacier and gained the summit of one ice 
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fall after another the panorama of mighty snow-covered peak~:; and 
broad-crevassed glaciers beeame more and more unfolded and more and 
more magnificent. The view ·eastward down the glacier is one of tile 
most impres~:~ive pietures that even Alaskan mountains can furnish. 
The cliffs of the St. Elias rauge on tile s.outh and of the Augusta range 
on the north rise near at hand to great heigllts and are as rugged and 
angular as it is possible for mountains to be. The heavily snow-cov· 
ered slopes are utterly bare of vegetation; not even a lichen tints the 
isolated outcrops of rocks. Looking eastward between the two lines 
of precipices towering over a mile in height and rising above into 
;;harp pinuacles and angular crests, the eye follows the descendiug 
slope of the glacier, which expands as new tributaries pour in flood 
after flood of snow and ice. The surface of the glacier appears rugged 
in the foregTound, but is softened in the distance until only the 
broadest of the bltle gashes that break it~:~ surface are visible. Five 
or six miles away is a heavily snow-covered group of llills, a spur of 
the Augusta range, which deflects the glacier to the south and causes 
it to disappear beyond a rugged headland of roeks and snow. Tower
ing .over the foothills that deflect the fi·ozen current rise magnificent 
peaks the like of which are seldom seen and are. utterly unknown to 
all who llave not ventured into the frozen solitudes of lofty mountains. 
l\'Iount Malaspina and Mount Augusta, cathedrals more sublime than 
ever human architects dreamed, limit the view on the northeast. To 
the right of these, and forming the background of the pieture, rise 
the clustered dom~s and pinnacles of Mount Cook and Mount Irving, 
two sister peaks of equal grandeur. Beyond these, g·Iimpses may be 
had of Monnt Vancouver, at certain stations, and of still other shin
ing snmmits which are not named and perhaps were never -before seen 
by human eyes. 

The view down the glacier is a winter landscape. In the full noon
tide the scene is of dazzling whiteness, except where the cliffs cast 
their shadows or clouds screen the sunlight. The snow fields and the 
snow-curtained precipices, when in shadow, have a delicate blue tint 
thl!!t seems almost a phosphorescence. Except on rare occasions the 
colors arc white and many shades of blue, with dark relief here and 
there wllere the cliffs are too precipitous to retain a covering. Some
times the sunlight shining through delicate clouds of ice spicules 
spreads a halo of brilliant colors around some shining summit, or, 
striking the surface of a snow field at the proper angle, weaves over it 
a web of rainbow tints as delicate and changeable as the pearly lining 
of a sea shell. The slleen on the surface of the frosted snow suggests 
the fancy that the sprites of the Alpine flowers have their paradise 
there. 

Beautiful as were the every day scenes about our camps in the snow, 
with ever varying gradations of light and shade, as opposing winds 
toyed with the clouds, or a-s the days faded into twilight and the twi-
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light brightened· at dawn, there came one rare evening when the moun
tains assumed a superlative grandeur and revealed a magnificence the 
equal of which I had never before beheld. We had retired to our tent 
early in the eveniug, but on looking out a few hours afterwards to learn 
if the comlWons were favorable for making· a night march. I was sur
prised to see the transformation that had taken place in the usually 
pale blue landscape of night. The sun had long since gone <lown be
hind the great peaks to the northwest, but an afterglow of unusual 
brightness was shining through the deep clefts in the Augusta range 
and illuminating a mountain slope here and there which chanced to be 
so placed as to catch the level shafts of rosy light. The contrast be
tween the peaks and snow fields of delicate blue faintly illuminated by 
the ligl}t of the moou, and the massive mountains of flame, made one 
of the most striking scenes that can be imagined. The boldness and 
strength of tliC picture, the wonderful detail of every illumined preci
pice and glittering ice field, in contrast with the uncertain, shadowy 
forms of half-revealed 11innacles and spires, together with the absence 
of light in the sky and the absolute stillness of the mighty encampment 
of snowy mountains, was something so strange and unreal that it 
bordered on the supematural. 

But the great mountains are not always beautiful or always inspiring. 
When the clouds tl1ickened a-bout us aud enshroudc•l our lonely tent, • 
which·always seemed lost in the vast wilderness; when the snow fell 
in fine crystals hour after hour and day after day with unvarying 
monotony, burying our tent and blotting out the trail which was our 
only connection with the land of verdure and flowers in the region 
below, life was dreary enough. Camp fires, the ingleside of tent life, 
were impossible, as we were over 6,000 feet above the timber line and 
fully 30 miles distant from the nearest trees. During storms there 
was nothing to be seen from our tent but the white snow immediately 
around ns and vapor and snow filled au above. 'l'he only evidence 
of the near presence of lofty mountains was the frequent crash and 
prolonged rumbling roar of avalanches which shook the glacier beneath 
aJHl seemed to threaten us with annihilation. • 

W eoccupied our camp at the entrance of the amphitheater at the l1ead 
of the Newton glacier for twelve days, and during that time, owing to 
the prevalence of clouds aud snowstorms, we were able to advance 
only once. 

THE HIGHEST POINT REACHED. 

On the morning of July 24, McCarty, Stamy, and I were early astir, 
and having had our breakfast-, left our tent at 2 o'clock and started to 
climb to the divide between Mount Newton and Mount St. Elias and 
as much higher as possible. The rooming was clear and cold, but the 
snow, owing to its dryness, was scarcely stiff enough to sustain our 
weight. On account of the ad vance of the season we now had about 
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tour hours each night, even in clear weather, during which the light was 
not strong enough to allow us to travel over crevassed snow in safety. 
When we started the twilight was sufficiently bright to reveal the out
lines of the ·great peaks about w;;, but every detail on their rugged 
sides was lost. All within tlle vast ampllitlleater was dark and sbad
owy. On our right rose Mount Newton in almost vertical precipices, 
a mile in height, w1th great glazierR pouring downlike frozen cataracts 
from the unseen regions above; on the left stood the crowning pyramid 
of Mount St. Elias, its roof-like slope rising nearly 2 miles in verti
cal height above the even snow field we were crossing. The saddle 
between these two giant summits is the lowest point in the wall of the 
amphitlleater, but this was 4,000 feet above us. 

From our tent at tlw entrance of the amphitheater the distance across 
its seemingly level floor to the foot of the slope of snow· and ice leading 
to the divide did not appear more than half a mile, but in reality it is 
nearer 2 miles. The ampl1itheater has the shape of a mule shoe and 
is about 1 mile. broad. It must be remembered that il1 such a region 
estimates of distances are frequently misleading. 

During the earlier portion of our stay in our highest camp, when the 
weather was warm and the peaks surrounded by clouds or shut from 
view by snowstorms, the roar of avalanches was frequent day and 
night. Sometimes three great wow slides would come thundering 
down the cliff at one time and pour hundreds of tons of snow and ice 
into the valley. Ava1anches of great size were frequent, both from the 
slopes of Newton and St. Elias and from the precipices beneath the 
saddle. To venture into the valley when the south winds were blowing 
and the lower ice slopes were trickling with water, would have been 
rash in the extreme. 

On the morning ofJul;r 24, however, all was still. Jack Frost, work
ing stealthily throughout the night, had silenced the music of the rills 
and fettered the migLty avalanches with chains of crystal. As we ad
vanced the soft twilight grew stronger, and just as we reached the base 
of the iey precipices we were to scale, I saw on looking up the summit 
of.St. Elias aflame with tbe firHt ruddy light of morniug-

"An Appennine touched singly by the sun, 
Dyed rose-red hy some earhest Bhaft of dawn, 
While all the other peaks were dark aml Riept." 

In front of us rose steep chft's, the height and ruggedness of -;vhich 
appeared to increase as we approached. Across the slope from side to 
side ran blue walls of ice, mar~ing the upper sides of crevasses. In 
several places avalanches had fallen, leaving 11innacles and buttresses of 
stratified snow two or three hundred teet high, ready to topple ove1· in 
their tum as soon as the sun touched them. Trails of rough, broken 
snow below the cliffs marked tl1e paths avalanches had taken during 
the pL·eviom; day. On the right of the slope leading to the divide rose 
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the frowning wall of Mount Newton, and 011 the left the still greater 
mass of Mount St. E1ias. From each of these we had seen magnifi
cent avalanches descend onto ~e cliffs we were to climb, and then, 
turning, rush down into the valley below. The grooved and ice
sheathed paths of these great snow slides were plainly visible, and were 
to be avoided if possible. 

At first, the slope was not so steep but that we could climb by dig
ging in the long spikes with which our shoes were provided and with 
the constant aid of our alpenstocks; but soon we came to a broad 
crevasse which we had to follow for several rods before finding a bridge 
by which to cross. Owing to the steepness of the slope on which the 
snow rested, the crevasses were really faults, their upper edges rising 
high above the lower. This made them troubl~some, especially while 
ascending. The bridges across the chasms were usually poor, and in 
crossing them we had to exercise the greatest precaution. In some 
instances where the slivers of ice crossing a crevasse diagonally seemed 
too weak to hold the weight of a p:~an should he try to walk across, we 
'Yould place two alpenstocks from the lower lip to the central portion 
of the bridge and then one of us would crawl out, and, lying flat on 
the bridge so as to distribute his weight, advance the alpenstocks to 
the other side and so gain the opposite brink. In one place where the 
hanging wall of the crevasse oflcred no ledge or foothold of any kind 
we pushed the sharp end of the alpenstock well into it, and one of us, ~ 

standing on the poles, cut a step in tbe cliff, and then, making a hand 
hold with another alpenstock, cut steps to the top. Some of the way 
we climbed in the paths of small avalanches that had left rough snow 
on the slope and saved us the trouble of cutti11g steps. But for prob
ably half the way to the divide we h%,d to cut a way up slopes that 
were too steep and smooth to climb. In this manner we slowly ad
vanced, varying our course now toward the base of the cliff leading up 
to Mount Newton, and again, toward the base of Mount St. Elias, 
according as the ascent was more gentle, or the crevasses less difficult, 
on one side or the other. In two or three instances our progress seemed 
barred by impassable crevasses, but a search always revealed a bridge 
or place where the openings were narrow and we were able to advance. 
At length we could see that only one crevasse intervened between us 
and the smooth slope leading to the divide. This crossed diagonally 
downward from the south side of the slope to near the base of Mount 
N cwtou. Where it ended on the right there was an exceedingly 
steep slope sheathed with icc that led to the divide. This sccmell the 
only way that we could expect to advance. The upper wall of the 
crevasse rose about 50 feet above its lqwer edge and was fringed with 
icicles. At the east end a curtain of ice starting from the top of the 
upper wall arched over and joined the lower brink, leaving a hollow 
chamber within hung with thousands of icicles. In spite of my anxiety 
to press on, I could not but admire the beauty of the glittering mass 
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of fluted columns, arranged like the pipes of a great organ, and fully 
exposed to the morning sun at the top, while their tapering ends were 
lost in the obscurity of the blue gulf b~w. Each icicle was fi·osted on 
one side with snowflakes that had lJeen blown against it and frozen to 
its snrfi1Ce. The play of rainbow tints among these millions of flashing 
crystals and burnished pendants made a scene of unmmal beauty, 
even in a region whose wonders constantly multiply as one advances. 

The lower lip of the crevasse had been built up with snow blown 
froni the slope above, and formed a sharp crested drift, along which we 
worked our way to the north end of the erevasse. I then fastened the 
end of a life line about my waist, while Stamy aml 1\fcOarty, placing 
an alpenstock deep in the snow and taking a half turn with the line 
around it, slowly paid out the slaek as I advanced. Where the dome 
of ice curved down and met the lower edge of the crevasse there was a 
little ledge about ti inches broad, and where this ended there remained 
only the overhanging shoulder formed by the dome. Once around 
the shoulder, we would be able t~ reach the ice slope leading to 
the divide. Cutting holes through the ice of the dome a little be
low the height of my shoulder, I thrust my left arm through and thus 
had a sure hold while cutting steps for my feet. Progressing in this 
way, I was soon around the curve and out of sight of my companions, 
and in a short time gained the foot of the ice slope leading upward. 
But the slope was so steep and of such smooth ice t,hat it would re
quire several hours of hard work to cut a way to the top. Before un
dCl·taking such a severe task I concluded to search for a more practi
cable route. Being no longer engaged in chopping steps in the ice, I 
became aware that I was in a somewhat dang-erous position. The 
dome which I had passed around curved inward just below me, leav
ing a sheer descent of several hundred feet to the steep slope below, 
which fell away almost perpendicularly into the valley 3,000 feet 
below. Had I lost my hol•l and fallen, I would have gone to the bot
tom of the cliffs before stopping, if some yawning crevasse did not 
receive me. I worked my way slowly back to my companions, and we 
then followed the crevasse iu the opposite direction. Near its highest 
portion there was a narrow space where the snow blown from above 
had built up the snow bank on the lower lip of the crevasse until it 
touched the top of the cliff of ice formed by the upper wall. The snow 
had also bridged a deep crevasse that ran at right angles to the main 
one, thus renderiug us double assistance. Tl1ese bridges were formed 
of light snow and were so thin that we had to exercise great caution in 
crossing them lest we should break through. l\IcOarty was now in 
the lead on the line to which we were aU fastened, and slowly making 
steps up the curtain of snow that descended from the top of the icc elift; 
he worked his way upward out of sig·ht of Stamy and myself, who 
waited below. When he had progre~sed about 100 feet, the length of 
our lme, he planted his alpenstock deep into the snow and shouted for 
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ns to come up. With the aid of the line and the steps that had been 
made, I was soon by his side, and detaching myself from the line, con
tinued np the slope, leaving the men to coil up the rope and follow. 

I was now so near the crest of the ·divide that only a few yards re
mained before I should he able to see the country to the north, a vast 
region which no one had yet beheld. As I pressed on, I pictured in 
fancy its character. Having crossed this same system of mountains at 
the head of Lynn cawtl, and traversed the country north of it, I imag
ined I should behold a similar region north of Mount St. Elias. I ex
pected to see a comparatively low, forested country, stretching away 
to the north, with lakes and rivers and perhaps some signs of human 
habitation, but I was entirely mistaken. What met my astonished gaze 
was a vast snow-covered region, limitless in expan.se, through which 
hundreds and perhaps thousands of barren, angular mountain peaks 
projected. There was not a strea1n, not a lake, and not a vestige of 
vegetation of any kind in sight. A more desolate or more utterly life
less land one never beheld. Vast, smooth, snow surfaces, without 
crevasses stretched away to limitless distances, broken only by jagged 
and angular mountain peaks. The general elevation of the snow sur
face is about 8,000 feet, and the mountains piercing it are from 10,000 
to 12,000 feet, or more, in altitude above the sea. Northward, I could 
see every detail in the forbidding landscape for miles and miles .. The 
most distant peaks in view in that direction were 40 or 50 miles away. 
One fiat-topped mountain, due north by compass from my station, and 
an exception in its form to all the other peaks, I have called Mount 
Bear, in memory of the good ship which took us to ley bay. The other 
peaks were too numerous to name. To the southeast rose Mount Fair
weather, plainly distinguishable, although 200 miles away. About an 
equal dfstance to the northwest are two prominent mountain ranges, · 
the highest peaks of which appeared as lofty as Mount Fairweather. 
These must be in the vicinity of Mount vVrangel, but their summits 
were unclouded and gave no token of volcanic activity. 

I could look down upon the coast about Y akntat bay and distinguish 
each familiar island and headland. The dark shade on the shore, too 
distant to reveal its. nature, I knew 'vas due to the dense forests on the 
lowlands between the mountaius and the sea. This was the only indi
cation of vegetation in all the laudscaJ?e that lay spread out beneath 
my feet. The few rocks near at hand, which projected above the snow, 
were without the familiar tints of mosses and lichens. Even the ravens, 
which sometimes haunt the higher mountains, were nowhere to be seen. 
Uttei· desolation claimed the entire land. 

The view to the north_ called to mind the pictures given by Arctic 
explorers of the borders of the great Greenland ice sheet, where rocky 
islands, known as "nnnataks," alone break the monotony of the bound
less sea of ice. The region before me was a land of nunataks. 

If those of my readers who are familiar 'vith the Grea.t Basin will 
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faney the most uefwlate portion of that arid land buried beneath a 
thousand feet of snow arul iee, leaving only the sou tlrei·n slopes of the 
most rugged peaks exposed, they will have a mental picture of the land 
of desolation north of St. Elias. 

The divide which we had reached is a narrow erest at the north 
end but broadens to abont .1)0 yards to tlre soutlr. Along each side 
were snow banks facing each other and inclosing a V-shaped area some 
10 feet lowt~r than the bordering crests of snow. We exeavated a little 
chamber·nearthe base of one of the steep snow banks, in which to place 
a small lamp that we had brought with us, amlme'lted some snow to 
obtain drinking water. Owing to the liglttness of the snow, it required 
some time before we could get watl"r enough to quench our intolerable 
thirst. 'L'his allowed time to rest and eat a light lunch, wl1ile we studied 
the strange scene before us. The day of our climb was unusually beau
tiful. Not a cloud· olJscured the sky: In the lower world it mnst have 
been a'n excccc~ilrgly warm summer day. In the rare atmosphere-with 
which we were surrounded the sun's rays poured down with dazzling 
splendor and scorching intensity. W c wore deeply" colored glasses to 
protect onr eyes, but our faces, although tanned aml weather beaten 
by nearly two months' constant exposure, were bliRtered by the heat; 
yet, while our fitccs were actually blistering beneath the intensity of 
the sun's rays, our slwcs, immersed in the light snow, were frozen stiff . 
.At noon the temperature in the shade was 16° F. The snow was light 
and dry and showed no indications of softening, even at the surface. 
The white cliffs about us glittered like hoar frost in the intense 'light. 

Shortly before we reached the divide, a breath of warm air from the 
valley southward must have blown across it, as the surface of the snow 
on the south side and a little way up the adjacent mountain slopes was 

· covered with coral-like excrescences of 'frozen snow, extending south
ward, each of which ended in a knob of hard ice. The surface of the 
snow had been melted jnst a litt,le and immediately frozen. It is safe 
to say that ahove altitudes of 13,000 feet the temperature never riRes 
above freezing. Rain is never known, and snow is as fine and dry as 
flour. 

Having finished our lunch we pressed on up the .steep ridge leading 
from the divide to the summit of Mount St. Elias. We slowly cut our 
way onward, having a sheer descent of from five to six thousand feet 
below us all the time. The breaking away of a foothold or the h;ss of an 
alpenstock might at any time have precipitated us down those fearful 
cliffR where not even the crevasses would have stopped us before reach
ing the bottom of the amphitheater in which our tent was phtced. 
We were now above the regions of avalanches, but an occasional roar 
came faintly through the rarefied air, telling that large bodies of snow 
had broken away somewhere on the slopes below. With these ex
ceptions the only sounds that broke the stillness were from the blows 
of our axes and the beating of our hearts. There is no stillness more 
profound than the silence of the mountains . 

• 
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As we slowly rose above the divide we could see more of the country 
northeast of Mount Newton, b11t in other directions the gTeat panorama 
remained the same, or became less distinct. A slight thickening of the 
atmosphere, which obscured distant objects and lessened the painful 
intensity of the sunlight on the cliffs- about us, told that an atmos
pl1Cric change was in progress which foretold a storm. 

A thousand feet above the divide we reached an outcrop of dark 
diorite, probably a portion of a dike, and thinking that we coulq make 
better progress on the rocks than on the snow we made the attempt, but 
found that the slope was too steep and the rocks too much shattered to 
warrant the change. Returning to the snow we pressed on, although the 
work of cutting steps at the altitude we had re:-tehed was exceedingly 
laborious, and gained a second outcrop of rock. At 4 o'clock we reached 
an elevation of somewhat more than 14,500 feet, as determined by meas
urements made with two aneroid barometers. The great snow slope 
~ontinued to tower above us, and we saw w1th deep regret that we had 
not the strength to reach the summit and return to camp, already 
6,500 feet below us. Concluding that the only practicable plan would 
be for us to advance our camp on to the divide between Mount St. Elias 
and Mount Newton, and thence attempt to reach the summit, we 
reluctantly turned back. 

THE RETURN. 

The descent began at 5 o'clock. We experienced but httle difficulty 
in reaching the divide, but had to be exceedingly careful in crossing 
the snow bridge on the slope. In three places the steps cut during the 
aHcent had been swept away by avalanches. At one locality where 
the trail weut down the face of a steep bluff for about one hundred 
feet and then ran along beneath an overhanging precipice of snow, 
we found that the cliff had broken away, carrying with it the steps cut 
on our way up. Below where the cliff had been the avalanche caused 
by Its fall had cut across a loop in our own trail in two places, but had 
filled a crevasse that had been troublesome to cross on our way up, 
and thns proved of some assistance. On reaching the top of the cliff 
where our steps had been we were at a loss to tell what had become of 
them until noticing the trail of the avalanche below. Had the 
shadows of the eveniug been a little more dense, our return to camp 
would have been delayPd until the next morning. As it was, however, 
McCarty scrambled down the slope with a rope fastened about his waist 
and cut new steps. AR we neared the bottom of the valley the light 
fade1l and we had to find OLU way as best we could, as it was impossi
ble to see the trail. The slopes were less steep than above, however, 
and we gained the floor of the ampl1itheater without mishap. 

We reached our tent at 10 o'clock, just twenty hours after leaving 
it. Allowing one hour for the cooking of our breakfast and another 
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for preparing supper, but two hours out of the twenty-four remained 
unaccounte(l for. 'flte deficiency in the ~umber of hours for sleep was 
compensated, however, by the fact that it was approaching noon the 
next day before we awoke. 

SECOND ATTEMPT TO ADVANCE. 

Heavy clouds gathered about the summit of Mount St. Elias on the 
afternoon of July 25. The following day a snow storm was in full 
force, and continued until the evening of the next day. At 1 o'clock 
in the morning of July 27, I looked out of our tent and found a dense 
fog filling the valley, but at 2 o'clock the air was clear and the 
absence of cloud banners on the high peaks assured us t1mt the day 
would be fine. We immediately began preparations for climbing to 
the divide between Newton and St. Elias. Our plan was to make a 
cache of rations on the divide and to advance our camp on the next 
favorable day. Owing to the delay at the start, we did not reach the 
foot of the ice cliff leading to the divide until the sun was shining full 
upon them. We began the ascent, but soon the snow, softened by the 
snn, fell in avalanches, w_hich warned us that it was dangerous to 
proceed. 

A great avalanche, starting far above us in the side of lVIount St 
Elias, came rushing down the roof-like slope with the speed of an 
express train. From the toot of the descending mass tongue-like 
protrusions of snow shot out in advance, while all above was one vast 
rolling cloud of snow-spray. Blue crevasses which seemed wide 
enough to engulf the fttlling snow were erossed without maki11g the 
slightest change in its course. On reacl1ing the upper lip o.f a, crevasse 
the base of the moving mass would shoot out into the air, and seem
ingly not curve downward at all until it struck the slope below and 
rush on with accelerated speed. The roaring mass was irresistible. 
Heavy clouds of spray rolling onward, or blown back by the wind that 
the avalanche generated, became so dense that all beneath was con
cealed from view. Only a roar like tlnmder and the trembling of the 
glacier beneath us told that many tons of ice and snow were involved 
in the catastrophe. The rushing monster came directly toward ns 
until it poured down on the border of the slope we were ascending, 
then changing its course, thundered on to the floor of the amphi
theater far below. The cloud of spray rolled on down the valley, aml 
hung in the air long after the roar of the avalanche had ceased; when 

• it did drift away we saw the fan-shaped mass of broken snow in which 
the avalanche ended looking like the delta of a stream, extending out 
half a mile into the valley. 

With avalanches threatening us trom the precipices on either band 
and from the slope up which we were ascending, it seemed foolhardy 
to persist in the attempt to reach the divide that day. vVe left our 
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paeks in as sheltered a spot as we could find and be<tt a retreat. The 
next day another snow storm swept over the mountains and the weather 
continued warm and clouds and storms enveloped the mountains for 
several days. 

·while Stamy, McCarty, and I were living in the snow, we had a 
single tent of light cotton cloth, 7 feet square at the bottom and 5 feet 
high. Our bedding consisted of two sheet"s of light canvass used for 
protecting our blankets, one double woolen blanket, and one light 
feather quilt. Cooking was done over a small coal-oil stove,· and our 
food consisted almost entirely of eorn griddle cakes, bacon or corn
beef, and coffee. To live under thel'\e eonditions at an altitude of 8,000 
feet, during snow storms and dense fogs, when during much of the 
time the snow was melting so a:; to wet our blankets through and 
through, was very trying to our endurance. 

RE'fREA'l' 'fO 1\IOORE'S NUNATAIL 

Fearing that if we hehl on too lo11g we would nut have the requisite 
strength and steadiness of nerve to reach the top, even should the 
weather permit, I decided to abandon the undertaking and return to 
Icy bay. Whether we could advance or not depended on the direction 
of the wind. Should it blow from the Jtorth across the broad ice :fields 
we had seen from the divide, it would bring clear, cold weather, the 
cloud:-> would vanish from the mountains, and the avalanches be silenced;· 
slwnld it come from the south, it would be warm and moist, the clonus 
would thicken, and snow storms aml avalanches would render mountain 
climbing impossible. The north side of St. Elias is not too steep to 
dimb and offers no insnnnonntable obstacle, but the climate is very 
changeable and clouds and snow storms rule. Reaching the summit 
depends more on the chance of getting dear weather at the proper 
time than on skill in alpine work. 

We begau the descent 011 August 1. The trail leading back had 
been snowed in and could scarcely be traced, but the fog had lifted, 
although heavy storm clouds still enveloped the higher peaks, and we 
were able to descend without much difficulty. We slowly worked our 
way through the great crevasses in the fall just below our highest 
camp, and thence over a comparatively even surface to White clifl', 
which we descended with some little difficulty, the steps previously 
cut having melted away so as to be almost useless. The next day we 
rejoined the remainder of the party, and reached " Sled camp" on the 
Agassiz glacier. During our journey down the :p:10uutain rain fell 
almost continuously. At the Samovar hills we reoccupied our old camp
ground. The flowers were still in bloom and the air had that delight
ful fragrance which one notices when first venturing into the woods in 
early spring. The change from the region of eternal snow and ice to 
a beautiful oasis of verdure and of flowers was welcome indeed. From 
the Samovar hills we crossed the broad gently sloping snow :field ex-
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tending southwest and made our next camp at the Sotlth base of 1\foore's 
nunatak. 

EXCURSION 1'0 'l'IIE SOUTH BASJ;~ O.F MOUN 'I.' ST. ELIAS. 

With McCarty and WariH\1' for companions, T again entered the snow
covered region to the north, and made a side trip to the hills intermedi
ate between Mount St. Elias and the Chaix hills. During this trip, 
which lasted three days, we had one perfect day of uninterrupted sun
sltine, tlie beauty of which from our station was enhanced by heavy 
clouds along the mountain sides and brilliant eloud banners floating· 
from the higher peaks. These gave the necessary contrast for bring"iug· 
out the full magnificence of the fr·ozen heights towering above us. 

The lakes to the north of the Chaix hills were still heavily encumbered 
with ice, and on sunny slopes the earliest spring flowers were just 
awakening. It was springtime to us also, after having been in the 
wintery mountains for several weeks. We enjoyed the warmth of the 
glad sunshine, the fresh odors and the delica.te tints on the flowers 
far more than we did the stern magnificence of the suow-mautled 
mountains. The storms that had recently passed left the mountains 
covered with brilliant snow down to a level of 4,000 feet above the sea. 
This fresh mantle had not yet been torn from the precipices by ava
lanches, but was still clinging even to the steepest slopes. In the full 
sple11dor of a blazing sun the great ranges seemed lllotwtains of light. 

We made our camp on a flower-crowned slope by .the side of a clear 
brook which came gurgling down from a melting snow bank above. 
Near at hand was an irregular lake retained by the glacier, which 
extended up a narrow valley in the hills to the west. 'l'erraces about 
the western border of the lake sho'wed that it had recently been 50 feet 
higher than when we saw it. A mile north of our camp was another lake 
retained in a deep, narrow valley by a glacier which bloeked it. Tllit:~ 

lake was overflowing, and discharged a swift, roaring stream of milky 
water into the lake at camp, from which the drainage was subglacial. 
'l'he hills on the border of which we were encamped rise about 1,000 
feet above the glacier and are very irregular aud broken. They form a. 
direct connection between the maiu_mass of the Chaix hills and Mount 
St. Elias. The width of the belt is irregular, but averages approxi
mately 3 miles, and its length about 10 miles. It separates the 
Tyndall glacier on the west from the broad snow field on the east, 
known as the Libbey glacier, but which is really a portion of the Mal
aspina ice sheet. We reached the hills at a locality about midway be
tween the summit of the Cltaix hills a11d the base of Mount St. Elias. 
This point was chosen for the reason that a change in the geology there 
occurs. From our camp south to the Chaix hills the rocks are gray, 
while northward to the foot of St. Elias they arc reddish-browu. 'L'he 
gray rocks are of the same character aud ha.ve the saute dip as the 
.strata forming the Chaix hills, and furuish additional evidence as to 
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the glacial origin of the deposit. The reddish-brown rocks to the north 
are compact, stratified sandstone, dipping northward at an angle of 
about 10 degrees. The red rocks overlie the gray, and are either con
formable to them or else the two formations are separated by a fault 
which has about the same inclination as the dip of the strata. The 
actual line of contact between the two formations was concealed by 
snow and debris, so that I was unable to deeide as to their true rela
tions. No fragments of reddish-brown sandstone could be found in 
the heterogeneous mass forming the gray deposit, thus indicating 
that it was formed subsequently. The surface of the hills whel'e we 
visited them are covered throughout the greater portion of the year 
with deep snow, but none of the projecting crests showed signs of 
glaciation. An absence of recent glacier records, such as polit,1hed 
Mid striated surfaces, perched bowlders, moraines, etc., was also 
noted on Chaix and Samovar hills, this, together with the general 
topographic forms of these uplifts, indicating that they have not been 
buried beneath glaciers since their upheaval. These hills seem to have 
attained their present prominence since the last great extension of the 
glaciers of the region. 

From a commanding station on the summit of the hills near our camp 
I had a far-reaching view over the surrounding glaciers and flower
covered ridges, a,ud of the towering mountains to the north. The 
mountain spur on the south side of :Mount St. Elias, Cqlled Radon 
peak by Topham, was near at hand and exposed the contorted and 
nP.arly vertical schistose strata of which it ir,; composed. The very 
perfect ampitheater just below the peak was also in full view, and, as 
already 11tated, is a most remarkable feature of mountain structure. 
'rhis crater appears in illustration forming Plate VI, in which the glacier 
flowing from it may also be seen. 

Although the flowers about us were rank and beautiful, there was 
not a tree in sight. The neare~t forest is at t,he southern base of the 
Chaix hills. To the east we could trace the details in the long· concen
tric lines of moraineH which skirt the southern side of the Libbey gla
cier and reach as far southward as Moore's· nunatak. An beyond was 
one vast expanse of apparently unbroken snow. To the west we could 
look down upon the rugged surface of Tyndall glacier, which was 
g-reatly broken and crevassed and marked with both lateral and medial 
moraines. At our very feet, on the east border of Tyndall glacier 
la,y the abandoned bed of a marginal lake that had been recently 
drained of its waters leaving a barren plain of sand and mud, bordered 
in part by steep bluffs, on which horizontal terraces marked the former 
level of the waters. Beyond TyndaH glacier rise the Carr hills, 
which are also exceedingly rough and rugged and give rise to several 
small glaciers. Farther to the west and towering high above the foot
hills rose the rugged summit of the wester!!- extension of the St. Elias 
rauge. To the southwest the Tyndall and Guyot glaciers were lost to 
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view beneatl1 a thin covering of shining yapor. The great peaks to 
the north were cloud-capped, and only HOW and then revealed their 
precipitous snow-covered sides and angular summits. Delicate pencil
ings of vapor on the sky far above the mountains told of rapidly moving 
air currents in the upper regions, and warned us that the hours of 
sunshine would be few. This prophecy was fulfilled next day when 
clouds blotted out all the magnificent panorama, leaving us to return 
to Moore's mmatak, and from there to our base camp beneath the south
ern escarpment of the Chaix hills, wit,hout the encouragement of 
bright skies. 

DOWN THE YAHTSE TO ICY BAY. 

On returning from our side trip to the northern extension of the 
Cbaix hills we rejoined the remainder of the party at the base camp 
on the eastern branch of the Yahtse and from there began the march 
back to Icy bay. 

We followed the south base of the Chaix bills to Crater lake, and 
from there crossed the glacier southward to where the Yahtse emerges 
from its subglacial course and once more becomes a surface stream. 
Little that was new was learned during this portion of our journey, as 
the mountains were obscured by the clouds and rain fell much of the 
time. On leaving the Chaix bills we once more crossed the exceedingly 
rough moraines covering the border of Malaspina glacier and gained 
the clear icc beyond. We found the glacier much rougher than where 
we had previously crossed it, but still far easier to traverse than the 
moraine-oovered portions. A view of the open ice in this so11thwest 
lobe of the glacier is shown on Pl. XVI. 

Gaining the Yahtse, the two views given on plates x and XI were 
taken. The first is of the stream as it rushes ont from beneath high 
bluffs of dirt-covered ice; the second is a view from above the mouth 
of the tunnel, looking south, and shows some of the many branches 
into which the river divides. Regaining the trail left by us in 'going 
north we pressed on and reached the site of our first camp on the 
shore of Icy bay on August 10. We had there left a cache with pro
visions and other supplies and felt somewhat anxious as to its safety. 
On the trail as we neared the shore we found the tracks of bears and 
wolves, and also the impressions of human feet, which told us that In
diaus had visited the region during our absence, but on reaching our 
cache, made on a raised platform, we fouud that it had not been dis
turbed. On a board nailed to a tree was a rude charcoal sketch of 
two men, which we understood to mean that two Indians had visited 
our encampment and left this sign as their card. On several other 
occasions we left food, tents, etc., unguarded, where they would be 
sure to be seen by Indians, but in no instance was a single article 
taken or the caches in any way disturbed. Everyone who has had ex
perience on the frontier will understand from this that tl1e Yakutats 
arc to be classed among "good Indians." 
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MEASURING THE HEIGHT OF MOUNT ST. ELIAS. 

After reaching Icy bay a baRe line was measured along the beach, 
beginning on the west bank of the Yahtse and running eastward 16,876 
feet. From the ends of the base the angles necessary for determining 
the elevation of Mount St. Elias and a few of the neighboring peak:,; 
were measured. From this data the lwight of Mount St. Elias has 
been computed to be 18,100, plus or minus a probable error of 100 feet. 
The record of the data from which this elevation was obtained, together 
with all the computations connected with it, and a list of previous 
measurements of the height of the mountain, has been published in the 
National Geographic Magazine. 1 

The base line measured was located on a grass and flower covered 
beach, elevated about 10 feet above high tide, and proved a very 
favorable location. Opportunities to measure base lines in southern 
Alaska are rare, and it may be of interest to future surveyors to know 
that the shore cast of the mouth of the Yahtse is unusually favorable 
for this purpose. After having made the first measurement of our base 
line we found that by shifting the western terminus about 100 yards 
south and running the line due east by compass, we could have secured 
a line nearly double the length of the one measured, but being anxious 
to profit by the clear weather we then had, it was concluded that the 
base first chosen was sufficient for our purpose. 

Owing to the clouds on the mountains, accompanied byrain and fog 
on the coast, I did not succeed in securing all of the measurements de
sired untilAugust 18. On that day I occupied the east base from 4 
in the morning until 7 in the evening, and obtained a number of 
readings on Mount St. Elias, which rose above the clouds; but lower 
peaks were seldom seem. While instrument work was in progresR 
Crumback stayed with me, and the rest of the party were engaged in 
advancing supplies to a cache east of the Yahna. On August 1!), 
Crumback and I moved our camp ahead, and the march eastward along· 
the coast to Yakutat bay was begun. 

FROM YAHNA STREAM TO POINT MANBY. 

The Yahna near its entrance to the sea is a swift, muddy stream 
about 100 yards broad. At its 1i1outh, like nearly all the neighboring 
streams, it bends abruptly westward owing to the prevailing direction 
of the shore currents, which obstruct its discharge by the formation of 
sandbars. A short distance before reaching the ocean it receives trib
utaries both from the east and west. The first from the west drains a 
large lagoon of brackish water which runs parallel with the shore for 
over 3 miles. The widely spreading tributaries and the density of 
the forests through which they flow rendered it inexpedient to make a 

I Vol.~~ pp. 2~1-237. 
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detour about the many sources of the stream,and the depth of the 
muddy current near the ocean made it impossible for us to cross by 
fording. A raft was built from the abundant drift wood accumulated 
just above high tide, but owing to the swiftness of the current there 
was great danger of being swept out to sea when endeavoring to cross, 
so that this plan had lo be given up. Fortunately, at this juncture, 
we found an old canoe that had been abandoned by the Indians, and 
this, after patching up a large hole in its bottom, was pressed into 
service. McCarty, being an excellent canoeman, ·took charge of the 
little craft and ferried the rest of the party across the stream in safety. 
By making a short portage we gained another stream which flows 
parallel to the coast for some distance and t.hus derived great assist
ance from the old canoe. 

From the time we left our camp at Icy bay until arriving at the head 
of Yakutat bay we experienced an almost continuous succession of 
heavy storms from the northeast. During this entire trip of over 60 
miles I saw the mountains only for a few moments one evening near 
sunset. Owing to the rain and clouds I was unable to make more than 
a very rough sketch of the outline of the coast and ofthe southern 
border of Malaspina glacier. The coast line in this region, shown on 
map on PI. IV, has been roughly drawn from such observations as I was 
able to make, and is far from being accurate, as its location depends 
simply upon a few compass bearings, with estimates of distance. 

The trend of the coast from the Yahtse eastward is almost due east 
by compass, while the general course of the southern margin of Malas
pina glacier from where the Yahtse issues from beneath it bears about 
15o south of east.1 The fiat land between the glacier and the sea is 
trim1gular in shape and tapers to a point about 20 miles east of 
the Yahtse, where the glacier comes boldly down to the ocean and is 
washed by the waves for a distance of about 4 miles. This is in the 
neighborhood of Point Sitkagi as shown on many maps, but there is 
now no cape at that locality, but rather a slight recession in the coast 
line. Very likely the glacier pushed out to sea and formed a cape 
when this coast was visited by Malaspina and Vancouver, but the 
waves seem to have cut away the ice which uow comes abruptly down 
to the water and is heavily encumbered with debris, but is free from 
vegetation. The glacier does not break off in bergs, as is the case at 

·Icy cape, for the reason, in part at least, that its base is above tide, 
and also because its heavy load of stones and earth forms a steep 
debris slope which protects the ice and shields it from the full force of 
the breakers. This portion of the coast is designated on the accom
panying map as the Sitkagi bluff's. 

At the east end of the Sitkagi bluffs the shore and the glacier again 
diverge, and a gradual1y widening track of forest-covered land extends 
eastward to Point Manby, which is separated from the glacier to the 

'Variation of compass about 29° east. 

/ 
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north by 4 or 5 miles of densely forested land, in which there arc many 
irregular hills and almost countless lakelets. 

After crossing the Yahna we followed the shore to the locality where 
the flat lands come to an end, and encamped in a grove of spruce trees 
just beneath a rugged escarpment at the beginning of the Sitkagi bluffs. 
This was called Bear camp, for the reason that Stamy there shot a 
large brown bear, which made a very acceptable addition to our food 
supply. During this portion of our tramp we followed the sandy shore, 
where we found traveling a luxury in comparison with the hard times 
we had previously experienced, and made rapid progress in spite of 
stormy weather. 

The coast plain between the Yahtse and the Sitkagi bluffs is covered 
with dense forests of spruce and hemlock, which come down within 
some 200 or 300 yards of the sea. The streams crossing this level 
area issue directly from the escarpment of Malaspina glacier, some
times at an elevation of 100 feet or more above its base, but usually at 
the foot of the debris-covered ice slope. The streams emerging from 
tunnels high up in the escarpment cascade over bowlders on their way 
to the flat lands below. In some instances the waters are imprisoned 
under the ice and come to the surface at the immediate foot of the 
glacier as huge springs, which boil up violently and flow seaward, 
carrying vast quantities of sediment in suspension. The largest and 
most remarkable of the springs is the one indicated on the accompanying 
map as Fountain stream. This comes to the surface through a rudely 
circular opening, nearly 100 feet in diameter, surrounded in part by ice. 
Owing to the pressure to which the waters are subjected they boil up 
violently, and are thrown into the air to the height of 12 to 15 feet, and 
send jets of spray several feet higher. The waters are brown with 
sediment, and rush seaward with great rapidity, forming a roaring 
stream, fully 200 feet broad, which soon divides into many branches, 
and is spreading a sheet of gravel and sand right and left into the 
adjacent forest. Where Fountain stream rises, the face of the glacier 
is teep and covered with huge bowlders, many of which are too large 
for the waters to move. The finer material has been washed away, 
however, and a slight recession in the face of the ice bluff has resulted. 

From Bear camp we passed eastward beneath the Sitkagi bluffs and 
reached the beginning of the triangular area of flat land which extends 
to Point Manby. At low tide there is a narrow strip of sand »,long 
portions of the. way beneath the bluffs, but usually the escarpment, 
heavily covered with bowlders and finer debris, comes boldly down to 
the water. A passage'along this portion of the shore is difficult, even 
when the conditions of wind and tide are most favorable. The tempta
tion i13 great to travel on the sands at the margin of the water instead 
of clambering along the steep moraine-covered blufl' of ice above, and not 
unfrequ~ntly during our trip it led us to take great risks of being struck 
by the waves as they broke upon the shore. Two or three of the men, 
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more venturesome than the rest, were thus overtaken and dashed down 
among the bowlders, but escaped with no other injury than a thorough 
soaking. When a storm is blowing from the south this is a very wild 
coast. The waves breakiug at the foot of the bluff rush far up its slope 
in huge masses offoam, and on returning carry great quantities of gravel 
and bowlders with them. The stones as they fall from the glacier are 
angular and rugged, but near the water line all but the largest bowl
ders are rouuded and worn. The contrast between typical glacial de
bris and stones that have been subjected to the actiou of water is very 
strikingly illustrated. Well rounded and oval bowlders 10 or 15 inches 
in diameter may occasionally be seen on the face of the blufl" at an 
elevation of 50 feet above the water, but these are exceptional and 
show the height to which the beach-worn stones are occasionally thrown 
by the waves. The rarity of angular stones where the waves are 
breaking indicates the rapidity with which debris is rounded when 
within the reach of moving waters. Fresh angular material is contin
ually being supplied from the retreating ice cliffs, hut, as already stated, 
all but the larger bowlders within the reach of the waves are rounded 
and worn. While we were scrambling along beneath the bluffs the 
wind was light and off shore, but the surges were breaking on the 
beach at the rate of six per minute. Stones having a diameter as 
gn~at as 4 or 5 inches were being rolled up the beach by each wave 
and carried back again by the undertow. The average distance up 
the beach to which these stones were carried was by estimate about 10 
feet. Each wave thus caused the debris which it could move to travel 
a distance of about 20 feet. Six waves a minute makes the distance 
traveled by a single stone in that interval about 120 feet. In an 
hour it would travel over 7,000 feet, or more than a mile. To be sure 

: the action of waves in reference to any single stone may not be con
stant or may not act duriug all stages of the tide, but the process is 
continuous. Thousands and tens of thousands of stones are rolled up 
and down by each wave and dashed against each other and against the 
larger bowlders with a hoarse, grinding noise that can be heard dis
tinctly above the roar of the breakers. After watching this process for a 
while and picturing the efl'ects of a storm on that coast, I was no longer 
surprised that the stones near the water's edge were nearly all well 
rounded and smooth and to a great degree reduced to sand. 

Much has beeu written concerning the character of the deposits 
made by the glaciers when they meet the ocean, but so far as can be 
judged from the conditions observed about the borders of Mala~;pina 
glacier the sea is much more powerful than the ice. Where the two 
unite their action, the sea leaves far more conspicuous records. The 
waters are active and aggressive. while the glacier is passive. ·Where 
the glacier euters the ocean its records are at once modified and to a 
great extent obliterated. The presence of large bowlders in marine 
sediments, or in gravels and sands along the coast is about all the evi-
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deuce of glacial action that can be expected under the conditions re
fetTed to. Where the swift streams from the Malaspina glacier enter 
the ocean the supremacy of the waves, tides, and currents is even more 
marked. 'fhe streams are immediately turned aside by the accumula
tion of sand-bars across their mouths, and nothing of the nature of 
stream-worn channels beneath the level of the ocean can be detected. 
AU of the deposits along the immediate shore between the Yahtse 
and Yakutat bay have the characteristic topographic features result
ing from the action of waves and currents and do not even suggest 
the proximity of a great glacier. 

Near the eastern end of the Sitkagi bluff:,; the bottom of Malaspina 
glacier is exposed for a mile or two mid is seen to rest on unconsoli
dated gravels aud clay. The ice at the bottom of the glacier, owing 
to the washing out of gravel from beneath, forms a small line of bluffs in 
the face of the bowlder-covered escarpment, at a height of about 10 
feet above high tide. This is one of the many instances that might be 
cited where a glacier rests upon loose, unconsolidated material which 
is not perceptibly dh;turbed by the imposed load. 

Having reached the level land at the east end of the Sitkagi bluffs 
we encamped in a grassy area among spruce trees growing on land 
evidently but recently elevated above the level of the sea. Continuing· 
our advance we waded a number of streams fresh from the glacier and 
succeeded in reaching a locality within about a mile of Point Manby, 
but there we met another broad river called Manby stream, which 
effectually barred our progress. Manby stream enters the ocean with 
a swift muddy current too deep to ford. Its actual terminal was not 
seen, but a mile from the sea it is fully 300 yards broad and receives 
many branches. 

Our usual method of wading swift streams was to enter them in line 
parallel with the course of the current, wtth our alpenstocks overlapped 
so as to form practically one continuous pole and march slowly across 
shoulder to shoulder. By placing the largest and strongest man in the 
party at the upper end of the line and breaking step as we advanced 
we could cross streams in safety which were too swift and too deep to be 
forded singly. Manby stream, however, was too deep and too ·swift to 
be crossed without great danger, even when advancing all together. 
Rain was falling heavily, and being already weary after several hours' 
hard tramping, we thought it best to light a camp fire an9- have a cup 
of hot coffee before deciding in what manner we should get across the' 
flooded stream that blocked our way. 

After a hasty lunch we concluded to follow up the right bank of the 
stream through dense vegetation, and endeavor to cross its many 
branches near their sources. But we soon came to a deep tributary 
flowing from the west almost at right angles with the main stream, and 
were again turned back. Retreating to· the beach we retraced our 
steps westward for about half a mile and then, turning north, forced 
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our way through a belt of dense vegetation, and once more came to the 
tributary stream already mentioned. The country was there low and 
the stream, being flooded, overflowed its banks and inundated a great 
area. We followed it westward for perhaps half a mile, wading knee 
deep in icy waters, and, reaching a forest-covered island in the swamp, 
concluded to pitch our tents and built a raft with which to cross. In 
the afternoon a small raft was constructed, but when we attempted to 
use it we found that the timbers were so heavily water-soaked that it 
promptly sank to the bottom even with the weight of a single man. 
Stamy and McCarty being as wet as water could make them, waded 
the stream, nearly shoulder deep, and placing a line across it continued 
northward and made a reconnaissance ahead for the purpose of choos
ing a route for the next day's tramp. During this reconnaissance the 
men took their rifles, hoping to secure some of the geese and ducks 
congregated on the flooded areas in thousands, but found that crawl
ing through ice water a foot or- two deep in order to get a shot was so 
discouraging that the attempt was aband011ed. 

Our afternoon in camp afforded an opportunity to dry our clothes 
and blankets and prepare for a good night's rest. In the morning we 
made an early start, but in-fording the stream, across which a rope bad 
been placed, we became thoroughly soaked. Quicksands in the bottom 
of the water course forced some of us to throw ourselves flat in the 
muddy waters to escape sinking. The weather was still stormy and 
the rain fell in torrents throughout the day. We started directly 
northward toward the bluffs formed by the margin of Malaspina glacier, 
seen indistinctly through the storm, but our way was blocked by huu-

. dreds of the rushing creeks which unite to form Man by stream. We 
waded creek after creek, many of them waist deep, which made our 
tramp exceedingly trying. The min beat in our faces and the icy 
wa~r through which we waded chilled us to the bone. In two or three 
hours, however, we reached the foot of the glacier and then, turning 
eastward, gained the dense forest on the border of the torrent-swept 
area and there built a fire at the foot of an immense spruce tree, 
warmed our water-soaked clothes, and feasted on the salmonberries 
and huckleberries which grew in profusion about us. · 

The storm was tlten so severe that it was impossible to travel on the 
top of the bluff forming the margin of the glacier and we had to force 
our way thr_ough the dense forest. Here we were protected from the 

·cold northeast blrist, but our progress through the dense vegetation 
was exceedingly laborious. The ground was rough and covered with 
mounds and hills of bowlders and pitted with many lake basins. It is 
in fact a counterpart of the kettle moraines left by ancient g-laciers in 
New Jersey, Wisconsin, and other well-known localities, but is covered 
with vegetation of tropicalluxurinnce. Fallen tree trunks covered with 
a foot or two of moss and densely overgrown with ferns and bushes 
obstructed our advance. Rank ferns clothed the ground, growing to 
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a height of G or 8 feet, and had to be beaten down to the right and 
left before we could proceed. Dense, interlaced thickets of contorted 
alders caught the packs 011 our backs and called forth various excla
mations. About the borders of the innumerable lakelets the forest 
came down to the water's edge, so that in many cases we chose to wade 
through them rather than thread our way through the vegetation that 
clothed the steep slopes above. The ponds were deep and their bottoms 
softandmucky, so that even while skirting along their margins wefre· 
quent,]y sank too deep to allow us to proceed and had to struggle up 
the steep slopes only to find another lake beyond. 

We slowly advanced in this way, until we reacheu a locality where 
the glacier extends down nearly to Yakutat bay and the forest termi
nates. The way ahead led across barren debris fields,. many miles 
broad, which rest upon the glacier, but we could not proceed, as we 
would be exposed to the full fury of the gale that now roared wildly 
through the tree tops and carried the rain before it in blinding sheets. 
Striking into the forest again we penetrated to the densest grove of 
large spruce ttees that we coulrl find and ma<le our camp on thick moss 
with dense vegetation reeking with moisture on every side. 

W oo<lmen while camping· in the forest usually take the precaution to 
pitch their tents beneath young trees, not only because they are less 
liable to blow over or to have branches wrenched fr9m them, but be
cause their boughs are nearer the ground and afford better shelter than 
larger trees. On this occasion, however, there was no choice. No 
groves of young trees were in sight, and we were forced ·to take the 
risk of camping beneath aged evergreens fully 150 feet high, many of 
which supportc<l moss-covered branches that threatened to fall at every 
blast. During onr stl!>y in the forest a few trees did fall with a great 
commotion, but fortunately not in our immediate vicinity. 

It is something of an art to start a camp fire during a heavy rain 
storm, especially in forests like those of Alaska, always moss-covere<l 
anu water-soaked. For this purpose we first stretched a canvas sheet 
used ordinarily for protecting our bedding, so as to make a sloping roof 
about 8 feet above the ground, and, gathering a handful of pitch from 
the :spruce trees and splitting some of the dead branches attached to 
the protected sides of the inclined trunks, soon had a cheerful camp 
fire burning beneath our canvas roof. Our tents were then pitched, 
and, after preparing a frugal supper, we turned in for the night to sleep 
in wet blankets, but awoke much refreshed in the morning and without 
a trace of a cold or any stiffness of the muscles. 

We were close to tile border of l\falaspina glacier and about 4 
miles north of Point Manby. From an elevated moraine-covered ridge 
on the border of the glacier we could see 4 or 5 miles northward, 
and from the character of the glacier concluded that the distance to 
the nearest vegetation in that. direction must be at least 10 miles. 
From information gained the year prevwus concerning the country we 
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wished to cross, we knew that we should have to traverse two belts of 
forests and ford the many branches into which the Kwik river divides 
before reaching the rendezvous where Mr. Hendricksen was to meet us 
with a fresh supply of provisions. 

Our rations were runni11g low, and ou the evening when we took 
refuge in the forest north of Point Manby it was found that only 
enough food remained to subsist the party one day. The march to the 
head of Yakutat bay, where we expected to meet supplies, would re
quire not less than two full days, even if we did not meet unforeseen 
difficulties. We had to decide whether we should push on with only 
one day's rations and take the chance of getting through to where fresh 
Rupplies would probably be found or before advancing return to Y alma 
stream for more provisions. Some of the mffu were strongly in favor 
of pushing ahead and taking the chance of gettiug tLrough. This, I 
must confesR, was my own inclination, but fearing that Mr. Hendrick
sen would be delayed by the heavy storms that he must have encoun
tered, I concluded that the better piau was to delay until more rations 
could be brought up. 

When we left Icy bay we had more flour and bacon than we would 
wanp for a trip to Yakutat bay, and abandoned about a month's supply 
of these staple articles. Before beginning the long march along the 
shore, however, I took the precaution to have 50 pounds of flour and 
about as much bacon advanced to a cache on the eastern bank of 
Yahna stream, where it would be within reach should we be greatly 
1lelaying in reaching Yakutat bay. 'rhe men went back to the cache 
at the Yahna and I awaited their return at the camp in the forest near 
Point Man by. This caused a· delay of four days. All the men went 
back one day's march and passed a night. Warner then returned to 
me, bringing a pack of instruments, while the rest of the party pressed 
on to the cache at the Yahna. At the eamp where the men passerl 
the fir_st night there was a supply of bear meat, but nothing else. 
They made a supper and breakfast of meat roasted over the camp fire, 
but had bread, meat, and coffee when they reached the cache on the 
evening of the second day. During their absenee I occupied my time 
in examining the glacier near at hand and making excursions into the 
adjacent forest. 

My two days and a night alone in the deep forest were aneventfnl, 
bnt might not have been enjoyable to a person of more active imagimt
tion. My own experience has taught me that one is perhaps never 
more safe than when alone in the forest or among the mountains. 
While thus isolated one's greatest enemy is his own fancy. Each 
falling stone among the moraines and eacl1 swaying branch in the 
forest may seem to iwlicate danger, but when one becomes accustomecl 
to the various sounds of the wilderness they are no longer startling. 
'l'here is not an animal that roams the forest which wonld attack a man 
unless enraged. The wild beasts shun the smell of a camp fire aud 
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avoid ]laths that man has traveled. The rule of doing unto others as 
you would that others should do unto you can be more safely followed 
with wild beasts than with men. The night which I passed alone was 
dark and stormy.· The wind roared hoarsely through the tree tops and 
coming in fitful gusts dashed the pouring rain into my camp fire and 
soon extinguishetl it, leaving my tent so dark that I could not see •my 
own hands. I sleft soundly until morning, ancl on awakening I was 
rejoiced by sun shafts shooting through the dense vegetation and 
adorning each moisture-laden branch and bending fem frond with 
flashing jewels. 'fhe birds left their sheltered nooks and flitted in and 
out among the trees, seeming greatly surprised to behold the first man 
that had ever invaded their mossy bowers. 

I spent many hours in studying the character of the ice front near 
camp, where a recent advance of the glacier had cut scores of great 
spruce trees short off and piled them in confused heaps. After this 
advance the ice retreated, leaving the surface strewn with an irregular 
sheet of bowlders and stones, inclosiug mauy basins which, owiug to 
the heavy rains, were full to tllC brim. The glacier duriug its advance 
plowed up a ridge of blue clay in front of it, thus revealing in a very 
satisfactory manner the character of the strata on which it rests. 'fhe 
clay is thickly charged with sea shells of living species, proving thitt 
the glacier, during its former great advance, probably extended to the 
ocean, and that a rise of the land has subsequently occurred. This is 
in harmony with many other observations which show that the coast 
adjacent to Malaspina glacier is now rising. Tl.Je blue color of the sub
glacial strata is in marked contrast with the browns and yellows of the 
moraines left on its surface by the retreating ice, which, in common 
with the fringing moraines still resting on the glacier, show considera
ble weathering. Among the shells collected in the sub-glacial clay Dr. 
W. H. Dall has identified the following: · 

Cardirun gronland·icu.m, Groul. 
Cardium island·icum, L. 
Kennerlia gl'andis, Dall. 
Leclft fossa, Baird. 
Macoma sabrtlosa, S11eugler. 

From the summit of the highest moraine-covered ridge on the glacier 
I could see for several miles over its barren, undulating surface, which 
is there entirely free from vegetation, but dense clouds still shrouded 
the mountains and told that the break in the storm was only temporary. 
Leaving the glacier, I followc1l down one of the many streams that 
issued from its border and penetrated far into the deep forest to the 
east. Some of the tall spruce trees were G feet iu diameter and grew 
so closely together that their interlocked branches almost completely 
shut out the sunlight. Although the snmm£>r in this northern land 
bad passed, yet in the deep forests the plants were still green aml 
fresh. Only a yellow stain here and there on the broad tropical leaves 
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of the de vii's club and the deep' brown of some of the fern fronds told 
that autumn was approaching. 'Yhere the vegetation was unusually 
dense and the moss more luxuriant than usual I pressed back the llrip
ping branches and, looking in, beheld one of the secret nooks fresh and 
undisturbed, as it has been for centuries. I.q. the bottom of a depres
sim't, surrounded oH aU sides by banks of deep green, relieved by the 
golden brown of moss-covered trunks, lay a placid sheet of dark water. 
On its unruffled surface floated broad-leaved water plants, and a few 
yellow lilies, the last of the season, e:mght the sunlight and glowed 
like jets of flame. Here and there in the wall of vegetation surrouud
ing the lakelet lmug clusters of luscious sahnonberries and the bright 
yellow fruit spikes of the ash, suggesting what must have been the 
beauty of the scene when the blossoms of spring were reflected in the 
amber-colored waters. Dense forests, concealing hundreds of dark 
pools and shadowy streams, ehoked with vegetation, covered all of the 
flat lands forming Po~nt Manby and skirting the outer margin of the 
great glacier. On the shore of Yakutat bay the forest ends, where 
Osar stream has spread gravel and sand over broad areas so recently 
that they are still destitute of vegetation. 

The men who went back for additional rations returned to my camp 
in the form;t ou August 27, and we were prepared to resume our journey. 

ACROSS THE EAST END OF MALASPINA GLACIER. 

Our next march was a weary one. We started due north from camp 
and crossed the eastern end of Malaspina glacier. For the first 4 or 
5 miles we had a barren area of broken stones and bowlders to travel 
over and thenca,me to long lanes of clear ice separated by bowlder
covered ridges from 100 to 200 feet high. The ridges with ice-floored 
valleys between run about east and west, parallel with the tlow of the ice, 
and we had to cross them at right angles. They are formed by medial 
moraines which appear act the surface owing to the melting of the 
glacier. They first come in sigbt at. the margin of the clear ice form
ing the central portion of the glacier, ~ or 3 miles west of where we 
crossed and extend eastward to the end of tbe iqe sheet, but increase 
in breadth and coalesce one with another before terminating. The 
moraines in the central portion of this series of parallel ridges are 
composed of the debris of crystalline rock, and were gathered far to 
the north by some of the many branches of the Seward glacier. For 
perhaps 100 miles they have been deeply buried within the ice, but 
became concentrated at the surface when the ice melting had suffi
ciently progressed. 1'he moraines on the northern border of the glacial 
lobe which we crossed are of sandstones and shales mainly derived 
from the Hitchcock mountains. 

The way across this series of ice-floored valleys and steep ridges of 
iee covered with loose stones was exceedingly wearisome. We plodded 
ou hour after hour, our packs becoming heavier and heavier as we ad-
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vaneed, until at length near sunset we saw a few traces of vegetation 
-on a moraine-covered ridge of ice somewhat higher than its neig·hbors 
a few miles in advance, and could distinguish the tops of Rpruce trees 
beyond. 'Chis welcome sight renewed our energy. The day was moder
ately fair, but occasional showers rendered it advisable to wear our 
waterproof coats all of the time. The mountains were burierl beneath 
vast vapor banks aml did not reveal a t:;iugle familiar peak. Just as 
the light began to fade and make traveling still more difficult we came 
to a broad, rushing river of muddy water which 1 have named Kame 
stream. This stream flows between high banks of moraine-covered ice, 
and, as we judged on reaching it, issues from an ice cave somewhere to 
the west, but how far it was to its Iwatl we could not judge. A few 
alder bushes grew on the bluffs ovcrlookmg the river and we found one 
.or two waterworn tree trunks half buried in the gravel, which would 
perhaps serve for a camp fire. We were too weary to march farther, 
and pitching our tents built a small fire and prepared some supper. 

An examination of the banks of the stream showed that it flowed 
from the mouth of a tunnel at the head of a narrow ice gorge, about 
half a mile above where we encamped. This is the longest open drainage 
channel that I have yet seen in the ice. It is about 50 feet broad where 
the stream rushes from the glacier, but soon widens to several times 
this breadth. Its bottom is covered with rounded gravel and sand and 
along its sidei-l are sand-fiats and terraces of gravel resting upon iee. 
The swift, muddy current was dotted with small bergs stranded here . 
and there in the center of the stream, showing that the water -was shal
low. ·Evidently the str~am has a long subglacial course and carries 
with it large quantities of stones which are rounded as in ordinary 
.streams. Gravel and sand are being rapidly deposited in the ice chan· 
nel through which it flows after emerging from its tunnel. In the lakes 
and swamps 2 or 3 miles to the east broad sand-flats are being spread 
.out. The stream is some 4 or 5 miles in length and near Yakutat bay 
meanders over a barren area perhaps a mile broad. I have called it 
Kame stream because of a ridge of gravel running parallel with it 
which was deposite•l during a former stage when the waters flowed 
about 100 feet higher thau now and deposited a long ridge of gravel on 
the ice which has all the characteri::-;tics of t.he kames in New England. 

On continuing our march early on the morning of August 30, we 
passed around the head of the ice gorge, and entered an exceedingly 
rough moraine-covered area which was densely clothed with alder 
bushes. In this region the glacier was evidently fast wasting away. 
The abandoned beds of glacial lakelets formed deep ho1lows tilled in 
Jlart with mud and bowlders, while between the depressions there were 
sharp irregular peaks and ridges heavily covered with broken stones 
and concealed by an almost impenetrable tangle of vegetation. At 
length we got across the glacier but near its margin the ice was so 
-completely concealed that it was impossible to tell where it ter-

13 GEOL., PT. 2--5 
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min a ted. We then eutered a dense spruce forest where traveling was 
less difficu1t, but by no mean~; easy. On the drier areas the spruce trees 
grow closely together with dense tangles of underbrush beneath, but 
where the elevation was slightly less, swamps filled with rank grasses 
and rushes had to be traversed. Becoming almost discouraged by the 
difficulties in our way, we encamped for the night beneath a wide 
spreading l:lpruce which afforded some protection from the pouring rain, 
and the next morning chose a more easterly course and advanced by 
traveling in the bed of a stream which wound along the base of a steep 
forested ridge. At length, however, the trees growing on each side of 
the stream completely interlaced their branches above it and rendered 
further progress impossible without the use of axes. Changing our 
direction once more we at last passed around the end of the ridge we 
had been following and gained a flat region to the east which was 
partially flooded and covered with a scattered growth of cottonwoods. 
Our way was then comparatively open to the border of the great allu
vial fan which is being spread out by the Kwik river. 

This stream has its source several miles west, near Blossom islandr 
and, flowing toward Yakutat bay, it divides into innumerable branches 
and spread outs so as to cover an area about 3 miles broad. The 
stream has deposited an immense amount of sand and gravel, which 
has invaded and buried large areas that were formerly forest covered. 
Our way lay directly across this barren waste, and in. crossing we had 

. to wade not less than a score of swift, muddy streams. In traversing 
the torrent-swept area we had to take every precaution against being 
caught by a sudden flood, for the reason that lakes on the glacier which 
discharge into this stream sometimes break their bounds and cause 
dangerous inundations. Gaining the forest north of the Kwik river 
we again camped on a knoll on which grew splendid spruces. The 
next day we continued our struggle to reach the appointed rendezvous 
at the head of Yakutat bay, and this we suceeeded in doing after 
twelve hours of paipful marching through dense vegetation and acro~s. 
flooded swamps where the muddy waters concealed holes into which 
we frequently stumbled. Having become weary of struggling through 
the forest, where at best we could make but slow progress, we started 
directly .for the shore of Yakutat bay. There we found traveling 
easier, but we were fully exposed to the icy blast sweeping down from 
the head of the inlet. Our clothes were wet from wading the streams 
as well as from the rain, and from the dripping plants through which 
we forced our way, and the wind, sometimes accompanied by hail, 
seemed to freeze our very blood, but by pressing on we succeeded in 
keeping up an active circulation and sufi'ered no serious injury. Once,. 
while wading an ice-water stream waist deep, White, who was in 
advance, called out that the water was surprisingly warm. The fact 
was that the contrast between the temperature of the glacial stream 
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and the temperature produced by the active evaporation fi·om his wet 
clot.hing while exposed to the wind was much in favor of the former. 

As we approached the place where we began our work in 1890 and 
·where we expected to find our boat and a fresh supply of IJrovisions, 
we became anxious to make sure that Mr. Hendricksen had succeeded 
in keeping his engagement. Should he have failed, our position would 
not have been enviable. vVith a wilderness of icc to the west of us, 
and a broad ice-covered bay to the cast separating us from the mission 
at Yakutat, and without boat or provisions, our situation would have 
been critical. As the day drew to a close and we neared tllC appointed 
rendezvous the clouds parted and for a few minutes a flood of warm 
sunlight poured down on the dreary forest and cloud-caj:o_ped moun
tains. A rainbow of unusual brightness spanned the entrance of 
Disenchantment bay, one end of the great arch of light resting on 
the eastern ana the other on the western shore. Beneath the brilliant 
curve was the deep gorge in the mountains marking the entrance 
of the ba:,Y, out of which black vapor was rolling as if it were the 
gateway to an Inferno. .Added to the. strange, wild scene was the 
occasionally rumbling thunder of avalanches, caused by the breaking 
away of bergs from the glaciers just within the shrouded recess to the 
north. .At last we trod familiar ground and, choosing a camping place 
on a knoll densely covered with alder, cut ont a space large enough for 
a tent, while two of the party went in search of the cache of provisions 
which should be somewhere near. In about an hour they returned 
heavily loaded, and we feU rejoiced that our difficult marches were over. 

The rain continuing, the next day we moved to a cabin in the forest 
about 2 miles to the west, which had been built by miners in search 
of coal all(!" was used by us temporarily the previous year. We there 
dried our clothes and blankets and, for the first time in three months, 
slept beneath a roof. 

MALASPINA GLACIER. 

Malaspina glacier may be taken as the ,type of a class of ice bodies 
called piedmont glaciers, which was not fully recognized before the ex
ploration of the St. Elias region began. Piedmont glaciers are sQ called 
because they are formed at the foot of mountains by the union and ex
pansion of iee streams from adjacent highlan·ds. 

The glaciers flowing south from the great neve fields on the moun
tains of the St. Elias system, for fully 100 miles west of Yakutat bay, 
expand on reaching the fiat lands between the base of the mountains 
and the sea, and unite to form a vast lake of ice which has been named 
in honor of Malaspina. This ice sheet has many of the characteristics 
of the Laurertide system of glaciers, and the records that it is now mak
ing are ef assistance in interpreting the histories of former periods of 
glaciation. 
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At·ea.-The Malaspina glacier extends with unlnoken continuity from 
Yakutat bay 70 miles westward, and has an average breadth of between 
20 and 25 miles. Its area is approximately 1,500 square miles; or inter
mediate in extent between the area of the State of Rhode Island and· 
the area of the State of Delaware.1 

It is a vast, nearly horizontal plateau of ice. The general elevation 
of its surface at a distance of 5 or 6 miles from its outer border is 
about 1,500 feet. The central portion is free from moraines or dirt of 
any kind, but is rough and broken by thousands and tens of thousaiHls 
of crevasses. Its surface, when not concealed by moraines, is broadly 
undulating, and recalls the appearance of the rolling prairie lands west 
of the Mississippi. It is in fact a dreary and lifeless prairie of ice. 
From the higher swells on its surface one may look for many miles in 
all directions without observing a single object to break the monotony 
bf the frozen plain. 

On looking down on the glacier froiD any of the commanding moun
tains along its northern border, or from the great nunataks that rise 
above its surface, at an elevation of 2,000 or 3,000 feet, its limits are 
beyond the reach of vision. A view of a portion of the glacier as seen 
from the summit of the Chaix Hills, looking east, is shown on Pl. xv. 
Other illustrations showing its· vast extent were published in the re
port on the expedition of 1890. 

Lobes.-Malaspina glacier consists of three principal lobes, each of 
which is practically the expansion of a large tributary ice stream. The 
largest has an ·eastward flow, towards Yakutat bay, and is supplied 
mainly by the Seward glacier. The next lobe to the west is the ex
panded terminus of the Agassi>~ glacier. Its current is toward the 
southwest. The third great lobe lies between the Chaix and Robinson 
hills, and its main supply of ice is from the Tyndall and Guyot glaciers. 
Its central current is southward. The direction of flow in the several 
lobes explains the distribution of the moraines about their borders. 

The Seward lobe melts· away before reaching Yakutat bay, but its 
southern margin has been eaten into by the ocean, forming the Sitkagi 
bluffs. The .Agassi>~ lobe is complete, and is fringed all about its dis
tant extremity by broad moraines. The Guyot lobe pushes boldly out 
into the ocean, and breaking off forms the magnificent ice cliffs known 
as Icy cape.. 

The waves undermining these cliffs cause large masses of ice to break 
off and topple over into the sea, thus f01;ming great numbers of bergs. 
This is the only instance known in .Alaska where a glacier advances into 
the open ocean. The ice clifi's at its extremity are the finest.of any to 
be seen about the tide-water glacier of the Pacific coast. 

Clzaraeteristics of the non-moraine-covered sut:fttce.-On the north bor-

I The Malaspina glacier iM now known to have a greater area than was assigned to it during the 
first expedition, because the coast. line i:.\ some 10 miles farther south than was previously supposed, 
and also because the Guyot glacier, as named by Sehwntka, has been includccl in it. · 
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der of :Malaspina glacier, but below the line of perpetual snow, where 
the great plateau of ice has a gentle slope, the surface melting gives 
origin to hundreds of rills and rivulets which course along in channels 
of clear ice until they meet a crevasse or moulin and plunge down 
into the body of the glacie.r to join the drainag£\ beneath. On warm 
summer days when the sun is well above the horizon the murmur of 
streams may be heard wherever the ice surface is inclined and not 
greatly broken, but as soon as the shadows of evm1ing cross the ice 
fields melting ceases and the silence is unbroken. These streams are 
always of clear, sparkling water, and it is seldom that their channels 
contain debris. Where the surface of the glacier is nearly level, aud 
especially when broken by crevasses,. surface streams are entirely ab
sent, although clefts in the ice are frequently filled with water. The 
moulins in which the larger of the surface streams usually disappear 
are well-like holes of great depth. They are seldom straight, however, 
as the water in plunging into them usually strikes the opposite side 
and causes it to melt away more rapidly than the adjacent s1.ufaces. 
The water in descending is dashed from side to side and increase!:) the 
irregularity of the holes through which it plunges. A deep roar com
ing from the hidden chambers to which the- moulins lead frequently · 
tells that large bodies of water are rushing along in ice caves beneath. 
In the lower portion· of the· glacier, where the ice has been deeply 
melted, and especially ·where large crevasses oeeur, the abandoned 
tunnels made by englacial streams are sometimes revealed. These 
tunnels are frequently 10 or 15 feet high, and occasionally one may 
pass through them from one depression in the glacier to another. In 
some instances they are floored with debris, some of which is partially 
roundeli. As the melting progresses this material is concentrated at 
the surface as a moraine. 

The ice in the various portions of Malaspiua glacier is formed of alter
nate blue and white. bands, as is the rule in glaeial icc generally. The 
blue bauds are of compact ice, while the white bands are composed of ice 
filled with air cavities. ·This banded structure has been the subject of 
much study, in the glaciers of Switzerland especially, and, as shown by 
Prof. Tyndall, is of the nature of slaty cleavag·e in roeks, and results 
from the pressure to which the ice has been subjected in flowing through 
narrow channels. The presence of this structure in a vast ice body 
like :Malaspina glacier, which is not confined in narrow valleys, but has 
room to expand in all directions, raises the question whether the struc
ture may not"i·estilt in part from other causes. The banded structure 
is usually 11early vertical, but the dip when noticeable is northward. 
Nearly parallel with the blue and white layers, but crossing them at 
low angles, there are frequently bands of hMd blue ice several hundred 
feet long and 2 or 3 inches in thickness which have a secondary origin, 
and are due to the freezing of waters in fissures. .A. medial Jine may 
sometimes be traced in these veins as in certain banded ore veins, sng-

• 
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gesting that the fissures have been filled by waters freezing to their 
sides. There are also dirt bands ou the glaciers, especially along the 
borders adjacent to the marginal moraines, which are probably the out
cropping edges of the old dust-covered surfaces. 

The rapid melting of the surface produces many curious phenomena, 
which are not peculiar to this glacier, however~ but common to many 
ice bodies below the line of perpetual snow. The long belts of stone 
and dirt forming the moraines protect the ice beneath from the action 
of the sun and air, while adjacent surfaces waste away. The result of 
this differential melting is that the moraines become elevated on ridges 
of ice. The forms of the ridges vary according to tl1e amount and 
character of the debris resting upon them. In places they arc steep 
and narrow and perhaps 150 or 200 feet high. .From a little distance 
they look like solid masses of debris and resemble great railroad em
bankments~ but on closer examination they are seen to be ridges of .ice 
covered with a thin sheet of earth and stones. The sides of such ridges 
are exceedingly difficult to climb, owing to the looseness of the stones, 
whieh slide from beneath one's feet and roll down tlte slopes. The 
larger bowlders are the first to be dislodged by the melting of the ice, 
and, rolling down the sides of the ridges, form a belt of coarse debris 
along their margins. In this way a marked assortment of the debris 
in reference to size and shape frequently takes place. In time the 
narrow belts of large bowlders beeome elevated in their turn and form 
the crests of ridges, and the process is repeated. Rocks rolling down 
the steep slopes are broken into finer and finer fi'agments and are re
duced in part to the condition of sand and day. When the surface 
debris is sufficiently comminuted it is carried away by the surface 
streams and washed into crevasses and moulins. Not all of the tur
bidity of the subglacial streams can be charged to the grinding of the 
glacier over the rocks on which it rests, as some of it certainly comes 
from the crushing of the surface moraines on the. outer border of the 
glacier during their frequent changes of position, but the amount of 
glacial silt originating in this way must be small. 

Isolated blocks of stone lying on the glacier, when of sufficient size 110t 
to be warmed through by the sun's-heat in a single day, also protect 
the ice beneath and retain t1tis position as the adjacent surface melts, 
so as to rest on pedestals frequently several feet high. These elevated 
bloeks are usually flat, angular masses, sometimes 20 feet or more 
in diameter, and have received the name of glacial tables. Owing to 
the greater· effect of the sun on the southern side of the columns which 
support the blocks, the tables are frequently inclined southward and 
the blocks ultimately slide oft' their pedestals in that direction. No 
sooner has a block fallen ftom its support, however, than the process 
iR again initiated. and it is again left in relief as the adjacent surface 
melts. The many falls which the larger blocks receive in thi.s manner 
canse them to become broken, thus illustrating another phase of the 

.. 
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process of comminution to which surface moraines are subjected. On 
Malaspina glacier the formation of glacial tables is confined to the sum
mer season. In winter the surface of the glacier is snow-covered and 
differential melting can not be marked. 'rhe fact that glacial tables 
are seldom seen just after the snows of winter disappear suggests that 
winter melting takes place to some extent, but in a different manner 
from what it does in the summer. Just how the blocks are dislodged 
from the pedestals in winter has not been observed. 

While large objects lying on the surface of the glacier are elevated 
on pedestals in the manner just described, smaller ones, and especially 
those of dark color, become heated by the snn, and, melting the ice 
beneath, sink into it. Over large portions of Malaspina glacier, where 
coarse moraines are absent, there are little wells, usually less than 2 
inches in diameter, filled with limpid water, with a pebble or some dark 
object at the bottom. It is curious to note the character of the things 
sometimes found at the bottom of these wells. Leaves blow over the 
icc, sink into it in the manner described, and not infrequently various 
insects are also found in the depressions. In one instance I saw a 
small fish, at least 20 miles distant from the nearest water in which it 
could have lived. It had probably been carried inland by some bird. 
The wells in which these small objects are found are seldom over 10 or 
12 inches deep. Their depth depends upon the character and size of 
the object and on the fact that as the wells deepen their sides afford 
shelter from the direct rays of the sun. In several instances little 
wells of clear water were observed which did not contain pebbles or any 
foreign object at the bottom. How these were formed it is difficult to 
explain, unless it is that fragments of hard ice, lying on the surface,.act 
as do small pebbles, and after sinking become themselves melted. 

Above the line of perpetual snow, dark objects lying on the surface 
become heated and melt the snow about them, but do not form wells. 
The water formed by the melting of the snow is at once absorbed by 
the porous material below, and, as melthig progresses, a conical depres
sion is formed, which frequently has a striking resemblance to the pit 
holes made by sand dragons in loose sand, but are sometimes several 
feet deep. 

When small stones and dirt are gathered in lioles on the surface of a 
glacier, or, on a larger scale, when moulins become filled with fine de
bris and the adjacent surface is lowered by melting, the material thus 
acts as do concentrated large bowlders and protects the ice beneath. 
But as the gravel rises in reference to the adjacent surface, the outer 
portion rolls down from the pedestal on all sides, and the result is that 
a sharp cone of ice is forfi1ed, having a sheet of gravel and dirt over its 
surface. These sand cones, as they are called, sometimes attain a height 
of 10 or 12 feet, aurl form conspicuous and characteristic features of the 
glaciers oYer large areas. They are of the same character as the debris 
pyramids so common on the staguant borders of many of the glaciers 
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of Alaska, except that they are composed of finer material, and, like the 
glacial tables, are short lived. The melting of the ice about them causes 
the debris on their surface to slide farther and farther away, so that 
finalJy it is unable to shelter the ice beneath. The fi·agmeuts of debris 
then act independently, and either protect the ice or, becoming warm, 
sink into it, according to their size and color. In this way the sand 
cones disappear, only to form again when the debris sltall have been 
gathered once more in depressions. 

The surface of Malaspina glacier over many square miles, where free 
from moraine, is covered with a coral-like crust which results from the 
alternate melting and freezing of the surface. The crevasses in this 
portion of the vast plateau are seldom of large size, and, owing to the 
melting of their margins, are broad at the surface and contract rapidly 
downward. They are 'in fact mere gashes, sometimes 10 or 20 feet deepr 
and are apparently the remnants of larger crevasses formed in the gla
ciers which flow down from the mountains. Deeper crevasses occur at 
certain localities about the border of the glacier, where the ice at the 
margin falls away from the main mass, but these are seldom conspicu
ous, as the ice in the region where tl!ey occur is always heavily covered 
with debris and the openings become filled with stones and bowlders. 
The generally level surface of the glacier and the absence of large crev
asses indicate that the ground on which it rests is comparatively even. 
Where the larger of the tributary glaciers join it, however, ice falls oc
cur, caused by steep descents in the ground beneath. These falls are 
just at the lower limit of perpetual snow and are only fully revealed 
when melting has reached its maximum and the snows of the winter 
have not yet begun to accumulate. 

The characteristic features of the outer border of the glacier and of 
the subglacial channels through which the waters produced by its 
melting escape will be described later. 

Jrloraines.-From ~tny commanding station overlooking Malaspina. 
glacier one sees that the great central area of clear, white ice is bor
dered on the south by~ broad, dark band formed by bowlders and stones. 
Outside of this and forming a belt concentric with it is a forest-covered 
area, in many places 4 or 5 miles wide. The forest grows on the moraiue, 
which rests upon the ice.of the glacier. In a general view by far 1 he 
greater part of the ~nrface of the glacier is seen to be formed of clear 
ice, but in crossing it one comes first to the forest and moraine-covered 
border, which, owing to the great obstacles it presents to travel, im
presses one as being more extensive than it is in reality. 

The moraines not only cover all of the outer border of the glacier~ 
but stream off from the mountain spurs that prQiect into it on thenorth~ 
As indicated on the accompanying map, one of these trains starting 
from a spur of the Samovar hills crosses the entire breadth of the 
glacier and joins the marginal moraine on its southern border. This 
long train of stones and bowlders is really a highly compound medial 
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moraine formed at the junction of the expanded extremities of the 
Seward and .Agassiz glaciers.1 • 

All of the glaciers which feed the great Piedmont icc sheet are above 
the snow line, aud the debris they carry only appears at the surface 
after the ice descends to the region where the annual waste is in excess 
of the annual supply. The stones and dirt previously contained in the 
glacier are then concentrated a.t the surface, owing to the melting of 
the ice that contain·s them. This is the history of all of the moraines 
on the Malaspina glacier. They are formed of the debris brought out 
of the mountains by the tributary alpine glacier, and concentrated at 
the surface by reason of the melt.ing of the ice. 

Malaspina glacier in retreating has left irregular hillocks of coarse 
debris which are now densely forest-covered, but these deposits do not 
have the characteristics of terminal moraines. They indicate a general 
retreat without any prolonged halts. The heaps of debris left as the 
ice front retreated have a general parallelism with the present margin 
of the glacier and are pitted with lake basins, but only their higher 
portions are exposed above the general sheet of assorted debris spread 
out of the streams draining the glacier. The appearance of the region 
recently abandoned by the glacit>.r is shown in Pl. rx. This picture 
was taken from the southern margin of the Malaspina glacier near Icy 
bay. The forest-covered areas in the middle distance are irregular 
piles of debris surrounded by barren mud and sand flats which are 
flooded during storms in summer. 

S1ujace of the j1·inging 1noraines.-A peculiar and interesting feature 
of the moraine on the stagnant border of l\'Ialaspina glacier is fur
nishefl by the lakelets that occur everywhere upon it. .A sketch of 
one of these from a photograph is shown in Fig. 4. These ·are found 
in great numbers both in the forest-covered moraine and in the outer 
border of the barren moraine. 'rhey arc usually rudely circular, anu 
have steep walls of dirty ice which slope toward the water at high 
angles, but are undercut at the bottom, so that the basins in vertical 
cross section have something of an hour-glass form. The walls are 
frequently from 50 to 100 feet high antl have a slope of 400 to 5oo, but 
not infrequently are nearly perpendicular. Near the water's edge the 
banks are undercut so as to leave a ridge projecting over the water . 
.An attempt has been made to show this iu the diagram forming Fig. 5. 
The upper edge of the walls is formed of the sheet qf debris which 
covers the glacier, and the melting of the ice beneath causes this 
material to roll and slide down the ice slopes and plunge into the 
waters below. The lakes are usually less than 100 feet in diameter, but 
larger ones are by no means uncommon, several being observed which 
were 150 or 200 yards across. Their waters are always turbid, owing 
to the mud which is carried _into them by avalanches and by the rills 

l The ap11earance of this remarkable mormne, as seen from the summit of the cliffs at Pinnacle pass, 
was describe<l in the 1'\ational Geographic Magazin~, YO!. 3, p. 139. 
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that trickle from their sides. The rattle of stones falling into them is 
frequently heard while one travels over the glacier, and is especially 
noticeable on warm days, when the ice is melting rapidly, but is even 
more marked during heavy rains. The crater-like walls inclosing the 
lakes are seldom of uniform height, but frequently rise into pinnacles. 
Between the pinnacles there are occasionally low saddles, through 

, 

FIG. 4.-A glacial lakelet. (Drawn from a photograph.) 

which in some instances the lakes overflow. Frequently there are two 
low saddles nearly opposite to each other, which suggests that the 
lakes were formed by the widening of crevasses. The stones and dirt 
which fall into them, owing to the melting of the walls, gradually fill 
their bottoms. Instances are numerous where the waters have escaped 
through crevasses or openings in the bottom of the basin, leaving an 
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exceedingly rough depreHsion, with a heavy deposit of deb:ris at the 
bottom . 

.A.s the general surface o{ the glacier is lowered by melting the par
tially filled holes gradually disappear and their floors, owing to the 
deep accumulation of debris on them, which protects the ice from 
melting, become elevated above the surrounding surface, in the same 
manner that glacial tables are formed. The debris covering these ele
vations slides down their sides as melting progresses, and finally a 

. rugged pyramid of ice, covered with a thin coating of debris, occupies 
the place of the former lake. These pyramids frequently have a height 
of 60 or 80 feet, and are sometimes nearly conical in shape. They 
resemble "sand cones," but are of much greater size and are sheathed 
with coarser debris. The sand cones are usually, if not always, formed 
and melted away during a single season, while the debris pyramids 
require several seasons for their cycle of change. 

Like the lakelets to which they owe their origin, the debris pyramids 
are confined to the stagnant portions of the glacier and play an im-

FIG. 5.-Section of a glaciallak elet. 

portant part in the breaking up and comminution of the marginal mo
raines. Owing to the sliding of the bowlders and stones into the lake
lets and their subsequent fall from the sides of the pyramids, they are 
broken and crushed so tliat the outer portion of the glacier, where the 
process bas been going on longest, is covered with finer debris and 
contains more clay and sand than the inner portions. • Just bow the holes containing glaciallakelets originate it is difficult 
to say, but their formation seems to be initiated, as already suggested, 
by the melting back of the sides of crevasses. Breaks in the. general 
sheet of debris covering the glacier expose the ice beneath to the 
action of the sun and rain, which causes it to melt and the crevasses 
to broaden. The openings become partially filled with water and 
Iakelets are formed. The waves wash the debris from the ice about the 
margin of thelakelets, thus exposing it to the direct attack of the water, 
which melts it more rapidly than the upper portions of the slopes are 
melted by the sun and rain. It is in this manner that the characteristic 
hour-glass form the basins originates. The htkelets are confined to the 
outer or stagnant portion of the glacier, for the reason that motion in 
the ice would produce crevasses through which the water would escape. 
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Where glaciallakclets occur in great numbers it is evident that the 
ice must be nearly or quite stationary, otherwise the basins could not 
exist for a series of years. ,. 

The lakelcts to which a,t.tention has been directed and the pyramids 
resulting from them are the most characteristic features of the outer 
bo~der of the glacier. The number of lakelets must be many thousand. 
They occur not only in the outer portion of the barren moraine, but also 
throughout the forest-covered area still nearer the outer margin of the 
glacier. Large quantities of trees and bushes fall into them with the 
avalanches from their sides, and tree trunks thus become buried in the 
moraines . 

.Forests on the 1noraines-The outer and consequently older -portions 
of the fringing moraines are covered with vegetation, which in places, 
particularly near the outer margin of the belt, has all the characteris
tics of old forests. It consists principally of spruce, cottonwood tree, 
alder, and a great variety of small shrubs and bushes, together with 
rank ferns. A better idea of the character of this vegetation can be ob
tained from the accompanying illustrations (Pls. xn, XIV) than from 
any description I can give. The vegetation grows on the moraine, 
which rests on the ice. In many places the ice beneath the dense forest 
is not less than a thousand feet thick. 

The vegetation is confined principally to the border of the Seward 
lobe of the glacier. Near the Yahtse the belt is 5 miles broad, but 
decreases toward the east, and is absent, as previously ·noted, at the 
Sitkagi bluffs, where the glacier is being eaten away by the sea. It is 
only on the stagnant borders of the ice sheet that forests occur. Both 
glaciallakelets and forests on the moraine are absent where the ice has· 
motion. The forest-covttred portion of Malaspina glacier is by esti
mate between 20 and 25 square miles in area. 

The lower ends of the Lucia and Atrevida glaciers are also forest
covered, and similar conditions exist on some of tne glaciers flowing 
north from the St. Elias mountains, as was observed by Dr. C. W. Hayes 
during his recent exploration in that region. 1 

Mltrginallakes-In the report on the expedition of 1890 some account 
was given of lakes at the extremity of mountain spurs projecting into 
Malaspina glacier from the north. During the second expedition a 
number of similar lakes about the Chaix hills were examined and found 
to be of considerable geological importance. 

I have called the water bodies referred to "marginal lakes" for the 
reason that they are peculiar to the margins of glaciers. Where rocks 
border an ice field or project through it they become heated, especially 
on southern exposures, and, radiating heat to the adjacent ice, cause 
it to melt. A depression is thus formed along the margin of the ice, 
whi_ch becomes a line of draiuage. 'Water flowiug through snch a 
channel accelerates the melting of the· ice, at least until a heavy coat-

I Nationnl Geographic Magazine, vol. 4, 1892, p. 152. 
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ing of debris is formed. When a steep mountain spur projects into an 
ice fielct the lines of ~raina.ge on each side converge and frequently 
unite at its extremity, forming a lake, from which the water usually 
escapes through a tunnel in tlw ice. Typical instances of lakes of 
this character occur at Terrace point, 1 at the south end of the Hitch
cock range, and again on the south side of the Clmix lulls. 

In a stream flowing along· the side of a glacier a movement in the 
ice or the sliding of stone and dirt from its surface somPtimes ob
structs the drainage and causes the formation of auother variety of 
marginal lakes. In such instances the imprisoned waters usually rise 
until they can find an outlet acros:-; the barrier aud then cut a channel 
through 1t. 

A glacier iu flowing past the base of a mountain frequently ob
strncts the drainage of lateral valleys and causes lakes to form. These 
usually find outlets, as in the ease of lakes at the end of mountain 
spurs, through a \'\nbglacial or englacial tunnel, awl are filled or emp
tied !tccor1ling as the tunnel through which the waters escape affords 
free drainage or is obstructed. Several examples of this variety of 
marginal lakes occur on the west and north &ides of the Ohaix hills. 
They correspond in the mode of their formation with the well-known 
Merjelen See of Switzerlanll. 

Other variations in the manner in which glaciers obstruct drainage 
might be enumerated, but those mentioned cover all of the example:;; 
thus far observell abont Malaspina glacier. 'rhe conditions which lead 
to the formation of the marginal lakes are unstable, and the records 
which the lakes leave in the form of terraces, deltas, etc., are conse
quently irregular. vVhen streams empty into one of these lakes, del-

, tas and horizontally stratified lake bedt-~ are formed, as in ordinary 
water bo1lies, but as the lakes are subject to many fluctuations, the 
elevations at which the records are made are continually changing, 
and in instances like those about :Malaspina glacier, where the retain
ing ice body is constantly diminishing, may occupy a wide vertical in
terval. 

Drainage begins on the southeast side of Chan;_ hills at 1\foorels nun
atak, where during the time of our visit there were two small lakes, 
walled iu on nearly all sides by the moraine-covered ice of :Malaspina 
glacier. The water filling these basins comes principally from the high 
ice fali at the north, where the glacier descend:-; over a projecting spur 
running east from Moore's nnuatak. The water escaped from the first 
lake across a confused mass of debris which had slid from the icc bluff 
bordering the stream and formed a temporary dam. :Below the dam 
the water soon disappeared beneath deeply crevasRell and heavily mo
raine-covered ice aud ca.me to light once more at the mouth of a tunnel 

'Illustrations of the deltas furmc<lm th" l.lke aml of the month of the tunnel through wh1ch it 
dhu,harged appearell in the report on the expelhhon of 1890 National GeographiC Magaz1nC 1 vol 3, 
PI U, 1~ 
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about a mile to the southwest. The second lake, at the time of our 
visit, bad almost disappeared, but its former extent was plainly marked 
by a barren sand fiat many acres in extent, and by terraces along its 
western border. The lake occupied a small embayment in the hills, the 
outlet of which had been closed by the ice flowing past it. Below the 
second lake the stream flows along the base of densely wooded knolls 
and has a steep moraine-covered bluff of ice for its left bank. About a 
mile below it turns a sharp projection of rocks and cuts deeply into its 
left bank, which stands as an overhanging bluff of dirty ice over 100 
feet high. The stream then flows nearly due west for some 3 miles to 
Crater lake. A view of this portion of the stream looking west from 
near the place where its makes the sharp bend referred to is given in 
Pl. xvn. To the left in the picture is the heavily moraine-covered border 
of Malaspina glacier, and on the right is a terrace about 150 feet high 
which skirts the base of the Ohaix bills and marks the position of the 
stream at a former stage. The terrace is about 100 yards broad, and 
above it are two other terraces on the mountain slope, one at an eleva-

tion of 50 feet and the other at 75 feet above the broad terrace. 'L'he 
l!lpper terraces were only observed at one locality, and were probably 
clue to deposits formed in a marginal lake at the end of a mountain spur. 

The terraces left by streams flowing between a moraine-covered 
glacier and a precipitous mountain slope are peculiar and readily dis
tinguishable from other similar topographic features. The channels 
become filled principally with debris which slides down the bank of 
the ice. This material is angular and unassorted, but when it is 
brought within the reach of flowing waters soon becomes rounded and 
worn. On the margin of the channel, adjacent to the glacier, there is 
usually a heavy deposit of unassorted debris which rests partly upon 
the ice and forms the actual border of the stream. When the glacier 
is lowered by melting, the stream abandons its former channel and re
peats the process of terrace building at a lower level, as is indicated 
in the diagram above, which illustrates in a general way the condi-
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tions in the region shown in Pl. xvn. The material forming this ter
race is largely a blue clay filled with both angular and rounded s(.ones 
and bowlders, but its elevated border is almost entirely of angular · 
debris. The drainage from the mountain slope above the terrace is 
obstructed by the elevated border referred to, and swamps and lagoons 
have formed back of it. Iu the material forming the terraces there are 
many tree trunks, and growing upon its surface there is a forest of 
large spruce trees. The stream shown in Pl. xvn :flows into another lake 
beneath the cliffs, limiting the view to the west, which has been named 
"Crater lake." At the time of my visit this lake had eviclently beeu 
partly emptied, so that a portion .of its bed, which had recently been 
flooded, was in a condition of a swampy sand fiat. 

At several localities about the borders of Crater lake, where streams 
enter it, there are deltas now in process of construction. 'rhe main 
stream has built out a delta for 1,000. feet or more, which in 1891 was 
about half a :mile broad where it met the water. On it there are many 
abandoned stream channels, and the waters in flowing down its sur· 
face divide into many streams, as is commonly the case in deposits of 
this nature. The material forming the delta ranges in size from sand 
and mud to bowlders 6 or 8 inches in diameter. Below Crater lake 
the stream has been crowded close to the base of the Chaix hills by an 
advance. of the glacier form'ing its left bank, and by debris sliding 
from the steep ice slope, and is swifter and more encumbered with 
bowlders than in its upper course. 

At the extreme southern end of the Chaix hills the drainage from the 
northeast, which we have been tracing, joins another stream from the 
northwest and forms J,ake Castani, so named by Schwatka in 1886. 
This lake, like the one at Terrace point, is at the south end of a pre
cipitous mountain ridge projecting into the glacier, and drains through 
a tunnel in the ice. The stream flowing from it is known as the Yahtse, 
and flows for G or 8 miles beneath the ice before emerging at its south
ern margin. Large quantities of both coarse aml fine material are 
being carried into lJake Castani by tributary streams, and there de
posited as deltas and lake beds. When the lake is drained, as some
times happens, vast quantities of this material must be carried into the 
tunnel through which the waters escape. 

On the west side of Chaix hills are several other marginal lakes of 
the same general character as those just described. The one next 
northwest of J1ake Castani occupies a long narrow valley between two 
outstanding mountain ridges, and is retained by the glacier which 
blocks the end of the recess thus formed. 'rhis lake was clear of ice 
in July, 1891, and of a dark blue color, showing that it received little 
drainage from the glacier. Other lakes on the northwest side of the 
Chaix hills are of the same general character, and during my visit were 
heavily blocked with floating ice. 

On the uorth side of Chaix bills there are other lakes occupying em-
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bayments aud retaiued by the glacier which flows past their entrances. 
The water from all of these lakes escapes through tunnels. On the map 
published by Topham, and used iri compiling the illustration forming 
Pl. rv, another lake is represented at the southern end of the Karr 
hills. Thi~ is the most west.erJy of the marginal lal>es thus far known 
in the region we are studying. 

The lakes to which atte11tion has been directed are especially inter
esting, as they illustrate one phase of deposition depending upon gla
ciation, and suggest tha.t a great ice sheet like that which formerly 
covered New Eugland very likely gave origin to marginal lakes, the 
records of which should be found 9n the mountain slopes along its 
northern border . 

.Drainage.-The drainage of the Malaspina glacier is essentially en
glacial or subglacial. There is no surface drainage exeepting in a few 
localities, principally on its northern border, where there is a slight 
surface slope, but even in such places the streams are short and soon 
plunge into a crevasse or a moulin and join the drainage beneath. 

On the lower portions of the alpine glaciers., tributary to Malaspina, 
there are sometimes small streams coursing along in ice channels, but 
these arc short lived. On the borders of the tributary glaciers there 
are frequently important streams flowing between the ice and the 
adjacent mountain slope, but when these come down to the Malaspina 
glacier they flow into tunnels and are lost to view. 

Along the southern margi11 of Malaspina glacier, between the Yahtse 
and Point Manby, there are hundreds of streams which pour out of 
the esearpment formed by the border of the glacier, or rise like great 
fountai~s from the gravel and bowlders accumulated at its base. All 
of these streams are brown and heavy with sediment and overloaded 
with bowlders and stones. 

One of the largest streams draining the glacier is the Yahtse. This 
river, as already stated, rises in two principal branches at the base of 
the <Jhaix l1ills, and flowing through a tunnel some six or eight miles 
long, emerges at the border of the glacier as a swift brown flood fully 
one hundred feet across and fifteen or twenty feet deep. The stream, 
after its subglacial course, spreads out into many branches, and is 
building up an alluvial fan which has invaded and buried several 
hundred acres of forest. Attention has already been directed to Pis. 
x, xr, and xn, which illustrate the behavior of this stream. 

In traversing·the coast from the Yahtse to Yakutat bay, as already 
described, we crosssed a large number of streams which drain the ice 
field to the north. When the streams on flowing away from the glacier 
are large they div1de into many branches, as do the Yahtse and Foun
tain, and enter the sea by several mouths. When the streams are 
small, however, they usually unite to form large rivers before entering 
the ocean. The Yahtse and Fountain, as we have seen, are examples of 
the first, while the 1\fanby stream is an example of the second class. 
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Manby stream rises m hundreds of small springs along the base of 
the escarpment, which flow across a desoiate torrent-swept area, and 
unite just before reaching the ocean into one broad, swift flood of 
muddy water much too deep for one to wade. 

On the border of the glacier facing Yakutat Bay, however, the 
drainage is different. The flow of the ice is eastward, but its margin 
is stagnant, and instead of forming a bold, continuous escarpment, 
ends irregularly and with a low frontal slope. The principal streams 
on the eastern margin in 1891 were the Osar, Kame, rmd Kwik. Each 
of these issue from a tunnel and flows for some distance between walls 
of ice. Of the three principal streams mentioned the most interesting 
is the Kame, the characteristic 'features of which are described on a 
preceding page. Near the shore of Yakutat Bay the streams from the 
glacier spread out in lagoons and sand flats, where much of the finer 
portion of the material they carry is deposited. Sometimes this debris 
is spread out above the ice, and forms level terraces of fine sand and 
mud which become prominent as the glacier wastes away. 

Osa1·s-The drainage of Malaspina glacier has not been investigated 
as fully as its importance demands, hut the observations already made 
seem to warrant certain conclusions in reference to deposits made within 
the glacier by subglacial or eng·Iacial streams. 

When the streams from the north reach MalaE.pina glacier they inva
riably flow into tunnels and disappear from view. The entrances to 
the tunnels are frequently high arches, and the streams flowing into 
them cai·ry along great quantities of gravel and sand. Au illustration 
of the entrance of a tunnel on the west side of the Lucia glacier is 
given in my report on the expedition of 1890/ and may be taken as 
characteristic of the upper ends of several similar subglacial water 
courses on the north side of the great piedmont ice sheet. About the 
southern and eastern borders of the glacier, where the streams emerge, 
the arches of the tunnels are low, owing to the accumulation of debris 
which obstructs their discharge. In some instances, as· at the head of 
:Pountain stream, the accumulation of debris is so great that the water 
rises through a vertical shaft in order to reach the surface, and rushes 
upward under great pressure. The character of the lower ends of many 
of these tunnels is illustrated by tl1e low arch from beneath which the 
Yahtse issues, as shown on Pl. x. The streams flowing from the glacier 
bring out large quantities of well rounded sand and gravel, much of 
wl1ich is immediately deposited in alluvial cones. This much of the 
work of subglacial streams is open to view and enables one to infer 
what takes place within the tunnels and to analyze to some extent the 
processes of sub.glacial deposition. 

The streams issuing from the ice are overloaded, and, besides, on 
·emerging, frequently receive large quantities of coarse debris from the 
.adjacent moraine-covered ice cliffs. The streams at once deposit tlle 

1Nat. Geog. Mag. Vol. 3, Pl. 14, 15. 
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coarser portion of this, thus building up their channels and obstruetiug 
the outlets of the tunuels. The blocking of the tunnels must cause the 
subglacial streams to lose force and deposit sand and gravel on the 
bottom of their channels; this oouses the water to flow at higher levels, 
and coming in contact with tlu=~ roofs of the tunnels, enlarges them up
wards; this in turn gives room foF additional deposits within the ice 
as the alluvial cones at the extremities of the tunnels grow in height. 
In this way narrow ridges of gravel and sand, having perhaps some 
stratification due to periodic variations in the volume of the streams, 
owing to seasonal changes, may be formed within the ice. When the 
glacier melts the h'Tavel ridges ·contained within it will be exposed at 
the surface, and as the supporting walls melt away, the gravel at the 
top of the ridge will tend to slide down so as to give the deposit a 
pseudo-anticlinal structure. Ridges of gravel deposited in tunnels be
neath the moraine-covered portion of the Malaspina glacier, ";ould haye 
bowlders dropped upon them as the ice melts, but where the glacier is 
free from surface debris there would be no angular material left UJlOll 

the ridges when the ice finally disappeared. 
Such a system of deposition as is sketched above would result in 

the formation of narrow, winding ridges of cross-bedded sand and 
gravel, corresponding, seemingly, in every way to the osars of many 
glaciated regions. 

The process of subglacial deposition pertains especially to stagnant 
ice sheets of the Mala:o;pina type, which are wasting away. In an ad
vancing glacier it is evident that the conditions would be different, and 
subglacial erosion might take place instead of subglacial deposition. 

Allttvial cones.-Below the outlets of the tmmels through which 
Malaspina glacier is drained, there are immense deposits of bowlders, 
gravel, sand,. and mud wftich have the form of segments of low cones. 
These deposits are of the nature of the ''alluvial cones," or ''alluvial 
fans" so common at the bases of mountah_1s in arid regions, aud are also 
related to the ''cones of dejection," deposited by torrents, and to the 
snbmrial portion of the deltas of swift streamR. As deposits of this 
nature have not been Ratisfactorily classified, I shall for the present 
call them ''alluvial cones." 

These deposits about the borders of the Malaspina glacier have been 
described in part on preceding pages relating to the Yahtse, :Fountain, 
K wik, and other streams, and only their generic features need be men
tioned ltere. 

As stated in speaking of osars, the streams issuing fi>om tunnels in 
Malaspina glacier at once begin to deposit. The larger bowlders and 
stones are first dropped, while gravel, sand, and silt are carried farther 
and deposited in the order of their coarseness. The deposits miginat
ing in this way have a conical form, the apex of each cone being at the 
mouth of a tunnel. As the apexes of the cones are raised by the dep. 
osition of course material, their IJeripheries expand in all directions, 
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and as the region is densely forest covered, great quantities of trees 
become buried beneath them. The appearance of the alluvial cone ot 
the Yahtse is t->hown on Pl. xn. .As the ice at the head of an alluvial 
cone recedes, the alluvial deposit follows it by deposition on the up. 
stream side. The growth of the alluvial cones will continue so long as 
the glacier continues to retreat, or until the streams which flow over 
them have their subglacial courses changed. The material of the al
luvial cones is as heterogeneous as the material forming the moraines 
on the border of the glacier,·about which they form, but the greater 
and practically the entire accumulation is more or less rounded and 
water worn. Cross stratification characterizes the deposits throughout, 
and on the surface of many of the cones, and probably in their interior, 
also, there are large quantities of broken tree trunks and branches. 
The coarse deposits first laid down on a growing alluvial cone are· 
buried beneath later deposits of finer material in such a way that a 
somewhat regular stratification may result.. A deep section of one of 
these ·deposits 1-lhould show a gradual change from fine material at the 
top to coarse stones and subangular bowlders at the bottom. Their 
outer borders are of fine sand and muu, and when the distance of the 
ocean is sufficient, .the streams flowing from them deposit large quan
tities of silt on their flood plains. The very finest of the glacial mud 
is delivered to the ocean and discolors its water for many miles from 
land. 

The formation of alluvial cones about the border of a stagnant iee 
sheet, and the deposition of ridges of gravel within it, have an inti
mate connection and are in fact but phases of a single process. The 
growth of an alluvial cone tends to obstruct the month of the tunnel 
through which its feedi11g stream discharges; this causes the strean< 
to deposit within the tunnel; this, again, raises the stream and allows 
it to build its alluvial cone still higher. In the case of Malaspina 
glacier where this process bas been observed, the ice sheet is stagnant, 
at least on its border, and is retreating. The ground on which it rests 
is low, but is thought to be 'llightly higher on tqe southern margin of 
the glacier than under its central portion. The best development of 
alluvial cones and osars woulfl be expected in a stagnant ice sheet 
resting on a gently inclined surface, with high lands on the upper 
border from which abundant debris could be derived. These ideal 
conditions are nearly reached in the example described. 

EXPLORATION OF DISENCHANTMENT BAY. 

When we reached the head of Yakutat bay the hardest part of oulr 
trip was over. From there we used a boat, and traveling was less labo
rious. We crossed the entrance of Disenchantment bay just south of 
Haenke Island ·on September 5, and encamped on the east shore at 
the entrance of a deep glaciated valley which extends southeast into 
the hills some 4 or 5 miles and still holds a small glacier at its head. 
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Our camp was weH sheltered by a steep mountain on the north, and 
being on the east side of the inlet we wouhl be able to reach ·the 
Mission by land, in case of an accident to our boat. · 

Taking McCarty and Stamy and the necessary camp equipage, I 
started early on the morning of September 6, to make a ·boat tril) 
throughout the whole of Disenchantment bay. From what. was learued 
dnring the expedition of 1890, we knew that the bay about 4 miles 
north of Haenke island tumcu abruptly eastward, but the extent of 
the ea:,;tern arm was unknown. We had been told that John Dalton, 
with a single companion, while prospecting for gold, 4ad penetrated 
the head of the bay a few years previous, but of this trip there is no 
record. With these exceptions, so far as I have been able to learn, no 
white man bas ever visited the bay north of Haenke island. 

We rowed along beneath the bold eastern .shore of the inlet, passing 
Haenke island, and were especially interested in the records left by the 
ice which formerly flowed southward through this opening in the foot 
hills. The surface of the island presents rounded donleS, and smooth 
and striated rock surfaces, which indicate the intensity of the glacia
tion to which they have been subjected. The upper limit of the ancient 
glacier is distinctly recorded on precipitous cliffs fQrming the shores of 

·the inlet at an elevation of about 2,000 feet. The glacier which for
merly escaped through this opening must have presented magnificent 
ice cliffs where it broke off into the sea during its various stages of 
advance and retreat. 

Haenke island was the limit reached by Malaspina in 1791, and by 
Puget in 1794. Each of these explorers there met a wall of ice. which 
extended completely across the inlet. 1'his line of ice cliff:,; must have 
beeu of the same character as the cliffs now formed by the Dalton and 
Hubbard glaciers where they come dowu to tide water. The two gla
ciers jnst mentioned were then united and reached to Haenke island .. 
Tbe retreat of the ice front in one lnmdred years is thus indicated, 
and is by estimate between 5 aud 6 miles. A view of Dalton glacier rts 
it appeared from Ha~nke's island, Sept. 5, 1891, is presented on Pl. xx. 
We found the bay quite free from floating ice, but passed several large 
bergs drifting slowly seaward and we beard repeated reports like dis. 
taut tlnmder, caused by fresh masses of ice falling from the neighboring 
glaciers. The morning was bright and fresh, although clouds still lin
gered on the higher mountains and we had every promise that our trip 
would be successful. 

The vegetation on the rugged shores became more and more stunted 
as we advanced, and before reaching Osier island even the more shel
tered gorges were bare down to within less than 100 feet of the watel,'. 
At Osier island there is an outstanding cape, composed in part of 
sandstone and in part of moramal debris, which is an island at high 
tide. It is covered with a dense growth of willows, hence its name, 
and affords a fine station for observing the magnificence ·of the sur-
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rounding mountains, and the great clifl's of ice in which the Hubbard 
glacier terminates. Seated among the willows on the summit of the 
island, we noted the luxuriance of the grass at our feet and the pro· 
fusion of dwarf raspberries (R1tb1t8 ltrctica) which were just ripening. 
We were at the actual border of vegetation; aU to the north was stem, 
wild, a.ud desolate. Cli!s and precipices, without the softening tints 
of plant life, rose precipitously to the snow-covered slopes which dis
appeared in the clouds. Just across the inlet, perhaps 2 miles distant, 
rose the ice clifl's of the Hubbard glacier to a height, by estimate, of 
250 to 300 feet. Each shiuing buttress and glittering pinnacle, as seen 
in the early morning light, was of the purest white or the most delicate 
blue, while the caves and deep recesses were of such a deep ultrama
rine that they appeared black in contrast with the sheen of the surfaces 
where the sunlight fell. Reports like the roar of heavy guns frequently 
attracted onr attention to the cliffs, but owing to their distance the 
avalanches which caused the disturbance usually disappeared before the 
sound reached us. Following the roar of the falling ice mass, came the 
waves that they generated on plunging into the water, which bmke on 
the beach in long lines of foam. The surface of the bay was unruffled 
by the win:d, and the breaking of these occasional waves seemed a phe
nomenon without a cause until tl1eir connection with the masses of ice 
falling from the glacier was suggested. 

Both the Dalton and the Hubbard glaciers are in full view from 
Osier island, aml, besides, there arc many lesser ice streams that do 
not reach the level of the sea. The lower extremities of all the smaller 
glaciers are completely concealed beneath brown and barren moraines. 
Many times. these sheets j?f debris are so uniform and merge with the 
surrounding areas so gradually that it is impossible to tell where the 
glaciers actually terminate. East of the Hubbard glacier there is a 
large buried glacier fed by several ice streams from the mountains 
above, which I judged from the view obtained from the Corwin, in 18!!0, 
was separated from the Hubbard glacier, but better opportunities for 
observation obtained a year later showed that the two ice bodies are 
confluent. The Hubbard glacier is much broader and has more branches 
than are shown on the accom1mnying map (Pl. IV), which is very much 
generalized and unfortunately fails to give a correct idea of the topo
graphic features about Disenchantment bay. 

The splendid panorall\a to be beheld from Osier island is nearly tbe 
same as may be obtained from tbe summit of Haenke island, some ac
count of which was given in the report on the expedition of 1890; but, 
in addition, it commands a view of the eastern extension of the bay. 
This ·eastern arm is from 2 to 3 miles broad and is unbroken by islands. 
On the northern side rises a remarkably even mountain slope, along 
which the horizontal grooves left by an ancient glacier flowing west
ward are plainly visible. Crossing these grooves at right angles are 
recent drainage lines, showing the amount 0f erosion that has taken..,. 
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place since the glaeier disappeared. Abo,·e this doubly-scored slope 
riRe the snow-covered summits of Mount Dixon and Mon~t Seattle, aud 
looking up the eastern braneh of the Hubbard glaeier one has a fine 
view of a stillmore splendid peak, named, like the glacier which flows 
from it, in honor of the presillent of the National Geographic Society. 
The south side of the eastern arm of the hay is~al:,;o ex1~ecdingly rugged, 
and bears abundant glacial records on its lower slopes. Looking east
ward between the great walls whieh inclo:,;c the bay, one sees in the 
distance an exceedingly sharp and angular mountain, which is white 
with snow fields and glaciers throughout the year. I have named this 
peak Mount Draper, in honor of my highly esteemed teacher, Prot: 
John vV. Draper. 

A light breeze springing up fi·mn the west, we sailed eastward along 
the southern shore of the bay, passing a conspicuous headland of white 
limestone, and by noon neared Cape Enchantment, as I have called the 
bold headland, where a prolongation of the bay extending southward 
leaves the east and west arm. We had already passed the limits of 
the bay, as indicated on the best maps pnblished7 and aU ahead was new. 
The dcRire to press on and see what could be dii'lcovered in the unex
plored regions ahead encouraged ni'l to ply the oarR when the wind failed, 
aud we were amply repaid for our exertion. 

At the extreme eastern end of the east aud west reach of the bay 
a large glacier comes down to the water and, breaking off seuds many 
bergs adl'ift. This glacier was not explored, but it evidently flows from 
neve :field;; to the north a11d east. of Mount Draper. Near where it 
enters the bay it is divided by a rounded butte of bare rock, that 
rises through it like :w island and that sng&:estea the name '' Nnnatak 
glacier." 

Reaching Cape Enchantment we pulled our boat along: the precipice>; 
which descend almost vertically into the water and rise several hun
dred feet above its surface. As we rounded the cape we were sur
pri;;ed :tnd delighted to find an arm of the bay exten1ling south, and 
evidently of greater extent than the portion previously known. The 
eastern shore of this portion of the inlet is high and rugged and conies 
down boldly to the water, but on the west there is a barren area, some 
2 miles broad, intervening between the bay and the base of the 
mountains. On thi;; gentle slope there are heavy accumulations of 
gravel that have been swept down from the gorges above. But what 
especially attracted our atteution was the presm•ce of horizontal 
terraces on the gravel-covered slopes, at an elevation of approximately 
150 feet above the. present water level. As will be seen in all vance, 
these record an interesting episode in the geological history of the 
valley. Another fact of interest plainly legible, especially on the 
eastern shore of the bay, is that the valley was formerly occupied by a 
glacier wore than 1,000 feet thick, ~which flowed southward. The ter-

•raceR are more recent than the glacial record;;. 
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We sailed slowly southward before an uncertain breeze, and about 5 
miles south of Cape Enchantment flaw a deep opening in the steep 
bluff's forming the eastern wall of the valley. A curve in the shore 
there forms a shallow bay, at the head of which there is a break in the 
hills, and we could look into the mouth of the canyon-like valley which 
comes down to the water with a very 1ow gTade, and is occupied a short 
distance within by the end of a good sized glacier. Only glimpses of 
this interesting valley and of the glacier which it shelters, named Hid-.. 
den glacier, could be had as we passed. As the breeze was freshening 
we sailed southward without attempting to land, and approached a bold 
butte about 500 feet high, which rises close to the water's edge, and, as we 
afterwards learned, marks about the middle of the east shore of the bay. 
The breeze which was carrying us easily along.increased until it seemed 
a gale aud drove our little craft through the water with great speed. 
I was managing the sail and rndder, but as the wind increased was 
obliged to give the sheet to one of the men, while I held the tiller with 
both hands; but the increasing gale soon rendered it necessary to shorten 
sail, and :I reluctantly relinquished control of the boat to McCarty, who 
had followed the sea for many years, and was an experienced boatman. 
We rushed along close to the land, against which the waves were be. 
ginning to break in angry sheets of foam, the squall increasing mean ... 
while as night approached. In the gloom ahead we could see only 
white capped waves and precipitous cliff's without any indication of a 
shelter. Scudding on before the increasing gale, we rounded the high 
butte already mentioned, and found to our delight that it formed a cape 
and beyond it there was a sheltered cove with a sloping sand beach. 
Changing our course, we stood across the cove, having the wind abeam, 
and soon ran safely upon the sands. Our boat was hauled up beyond 
the reach of the highest tide and our tent pitched in a sheltered nook 
at the end of the beach.· Soon a cheerful camp fire, kindled from the 
abundant driftwood encumbering the shore, made us feel thoroughly at 
home. The promise of fair weather ~hicb we had iu the morning was 
not fulfilled. Clouds hung over the mountains all day, increased in 
blackness towards evening and the night was dark and stormy. The 
next morning ~we struck our tent in rain, and, loading our boats, con
tinued southward. The storm increased. Rain fell in torrents, and 
not being able to see much of the surrounding country, we concluded 
to encamp at the first favorable opportunity and wait for better con
ditions. Proceeding down the east side of the bay about 6 miles, we 
came to where the mountains on our ·left curved away to the southeast 
and joined the fiat lands forming the coastal plain. Just where the 
precipitous cliffs gave place to low forest-covered land a stream flow
ing· from the south enters the bay. Near the mouth of this tributary 
we found a somewhat sheltered spot in a thick grove of alders and 
pitched our tent. In the afternoon McCarty explored the stream near 
camp and returned with two fine salmon which he had captured with 
the aid of an alpenstock. 

.. 
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The rain ceased the day following, but the clouds were still threaten
ing and the mountains obscured by heavy banks ·of vapor. Being 
anxious to improve every opportunity, however, we again set sail, and 
standing southward soon reached the head of the bay. As shown on 
the accompanying. map, the inlet expands on passing out from tlle 
mountains and forms a rudely circular, lake-like water body, which from 
nearly every point of view along its shores appears to be entirely land
locked.and would scarcely be thought to form an arm of the sea did 
not the rise and fall of tide attract one's attention. Reaching the low 
shore at the southern end of the bay we followed it westward, passing 
a low island of gravel and bowlders and found a camping place at the 
ltead of a small cove Hear the beginning of the lake-like expansion in 
which the bay terminates. 

The night was clear and cold, a magnificent aurora filled the sky and 
the following morning dawned bright and beautiful. The clear weather 
we so much desired had come at last, and we made an early start so as 
to derive as much benefit as possible from it. Proceeding to the head 
of the bay we measured a base line on shore about 1,000 feet long and 
determined its posit,ion by sights to Mount St. Elias, Mount,Cook, ltrnd 
other peaks that were in full view. The bay extends so far out into the 
il.at lands bordering the ocean that the southern face of the mountains 
was in full view from our base stations. From tl1e extremities of the 
base line I measured the angles necessary for obtaining our positions 
and for ascertaining the height and location of some of the peaks over
looking the bay and locating points near the shore, which were after
wards occupied. A chain of triangles was started, which was afterwards 
carried about halfway to Cape Enchantment, but stormy weather 
again coming on, we were forced to leave the survey unfinished. Such 
observations as were obtained have been used in making the sketch 
map forming Pl. IV. 

The most prominent peak on the eastern side of the bay, rising just 
above the cove at which we made our first camp after leaving Cape 
Enchantment, I have named Mount Ruhama, in honor of Miss E. Ru
hama Scidmore, the author of a charming book on journeys in Alaska. 
The next peak to the south, also prominent and especially picturesque 
when seen from the head of the bay, was named Mount Pinta, after 
the vessel of the U. S. Navy, stationed at Sitka, which on several 
occasions bas greatly assisted in the work of exploration. 1 There are 
several other peaks on each side of the inlet which rise to a height of 
about 5,000 feet and shelter many small glaciers in their rugged folds, 
but only a fe~ of these are named. 

The terraces noted just south of Cape Enchantment became more 
prominent as we continued our explorations, and were traced all 
about the southern extension of the inlet. The southern end of the 

' The heights of these peaks in feet are as follows: Ruhama, 5,460; l'inta, 5,000; Unana, 4,600; Hen
dricksen, 4,430. 
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bay is formed of a deposit of gravel at least 300 or 400 feet thick, but 
no outlet for the water body which left its records on· the sides of the 
valley could be found. vV e know that the southern arm of Disenchant
ment bay was formerly occupied by a glacier which extended south 
from the mountains and probably joined an immense Piedmont glacier 
similar to Malaspina glacier, which formerly existed in that .region. 
When the glacier melted away a lake was formed in the basin it bad 
occupietl. This lake· made the terrace to ·which we .have referred 
and was finally drained northward 'by the melting of the glacier. which 
blocked the drainage. As the outlet of the bay was closed by icc when 
visited by Mal~spina and Puget, it is reasonable to suppose that the 
soutJ1ern arm of the bay was then occupied by a marginal lake. The 
terraces left by this water body are thus shown to be less than 100 
years old. 1 • 

Finding that we could not continue t~e survey of the bay on account 
of stormy weather, we made our way northward with oars and sail 
and camped at night on the desolate shore of a cove just south of Cape 
Enchantment. The cape is formed of a bold, rounded dome of green 
rock looking like serpentine, which is smoothly polisheu and striated, 
thus indicating the intensity of the glacial erosion to which it was 
recently subjected. Another rounded dome just south of the cape 
is similar in form and is an island at high tide. The precipitous 
eastern shore of the inlet opposite Cape Enchantment is also heavily 
scored and retains a definite record of the height of the former ice flow. 

From the summit of Cape Enchantment most entrancing views may 
be bad of the wonderful r,cenery with which it is surrounded. Even 
in stormy weather, when all of the neighboring snow-covered moun
tains are shrouded from view, a lover .of nature would be well repaid 
for a visit to this remote headland. On looking through the river-like 
gorge to the west one sees the great Hubbard glacier with its broad 
flood of ice terminating in dazzling cliffs at t.he water's edge. Up 
the eastem arm of the bay the eye ran~s over waters dotted with 
bergs from Nunatak glacier, which, owing to some peculiarity in the 
currents, seldom travel far from the ice cliffs that give them birth. 
The bergs melt near their place of origin, and, breaking into thou
sands of fragments, dot the waters like flocks of white sea birds. To 
the south one can look far down the broad river-hke expanse forming 
the southern arm of the bay, guarded on each side by magnificent 
mountains. At sometime in the· history of the .inlet this portion of the 
bay must have been connected with the ocean to the south, leaving 
the mountains, of which Mount Hendricksen is the crowning summit, 
entirely surrounded by water. 

The· Dalton, Hubbard, and Nunatak glaciers are the only ones abont 
·Disenchantment bay which reach the water and break. off in bergs. 

I.A. fragment of the history of the region at the head of Disenchantment bay is recorded in a buried 
forest jast below the level of high tide, at the head of a cove southwest of Cape Stoss. The heavy 
deposit of gravel.in which the beach lines about the head oi the bav have been excavated, are more 
recent than this forest. 
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Scores of other ice streams come nearly down to sea level, but end in 
the brown debris-covered expansions which, from a distance, have the 
desolate appearance of plowed fields. All about the sides of the great 
peaks to the north there are shining· snow fields extending far down 
and scored with delicate blue lines marking the positions of deep 
erevasses. The sides of Mount Draper, Mount Ruhama, and many 
neighboring peaks to the south of Cape Enchantment, are also clothed 
with trailing r,abes of snow and ice. 

When this splendid inlet becomes a resort for tourists, as it must in 
the near future, thore are four points of observation whieh should be 
visited. These are Haenke island, Osier island, Cape ]Jnchantment, 
and Cape Stoss. The fortunate traveler who can stand on these com
manding· points in brilliant weather will have a charm added to his 
life of whieh no changes in fortune can deprive him. The scenery of 
the bay is magnificent and varied throughout. No other inlet on the 
wild Alaskan coast is more picturesque or more beautiful. It recalls 
the splendors of Lynn canal, but added to the charm of vast snow
covered ranges.is the variety and novelty of glacial scenery, which is 
fully as attractive as that of Glacial bay, which is already famous. 

The waters of Disenchantment bay are deep throughout. With 
a line 170 feet long we could get soundings only in the smaller coves 
and occasionally within a few rods of the shore. No submerged rocks 
were discovered, and no growths of kelp indicate the presence of 
shoals. The largest ocean steamer may sail to tlie very head of the 
inlet without (!anger and be all the time in the midst of magnificent 

. scenery, the like of which has never been seen by those who have not 
been fortunate enough to visit Alaska. 

The shores of Yakutat and Disenchantment bays, and all of the 
mountainous region inclosed by them, are formed of brown sandstone 
and black slate, belonging to what has been designated the Yakutat 
system. The strata usually dip northward and by their bedding and 
jointed structure control many of the minor details in the sculpturing 
of the mountain. On the south shore of the east and west arm of the 
bay, however, there are strata of white limestone in the neighborhood 
of the heavy outcrops of quartz-mica-diorite aud green metamOiphic 
rock resembling serpentine. The diorite forms large dikes and owing 
to its greater resistance to denudation usually stands out boldly above 
the surrounding sandstone. The angular outlines of crests and peaks, 
due to the action of running water and the rounded and flowing contours 
of the lower slopes which have been ground away by ice are brought 
into sharp contrast. 

From Cape Enchantment we returned to our camp on the shore east 
of Hacnke island, where we found the remainder of our party impatient 
at our long absence. The following day, September 14, Crumback, 
McCarty, Stamy, and myself started in our boat for the Mission. The 

·time was approaching for us to terminate our· wanderings and return 
home. On the way down Yakutat bay, while threading one of the 
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narrow passages separating the numerous islands just north of the 
Mission, we met a cano{} containing Mr. Hendricksen and two compan
ions on their way up the bay for the purpose of examining areported 
petroleum spring, and also to learn what had become of my party. We 
were glad indeed to meet friends onc6 more, especially as their faces 
were the first, either civilized or savage, we bad seen since landing at 
Icy bay. · Onr two parties .camped together for the night on the shore 
of a beautiful little cove, where the dense forest overhung the water. 
The next day we separated, Mr. Hendricksen continuing northward, 
while we went to the Mission aud were hospitably received by Rev. 
Albion ,Johnson and his wife. · 

I remained at the Mission with Crumback, whi1e McCarty and 
Stamy returned to the camp near Haenke island and brought down 
tbe remainder of the party. Our explorations were now practically 
over. With a good house to protect us from the inclement weather 
and the vegetable garden placed at our disposal we lived in what to .us 
was luxury and ease. 

HOMEWARD BOUND. 

We enjoyed the comforts of the Mission until October 1, when 
the U. S. S. Pinta arrived from Sitka for our relief. During this delay 
I made a canoe trip with Mr. Hendricksen and Stamy and McCarty to 
an Indian village known as Setuck, about 15 miles east of the Mission, 
but space will not permit of my giving all' account of that interesting 
excp.rsion. 

After the arrival of the Pintn we went on board, expecting to sail 
the following day, and were niost hospitably received by Capt. 
'\Vashburn Maynard and his brother officers, but were delayed on ac. 
count of stormy weather until October 8 before we could start for 
Sitka. 

The day we left Yakutat was gloriously bright. Scarcely a cloud 
obscured the sky and the majestic mountains, with their brilliant snow 
:fields and hundreds of shining glaciers, which rise abruptly from the 
shore all the way to Cross sounrl, were in full view. A more enjoyable 
ocean trip than the voyage along the sublime :Fairweather coast when 
the sea is smooth and the mountains unclouded, can scarcely be imag
ined and probably does not exist. I feel especially indebted to the · 
generous officers of the Pinta, as this was the second time that the.ves
sel had made a stormy voyage from Sitka to Yakutat to assist in. the 
work of the U.S. Geological Survey and the National Geographic So-
ciety. · 

We arrived at Sitka at noon October 9, and the next day sailed for 
Puget sOtmd on the steamer City of Topeka. My party, with the ex
ception of White1 who remained at Yakutat to try his fortune in gold 
mining, were disbanded at Seattle on October 21, and our companion
ship, of nearly five months' duration without a single personal unpleas-
antness, was tern;linated. · 

... 
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THE GEOLOGICAL HISTORY OF HARBORS. 

BY N. S. SHALER. 

PLAN OF REPORT. 

I propose to consider, in the following pages, the geologic history of 
those natural shelters wherein ships may find protection from the dan
gers which menace them in times of storm, and where they may receive 
or discharge their cargoes under conditions favorable for commerce. 
'fhe first object will be to show the relation of harbors to human CLll
turc in general, and the effect which they have had upon the develop
ment of different peoples, with espemal reference to the history of our 
own race and country. Secondly, I shall consider the geologic comli
tions which lead to the formation of these shelters. In this part of the 
task a classification of the hal'bors will be given, in order to indicate 
the diverse circumstances of their origin. A third division of the sub
ject will include the natural actions which tend to preserve or destroy 
these por.ts, with suggestions as to the ineans whereby these actions 
may be hindered or favored by the agency of man. In conclusion, there 
will be passed in review the ports of the coast line of the Atlantic and 
Pacific waters and of the inlaml basi~s in this country which are now 
or may hereafter be of importance to our foreign or domestic com
merce. 

The literature of the subject with which we have to treat, though· 
abundant, is of a very special nature. Elaborate investigations have 
been made by able engineers concerning the physical conditions of im
portant ports, but, so far as the knowledge of the present writer 
goes, no essays of .the nature here undertaken have found their way 
in~o print. The previous studies have been made from the point of 
view of the engineer; they have neglected the natural history of har-· 
bors in general, and thus afford little information suited to the needs 
of other than very special inquirers. The object of this writing will 
therefore be to treat the subJect in a broad way, avoiding all terms 
which would be clear only to those professionally engaged in engineer
ing or other purely scientific work, though at the same time giving a 
comprehensive view of the subject. 

While the aim of this writing is mainly to present the physical his
tory of the harbors of the United States, the matter will necessarily be. 
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illustrated by reference to the shore-line conditions of mani other 
countries. This wide field of view is not only necessary for a rational 
treatment of the subject, but it is justified by the fact that our com
merce with other lands intimately depends on the access to them which 
is afforded by the ports on-their seashores. As we. shall hereafter see, 
the extent to which folk have become commercially active depends 
in a large measure upon the degree to which they have developed tl1c 
maritime habit, and this in turn is fostered or hindered by the charac
ter of the coast line to which they may have access. 

Although in treating of havens the body of consfderatious will 
nece-ssarily be drawn from those on the oceanic coast line, the extent 
of our internal comm·erce by water communication makes it desirable 
to take into account the harbors on our greater lakes and rivers. In 
the last-named class of navigable waters, shelter from waves is rarely 
a matter of consequence. Protection is there often needed, however, 
fi·om floatmg· icc, from the energy of the current, or from driftwood in 
times of flood. 'In the main channels of the Mississippi Rystem of 
waters the dangers arising from these aecidents are often serious; 
although the risk of life dne to tllCm is inconsiderable, the jeopanly to 
property is sometimes great. 

Although any elaborate treatment of engineering questions connected 
with the preservation or betterment of our harbors i:s beyond the plan 
of this essay, it-will be necessary to notice some of theRe matters in a 
general way in order to show how the natural advantages of our coun
try may be bettered or the defects of its havens supplemented l>y de
vice:,; of r.m1struetion. The modem arts, informed by :,;cience, lu1ye 
made innumerable conquests in the domain of nature, but nowhere 
have these gains been more conspicuous than iu the construction and 
improvement of havens. Incidentally we shall have also to consider 
the physical conditions which favor or hinder the protection of our har
bors from the attack of foreign naval forces. 'l'his is still an important, 
though, it is to be hoped, a diminishing clement in the economy of our 
ports. 

THE RELATION OF HARBORS TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF CIVILI
ZATION. 

One of the most important steps which lead from the primitive sav
age state toward the ways of cultm·c and civilir.ation is taken when 
men contrive instruments of navigation. Almost all t·he peoples of 
the earth have accomplished this first stage of advance. Only a few 
inferior races are without devices in the way of boats. Although this 
art of navigation is itself a powerful instrument of culture, inasmuch 
as it teaches men to contrive and use tools, to face danger and to asso
ciate their action in a very edueative way, it was only slowly and rarely 
that they attained sufficient skill in the construction and manage
ment of boats to venture upon broad waters. Ships of considerable 
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size, fit to undertake long voyages, appear to have been separately in
vented at several different points in the Old World-by the Scandi
navians, by their kindred Aryans of the Mediterranea111 by the Chinese, 
and perhaps, separately, by the people of the Malay archipelago and 
of Hindostan. The Phrenicians and o~her Semitic people early 
acquired the art of constructing large boats, but whether by their own 
invention or by copying those of other people is uncertain. 

For a long time after seagoing ships were invented they were of 
sniall size; they an appear to have been without keel!:l and to have 
been propelled by oars, with only an occasional use of sails. Craft of 
tl1is sort were to a certain extent independent of harbors, or at least 
needed them only as landing-places, for it was a common custom to 
drag them on their flat bottoms up the surface of any smooth beach. 
In other words, they preserve1l the type of rowboats such as are nor
mally used on inland waters. It was not. until about. two thousand 
years ago, when the use of ships for war purposes on the Mediterra
nean led to a great increase of their size, that vessels lost their amphib
ious character, became permanent denizens of the sea, and had to be 
sl1eltered in good harbors when they lay near land. After the in
vention of the keel, merchant ships gradually abandoned the use of 
oars for propulsion; they were increased in size, and so in time all com
mercial craft came to require the protection of harbors in receivjng 
or discharging cargoet<. During the last century this enlargement of 
veRsels has gone forward with exceeding rapidity, so that at the pres
ent time.the average tonnage of seagoing ships is at least fivefold as 
great as it was a century ago. 

The maritime spirit of the different 11eoples that resort to the sea 
was developed and determined in the ages when vessels had not passed 
beyond the stage of boats of small size. Their first lessons in seaman
ship seem to have been acquired in tolerably Kheltered waters where 
bays or islands favorefl tentative experiments in navigation. Where
ever any of the shores of th(l Old "'I~Vorld abound iu inlets or are beset 
with islands, if the country was inhabited at an early day by people 
capable of ad vance in the ways of life, we almost invariably find that the 
maritime spirit was developed in a measure quite up to the progress in 
other arts. On the other hand, wherever the shore was not deeply em
bayed or fringed with isht11ds the folk seem never to have acquired the 
mariner's craft, however far they have advanced in other constructive 
arts. Thus the Egyptians, though marvelous builders ou the land, 
never became a seafaring people; their marine commerce appears to 
have been managed by other folk, bred in districts more favorable to 
the development of seamen. The Peruvians possessed architectural 
skill, but they were never tempted by the conditions of their coast line 
to venture far upon the sea. We thus perceive that natural harbors, 
or rather the conditions of a shore line affording, as it were, a g-radual 
passage from the conditions of the land to those of the wide ocean, 
favor the development of sailors, 
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The two most remarkable cradles of navigators are found in tne pen
insulated and island-bordered shores of Europe allll in a somewhat simi
larly conditioned region in southeastern Asia. Botolt of these districts, 
where land and sea are much entangled, have developed singularly 
maritime people. The Malayan region, verging eastward into the vast 
archipelagic sea of the tropical Pacific, has bred a folk exceedingly 
skillful in seafaring. Although the range of their arts as determinetl 
by their share ofnatural ability has proved limited, they are perhaps 
for their social estate the boldest voyagers in the world. Their veu
tures, however, 'have been made in waters tolerably exempt from severe 
storms, so that their relatively frail vessels were insured from the 
graver perils of the deep. The seafaring arts of Europe were developed 
under very different conditions from those of the Malayan and Pa~ifie 
islands. All the shores of l<Jurope are storm-swept. Even in tile-Med
iterranean the climate is tempestuous, and ships have to be we'll built 
ami equipped to meet the heavy waves, and sailors must be u~asters of 
their art. Moreover, in that district the Aryan people have their prill
cipal seat of empire, and this race, by stern proof through cerrtunes of 
trial, has been shown to contain the preeminently seafaring men of 
the world. The Semitie and Ohinese races have <>xhibited a compara
ble skill in various other arts, but the Aryans haye plowed tlie seas 
with a courage and success unapproached by any other Yariety of mea. 

The subdivisions of European people show a variation iit the mea:-;ure 
of their maritime suecess generally proportionate to the degree in which 
the physical conditions of the countries they oceupy favor training in 
the seafaring art. The great peninsulas and islands of the northern 
pa.rt of the eontinent, Norway and Sweden, Denmark, and the British 
Isles, have developed the preeminently maritime states and peoples. 
The best of these nurseries of seame·n was of old in the Scandinavian 
peninsula, where our ancestors formed the cruising habit, where they 
developed the courage and address required for journeys over w1de and 
unknown seas. The folk of these penins.ulas were nurtured in a coun
try which could not have been better contrived fO"r the maritime devel
opment of a people. The shore is so intersected with deep reentrants, 
penetrating far into the land, that the navigating habit was in a way 
imposed upon the people. No vigorous race COl!Id develop in such a 
country without learning hmY to manage a boat and without being in
vit()d to extend their voyages from the ~implest essays in narrow land
locked channels to ever enlarging· ventures which finally led them to 
face the wide ocean. The N orthmen took w~th them their seafaring 
habit when by successive steps they conquered Britain, and it is in the 
main their motive, transmitted by the inheritance of blood and habit, 
which has made our own people for two eentnries successful in the ex
ploits of war and peace upon the seas. More than five centuries before 
the Mediterranean people dared to tmYerse the safe waters of the tmd~ 
wind belt which separates Europe from America, the hardy Northmeu 
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found their way, in their frailer craft across the storm-swept watet_s of 
the north Atlantic to the American shores. Greenland at least was 
the seat of permanent settlements and the object of innumerable voyages 
centuries before the southern Europeans dared venture far beyond the 
pillars of Hercules. 

The-vast importance of the seafaring habit to the history of a people 
may be JUdged by its effect upon the fate of the English folk. Owing 
to their skill in seamanship and their courage in facing the dangers of 
the deep they have been able to establish their possesswns m every part 
of the world which may have particularly tempted them to colonizing 
ventures. By way of the sea they have been led to become au almost 
world-wide people. Of the three New-World contments-North Amer· 
ica, South America, and Australia-they possess Australia altogether, 
and almost all of North America; only the southern of the twin con
tments has escaped their grasp. Nine-tenths of the valuable islands 
beyond the limits of Europe belong to the Enghsh-speakmg people, or 
to their kindred, the Dutch; in a word, through their maritime power 
those north Europeans bid fair iu time to dommate every part of the 
world which is fit for their occupation. These considerations make 1t 
plain that the way to national power is over the waves and that this way 
is the natural path of our race. It is on this account that all those 
natural features which we are about to discuss may fairly claim the at
ten_twu of our pe011le. 

Although by means of modern engineering devwes it has proved 
possible to construct, though at very great cost, tolerably good shel
ters for ships even on harborless coasts where the physiCal conditions 
are not favorable for such undertakmgs, there seems no reason to expect 
that any advance in the engineer's art will ever exempt a country from 
the disadvantages which the absence of good ports entails. Wh1le 
defectiVe harbors m.1y be improved by engineering deviCes at reason
able cost, the creatwn of havens IS Impracticable except under peculiar 
conditions, such as occur r,t either extremity of the Suez Canal. We 
may therefore assume that hereafter, as heretofore, the well-harbored 
lauds of the wmld will remam the seat of the dowwaut seafarers and 
that the Northmen folk-the English, Scandmavian, Dutch, and Ger
mans-and their descendants m other parts of the world, w1ll remain 
masters of the sea and thereby retam and extend their power m the 
conduct of the world's affairs. 

The measure m which power rests upon the keels of ships may be 
seen by contrastmg the history of Great Britam and that of Switzer
land. In all that relates to manly qualities or to intelligence m com
mercial affairs the peoples of these two countries may be regarded 
as equals. But the Swiss have been limited to their mountains; the 
power of the state has never been felt more than a few hundred miles 
from its borders, and its influence in the affairs of the world has been 
accomplished altogether by Its emigrants. On the other hand, Great 
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BriEain, as before remarked, owing to the long training in seafaring 
''hich its people have received, has become the dominant power of the 
wor~d. As will be made evident in the sequel of this essay, North 
America, and particularly the part of it held by the United States, 
is more advantageously placed in relation to marine navigation than 
any other equally extensive portion of the lands of the earth. Owing 
to the shape and position of this continent it faces the two great 
didsions of oceanic waters, the Atlantic and the Pacific, and nearly 
all parts of its area are readily accessible from the shore hy rivers or 
relatively short railways. At no point on its coast line tlo we find a 
stretch of shore of more than 300 miles in length which is without a 
1m Yen suitable for modern shipping or which can not readily be made. 
into a good harbor. 

In audition to the advantages arising from the relation of this con
tinent t0 the oceans, North America is singularly well placed for
internal marine commerce. On its ;;outheastern side lie the great 
inclosed basins of the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico, which 
together form one field of tropical waters, exceeded in their extent 
aJI(J the richness of their shores only by the Mediterranean sea and 
tlte Sea of Japan. This great American basin lies between and in a 
measure unites the continents of North and South America. Owing t() 
their essential unity these basins might fitly be termed the Columbian 
sea in honor of the explorer who first penetrated to this part of the 
world. A straight line drawn in this basin from Galveston, Tex., to 
the western mouths of the river Orinoco, has a length of about twenty
eight hundred miles. The total area of its waters is about the same as 
that of the Mediterranean and the economic resources of its shores are 
p!'obably greater than those of the Old World's historic sea. Int() 
t,his basin discharge the waters of two great navigable river systems,. 
the Orinoco and the Mississippi. Thus there may here be united by 
\Yater tra,nsportation tlle products of the temperate and tropical zones. 
Owing to. the political and social conditions of this America1~ Mcditer
i·anean, it has, as yet, played but a small part in the commerce of the 
world, but the possibilities of comrnerllial development which it affords
are very great. 

The northern part of North America, both on its eastern and western 
faces, abounds in extensive embayed waters, which in their general 
character resemble those of Scandinavia and which are equally well 
fitted for the development of sailors. On the Atlantic side, to the north 
of N ewfouudland, the rigorous climate is likely to debar the land from 
much use by civilized man. On the western shore, however, north to 
Bering strait, the forests, mines, and fisheries are likely to make the 
bays and fiords the scat of a great marine life. On the southern por
tion of the Pacific shore the Gulf of California, one of the longest em
bayments of the sea in the world, has an extensive coast line, and, though 
its Hbores are of an arid nature, it is likely to have an importance in_ 
the development of our semi-inland navigation. 

• 
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In the central and northwestern part of the continent lies a great 
system of lake~, which together constitute the most extended series 
of fresh-water seas known in the world. Already the Laurentian por
tion of these waters, which we fitly term the Great Lakes, is the seat of 
a vast and continually augmenting commerce. With the development 
of the Canadian Dominion, the yet more northern and western basins 
which lie in the valleys of the Nelson aud McKenzie rivers are likely 
to attain much commercial importance. It will thus be seen that North 
Ameri~a, in all that relates to water transportation, both that which 
lies within the continent and that which is favored by ready access to 
the open seas, is better placed than any other of the continental areas. 
It is therefore fit that our people should feel themselves interested in all 
questions which are connected with navigation. 

From the time of the settlement of this country from England to the 
beginning of our civil war, the English part of our population was in
tem>ely interested in seafaring. In the middle of the present century 
our commercial marine, including the coastwise traffic and that of 
great lakes and rivers, was the most extensive in the world. The dis
turbances of the civil war to a great extent broke up our foreign com
merce. Since the reunion of the country the development of the region 
beyond the Mississippi and of the Oprdilleras has absorbed the energies 
and occupied the capital of our people to such an extent that we have 
been little concerned with the trade beyond our own borders. Now that 
the important task of winning our internal empire to nse is in good part 
acL•omplished, there is reason to believe that we shall enter upon the 
peaceful conquests of trade with remote lands in the manner of our 
ancestors, but with vastly greater resources for the development of that 
form of commeree. It is safe to say that, at the end of the next cen
tury, and perhaps near its very beginning, all that relates to the condi
tions of our coast line will appear to us much more important than at 
prel'lent. Therefore, we may presume that such studies as are here 
essayed concerning American marine ports will be timely and will at 
least in some considerable measure anticipate the mterests and needs 
of our people. 

THE NATURE AND ORIGIN OF HARBORS. 

The conditions necessary to fit any part of the shore to serve vessels 
as a shelter and landing·place are in general as follows, viz: The haven 
must be protected from the incursion of heavy waves; it must be pro
vided with a channel of sufficient depth leading from the anchorage to 
the open water; the place where the ships may lie needs to be so located 
that they may readily discharge and receive C!trgoes, and the landing 
must be convenient of access to the internal commercial routes of the 
district wherein it lies. When these conditions are satisfied the haven 
in question is likely to have a measurable importance, but many other 
conditions have to be met before it will be entirely fit for commerce. 
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The sheltered waten; of sufficient depth should afford good anchorage 
ground and be roomy enough safely to accommodate many ships. The 
way of access from the Rea should be deep and direct; it should, more
over, not be the seat of very strong river or tidal currents, for the reason 
that such streams are likely to put vessels in jeopardy. The shore 
near the harbor should not be tlw seat of great masses of moving sand, 
for these drifting with the currents are likely to endanger the passage 
to the sea or by frequent changes to confuse navigators. The refuge 
should be exempt from closure or serious embarrassment by ice. _ How
eyer good it may otherwise be, such obstructiou, eyen if temporary, 
yery much affects the value of a port. 

"\Ve shall now proceed to consider the physical conditions which lead 
to 'M.Je formation, preservation, and «lestruction of havens. In the treat
ment tl'f ·the su~ject we shall naturally be led to a classification of these 
basins, ba·sed upon the cireumstances of their origin. We shall also be 
led to group h1 due order the fMms of energy which operate to preserve 
or destroy ports arnd the measure in which these actions may be affected 
by the care of man. 

DELXA HARBORS. 

The simplest conditions which lenrd to the institution of a harbor are 
found where a considerable river enters 'the sea. Ordinarily the pas
sage of the stream from the land to the dee-p takes place through a 
considerable accumulation of detritus which has been brought down 
by the stream and spread out in the form of a delta, such as exists at 
the mouth of almost all the great rivers of the world. These delta 
ports, as we may term them, were among the fir:st to be used for 
marine commerce, and remain among the most important harbors in 
the world. Their commercial value is peculiarly great, for the reason 
that they are always connected with au extensive area of more or less 
navigable river waters which afford a natural way by which the materi
als of commerce may be conveyed to and from the interior parts of the 
countrr. Thus, in the case of the Mississippi system of waters, shores, 
having an aggregate extent of tens of thousands of miles, are accessible 
to the delta port at its mouth. The navigable waters of the Amazon are 
of yet greater extent. There are iu the world at least a dozen of these 
delta portR which, from their commercial importance, are or in time 
will be ranked as havens of the first order. (.See PI. xxn.) 

Along with their advantages delta harbors exhibit certain grave 
defects. While the water in the channels which are well within the 
area of the delta is usually deep (aml this for the reason that the 
motion of the stream keeps the passage clear) the entrance to the river 
channel is commonly niade difficult by a widespread deposit of mud 
which stretches for some miles seaward beyond the mouth of the 
stream. The formation of this outlying fringe of mud flats is brought 
about in a manner which can be readily understood. When the river 
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waters enter the sea they are no longer nuder the infl~uce of the cur
rent of ·the stream which bore them on; the mud which they abun
dantly contain therefore settles upon the bottom of the sea. rts precip
itation is favored by a mixture of the salt water with that which has 
come from the land, for, as is well known, the infusion of a certain 
amount of salt with water containing suspended mineral particles 
hastens the proceRs by which the sediments separate and fall upon the 
floor of the sea. ~s long as commercial ships were of small size, 
drawing no more tlian 12 or 15 feet of water, delta ports of this @lass 
were generally suitable for commerce, but with the increase in draft 
of our modern ships, these haven8 require engineering work to make 
them.fit for the needs of shipping. 

Anoti1er disadvantageous feature exhibited by delta ports is found in 
· the frequency with which the principal path of exit of the river waters 

changes its position. By reference to a map of the Mississippi delta 
or those about the mouths of other great streams, it will be seen that 
the ri \rer commonly has a number of separate arms by which its flow may 
escape to the sea. In most cases detailed study shows that only on~ of 
these exits is at any particular time the seat of the principal stream. 
The others have been temporarily abandoned, but may from time to 
time be reopened by the varying movement of the waters. Hydrog
raphers who have studied the laws of river movement recognize the 
fact that these delta channels are naturally, indeed we may say neces
sarily, subject to changes in position. ·when after a time an outlet has 
extended in the manner of the present channel of the Mississippi for a 
considerable distance seaward, the energy of the current is slackened 
by the lengthening of the slope over which it moves, and so the flood 
waters begin to rise to a greater height in the up-river portion of the 
delta than they did before. Finally, they find their way by some 
shorter cut to the margin of the laud and for the reason of the shorter 
distance, the slope over which they flow is steeper than that they have 
before pursued. Moving rapidly down the decline, the water soon 
cuts open a new channel through which it has for a time a freer exit; 
the old and longer way thcu gradually silts up, until it has no value as· 
a pathway for the stream or as a port. 

The changes of chaunei wllich occur in a delta district are often of 
formidable commercial importance. Thus the Yellow river of China in 
1853 opened a new outlet to the sea, the mouth of which was some 
lnmdreds of 1ililes from that of its former path. At the present ti'lne 
the main outlet of. the 1\'fis:-;issippi tends to change its place in the 
manner and for the reasons above suggested. In general, it may be 
said that ·a few centuries represent the time during which a delta 
mouth will be likely normally to maintain one position. 

It is possible by means of engineering devices to evercome some of 
the most considerable defects and dangers which beset delta ports. 
The obstacles to upward navigation due to the current of the stream, 
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} 'w 7.-Diagram of jetties at mouth of tl1e 
Mi•s1ssippi. 

a hindrance which is often Qf a 
serious nature to sailing vessels, 
may be met by the use of steam 
tugs. Such accidents as the change 
of channel, which may at any time 
cut off the city which develops at 
the port, and leave it in au un
profimble position, can be indefi
JJitely postponed by eugineering 
devices. The most serious objec
t ion to this class of harbors, that 
due to the broad platform 6f mud 
forming widespread shallows just 
beyond the margin of . the delta 
land, is more difficult to meet. 
For a long time it seemed an in
superable difficulty, for the reason 
that, although a channel might be 
cut open by artificial dredging, the 
action of the waves in times of 
storm, added to the work nat urally 
done by the river, operated rap
idly to · close the opening. A 
method of meeting this difficulty 
has been found, however, and has 
been successfully applied to the 
delta mouths of two great streams, 
the Danube and lVIississippi. It 
was first invented and applied in 
the European instance, but it has 
been used with the greatest suc
cess by an American engineer, 
Capt. James B. Eads, in securing 
a deeper ship channel leading to 
the port of New Orleans. (See 
Fig. 7. ) 

In the method of improvement 
above referred to, the boundary 
walls to the channel are continued 
for some distance beyond the point 
to which they have attained in the 
natural extension of t he delta. 
'fhey are in fact led across the mud 
flat which forms beneath the sea 

. beyond theedgeoftbemarshyland 
until the sloping bottom has at
tained a sufficient depth of water 
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for the convenience of incuming ships. The principal disad vant
age of the mpthod is found in the fact that the sediments brought 
down by the river frequeutly settle next to the artific!al mouth, 
as they did in front of the natural opening, so. as to require a 
constant building of the jetties towards the sea. Thet·e is, of course, a 
limit to the convenient extension of the stream mouth in this artificial 
manner, but for years the scouring action of the current deepens the 
water of its enforced channel, and so makes the entrance and the path 
of the stream suitable for commercial needs. In the course of time it 
will• probably be necessary to open another and shorter pathwa~r of 
escape for the Mississippi, but there seems uo good reason why this 
channel should not be so selected aR to preserve the city of New Or
leans as the port for the seagoiug commerce of the stream. Thus these 
modern improvements in the way of towboats and jetties promise to 
avoid all really serious inconveniences connected with delta harbors. 

REENTRAN'f DELTA HARBORS. 

Ports of the class which we are now to consider resemble those just 
described, owing their origin to the work done by considerable rivers. 
Iu every other particular, however, their features are peculiar. The 
havens belonging in this second group are formed wl1ere a river valley 
was carved in the land at a time when the surface of the country in 
which it lies was at a considerably higher level. The depth and form 
of the gorge so excavated by the flowing stream may have varied 
greatly. In most cases we may assume that there was a delta at its 
mouth like those formed at the mouths of all great rivers along shores 
which have not recently sunk down. ·When the coast line subsided, 
say to the uepth of 100 01' 200 feet, the sea was permitted to enter the 
valley for a distance dependeut upon the degree of its slope and the 
amount of tbe down sinking of the laud. Under these conditions the 
path of the river next the sea is considerably shortened and at the 
head of the l>ay thus formed the stream beginR to make a new delta, 
which in time may completely close the reentrant formed by the sub
sidence. (Sec Pl. XXIII.) 

At first sight it may seem as if this were an improbable means 
whereby harbors could be formed, but the fact iR that a large number of 
the ports of value, both in this country and in Europe, owe their origin 
and much of "their value to such vertical movements of the land. The 
most important havens on the Atlantic coast from New York to the 
Rio Grande and probably many of those on the Pacific shore of the 
United States doubtless owe their original co11struction- to this sub
sidence of the shore lands. Delaware and Uhesapeake bays, Pamlieo 
and Albemarle sounds, the harbors of Charleston and Savannah_, and 
Mobile bay afford perhaps the best instances of this class of lmvens. 
At the time when the '~ubsideuce which produced these reentrant 
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delta harbors took place, the valley of the Mississippi was occupied 
by the greatest of these bays, which probably extend~ll for several 
hundred miles above New Orleans and had at some points the width 
of fifty miles or more. Owing to the very large amount of detritus 
which that stream bears to the sea, the whole of the reentrant has 
become filled by the newly formed delta and the accumulation now 
pr~jects beyond the ancient valley ami thus has tile normal form of 
such deposits. 

It is characteristic of the ports which are formed in these flooded 
valleys that they were originally wide mouthed and narrowed gradually 
toward their head waters. In many instances the passage from these 
basins to tbe sea has become constricted by the formation of said spits, 
built in the manner hereafter to be described. Owing to the plentiful 
incursion of river waters heavily charged with sediment the harbors 
of this gronp are apt to become shallowed allfl, except so far as they 
are.kept open by tidal currents, are often unfitted for the nse of large 
ships. This shallowing of the water is likely to be niost consp~cuous 
in the parts of the basin near the existing mouth of the true river. It 
occasionally happens that, while the floor of the bay over the greater 
part of its extent has been converted into shoal water, smue of the side 
gorges origina1ly occupied by small streams retain a great depth of 
water. Perhaps the most notable instance of this kind is afforded by 
Albemarle sound. Where this estuary traverses the Dismal swamp 
its Plain channels have, at low tide, only 4 or 5 feet of depth, but the 
waterways which penetrate into the Dismal swamp, where they reeeive 
little or no detrital matter even in times of heavy rain, occasionally 
.\'etain a depth of 20 or 30 feet., .their bottoms lying even beneath the 
t1epth of· the neighboring parts of the open sea.1 

Few save those who have made a special study of geology have any 
clear idea concerning either the nature or frequency of those move
ments which take place in the shore-land districts of the greater land 
masses termed continents. It therefore may aid the reader to under
stand the extent to which havens are formed by the submergence or 
flooding of old river valleys if he is presented with some of the more 
important acts and conclusion:,; concerning these curious movements. 
It is well at the outset to Ull(lerstanu that, although there is much evi
dence to show that from the earlier geological ages the continents have 
existed as areas of dry land,· that of North America, for instance, hav
ing been a geographic unit since the Carboniferous Period or at most 
with its eastern and western parts divided by a narrow sea, tl1e outlines 
of this and other lands have been subject to frequent and extensive 
changes oflevel. ThuH in the geologically brief period since the begin
ning of the last Glacial Epoch, or a:,; we may fairly term it since the 
morning of the geologic yesterday, all the eastern coast of North 

J St>e Gcner.tl .\<·•·ount of tlw FJ"Psh-watt .. r Morasses of the United States, hy N. S. Shaler. Tenth An~ 
Rep., pp. 327 ~t ""'!· 
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Ameri<Ja has swayed up and down in several successive oscillations 
ranging from a few score to a few hundred feet. .At the beginniug 
of this last ice age the northeastern portion of the continent was eYi
dently somewhat higher than it is ~t present. When the weight of 
the ice lay upon the land it sank- down so that the depression along 
the coast of New England as compared with the present level of the 
sea was 200 feet or more. Somewhat later this region was clevated.to 
a height a little above its present level. This resurgence fi'om tlie 
deep was followed by yet another downsinking, probably of relatiwly 
slight amount, but sufficient to· carry many areas of forested lands be
low the level of the tide. 

In the region about the Dismal swamp of Virginia, the present writer 
bas ascertained that there have been at least three periods of succes
sive elevation aud subsidence, during which the land swayed up and 
down through a range of about 50 feet of altitude within a pmiod which 
is probably to be reckoned as of 110 greater duration than the time that 
has elapsed since the last great invm.;ion of ice began in the northem 
part of the continent. .Although the study which has been applied to 
the subject of land swayings is still very incomplete, tbe resultt:-l are 
sufficient to assure us that such instances as have been given are by 
no means exceptional. They have been indeed common in all stages 
of the earth's history which arq, legibly chronicled in the pages of the 
great stone book whose leaves are the strata of the earth's crust. It is 
probable, however, that these movements of the land are often greatest 
next the shores; they may indeed occur there without corresponding 
alterations in the level of the interior parts of the land. 

As yet geologists have not satisfactorily traced the several causes 
which cooperate to bring about the_se upward· and downward move
ments of the earth's crust. They have, however, become convinced 
that the old idea to the effect that the la11d masses were iu some way 
permanently and rigidly upheld, like the arches of solid masonry, is an 
error. They are driven to conceive these parts of the crust which are 
above the level of the sea, as well as much of the ocean floor near the 
continents, to be in a state of very unstable equilibrium, easily swayed 
up and down by forces which operate in the outer part of the earth or 
upon its surface. Thus when the glacial sheet was laid upoiithe north
ern lands the e:ftect seems to have bet:;.n to bear down the surface of the 
earth on which it was imposed to a depth in a way proportionate to the 
thickness of the ice. When the glaciers melted away the depressed 
areas quickly recovered their position, and, as we have noted above, 
rose even higher than they are at the present time. The aecumulation 
of sediments washed from the laud and deposited on. the sea floor ap
pear also to bear down the surfaces on which they rest in substantially 
the same way in which they are a:ft'ected by the burden of a glacial 
envelope. On the other hand the removal of weight from the land by 
the action ofrainwater, by which vast quantities of material are taken 

•. 
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away, appears to favor the constant uprising of the land, so that, 
though endlessly downworn by the action of the elements, the con
tinents remain ever undestroycd. 

As the central parts of the earth are constantly shrinking from the 
loss of heat, while the portion next the surface remains nnshrunken for 
the reason tlmt it has long since parted with the greater part of its 
ca,}oric, the outer envelope of rocks has constantly to wrinkle into th~ 
oroad upcuJ'ves of the continents and downcurves of the sea floor in 
or(ler to tit itself to the diminished internal mass. The action may be 
in a measure paralleled by tbat which takes place in an apple, the skin 
of wbich wrinkles as the juice dries a way from the inner parts. The 
folding of the outer envelope is due, as we readily perceive, to the fact 
that the interior of the sphere shrinks much, while the outer part 
thereof does not contract, and therefore has to fold. It is evident that 
when a continent has begun its growth the tendency is for the upw,ard 
arching curve to continue growing in that direction, while the down
ward flexures of the sea bottoms in the same general way persistently· 
tend to grow deeper. It is easily to be conceived that in such a move
ment of uprising land and downsinking sea-floor we necessa.rily have 
a neutral or fulcrum point of the mot.ion in the manner indicated by the 
diagram. (See Fig. 8.) The nentral point, or position_of no motion, 
on a line extending from the interior of the continents t.o the areas of 
the neighboring sea basin, may occupy either of three positions in re
lation to the shore line. It may be just at the coast, in which case a 
good deal of upward and downward movement at either end of the 
section may take place without auy alteratwn in the position of the 
shore line, or the pivotal point may be some distance witbin the land, 
in which case the movement may lead to a gain of the sea upon the 
continent. In the third po&sible condition tbe point of no motion may be 
seaward of the shore, when, though the nature of the movement may 
be exactly the same as before, the coast line will rise and the land gain 
upon the sea. 

In the way above suggested we may account for the frequent changes 
in the direction of the movement which occurs in those parts of a con
tinent which are near the shore line, without having to suppose that 
the whole ihass of the continent undergoes like changes of level. The 
inlaml districts may be in a somewhat cons taut manner rising into the 
air, while the coast line, owing to slight accidental changes in the po
sition of the fulcrum points, may be subjected to constant oscillations 
of movement. If the seashore remains in the same position for a long 
time, the ordinary effect of the coast-line actions is to close the har
bors, either through the accumulation of debris brought into them by 
the streams or by the sands which the waves and coastal currents are 
continually impelling into all the recesses of the shore. Where such 
conditions occur we may reasonably expect to find a coast to a great 
exteut destitute of harbors, though we may trace the evidence of their 
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tormer existence by noting the basins filled with alluvium which exist 
along the margin of the land. 

Where any coastal region is without considerable rivers and where 
there are no conditions such as we have hereafter to describe which 
lead to the formation of indentations, we commonly find that there 
are but few and inadequate shelters for ships; thus on the west coast 
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FIG. 8.-Fulcnlm point . 

In diagrams I and II t he linea a b represent t he land before th e movement, an 1 a' b' r epresent th e 
land after t he movement ; s s t he position of the shore line; p p the pivotal points; ls the sea level. 
Iu diagram III the curved line designates a shore, the line a b conn ecting pivotal points at p p , tpe 
pi.votalline partly under th e land anrl partly under t he sea. 

of the Americas from northern Mexico to southern Chile, an essen
tially river1ess region, embayments suitable for havens are very rare. 
Similar conditions prevail in .all the seaboard regions near the great 
deserts of north Africa. Althoug·h these shores are subject to -constant 
.oscillation, they have no large troughs such as the rivers cut on other 
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coast lilies which may be filled by the sea waters during the pcriorls 
of subsidence. Where the river valleys are deep the accumulations 
of debris formed in them during the periods of temporary subsidence 
are often not sufficient to obliterate their form. Thus, in the case 
of the Hudson ~nd other valleys along the east and west coasts of 
North America, the depression occupied !Jy the stream in former periods 
of elevation is still traceable as a deep trongh for 50 miles or more 
into the sea. If the shore near· New York were elevated even as 
much as two hundred feet the reentrant of the Hudson valley would 
stlll appear as a deep bay and afford, as it does at present, a service· 
able port. Thus it comes about that in periods of elevation, as well as 
of depression, the irregularities of the coast line, due to the action of 
rivers, serve to maintain the varying outline of the shore on which the 
exis~ence of harbors depends. While there are many other actions 
which serve to bring about the formation of harbors, this which we are 
now considering is probably of more general importance awl affects a 
larger part of the coast lines than any other class of actions at work 
along the shores. 

GLACIAL OR. FIORD HARBORS. 

In certain parts of the world in regions of high latitude, we find the 
coast line fretted with very numerous channels which often peuetrate 
far into the land, while the shore for some distance Rea ward is bom1ded 
by a fringe of rocky islands. Shores of tltis character are C<?nnnon in 
the northern hemisphere from the parallel of 40° to near the pole. They 
are noticeable also in the southern plHt of the earth along the coasts 
south of the same parallel. The feature iR less conspicuous near the 
southern pole for the reason that the greater portion of that realm is 
occupied by the se.a. The people of the Scandanavian peniHsula have 
long applied to the deep inlets of that coast the name of fiord. Geologists 
therefore apply the term to all indentations of this character wherever 
they are foull(l, and to the regwns in which these IIHlentationR charac
teristic~tlly and plentifully occur they give the name of fiord zone. 

ln their form the indentations of the coast in the fiord districts difter 
willely from those which belong to the other classes which we have 
already considered or have hereaftur to note. Where best developed 
this class of inlets exhibits the followiug peculiarities: The valley occu
pied by the em hayed waters is remarkably deep. 'l'he shores are steep, 
so that a cross section of the trough is distinctly U-shaped. If the 
region in which a fiord hes be elevated, its sides may rise as in Norway 
to monutaiuonR heights, but indentations of this description occur even 
where the shore lauds attain to no great height above the sea. In 
characteristic fiords the water within the basin may have the depth of 
many lnrndred feet; tracwg a line of soundings from the interior of the 
fiord seaward, the water is often found to shallow near the entrance of 
the indentation until the depth is·only a small fraction of that which 

• 
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exists in the land-lockml parts of the vaJley. This sill or barrier near 
the mouth of the inlet is a frequent bi1t by no means an invariable fea
ture in the fiord structure. It is most distinctly presented in the case 
of the greater indentations bearing this name which lie along the coast: 
of Norway. Vi7here the valleys of this nature are less accented, as 
along the eastern coast of North America. there is barely a trace of the 
sill or ridge between the basin and the sea, or it may be altogether 
absent. (See Pls. XXIY, xxv, and xxvi.) 

While in the main the fiord channels lie at right angles to the coast 
line of the sea into which they open, each of these basins commonly 
exhibits numerous side bays extending more or less nearly at right 
angles to the axis or main line of its trough. It generally is evident 
that these ramifications of the fiord are cut in the ~ofter rocks or in the 
weak places of the strata against which they lie. Where the side em
branchments of one fiord come in contact with those of another and the 
valleys are cut to a sufficient depth, their waters may be confluent and 
islands are formed. Thus it comes about that in passing from the sea 
towards the firm land of a fiorded coast there are usually encountered 
first a fringe of islands and then the embayments which penetrate the 
body of the land. .A rational consideration of the facts shows us that 
islands and bays alike are due to the same cause. .Although it is easy 
to perceive that the conditions which have determined the formation 
of fiords are peculiar, much difficulty has been encountered in arriving 
at a clear conception as to the nature of the forces which have con· 
structed them. .Although their origin is yet under debate the facts 
point to the conclusion that fiords are mainly, if not altogether, due to 
the peculiar kind of wearing w hieh takes place beneath a glacial sheet. 

In examining the question as to the origin of fiords we should in the 
first place note that this class of indentations is limitetl to the npgious 
which were during the last· glacial epoch occupied by long-enduring 
iee, as is indicated by the existence there of drift material, such as 
glaciers alone could form and transport, and by the characteristic 
scotings on the rock surfaces which glaciation alone can cause. This 
approximate coincidence between the field occupiec~ by glaciers and the 
shores abounding in fiords is of itself sufficient to raise the presumption 
that this fretting of the shore is due to ice action. This presumption 
is strengthened by the fact that the fiords are deepest and of most char
acteristic form in those parts of the world where we may fairly presume 
the glacial sheet to have been the thickest and to have remained ac
tive for the longest time. Thus in Scandinavia and Scotland, in Green-
land, Labrador, and Alaska, in the extreme southern part of South 
America, and in New Zealand the fiord structure is greatly developed; 
while in the parts of those fields which lie in latitudes nearer the equa
tor the fiords are carved to no great depth. In other words, where 
the ice was thick and abided long the peculiar carving of the land 
characteristie of the well-developed .fiords was the greatest, while in 
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the regions in which the ice action was relatively weak the valleys 
were excavated to a much less depth. 

We furthermore note the fact that the form of surface which along 
the coast line gives rise to fiords is not peculiar to the shore lands. It 

, extends back for an indefinite distance into the interior of the land 
in the latitude in which these fringed shores occur. In a less distinct 
way it is also continued for some dio;tance seaward beyond the pres
ent margin of the water. In other words the fiord belt is not due to 
some P.eculiar action which has taken place along the existing shore 
line, but it owes its origin to a general character which is stamped upon 
a la1·ge part of the lands that have been eroded by glacial action. 
It is also clear that the institution of fiords does not dc11end upon sueh 
carving of the land .as may be brought about by ordina,ry river action. 
If we compare the character of the rocks in the peninsulas of Spain 
and Scandinavia we find that the stmta of tlw two regious apparently 
do not differ from each other in any essential way, at 1eao;t as regards 
their resistance to the erosion effected by rain-water; but the northern 
of these two areas everywhere exhibits a fiorded coast line while the 
shore of the more southern bnd is as characteristically exempt from 
this peculiar topography. In the same way on tlte western coasts of 
North and South America the extreme northern and southern parts of 
its extent are extensively fiorded, ~while the intermediate section from 
the moul h of the Uolumbia river to Valpara.iso forms one of the least • 
indented shore lines in the world. 

Not only are fiords limited to glaciated areas, but the general topogra
phy upon the existence of which their preseuce depends can, so far as 
we kuow, be created only by glacial action. As we have just uoted, 
it is characteristic of well-develope'! fiords to have a basin- or bowl-like 
character iu the upper part of a reentrant ~Lnd an elevation or sill 
between this depression and the sea. Now it is a well-known facij that 
in glaciated countries we always find more or less numerm~s lakes hav
ing essentially the same shape as the fiord basins; deep depressiQns, 
rock-walled on every side are among the most familiar results of ex
tensive glacial weariug. The eastern portion of North America abounds 
in such depreso;iOim, and they are magnificently developed in the val
leys of Switzerland, where we know by indisputable evidenee that gla
cial work has been very extensively done in recent geologie time. It 
is indeed characteristic of glacial-wearing, ae distinguished fron\ the 
eroswn effected byfiowing water, that the ice can carve out depressions 
in the rock. If we examine any considerable area which was worn by 
ice, we find everywhere pits upon its surface, which may be from a few 
feet to a hundred feet or more in depth. Owing to the essential plas
ticity of ice it ean, when moving in the manner of a glacier, descend 
into and rise up from tolerably deep depressions; it will, indeed, deeply 
carve out any soft portion of rock which it may eueouuter, leaving the 
surrounding materials as a rim to the basin. While it is true that 
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only a small part of the lakes which beset the glaciated country of 
North America are due to the fact that the water is contained in ba
sins completely surrounded by firm-set rock, there can be no question 
t.hat there are thousands, if not tens of thousands, of such cavities on 
the glacially worn surface of this country. 

It is a noteworthy fact that the form of the fiord basins is essentially 
the same as that of our glacial lakes which are surrounded by rock 
margins. The fiords, which are characterized by a sill or barrier rising 
to near the surface of th0 water on their seaward side, may be 
regarded as basins essentially like those which are occupied by 
the rock-bordered lakes, the outer margins of which are ~Slightly suo
merged below the level of the sea. The fact that these basins are due 
to rock-carving and in no considerable measure to river action is clearly 
shown, as I have el~Sewhere indicated, by the arrangement of the fiords 
on the island .of Mount· Desert, Maiue.1 To a certain extent these 
basin-shaped valleys, formed by glacial erosion, are related to those 
which are produced by ordinary rivers. In part, the cutting action 
accomplished by the glacier is performed by streams of fluid water 
coursing beneath the ice and moving forward with the violence which 
the weight of the overlying frozen water gives to their flow. Unlike 
ordinary rivers, these stream:,; beneath the ice flow up hill and down as 
they follow the devious outline with which the sheet of frozen water 
rests upon the surface. Although the carving of valley!,; is in part ac
complished by these subglacial streams, the work is doubtless in good 
part done by the abrading action of bits of stone which arc contained 
in the slow-moving ice. 

In many, if not in most, cases fiords are doubtless produced where 
river valleys, which eXisted before the Glacial Period, have been deep· 
ened and widened by the flowing ice. Owing to the fact that a glacier 
in general cuts with a measure of energy proportionate to-the depth of 
the ice_ above the parti_m~lar point, the. tendency of the action is gen
erally to wear down the bottom of the valleys more rapidly than the 
intervening upland country. At the same time, owing to the width 
of the slow-moving current, the channel is widened far beyond the 
limits given it by the river which formerly flowed in.the gorge. If the 
ice action· be long continued, all distinct trace of these ancient rivers 
may be effaced, but in the greater portion of New England, where the 
glacial wearing was relatively small in amount, theRe old. streamways 
are sLill evident and with shapes not greatly altcretl from their pre
glacial form. 'rhus the principal fiords from New Jersey to Nova 
Scotia are manifestly old river valleys which have been somewhat modi
fied by the ice sk~am which recently occupied their beds. 

In their characteristic development in high latitudes fiords offer 
singularly good _.arbors for ships. The main channels, however, are 
often too droep to afford sate anchorage ground, but in the shallower 

I See Geology of Mount Desert, Eighth .Ann. Hept. U.S. Geol. Survey, pp.1005-1009. 
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branches of these bays it is generally possible to find perfectly land
locked havens exactly suited to all the needs of shipping. Inlets of this 
description are, as a rule, greatly protected from the action of those 
agent:;; which tend to destroy many other harbors. The streams that 
enter them rarely convey any considerable quantities of sediment which 
might effect a shallowing of the basin. The waters of these rivers are 
unmingled with sediments, for the reason that they flow from drift
covered countries which send little muddy matter, and, moreover, the 
streams themselves commonly pass through lake basins which afford 
settling po.ols for such sediments as the flood waters may bear. The 
fringe of islands which commonly lies oft' the shores of a fiorded district 
often affords shelter of a valuable sort for craft· which are undertaking 
coastwise voyages. Thus for the greater part of the distance from 
Portland to Eastport, Maine, it is possible for small craft to journey 
without being exposed to the ocean waves, within the passages between 
the islands and the mainland. The protection afforded by such island 
fringes is even more CDntinuous on the western coast of North America 
where the barrier of islands extends fi·om Pnget sound northward for 
a distance of more than 700 miles, with but slight breaks which expose 
a vessel to the open se~t. 

The effect of a well-developed fiord structure is greatly to increase 
the length of a shore line. The measure of this extension, even where 
the fiords are only moderately developed, may be judged by the follow
ing examples. The direct distance from Portland to Calais, Maine, 
is only a little over 200 miles, but the aggregate coast line of main
land and islands between these two points is more then ten times 
as great. The beautiful fiord termed· the Bras D'or on Cape Breton, 
an island at the eastern extremity of Nova Sc.otia, tlwugh one of the . 
smaller inlets of this description, has an aggregate coast line, including 
the periphery of the islands which it contains, of more than 1,000 
miles. The aggregate length of the coast line of the Scandinavian pen
insula and its associated islands is probably much greater than the cir
cumference of the earth. We understand, therefore, how it is that the 
people who dwell on coasts of this description naturally become trained 
for a seafaring life. · 

MOUNTAIN RANGE HARBORS. 

The indentations of the shore which are to be considered as belong
'ing to this class are formed where the up:(olded strata which constitute 
mountain ridges lie in such a position that the sea may penetrate for a 
greater or less distance between the axes or line;; of the elevations. 
Almost all mountainous belts are composed of such more or less dis
tinct ridges, separated by equally definite troughs. In general the 
mountain ranges of any country run parallel to the shores near which 
they lie, but it occa·sionally happens that the end of such an association 
{)f elevations and furrows abnts against the sea, in which case tlle ocean 
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waters may enter the valleys for a sufficient distance and form consid
erable bays. Instances of this nature, though rare in North America, 
are frequent in the Old World. Thus where the western extremity of 
the Pyrenee~ or rather the western prolongation of that range comes 
to the Atlantic at the n.orthwestern angle of the Spanish peninsula, a 
number of bays lie between the prqjecting mountain spurs; so, too, the 
deep embayments of Greece appear to be the flooded valleys which lie 
between the nnmerom; mountain chains of that country, while a large 
part of the islands of the Archipelago are made up of peaks belonging 
to those portions of the same ranges which lie mostly below the level 
of the sea. 

Occasionally where mountains run parallel with the seashore near 
which they lie, some of the ranges are so placed that their parallel val
leys may be low enough to receive the waters of the sea and thus form 
straits between monntainous islands and the mainland. The elongate 
islands which border the eastern side of the Adria tic appear to belong 
to this class of inlets. On the coast of North America the only con
spicuous instances of this kind occur along the Pacific coast, of which 
perhaps the most characteristic is that of Victoria, lying immediately 
north of Puget sound. A closely related group of harbors formed by 
the projection of peninsulated mountain ranges into the sea is well 
illustrated by the peninsula or promontory of Lower California. Owing 
to the .large scale of these inlets formed by the projection of moun
tain ranges into the sea or islantls extending parallel to the shore, 
made by the summits of ranges whieh are in good part submerged, the 
waters which they inclose are generally too extensive to serve the hest 
uses of havens, thongh they are sometimes valuable as roatlsteads 
where ships may at least be sheltered from the heavier waves. Inlets 
of this description are much more common on the coast of Europe than 
on the shores of North America, for the reason that the mountain 
ranges of the former continent are more numerous and more frequently 
come to the shore line than in the New World. · 

' 
GLACIAL MORAINE HARBORS. 

At the front of every glacier there is accumulfttcd a mass of rocky 
debris which is shoved, dra.gged1 or carried by the ice and dropped at 
its margin. ' The vast icc sheet which recently covered the eastern 
coast of t.he continent as far south as New Jersey here and there built 
these morainal accnnmlations to a great height. During the greatest 
extension of this ice sheet its edge passed beyond the shore at New 
York and lay beyond the coast ti·om that point for an undetermined 
distance northward. The greater part of the accumulations which were 
formed along this outer edge of ice lie beneath the level of the sea .. 
Here and there, however, they project above the water, forming islands 
w hiclt may be of considerable elevation. Nearly the whole of that part 
of Long Island, New York, which lies above the sea level is made up 
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of snch moraines. The greater part of 1\Iarthas Vineyard, Nantucket, 
alHl Cape Cod are of the same nature. North of the last-named cape 
the more advanced moraines almost everywhere lie wholly beneath the 
surface of the sea. 

As the glacier retreated it constructed many. of these parallel walls of 
debris, separated from each other by intervals of greater or less width. 
It occasionally happens that the sea penetrates into these low grounds 
between the morainal walls aml thereby forms considerable bays. The 
sheltered waters about Sag Harbor at the eastern end of Long Island, 
New York, were formed in this manner. Harbors of this nature are 
genera11y shallow, and, save for the protection aftorded by the scouring 
action of the tide, are almost certain to become filled with debris washed 
from the cliffs of drift materials which rapidly yield to the assaults of 
the waves and currents. (Pl. xxvn.) 

At the time when the moraines were formed there were .flowing 
from beneath the ice considerable rivers which cut deep channels 
through the walls of bowlders, sand, and clay which constituted the 
moraines. Where the sea enters these channels it not infrequently 
forms harborage grounds of considerable value. Thus on the southern 
shore of Massachusetts there are a number of ports lying in these 
depressions which were scoured out by the rivers flowing from under 
the ice. The havens at Edgartown, Holmes Hole, Woods Hole, Quicks 
Bole, Robiusons Hole, are instanceR of this nature. TLese harbors are 
generally shallow and are not completely landlocked. Inasmuch as 
they lie amid drifting sands they are likely to be rapidly shallowed 
unless carefully guarded from the invasion of sediment by engineering 
skill. Although these inlets, as colilpared with thm;e produced by 
o~her agents2 are of relatively little size and not well suited to afford 
shelter for ships, they occur on parts of the coast which are otherwise 
without havens, and on tllis account have a considerable economic 

·importance. 
Besides the morainal deposits, the glacial sb.eet left upon the country 

which it had occupied a vast amount of drift n:t!tterials disposed in au 
irregular manner, so that the resulting surface of the earth consisted_ 
of innumerable ridg-es ami valleys. A.t the close of the ice period the 
sea, penetrating into the depressions of the surface, formed innumer
able shallow bays. The greater portion of these has been filled with 
sediments or closed by tlw growth of marine marsh deposits. Here 
a])(l there, however, they still afford shallow harbors, in most cases suit
able only for small vessels engaged in shipping or in coastwise traffic. 
vVareham and Chatham harbors on the southern coast of Massachu
setts are good insta11ces of t!Jis peculiar variety of havens. Further 
north on this continent and in the glaciated districts of Europe about 
the North sea, inlets of this nature are of common occurrence, but as 
they lie in districts provitled with shelters for ships by other and more · 
eft"ective haven-making agents, they have little value to mariners. (See 
Pl. XXVIII.) 
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LAGOON AND SAND-BAR HARBORS. 

Wherever the water next a shore is shallow and the bottom sandy 
and the waves have considerable strength we find a series of elongate 
low lying islands which more or less completely mclose a shal1ow field 
of waters commonly termed a lagoon. Although saud-bar islands of 
this descnptwn frequently occur along the shores of other continents, 
they are perhaps most characteristically exhibited on the eastern coast 
of North America. From the high north southward along the shore to 
Port.land, Mame, the water is so deep and the bottom so free from saml 
that the waves movmg toward the shore do not obtam pos;;ession of suffi
cient detntus to form extensive barners of this descr1ptwn. South of 
Portland and thence to Cape Flonda these sancl reef.'l are so generally de
veloped that they form a tolerably connected barrier between the roam
laud and the open sea. From the waterR of Chesapeake .. bay to those 
of Biscayne bay, a dit-~tance of about 700 miles, thiS natural rampart of 
sand IS so continuous and the lago!JuS whwh It shelters so connected 
that one may JOUrney in a small boat nearly a.Il the way Without being 
exposed to the open sea. (See Pis. xxx, xxxr and xxxn.) 

The lagoon bar element in our shore-line topography IS so Important, 
both from the point of view of science and of that of economics, that 
the reader should attam a clear understanding as to the manner in 
which these bars are formed. We shall therefore ex;tmine m a some
what detailed way the process of construction. Wherever these reefs 
abound next the coast we find on examimng charts of soundings which 
depict the shape of the bottom of the neighboring sea that the coast is 
bordered by a Wide belt of shallow water which extenus as a gradually 
mclmed plane, declming toward the open ocean with a descent of from 
5 to 10 feet to the mile, its surface covererl with tolerably fine sand, 
mingled with the debris accumulated by the marine hfe which inhabits 
the ocean floor. From a line commonly lymg from 50 to 100 miles from 
the coast, this broad, gently sloping contmental shelf suddenly dechues 
into deep water, Its outer margm often havmg a slope of 100 feet lleep , 
or more to the mile. It is clearly recognized by geologists that tins 
contmental shelf Is m the mam made np of debris worn from the la111l 
which has been distributed over the sea floor by the actiOn of curr,euts 
and waves, operating through a number of geologw ages, durmg .,.,-hlCh 
the shore, although occasiOnally nsmg and smking in slight osmllatwns, 
lms maintamed nearly Its present positiOn. 

Wherever this continental shelf IS well developed beneath the sea, 
we are likely to find th~t a portion of the terrace bmlt durmg periods 
when the coast was somewhat lower than at present extends inland m 
the form of broad, shghtly rollmg, sandy plains. Such an emerged 
portion of tl1e contmentai shelf borders the shore from near New York 
to near the Rw G1ande. S1milar areas of recently emerged shallow 
sea bottom occur on all the extended seacoasts of the world, though 
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they are perhaps nowhere else so well exhibited as in the southern sea
board states of this country, where the present coast line happens to lie 
near the middle point in the slope of the continental shelf. 

As the form and structur·e of this continental shelf clearly indicates 
that the materials have been arranged by wave action, we can readily 
understand· how portions of t1JC material may be thrust against the 
shore by the heavier waves which run from the deep sea toward the 
coast line. It is important, however, to perceive in just what manner . 
the wave does this work. _We shoilld first note the fact that in the 
deeper parts of the sea a wave of the first magnitude, though it may 
have a height of as much as 50 feet from trough to crest, is essen
tially a superficial movement of the waters in which the particles of 
the fluid do not go forward in any appreciable degree, but merely 
revolve in a kind of orbital movement. The wave motion which we 
make in shaking a carpet is in all essential respects comparable to that 
of an ocean surge wliere the water beneath its base is a mile or more 
in depth. Much as the surface of the ocean is heaved and tossed by 
these waves, the amount of movement imparted to the water is slight. 
If we could observe what takes place on the sea floor, 5,000 feet below 
the tempest-swept surface; it would require instruments of exceeding 
delicacy to indicate the trifling motions which the waves produce. 

As the waves from the deeper seas attain the shallow water next the 
shore-say, when they come where the sea has a depth of 500 feet
tl•ey begin to have a sensible effect upon the bottom, operating to brush 
the finer materials in the direction in which the surges are moving; 
attaining yet shallower water, this rubbing' action is proportionately 
increased. At the depth of a hundred feet the effect of these waves in 
sweeping sands in toward the shore may be considerable. The action is 
probably of sufficient energy to drive even small pebbles up the slope . 
toward the land. Owing to the friction which the front part of the 
wave encounters beyond that which the following part meets as it 
passes over the upward slope ·of the bottom, the surge becomes ever 

. narrower in cross section as it approaches the shore-that is to say, it 
is higher in proportion to its width. As this friction of the bottom of 
the wave on the floor of the sea increases, the npper part of the surge, 
for the reason that the fluid there is less hindered in its forward move
ment by the resistance of the bottom, shoots forward, quickly acquires 
a wall-like front, and finally its upper part flies clear beyond the base 
and combs over in the form of a "roller." Owing to the long-continued 
friction on the bottom which the wave has encountered in its movement 
over the shallows towards the shore, its volll.me and energy are com
monly very much reduced from the conditions presented in the open sea. 
Usually the surge when it br~aks upon the shore has not more than the 
fourth to the tenth of the power which it had in the water a thousand 
feet deep. Were it not for this loss of energy the effect of the ocean 
surges on the land would be vastly greater than it usually is. 
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Watching the action of ocean waves along a gently sloping shore, we 
observe that the lesser undulations, such as occur when the sea is 
affected only by inshore winds of slight energy, break very near the 
water line. Heavier surges-say, those having a height of three or four 
feet-comb and fall over at a distance of some scores of feet from the 
actualmargiu of the sea, while waves of the greatest volume, such as 
are formed at rare times of great tempests, may break a mile or more 
away from the strand. Wherever the overturning occurs the power 
of the wave is broken and whatever debris it may have been urging 
forward is left upon the bottom. If we clearly perceive these featmes 
in the action of waves it is. easy to understand how the bar islands 
which inclose lagoons arc formed. Thus in case our southern shore 
should be depressed below the level of the sea, so that the barrier sand 
reefs were covered, a result which would be produced if the region 
were lowered to the depth of thirty or forty feet below its present level, 
the immediate effect would be to bring the oeean waters iuto free con
tact with the shore of the mainland in a manner found on coast lines 
where there are are no such outlying islands. At once the submerged 
barrier would be taken to pieces by the waves and the accumulations 
of sai1d would be spread over the bottom of the sea, still further shal
lowing the water next the shore. With the advent of the next ensuing 
great storm the waves would break at a distance from tl10 shore; it 
might be even some miles away from it and on this new line of breakers 
the construction of a new series of bartier saud reefs would begin. If 
the storm was great, so that the waves were of thc·first magnitude, the 
breaking might take place in water having a depth of as much as 50 
feet. V\7 aves of a volume to break in water of this depth would carry 
a good deal of sand to the point where they topple over. Here this 
transported detritus would lodge, and if the storm were long continued 
the sands might be built up to a sufficient height for the ridge to 
emerge above the level of the sea and form a beach. Unless this emer
gence of the crest were effected, the succeeding storms of lesser energy 
would tend to destroy the imperfect barrier by sweeping waves over 
its crest without breaking, in which ease, as will be readily perceived 
without fhrther explanation, they would tend gradually to scour away 
the elevation, distributing the sand between its position and the neigh
boring shore. The shallowing of the water thus brought about might 
go on by the successive temporary formation and distribution of sub
marine sand reefs, until finally, in some great storm, a ridge was built 
up of considerable length, perhaps along a great distance of shore, 
'which rose above the level of ordinary low tide. When such a ridge 
had been so formed, high enough to escape the scouring action of 
waves of any considerable magnitude, operating by overrunning its 
to]?, each succeeding storm, cvcu those of ordinary energy would tend 
to add to the mass by bringing in more sand from the continental shelf. 

As will be noted hereafter, the inner portion of the continental shelf, 
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the part which lies in shallow water next the shore, commonly receives 
considerable contributions of sand, which work along the coast from 
regions beyond the limit of the barrier reefs. Thns on our Atlantic 
coast a good deal of arenaceous material may have journeyed from as far 
north as New Jersey, where it was contributed to the sea during the 
last glacial period, or washed into the ocean from deposits of sandy 
matter formed during the ice time. In this way the waves can contin
ually bring in sandy matter with(mt diminishing the depth of water on 
the outlying shallows. So far as depends upon the action of the waves 
the coastal sand islands can not rise more than a few feet above the 
level of low tide, but as soon as a beach is formed the winds operate to 
form sand heaps or dunes above the level of the sea which may consid
erably increase its elevat'ion ahove the ocean level. 

The wind-blown sands of these wave-built islands play an important 
part in the history of onr sandy shores. Even before the barrier ridge 
has attained to a sufficient height above the tide to give a foothold 
for land vegetation, the formation of these dunes begins. vVhen the 
tide is out a broad section of the beach is left bare, the superficial 
sands of which in an hour or two become dry enough to be blown in
shore whenever the wi"mls come strongly against the coast, and· mov
ing up the slope of the beach they form a ridge parallel to the coast 
line. As long as the sand is on the slope of the dune toward the sea 
it is exposed to the wind and is likely to be kept in motion. ·when it 
passes the crest of the elevation it drops into a lee and comes to rest; 
at least until the wind chauges direction so as to again obtain posses
sion of it. As soon as the land vegetation fitted to grow in such places 
obtains a foothold on the island the growth of the dunes is favored by 
the fact that the sand catches amid the stems and leaves and becomes 
tied together by the roots, so tha1, the occasional storms from the land, 
in most cases less energetic tlmn those from the sea, can not blow it 
back into the ocean. Under these eonditions the wind-blown mate
rials may accmnulate in sharp ridges, which attain a height of from 
ten to a hundred feet or more. 

Although the species of plants, such as our beach grass of the north
ern dunes or the dwarf palmettos and other plants of the southern 
coa;,;t have, by long education become well adapted to the peculiar task 
of holding wind-blown detritus, much of the finer arenaeeons material 
is blown aeross the said hills next the sea and distributed in a more 
sheet-like form over the lagoon which lies between the growing barrier 
and the mainland. This accumulation is often mnch greater in amount 
than the coarser sands lying in the distinct dune ridges on the seaward 
side· of the islaml. It is likdy to shallow the lagoon waters until tltey 
are completely closed, and become converted into a strip of lowland 
which slowly widens toward the main shore. In many cases these 
blown sands would occlude the shallow waters of the lagoon in a com-

. plete way were it not for a peculiar effect of the tide which we shall 
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now consmer. On examining the map of any lagoon-bordered shore 
it will be perceived that these basins, though shallow, are often very 
extensive in a horizontal direction and they are always receiving a con
siderable share of water from the land. Thus it comes about that where 
the sand reef encloses a great extent of shore, the lagoons become over
filled with the land waters and break away through to the sea. 'rhis 
opening is apt to be scoured out to a considerable depth by the energy 
with which the imprisoned- waters discha1;ge through the easily eroded 
material. 

As soon as a channel is cut through the sand barriers it naturally 
becomes a way through which the tidal waters ebb and flow. Where, 
as 1s often the case, the lagoon area accessible to the tide is of great 
extent the volume of water which four times a day passes through the 
inlet may be Ro large as to develop a channel having a width of several 
miles. To a considerable extent this tiual ebb and flow serves to scour 
out not only the passage of the inlet but a number of cllannels, braneh
ing in the manner of a river (see Pis. XXXI, XXXII and XXXIII), which 
ofteu extend many miles beyond tlle entrance. The principal of these 
occupy a position between the montlls of the main rivers which enter 
the lagoon and the passage through the .barrier reef, but others lie 
parallel to the shore to the point where the tidal flow, which enters from 
a neighboring passage, produces a field of waters in which there is 
practically 110 current. At these nodal points or positions of no cnr
rent the accumulation of sand blowing across the island from the sea 
beach, together with such vegetation as can inhabit the brackish water 
and by its decay serve to fill the inlet, is likely to produce a low bar
rier or isthpms uniting the neighboring is,lands and the mainland. 
Such a barrier between adjacent inlets is commonly known by the name 
of" haulover," a term deriv~d from the fact tha-t small vessels are often 
dragged across it. 

vVhere the lagoon is narrow and shallow these isthmuses or "haul
Dvers" are likely to be developed between the principal inlets. Where, 
however, the lagoon is large and fairly deep, certain peculiar accidents 
are apt to keep united a great stretch of the inclosed waters communi
cating with the Rea by several inlets. The formation of the isthmuses 
is mainly prevented by the action of winds which occasionally pr-oduce 
curreilts of sufficient strength . in the relatively shallow water of the 
lagoon to scour away the debris whenever it tends to accumulate. 
1\'loreover, a.s will shortly be explained, these inlets of the sand reet 
tend to become closed so that the floods from a particular river are 
compelled from time to time to make journeys in diverse directions in 
order to find an open channel by which they may escape to the sea. 
Thus in the longest connected lagoon of the American coast-that on 
the eastern shore of Florid~t known as the Indian river-each inlet, 
for t.be reas~n that the sands of the island beaches are constantly mov
ing southward, gradually travels in a southerly direction until it abuts 
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against some obstacle. Then the further incursion of sand from the north 
closes the opening. At some later time, when the streams flowing into 
this part of the lagoon are in the state of flood and the wind is blowing 
in a direction to heap up the waters, the closed channel will be replaced 
by a new opening, which in turn proceeds to travel southward like its 
predecessor, until in due process of time it also is closed. Thus by watch
ing the direction in which these migrating inlets journey we can ascertain 
the average direction in which the sands are impelled along the shore. 

Where an inlet remains for a considerable time in one position, the 
debris which passes through it toward the sea accumulates in the form 
of an extensive platform on the seaward side of the opening. Through 
this submerged, outward-curving, delta-like accumulation the currents 
make tortuous channels, generally two or more in number and contain-
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ing no great depth of water even at high tide. The formation of this 
curious platform is due in part to the effect of the current in arresting 
the coastwise march of the sands and in part to the force of the stream 
which sets outwardly through the opening. The strength of the out
ward setting current is always stronger than the influx by the propor
tion which the excurreut river waters bear to the tide which passes 
through the inlet twice each day. As soon as the inlet has shifted its 
position or become closed, the waves and currents proceed to break up 
this peculiar delta formation and distribute its component sands in an 
even manner over the neighboring sea bottom. By a simple inspection 
of the soundings on the Coast Survey maps it is possible to determine 
in a tolerably accurate way by the extent of this inlet delta how long 
the particular entrance to the lagoon has remained open. (See Fig. 9.) 
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Where a l'lhore line is now in process of subsidence, as appears to be 
the case along the Atlantic coast from Cape Florida to New York, the 
depth of water in the channels which lead from the inner side of the 
inlet to the mouths of the principal rivers is often sufficient to accom
motlatethe largest ships. Unfortunately, however, these down·sunkcn 
and therefore deep channels are often separated from the sea by the 
broad and shifting barrier of sands in which the inlet lies, and which 
stretch for some distance beyond its seaward mouth. Owing to the un
stable character of the sands which constitute this barrier and the con
stant movement of debris along the shores, it is very difficult to secure 
any permanent increase in depth of water by any application of engi
uem-ing skill. The methods by whwh these channels may be bettered 
will be considered in the next section of this report. 

A century ago, when trading ships hatl less than half their present 
tonnage, rarely drawing more than 15 feet of water, lagoon harbors 
were excellently suited to the needs of commerce; but at the present 
time, when vessels trading with foreign countries have a draft of 
20 feet or more, such ports have become less useful, and have to be 
bettered by engineering appliances or they are likely to pass out of 
use except by relatively small coaRting vessels. Al-l the greater part 
of the harbors between Norfolk and the Rio Grande are of the lagoon 
type, the question as to the improvability of these ports is clearly of 
very great importance. 

SAND-SPIT HARBORS. 

The group of embayments which we have to consider under this 
head are, as regards their origin and nature, closely related to the 
lagoon harbors last described. They have, however, sufficient indi
vidual character to deserve mention under a separate head. Sand 
spits are formed where the beach materials of a shore are forced by 
the prevailing direction of the waves or currents to travel in a more 
or less continuous manner in a particular direction along the coast. 
Except for careful observations, this movement may not be detected 
until the materials attain a point where there is a more or less definite 
bay extending into the mainland. At such a point the sands, instead 
of flowing back into the reentrant, may be built out in the form of a 
long spit which grows steadfastly at its outer end until it may project 
more or less completely across the month of the opening. Excellent 
examples of these spit beaches are traceable along our American shore 
fi·om northern Massachusetts to Mexico. Ordinarily the projections 
are straight, but where in the course of their growth their extremities 
come in contact with st.rong currents, they may be turned so as to 
make hooks of remarkably curved or angular outline, occasionally 
inclosing considerable sheets of water of sufficient depth to have value 
for harborage purposes. Provincetown harbor, on Cape Cod, is an 
example of this nature. That at Cape Pogue, on Marthas Vineyard, 
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though the embayed waters are very shallow and have no value for 
purposes of shelter, is, as an illustration of the process by which these 
hooks are formed, one of the most interesting structures belonging in 
the group. (See Fig. 14 and r1. xxrx and xxxv.) 

The directions in which sands journey along the shore, as well as the 
speed of their movemeut, depends mainly on the attitude of the coast 
line in relation to the prevailing winds and currents. These effects 
may be traced, not only in a local way, but sometimes throughout a far
reaching extent of shores. Thus on the Atlantic coast from Chesa
peake bay to Cape Florida, the prevailing movement of the sand is to 
the southward. The beaches have been characterized by a movement 
in that direction since they first came to be observed. To this endless 
process:ion of sands is due the southward march of the ever-changing 
inlets in the manner indicated in the description of lagoon harbors. 
This movement of sands toward the south along the Atlantic shore is 
due, in part at least, to the fact that while that coast line extends in a 
general northeast and southwest direction, the prevailing winds and 
the waves whieh they produce are from the points between east and 
north, so that the surges strike the cm1st at an oblique angle and tend 
to urge the detritus toward the southern part of Florida. At the cape 
of that uame we find the southern extremity at which these marching 
sands have as yet attained in their movement between high-tide and 
low-tide mark. At this extreme southern 1wsition the quantity of the 
sand is not great and the grains of silex of which it is composed are 
mnch rounded by their long alHl arduous journey, at every step of which 
they have been beaten by the waves. It. appears likely that in time 
these wandering sands will attain to the extreme southern part of 
Florida, destroying or diminish.ing the coral-producing polyps as they 
go. Probably to their a~tion is due, in pn;£t

1
(tt least, the diminution of 

the reef, which is. but feebly exhibited in the district to which this 
detritus has attained. . ~ 

Although sand-spit harbors or eqnival~ht structures composed of 
gravel or shingle of themselves form few important havens, they are a 
concomitant feature in the natural defenses of many ports. They are 
often conspicuous features at the. months of reentrant delta harbors 
and serve to protect that class of ports from the incursion of the 
waves.to which their naturally broad mouths ordinarily expose them. 
This em.~ct may be clearly seen at the mouth of Mobile bay (see PI. 
xxnr), G;alveston bay, and various other points on the Atlantic coast. 
Not only do these spits afford protection from the ocean's surges, but 
they often serve to deepen the channels wbich give access to the port, 
and thereby to render the harbor accessible to larger vessels. Where 
they do not exist it is often necessary to accomplish the work which 
they might do by meaus of artificial construction. We may fnrthet·
more note the fact that when once formed these spits tend to prevent 
the entrance into a bay of the sftJnds whl.ch the waves scour from the 
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shallowed bottom over which they roll, and which, but for the preRence 
of these barriers, might penetrate far enough into the harbor seriously 
to reduce the depth of water. Thus the first stages of a saud spit's 
formation are often allvantageous to the haven at the month of which 
they form. Ju the course of time, however, as the drifting sands ac
cumulate, they force the entrance to the port to the side toward which 
they are traveling, and as they cannot readily pass the tideway chan
nel provided the Rtrcam be vigorous, they accumulate on the seaward 
side of its mouth in broad shallows, snch as are described as lying in 
front of the passages which lead through the lag·oou barriers to the sea. 

In tideless seas or large fresh-water lakes these spits are perhaps the 
most serious menaces to the harbors. Owing to the weakness or 
absence of currents to break through the barriers which they form 
they are apt to wall across the inlet, leaving no larger channel than 
suffices to discharge the waters of the rivers which enter the embay
ment. A comparison of the spit harbors in our great lakes or other 
noutidal basins shows how important are these alternating currents 
for the preservation, and often also for the construction, of lmvens. 
Along shores of such seas and lakes the spits are not so neatly formed 
as on the open sea shore. A large part of the migrating sand is sure 
to enter the currentless harbor and Rhoal it:,; waters. 

VOLCANIC CRATER HARRORS. 

This g.roup of havens will be mentioned only in order to complete the 
list of the e~wses by which havens fit to shelter ships a~e formed. It 
is a familiar fac~ that volcanic craters commonly have a cup-shaped 
form, and in most instances the rim which surrounds the central cavity 
is broken down at one or more places by the outrush of iava or by the 
ruptures which are naturally formed <luring the throes of an explosion. 
It is also a well-known fact that byfa-G,the greater partofthewell-pre_ 
served craters of the world, those wltich retain their cup-Fke form, lie 
along the coast lines of the continents or upon the islands which bonier 
the shores of the mainland and are scattered over the wide seas. On 
account of their position with reference to the ocean level, it not infre
quently occurs that the sea enters an inactive crater nhrough a rela
tively narrow breaeh and form:,; a large and well-sheltered basin in the 
middle of the cone. If such havens occurred in conveuient positions 
for commerce aud if their bottoms afford good anchorage grounds 
they might have great economic value, but occurring, as they almost 
invariably do, on small and desolate islands, they have no other than a. 
sCientific interest. They may be compared to the beautiful lakes w.ilich 
frel]_uently form in the cups of long inactive volcanoes, such as those 
found in the region north and south of Home, which are very strikmg 
and beautiful features in the landscape, but interesting only on ac
count of these qualities. So far as the present writer is aware, no set
tlement deserving the name of a port eXIsts on the shores of crater 
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harbor, though there are sundry of these peculiar havens in the eastern 
Mediterranean and the East Indies which are occasionally used as 
shelters by ships. (See Fig. 10.) 

CORAL REEF HARBOltS. 

'L'he h~rbors which are produced by the reef-building corals, to
gether with the various marine animals and plants which are asso
ciated with them, are among the most interesting and important of all 
classes of havens. They are not only in origin the most peculiar of 
all inlets of the sea, but the conditions of their development and the 
circumstances which lead to their preservation and destruction are 
also curious and noteworthy. Moreover, in the district of southem 
Florida organic reef.'! of this nature are numerous and extensive, and 

FIG. 10.-Volcaniu harlwr. 

the ports which they form, though as yet relatively little used, are des
tined in course of time to have great value to this country. 

Coral reef harbors may be divided into two classes, determined by the 
physical character of the reefs which lead to their formation. The struc
tures belonging to these distinct groups are barrier reefs and circular 
or elliptical formations of the same nature, commonly known as atoll~. 
As the history of these two groups of reefs is essentially that of the 
harbors which they form, we must briefly trace in outline the methods 
and conditions of their growth. Th,!3 growth of aU coral reefs depends 
upon certain polyps which secrete a limestone supp9rt for their bodies, 
l1aving the organic habit of growing together in closely associated com
munities which unite their limestone framework so as to form rock-
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like masses. These creatures add to the number in their several socie
ties by a process of budding, while they multiply the communities 
themselves by reproduction from the egg. Thus tltey are able to 
grow continuously, after the manner of forest trees, the living resting 
npon the framework which the dead have left behind them. By 
means of. this double growth they are able' to construct vast limestone 
ridges wherever the conditions of the sea favor their development. 

Although solitary corals and communities ofinsigrtificant growth plen
tifully develop far and wide over the sea floors of tropical and even of 
temperate regions, the reef-builtling species can do their characteristic 
work of construction only where tolerably ~wift moving currents of 
pure water, having the temperature of the tropical seas, flow against 
shores or shallows where the water is less than about a hundred and 
twenty feet in depth. Where such oceanic currents impinge upon a 
shore or shallow, the germs of the reef-building corals develop upon 
the bottom, spread over the surface which ha:,; less than twenty fathoms 
of water upon it, and proceed to grow with great rapidity. The evi
dence goes to show that some of the species may rise above the bot
tom, at the rate of as mucl1 as three inches a year, and it is not improb
able that these reefs may grow upward, if the eouditions be favor
able for extreme growth, to the extent of a foot in from 100 to 200 
years. This, though slow in terms of human history, is iu a geologic 
sense extremely rapid. As the reef gains in thickness, the outer part 
of .the growth, that which faces the deeper sea, waxes more rapidly, for 
the colonies of polyp:,; which occupy that position are most effectively 
bathed by the ocean currents· from the waters of which the animals 
take their food. The nearer this swiftly growing margin comes to the 
surface of the water the more effectively it debars the polyps on the 
interior of the reef from the visitation of the nourishing streams flow
ing inward from the sea. The result is that when a reef has attained 
to about the level of low tide, which is thfl limit of its growth, there 
is generally au unfilled channel occupied by a lagoon-like expanse of 
waters on its inside, the bar:;in communicating with the sea by various 
passages or breaks in the line of the reef. 

'Vhere such a coral reef is formed against the shore of a mainland 
or islaud, the reef usually extends in a direction generally parallel to 
the coast for the distance through which the ocean currents exercise 
their effect on the development and growth of the polyps. Thus along 
the coast of Florida the Gulf Stream has favored the formation of these 
reefs, fi'Olll the shoals at the southern and weste!:n extremity of the 
peninsula to a point a score or two of miles north of Cape Florida. As 
far north as Biscayne passage at the above-inentioned cape the reef, 
except for the occasional open channels, riset- to near low-tide mark. 
North of that point, owing perhaps to the coolness of the water, as well 
a:,; to tlie south ward movement of sands above described, the reef is 
stunted, its summit does not rise to the level of the sea, a,nd the whole 
structure gradually fades away. (See Pls. x·xxv,r and xxxvn.) 
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As soon :u.; tlJe outer part of a coral reef has nsen to neat the surface 
of the water the sea in times of storm breaks npou the harner, so that 
the lagoon between the riln of the reef and the mamland may afford 
excellent Rheltcr for ships. If the coast be long and strmght the 
inclosed channel may he open to the rake of the wnuls m certain direc
tlouR, but m general at pomtR between the Rite of the channels through 
the reef varwns accumulatwns of organw waste :-:;hoal the water or con
struct spitR across i.t so that the lagoon, much after the manner of those 
incloRed by sand reefs, as above de:-:;cnbed, becomes divitled into sec
twns of no very great extent. It occaswnally happens, however, aR m 
the case of a great reef off the eastern coast of Australia, that the reef 
wall is very far from the land, so that the lagoon area, bemg very wide, 
has httle value as a harbor. 

A large part of the coral matter which IS developed on the front of 
the reef IS broken off m tunes of heavy storms and ground to powder in 
the surf. A portion of tht:-:; waste is tos:-ted over the reef or dnfts in 
through the inlets, and Is thus added to the sediments accunmlatmg on 
the bottom of the lagoon. Another portwn of the debris IS dragged 
seaward by the undertow and distributed m front of the reef. In this 
way the sea floor next the barrier is gradually shallowed. When in the 
course of this process It IS elevated to the level where the water is only 
a little more than a hundred feet deep, a new coral reef may begin to 
form whiCh will m tune nse to such a height as to deprive the older 
barner of its due· share of food-givmg water. When this conditiOn 
comes about the old reef dies, and the frail materw1s of which it is 
composed may to a certam extent, at least in the upper part of the 
structure, become broken up by the waves or dissolved by thmr waters 
so that the once marked ndge may lose its dtstmct character. In cer
tam cases, where the sea waters a.re not saturated with limy matter, 
they ma.y take into solutwn and bear away to other regwns a part of 
the materml wluch is afforded by the dead coral and other organic re
mams m thn :-;ectwn within the growing reef. It is perhaps to this sol
VPHt action that we owe, m part at least, the sometimes remarkably 
deep channels which penetrate through the reef and extend for some 
distance across the floor of the lagoon. 

While along the coasts of the mamlands and greater islands where 
coral reefs occur they commonly appear in the general form of broad 
shelves with the run of higher and h ving reef next the sea and a pre
vailingly shallow lagoon or channel betweeu this barrier and the shore, 
their form m sometimes much affected by the upward and downward 
movement of the shore-land district against whtch they lie. An eleva
twn such as frequently occurs and has lately happened along the coast 
of Flonda may bring the reef and the lagoon as well above,the level ot 
the sea; m some cases successive elevatwns have thus developed a cou
slderable breadth of shore country composed of reef deposits. Through 
these easily dissolved rocks the river waters may carve, mainly by their 
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dissolving action, tolerably deep channels which may serve :is harbor
ages. In other cases the subsidence of the coast may lower the bar
rier reef more rapidly than the coral animals can effect its elevation, 
and in this way the ridge which at one time sheltered the coast fi'om 
the waves may no longer afford such protection. 

The group of atolls or annular reefs is imperfectly represented in the 
Atlantic district, but attains a wonderful development in the Pacific 
,and Indian oceans. In their characteristic forms these wonderful 
islands consist of a steeply sloping obscurely conical elevation rising 
from the floor of the sea, which often exceeds a mile in profundity, 
to the surface of the water. Above the sea level there is a more or less 
complete ridge composed of decayed and broken up coral which has 
been swept into position somewhat inside of the living reef by the action 
of the waves. The central parts of the island are occupied by a shal
low basin of water which in almost all casef$ communicates with the 
open sea by one or more channels. If the waters of the Pacific aud 
Indian oceans in the districts occupied by these atolls could be drained 
away the observer would often be able to journey for many hundred 
miles through fields occupied by towering mountain-like elevations, 
each rising with steep and regular slopes to a certain level and nearly 
all of them containing a shallow, cup-shaped cavity on the summits. In 
some cases these mountains would be in figure very nearly true cones, 
but by far the larger of them have elongated forms. Here and there 
in the Pacific ocean where the sea floor has been subject to recent ele
vation these atolls have been lifted until their summits are some lmn
dreds of feet above the plane of the sea. So far as ltas been observed · 
these high lying coral islands have lost their characteristic cup-shaped 
summits by the process of erosion. 

There is much debate at present as to the origin of these interesting 
atolls.. ,Until recently the explanation adduced by Charles Darwin 
found universal acceptance. This was in effect that the coral reefs 
began to grow in the form of a barl'ier surrounding some island of or
dinary rock such as is often formed in the sea by a partially submerged 
mountain peak or a volcanic cone. The sea floor on wllich the eleva
tion rested being in process o.f gradual subsidence, but at a rate uot 
sufficient to destroy the corals of the reefs, the living· rock gradually 
built upward until when the original land disappeared beneath the 
waters nothing was left to mark its former site except the limestone 
deposits form(ld by the ;.:oophites aud other animals which.continued 
to develop upon its submerged summit. One of the proof's of this 
hypothesis was touiHL in the occasioual cases where ordinary islands 
present a more or less complete ring of reefs about their Rhores. In 
case such an island should g-radually siuk the result would necessarily 
be the creation of au atoll. 

Lately Dr. Murray and others have contended for the view which 
explaii;s the formation of au atoll 011 the supposition that a coral bank 
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forms at auy pomt 011 the sea floor where the depth of water is not too 
great and where there IS a continuons marme current of suffiment tern~ 
perature to mamtain the growth of the reef buildmg spemes. The 
cavity or lagoo11 within tlJe reef IS explained by the solvent actwn ot 
the water, which tends to take iuto solution and to bear away the hmy 
matenal with which It comes iu coutact. It seems not improbable that 
these Islands with enp~shaped centers may be produced iu the ways 
mchcated by both these hypotheses. That atlvanced by Dr. Murray, 
however, seems to be the simplest and most ratwnal explanation of the 
facti'\. (See Pl. XXXVII.) 

From the pomt of vww of the student of harbor:,; It I8 only necessary 
to remark that, owmg to the small amount of fertile soil whiCh the nar
row strip of land inclosmg the atoll lagoon affords, these havens can 
never have much commercial Importance. Thry serve as harbors for a 
few small trading ships, and they may in time be prized by yachtsme11; 
hut they can never have much relatwn to commerce. Though mucl1 
more strikmg and beaut1ful features than the barner reefs, they are of 
very much less economic value. Probably far more ships have been 
cast away upon these coral reefs of midoccan than have been sheltered 
fl'om stonm; in the beautiful but generall~r macce15Sible havens which 
they afford. Thus as a whole we must look to the barner reefs a:,; 
affordmg the only really important harbors which are produced through 
the agency of orgamc hfe. Although in the realm of the tropics there are 
nmumerable ports whwh owe then· origlll to this last named class of 
reefs, none of them have as yet any great commercial Importance. They 
at present serve mainly for small vessels. They can in genc>ral only be 
made useful to our modern ma.ril•e by a continuous and expensive prol·
e~;s of drcdgmg, to make head agamst t.lte rapid growth of the zoophyte 
eommumtws and the accumulations of sediments brought about by the 
mtensely VIgorous organic hfe which develops within the coral reefs. 

The port of Hamilton on the Bermudas IS perhaps the best instance 
of an nnporta.nt haven situated on a coral reef belonging to the class of 
atolls, while the beautifitl Biscayne hay on the east coast of Flonda 
iR an excellent example of a lltweu whwh 115 inclosed by barrier reefs. 

GEOLOGIC ACTIONS WHICH TEND TO IMPROVE OR IMPAIR 
HARBORS 

In the foregomg summary account the several classes of natural ac
twns which lead to the formatwn of harbors have been considered. 
We have now to take into account the other morles of operatiOn of the 
geologic forces wlneh tend to alter for better or for worse the physwal 
conditiOns of our havens m determming the ease with whwh they may 
lJe approached, tl1e character of their shores, rtnd the depth of water 
whwh they afford. All these changes are brought about as a re15ult of 
the applicatiOn of energy, operating in diverse ways along our shores. 
'fherefore the reader will the more readily cmue to an understanding of 
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the questions with which we have to deal if we begin the inquiry by 
noting the general nature and mode of action of these forces. 

There are four modes in which energy is applied in a way to modify 
the conditions of coast lines. Three of these have their origin in the 
celestial ~;paces; one only comes from t,he earth itself. The most im
portant source of energy which is applied to the earth is the heat of the 
suu. This ta,kes effect on the earth in two 'diverse ways. In the first 
place, by warming the water it lifts the vapor of that fluid into the air, 
whence it is precipitated in'the form of rain or snow. In either of these 
::;tates the part of the precipitated water which falls upon the land 
moves back toward the sea in the form of rivers or glaciers, bearing 
with it a share of the earthy or rocky matter with which it comes in 
contact. This abraded material is in large pa;rt deposited next the 
coast line; the principal portion of it, indeed, finds its way to the bot
tom either within or at the mouth of the natural harbors of our shores. 
The solar heat also operates in another way, by which it does yet more 
effective. work upon the coast line. Owing to· the differences of tem
perature which it induces and the variations in weight of the atmos
phere dependent on those varilttions of heat, the radiation from the 
sun brings about the movement of the winds. Where these sweep over 
water surfaces they create waves of a magnitude proportional to the 
width and somewhat to the depth of the water basin which is traversed 
and to the continuity and energy of the air movement. Where these 
waves roll against the shore tlley apply the energy which they have 
reeeived from the wind in rasping the bottom of the shallow water 
and in beating against the coast line. 

The two modes of geologic action just adverted to are due to solar 
heat, and, though widely different in their manner of operation, they 
have a like origin. The third mode of action which we have to con
sider is that which arises from the gravitative impulse exercised upon 
the earth by the uearer and larger celestial bodies, the moon and the 
sun. While all the orbs of space exercise a measure of attraction on our 
own sphere the moon and sun, owing to nearness and mass, respectively, 
are the only bodies which effect a recognizable influence upon its sur
face. These two bodies pull so stro~gly upon this planet that in the 
widest and deepest ocean they form two tidal waves opposite each 
other, each some thousands of miles wide all(.l a foot or two in height. 
If the whole surface of the earth were oceupied by the sea waters every
where to the depth of 4 miles, say, the maximu.m height of the tide 
would probably be about a foot ap.d the variations of its altitude due to 
the changing positions of the sun and moon would amount to less tlmn 
a foot. Although this tide would move around the earth beneath 
the equator with the speed of a thousand miles an hour, it could exer
cise no considerable effect on the couditions of the sphere, for, accord
ing to the supposition, it would meet no shores or shallows; the whole 
consequences of the tidal movement would be the application of a slight 
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friction to the bottom, which, being applied against the directioli of the 
earth's rotation, would ten(l very slowly to overcome t.hc momentum 
with which this sphere turns upon its axis. 

In the existing eondition of the earth the lunar and solar tides, 
though of slight altitude in the wider parts of the great southern sea 
and Pacifie ocean, become wedged in between the converging shores 
of the lesser water hasins in such a manner that the water may be 
lifted in ea~h tidal interval to much greater heights. Very commonly 
this increase in altitude amounts to 10 or 12 feet and in exceptional 
cases to 50 feet or more. As the energy which a tidal wave applies to 
a coast line is in a general way proportional to the ri.se and fall of the 
undulation, it is easy to see that the share of this impulse derived from 
the attraction of the sun and moon, exerted ou different parts of the 
shore, is exceedingly varied. In fresh-water lakes and lesser seas the 
tidal wave is not developed at all. In greater basins such as the Med
iterranean the undulations are so slight that their influence is scarcely 
perceptible; but about· the head of such oceanic reentrants as the 
north Atlantic where the wave rolling in from the south is compressed 
between converging shores a vast amount of tidal work is done. 

'fhe fonrth group of actions effective on sea shores is derived from 
the movements of subsidence, elevation, and sudden jarring which may 
take place on the sea floor. Some of the most important alterations of· 
our harbors are efl'ectcd by the uprising or down sinking of tl1e portions 
of the earth near which they are situated: Movements of this sort, if 
they take place over very extensive portions of the ocean floor, may, by 
displacing the water of all the oceans and open seas, lead to changes in 
the depth of water in harborages all over the world. Thus, if, as seems 
probable, an area of several million square miles in the central district 
of the Piwifi.c ocean is ull(lergoing subsidence at the present time, the 
intluence of the movement long continued and extensive, may be felt 
in all marine ports. Tn general, however, local accidents in the way 
of subsidence and elevation are so considerable as to make these wide 
spread oscillations of the ocean floor relatively uuimportant. 

Besides the long continued oscillations oflevel of shore land and sea 
bottom an efl"ect is exercised npQn the coast line through the sudden 
movements of the earth beneath the seas, due to earthquake shocks. 
These seismic jarrings create an elevation of the water over the shaken 
surf~we, which is in its uatnre a broad wave, having, it may be, an alti
tude of several feet, and which may roll across the wide oceans and 
break upon their shores with calamitous effects. 

With this preliminary statement as to the nature and origin of the 
classes of energy which operate on a coast line we shall now proceed 
to consider somewhat in detail the effects produced by these causes in 
increasing or diminisl1ing the value of our havens. First among them 
we have to note the effect of the sediment broug·ht into harbors by the 
rivers. 
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The waste of the land which is brought down to the shore by the 
rivers is conveyed in two different forms; in part, as completely dis-
8>lved sediment, which does not discolor the water, and in part as ma
terials which are visible to the eye as mud, rendering the water turbid, 
or grains of sand or small pebbles rolled on the bottom, f)r at most 
carried a little distance above it. As long as the water of the river is 
held within distinct banks the energy of its flow to a great extent pre
vents the mud from sinking to the bottom and the sand and pebbles 
from coming to rest, so that the channel may remain substantially un-
·.hanged as regards its position or the depth of the stream. At the out
et, however, where the river's tide is discharged into an open basin, the 

current is soo11 arrested and gravitation is free to act on all the mud it 
conveys. Only the completely dissolved materials, such as salt, lime 
and various other substances, are free tojonmey ouward for indefinite 
distances in the ocean currents. 

Where the river diseharges into a lake of fresh water the suspended 
materials, at least the finer portio11s, find their way to the bottom much 
more slowly than where they enter a salt water "\JasiH, because the saline 
matter of the sea water bas a peculiar effect in hastening the precipi
tation of mud. In any case, however, it rarely occurs that the river 
mnd journeys· more than a few score miles from the point where it enters 
any large water basin. In the greater streams the quantity of this de
tritus which is carried to the sea is often very great. Thus the .1\'Iis
Rissippi sends out each year somewhere near one-twentieth of a cubic 
mile of undesol ved material, the whole of which doubtless comes to rest 
on the broad margin of the growil1g delta; ami tl1e Amazon, owiug to 
the greater rainfall of its ·basin probably contributes several times as 
much sediment to the sea floors near its mouth. The result of this 
effusion of sediment into the basin near the mouth is that all rivers 
which pour forth turbid waters are apt to have wide shallows without 
very distinct channels at their points of exit. Where, as in tl1e case 
of the Amazon, the entrance to the delta mouth is not thus obstructed, 
a condition which rarely occurs, we have to aecount tor the fact either 
by a recent subsidence of the land or through the action of powerful 
currents such as are produced by tides, cooperating, it may be, with 
oceanic movements brought about in other ways. 

Wherever a stream conveying a considerable amount of detritus 
enters any bay or other indentation of the coast, we find indication of 
its damaging action upon the harborage. Beginning at the head of the 
reentrant it constructs?> delta-like accmnnlation, which gradually con
verts the basin into marshy land. In front of the distinct delta there 
is a wide, gently sloping surface over which the finer mud is laid down. 
If a part of the debris escapes from beyond the harbor mouth the cur
rents and waves of the shore, acting. in a _manum· hereafter to be de
scribed, are apt to build the· accumulation into the form of bars or spits 
which may more or less close the entrance to the port. Iu this way 
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some of our more important havens, snch as that of Mobile bay, are 
subjected to a constant depreciation. (See Pl. xxxvnr.) So far no suc
cessful means have been discovered whereby the effect arising from this 
constant importation of sediments into a harbor may be arrested, The 
only recourse seems to be dredging-a slow and costly process, by which 
the deposits of mud are removed from the important ehannels and con
veyed by boat to some point where they will not return to the basin. 

It is fortunate that, though our bays and other harborage places are 
generally entered by rivers, only a few of these shelters suffer any rapid 
depreciation by the action of the streams. Moreover, in the case of very 
many of our rivers of this continent, as well as those of northern Eu
rope, there are certain conditions which fortunately limit the amount of 
detritus which the flowing· water brings down to the sea level. Because 
they lie in glaciated districts the streams of the northern lands generally 
drain from regioHs which are deeply covered with sandy and pebbly
waste. In such cases the greater part of the rainwater passes into 
the porous drift material and is only gradually yielded to the streams. 
Thus any river system like these has in proportion to the outflow very 
few torrents, sncl1 as chitracterize the surface of regions not underlaid 
by glacial waste. It is the swift moving currents of these torrents which 
do almost all the work of breaking up rocky matter into the shape in 
which it may be transported as mud by the larger streams. 
· Almost all the considerable rivers of glaciated districts pass through 
lakes, where their waters are for a time brought to a state of almost 
complete rest and are thus led to lay down their burden of sediment 
before they flow on to the sea. An excellent instance of this is found 
in the case of the St. Lawrence, which has a chain of great lakes in its 
main path, in addition to which all the important tributaries that enter 
its channel below the month of Lake Ontario pass thr'ough Hmaller but 
sufficient natural eatch pools, that retain the debtiR. The result is that, 
the vast tide of the St. Lawrence waters comes to the sea level almost 
without burden of sediment, and nothing like a delta deposit appear.,; 
at the mouth of the stream. 

Owing to certain peculiarities in their conditions, the large rivers 
which flow into the Arctic ocean, the Mackenzie of North America, and 
the Lena, the Obi and the Yenisei of Asia, discharge much larger 
amounts of sediment than any other streams of high latitudes. 'l'he 
cause of this is peculiar. In the winter season the ice forms in the 
lower and more northern portion of these streams to such ·thickness 
that they are often frozen to their very bottoms, so that when the spring 
floods send down a great tide of water from the southern tributaries 
the current is unable to break up the ice which fills the accustomed 
channel of the river and the inundations sweep far and wide on either 
side of their fit path. In these movements they erode a great deal of 
earthy matter and bear it to the mouth of the streams. The result is 
that the mud deposits in the deltn, districts about the Arctic ocean 
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are much more extensive than in other parts of the northern reaim .• 
but as the harborages of this seashore have -no commercial value the 
effect of these mud accumulations is of no economic importance. 

If the sea, shore maintains this position for any considerable geologic 
time the effect of river action would be to make the mouth. of every 
stream discharging into the ocean the seat of a 1lelta, and as almost 
all our ports have tributary rivers, the number of harbors, except such 
as the delta channels afl'ord, would be very few. As it is, there are 
only a few score of conspicuous deltas in the world and the limitation in 
the number is clearly to be explained by the frequent oscillations of 
the shore line. 

EFFEO'I' OF WAVES. 

'l'he mode of action of the solar heat which is brought about by the 
intervention of waves has a more widespread effect on t}le conditions 
of harbors, aml on the whole a more important one, than that which is 
induced by the transportation and deposition of river-borne detritm;. 
Every coast line, even if it be only that of au inconsiderable lake, is 
sure to be affected by wave action. If the land meet the water in such 
a manner that the coast line is formed by a precipice of hard and close
knit rock, and if this precipice descend to a great depth below the sur
face of the sea, the waves have relatively little chance to assail the 
coast. lu course of time, however, the agents of atmospheric decay, 
priucipally acting through water and frost, loosen the materials of the 
cliff so that enough waste falls into the water to build a talus or slope, 
on top of which a narrow beach is formed. At thh; stage of a cliff shore, 
the waves are able to hurl the disrupted masses whi0h lie within the 
zone of their action against the rocky steep with the result that it is 
eroded at the base and soon comes to overhang its foundations and ftom 
time to time tumbles in fragments to the level of the waves. Pounding 
a~ainst the cliff and against each other these masl'!les of debris are ground · 
to bits into the form of pebbles, sand, or mud. 

Every cliff shore is a natural factory for the production of detritul'!l. 
This material is composed of small disconnected bits, which are readily 
moved by the waves and currents. The heavier waves ca.n swmg masses 
each of which weigh~ many tons; the l11Hlu1ations of less size can move 
fhtgments proportionate to their energy; and even the wavelets which, 
when they break, have a height of no more than a foot, can toss bits 
of rock as large as marbles several feet to and fro in each oscillation. 
Not only does the debris produced by wave action sway to and fro up 
and down the beach in the oscillating movement of the water, but it h; 
in all cases liable to be carried along the coast by wave action either 
directly through their stroke or secondarily by the currents which they 
induce. If the wave rolls in against the shore at right angles to its 
trend, the movable debris on the beach merely rolls up and down the 
slope without changing its position in any important way. If, however, 
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~sis oftenest the case, the waves strike at a more or less considerable 
angle to the shore, the fragments as they move to and fro work along 
the coast in the direction in which the waves are trending. In this 
way nuder favorable conditio us the present writer has observed pebbles 
made from ordinary brick moving along a coast at the rate of more 
than half a mile a day. 

Besides the motion imparted to the debris of the seacoast by the 
direct action of the waves we have to take account of the movement 
effected by the currents which the winds induce along a shore. Such 
wind-induced streams, more or less reinforced by tHlal movements 
often flow with a speed of ordin~ry rivers and are ~qually eftective 
iu conveying detritus. The action of these varyiug currents can 
often be noticed in cases of shipwreck, when the debris from the cast
away vessel is in the course of a few-hours scattered along many miles 
of shore whic!J. lies leeward of the point where the disaster occurred. 
The effect of these currents is to transport the detritus which the 
waves grind up along the shore until the drifting material . attains a 
point where it may enter some recess which is so deeply embayed that 
no change in the direction of the wind can cause it to be removed by 
wave action. As this indentation of the coast-line is apt to be a 
natural harbor, the effect of the coastwise movement of detritus is 
often in high measure destructive to the usefulness of ports. (See Pls. 
XXIII, XXVU all(l XXXVI.) 

The damage done by wandering sands is greatest where there is no 
tidal action, as along the shores of the larger lakes and lesser seas. 
Along such coasts as are not tide-swept the wave and current-borne 
detritus rapidly finds its way into all the recesses. In course of time 
the waters of the embaymeuts become so far shallowed as to be un:serv
iceable to ships. The eftect of this action is conspicuous ou the shores 
of our great lakes of North America, particularly those whieh lie in tlle 
valley of the St. l.;awrence river. Although the present shore line of 
these lakes has been where it now is for but a short geologic time, so 
that the hat·borages are relatively very new, the influence of migrat. 
ing sands has beeu already effective in closing many originally good 
ports. The damage done in this way is most conspicuous in the lower 
htkes of this series. In Lake Superior less damage has been done by 
the coastwise wandering detritus for the reason that the shore is more 
rocky than that of tlte other basins, and as yet the platform at the base 
of the clift·s has not been sufficiently developed to make as conthmous 
beaches as we find along the coasts of Lakes Michigan, Brie, and Ou
tario. 

Where a coast line has an irregular front which is bordered by dis
thJCt salient capes or ti'inged with islands, the coastwise migration of 
sediments under the influence of waves aud currel1ts is much less con
t.inuous and therefore less menacing to harbors than where the shore 
is characterized by long, straight line beaches. Ou the uninterrupted 
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shores the march of the tletritu:-; may be singularly steadfast; it may, 
indeed, be computed from year to year as at a certain rate. A change of 
wind may set the detritu:-; temporarily this way or that, but the average 
movement is in most cases subject to uo •~onsidcrable alterations in 1ts 
course. Where, however, the Rhore line is em bayed, the recesses form 
pocket:-; in which the waste accumulates and beyond which it can uot 
journey until the basin is filled and the beach is extended acrosR its front. 
Thus along the fiord zone, where embayment:-; are very numerous, the 
coastwise marching of debris is lmnlly to be noticed, while on the sawl 
beaches further Routhwanl we may trace a continuous procession of 
detritus; often moving straight away along the shores for scores or 
hundredR of miles. 

Where, as is generally the case in the fiord zone, there are islandR 
or shoals lying on either s1dc of a considerable reentrant, a curious 
action ariRes, which leads to the formation of what we may term "pocket 
beaches." The drifting material impelled by the waves aud currents 
gradually shoals the water until the :-;pace between the outlying ledge 
or Island and the mainlaiHl becomes sufficiently diminished in depth 
to cause heavy waves to break acroRs the strait: as soon as they are 
thus overturned they cease to carry forward the detritus which was 
driven before them up to the given point. Thus it may happen that a 
sand bar i'l formed which is always, in the beginning at leaflt, deeply 
incurved toward the interior of the reentrant. If, during the term of 
a siugle great storm, this barrier is brought to a level of the water, or 
if a succession oLsuch accidents leads to the formatiOn of an isthmu:-; 
from the island to the land, the harbor may be for a long time com-

. pletely protected agamst the incursions of tlebris along tlle shore 
against which the pocket beach lies. (See Pl. xxxrx.) 

Excellent examples of such pocket beaches are traceable on both 
flanks of the reentrant of Boston bay, at the inner part of which lies 
the harbor of that name. Along the north Rhore we have two of these 
pockets, one at Marblehead and the other connecting Lynn and Little 
Nahant; yet a third, of similar nature but much smaller, lies between 
Little Nahant and the heatlland portion of that peninsula. Thus the 
northeast winds, which drive a great deal of detritus along the shore 
from Gloucester to Lynn, are unable to send any of the waste into the 
recesses of the harbor. To the west of the Lynn pocket, and on the 
same north shore, there i:-; a beach of somewhat similar character ex
tending fi·om near tha.t mty to vViuthrop Head. This barrier, though 
of a somewhat different nature than those above described, serves also 
in a measure to arrest the migration of sediments toward the apex of 
.Boston bay. 

The southern side of Boston bay, owing to its less fiorded charac
ter, is unhappily not so well provided with the natural features which 
lead to the impounding of coastwise journeying sands aud gravels. 
The shallow pocket beach which has been formed between Hull and 
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Cohasset, known as Cohasset or N antasket beach, has already become 
overfilled with the accumulations which have been swept into it and is 
filling the waste around its northern horn into the harbor. The effect 
of this overflow is well shown in the map of Boston harbor. (See Pl. 
xxxvrn.) As yet.the action has not gone far enough seriously to in
jure the lmven, but it is at present more menaced at this point than at 
any other. A computation of the amount of detritus contained in the 
beaches of Lynn and N antasket makes it plain that hilt for the arrest 
of the detritus in the manner above described, Boston harbor would 
ha,ve long since lost the depth of water and the extensive anchorage 
grounds which make it the most valuable of our northern ports. 

Where islands lie in the manner which favors the formation of 
pocket beaches they may prove useful elements of protection to a 
haven. Where,· however, they are immediately in front of the port 
they are a1)t to yield detritus which may be, indeed generally is, car
ried directly into the port by the ocean waves. In this respect they 
are much more da_ngerous than headlands, for the latter often have 
conditions which favor the development of pocket beaches on one side 
of their faces, but all the waste worn from an island is apt to tail 
around either end of its mass and march straight away toward the 
channel of the port. Along our northern shores it not infrequently 
happens that insular masses of glacial drift, frequently in the form of 
drumlins, lie at the mouth of the haven or within it. As the drift 
materials of which they are composed are easily broken up, even by ' 
slight waves, and much of the matter is in the form of clay, which can 

. be borne to gi·eat distances by currents, such shores as these isles af
ford are a constant menace to the neighboring harborages. 

Almost all the important ports of the world have to contend against 
the inconveniences which arise from the immigration of detritus which 
wanders toward them from along the neigh boring shores. One of 
the first tasks of the engineer who has charge of the defenses of such 
harbors against their natural enemies, the waves, is to secure pro. 
tection as far as possible by constructing walls or other revetments 
which may serve to keep the sea from assailing cliff's of a nature to be 
easily washed away. In this manner much can be effected to aid the 
work of the natural pocket beaches. In other cases artificial pockets 
may be constructed by building moles from the shore, but while with 
such contrivances it is generally possible to prevent the incursion of 
the coarser sands and pebbles the finer mud which sweeps aloBg the 
bottom in even tolerably deep water can not thus be debarred cn
tmnceto the harbor. The main protection against this evil is afforded 
by the tidal currents combined with the river waters which reinforce 
their action. In their unaided work, or with the direction which the 
engineer ru(ty give to their currents, the tidal movements are after all 
the best natural defenses of a harbor. 
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EFFEU'I' OF TIDAL CJURREN'I'S ON HARBOH.S. 

Tlle effect of ti<les upon a shore line is in admirable contrast to that 
of waves. Although both of these movements of the water are in 
their nature undulations, the difference in their size leads to an entire 
contrast in their action. Thus wind waves strike ordinary blows; the 
tidal wave delivers no stroke whatever. The surges are most effective 
on the headlands; the friction which they encounter on the bottom 
causes them rapidly to diminish in size as they pass in between the 
converging shores of an embayment. On the other hand the tidal 
wave, because of its breadth from front to rear, heaps up in a bay in a 
very remarkable manner. It may often llappen that a recess of the 
shore having a length of not more than 20 miles with a width at 
its mouth of say 10 miles will have a tidalnse at its head ncar twice 
as great as that at its mouth. So too in larger bays as that of Fundy, 
a rise of tide of about 10 feet at its eastern cape becomes an uplift of 
50 feet or more at the landward end of the basin. Owing to this vari
ation in the amount of tides in different part~ of the ocean and even 
on neighboring portions of the same shore the work which they per
form is exceedingly variable as regards the measure of its effects, but it 
is almost everywhere of great importance, and therefore merits careful 
consideration. 

At first sight it might seem that, ina:-;much as the tide enter~ and 
leaves a harbor with the same volume and velocity in the movements 
of flow and ebb, the cft'ect of these contrasted motions would neutral
ize each other. This, however, as· we shall see, is not exactly the case. 
There is always a difference in the effect of the incoming and the 
outgoing tide which though not great is of momentous importance 
from its accumulated effects. The nature of this (lift'erence is easily 
apprehended. When the tide enters an inlet it generally flows up an 
inclined bottom extending from the outer sea to the harborage area and 
when it ebbs away it moves down this slope or rather, we should say, 
out over it. In the movement of the flood the tidal current if it have 
any considerable ('nergy bears a certain amount of detritus np the in
c1ine toward the interior of the reentrant. The distance to which it 
will be carried will depend upon the energy of this current and the 
rise of the slope over which it moves. [n the reflux the tide will COJ-1-

vey the same detritus with the same energy of current, but as it is 
carrying the debris down a slope it can carry it farther outward than 
it did inward. If the reader has any difficulty in conceiving the con
dition he will do well to imagine a billanl table slightly elevated at one 
end, and a ball in the middle which shoul!l be rolled by strokes of 
equal energy in succession up and down the slope. It will readily be 
perceived that the ball will move for a Jess distance at each stroke up 
the table than it (loes down, and that in time with a succession of the 
niovements it will arrive at the ]ower end of the incline. 

The ordinary action of the tide, operating in the manner 1ust de-
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scribed, is of itself sufficient to can~;e its cmrents to scour away ma
terials from the ope11 ~;horcs as well as ti·om harbors and to convey 
them out to sea to a depth of water where the currents are no 
longer sufficient to bear them f~trther. In mauy if 11ot in most bays 
awl harbors there are other conditions whieh serve to acce·ut in a cer
tain measure this outward setting action which takes place during the 
period of ebb. Almost all harbors receive a certain share of river 
water. Owiug to the momentum of the tide in entering this water is 
in a measure banked np; if the dischargo from the streams be not 
large it may all he retained in the basin'until the tide turns. This re
tained w~tter is then permitted to flow out, increasing the energy with 
which the harbor water goes seaward. The a,drnixture of fresh water, 
provided it be not heavily charged with mml, probably Hornewhat in
creases the capaeity of the tide to dissolve and bear along sedimentary 
materials. 

·where, as is often the ease, the tide rises higher in the interior parts 
of the harbor than at the month, the currents which are generally in 
proport.iou to the altitude of the rise weaken as they pass toward the 
entraaee of the inlet. The em~ct of this action is unfortunate, for the 
stronger c;trrents near the head of the harbor are likely to stir up and 
transport toward its month more or heavier sediment than the weaker 
streams. In this way the tidal currents arc apt to cooperate with other 
agents in producing sometltiug like a bar oft' the month of the port. 
011 the other hand if the harbor have eonsiderablc area and depth of 
water aud the tillal rise and fall is great the outrnsh is eertain to keep 
a channei open for a distance sufficient to cross the zone of migTating 
s~nds which borders the shore. The tidal ehaunel docK 110t usually 
arrest the movement of the coastwise joumeying detritus. The e.fl'ect 
of the migrating sands is generally to puslt the tidal scourway against 
the side of the bay toward which the debris is journeying until after 
a time it breaks a fresh opening thi·ough the partial barrier. 'Vbere, 
as in the principal entrance toN ew York harbor, the direetion of motion 
of the coastal sands is not very definitely determined, the course fol
lowed by the tide may be pretty steadily maintained for many years . 

. Ou the other hand, as on the inlets to the lagoons of the Florida coast, 
wh(ire the march of the samls is tolerably eonstant, the efl:'ect of their 
movement in altering the po:-;ition of the troughs in whieh tidal rivers 
flow is often readily observable from year to year. Even a single great 
storm may bring about very great changes iu the position of these 
channels. 

One of the most inte.restiug featnres emmectcd with tidal action in 
the embayed portiow.; of our coast is found in the tencleney of the 
waters when moved by the tidal impulse to orgauize the flow into reg
ular though ramifying channels. Rarely if ever do we find the move
ment diffused as a broad, even sheet over the surface of the embay
ment; the flow is along lines determined hy accidents, often too slight to 
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escape apprehension. ·Distinct, more or less sinuous and rather sharp, 
walled ways are carved, through which the body of the tide passes in 
flooding and ebbing, and from which and to which the waters I~Ove 
from the higher lying mud fiats or marine marshes on either side of 
the streams. If there be any considerable rivers falling intoth eharb1ir 
a tidal channel commonly extends to the month of each stream. These 
are usually much the deepest and widest, bu~t similar troughs extend 
into each ramification.of the embayment, so that at low tide the basin 
may appear I.ike a large map of a land river district. It is eas~' to see 
how these channels are maintained, tlwugh the conditions of thel.r in
stitution are not apparent. They are kept relatively free from sedi
ments by the tide, wltieh, owing to the 1lepth of water, finds less 
friction in them in proportion to the mass of the eurrent than on the 
shoaler bottom at either side and so the currents flow faster, thus pre
venting the deposition of sediment during the period of ebb and flow 
.and removing such materials as may have come to rest at high and 
low tide when the currents cease to aet. 

Fortunately for the interest of ports which are visited by tides, 
the forces which they apply to our harbors are often readily con
trollable by engineering constructions. By means of jetties it is fre
quently practicable to direct the run of streams or by concentrating 

. them to increase their energy in such manner that the character of the 
exits may be improved. It has been found to be an important precau
tion in the management of harbors to restrict all natural or artificial 
<Jhanges which tend to diminish the volume of the tidal water that 
moves through the inlet. This is the case where about the great cities 
which have developed on the margins of our harbors it is found com
mercially desirable to fill in a portion of the shallow sea bottom. The 
harbor authorities properly require that a compensation be made in the 
way of dredging other portions of the basin so that the total amount 
{)f water which moves with each tide may not be diminished. Those 
ports are fortunate which have a great extent of tidal waters exteuding 
inland beyond the points where the ships seek accm:>s to the shore, foi· 
such an extensive storage insures a strong flow of tide .and consequently. 
open pathways to the sea. Thus in the case of the. port of New York, 
the Hudson, which is a marine inlet rather than a river, affords a vast 
storage basin for the water whieh passes through the harbor mouths. 

The effect of tidal action is much like that brought about by rivers 
where they emerge through deltas to the sea, only in one case the cur
rent is continuous in one direction and the other it flows alternately to 
.and fro. Wher.e a tide of considerable height enters the mouth of a 
large river the effects of the two actions are curiously commingled. 
The most noticeable feature arising from their cooperation is the occa
sional occurrence at such points of a singular great inrushing wave, 
·called the bore or eagre. Tbe productton of this curious phenomenon 
.appears to be due to the fact that the swift current of the river for a 
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tune pushes agamst the mcommg trde, causmg it to mount until it 
attains a height snffiment to qmckly reverse the (hrectwn oftlie stream, 
whe'n the re:mlting wave moves in with such :.;peed, volume, and he1ght 
as often to produce disastrous effects. Although somethmg of this 
actwn rs perceptible at the mouths of many rivers which course swrftly 
through deltas to the sea and there meet trdes of great height, they are 
best shown at the Amazon, the principal mouth of the Ganges, and the 
Tsientang m Ohma. In the case of the Tsientang the wave is said 
sometimes to attam the herght of 30 feet and to move up the stream for 
the distance of 80 mrles with the speed of 25 m1les an hour. Where the 
bore is well developed, the effect of this actwn is greatly to scour the 
channel and the banks of the stream and, as in the Amazon, to deliver 
very large amounts of mud to be moved by the currents of the nver or 
those of the tide. It IS probable that the peculiar form of the delta of 
the Amazon, espemally the exceedingly wide river mouth, is due, m 
part at least, to the mtense scouring action whwh these singular waves 
produce. 

Where the tiClal nse and fall IS slight, as about the mouth of the 
Mrssissippr, the trdal movement lll allll out of the channel of the stream 
is insignificant, and the only effect exermsed by the oscillatiOns is found 
m a somewhat wider distributwn of the river detritus after It is dis. 
charged into the sea. The tendeney of the tides m such a case seems 
to be on the whole to obliterate the channels whreh the stream would 
make across the submerged apron of the delta. The general tendency 
of this class of movements IS to withdraw from the shore and scatter 
over the sea bottom all the fine gramed detntal materials winch are 
brought into the sea by the streams or contributed to rt by the beat
mg of the waves on the coast ]me. The effect of this long contmued 
action iR mdwated by the formation on the borders of the contments and 
some of the greater islands of a broad, submerged platform, whrch has 
recerve«l the name of the Continental shelf: 

EFI•'ECTS OF ORGANIC LIFB ON HARBORS. 

The effect of orgamc life on harbors is generally vety great. ~ave 

''here, as m the case of coral reefs, the growth of particular species 
tends to the institution of barriers whrch may afl'ord roadsteads or 
harbors, the mfluence 1s almost wholly detnmental, for rt leads to the 
accumulation of sedrments and the consequent shoalmg of the water of 
the basm anu along the ocean shore to the dimmutron in the amount 
of the trde entenng each mlet. Along the margins of our great lakes 
the harborages are less affected than IS the case wrth the havens of the 
seaboa,rd, for the reason that fresh water sustams a mueh less abundant 
hfe than does the brme of the oceans. For convemence of presenta· 
twn, we shall divide the account of this orgamc work so as to consiCler, 
first, that which is accomplished by plants, and, next, that whrch rs 
brought about by animals. It must be sar•l, however, that in most 
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case:,; the actwn of these two groups of orgamsms is, to a great extent, 
intermingled. 

The part played by vegetable life m the orgamc economy of the seas 
is quite a:,; Important as IS its role upon the Janel. In both realms the 
plants act as mediators between the mineral kmgdom and the higher 
am mal life, which exists solely by means of the mmeral elements that 
the vegetatwn has brought into a :,;tate where ammals can make It 
useful m maintammg then functwns. In the seas plant life appea1s to 
be almost altogether limited to shallow water next the shorel-3, or to 
superfimal parts of the open ocean. Except m the case of the vast 
growths of gnlf weed which exist in the central parts of the north and 
south .Atlantic and Pamfic ot~eans and the abundant dmtoms winch 
develop, particularly in h1gh latitudes far from the land, almost all the 
vegetable hfe of the ocean grows near the shores in less than a hundred 
feet of water. 'I'he fact IS that vegetable life generally demands the 
light, and wtth few exceptiOns is not known to develop m marme waters 
below the level which has some share of the sun's rays. Only one 
Rpecies, the giant kelp of the Paup1, IS known to fasten itself to the 
bottom at depths of 200 feet or more, and th1s unique form elevates its 
fronds to the surface of the water on a marvelously long and strong 
stalk. 

The specie:-; of plants the growth of which IS favored by salt water 
belong to two great groups-the algro or seaweeds, that have no true 
roots or flowers and otherwise possess only a lowly orgamzatwn, and 
flowering plants that have adapted themselves man exceptional way 
to the conditions which a station m salt water imposes. In general the 
seaweeds are most common m more open water than harbors afford, 
and the larger part of their species grow only below low-tide mark. 
The higher :fiowermg plants whwh live m the sea water rarely meet 
with fit conditions for nurture beyond the lnmts of the more or less 
sheltered mlets; they arc indeed characteristiCally harbor plants. 
Therefore 1t IS mamly to this group that we must look for the effect of 
vegetable hfe on the cond1twns of havens. 

'fhe only group of seaweeds wh1ch to any considerable extent affects 
the history of our em bayed waters belongs to the family of rock weeds
forms which dwell m the section between high and low t1de. In the 
colder waters of high latitudes, especially on the rocky, em bayed shores 
of the fiord zone, plants of these species are often exceedingly abundant . 
Thus along the cliffs which border the mlets of the Bay of Fundy, the 
rocky steeps are usually covered from nearh1gh tlfle to the lowest level 
of the water with a smgularly th1ck and massive coatmg of those plants. 
When the tHle is out in th1s regwn of great rise and fall, this vegeta
twn may form an almost contmnous sheet over the surface left bare by 
the receding waters. The immedmte mfluence of this envelop IS to a 
considerable extent fiworable to the preservatiOn of the harbors of 
the distrwts m wh1ch It abountls. The dense and sprmgy nature of 
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the covering somewhat diminishes the efficiency of the blow which the 
wave~ :,;trike upon the shore. A yet more important effect is prollne('d 
by the nonconductive influence of these plants. When in freezing 
weather the rocks are laid bare, this coating of vegetation serves in a 
more or less perfeet way awl often Yery efficiently to prevent the frost's 
taking effect OIL the rock to which it is attached. Wherever in tile 
fiord zone we find an area of jointed rocks between high and low ti1le, 
unprotected by this vegetable mautle, we can always clearly note how 
the frost has Rhattered the stone into fragments, which may readily be 
tossed abont and still further broken up by the waves. At some points 
OIL the coast of M<tine the effect of this absence of seaweeds is trace
able in the extem.ive deposits of angular debris ruptured from the 
cliffs and distributed over the bottom in part by the waves, but m a 
more considerable measure by the action of ice. In the winter season 
the water freezing next the shore entangles large quantities of the 
detrital matter formed in the manner above described aud when this 
shore ice drifts away w1th the tide the rocky fragments are likely to 
fall at some distance from tlw margin of the water. 

Where a harbor is of moderate depth over all of its area, where the 
low tide comes against cliff shores and the botto~'l is of a rocky nature, 
we ordinarily perceive little effect upon its conditions arising from 
marine vegetation. Where, however, the floor of the basin is to a
large extent bare at low tide, and especially where mud is formed 
in considerable quantities, we can ordimm ly notice the results arising· 
from the growth of salt-loving water plants. They are very evident to 
the eye and may be traced on any well made charts. As before re
marked, the most of this work is done, not by alg::e, but by the hfgher 
flowering species, of which the greater part belong to the familier-; of · 
grasses allll sedges. The constrnctive work, however, which lead:,; to 
the filling in of the harbor is, at least in the regions north of Cape Hat
teras, bcg·un in the depths of the water by the species known commonly 
as the eelgrass (ZoNtera 1na1·itima), a flowering plant which has the 
almost unique eharacteristic of blossoming, fertilizing its flowers, and 
fruiting beneath the level of the water. The conspicuous parts of the 
plant eonsist of thin• blade-like leaves, abm.it a fifth of an inch in diam
eter, but sometimes 8 or 10 feet long._ Owing to thetr strength 
these blades of the eelgrass withstand the impulse of surges, such as 
act in the protected waters of harbors, and by their thick -set order they 
diminish or entirely arrest the currents of the tides which sweep through 
their interstices. 

When tlle tide is high, the tops of the eelgrass plant~ are some feet 
below the snrfaee. During the period when there is little motion to 
the water the sediment which may have been brought up into it during 
the time when it was moving swiftly settles between the stems of the 
plants and gradually accumulates at their base where it is protected 
from further disturbance. Many species of animals dwell amid the 
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close-set herbage, finding in those conditions a measure of protection 
and a good share of food. The remains of these creatures are also con
tributed to the growing mass of detritus. In time these accnmnlations 
rise to near the level of low tide. In this position the eelgrass will no 
longer flourish, and for a time the deposit of mud is apt to be left as 
uncovered ooze, or at most it bears an imperfect coating of algre. At 
this elevation, however, the detritalmattet· is protected from the action 
of the swifter flowing tidal streams, for these move with considerable 
energy only in the deeper water channels. The facts observable along 
our northern harbors clearly show that the eelgrass does an extensive 
work in diminishing the depth of water over large portions of the har
bor floors. 

While the eelgrass serves to shallow the water of our harbors to 
near high-tide mark, a number of plants are at work in a different 
manner around the margins of these water areas. Wherever the · 
shore is of an earthy nature at high-tide level a number of spe"cies of· 
tlowering plants, principally belonging to the grasses, take root a little 
below high-tide mark, grow luxtlriantly, and develop a dense mat of 
lowly vegetation. The tops of these plants die down each winter, but 
their roots are perennial and closely interlaced, forming a very dense 

SAND 

FIG. 11.-Diagrammatic section through a f.!rowing marine marsh. 

and elastic tangle, which is well fitted to resist the blows of the waves. 
In course of time the interwoven living and dead roots form a mass, 
having a thickness of from 1 to 2 feet. Its upper surface is always 
so placed as to be covered by each high tide, except perhaps on a few 
days in the year. In most cases the water rises high enough to cover 
all but the tops of the full grown stems. When the tide is low the 
whole of these marine marshes is laid bare; generally, indeed, they do 
11ot extend below the level of half tide. (See Fig. 11.) 

In the process of its growth the mass of marine marsh pushes hori
zon tally outward toward the mnd fiats. The margin of the accumula
tion is commonly somewhat undermined by the action of the waves, so 
that it falls as a sloping curtain, and in a measure protects the bank 
from such surges as may form in a tolerably well sheltered basin. 
From time to time the waves and ice break off masses from the low 
cliff which borders the mud fiat. This debris is commonly distributed 
over the bottom next the gr·owing marsh aud helps to shallow the 
water to the point where the grasses can take root upon the bottom. 
In this manner the growth is extended over the deposits of ooze, it may 
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be for a distance of miles. The limitation in the spread of the marsh 
is effected in some cases by the fact that the margin comes into a posi
tion where the waves break it up, but more commonly the rcstrietion 
is brought about by the action of the tifle in keeping open channels 
by which the water enters and leaves the area occupied by the marine 
marshes. 

As ordinary tides cover salt meadows to the depth of a foot or more 
it is evident that if the area of these fields be extensive the quantity 
of wate1' which enters upon and departs from them twice each day 
may be large in amount. Tb.e movements of this flux and retl nx are in 
a spontaneous way accurately organized. Looking over an extended 
field of marine marsh when the tide is low we observe a system of chan
nels iu areal extent proportionate to the surface occupied by the water 
at high tide, the whole appearing, as before remarked, like a condensed 
map of a great river system. At many points on the marsh, rarely sepa
rated by more than a few hundred feet, we note shallow drain ways, 
often from 10 to 20 feet wide and only a foot or two deep. Close obser
vation will show that the general surface of the area about these 
troughs slopes with a very gentle inclination toward their margins. 
Following the water in the ebbing tide we note that it drains into these 
grooves which, ·as they extend, become deeper and with more distinct 
banks, the natural result of the additional e11ergy of the stream occupy
ing it. Que of these grooves coalesces with another, the united chan
nels become deeper, until, in a distance of a mile, the gathered waters 
are strong enough to cut a channel extending to below low-tidemark. 
If a number of these permanent waterways unite they may form a 
broader tidal river. (See Fig. 13.) 

Where the process of development of a marsh growth iu a harbor 
basin is complete, the whole of its area which is not required for the 
ingress and egress of the tide is occupied by the ma~ of vegetation or 
by the decayed vegetable matter that f'onus beneath it .. In this con
dition the marshes can no longer extPnd themselves either in a vertical 
or horizontal direction. They cannot grow upward for the reason that 
the species which live upon them require to be flooded with salt water 
each day for a certain number of hours. When this altitude is attaiuerl, 
the growth of the plants becomrs retarded; the species of animals which 
aid iii the formation of the marsh deposits cease to live in the locality 
.and the rate of decay of the vegetable matter is sufficiently rapid to bal
ance the deposition which growth brings about. The fact that the 
marshes can not attain to the level of high tide is of momentous co11-
.sequence to the coudition of our harbors, for the reason that it insures 
a permanent and considerable flow of water through the remaining 
tidal channels. But for this limitation many of our harbors which have 
attained to the state where the marshe'3 can no longer develop woultl 
.already have been closed. 

The marginal wowth of the marshes when the development of the 
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field is near maturity comes to a point where the efi'orts of the 
vegetation to win new ground are successfully opposed by the flow of 
the tide that is made more energetic by the extent to which it is con
fined within narrow limits through the growth that has fenced it in. 

When the development is complete there is no mud bank left for the 
roots to extend over; the slope toward the stream descends steeply 
·into tolerably deep water which often affords an excellent haven for 
:ships. So far as possible the growth of the marsh plants and the forma-
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tion of their dem;e mat of root fibers deepen the tidal stream by narrow 
ing the horizontal distance between the banks. In fact, the ultimate 
conditions of the area are not completely attltined until the prineipal 
creeks have been forced to excavate their becls to a depth below that 
which they had before the shelf of the marsh began to press upon the 
streams. Hence it comes about that i1'i most cases the depth of water 
in their chaunels is considerably greater th~n in the part of their path 
whieh lies beyond the limits of the grassed fields. 

The way in which the growth of these marshes is effected varies some. 
what, so far as details are concerned, aceording to the peculiarities of 
their site. The carbonaceous matter which forms a large p:ut of the 
fibrous layer is taken from the atmosphere and by the process of decay 
gradually returns to it. 'fhe pel'manent accumulations of the marsh 
arc contributed in pa,rt by the mud which is st.irred into the sea water 
by the incoming tide as it rubs upon the bottom and is then distributed 
auwng the grass stems where it settles during the time when the motion 
of the water is arrested, as it is for an hour or two when the level is. 
highest. This mud is effectively confined amid the Yegetation and adds 
to the mass of the marsh shelf. Another element of increase is found 
in the development of shell-bearing animals, prineipa.Uy mollusks and 
crustaceans, which find a suitable site for their development amid the 
dense herbage. At their fleath these creatures leave their shells to be 
built into the growing deposit .. 

Marine marshes of the n:1tnre above del':lcribed can in most cases 
readily be won to agriculture and afford lands of extraordinary fertility. 
Unfortunately, however, the means whereby they may be so brought 
under tillage are necessarily prejudicial to the comlitions of the harbors 
whPre they lie. In their natural state they afford only light crops of 
poor hay. To fit them for other use it is necessary to bar out the sea 
waters, an action which neceRsa.rily diminishes the energy and conRe
quent scouring power of the tidal streams. A good instance of this 
effect is shown by au experiment made ten years ago on a tract of 
about 1,500 acres of marsh in the county of Plymouth, 1\fassachusctts. 
On the seaward border of thif' area there was a small harbor which was 
useful to fishing vessels and other craft drawing not more than 6 feet 

·of water. When, however, a dike was constructed which debarred the 
tide from the area it had visited the haven was rapidly shoaled by the 
incursion of sands and beeame almost worthless for the shelter of such 
craft as had previously resorted to it. On this accouut it will be nec-
essary carefully to consider tl1e effect of all operations looking to the , 
reclamation of tidal marshes. (See Fig. 13.) 

It is a very general fact that in high latitudes, usually in all districts 
to the north aml sonth of the tropical realm, vegetation of the marine 
marshes consists altogether of plantR whieh have only annual tops, 
though their roots may endure for years. No bushes or trees will 
d.evelop from them so longastbey are visited by the tide. Iu the warmer 
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districts', wit.hin or near the tropics, we find certain species of trees 
which have become reconciled to the peculiar conditions imposed by 
having their roots in salt water and which have indeed developed a 
variety of remarkable structures favoring their life in such positions. 
These species are· commonly known by the name of mangroves. Of the 
many thousand species of trees there are probably less than a dozen 
which have effected this curious adaptation enabling them to dwell 
on lands below high-tide mark. Though these. forms are few, there 
being but two species known in this country, the part which they play 
in the history of the harbors in the warmer -parts of the continent is 
most important. The work which they do in modifying the inclosed 
marine waters is even greater than that effected by the salt-loving 

FIG. 13.-Diked marshes, Green H arhor river, Marshfi eld , Mas. . 

grasses which flourish in colder climes. It will therefore be well for 
us to trace, somE'what in detail, the way in which the mangrove attains 
its peculiar dE-velopment. 

The seed of the mangrove is remarkably large and is a slender cylin
der, tapering at either end and about six or eight inches in length. The 
lower extremity is armed with a number of small booklets, and is so 
weighted that when the seed falls into the water, as it normally does 
when it parts from the parent stem, it floats beneath the surface in a . 
nearly vertical posbon. As it absorbs water it settles near the bottom, 
so that when driven around by the currents it is likely to become 
attached to a bit of seaweed or other object lying on the floor of the 
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harbor. Thus fixed it quickly takes root and sends its i'hoot towards 
the surface of the water. If that surface be only a foot or so away 
at low tide it may manage to obtain access to the air, subsisting 
the while on the considerable store of nutriment contained in the rela
tively large seed. Rising above the surface of the sea, it soon develops 
its fir;.;t leaves and establishes the crown or })oint between the roots and 
stem at about high-water mark. Above this level the trunk and foliage 
much resemble the India-rubber tree, or Indian fig, which is !l! familiar 
object in grecnlH;mses. The branehes, however, have a widespreading, 
rather low habit, and from them as wen as from the crown of the t.ree 
there grow off long, runner-like processes which extend for a distance 
of some feet in a horizoutal direction, and then cnrving sharply down· 
ward descend through the water until they attain the bottom, where 
they take root. These !mrious processes, though at first slenuer, gradu
ally increase in size and become strong supports, from which new crowns, 
with their trunks and branches, may spring. Thus a single tree may 
rapidly march away fi·om the original planting-point until its outer 
verge may be au indefinite distance from its place of origin by way of 
the sea. 

Underneath the close-set crowns of the mangrove the roots make a 
dense tangle, where a host of marine animals harbor and eontribntc 
their debris, in the way of sediments, to the bottom. At the same time 
the tidal waters; having their current arrested by the obstructions 
which they encounter in the submarine part of the forest, deposit quan
tities of mud. These accumulations, mingled with the leaves and 
branches which fall from above, serve rapidly to shoal the water until 
marshes take tlJC place of fields which were before inundated even 
at low tide. When this state in the growth of a mangrove phtnta
tion is attained, the species which have won their way against the sea 
gradually die out and their place is taken by others which, though 
they can not live in contact with salt water, can flourish on the marshy 
accumulation formed by their predecessors. 

Owing to the vigor of growth of the mangrove trees and to the pecu
liar roots which they put fortlt, they can withstand the assaults of 
much heavier waves than the frailer marsh plants of higher latitudes. 
The mangroves of southeastern Florida march in such a sturdy way 
against the sea that they can resist waves which occasionally attain the 
height of four or five feet. Much of the Everglade district has been won 
from the eondition qf shallow water to the state of swamp by their action 
during relatively modern times. Their rate of advance over the shal
lows is much more rapid than that of the grasses which form the northern 
marine marshes, and is limited only by water which is too deep for their 
root-like runners to descend through it and fix the.mselves upon the 
bottom. Where the water which they seek to penetrate is tolerably 
deep, their growing ends are apt to be swayed by the current so that 
they can not readily attain a foothold. Moreover, they are more or less 
eaten by certain fishes which have a fllncy for vegetable food. 
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In regions which are sufficiently warm to permit the free develop
ment of mangroves, they take possession of all the mud flats which in 
more northern districts would be occupied by grass. marshes. The 
result is that margins of the harbors have a totally different aspect from 
that which is presented by the shores of the havens in higher latitudes. 
Their general effect, however, is the same as that which is brought 
about by thclower growing"'plants which dwell between high and low 
water mark. They narrow the channels of the reentrants, and by con
centrating the tidal flow into a small space serve somewhat to increat~e 
the scouring action of the currents through the acceieration of. their 
velocity which is thus induced. Owing, however, to the fact that the 
mangroves eleva.te the marshes somewhat above the level ofhigh tides, 
these trees by debal'ring the tidal water from entrance to extensive 
districts are on the whole more detrimental to havens than are the. 
grassy marsh growths. The last named type of vegetation never ex
tends to high-tide mark, but always leaves a foot or two in depth above 
the surface to be filled by the oscillations of the sea. The result is that 
the tidal channels in the mangrove district are relatively much shal
lower than those beyond the field. 1 

EFFECTS OF ·ANIMAL LIFE ON HARBORS. 

In discussbg the influence of vegetation on harbors we have already 
had occasion, incidentally, to refer to the action of certain forms of 
animals which dwell amid salt-loving plants and contribute their 
remains to the marslw accumulations. ~re have now to extend our 
consideration of the work done by the various shell-bearing animals 
to those parts of harborages where they dwell apart from vegetation. 
Wherever an inlet of the sea is the seat of a considerable tidal flow we 
are sure to find that the cllnditions favor the abundant development of 
a11imal life. Along the shores of the sea, near the mouth of the re
entrant, the waves are continuously at work beating the remains of 
marine animals a11d pla11ts into a finely divided state, where they 
readily float in the water and afford large amounts of nourishment to 
the living beings with which they come in contact. A host of species 
dwell in this water and draw their sustenance from it. With each 
oscillation of the sea the food-giving fluid is swept past the multitudin
ous mouths of the animals which dwell on the floor of the harbor, and 
which thus a,t once obtain the shelter of its recesses and a supply of 
nutriment fitted to their nurture. 

Tbe most important sediment-producing animals of havens are found. 
in the group of mollusks. The most of the species in this type are 
shell-bearing. They grow rapidly, and at their death a large part of 
their bodies is eout.ributed to the sediments. There is a very great di
versity in the mode of life adopted by these molluscan species. The most 

11'-,or further information concerning Iuangro,-c tn~rsbes, see Tenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Snrvey. 
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of the univalves are unattached to the bottom, and are apt to be swept 
about by the tidal currents where the movements are partiCularly 
strong. The bivalve shellR whwh are prevailmgly larger and make 
more considerable accumnlatwns of detritus are mma]]y fixed to the 
bottom or elwell in the mud, m which they excavate chambers large 
enough to give shelter to then' hodies. Some species which lie upon 
the floor of Rhallow water are not attached, and at their death thmr 
shelly covpriugs are often washed ashore. In some cases the accumu
latiOn made along the margm of the harbor iR sufficient in quantity to 
lead to the forinatwn of a shelf, which gradually extends toward the 
deepe1 water. Generally, If not always, this accumulation of shell~ IS 

more or le:,s associated with vegetable matter formed by the manne 
marsh plants. 

By far the most importaut of our mollusl.:s m the work of accumu
lating sediments m harbors is the common oyster, which exists in the 
form of uumerous ill-determmecl specieR along the grt>ater part of the 
shores m the temperate and warm portwns of the world. The mo~>t of 
the varieties of this mtere~:-~tmg animnl have become especially adapted 
to life in brackish water, such as our harbors afford. In general they 
reqmre a mixture of from one-fourth to three-fourth:,; of water from the 
land wrth that from the sea to afford c!)mhtious for their fullest develop· 
ment. ·where tbese conditwns are combwed wrth shallow water the 
oysters may grow raprdly, their Rhells formmg au almost contmuous 
sheet over wrde areas, the livmg lymg npon the dead m a deposit many 
feet in thrckness. In the northern part of the field which they occupy
as, for instance, between New York and Newfoundlawl, where the sit
uationH are least fiworable for their growth-these mollusks are rarely 
very efficient agents Ill shallowmg tlw water; yet, even about Boston, 
l'tiaRsachusetts, cm·tam of the estuaries, pa&treularly the part of the 
Charles rrver known as the Back bay, baH some hundreds of acres of rts 
area occupied to the depth of several feet by the shells of this spemes. 
For many years the lrvmg ftlrms have disappe<ued from these waters, 
but it IS evident that a consulemble fraction of the accumulatiOns 
which have served in goo•l part to close the ongmal entrance of Boston 
harbor are composed of their remams. 

South of New York the Importance of the oyster in the history of 
the harbors steadily mcreaseH unt1l we attain the coast of Florida. 
In its maximum development from near the month of the Savannah 
nver to Jupiter inlet tire ~arger part of the shallow bottom mside of 
the ocean beach Is occupred by oyster beds. So erowded are these 
forms that they push thmr growth above the level of low trde mark and 
m the region where the mangroves abound they cluster on the roots of 
the trees in such numbers as often to hide them from vrew. The waves 
break off great quantities of shells awl to&s them upt'n the beach which 
borders the widesprearl marine marshes of this drstrict, the so-calle•l 
savannas 0f our southern coast. In this_positwn the debns IS rapidly 
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covered by the swiftly extending vegetable growth. Between Charles
ton, South Carolina, and Biscayne bay, Florida, there is an aggre
gate area ofnearly a thousand square miles which, when the shore 
assumed its present elevation, was occupied by tolerably deep water 
that has now become filled to near the level of high tide by sediments 
composed in large part of oyster shells. The singularly rapid growth 
of these savannas as compared with the niariue mar>.;hes on the more 
northern })arts of our shore is largely to be explained by the great anll 
swiftly accumulated deposits of oyster shells which are formed in the 
southern district. 

In propi1rtiou as we go southward the share of vegetable matter 
which iH built into the marine marshes rapidly diminishes until in the 
Georgia district, although the species of the salt-loving grasses and 
rushes, as well as other plants, are more numerous and, as regards 
growth, more vigorous than in the northern districts, the contribution 
which they make in the way of sediments is inconsiderable. The 
reason for this is easily seeu. Owing to the greater warmth of the 
southern realm the process of decay of the dead vegetation is much 
more rapid antl complete than in the north. On the other hand, the 
warmth of the water in the southern :field fa von> the rapid development 
of shell-bearing animals, particularly of the oysters, which contribute 
vast amounts of debris to the growth of the marsh deposits. The 
result is that the southeru growths of this nature are. formed with far 
greater mpid1ty than those of the northern realm. Along the greater 
part of the coast south of Charleston the development of these organic 
benches has attained the point where their further extension is arrested 
on account of the energy of the tidal mov!jment. In fact the conditions 
have come to the balancetl state, which, as we have seeu, is the natmal 
result of the struggle betw.een the organic actions which tend to con· 
struct marine marshes and the physical forces which contend against 
their growth. 

There are many other marine animals which here and there in vary
ing quantities form organic sediments which lead to the shallowing 
of harbors. Of these we can only incidentally note a few of the more 
important. The common clam (Mya arenaria Linn.) is in northern re
gions a species which adds rapidly to the growth of the mud banks 
so commonly lying between the margint-> of the marine marsh shelf aud 
the edge of the deeper tidal streams. This species has the habit of 
abiding beneath the surfaee of the mud, holrling communication With 
the water by means of its long protrudable siphon. Owing to its 
curious habit of life the shells of this species are not visible on the 
mnd flats, and are not often washed ashore, and thus the importan<:. 
work performed by this creature in shoaling the water, a work in which 
it is only less important than the oyster, is apt to be unnoticed by the 
<lasnal observer. The Pecteus or scallops also play an important role 
in sedimentation, but the :fields on \~hich they grow are much more 
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limited than those of the species above mentioned. Owing to the light
ness of their shells they are more commonly swept against the harbor 
beaches than any other species, except some of the tropical varieties. 

Besides mollusks there are numerous other animals which make im
portant contributions to the detritus accumulating in our harbors. Of 
these the crustaceans are the most noteworthy. The crabs, lobsters, 
and their lower kindred, the shrimps and sand hoppers, grow rapidly, 
exist in great numbers, and at their death leave tolerably solid skel
etons as contributions to the growing- sheet of sediment. Much of 
the exceeding fertility which characterizes all marine marsh lands won 
to tillage is due to the phosphate of lime which exists iu the shells of 
these creatures whose forms have been buried in the deposit. A group 
of lowly organisms known as Foraminifera affords a host of small and 
swift growing forms which secrete hard skeletons, mostly of limy mat
ter. These species abound in many harbors which are visited by warm 
waters, and often bring about the formation of a lime ooze composed of 
such finely divided matter that the material is readily swept about by 
the tidal eurrents. Deposits formed of the remains of these creatures 
abound in the regions of coral reefs. In such reef-bordered shores the 
species of coral which dwell within the lagoon are very effective agents 
in shoaling the waters which they inhabit. This result is, however, 
combined with that which is effeeted by a host of other organic forms. 

Before taking leave of the interesting phenomena exhibited by the 
organic deposits of the coast lines it is well to consider them in a some
what more general m:1nner than we have hitherto done. In the first 
place we should no.tice that the amount of these contributions made to 
the sea floor and the importance which they ha ye to the life of man are 
alike singularly great. Although the ocean bottom is almost every
where receiving contributions of organic sedhnent, the quantity of this 
material which is laid down next the shore is far greater tllan that 
deposited beneatll the deeper seas. The reasons for this accentuation 
of the coastal deposits which are laid down by animals and plants is 
easily perceived. It is due in part to the large quantities of material 
fitted to be the food of animals and plants which is conveyed fr·om the 
laud to the sea by streams of fresh water. In part it is contributed 
by the action of the waves, which are constantly at work grinding up 
organic and inorganic material and di:ffusing it in a way to serve the 
needs of living beings. Still farther along the shallows next the shore 
the light of the sun penetrates through the water to the bottom and 
there stimulates the growth of a host of species which develop far 
more rapidly than is possible with organisms abiding in the midnight 
darkness which exists in deeper parts of the sea. 

Owing to their novelty and in a measure to their singular features 
the <;oral reef.'l have appealed to the imaginations of observers and 
have received a measure of attention and interest which is much out of 
proportion to their real value among onr coastal accumulations. The 
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le~s noticed because more fariiiliar deposits, such as are contained in 
our marine marshes, are not only on the whole more important, but are 
in their way as beautiful, and from a scientific point, as noteworthy as 
the barrier reefs an1l atolls which here and there occur within and near 
the tropical realm. 'ro the thoughtful observer the marine marshes of 
New England or Georgia aftord by the variety and beauty of their phe
nomena even more interesting structures than any which the zoophytes 
build. The part they play in relation to the interests of man is much 
more important than that which is performed by the reef-building ani
mals. In their aspect they are ·much more interesting than the con
structions due to the polyps. There is nothing in the coral islands to 
compare with the brilliancy of coloring which the marshes of New Eng
land exhibit at certain seasons of the year; nothing like the variety of 
hue which characterizes thes.e prairies by the sea in the different sea
sons, and which makes it possible for the naturalist to trace the changes 
in their aspect month by month through the annual cycle. None of the 
elements of form of the coral reefs approach in beauty those afforded 
by the marine marshes. The growing portion of the reef is almost alto
gether hidden from the eye; all that is evident. consists of ruins tossed 
up by the waves or elevatecl with the uprisings of the shore but in all 
the stages of water below mid tide the !!larshes present a beautiful 
plain of vegetation the tints of which vary from mouth to month and 
even from hour to hour as they receive or discharge their waters. 
Nothing in the geographic world is more graceful than the curves of 
the creeks through which the tidal waters enter and depart in their 
constant movement. 
- The variety in the character of the marine marshes which is brought 

about by the slight changes in the amplitude of the tidal swing and 
other variations in the conditions of the shore is singularly great and is 
unparalleled in the physiognomy of coral reefs. Thus for eaeh hun
dred miles of distance along the Atlantic coast from the Straits of Belle 
Isle to Key W3st the aspect of the mud flats and grass-covered plains 
so constantly varies that anyone who was well acl}uainted with their 
peculiarities could tell pretty nearly whereabouts he had landed on the 
shore by the appearance of these fields. All organic life is beautifully 
and variedly adjusted to the conditions of its environment, but it is 
doubtful if in any other zone of the organic world the accommodations 
are more exquisitely ordered than in the marshes of the ocean shore. 

lt is otherwise with the harborages of our fresh water lakes. In 
those tideless waters the action of organic life is practically limited to 
the growth of certain rushes and sedges which spring from the bottom 
of shallow water and gradually accumulate a deposit of ordinary peat 
such as is so generally formed in our fresh water bogs. In many cases, 
as, for instance, about the Great Lakes of theN orthwest, this accumula
tion of decayed vegetable matter goes so far as to close a larg·e part, if 
not the whole, of many havens, even those which were origiuallyexten-
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sh·e in area. We fail, however, to find in these situations any plants 
so well adjusted to the work of winning the ground from the sea as arc 
those which dwell along the seaboard. This lack of variety in the 
water-loving vegetation, together with the relative absence of aquatic 
animal lite and the nonexrstence of the tides, makes these fresh water 
accumnhttions of comparatively little interest except that which is due 
to the fact that they i11jure or destroy a large part of the shallow 
harbors of our navigable lakes. We shall therefore dismiss them with
out further consideration iL!ld close our general account of the organic 
influences which affect harbors with a brief resume of the facts, as fol
lows, viz: 

I<irst, the laud plants which have become reconciled to living in salt 
water are the principal organic agents in effecting changes in harbors. 
Their influence on the whole seems greater than exercised by any other 
single agent. 

Second, the greater part of this work is done by the plants belonging 
to the kindred of the grasses. 

Third, the efficiency of the work is due in large measure to the co
operative effect of the tides, which nourishes the vegetation and the 
animal life which dwells amongst it. 

,. Fourth, the effect of the tide-water grasses is to diminish the area of 
harbors and usually to deepen the creeks which remain. The effect of 
mangrove growth is to occlude the harbor by altogether cutting out 
the storage of water at high tide. 

Fifth, the effect of animal life other than that associated with the 
marine gl<l"'leS IS purely destructive to the interests of harbors, serving 
to shoal t-;.,e water throughout the basin. 

Sixth, all the organic deposits uext the land-coral reefs, mangrove 
and grass marshes-are to be regarded as belonging in one great group 
of coastal accumulations, of which the divisions including the forma
tions built up by plants are of much more general importance than those 
which owe their origin to the growth of polyps. 

Seventh, the greater portion of the em bayed waters of the ocean shore 
have been closed by organic ndion during the last geologic period . .. 
REVIEW OF THE HARBORS OF NORTH AMERICA WITH SPECIAL 

REF£RENC£ TO THOSE OF THE UNITED STATES. 

The coast line of this continent is remarkably well provided with 
harbors. None of the other great lands except Europe exceed it in 
the number of convenient shelters for modern shipping. Including 
the Great Lakes it may be said that North .America has its ports more 
advantageously distributed with rtlference to internal and foreign com
Ill rce than any other of the great lands. In order to show something 
as to the condition of the harborages in the several portions of the 
continent we shall now proceed to give a brief account of the clHtracter 
of the inlets and other natural shelters for ships on the eastern and 
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western shores of this land. We shall pass mpHlly by those shelters 
which are situated in positions where they are not likely to have com
mercial value, and pay most attention to the havens which possess now 
or are likely to have in the future distinct eeonorpie importance. , 

The whole of the northeastern shore of the continent, including the 
known portions of Greenland and the little known archipelago about 
the head of Baffin bay, and thence southward to New York lines within 
the region of abundant inlets known as the fiord zone. As far south 
as the straits of Belle Isle, these abundant deep reentrants have much 
the same type as those in Nor way and Scotland. These fiords have , 
been but little explored and they have no prospective relation to com
merce. Their only use to man is as shelters for fishing vessels. There
fore though they possess great scientific interest we shall pass them by. 
There is, however, connected with these northern waters a broad deep 
inlet known as Hudson strait, whieh enters into the bay or sea of the 
same name, which is one of the largest areas of salt water lying land
locked in the interior of a continent. The are~ of this interior sea, in
cluding Hudson strait and Fox channel, is as great as the Gulf of Mex
ico. Although much beset with ice, even in the brief summer period 
during which it is accessible at all, this sea affords a possible though 
difficult exit for the grain produced in the fields of the Winnipeg basin. 
Unfortunately, in addition to the difficulties of navigation imposed by 
the ice, there appears to be a very serious lack of harbors along its 
western shore. This arises from the prevailing and exceeding shallow
ness of the water along the portion of the coast line that could be made 
conveniently accessible by railways from the province of Manitoba. 

HARBORS OF THE ATLANTIC COAST. 

The important ports of the Atlantic coast of North America begin 
with the regionabont the mouth of the St. Lawrence. All the princi
pal shores of the great bay into which this river discharges abound m 
excellent havens of the fiord type. The river itself, which occupies a 
valley fiord-like in its character, is in effect a very elongate roadstead 
giving ready access for ships as far as Quebec, and, with artificial im
provements in the way of canals, the navigation for considerable vessels 
extends to the head of the Great Lakes. There is, however, an unfor
tunate feature connected with all the Laurentian ports. They are closed 
to navigation during the long winter season, and are therefore ill-suited 
to the needs of national commerce. The harbors on the eastern side of 
Newfoundland and the southeastern coast of Nova Scotia are, to a great 
degree, exempt from this hindrance. Those on the latter peninsula 
afl:'ord the only winter exit from the British dominions to the Atlantic 
by routes which lie altogether within Canadian territory. 

The Bay of Fundy is in general character a great fiord, the axis of 
which runs parallel to the St. Lawrence river, and from its broad waters 
~xtend a number of important minor inlets. The Annapolis basin and 
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the Basin of lYhnas are the most Important of these on the Nova Scotia 
Side of the bay. These great reentrants are remarkable, as are, mdeed, 
all the inlets m the upper part of the bay, for the large amount of mud 
which Is drifted by the powerful tides. .At no other point on the Amer- · 
ICan shore and probably no other part of the world IS the amount of 
this fine detrital material so great. All the harborages are much em
barrassed by these dnftmg materials which, to a considerable extent, 
shift with each oscillation of the waters. The peculiar conditwns have 
led the mhabitants of these shores to devise an mgemous method of 
reclmmmg the shallows from the sea. By makmg embankments or 
even ordinary close timber fenceH around a tract of mud flats, the tur
bld waters are admitted freely, but allowed to dram out gra<lnally as 
the tide recedes. In this manner the depositiOn of the sefhment is 
brought about, and in the course of a year or two the level of the sur
face is brought up to_ near htgh tide mark. At this state of the im
provement the tide is entirely excluded and the land subJected to tillage. 
The resultmg fields are of extraordmary fertility. 

:From the port of St. John on the western border of the Bay of Fundy 
southward to New York the coast has the normal fiorded character, 
but the indentatwns are less charactenstw forms of the type than those 
farther to the northward. The harbor at St. John, New Brunswick, IS 

formed by the flooded valley belcmgmg to the river ofthat name. The 
mam cltannel of Passamaquoddy bay ltes m the contmuation of the St. 
Croix river. So, too, Penobscot bay, Kennebec bay, New London harbor, 
and the port of New York he at the mouths of more m·less comnderable 
streams and may be regarded as river valleys which have been deep
ened by ice actwn and covered with the ocean waters. The greater 
part of the inlets on this coast, however, though they receive small 
streams, are not to be regarded as normal river valleys, but are excava
twns essentmlly dne to the actwn of the glaCial JCe, that deepened and 
Wlllene!l all the depresswns of the surface which existed before the 
glacwr~; did theu work. 

From St. John to Portland the mlet:-; which penetrate the mam
land and the straits between the Islands are prevallmgly so deep, while 
the quantity of moving detntus 1s so small that none of the important 
shelters have been serwusly affected by the deposition of sediments. 
In each of the prinCipal bays, however, we find extensiVe clepmnts of 
mud aecumulated about then· mnermost recesses, the matenals havmg 
been brought m fi·om the sea by the tide, wh!ch readily conveyed the 
matter as long as the current was movmg VIgorously, but allowed Itto 
drop to the bottom as soon as the motwn was arrestecl, as 1t always IS 

at the head of an mlet. The great quantity of this sechment in motwn 
about the head of the Bay of Fundy is due to the peculiar intensity of 
the tidal action and to the relatively soft nature of the rocks m that 
district. The amount of rise and fall of the tide progressively clnum
ishes as we pass southward from the narrow Isthmus which separates 
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the above-named bay from the straits of N orthnrubcrland and the rocks 
rc~ist the waves more aml more. At the northernmost pomt of this reach 
of shore the nse and fall amounts at tunes to more than 50 feet. .At Port
land, 1\iaine, it is re1luced to 11 feet. 'In the rcgwns where the tides are 
above 15 ff'et, the current~ whiCh they produce arc very fltrong, and 
eons11lerable parts of the em bayed waters are, on account of the speed 
of the tidal Rtreanu;, safely navigable only at lng h or low water. The 
natnral result of this great vertiCal movemm•t m the plane of the water 
is that these harbors, notwithfltandmg then' many natural advantagef., 
are ::;omewhat unsuited for sh1pping. The great uregularity in the po
Sitwn of the vessel's deck in relatiOn to the wharves at which It receives 
or discharges and the strong current::; to whwh the vessels are exposed 
are matters of comnderaule inconvemence. N evertheleR"' this sectwn 
between Portland and Eastport contains proport1011ately the greatest 
number of good harbors found on any part of the eoa~t line of the United 
States, unless it be m the southern portion of Alaska. The greater ports 
of thiS shore, hke those of aastern Nova Scotia, though often somewhat 
embarrassed by ice, are rarely frozen over. Thmr exemption from clo~ 
sure m winter time is due to the energy of the tidal movement and to
the relatively warm water which IS imported from the sea at each tid<'. 

From Portlallll southward along the coasts of ~New Hampshire, 1\fas
sachnsetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut, although the land has a 
fiorded character, the topography whwh is proper to tl1e tYlJe i~ much 
obscured by the considerable increase m the_<putntity of detntal matter 
which borders the shore. In all the regwn to the north sand beaches 
are rare and of prevmlmgly small extent, hut as :,;oon a~ we pass beyond 
Cape Elizabeth, which fonnfl the southern horn of Portland bay, deposits 
of this nature become common aml the rocky chi'fR only here and there 
attain the shore. At the same time the nmghbormg sea bottom:,; become 
more shallow, so that the mrunning waYeR are enabled to thru::;t a larger 
amount of detritu~ agam~t the coast. The eause of thi~ variatwn m 
conditions IS to be finmd m the 1lemded thickemng m the depth of the' 
glamal waste as we go southward and also m the relat1ve shallowness 
of the water on the contmental shelf, which I8 cllaracter1stic of the more 
southern })ortwns of that cunous formatwn. 

Durmg the Glacial Epoch extensJVe glacial morames were formed 
near the successive margms of the we m Massachusetts, Rhode Island, 
and CmmectiCnt. Some of these marginal deposits of dl'lft were -
evulently laid down beneath the sea at considerable distances to the east 
of the Massachusetts shore. George's shoal and the neighbonng 
shallows wlnch he northward and eastwa,rd of Cape Cod appear to oe 
of this morainal nature. It Is probable that George's shoal at least was, 
untll recent centnnes, elevated above the level of the sea. lts surface IS 
covered with large bowlderR, such as are ordmalily left where an accu
mulatiOn of glacial waste 1s wrecked by the marme waves and currents. 
A large part of the waste of theRe rumellmorames has doubtless been 
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pusherl m agam8t the shore- to the west, serving to shallow the water 
and to mcrease the debris contained m the moving beaches. It IS 

probable that a good deal of the sand and gravel which enter into the 
beaches between Portland and Cape Ann has been denved from dnft 
deposits which haYe been subJect to the actwn of waves. 

The accumulatiOns of drift matenals attam their maximum thick
ness between Cape Ann and New York mty. In this sectwn there 
are only two large harborages not to a great extent masked by 1lrift 
accumulatiOns whwh lie opposite their entrances or rendered very 
shallow by debris which has been washed from such accumulatiOns 
mto their basm. The<:e are the extensive reentrants of Boston harbor 
and Narragansett bay. The first named of these havens is an exten
Sive and valuable embayment of a tnangnlar form which enters for the 
distance of more than a score of miles fror~1 the headland of Cave Ann. 
It owes its general hard rock contour to loug contmued valley erosion 
supplemented by a certain amount of weanng which took place m re
cent glamal periOds. Like all the greater mdentatwns on the coast of 
Maine, the basm has been excavated in mountain-bmlt strata whwh 
have been drslocatecl from their ongmal honzontal 'attitude, so that 
they now have steep 1llps, aiHl by coincident action the stratified ma
termls have been extensively penetrated by muuerous inJCCtiOIIS of 
Igneous rocks, some of the fields of whwh are of great area. All of 
tins northern coast of New England lw; agamst what was of old a 
region of high mountams, whi1·h have uecn worn dowH to their roots 
and the softer materials removell, leaviug in then· place valleys mto 
wh1ch the sea penetrates. Although there are some rocky ledges off 
the mouth of Boston harbor, the shelter of the port depends m the 
main on a series of drumlins or lenticular arehed bills composed of 
compaet drift nmtenal which affords a considerable measure of resiRt
ance to the actiOn of the sea. Some of these drumlms, which origin
ally stood as guards to the harbor, have l.Jeen so completely worn away 
thnt there I'emain only the large howlderR nungled with the clay, t-lanrl, 
and gravel of whwh they were pnnmpally composed. (Sec Pl. xxxvrn.) 

A large portwn of the dnft matenalH whwh lay m and about Boston 
bay and harbor has been taken to pieces by the waves and scattered 
along the shores and over the bottom of the inlet. By the fortunate 
f()rmatwn of pocket beaches, which are Illustrated in the history of 
thu; harbor, its sheltered waters have been in a measure protected from 
the mcmswn of the detntus derived from tliis dr1ft matenal, so that 
the port remams valuable to the larger class of commerCial ships. 
Owing to the depth of the recess and the numerous islands composed 
of the above mentiOned drumlins, this port IS one of the most readily 
defensible of the lllliWrtant havens on our coast. The fortificatwns at 
1ts month can make It Impossible for the missiles of the most power
ful ordnance to be effectively discharged against the mty, whwh lies 
at the head of the harbor. Owmg to the positwn of this port m-reb-
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tion to the tern tory of New England an<lmlancl portwns of the country 
it bi<ls fair to retam its place as the most Important haven in th~ 
northeastern scctwn of the Umtetl States. Though somewhat dlf'ficult 
of access, m;pecially m times of fog, It has large anchorage grounds; 
deep water extends over It so that <locks can readily be constructed 
to admit the greater craft. It has never been so obstructed by ice as 
to be maccessible to steamships. 

South of Boston the thtekness of the glamal dnft mcreases until at 
a pomt about twenty mil~s south of the entrance to the port it com
pletely masks the surface of the bed rocks next the coa.st and presents 
to the waves a contmuous escarpment of materials wluch are easily 
washed away. The mass of the detntal materials mcreases until Cape 
Coil is reached, where they take on a distinctly moramal form, and we 
find a great salient extendmg about forty rn1les seaward, wh1ch above 
the water level1s mamly, if not wholly, composed ·of debns imported 
mto the district by the glamers and deposited at the front of the mov
ing Ice. Although 1t seems tolerably certmn that this great morainal 
accumulatiOn rests upon a ndgc of Tertutry and Uretaceons rocks 
wh1ch were much eroded in the preglaCial time when this part of the 
coast stood at a higher level than at pr<:_sent, the sea now takes effect 
altogether upon the fnahle dnft of sand, gravel, and bowlders mter
mmgled with small amounts of clay. The result of thc::,e features IS 
that on the shores of Cape Cod the haveus are, with a smgle exception, 
unadapted to the use of any but small coasting craft. 

At the extremity of Uape Uod we find in Proyincetown harbor 
an- important haven formc<l m the mam by an mteresting spemmen 
of those cunous natural coustructwns which m our class1ficatwn we 
have termed hooked sptts. Owmg to the positwn of the- cape the 
southeasterly wmds, by the waves and currents which they produce, 
dnve conSHlerable quant1tJes of sand around the northern extremity, 
where, under the 1ntluence of other wave an<l current movements, the, 
bar IS deflected· southward so as to afford a considerable anchorage 
ground whiCh bas a moderate depth of water. Owmg to the fact that 
this harlwr, though somewhat exposed to the waves from Massachu
setts-bay, has very deep water and hes ou an otherwise harborless 
shore, It has a smgnlar valne to the sh1ps engaged m coastw1se traffic. 
It is a regrettable fact, however, that tlus haven IS contmually menaced 
w1th destruction by the assaulh; of the Hea on the thin· strip of sand 
winch separates it at one pomt from the open ocean on the east. It is 
not Impossible that one great storm, such as from t1me to time occurs 
on our shores, may break through the fra1l defenses at this point and 
fill up the harbor with a vast amount of sand, whiCh would be dnven 
mto it as a necessary conse11uence of such a catastrophe. (See Pl. 
XXXV,) 

South of Uape Cod heH the most interesting group of islands and 
shoals to be found on the eastern coast of the Umted States. These 

' 
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include a remarkable system of shallows, known as the Nantucket 
shoals, with the if' land of that name, that of 1\farthas Vineyard, and the 
curious elongated. archipelago known as the Eiizabeth isles. Nan
tucket shoals constitute the most dangerous reefs on the northeastern 
shore of the continent. They possibly occupy the s1te of islands which 
have been worn away by the sea in the manner in which the remain
ing islands of this district are now rapidly wasting through the action 
of the waves ttnd currents. They may, however, be composed alto
gather of current-swept sands. Between the islands of l\farthas Vme
yard and Nautucket and tlte main shore of Cape Cod there is an ex
tensive area of sounds which afihrfl the pathway for the coastwise com
merce between the uistricts north and south of the cape. These waters, 
though much beset with shoals formed by submerged glacial moraines 
and other accumulations of detritus and swept by stroug currents, 
afford at certain points inferior harbors for ships. ,The port of Nan
tucket is au excellent land-locked basin, but is safely accessible only 
to craft which do not draw more than 6 feet of water. Vineyard 
Haven lies open to the northeast winds, and, though much resorted to 
for shelter, is a rather perilous anchorage place. Edgartown harbor is 
well suited to craft of moderate draft and is admirably sheltered 
from the sea, but it is difficult of access to saili11g vessels. The same 
is the case with Woods Hole, which, moreover, because of the limited 
area of the anchorage ground, can be of little service as a port of 
refuge. It is doubtful if in any area of waters of equal importance to 
commerce so littl@ shelter has been provided in the way of natural or 
artificial havens for the protection of ships against storms. 

When the coast of this region first came to its present level after the 
close of the glacial period there were a number of natural recesses 
along the shores of these sounds which were well adapted for use as 
harbors. Nantucket harbor, which is now partly closed, the reentrant 
'at l\'lenimsha, which is now hardiy accessible to a row boat, and some 
other le,;s important inlets, have been greatly affected or obliterated 
by t11e incessant moveme~t of marine sands. The greater part of the 
southern shores of Nantucket and 1\farth-as Vineyard are wearing 
away at the rate of from three to fifteen feet a year, and the saud of 
which they are composed is, to a great extent, driven into the neighbor
ing- sounds, particularly into the region about Nantucket. A similar, 
though more variable, wearing is going on along the southern coast of 
Cape Cod, and the result is a rapid destruction of the harbors and an 
ever-increasing difficulty in navigating the neighoring ship channels. 
The portion of these inclosed waters known as Vineyard sound, lying 
between the island of that name and the Elizabeth isles, its shores 
being well protected by accumulations of bowlders, maintains a depth 
of water sufficient for the passage of the largest ships. This channel, 
however, is 'somewhat embarrassed by the existence of an extensive 
submerged glacial moraine which fortunately lies parallel to the main 
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axis of the channel and leaves a wide space of deep water on its west
ern side. To the student of harbors this region is particularly inter
esting for the numerous hook spits that occur along its shores, of 
which the most remarkable is that of Cape Pogue. (See Fig. 14.) 
Beautiful examples of barrier beaches composed of sand inclosing ex-

. tensive lagoons also occur, of which the best lies on the northern 
sh.ore of Nantucket. 

FIG. 14.-Spit ha~bor. 

West of the Elizabeth isles there are no considerable accumulations 
of glacial moraines to obstruct access to the land or to shallow the 
waters by their debris until near the eastern extremity of Long I sland, 
New York, where deposits of this character again extensively occur. , 
In this considerable interval we find two recesses of the shore which 
have much · value as havens : New Bedford harbor and Narragansett 
bay. The first named of these ports is a rock-bordered recess, the 
shores of which present but little drift material, and this of a prevail
ing clayey nature which prevents it from being· to any considerable 
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extent eroded by marine action. There has, therefore, been no exten
sive importation of sediments mto thrs harbor. A portwn of the waste 
from the Elizabeth isles which extend across the month of this re
entrant about eight mrles from its capes works across Buzzard's bay 
towards the mainland, but the quantity IS not sufficieut to serrously 
damage the harbor. The ongmal depth of thrs port was not great, and 
the mevitable shallowmg arismg from the accumulation of detntus 
about the head of a considerable indcnt<ttion has diminished the depth 
in the protected parts of the harbor to the pomt where It bas become 
suitable for the use only of the larger coasting vessels. Owing, more
over, to the long fringe of the Elizabeth Islands this port IS in a way 
shut in, and does not serve m any consid~rable measure as a refuge 
for vessels engaged in coastwise trade. 

Just west of New Bedford harbor we find in Narragansett bay by 
far the best set of havens on the southern coast of New England. 
This basm indeed affords the largest area of deep and well-sheltered 
waters to be found on the coast south of Portlar1d, l\Iame. Its forma
twn seems to be due to the fact that considerable nvers before the 
la~:~t glacial period had excavated a ramified valley m the soft rocks 
of Carbomferous age that occupy the district in winch the basm lies. 
Durmg the ice time these fluviatile excavations were broadened and 
deepened, the ice working with relative ease on the rather yielding 
rocks, so that when the shore assumed rts present levd, probably 
somewhat below that whwh It occupied in preglacial time, the sea was 
enabled to penetrate far into the land, forming very extensive embay
ments having a depth smted to the use of the largest ships. All the 
local conditions of thrs haven should have Rerved to make it the prinCI
pal port of New England. The mterm1l features of the harborage are 
excellent, the access from the sea singularly unembarrassed by shoals, 
winch obstruct the entrance of &o many other of the important re
entrants of the AtlantiC coast. There are, however, certain general 
conditrons which have linnted its usefulness. 

The circumstances which have led to the neglect of the waters of 
Narragansett bay as au entry port for foreign commerce appear to be 
m general as follows: To attain this port ships from Europe have to 
pass around the dangerous shoals which he southeast of Cape Cod. If 
they give these dangers a wide berth, New York becomes <t haven of 
easier access. On tins account, too, the havens of Portland and BoRton 
afford a better place of entry anu exit for ships conveying goods to and 
fro between New England and Europe. Moreover, Newport, a ship
ping place which grew up at a time when the commerce of this country 
was taking shape, lws upon an rslaud' in a position very inconvenient 
of access to the mainland. After the portH of New York and Boston 
had been determmed in their relations to foreign commerce there was 
no chance for this harborage district of Narragansett bay to win the 
place which its local features woulu JUStify. Nevertheless it has come 
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to hold an important pos1tion in relation to local commerce. The old 
haven of Newport and the havens at Providence and FallHiver have 
considerable commercial value. 

West of Point J ndith, which forms the western horn of Narragansett 
bay, and thence to New York harbor, we find a series of frontal mo
raines formed during the last glacial period, similar m their general 
character to those which are accumu1atcd on and to the south of Cape 
Cod. These moraines extend from Block island southwestward, first 
to a series of shoals between Block island all(l :Montauk point, and 
thence through Long Island to the mouth of the Hudson. A. portion of 
the Long Island system of moraines is continued through Plum island, 
Great Gull island and Fishers island to the mainland, whence it ex
tends along the coast to near Providence at a distance of some miles 
from the shore. The waste from the eastern end of these morainal de
posits, which has been much worn away by the sea, appears to have 
been to a certain extent driven in upon the shore between Montauk 
point and Stonington harbor. The result has been the formation of 
an almost continuous barrier beach between these two points. This 
beach has shut off and in part filled up a number of reentrants, which, 
when the shore assumed 1ts present level, were doubtless occupied by 
tolerably deep water. The sands of this beach appear to be working 
in a westerly direction, and at Little Narragansett bay an elongate spit 
hook incloses the extensive, but very shallow, harbor of that name. 
' In ..!Tishers sound, which lies between the mainland and the island of 
that name, with its connected reefs, there is an extensive roadstead, 
which is well sheltered and affords excellent anchorage ground, but 
the shores to the north are fringed with broad shallows and afford no 
good harbors. Near the western enu of Fishers island lies the deep and 
remarkably straight reentrant of the Thames, affording the excellent 
harbor of New London, which, next after Narragansett bay, is the best 
shelter for ships on the southern coast of New England. This inden
tation of the shore is formed by a deep river valley which existed before 
the Glacial Period, but which has been enlarged and deepened and 
widened by the action of the ice and probably sunk below its ancient 
level. 

West of Fishers island, .within the landlocked waters of Long Island 
sound, the shore of the mainland affords many indentations which 
form_shallow harbors. Owing to the slight energy of the waves, the 
considerable amount of drifting sands along this shore have not been 
cast into the form of distinct barrier beaches, which are such a con
spicuous feature along the coast eastward, where the ocean makes a 
characteristic impress on the shore. There are, therefore, many inden
tations which are accessible to small vessels, but few harbors which 
have much commercial importance. The mouth of the Connecticut 
river affords a considerable reentrant, with tolerably deep water within 
its channel, but it is obstructed by a delta formation, which, though 
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not a characteristic ~pecimen of itR class, is suffwiont to form a barrier 
of a serious kind to the entrance of shipR. This deposit is particularly 
iutcrestiug for the reason that it is the only distinct example of the 
kind exhibited along the New England coast. The harbor of New 
Haven was originally a noteworthy reentrant of this coast. It st.m 
affords an excellent harborage for vessels of moderate draft, though 
much of its area ha~ been obstructed by detritus washed in from the 
neighboring shores, which are to a great extent occupied by deposits 
of glacial drift. From the last-named reentrant to New York there 
are no natural harbors of general importance. 

Nearly the whole of Long Islaud, or at least that part of its mass 
which is above tide level, is composed of glacial drift accumulated in 
the form of parallel moraines, or of the depo~its, of sand and gravel 
which generally appear in front of those wall-like heaps which a glacier 
forms at the margin of its field. These materials, as before remarked, 
are readily worn away by the sea, and the result is that thi& island, 
except where it abuts against the Hudson at its mouth, has prevailingly 
harborless shores; The barrier beaches on its southern side, which are 
due to the energetic action of the waves breaking ~n the shallow water 
at a certain diRtance from the land, inclose very extensive areas of ex
ceedingly shoal bays, which, thongh accessible from the sea at many 
points by small flat-bottomed boats, have no value as havens to com
mercial ships. Curiously enough, however, the eastern end of the 
island has very extensive emqaym-ents which are open to vessels of 
great draft. Gardiners bay,- the Peconic bays, and their connected 
waters contain thirty or more square miles of anchorage ground having 
an average depth of water of about thirty feet. These remarkable-in
lets lie between two parallel belts of morainal deposits, the intervening 
gronnd being low enough to _permit the sea to enter between them for 
the distance of more than thirty miles. The northernmost of these mo
raines is continued, as before remarked, through Fishers island to the 
mainland; the southernmost is traceable, though obscurely, beyondMon· 
tauk point to· Block island, beyond which position all indications of its 
existence are effaced. Owing to the insular position of this great sys. 
tern of harbors, its waters-have been less useful to commerce that1 their 
admirable local featnres would otherwise warrant. It s_eems not im
probable that when effective railway communication between this sec
tion and the mainland is secured, the waters of the Gardiners -bay sys
tem may be nsed for much of the export trade of this country. A port 
on this part of the shore would have certain advantages over that at 
the mouth of the Hudson. (See PI. XXVIII.) 

The great system of moraines which constitute Long Island is inter· 
rupted at the mouth of the Hudson by the channel through which the 
main body of water from that stream finds its way to the sea. Although 
this morainal belt is continued westward through New Jersey, the 
breach which the Hudson valley makes in it is complete, and the inlet 
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is, from a physical as well as from a commercial pomt of view,. one of 
the most interesting of all those on the coast of North America. Tile 
approach of the Lo11g Island moraines towards the coast narrows the 
sound which separates the island from the mainland to a tortuous pas
sage about fifteen miles in length, extending from Hempstead bay to 
the main channel of the Hudson. This curious strait is kept open by 
the strong tidal currents which are slightly reinforced dnri11g the ebb 
period, so that the sands from Long Island sound do not freely enter 
the channel. Another tortuou:,; channel from the harbor of New York 
extends through Newark bay and Staten Island sound, separating the 
considerable island of that name from the mainland. 

'l'lw harbor of New York a11d the other indentations which enter into 
the bay at the moutl1 of the Hudson have singular and instructive 
geological history. The main river channel, which along with the 
East river affords the only harborage of interest, i:::;, as is the case with 
so many of our harbors, due to the combjned actio11 of rivers and gla_ 
cial streams. The valley of the Hudson has evidently been the seat of 
erosion for a very great period. Its main trough from the.sea to Albany 
is shaped by mountainous elevations which were formed during the 
Triassic and earlier periods. It is probable that at certain stages of 
the past a considerable share of the drainage from the basin of the 
Great Lakes has found its way down the Mohawk, and thence by way 
of the Hudson to the sea. During the last ice time the glacial move
ment througb. tbis valley wa:,; very vigorous; it broadened and deep
ened the channel from Albany south ward, so that it has a sectional 
area quite disproportionate to the volume or cutting energy of the water 
which now passes through it; iu fact, from the month of the Mohawk 
to the sea the valley is now to be classed rather as a narrow fiord 
which receives a large river than as a true stream. 

It is tolerably evident that during the time before the last glacial 
period, probably immediately antedating that age, the valJey of the 
Hudson was prolonged for nearly a hundred miles seaward of its_ 
pres{mt mouth. Thi:,; is indicated by the fact that there is a broad, 
somewhat meandering valley extending from near Sandy Hook almost 
across the continental shelf. It seems impossible to explain this inden
tation in any other way than by the supposition that it indicates an 
erosion of the surfac~ which is now submarine, effected by the·river at 
a time when the land stood several hundred feet higher than it does at 
present. It should be noted that the stream which did this work must 
have been much larger than the present Hudson river, for it received 
the .Raritan and Newark waters as well as those of a host of lesser 

0 I 

tributaries which joined it below the point where it is now intersected 
by the shore. It should furthermore be borne in mind that the move
ment of sediments on the bottom has probably served in good part to 
efface the outlines of this submerged river valley system. Nevertheless 
it is possible to trace in a general way the outlines of the main channel 
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and to find indication of those which were ·occupied by tributary 
streams. 

The nearly right angle which is formed where the shore of New Jer
sey and that of Long Island converge to the opening of New York har
bor, together with the soft character of the materials of which these 
shores are composed, subjects the reentrant of the Hudson to ever
increasing danger from the invasion of sediments. ~Waves, impelled by 
the wind from all quarters between the east and south, rake these long 
sandy shores and set the detritus towards the apex of the bay. One of 
the results of this continuous movement of coastwise drifting materials 
is seen iu the numerous sand spits which point towards the harbor: 
that of Sandy Hook represents the greatest of these coastwise migra
tions. There arc half a dozen others on the Long Island shore, which 
point to the same incessant journeyings of sand towards the harbor. 
vVere it not for the existence of certain conditions which serve to keep 
the entrance of this inlet open-!ntluences which are more powerful on 
this point than elsewhere-it would long since have been brought into 
the condition of the neighboring Raritan bay and been rendered in
accessible to the largest vessels. The protective effect which we have 
now to consider is exercised by the tide and the flow of the fresh water 
in the Hudson, working in combination with the deep channel which 
exists on the sea floor off the mouth of the harbor. The tide rises and 
falls iu the Hudson for the distance of more than a hundred miles. As 
the stream is very wide and prevailingly deep, a vast bofly of water 
has to pass 'through the two principal exits by which it finds its way to 
the sea at ebb tide. vVe have already noted the fact that the tide in 
its reflux tends more effectively to work the materials out of a harbor 
than to import them, and that in many cases there is au additional en
ergy imparted to the outflow by the river water whieh finds its way 
out during the time of ebb. This effect arising,_ from the fresh water is 
particularly great in the case of the Hudson, for the reason that it 
drains a large area of country antl its waters are uot surcharged with 
detritus. 

The advantage arising from the deep t.rongh in the continental shelf, 
with a depth of about 130 feet within less than 20·miles of the nar
rows, is that storage is thus provided for a large amount of sediment 
carried out by the stream which would otherwise accumulate in an ex
tensive system of shoals. This submarine depression probably ex
tended in very recent days to \Yell within the mouth of the harbor. A 
large part of the detritus which has gathered about the mouth of the 
ree:r,ttraut has doubtless been swept into this cavity with the result that 
it is barely traceable at the distance of 15 miles from the shore. The 
space which remains, however, is 'ample to insure storage for much of 
the detritus which can be worn from the neighboring shores for thou
sands of years to come. 

Although the coast line to the east and south of New York is pre-
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vmlmgly and for a great distance composed of sanely matenal or clays 
which are eastly worn by the waves, barner beaches created by the 
waves have been formeclm such a fashwn that tl1e ocean surges or 
tidal currents rarely come m contact w1th the mainland. Only along 
the coast from near Shrewsbury nver to near Shark nver, a distance 
of 10 or 12 miles, is the sea able to exermse Its full destructiVe effect 
on the soft materials,of the mamland, and here the very rapid retreat 
of the coast line mchcates a smgular .~fficieucy of 1ts assault where 
the shore IS unprotected by sands accumulated m outlymg ueaches. A 
certam protection from exceedmg slmllowmg of the water IS also 
brought about by the fact that a large part, If not the whole, of the 
coastal distnct about New York harbor IS unclergomg a progressive 
subsidence, which 1s probably lowermg the bottom of the sea, as well 
as the coastland, at the rate of about 2 feet a century. It can readily 
be perceived that this downsmkmg of the sea bottom tends to com
pensate for the shallowing brought about by the importation of sedi
ment into New York bay. Some measure of protectwn to the same 
effect IS also afforded by the heapmg up of dunes· upon the barrier 
beaches and the other large amounts of blown sand which i:;; swept 
over the barriers and caught m the bays between them and the mam
land. The quantity of this blown sand, which was formerly in the 
grasp of the waves and has been imprisoned so as to be beyond their 
reach, IR exceedingly great. The average w1clth of the confined sands 
along the coast where the debns is working towards New York bay is 
rather over three miles and the length of shore they occupy not far 
from 80 miles. The average dt>pth of the accumulatwns of detntus 
w1thm th1s area may safely be taken at 15 feet. If all this matenal 
had been as fi·ee to JOurney towards the harbor as is the detntcis 
along the shores about Long Branch the efl'ect would have been greatly 
to embarrass the entrance to this port. It might indeecl have rendered 
It useles;; as a harhor. 

From New York harbor to the mouth of th'e Delaware there are a 
number of reentrants, formed by t,he small rivers in whiCh the sea has, 
by a depression of the shore, been permitted to enter for consider
able distance into old river valleys. All these inlets, however, are so
far masked by barrier beaches, or shallowed by the materials Imported 
from the sea by the waves and wind, or brought down from the in tenor 
by the streams, that they have no other than a very local value as 
havens. It is not until we attain the mouth of Delaware bay, about a 
hundred and thirty miles south of Sandy Hook, that we find any port 
having sufficient depth of water to provide a refuge for a considerable 
slup. · 

Between Cape May and Cape Henlopen we come upon a type of 
reentrants, such as are common along the shore southward to the Rio' 
Grande, but of which the Delaware IS the northernmost good-example. 
AU these great' reentrants of the southern plainland are probably to be 
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explained by the suppm;ition that their watert-; occupy valleys which 
were excavated by river action when the shorelaud district was mucl1 
higher than at present. A subsidence occurring in very recent time 
has adm1tted the sea into the river basin. In its present condition 
this hay has a width at its mouth of between 11 and 12 miles, and 
widens somewhat within the entrance. A large portion of its area is 
occupied by shoals, composed of·materials which have washed from tl1e 
shores, and have been variously distributed by_ the tides. When this 
part of the coast came to its present altitude this old river basin 
doubtleRs afforded a much narrower and deeper inlet than it now pre
sentR, and one which was much less obstructed by sand and mud banks: 
The action of the waves, even those developed within its own waters, 
has been sufficient to wear back the Sllores and to diRtribute the debris 
under the control of the tide in accumulations which have served to 
shallow and hem in the navigable area. Although there are numerous 
indentations along the noble channel of the Delaware recesses, which 
lie in the flooded valleys of its tribtitary streams, they are all so em
barrassed by accumulations of debris, formed since their basins were 
occupied by the sea, that they have no value except for local coastwise 
commerce. The only good harbors are those formed wl1ere the narrow
ing of the valley limits the tidal flow within a river-like trough, so 
that the currents of the ebb, reinforced by the flow of the fresh water, 
are able to scour the bottom and move the accumulating sediments 
seaward. 

The conditions of the Delaware indentation are in sharp contrast with 
those of the Hudson. At the last-named reentrant the river, being cut 
through hard rocks, preserves a relatively na_rrow channel to its point 
of debonche into the sea, while in the Delaware, where the trough of 
the river was excavated iu very soft rocks, the flooded valley is com
pm:atively wide. The entrance at New York is obstructed by formid
able shifting sauds, throiigh which access is hall to the harbor by means 
of variable channel~:>. The destructive accumulation of these sands is 
limited by the existence of a relatively deep trough on the sea bottom, 
extending to within a few miles of the shore. The main channel into 
Delaware bay is six times as wide as that which gives access to "the 
Hudson, and the part of the basin within the horns of the indentation 
is so wid~ that the water is uot a fit anchorage ground for ships. It 
has, therefore, been necrssary to provide artificial breakwaters inside 
of Cape Hcnlopen in order to afford the semblance of a harbor of refuge. 
The great size of the interior basin, however, permits it to serve as a 
storage basin for the sediments brought down by the streams and those 
"·hich are washed from the shores. 

Tile coastwise migration of sediments, which is taking place all along 
this shore, is indicated by the broad band occupied by relatively shoal 
water, lying seawanl of a line connecting the capes at the mouth of the 
bay. Over this prevailiugly smooth floor the soundings faintly indicate 
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the existence of inequalities, which somewhat resemble those on the sea 
bottom, near New York, but which are much less accented. 

ln all the harbor district south· of New York, and thence to Florida, 
the marine marshes constitute a much more considerable element of the 
coast-line accumulations than on the more northern parts of the coast 
Jine. The areas of water which have been inclosed by barrier beaches 
are always to a consideraule extent occupied by these results of the 
growth of salt-loving vegetation, where the plants are sheltered from 
the sea by the barrier beaches. Marshes of the same nature are 
abundant along the shores of- the Delaware, forming a fringe, wltich 
often extends away for a distance of three miles or more from the 
firm ground. The proportionally gr~ater development of these vege
tated plains in this southern field is due to the fact that the water is 
prevailingly shallower than in the more northern re'entrants, and also 
in part to the fact that the growing season is longer, and therefore the 
accumulations take place during the greater part of the year. Some
thing also may be attributed to the larger amount of detrital matter 
contained in the land waters, as well as in those of the sea, where they 
sweep over incoherent detritus, such as abounds along' our Southern 
shores. Thus, in the New England section, the waters of the sea next 
the sho~e are rarely discolored by sediments: but along the Southern 
coast of the United States, especially in times of.storm when the waves 
stir up the shallows, the ocean is often turbid, in the fashion of a river 

- in time of flood. When these waters, charged with sediments, are by 
the tidal movement driven into the recesses during the period of high 
water, they lay down- a good deal of the suspended matter which they 
carry. 

From the mouth of the Delaware to the main entrance of Chesapeake 
bay, nearly 30 miles, the coast is bordered by an almost continuous 
fringe of barrier beaches, broken by occasional inlets, whieh mostly 
afford only shallow channels into yet shallower bays, occupied to a great 
extent by marine marshes. It is an interesting fact, however, that 
some of the southernmost of these creeks, which drain large marsh 
ateas, have preserved a remarkable depth of water in their recesses; 
thus at Sand Shoal inlet near Cape Charles, although there i& only 
from 5 to 10 feet of water on the bar, the creek itself has a depth of 13 
fa.thoms. The great depth of water in these reentrants is doubtless 
due to the effect of the tidal currents, aided by a share of land water, 
m excavating the creek channels, where those waterways have been 
narrowed by marsh vegetation, which in these lagoons has attained 
its utmost development. The southward movement of the sands along 
this shore is indicated by the existence of hooked spits, such as that at 
the south end of Chincoteague bay, and again in a more extensive way 
at Cape Charles. 

The entrance to Chesapeake bay is singularly Iike\hat of the Dela
ware. The distance between the mainland of either cape is the same 
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in both; m both there is a system of sand hooks m the form of sub
merged bars southward of the northern horn of the bays; and, 
m both, the southern horn has a 'somewhat spur-hke character, the 
spurs being formed of sands winch l1ave been dnven in part from withm 
the bays and in part along the shores. The internal conditions of the· 
two reentrants differ commlcrably. That of the Chesapeake is not only 
much larger than that of the Delaware-it forms the noblest bay on the 
eastern coast oft he United States-bntithasa shore line whoRe nature 1s 
in stnking contrast to that of the more northern and lesRer basin of the 
Delaware. It is characteristiC of Chesapeake bay that there are very 
many diversions from the mam channel which have deep and UJJmcum
bered waters for great distances from the prmmpal channel. These m
dentatwns are most conspwuous along the Virginia shore, between the 
JameR and the Potomac, but they are also well exhibited throughout 
tlJC basm. The result is that there exists In thiR system of. waters a 
surprising number of harb'ors of the first class, which ean afford perfect 
shelter to vessels of the largest draft. 

It IS. noteworthy of the harborages of CheRapeake bay that they 
are formed by the gradual narrowmg of the reentrants wlneh diverge 
from the mam basin or Its greater branches, and not by ISlamls or reefs, 
as is the case with the greater part of the havens m the northern :o;ec· 
tion of the continent. They are all, m fact, harbor:o; snch as are formed 
by the floodmg of a nver valley when Its bed is loi·ered beneath the 
level of the Rea. Each of thm;e cmbranchments of the bay terminates 
in an ordmary stream valley which IS occupied by a stream of greater 
or leRs Size and these vales have above the t1de- level much the same 
form as is exhibited in their submerged parts, except for the changes 
producecl by the invaswn of sands or the growth of marme marshes. 

It thus becomeR evident that there was once a great Chesapeake 
nver, a stream wlncl1, m Its pnme, was the noblest of those on the east
ern shore of the United States, and whiCh gathered the waters of the 
Susquehanna, the Potomac, the James, and scores of lesser but consid
erable streams, and poured them m a muted flood to the sea. It is not 
possible at IH'tlSent to determmew1th accuracy the measure of the down
smkmg wlnch occurred m the floodmg of the Chesapeake river and its 
tnbutaneR. It is probable, however, that it amounted to more than 
100 feet. It may, indeed, have, been a downward movement of more 
than 200 feet. Soundings Rhowmg a depth of water of as much as 120 
feet are found m the central part of the mam channel as far up as a 
little to the north of PomtLookout, at the mouth of the Potomac river. 
As thiS sectwn of the bay IS in a pos1twn to receive considerable accu
mulatwns of sednnent, the depth of water IS probably much less than 
when the subsulence first occurred. 

Such osmllatwns of the Rhore as are mdicated in the case of Chesa
peake bay, though m a way surpnsmg to the geueralreader, are qmte 
Within the expenence of the geologist. Thus, m the case of the country 
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about the Dismal Swamp, which lies a little to the south of the Poto
mac river, clear geological evidence leads us to the conclusion that 
three or four successive cycles of up and down movement, through a 
range of elevation perhaps as great af\ has to be supposed in the case 
of Chesapeake bay, have taken .place in very receut geologic periods.' 
As will be seen in the further study of our harbors to the south all the 
Atlantic and Gulf coasts appear to have shared in these singular acci
dents of position. 

Since the down-sinking occurred which developed from an ancient 
valley system the complicated embayments of the Chesapeake, con
siderable chan get-; have been brought about in the form of the reentrant 
by the combined actions of erosion and deposition. Owing to the 
width of the waters in the main channels the waves have worn back 
the shores and disposed of the eroded mat6rials in broad sheets upon 
the bottom in the form of sand and mud flats or stored them in the ex
tensive marine marshes abounding in all parts of the basin which are 
sufficiently protected from the action of heavy surges or powerful tidal 
currents. Probably nearly one-half of the original depth of water and 
of the horizontal extension of its navigable parts has been lost by the 
deposition of sediments brought down by the rivers or washed from 
the shores. Owing to the rapid growth of the marine marsh vegetation 
along this portion of the shore, a large part of the 8hallows formed in
dependently of vegetation by the drifting sands and muds have by the 
action of salt-loving plants been elevated to above mid-tide mark. The 
totf!.l area of these marsl1es is greater than along the shores of any 
similar inlet in the U nitcd States. 'rhe soil which can be won through 
their improvement is of excellent quality and, doubtless, in course of 
time, very extensive tracts Will be brought into a tillable state. 

Certain difficulties are to be encountered in winning the marshes of 
thi8 and other southern inlets to the uses of tillage. The rise and fall · 
of the tide is at most points hardly great enough to make it possible 
to bring the plane of the ground water sufficiently low for the needs 
of most crops. Many of the largest and othenV!se most promising 
areas are situated in such positions as will expose the dams which bar 
out the sea to the aetion of tolerably heavy waves devdoped in 
the wide reaches of the bay. Nevertheless, the improvements re
quired will not be greater than those which have been wade in 
many parts of Holland, and which have proven economicall~, profit
able. Ag·ainst the disadvantages of the situation we must set cet·tam 
advantageous features which favor the reclamation of these marshes 
and the neighboring mud banks. In the first place, owing to the fact 
that the layer of entangled roots it-> less firm and tough than in the 
more northern marshes, it is relatively easy to subjugate these fields 
after they have been protected from the sea. In the second place, 
.owing to the great width and depth of the main water channels, and 

• See Tenth Annual Report of D~rector of U S Geol. Survey, p 328 et seq. 

13 GEOL., PT. 2--12 
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the proportionally small amount of detritus which comes into them7 

the navigable waters are not likely to suffer much from the silting-up 
process which inevitably goes on iu some measure wherever the area 
of tidal storage is diminished. In the northern inlets, because of their 
small size, the proportion of the tidal water which flows over the 
marshes as compared with that which remains in the channels is always 
much larger than that in the Chesapeake embayment. The result is that. 
the improvement of the northern marshes is apt to damage the harbor
age value of the inlets which they occupy. 

Both the Chesapeake and Delaware bays are so wide at their entrance 
that it is impossible to fortify them in an effective way against foreign 
men-of-war. In the revolutionary period antl during the war of 1812 
these bays afforded harborages for the British fleets which were oper
ating against our coasts and we should have to face the same danger 
in the case of any struggle with a nation having powerful war fleets. 
In the present condition of our Navy it would be a relatively easy 
matter for any one of the several great European states to establish a 
station on some of the islands in Chesapeake bay, from which it might 
be difficult to _dislodge them. This element of danger in our. coast de
fenses does not appear to have been adequately considered, though it 
well deserves attention. Although the main bay lays us open to this 
risk the numerous ramifications of its area aft'ord extensive harbors, 
which are admirably placed for defense. 

South of the Chesapeake entrance we come upon the great barrier 
beaches of the Hatteras district. For the distance of about 15 miles 
from Cape Henry the space between the barrier beach and the main
land has been filled in with blown sand and marine marshes, but thence 
southwardly for the distance of nearly 150 miles this beach lies prevail
ingly at a considerable distance from the shore and incloses a broad 
field of waters, into which open the reentrants formed by the flooded 
valleys of the Albemarle or Chowan river, the Pamlico, and the Neuse, 
with their several t.ribntaries. In a small way these sounds resemble 
the Chesapeake. They exhibit a system of digitated valleys extending 
oft' from the main channel, similar to the branching aftluents of a river .. 
The reproduction of the Chesapeake conditions, however, is in minature. 
'l'he bays are far smaller and their embranchments less numerouR; the 
depth of water is also very much less and the bottom of the sounds has 
no distinct channels, but is one of the most level surfaces of great area. 
existiug along our coast. A straight line can be drawn across the 

,. floor of Pamlico sound having a length of nearly 80 niiles where the 
variat.ion in depth of water will not exceed five or six feet. 'l'he exceed
ing evenness of the depth in this group of sounds, where the range· 
is from ten to twenty feet, is doubtless to be explained through the 
eft'ects exercised by the great barrier beach which almost entirely in
closes the shOre along this part of the coast. There arfl only half a. 
dozen breaches in this·remarkable barrier, the aggregate width of the. 
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intervals probably not exceeding five miles and the water at the open
iugs \leing prevailingly shallow. The result is that the amount. of tide 
enterh1g and departing from tbe bays is not great and so it floes not tend 
to scom deep channels over their bottoms. The action of the waves 
in the extensive basins tends to distribute the sedime11t in a tolerably 
even fashion over the surface of the sea floor. At the same time the 
barrier beach serves to retain the detrHus brought down by the rivers 
within the landlocked waters. 

It is evident tltat the shallow water of Pamlico sound can not be 
altogether accounted for by the sediments which havwwasl1ed from the 
land, for tl1e institution of the barrier reef depended upou an antecedent 
shallowness off this coast. Such a barrier can not well begin to form 
in water having a much greater depth than twenty feet.. It is probable, 
however, that since the barrier was first outlined the region in which it 
lies has been undergoing a gradual subsidence. This is indicated by the 
frequent occurrence of tree stumps in positions where their crowns are 
now much below the level of high tide. Such submerged forests occur 
in Albemarle sound near Edenton and probably at other point;; in 
Albemarle and Pamlico sounds. Owing to the fact that the harborages 
of these bays are accessible only to ships of very moderate dra,ft, they 
have a secondary commercial importance. They are made difficult of 
access by the narrow inlets of the barrier beach, which have to be trav
ersed in order to gain the waters of Pamlico sound, and by the circum
stance that through this the other sounds and bays find their way to 
the sea. The channels of these passages, or "inlets" as they are termed, 
are narrow and variable in position. At these points the currents are 
strong and the sands of the beach are worn away and scattered in a kind · 
of double delta, which protrudes more or Jess on the seaward side and 
extends back into the embayed waters. This type of barrier beach 
inlet is better shown at Ocracoke entrance than at any other point on 
our shore. (See Fig. 9.) 

Between Cape Hatteras and Cape Romain, ·a distance of about 230 
miles, the shore line is cast into the form of three great crescentric bays, 
known, in their order from north to south, as l~aleigh1 Onslow, and 
Long bays. The northernmost of these is formed by the southern part 
of the great Hatteras barrier beach and terminates in the curious spit 
head or hook of Cape Lookout. The middle of the three, known as 
Onslow bay, has the northern part of its shore formed by the sand 
beach which incloses Bog11e sound. From the inlet of that name the 
beach is continued around the broad sweep of the curve to near the 
month of Cape Fear river, where the barrier of sands is replaced by a 
shore escarpment. Throughout this part of it:s extent the lagoon which 
separates the beach from the mainland has been mainly filled in with 
marine, inarsh accumulations. At Cape Fear, the southern horn of its 
bay, there is another spit head substantially like that at Cape Lookout. 
At this point the river of that name breaks through the coastal r.c-

.. 
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cumulation and with its flooded valley forms a considerable harborage 
• for the port of Wilmington. This lmsip is of the same type as the 

greater bays to tl;e northward, but tlie stream being small the valley, 
which has been flooded by the lowering of the coast, is of relatively 
inconsiderable 1.\xtent. The water area is ahout !J5 miles long, with a 
maximum width of about 2 miles, except next the sea, where the hasin 
lms a lagoon-like character. 

From Cape Fear to the mouth of Winyah hay near Cape Romain is 
another of tbese singular curves of the shore, the southernmost, known 
as Long bay. The coast line at this point is mostly formed against the 
mainland, but there are some strips of barrier beach inclosing lagoons 
which are occupied by marine marshes. South of Cape Romain this 
curiously scalloped character of the shore disappears. Although the 
shallow bays above mentioned are not sufficiently recessed into the 
land to give them any valne as harborages, they are of much scientific 
interest. Their origin is probably due to original slight inequalities in 
the coast line which have been developed in regular curves by tidal 
action. At the inner part of each reentrant the rise of the tide is 
considerably greater than upon the neigb boring horns of the bay. 
The result is that the tide works most effectively in the bottom of the 
curve and by its movement serves to convey tlw waste towards the 
capes on the north and south. An evidence of this aetwn is shown by 
the fact that the water is tolerably cleep almost to the shore line in the 
center of the curve and is prevailingly made more !>hallow by the oc
currence of sand bars near each salient. (See Pl. XL.) 

The harbors along this portion of the shore, though from their posi
tion valuable, have not water deep enough to aftord first-class ports. 
The only two of importance are those of Cape Fear river allll Vi7inyah bay. 
The last-named of these has a tolerably deep central channel, but the 
detrital fringe at its mouth is wide and the water shallow. Flxeept tor 
tbese two indentations, the coast line from Cape Hatteras to Cape Ro
main is singularly destitute of havens which have any value to vessels 
of larger size than fishing boats. 'l'his is due to the fact "th~t the dis
tribution of the rivers along this part of the coast h; such that there are 
few streams of any size which have entered the sea in recent times from 
Charleston to Pamlico bay, and the considerable depth of water next 
tlw shore has caused the barrier reef of sand built up by the \\raves to 
form so close to the shore line that the lagoons which they inclose are 
narrow and have become to a great extent occupied by marine marshes 

' RO that the amouJtt of tidal water which enters or leaves the reentrai}t 
i~:> too small to keep open passages of sufficient size through the ob
structing barrier::;. 

South of Winyah bay at the mouth of the Santee river and thence to 
the mouth of the St. Johns river in northern Florida the charaeter of 
the coast suddenly undergoes a great change and takes on au aspect 
almo~:>t unexampled in the shore lines of the continent. In place of the 
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unbroken barrier beaches which characterize the coast from Cape Henry 
sout~ward, the map shows a.great number of inlets, :rqostly with wide 
mouths, the waters of which "ramify into the land and are often 
so connected as to make a fringe of islands which in a certain way 
reminds one of the fiorded coast within the glaciatell belt. The number 
of these inlets large enough to be entered by considerable ships in a 
total length of about 200 miles is ncar thirty; but, as the most of the 
inlets branch just inside of the outer bar, the number of tolerably deep 
recesses which may serve as havens is several times as great. 

The detailed features of this shore line are as curious as its general 
aspect. In part the sea border is formed by barrier beaches inclosing 
lagoons which have to a great extent become occupied by marine 
marshes, but more generally it is constituted by a low cliff composed of 
stratified sands which were accumulated on the old sea bottom and have 
been elevated above the ocean level. The barrier beaches are always 
short and rather ill defined. The striking feature is that behind the 
sea front, whatever the nature of its formation, there is a continuous 
valley so occupie1l by tidal creeks that it is possible in a small boat to 
journey through devious waterways beyond the reach of the open sea 
waves for all the distance from Cape Romain to Fernatldina. 

Owing to the prevailing absence of barrier beaches the inlets of this 
coast have a broad-mouthed character and permit the free entrance of 
the tide. Owing to the somewhat wedge-shape1l form of these reen
trants the tidal wave often rises considerably higher toward their beads 
than at their mouths. It is probably in part to the considerable tide 
which is induced in these sounds that we owe tl1e curious character of 
·~he water chu,nnels which connect one with another behind the line 
of the beaches. When this region stood at a somewhat higher level 
than 1t does at present it bad an imlented surface, due perhaps in part 
to the original form of the sea bottom, but in large measure to the cut
ting action of the streams ~f fresh water which found their way over it 
to the sea. When the subsidence occurred which has affected tbif; 
region as well as the section to the north these river valleys and other 
depressions of the surface were to a great extent flooded by the salt 
water, so that for a time the shore was bordered by a fringe of low 
islands separated from each other by the broad channels of the ancient 
river valleys and the other flooded lowlands which lay about them. In 
Pls. XLI and XLII are shown the successive states, as nearly as can be 
determined, of a small portion of the shore between .Altamaba sound 
and St . .Andrews sound immediately after the last subsidence and in' 
the present state of the country. From this example it will be seen 
lww great bas been the change which has come upon this district in a 
brief geologic time. 

The modifications which have taken place on this coast since it as
sumed about its present level may~=so far as its harborages are con
cerned, be briefly described as follows: The sea has been at work domg 
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the task which It always performs on shoreR composed of fnable rock 
of even hardne~s. It bas worn off the salient pomts and brouf;ht the 
sea front to somethmg like a uniform curve, which enters the land in 
about the same ·manner as the three graceful bays north of Santee 
nver. This work bas as yet been but Imperfectly accomplished, but 
each year marks a notable advance m the proces~;. If the barner 
beaches were free to form or if spits could be constrncted and mam
tamed at the months of the inlet, the process of evening the coast line 
would have made a greater advance. The sounds would have been 
walled off from the sea, and thereby the tide would have been to a 
great extent barred out from the interior waters. Owing, however, to 
the size and form of these reentrants and to the considerable rise and 
fall of the tide, which averages about six feet, they discharge a great 
volume of water tltrough thmr mouths and the energy of the tidal run 
appears to be suffiCient to break up the formation of such spits as the 
action of the waves and currents may tend to construct. 

vVhile the sea has been at work effacmg the original Irregularities of 
the coast line, the annual and vegetable life, which in these relatively 
warm waters develops with great raptdity wherever It is free from the 
hindrances arising from moving sand, bas been actiVely engaged in 
shoaling all those parts of t,he em bayed waters where the tidal currents 
were not very strong. Nowhere el~o;e on the Alllerican coast has the 
process of marsh-bmlding been carried on to the extent which IS ex
hibited m the Hection which we are now con~-;idering. l\fore than 
four-fifths of the area of embayed waters has already been converted 
into fields which are uncovered except in the high stage of the tide. 
So rank is the marsh vegetatiOn that even at the t1me of highest tid~ 
the crow•led stems of grasses and other plants which rise above the 
water hide it from sight, so that the fields very gent'rally retam the 
aspect of grassy plams, or "savannas," as they are called in this part 
of the country. 

Many slight vanations of conditiOn •letermme the position and form 
of the waterwaJ'S through which the tide finds entrance and exit to 
and from the marshes. A bank of oyster shells may control the run 
of the currents; the curious rhythmic osCillations of the streams of 
salt water may limit the development of the vegetation at one pomt 
and favor it at another. The result is a wonderful maze of ereeks 
which are so numerous ancl so constantly changing that even the ad
mirable maps of the CoaHt Survey do not give an ade11uate Idea of their 
complexities or of the beauty of their outlme. (See Pl. XLII.) 

It has been before remarked that the creeks belonging to the system 
{)f one sound are almost invariably connected by open channels with 
those of another. This feature is so general and conspicuous that It 
demands explanation. It could not indeed he more artificialm appear
ance if It had been the result of human labor directed to the end of 
securing a complete system of coastwise channels for the uses of &mall 
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craft. The or1gm of the peculiar topography appears to have been 
as follows: The time of high tide and the amount of the oscillation 
differ considerably in each of the sounds. The result is that, even 
before the marshes developed, the broad waters which they occupy 
were affected by currents sweeping through from one inlet to another. 
As these tidal ways were dimiiiishetl by the growth of the marshes the 
rate of movement of these streams was increased anfl their cutting 
power thereby enhanced so that the vegetation was unable to close 
over the opening. The water in these streams is commonly deep and 
the scour of the tide often undercuts the bank so that the mat of vege
tation falls into the stream and is borne away. In many c'<tses there 
are several of these connections between the sounds. From time to 
time one of them may close, but the result is that the tidal energy is 

· accumulated in the remaining ·channel and the increased currents con
tend more effectually with the growing vegetation. 

As long as the interspaccs of water between the margins of the 
marshes arc of considerable width, especially where the waves from the 
~ea penetrating between the capes of the inlets attain the shore with a 
certain measure of energy, the waves rasping upon the bottom drive 
up large quantities of oyHter shells and the hard parts of other animals 
and accumulate them on the margins of the marsh, forming a limestone 
beach which abruptly extends outward and is rapidly cove,red by the 
advancing mat of vegetation. In this manner, owing to the prot(\ction 
which the shell beach affords, the marshes arc able to face open water 
and to advance upon it in a way which, but for the defense afforded by 
the growing strand, would be quite impossible. As the tidal channels 
are narrowed and the waters deepened by the cutting action of the 
currents, the power of the waves is diminished so that remains of mol
lusks are no longer accumulated upon the shore. Such protection as 
the marsh front obtains is afforded by the gently sloping apron of mud 
and fine organic detritus which accumulates next the shore and is de
posited in the relatively still water of high tide, when the temporary 
arrest of tlie current permits the suspended detritus to subside to the 
bottom. Even at its highest stage the water is only a foot or two deep 
upon the inner margin of this mnd bank, so that no waves of considei·· 
able energy can strike against the relatively fl:ail margin of the marsh. 
In proportion as the vegetable growth pl.1shes out against the tide the 
steepness of this detrital shelf increases, because the currents are better 
able to wear it away until rtt a certain stage in the restriction of the 
channel the banks no longer receive any protection from the accumula
tion. .The equation of these conditions affords one of the most beauti
ful features open to the observation of the naturalist in this wonderful 
field of the savannas. 

The :-;alt-water channels through these marshes are divisible into two 
distinct types: first, the ordinary creeks affording entrance and exit to 
the tidal waters of the marshes which they occupy: and, second, the 
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channels which connect the tidal fields of the neighboring sounds and 
to which we may give the name of "thoroughfare" creeks. The first
named group is generally characterized by the gentle symmetrical 
curv.es common to all such tidal rivers. They are somewhat less grace
ful in outline in this savanna district than in the kindred fields of New 
England, the difference probably being due to variations in the char
acter of vegetation. The second-named group, tliat of thoroughfare 
creeks, has channels of much more irregular outline, the comparative 
rudeness of their form being apparently due to the greater irregularity 
in the tidal movement which takes place in their channels. 

Owing to the energy of the tidal streams which have entrance and 
.exit through the inlets of the coast, the inner waters of these sounds 
and rivers are generally remarkably deep. It is not unusual to find 
channels carrying a depth of 5 or 6 fatlwms penetrating some 
miles inland. These deep waterways continually scoured out by the 
tide generally extend 2 or 3 miles beyond the entrance to their several 
sounds, their waters gradually shoaling seaward until they pass over 
the rim of a broad crescent-shaped bar where the water is too shallow 
to permit the passage of ships, except where variable movements of the 
tidal current,s have from time to time excavated inconstant channels. To 
these shoals we may well give the name of tiual deltas. The materials of 
which they are composed have evidently to a great extent been brought 
forth from the land ward side of the inlet by the action of the tidal cur
rents which in their reflux are made more energetic than in their en
trance by the amount of river water contributed to their volume. As 
the streams are held within narrow walls this material is borne on, 
but when the tidal water escapes beyond the neighboring capes it be
comes widely diffused, the energy of its motion is arrested, and the 
sediments have itn opportunity to settle. Bence it· comes about that 
while the sounds themselves often have channels from 25 to i:iO feet in 
depth a great part of the delta is almost bare at the lowest tide and 
the best of the channels rarely have more than 15 feet ,of water at 
that stage of the sea. 

A portion of the debris accumulated in these tidal deltas is worn 
from neighboring shores which face the sea. At many points, as on 
the eastern coast of J eckyl island, the rate of retreat of the more eon
vex parts of the shore is very rapid. Thus in the central part of the 
last-named island the remnants of forests which recently have been 
undermined by the waves are traceable to a distance of from 100 to 200 
feet from the escarpment~ and some of the overturned trees, the roots 
of which stand 30 feet from the low coastal cliff, have been so re
cently cast down that they retain some traces of leaves. The wasting 
of tllis shore would go forward more rapidly were it not for the fact 
that below the incoherent portion of the strata, which forms the greater 
part of the material above high-tide mark, there are prevailingly 
layers of a sticky clay which is often slightly cemented by iron oxide~ 

/ 
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to a proportionally greater depth than the parts about its mouth. The 
result was that, while the flooded valleys from the Delaware southward 
commonly have a great width at their mouth parts and a narrowness 
westward toward the head of the resulting bays in the flooded valleys, 
the reentrant formed in the valley of t·his stream has a singularly uni
form width and depth from its month to Palatka, a distance of more 
than 50 miles in a direct line, ~nd even above this point it retains a 
profundity which can be explained only by the assumption that its 
head waters were lowered to a greater extent than its point of exit into 
the.sea. The channel of the river, though tortuous and much divided 
by sand bars, retains sufficient water for large ships many miles from 
its mouth. The tidal delta, however, has very shoal water even upon 
its deeper channels and thus the value of the haven is. greatly reduced, 
though it is still one of the more important ports of our southern coast. 
The witlth of the shoal water at the mouth is relatively small, so that 
the improvement of the entrance by confining the ti<1al action, power
ful at this point, seems unusually practicable. 

South of the St. Johns river a great and sudden change in the type 
ofthe shore occurs .. From the mouth of that stream to Cape Florida, 
a distance of about 400 miles, the coast is continuously fringed with 
more or less complete barrier beaches which inclose or have inclosed a 
peculiar system of rather narrow lagoons. In place of the numerous 
indentations and the·very irregular coast line of the savanna dfstrict 
the coast of the region we are now considering is one of the straightest 
in the world. Stretches of 50 miles in length exist upon it where the 
departures from a direct line do not exceed about a thousand feet. Til us 
we have in close juxtaposition on this southern portion of the coast 
one of the most irregular bits of seaboard which exist beyond the gla
ciated district and a11other region where the shore lines are almost un
exampled in their uniformity. The origin of this difference is probably 
to be sought in a variety of causes: In the first place there are no con
siderable streams in Florida which drain toward this coast line. Tile 
valley of the St. Johns runs parallel to the coast for nearly half the 
length of this stretch of barrier beaches and at no great distance from 
the sea margin. South of the head waters of the St. Johns the drain
age is to the Kissimmee and thence to lake Okeechobee and the Ca
loosahatchce rive.r to the Gulf of Mexico. Thus there are laeking in.the 
Florida district the numerous embayments of the savanna region 
whieh are due to the flooding of river valleys. Moreover, the sand 
plains next to the shore on this coast of Florida evidently had a much 
more level surface than those in the section between Cape Romain and 
the month of St. Johns river. 

The great ~lorida barrier beach sets in at the southern border of the 
St. Johns tidal delta. At first it lies very near the shore, and the la
goon between it and the mainland has been almost entirely closed by 
swamp accumulations partly covered by blown sands which have 
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worked back from t.he beach. It. is not until we at.t.ain a point. about 
75 miles south of the St. ,Johns that t.he lagoon is distinctly discernible 
as a topographic feature. From the Diego plains southward the in· 
closed waters here appearing as a double lagoon-tl1at on the east being 
known as the Guano river and that on the west as the Tomato or North 
river-are distinctly developed. From this point to St. Augustine, the 
first inlet to the south of the St. Johns, the lagoon is united in one 
trough forming a beautiful tidal river, containing water which is pre· 
vailingly from 20 to 30 feet in depth. At St. Augustine we find a 
breach in the barrier reef through which discharge the waters of the 
North and tbe Mata.nzas rivers, which drain a great reach of lagoons 
north and south of the inlet. This inlet has a tidal delta essentially 
similar to those which abound along the coast to the north. 

From St. Augustine southward to Cape Florida the features of con
tmnous barrier beach and lagoon are maintaiued as topographic fea
tures, though there is considerable diversity in the details. Here and 
there the lagoon is so narrow that its valley bas been quite obliterated 
by swamp accumulations or by sands blown in from the shore. It is, 
however, a practically continuous channel to small boats from the head 
of the North river above St. Augustine to Biscayne bay. With the 
exception of a small portage at Lake Worth, a light boat could in the 
rainy season be floated behind tbis barrier beach f(n· this whole dis
tance of about 400 miles. At several points there are old barrier 
beaches inclosed within those of newer formation, and at two points, 
at the 1mnamcd cape at the southern end of the tidal channels leading 
from St. Augustine harbor, and at Cape Canaveral, these accumulated 
beaches form cm:ious salients on the coast. Entrance to this system 
of lagoons is afforded by occasionally shallow and generally narr~w 
inlets, tlw positions of which are subject to constant change, so that 
they may be regarded as variable from decade to decade, and .to a 
certain extent from year to year. As there are less than a dozen of 
these breaehes in the barrier reef along this stretch of shore, and as all 
of them are narrow and shoal, the quantity of tidal flow which enters 
and leaves the lagoon is small. It is perhaps in part to this cause that 
we may attribute the very slight depth of water found in the cham1els 
of these long bays. In general this depth does not exceed 10 feet, 
and the so-called Indian river, the widest and longest stretch of the 

.lagoon, was, previous to the improvements recently made in it, barely 
navigable for commercial craft of any size. 

As far south as the head of the Halifax rh'tlr the marsh accnmula
tiont-> of the lagoon are extensive and have served to narrow the chan
nels, and where the tide fi.'eely enters to deepen the waterways in the 
manner before described. South of that point these marsh plains are 
of relatively small amount, and they have not served to narrow the 
waterway. Their failure to develop appears to be due to the fact that 
the salt water does not enter these lagoons in sufficient quantity to 
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favor the growth of the plants which are con<:crned in the formation of 
marshes. In other word1-1 the water is too fresh for the growth of the 
Ralt-loving plants, and contains too m1wh brine to permit the free de
velopment of fresh water vegetation. Even when the inlets are freely 
open, the slight rise and fall of the tide which here (loes not exceed a, 
foot and a half of altitude, would not f.\erve in any great measure to 
change the water held behind the barrier beach. The general shoaling 
of these lagoons is favored by the rapid growth of shell-bearing mol
lusks, oysters, and other bivalve species which flourish greatly in their 
braekish waterR. 

South of Lake Worth the barrier beach is prcRsed in against the 
shore, and the lagoon is narrow and has, to a great extent, been covered 
by sands blown in fi·om the shore. It retains its general character, 
however, until it terminates at its Routhermnost extension at Cape Flor
ida ou the northern end of Biscayne bay. At this point the southward 
marching sands, which form the barrier reef, are washed about by the con
siderable eurrent which enters the bay. Although tlus sand reef incloses 
one of the most remarkable lagoons in the world, it affords no harbors 
of any considerable commercial value, or any whieh appear to be capa
ble of much improvement. The incessant motion of the sands along 
the shore brings about the constant migration towardR the south of the 
breaches in the sand reef. If by engineering contrivances the position 
of the inlets were maintained, the channelR would inevitably be clogged 
by moving sands. The only use ·to be made of thes6lagoons is by their 
improvement through the means of dredged canals, so arrm1ged as to 
conneet the waters of Biscayne bay and of the intervening shore with 
the harbor of St. Augustine. This gTeat shore canal would then have 
rmitable entry port~; at each end of its waterway. 

At only one point on the coast li11e between St. Augustine and Cape 
Flori(la does it seem possible to create a valuable port within reason
able limits of expenditure. At the curious blunted hook known as 
Cape Canaveral, where, owing to some conditions aR yet unexplamed, 
a remarkable saheut composed of succeRfl.ively constructed beaches 
has bf'en formed, it seems possible to builfl a breakwater inelosing an 
area sufficient to serve t.he needs of seagoing ships. But for the fact 
that a yet better haven can be secured ami(l the coral reefs near the 
southern extremity of Florida, the constrncti0n of a shelter fin· ships at 
this point would appear imperative. 

South of Cape Florida the character of the shore undergoes a sudden 
and momentom; change. The sand beaches, the debris of which has 
journeyed great distances from the north, and the grains of which are 
worn and rounded with long conflict with waves, at this point dis
appear, and their place is taken by coral strands composed of the frag
ments worn from the ueighboring dead or living reef. It is commonly 
supposed that the living reefs of Florida begm at the entrance of 
Bi5cayne bay, but they actna1ly set in at Gilberts bar, some 8!) miles 
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· to the north, at first as a slight fringe of reef-.building corals, the 
summit of the ridge rising only a few feet above the bottom. South of 
J tlpiter inlet the amount of these corals, as indicated by the materials 
drifted ashore, increases, uittil at Hillsboro river the reef has the 
characteristic features of such accumulations, and rises to near the 
level of the sea at low tide. North of Cape Florida the development or 
the reef is hindered by drifting sands and by the retiring of the Gult 
stream from the coast, leaving room for a thread of cold water between 
the edge of the warm current and the coast line. From Cape Florida 
to Key West the reef forms a tolerably continuous fringe of shallows 
arranged in one or more parallel lines, the outermost shallows of the 
living coral lying at the distance of 4 or 5 miles from the dry la1-ld. 

Within this complicated system of outer reefs, which are still covered 
with the living coral, lies a belt of old coral deposits :recently lifted to. 
a height of 10 to 20 feet above the level of the sea. These form 
a narrow fringe of islands extending from Eliot key to the Dry Tor
tugas. Again, along the coast line, at least in the region immediately 
to the west of Biscayne bay, on the mainland of Florida, there is a yet 
older and more elevated reef, the summit of which,. though much 
decayed, lies at an altitude of 25 feet above high-tide mark. This 
arrangement of living and dead reefs, with their intervening lagoons, 
gives a very complicated character to the coast line of southern 
Florida, and affords a multitude of havens which are well fitted for the 
uses of sma.U ships, and which may, by engineering devices, be made 
useful for the largest vessels. The shallowness of the water in th~ 
lagoons is in part attributable to the recent elevation of the coast, 
which has brought the old reefs above the level of the sea, but it is in 
larger part due to recent accumulations formed upon their bottom. T.he 
warm waters of these land-locked bays nurture a host of marine species, 
which contribute large quantities of sediment to the bottom. The 
limestone of the elevated reefs is constantly undergoing solution in the 
. hind waters charged with the acids of decaying .vegetation. When the 
streams draining from this limestone rock enter the sea, a portion of 
the material which they holrl in suspension is precipitated in the form 
of a finely divided mud. This limy sediment drifts about with the 
currents and often forms curious tidal deltas, the best example of 
which is afforded at Cmsar's creek, near the southern end of Biscayne 
bay. This creek emerges through an old breach in the slightly elevated 
reef between Rhodes and Eliot key. The tidal stream forms a deep 
channel through the great bank, which is almost flush with the water 
at low tide. (See PI. XLII.) 

The development of our commerce makes it desirable to secure a first
·Class harbor at the soutlwastern extremity of Florida, and fortunately 
at one point the conditions of the reef make it possible, by means of 
engineering appliances, to provide such a port on this section of the 
·coast, near the eastern extremity of Key Largo. At this place a breach 
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in the reef forms an embayment havmg an area of about 4 square miles, 
where the water is from 20 to 30 feet 1leep, aud opens with tolerable 
freedom to the broad waters of the Plor1da straits. On the seaward 
side this harborage is partly protected by the reefs known as Tuttle 
rocks. On the inshore side it IS separated from Key Largo by a belt of 
shallow water having a width of about 3 miles. Key Largo, in turn, IS 

parted from the mainland by a field of lagoons and Rwamps where the 
water IS not more than 2 or 3 feet deep. To make tlns basm accessible 
to commerce it Will be necessary to contmue the Flonda systems of 
railways to Key Largo, and thence by a viaduct, bmlt through water 
nowhere more than about 10 feet deep, some 4 miles farther to the mar
gin of deep water. To complete the protection of the roadstead from 
waves it would probably be necessary to construct a, breakwater on the 
outlying reef, an undertaking of no great difficulty as the depth of water 
rarely exceeds 4 or 5 feet. (See Pl. xxxvu.) 

A port in the position above mdwated would have certam very great 
commercial allvantages. It would be much more accesstble to vessels 
bound to and from AtlantiC ports than are any of the contmental 
havens about the Gulf of J\fexico. Ships coming to it from oceamc 
ports could enter the straits of Florida through the channel which hes 
north of Cuba, or through the Prov11lence channels, between the 
northern group of the Bahamas and the more southern Islands of those 
great reefk Vessels seeking this port would have the rnmirnum of 
difficulty in contending agamst the current of the Gulf Stream, and 
they would escape the dangers and delays mcidental to entrance into 
the Gulf of Mexico. With the future development of our trade with 
Afhca and South Amenca a port at the southern extremity of the 
Florida penmsula which shall be immediately accessible by railway IS 

a matter•of great consequence. 
The need of a deep-water haven m the southeastern portion of 

Flonda arise:,; not only from the general relatiOn of this peninsula to 
the body of the Umted States, but also from the importance of the de
posits of mmeral phosphates whwh have lately been discovered m the 
western portwns of that commonwealth. It Is HOW ev1dent that the 
amount of this valuable earth cont:uned within the lirrnts of Florida 
is so great as to give the field much value in relatiOn to foreign trade, 
and It is clearly rlesuable to have the sh1pping pomt as near as pos
Sible to the seats of production. A haven at Cape Canaveral would 
best meet the needs of those deposits which l1e about Tampa bay and 
Charlotte harbor, but a port at Turtle harbor would, to a considerable 
extent, be serviceable to this trade. A haven m this extreme south
eastern sectwn of the peninsula would he admirably placed with refer
enl'e to the tnt~le of the Umted States with the eastem Antilles, a 
great part, of South Amenca, the Mediterranean, and the African rhs
triCt. It is certain that our country is to have, through itt> mmeral 
resources at lea:,;t, extended commermal relations with those parts of 

il 

" ! 
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the world, and there are certain advantages to be derived from the 
possession of a deep-water port in the extreme southeastern portion 
of our territory. 

"Test of Key Largo the fringe of reefs departs so far from the main
land that access to any havens which they may afford must be had by 
sea. There is indeed no place which ofl"ers a shelter for large ships 
until we attain thP excellent haven at Key West. This harbor is 
formed in part by the elevated reef of the key, and in part by a system 
of shoals formed by mud banks which have accumulated under the 
influence of tidal currents in such a manner as to afford deep channels 
protected from the waves by the shoals which border them. 

At the western extremity of the Florida bank, that curious shoal 
which has been formed by coral reefs, we have the deep-water road
steads of the Dry Tortugas. Although this system of havens is not 
completely sheltered from the sea, it affords on the whole better har
borage than any other shelter along our extreme southern coast. 
Unfortunately the land about the anchorage grounds consists almost 
altogether of mud banks, so that the place can not have even the limited 
advantages afforded by an island harbor. Its sole use would be as a 
shelter for ships encountering heavy weather near this point, or as a 
naval station which might serve as a rendezvous for war ships intended 
to protect the entrances to the Gulf of Mexico. For this purpose it is 
indeed admirably adapted. 

The western shore of Florida differs very much in its character from 
that on the eastern or southern side of the peninsula. The whole of 
this coast, being beyond the influence of the warm current of the Gulf 
Stream, is entirely lacking in coral deposits. Throughout the greater 
portion of the coast line of the peninsula barrier beaclws are wanting, 
and where they occur they have nothing like the continuit,y exhibited 
on the eastern shore of this great promontory. The extensive field of 
shallows wltich lies northward of the coral reefs and eonst1tutes the 
under water extension of this great salient, extending like a hook in a 
southwesterly direction for near 100 miles to the west of Cape Sable, is 
extended along the coast as a broad fringe of shallow water to near 
Cape Romano. On this part of the coast the shore is practically inac
cessible to large vessels, the margin of land being composed of a 
complicated tangle of swamps, where the salt-loving vegetation lJas 
encroached upon the sea, forming innumerable islands, separated by 
shallow channels of brackish water. We may indeed say that there IS 

no distinct demarcation between sea and land aloug any part of this 
shore. A little north of Cape Romano the coast line takes on a more 
organized character. The considerable streams terminate in extensive 
embayments, evidently formed by the flooded valleys of these streams, 
which have recently been depressed below the level of the sea, forming 
bays that in a small way recall Chesapeake bay, and are evidently of 
the same type. The most important of these flooded valley harbors in 
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the peninsula portion of Florida are those at the mouth of the Peace 
and the Hillsboro rivers, known as Charlotte harbor and Tampa bay. 
Both of these inlets are bordered by very extensive friuges of mud 
banks, to a greater or lest~ extent covered by salt-loving vegetation, 
but at each it is possible to secure excellent landings for large ships by 
extending moles or piers to the margin of deep water. At the mouth 
of Charlotte harbor there are extensive barrier beaches, which protect 
the broad-mouthed estuary, and, by concentrating the action of the 
tidal curreut·s, serve to maintain the depth of water at the entrance of 
the harbors. At the mouth of Tampa bay there· is a similar but less 
considerable system of barrier beaches, which exercise a like effect on 
the action of the tidal currents. 

The flooded valley of Tampa bay has retained a remarkable depth of 
water for a great distance from its mouth. Within the harbor bar and 
for a distance of about 20 miles up the valley the channel has a depth 
of fi·om25 to 30 feet, and i::; thus fit for the use of vessels of the largest 
size. The depth is also considerable in the entrance channels, the tidal 
delta being of small extent. The conditions of movement of the shore 
sands will make it an easy matter to maintain a deep water entrance 
to the anchorage grounds. The importance of this port is the greater, 
for the reason that it lies 1mmediately adjacent to the most extensive 
field of phosphatic deposits that has been discovered in any part of 
the world. Portions of these accumulations come near to the margin 
of the harbor, and the quantity of the material within 40 miles of its 
shores is so great as to insure a great export trade of the material for 
an indefinitely long period in the futme. 

North of Tampa bay the wide belt of shallow water next the shore 
again skirts the coast, which is harborless from that point northward 
and -westward to St. Joseph bay, more than 200 miles, though at the 
peculiar small islands, known as Cedar Keys, a landing place for 
ships has been constructed. The winding of the shoreward shoals 
along this part of the coast is probabl~r to be accounted fo~ by 
the fact that between Tampa bay and Cape San Bias the coast 
bends to the northeast, so as to form a uroad-mouthed bay, having a 
width between Its horns of near 200 miles, and extending into the laud 
for about 70 miles. As the water for some distance seaward on this 
part of the shore was originally of morlerate depth, the waves appear 
to have urged quantities of sediment into the embayment, whence the 
debris could 110t escape. West of Apalachec, which is in the inner part 
of this great unnamed embayment, we find an extensive area of shallow 
water known as St. George sound and Apalachicola bay fenced ti·om 
the sea by barrier beaches. The water within the reefs affords excel
lent harborage to ordinary coastwise vessels, but-has not the depth re
tplired by greater ships. 

Just beyond Cape San Bias an extension of the great barrier beach 
which forms the cape incloses a considerable area of deep water known 

• 
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as St .• Joseph bay. But for the fact that the mainland adjacent to this 
singularly deep water harbor is of au exceellingly swampy nature, this 
haven would have been an important port, for it carries from 24 to 36 
feet of water in its great roadstead and has an entrance suited to 
large ships. It is probably the deepest harbor formed by a sand 
spit which existf; on the Atlantic coast. From Cape San Bias to the 
present delta of the Mississippi there is another broad embayment of 
the shore, which has as yet received no descriptive name. Along thil'l 
coast line we find once again the type of reentrants, which are formed 
by_ the subsidence of the shorelands. Here, too, the barrier-sand 
beaches which are but imperfectly developed on the western coast of 
Florida reappear with something like the coutinuity which they exhibit 
alongthe Atlantic coast from Cape Hatteras southward. They more 
or less inclose the mouths of each harborage formed in the sunken river 
valleys, and the passes through them to the sea are, as is usual~ much 
shoaler than the interior waters~ We note, also, that the entrances of 
these bays have the tidal deltas much less· developed than along the 
Atlantic coast. The reason for this difference is probably to be found 
in the sligl1t rise and fall of the tidal wave, which is characteristic of 
the Mexican gulf. 

Between Cape San Blas and the mouth of the Mississippi there are 
four submerged valley harbors which afford water of sufficient depth 
for the largest ships and which, except for more or less extensive harbor 
hars, ·are excellently adapted for use as ports. These are St. Andrews, 
Choctawhatchee, Pensacola, and Mobile bays. The first-named two, 
though they contain large areas of deep water which are perfuctly shel-
tered from the sea, have shoal and tortuous entrances, and could be 
made ·available for considerable ships only by artificial passes to the 
open sea. Pensacola and Mobile bays, owing to the considerable 
area of water which they contain and to the relatively large flow of the 
rivers which dispharge into them, have maintained deep passages 
through the barrier beaches and have constructed small deltas at their 
mouths. The last-named reentrant is one of thA most instructive on our 
coast line, and, taken in connection· with the river valley of the Missis
sippi, throws a great deal of light on the history of the valleys flooded 
by a recent depression of the shore. When the coast line assumed its 
present level, Mobile hay was a broad-mouthed reentrant, which ex
temled a number of miles farther northward than at present. The 
river, continuing to convey considerable amounts of sediment, has 
already formed quite an extensive delta at the head of the bay, and 
has shoaled the greater portion of its area with the finer silt, so that 
what was originally a deep reentrant, now contains suffieientwater for 
large ships over only a small area near the mootb. At first the en
trance to the bay had a width of about 20 miles. The development of 
the barrier beaches has now reduced the opening to less than one-sixth 
this amount, and the channel fit for the passage of ships of large size 
is less than a mile across. (See Pl. XXIII.) 

13 GEOL., PT. 2--13 
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Abo"G.t fifty mHes west of Mobile bay lies the eastern border of the 
great cape or headland formed by the delta of the Mississippi river. 
The part of this accmnnlation which extends beyond the general line 
of the coast has a front on the sea of rather more tllan 200 miles and 
projects into tlle gulf for the distance of about 75 miles. If we could 

-llave examined the valley of the Mississippi at the time when the shore 
assumed its present elevation we should have found in place of this 
salient delta a great reentrant formed by the flooding of tlte valley, due 
to the subsidence below the level whi1\hit originally occupied. In this 
state of the country, which though belonging to a period many thousand 
years ago, is really in the geological yesterday, the Mississippi embay
ment was probably greater than any other within the limits of the 
United States. The position of its northernmost end is not yet dete:r
minml, but it probably lay near the point of junction of the Ohio with 
the waters of the main stream. TI1e embayment was of somewhat the 
same character as that of the Chesapeake, -the tributary valleys being 
flooded for a considerable distance from the trough of the main stream. 

Owing to the·size of the Mississippi river and the large amount of 
detritus borne down by ·its waters, a contribution which immediately 
after the close of the glacial period was probably greater than at pres
ent, the flooded portion of the main valley !tnd its tributaries has been 
completely filled with alluvial accumulation, so that in place of the 
reentrant delta which existed at first we now have a great salient delta 
at the mouth of the valley. At tllis }JOint it will be interesting to com
pare the comJitions of the Mississippi valley with that of the Mobile. 
In the last-named indentation the relatively small Alabama and Apa
.laehee rivers have only partly filled the bay, which, in due time, unless 
the position of the shore changes, they will close by sediments in· the 
manner in which the Mississippi trough has been overfilled. Up to a 
comparatively recent period a map of the region about the mouth of 
the Mississippi would, on a larger scale, resemble that of Mobile bay. 

Owing to the numerous shiftings of the main point of discharge of 
the Mississippi waters, the delta front has a varied outline, inclos
ing considerable areas of tolerable deep water within the delta prongs 
and the barrier beaches. Thus the swampy land inside of Ohande
Jeur sound shows by its form that it is composed of accumulations 
formed when the delta had the point of discharge along this part of 
its shore, while the barrier beach of that name represents a portion of 
the debris then accumulated, wlticlt bas since been heaped up and 
shaped by the waves. .A.t either end of this barrier beach there are 
deep-water recesses; they are, however, too far from the mainland to 
have any value as havens. The only haven for ships along the 
Mississippi delta front )Vhich has any value except for coasting vessels 
is that which is afforded by the entrance to the main channel of the 
Mississippi. This stream, which is restrained from dividing its waters 
at various points in the lower part of its course only by continual care 
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on the part of the engineers who control its aberrations, finally divides 
at a point about 25 miles from the sea into three main prongs, the two 
easternmost of which arc again subdivided before they attain the open 
water. Experience seems to show that by coneentr~ting the water of the 
stream, as far as may be, into particular channels and restraining the 
flow beyond the margin of the low-lying mud banks at the seaward 
end of the- passage, it will be possible for a long time to maintain the 
entrance to this river in a condition fit for the passage of the larger 
ships. Whenever the accumulation of sediments should render this no 
longer practicable it will probably be within the limits of the en
gir!Cering art to construct a canal having a sufficient depth of water 
leading to the deep embayment which lies northeast of the present 
mouth near the Bird islands. Inasmuch, however, as there is 100 feet 
of wai!er at a point only a mile or two seaward of the rresent termina
tion of the jetties, it seems clear that the present entrance can be main
tainecl for an indefinite petiod. 

From the mouth of the Mississippi westward to the margin of the 
delta there are numerous very shallow ·reentrants, formed by ancient 
changes in the position of the river's mouth. They are all extremely 
shoal, and are only navigable by the smaller class of coasting vessels. 
Yet farther to the west we come upon other instances of flooded val
leys, which, as we have seen, are such a common feature along the 
coast of North America. Owing, however, to the slight tidal move
ment along this shore and the large amount of detrital matter in the 
control of the waves, the greater portion of these inlets has been re
duced to the state of very shallow water, and the most of them are 
unfitted for the use of large seagoing ships. 'rhe first or easternmost 
harbor of commercial importance found on the Texas coast, that at 
Galveston, is situated nearly 300 miles west of the Mississippi river. 
It lies in a reentrant, formed by a number of flooded valleys, "the 
mouth of which is barretl from the sea by extensive barrier beaches. 
Only a comparatively small area of water lying between the horns 
of the bay retains enough of its original depth to be fitted for the use 
of the largest ships. This field, however, is of sufficient area to meet 
the needs of a great commerce, and is of sufficient profundity to ac
commodate the largest modern vessels. Between this singular depres
sion and the deep water of the neighboring sea lies the usua.l fringe 
of shoal water, just outside of all sand reef inlets. It is here, how
ever, only about two miles in width, and promises to interpose no 
serious barrier to the imrrovements which the Government is now 
making to facilitate entrance to the port of Galveston. 

Although the inner reaches of water behind the barner accumula
tions which mask this inlet are extensive, they are everywhere very 
shallpw, owing to the slight tide, rarely affording more than 9 feet 
of water. The abscnee of distinct channels through these bays is 
doubtlesb to be attributed to the slight flow of water which is induced 
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hy the tritlmg difference between high ancllow water. Although these 
basins of the Galveston group have been much narrowed by tlte growth 
of margwal swamps, these formatwns have not Herved to form or to 
preserve auy of these deep channels whwh arc so generally found among 
tltc marme marshes of distncts VISited by l11gher tides. 

Along the coast of Texal'l, from Galveston to the mouth of the Rio 
Grande, although there are a number of extenstve reentrants, they 
are all occupied by shoal water, and are enterable through pasHages so 
shallow as to be available only for rather small coasting vessels. The 
coast line IS formed by an almost continuous barner beach of. sanfl 
inclosing a system of lagoons the waters of winch are more or less 
connected, except for a short distance between the bays about Galveston 
and Matagorda bay. Tbe portion of this barncr beach exteutlmg fi·om 
Brazos Santiago entrance, a few nnles north of the Rio Orande, to 
Corpus Christi pass, a distance of 110 miles, is unbroken by any inlet, 
and affords, perhaps, the longest contiuuons sectwn of barner beach 
which faces any tidal sea. The area of this great lagoon, which IS 
known by the Spanish title of Laguna Madre, is about 11500 square 
miles. So far as the souudmgs are on record, it appears to be the shal
lowest body of water of equally extensive area which exists along our 
coast. The inner shore of this body of water is remarkably unbroken; 
at one point only, that known by the curious name of Baffin bay, do 
we find any considerable reentrant, and this is interesting only from a 
geographic pomt of VIew. 

Although the reentrant::; of the Texan shore have relatively little 
value from the pomt of VIew of commerce witl1 distant countncs, that 
.tt Galveston only aftordmg the conditions S!IItahle for a great harbor, 
the mdentat10ns possess much scientific interest. The forms of the 
inclosecl waters are often peculiar, showing a curwus tendency to 
assume the circular form. This IS seen most distmctly m the case of 
.Mission bay, which discharges into Copano bay, btlt 1t IS indicated in 
Kellars and Corpus Christi bays aud in the tonus of several other 
basins. These shallow waters also appear to be subjected to peculiar 
movements which bnng about the formation of remarkable Spits and 
l10oks such as are best shown m Aransas, Copano, and San Antonio 
bays. The ol'lgin of these slight but interesting features is unknown 
bnt they are probably due to the waves and currents induced by the 
Wind acting withm these basms. (See Pl. XLI!_I.) 

Although the marme marshes have extensiVely encroached on these 
shallow waters, they exhibit in this region nothing like the energy 
of growth and consequent influence upon the character of the basin 
wluch IS shown along the shores of tlw Atlantic indentations, where 
tbey to a great eAtcnt control the harborage value of the mlets. This 
fhfierence lll conditions is probably to be accounted for by the differ
ence m the average of tidal currents. The reader will find it very in
structive to compare the admirable Coast Survey maps of the Savan-
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nah district on the .Atlantic coast with those of the section between 
Galveston harbor and Corpus Christi pass. In their original features 
these inlets of the Atlantic and Gulf coasts closely resembled each 
other. The very distinct, indeed, we may say, wide range in their 
present physiography appears to be due to a relatively slight variation 
in the height of the tidal wave. We have now completed our rapid 
sketch of the harborage conditions exhibited by the shores on the east
ern side of the United States .. We turn next to the western or Pacific 
coast line. 

HARBORS OF THE PACIFIC COAS'I'. 

The western or Pacific coast of North America has a much less 
varied outlil1e than l1as the eastern face of the continent. The pre
vailing uniformity of its shore is due in part to the fact that its coast 
line is mainly determined by the strong contours of one set of moun
tain ranges whicp, as far north as Mount St. Elias, preserve a tolerable 
uniformity in their compass course and lie in attitudes parallel to the 
coast line. There are, moreover, few great rivers, the valleys of which 
might by a lowering of the shore be converted into the great inlets of 
the sea which are so common along the .Atlantic coast. .Along the 
shores of Central America and Me.xico slight accidents to the coast 
line have formed a number of interesting small embayments, some of 
which afford tolerable harbors; and the Gulf of California, which lies 
between two parallel ranges of the Cordilleran mountain system, is one 
of the most extensive gnlfs of the continent, and affords a number of 
good havens along its prcvailiugly sterile shores. Untortnnately, this. 
great area of land-locked waters lies in a region whi<~h, on account of 
its lack of rainfall, can never he the seat of a large population. The 
ports on the mainland side of the gulf, however~ particularly that at 
Guaymas, are likely to prove of much value to the commerce of the 
United States which seeks an exit to the southern Pacific.· 

'.rhe Pacific coast of tb.e United States, or at least that part of it 
which is south of .Alaska, and which alone is much in need of seaports, 
is unfortunately the least indented portion of the continent. J\fea.sured 
from 'headlaiHl to headland the gently outcurving shore of California, 
Oregon, and ·washington has a length of a little more than 1,200 miles, 
but in this whole distance there are but two harbors of the first class, 
and not more than half a dozen other havens which can ever have any 
considerable commercial importance. The reason for this comparative 
absence of harbors appears to be, in general, as follows, viz: The moun
tain ranges of this coast rest upon a prevailingly elevated surface. The 
bottoms of the valleys are thus, in general, at a considerable height above 
the sea, which indeed penetrates them at only om~ point, forming there 
the great harbor of San Francisco. None of thesemountainR send spurs 
into the sea, and there arc but few peaks oft: the shore which rise above. 
the ocean level, and those islands which exist are so small and at such 
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a distance from the shore that they do not afford mucb shelter to ship:;. 
With the exception of the Columbia river ar,td tHe streams finding exit 
at San Francisco bay, the water courses which pour into the sea are 
rather small, and descend rapidly to the coast liue, RO that even the 
process of subsidence does not afford cmtRiderable embayments. 

As a whole, this part of the coast line of the United States is singu
larly destitute of barrier beaches, which are, indeed, relatively rare 
features along the Pacific coast. This shore is therefore in the main 
deprivetl of the clal5s of harbors which are formed by barriers of this 
nature. The infrequency of these sand bars on the Pacific coast is 
doubtless to be explained by the prevailing depth of water along that 
shore. The continental shelf whose inner part affords the fountla
tion on wbich barrier beaches are ordinarily built is but imperfectly 
developed along the western side of the continent. Therefore, this 
coast lacks the abundant detrital material necessary to form these 
fringes of sand as well as the shoals which favor their development. It 
is probable that the prevailing abl5ence of coast shallows on the western 
border of North America is to be attributed to a rHcent subsidence of 
the land next the sea, lowering into deep water the accumulations 
which in other ages formed a detrital shelf next the shore. To what
ever cause we may attribute these conditions they have clearly exer
cisell a great influence on the general configuration of the sl10re 1ine. 

DETAILS OJ!' PACIJ!'IC COAST HARBORS. 

Immediately north of the boundary line between the United States 
and J'I'Iexico we find the important and interesting harbor of San Diego. 
The entrance to this port is only about 10 miles from the southern line 
of California, so that it lies essentially upon the frontier of the United 
States. The origin of this port may be explained as follows: When 
this portion of the shore first assumed its present level, an il5land hav
ing a length of about 5 miles and a maximum width of about 2 was 
formed at a distance of a little over a mile from the nearest part of the 
mainland. This isle appears to have been a part of the same system of 
elevations as those which form the little archipelago of Ijos Coronados
about 15 miles southward, awl the larger i~les known as Santa Catalina 
and San Clemente which lie at a considerably greater distance west, 
ward. Owing to its position, thil5 island formed an open embayment 
of the shore, which of itself would have afforded a certain amount of 
shelter to vessels. This protection has, however, been greatly in
creased by extensive deposits of the nature of sand reefs and marine 
marshes. These. have produced a union of the island with the main
land at one point and an extensive crescent of barrier beach with 
swamps and shallows on its inside which eff-ectively protects a narrow 
channel of deep water from the sea. This channel harbor is less than 
half a mile in width within the limits of its shoals, but it has a length of 
about S miles. lt has 20 feet of water upon the harbor bar at low tide 
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and an average depth of more than 40 feet in its inner parts. Although 
this harbor belongs to the sand barrier group it should be noted that the 

' bar does not form a line parallel to the shore, as is usual on the Atlan
tic coast, but is deeply incurved. This feature is doubtless due to the 
depth of water next the shore. 

Fi·om San Diego harbor northward to Monterey, the coast line affords - . 
slight harborages such as are fit only for coasting and fishing vessels 
or for the shelter of 'greater ships from winds in particular directions. 
There is no place where large_ sea-going craft can lie in safety. At the 
last named poipt there is a considerable embayment of the shore which, 
like many other of the open roadsteads of this coast, receives tlie name 
of harbor, though the conditions do not justify the appellation. It lies 
broadly open to the north and can not be regarded as having much 
value as a natural port, though it would be possible by means of break
waters to provide a certain amount of shelter for ships. It does not, 
however, seem favorably placed for such improvement. The fact is, 
that after leaving San Diego we find no satisfactory harborage until 
we attain San Francisco. This great stretch of shelterless shore is 
nearly twice as long as the harborless reaches of the Florida and 

-•rcxas coasts, but while those parts of the Atlantic and gulf coasts are 
against low flat lands, this Pacific shore lies against an almost contin· 
uous field of mountainous elevations. 

Although much of the shore is cliff, the indentations which the sea 
has worn in it form only trifling reentrants, and these, though they 
have a value for fishing smacks and other small vessels, are essen
tially unfitted for commercial ports. It is therefore with suriwise that 
the student of shores finds at the Golden Gate one of the largest and 
deepest bays on the coast of the United States. This wonderful inlet 
breaks suddenly through the shore line, there being no other openings 
of a similar nature and extent for hundreds of miles north and soutl1. 
The entrance to the bay is formed by a deep valley penetrating through 
the Ooast range, and affording a channel with over 100 feet of free 
water and a width of about 2~ miles at its entrance and of about 1 -
mile at its inner part, with a length of about 3 miles. This strait 
gives access to a great field ?f bays extending to the north and south 
in a broad vallf)y which lies west of the Coast range and east of the 
tableland which borders the Sierra ranges. While the coasts of the 
Golden Gate have a prevailingly direct character, the interior waters 
of the embaymei1t are much recessed and contain numerous islands 
and peninsulas. These minor reentrants are generally so far incum
bered with detrital materials that they do not afford good anchorage 
grounds or wharfages for large ships, but the open waters of the main 
bays are prevailingly very deep and fit for the use of th~ largest craft 
and are likely to serve for any vessels of greater size which may here
after be constructed. (Pl. XLIV.) 

The margins of San Francisco bay, though originally deep water, 
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have been very extensively shoaled by sediments brought in through 
the rivers and by marine marshes which have accunmlated upon them. 
These depo_sits of debris are, as usual, mainly gathered about the 
heads of the bay and are comparatively wanting· near the exit of the 
reentrant where the tides are strong and where the shores are remote 
ti·om the silt-bearing rivers. The ticlal ways through these mud flats 
and marshes contain characteristically deep water; in fact, they are 
for a great distanc~l navigable to large ships. The organization of 
the marine marshes i;;; substantially the ~:Jame as on tlw eastern coast 
of the United States. They exhibit certain peCllliarities, however, of 
which the most noticeable is the tendency to form lagoon-like strips 
of open water on their inner sides next the elevated land. Good in
stances of this feature are visible on the western shore of the bay be
tween Belmont and Ravenswood. In the general type of its• shores, 
except where the coast is precipitous, this bay recalls to the observer 
the couditions noticeable iu the greater reentrant of the Chesapeake. 

The San Francisco reentrant unlike the most of the Pacific coast 
inlets bas a remarkably perfect tidal delta. Although the rise and 
fall of the tide in this harborage is not great, being at the maximum 
less than 6 feet, the large number of interior waterways and the rela
tively narrow point of discharge cauRe a great deal of sediment to be 
carried through the Golden Gate. This is accumulated in the form of 
a broad fan-shaped expanse, which, owing to the great depth of the 
water, does not materially obstruct the entrance to the po!'t. This 
delta forms !Crim near its outer margin, the summit of which lies about 
30 feet below the level of the water, and has a remarkably unvaried 
form throughoitt its extension of about 15 miles. Withiu this rim the 
water deepens, attaining its maximum at the narrowest point of the 
Golden Gate, where there is 300 feet of water. Seaward the slope of 
the bottom from the shore is les_s steep, being at the rate of 20 to 30 
feet to the mile. Owing to the considerable depth on the edge of the 
spoon-shaped tidal delta, there· are no diRtinct channels except next 
the shore. Here, particularly on the uortheru side of the gate, we 
have a trough with about 30 feet greater depth than the crescent
shaped bar. The origin of these peculiar marginal channels, which in 
type differ much from the passagfls on the Atlantic coast, is not quite 
clear. (See Pl. -XLV.) 

The bay of San Francisco and the strait which connects it with the 
sea appear to be classable with the flooded valleys which so frequently 
occur along the coast of North America. Streams, numerous and con
siderable, pour their water into the basin of the bay, and at a time 
when this coast line was at a higher level than at present their united 
waters were doubtless discharged by the large river which cut or found 
its way through the low portion of the coast range at this point. Since 
the occurrence of this depression the importation of sediments from 
the land has been sufficient to reduce the depth of water in the flooded 

' 
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valleys greatly, and to contribute the large amount reqmred to form 
the tidal delta which lies seaward of the entrance. 

About 70 mtle>~ north of the Golden Gate there is another partutl 
breach in the coast-hue range wlueh perm1ts the Hea to flood a consid
erable valley known as Bodega and Tomales bays. The former of these 
bays lies wide open to the sea; the latter reenters deeply behmd a part 
of the coast range, forming an mlet 12 miles; in leugth and about 1 mtle 
m Width. Although the entrance to tins latter recess of the shore is 
marred by the usual titlal bar w1th only about 12 feet of water upon 1t, 
a ueep though narrow channel lies within, contaming suffiment water 
for large ships. vVere it not for the neighboring magnificent haven at 
San Franmsco, this reentrant would be an important commercml feature 
on this coast,. Northofthela'lt-namcu point and thence to the month of 
the Columbia nver, there is only one haven on the shore adapteu to the 
use of large ships. Thts reentrant, known as Humboldt bay, affords 
a ~~onsiderable area of sheltered water deep enough for supenor vesseh;, 
and, though the entrance chaunel1s nanow an1l rather tortuous, it 1s 
travers1ble by vessels drawmg less than 20 feet of water. Being the 
only important harborage along a stretch of nearly 400 m1les of coast hue, 
1t is hkely iu time to have considerable commercial importance. A hun
dred and ninety mtles further north, at Koos bay, there IS the flooded 
valley of the nver of that name whwh affords a waterway extendmg a 
dozen nules into the land and wtth a channel accessible to ships of large 
draft. The entrance, however, is shallowed so that 1t IS not freely acccsK
Ible to shtps drawing more than about 12 feet of water. A Rlmilar 
flooded valley occurs at the entrance to the Umpflua and Yaqmm~ 
rivers, uut the common feature of a broad and shall0w harbor bar make 
these reentrants accessible only to coastmg craft. Several other of 
the nvers along this coast ex.hib1t the s:tme general c.haracter as those 
just meutwued and afford useful shelters, but after leaving San Fran
Cisco we journey uorthwardly over 600 miles before a really spacwus 
haven is encountered; th~n it appears in the great reentrant of the 
Columbia river. -

The embayment of the Columbm river and Its tributanes is one of the 
most mterestmg on the coast of Amen ca. Before the coast hue assumeu 
its present altitude these streams appear to have cut deep channels m 
valleys of only moderate width, and at the ttmc of subK1dence the depth 
of water in them must have been great. In the present condition the 
inlet is very much embarrassed by accumulations of debris brought 
down by the rivers aud irregularly chstributed by the cons1derable tidal 
currents. In its general character this reentrant belongs to the Ches
apeake bay type, but the inclosed waters are considerably less extensive 
than in the case of that great inlet. The mouth of the so-called river 
.has a width of about 6 miles, and the relatiVely small tidal delta pro
Jects from Its entrance into the sea. This accumulatiOn dtflers consul
erably m character from that which hes off the Golden Gate. There 
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are no side channels next the shore, as at the last-named pomt, 
and there It-> a somewhat thstmct central passage on which there IS 
about 25 feet of water at low tide. Withm this mconsiderablc bar are 
vast reaches of channels containing snffiment water for tlie greatest 
sltips. Althougli the channels are much obstruc~ted by detrital accu
mulations in the form of mud 1lats and marsheH, they retam their depth 
m a remarkably umforrn way tor the dv.;tance of about 100 miles from 
the sea, vessels of the largw;t size bemg able to ascend the mam stream 
and Its tnbutary, the Willamette. Owmg to the fact that the Columbm 
river valley penetrates far int.o the mtenor of the continent and affords 
a natural way for commerce to the shore, tlus haven is of the greatest 
commerCial Importance. 

North and south of the entrance to the Columbia the coastal sands 
have accumulated in larger quantities than IS usual on the Pacific 
coast. North of the Columbia they form a great split about 20 
miles in length inclosing the waters of W1llipa bay, the most extensive 
and deepest spit haven on the Pacific coast. Like the somewhat simi
lar sp1t harbor at San D1ego the mclosed channel:-; have a, devth greater 
than a1ty havens of this group on the Atlautw coast. Thence north
ward to Cape Plattery tlie shore, with nmmportant varmtwns, pre
serves the massiVe and contmuous a8pect so eharacteristic oft he Pacific 
coa8t of the Amerwas frmh Routh ern Ch1le to the northern part of Wash
mgton, but at the last, named cape, which is the southern horn of the 
entrance to the vast fiord system of Puget sound, the coast m a mar
velo!H5ly sudden way entirely changes its character. The abruptness 
of this transformation appears to be unequaled in any other part of 
the world. Elsewhere, as on the AtlantiC coa!'lt of North America, 
there IS somethmg hke a gradual passage from the charactenstw dis
sected shore hue ahoundmg m deep water mlets and fringed with Is
lands, to the more, contmuons marine front proper to region8 wluch 
have not felt the influence of the ice during the Glac1al Penod; but 
liere the alteration takes place with revolutwnary suddenness. It may 
be Raid to be accomplished at onCI:'. 

The inlet of Pnget sound 18 one of tlte greatest allll most character
Istic fields of fior1l topography on the coast of North America. The 
channels have a remarkable depth. They penetrate a great distance 
mto the land and are chvnled hy numerous promontories. Along Its 
shores are Reore8 of harbors approachable throug·h channels wluch 
average more tllan 300 feet in depth allll are singularly exempt 
from embarrassments in the way of reefs or f-lhoals. In proportion 
to its length of shore line thi8 fiord system has relatively few islands, 
and minor bays are very numerous. The sediments wh1eh have been 
washed from the coast line or brongbt in by the rivers have had 
surprisingly little effect ilt reducing the greft,t depth of water. It is 
common to find HOUlHlmgH a liundred feet or more w1thm a few hun
dred feet oftlic shore. Such accumulatiOns of sediment as have been 
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formed m a positwn to affect liavigatwn have been gatherP-11 about the 
months of the prmmpal streams, or, as IS common in the fiord thstrlCts, 
about the heads of the reentrants where the ttdes, having little energy 
of movement about lugh water, have laid down the sediments which 
they bore durmg the tune when the water was m rapul motwn. Al
though there are several of these mud flats and marine marshes of 
cons1derable extent, some of which, as, for instance, that at the mouth 
of the Snohomish nver, have filled important embayments, they have 
not m any cousiderable way affected the fitness of the reentrants for 
use as l1avens. Then only economic defect, mdeed, IR found in the pre
vaihngly excessiVe depth of the water, which often makes it difficult for 
vessels to find placeR sufficiently shoal to afford good anchorage With 
cables of ordmary length. 

From Puget sound northward to Bermg Rtrait the fiorded type of 
coast is mamtained; the shore, except in the region Immcdmtely about 
Mount St. Ehas,is deeply indented and prevailingly frmged With Islands, 
so tl1at the harborageR are indefimtely numerous. In fact, this coast, 
like that of Nor way, could of itself furnish a sufficient number of har
bors to provide for the needs of almost all the harborless coast lines 
in other parts of the world. As far north as near the AlaRkan penin
sula the frettmg of this coas.t hne appears to have been due to the 
carving action of icc, which, durmg the last Glacial Perwdand perhaps 
earlier we ageR, overlappecl this part of the contmental coast line. 
North of the region about Puget Hound the belt of country which ap
pears occupyable by civ1lized man IS Ro narrow that theRe admirable 
havens are not likely to lmve any cons1derable relatwn to commerce. 
A further consideratwn of them therefore, seems unnecessary. 

HARBORAGES OF THE GREAT LAKES OF THE UNITED STATES. 

The five Great Lakes at the head of the St. Lawrence river are the 
only bodies of fresh water of the continent which have now or are likely 
in the future to possess any considerable importance in relatwn to the 
world's commerce. In general fresh-water seas are Imperfectly provided 
with harbors. The waters next tl1e shores are commonly shoal; the rivers 
do not exhib1t the flooded valleys which are so common along the coast 
hne, but terminate in protruding deltas; the lagoon anrl sand-spttharbors, 
owmg to the absence of t1des, are prevailingly very shallow. Forcertam 
reasons, however, the shores of our great lakes afford, on the whole, 
better havens than any Rimilar basms in other parts of the world. 
They all he withm the glaciated distnct of the contment, and doubtless 
owe much of thmr area and form to the eroding action of Ice. (See 
Fig. 15.) Their northern border, at least, and m the case of Lake Su
perwr the whole periphe~;y of the basin, is formed of rocks of varying 
hardness which exhibit more or less of the fiord character, and the 
recesses of the shores frequently afford excellent havens. 
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The southern shores of Lakes Ontario, Erie, and Michigan are less 
well provided with natural ports than the other coast lines of these 
lakes. They are bordered by horizontal strata of tolerably uniform 
hardness, and to a great extent the waves find materials which are 
easily and rapidly eroded. The result. is tolerably straight shore lines 
bordered by shoal water without . considerable reentrants of any de
scription. Fortunately for the interests of the great commerce for 
which these inland seas afford the way it is relatively easy to build and 

Fm . 15.-Sbore of Lake Ontario at Pillar point, N. Y. 

maintain harbo.rs formed by simple breakwaters which need have far 
less strength than those which face the broad oceans. 

RIVER HARBORS. 

It is commqnly supposed that vessels on .our greater rivers do not 
need protection from any dangers of a seriously menacing sort. It i:,; 
true that they are rarely exposed to waves of considerable size, but on 
the Mississippi and its principal tributaries strong winds blowing down 
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long reaches of water, espeeially agaiut>t the current, may produce 
surges great enough to endanger the relatively frail craft whwh uavi
gate these streams. Such riskH are transient and evitable, but there 
is a class of dangers of a peculiar sort arising from the assaults of ice. 
On the Ohio, the upper MissiHsippi all(l the Missouri, the eolder winters 
lead to the freezing of the streams, the ice often forming to the depth 
of 1 or 2 feet. When in periods of warmer weather there is a heavy 
fall of rain or the snows in tl10 mountains are melted this icc is broken 
up in large fields, sometimes hundreds of acreH in extent, which float 
liowu the stream amlin their course often strike against the shore with 
such momentum that the Ice is broken into fragments and heaped upon 
the bank to the height of a score of feet or more. Owing to the great 
size of the ice floes they do not swing around the curves of the nver in 

• a free way, but are apt to be driven against the shores, in which case 
they strike with an energy sufficient to wreck even the strongest 
ships. It occasionally hap11ens that the ice fields, by their collisions 
with each other and with the shore, become heaped together and are 
so deep that they catch upon the bottom in the Hhallow parts of the 
river, forming a temporary dam a~roRs the stream. As soon as such 
an accident happens the barrier of statwnary ice is reinforced with 
great rapidity by the fields wllich continue to float dowll upon it. In 
this way the cllannel may become gorged to the depth of 30 or 40 feet, 
and for a distance in the axis of the stream of a rnlle ~~r more. As will 
readily be understood, the river flows away from the lower margin of 
this barricade and heaps up above it until the dam is urged by the flood 
do,-vn the valley, a very besom of destruction. ~Fortunately these catas
trophes are, rare, and they occur only at particular points in certain 
streams. 

Another class of accidents is brought about by the occasional diR
ruption of the icc of tributary streams when the main rivers arc still 
fror,en. In this caRe the flood from the tributary, driving the. cakes of 
ice before it, commonly cuts a channel across the main stream, forcing 
the masses of ice against the opposite bank. A notable instance of 
this action was seen by tlle present writer at a point where the Licking 
river enters the Ohio, opposite the wharf or landing place of the 
steamers, at Cincinnati, Ohio. In the course of a few minutes the vast 
amount of ice floes discharged from the Licking assailed the steamboats 
lying against the opposite bank with such energy that they were 
pushed up the bank, overturned, broken up and buried beneath the 
accumulation. In general such diRaster~> to the river marine happen 
only on the southern tributaries of the Ohio, but they occasionally 
occur wherever a considerable affluent joins any of the great rivcrH in 
the northern part of the Mississippi valley. Whenever a warm rain 
occurs after a period of continuous frost, sufficiently mtense to lock 
the rivers in ice, the shorter streams are likely to send forth their 
floods before the main channels are open; hence, whatever be the 
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other advantages of a harborage for vessels at a pa:<·ticular pomt along 
a nvcr, there IS always danger wlwn the place IS opposite the mouth 
of a cons_1tlerable tributary. 

The danger from floating ICC in our larger rivers IS rapidly diminish
mg through a cunons feature in the mtcrference of man with these 
streams. Each 1ner bridge, of which there are now many alo11g the 
streams, servei-1 to break up the Ice floes, the fiellls bemg divided longi
tudinally on the sharp upper edge of a 1ner constructed for the purpose, 
and at the same time, owmg to the stram, the intervenmg parts of the 
we are divided by transversefractnreR. In passmg two or three of these 
brHlges the we becomes so far morsellated as to be less dangerous than 
before. lu fact, the effect of these bridges has been to keep the nvers 
open 1lnrmg peno1li-l of frost, wheu otherwise they would have become 
closed to mtvigation. The process of closure IS generally, if not mva- • 
riably, brought about by the growth of floatn1g sheets of ice which ex
tend along thmr margms until they become so wide as to catch upon 
the banks in some narrow or tortuous part of the stream. Even If 
the ice be not thick enough to form a ''gorge" it may aftord a barrier 
on the surface of the water, agamst whwh other cakes of thm Ice con
tinue to gather until the whole reach of the river is covered. The 
bntlge piers, inasmuch as they in a measure hinder the formation of 
very large fields of we, distinctly tend to prevent the interference with 
navigatwu which would otherwise occur. The best ice harborage on 
the gJ;'eat navigable streams subJect to dangers from this source are 
commonly found on the convex curve of the river. Where necessary, 
the protection may.be made more effective by the use of we-breakers, 
arranged so as to perform the same kind of work which, as we have 
seen, is bwnght about by the piers of bndges. Against the risks which 
come from the assaults of the ICe bome out by tributary streams there 
seems no escape whatever, except by avmding the use of the localities 
where th_ese acmdents may occur as winter harbors. On the whole, our 
nvers where H\e forms thickly are unreasonably exposed to the dangers 
whiCh It entails. The same prmmple which leads the Federal govern
ment to care for the navigatiOn of these streams and for the Improvement 
of thmr wa-ter channels should lead to the constructiOn of safe wmter 
harbors along thmr banks. 

REVIEW OF THE HARBORAGE CONDI.TIONS OF THE UNITED 
STATES 

The consideratiOns above presented concernmg the general history 
of Amcncan ports makes it plam that we mamly owe tbese havens, 
especially those which have a distinct value for formgn commerce, to 
one or the other of two important geological events: to the erosion of 
the shorelands by glacial ice, or to the valleys carved by rivers and 
subsequently flooded by mvasions of the sea, brought about by the 
downsinking of the land. The work done by the glaciers was, to a 
great extent, independent of the precise position whwh the sea occu-

, 
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pied at t.he time when the ice streams were in motion. As is clearly 
shown by the existing couditious in Greenland and elsewhere, the 
glacial sheet may pass beyond the shore and continue to flow down the 
slopes which lead seaward until it has attained the depth of many 
hundred feet below the water level. ln this position it can curve val 
leys almost as readily as where the ice rests on a surface above the 
ocean's leveL It is otherwise with the nvers; their cutting action, ex
cept in their very channels, has to be done above the level of the tide, 
and even the channel can be scoured ouL only for a slight depth below 
low-water mark. 

It will be observed from the descriptions above given that a very 
large part of the marine harbors southward of the fielU occupied by 
ice during the last· glacial period are due to the entrance which the sea 
makes into the valleys of the streams which discharge along the shore. 
At first sight It may seem to the reader necessary to suppose that thiR 
evidence points to the conclusion that the coast lines south of the gla
ciated area have recently undergone a general and considerable sub
sidence. There is much evidence to show that such a movement of these 
coast lines has occurred, aml to a certain extent is now going on, along 
the Atlantic coast from the Gulf of St. Lawrence to the mouth of the 
Mississippi, and it seems almost certain that the flooding of many val
leys, which has led to the formatiOn of harbors, is due to this movement. 
It is likely, however, that the condition of these reentrants is in part 
due to the geological history of the shore line in periods anterior to . 
the last downsinking of the shore. We have already noted the fact 
that, seaward of New York harbor and Chesapeake bay, channels ex· 
tend across the continental shelf towards the mouth of those inlets. 
There is reason to believe that the same feature occurs in the case of 
many other more or less flooded river valleys, on the Pacific as well as 
the Atla,ntic coast. The history of these submerged channels appears 
to be in general as follows : 

During the frequent oscillations of the continental mass portions of 
continental shelf, now here, now there, are_ lifted from the water and 
channeled by the streams, which during the periods of elevation have 
their mouths farther out to sea. During the times of subsidence the 
portions of these i.lhannels which are submerged become partly filled 
with detritus, mostly drifting sands wliich on account of their incoher· 
ence are readily washed out of the valleys during- tbe next time of ele
vation. The result is that whatever the level of the shore at any one 
stage in its frequent up and down goings,the entrance to the river is 
apt to admit the sea tor some distance into the land, for only when the 
shore line is at or near the point of maximun elevation or depression 
will it fail to find a valley it can enter. Where the amount of material 
brought out by the rivers to the continental shelf is large the weight 
of this material would tend to bear the surface of the region downward, 
and this also would serve to bring the plane of the sea into the valleys 
ofthe streams. Therefore we should expect in general, except where, 
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as in the case of the Mississippi, the alluvial materials arc brought 
downw sufficient quantities to form very exten('live antl Rwiftly accu
mulated delta deposits, to find the month parts of valleys somewhat 
invaded by the sea. 

The best teRt of the tlnration of the time which has elapsed since the 
shore line assumed nearly its present level is afforded by the devel
opment of the river and tidal deltas which exist along the coast. 
The evidence from this source clearly indicates that along both the 
Atlantic and Pacifie shores of the United States the prevailing latest 
movement has been that of downsinkiug. The delta deposits made by 
the rivers of moderate size, even where they bear considerable amounts 
of mud, are rather small. The MissisRippi alone, a stream whose waters 
are phenomenally tmbid, ha8 constructed a great delta deposit in the 
lower parts of its valley and in the neighboring sea into which it dis
charges. 

It is evident that all our numerous submerged valleys, since they 
were invaded by the Rea, have been Rubjected to a steadfast process of 
widening and 8hoaling. Where, as in the region north of New York, 
these depressions are prevailingly carved in VCl'y har•l roeks, the erosion 
of their banks goes forward slowly and little waste is afforded to shal
low the water in the basins. In the more 8onthcrn parts of the coun
try which slope towards the waters of the Atlantic, the lateral erosion 
goes on apace; the incoherent strata are readily broken down by the 

.waves, and the •lebris is distributed over the floors of the bay by the 
tidal currents and those induced by the winds. As the energy of this 
erosion is proportionate to the width of water and increases rapidly 
with that width, the main valley of the embayment widens more rap
idly than the narrower inlets formed iu the troughs of the tributary 
streams. The result is that after a time a system of submerged valleys 
has an aspect which differs considerably ti·om that presented in a sys
tem of valleys whieh have not thus been depressed below the level of 
the sea. 

Although there is much evidence to show a process of depression 
along the Atlantic coast lin~, '"reeently operative, and probably still in 
progress at certain points, and the known facts of the Pacific coast 
point to similar movements there, and although there is, furthermore, 
evidence tending to show a very modern uprising along the coast from 
New York northward,· the shores of our continent may fairly be con· 
sidered as in a tolerably stab]e condition. In this condition the forces 
operating on the coast line tend rather to destroy or at least to depre
ciate the harborage places. So far as our observations go there are no 
instances in whi!'lt our havens are now m process of natural better
ment and in almost all cases where they are well known there is clear 
evidence that their economic value is depreciating. The natural forces, 
the operation of which we have already noted, necessarily tend to the 
deeay of our marine shelters. . 

Geologic history shows us that we may an-ticipate the occurrence of 
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those movements m the future which have m the past served to create 
harborages, but these changes take place so slowly, as measured m 
terms of human need, that we can not expect our race to have any 
profit from thmr actwn. It therefore behooves us in every possible way 
to protect our havens from degradatiOn. Unfortunately the mterfer
ence of man with the conditiOns of harbors IS likely m many ways to 
affect theu value. In the du;tncts contiguous to Important ports 
the sml is generally subJected to constant tillage, an actwn which 
greatly favors the pas:,age of much mineral detritus mto the streams 
whence it finds Its way to the harbor basms. In the natural state of 
the soil this movement IS arrested by the forest covering. Therefore 
the Silting-up of harbors goes on much more rapidly as the culture of 
a count.ry advances. Where the shores of an Important harbor are 
occupied by large cities, as IS usually the case, a great dea,l of waste 
material Is almost necessanly discharged into the waters of the haven. 
This consists not only of ordmary sewage, but of great quant~ties of 
street htter which is washed mto the drains during heayy rains. The 
effect of this artificial detntus can often be observed by the cloudmg of 
the water, even in a tide swept port such as New York. The influence 
becomes even more noticeable when we observe the character of the ac
cumulations which are formed on the bottoms of our much used harbors. 

Probably the greatest danger mcurred through the action of man m 
the case of our tidal havens arises from the restnctwn m the ~Storage 
basms to whiCh the water originally had access, but from which It IS 
debarred by the artifiCial encroachment11 so generally to be found along 
the water fronts of -towns. A number of our important ports liad suf
fered· much from this source of damage before the danger was clearly 
apprehended. In the existmg conditiOn of our laws the great commer
Cial-havens are tolerably well msured agamst further damage from this 
source, but many of the lesser shelters are still suffermg from the eviL 

As regards the protectiOn of our ports agamst the dangers of naval 
attack, we may note the fact that they are generally well placed to 
recmve such protectwn. To a much greater extent than is the case in 
European countries our important commercml havens he upon the 
shores of recesses at a considerable distance from the open sea, so that 
the forts whiCh guard them may be so placed that they can detam the 
enemy's fleet at a safe distance from the towns. In general these Cities 
can be brought mto danger only after the protectmg fortresses have 
been beaten down by au enemy. As compared with the havens of 
Europe those of North Amenca, particularly of the part thereof winch 
lies within the limits of the United States, are much the best placed to 
msure the safety of ships from natural dangers or those w;hich war 
brings about. They are bettm fitted to meet the needs of commerce 
than those in the western portion of the old world. In fact there IS 

probably no other equally extensive area whiCh is so well provided 
with natural havens. 

13 GEOL., PT. 2--14 
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THE MECHANICS OF APPALACHIAN STRUCTURE. 

BY BAILEY WILLIS.1 

INTRODUCTION. 

· The facts of the following discussion are drawn from the belt of dis
turbed Paleozoic strata which extends from New York, through Penn
sylvania, the Virginias, and Tennessee, to Georgia and Alabama. 

This is an area of about 60,000 square miles-900 long and 50 to 125 
miles wide.. It is a geologic province distinguished by the age of its 
strata from the region on the east and by the facts of its structure 
from the horizontal rocks on the west. Toward the east extend crys
talline rocks much older than the Paleozoic and part of that continent 
which yielded the materials for Paleozoic sediments. On the west 
is the area over which the mediterranean sea of North America pre
vailed during the periods from Cambrian to Carboniferous. Between 
the continental edge and 'the open sea was the narrow belt where me
chanical and organic sediments accumulated in greflt bulk. This strip 
is the zone of strongly developed structural deformation. 

The phase of deformation is that which follows from compression; 
Across this zone the arc once covered by the strata has shortened and 
the greater length of the beds has been taken up by folding and fault
ing. 'rhe folds and faults formed on a vast scale, with simple relations 
among themselves, and conditions of erosion have led to the develop
ment of· a relief in close accordance with the occurrence of hard and 
soft rocks. Hence it follows that the general character of structure 
in this region is easily recognized, and through the great work of 
H. D. Rogers, followed by W. B. ·Rogers, Lesley, Safford, and many 

_ others, it has become widely known as a definite type. The term 
"Appalachian structure" conveys in geologic literature the idea of 
strata compressed into long narrow folds, generally parallel among· 
themselves, and sometimes overturned, and overthrilst. 
· This is a simpl~ conception wliich recognizes a generic result due to 
a single cause and which disregards specifi~ differences due to varied 
conditions. But such differences exist among the folds a'nd faults and 
divide them into distinct types, sometimes intimately associated, some-

'1 To Mr. G. K. Gilbert and to my associates in the Appalachian province. Messrs. Hayes, Keith, and 
Campbell, I am indebted for many facts and for frank discussions of hypotheses, which have greatly 
aided in the preparation of this paper.-B. W. 
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FIG. 16. P arts of folds . 
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SYNCLINE. 

Perspe ctive view and vertical section , showing th e spoon.shaped ridges of hard rock and the troughs formed by the beds. 

ANTICLINE. 

Perspective view and vertical section, showing the half-cigar.shaped mountains of the hard rocks and the arches formed by the beds. 
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times independently developed, and occurring with conditions of 
stratigraphy to which they may be causally related. The steps which 
lead logically to a conception of these possible relations are: 
. (1) Description of the t~·pes of structure. 

(2) Statement of their relations, geographic, as among themselves, 
and stratigraphic-that is to the series of strata deformed. 

(3) Experiments to reproduce structures. 
(4) Discussion of the laws developed by experimental study and 

their application to natural phenomena. 

TYPES OF STRUCTURE. 

Strata are deposited in a nearly horizontal position, and in the case of 
continuous deposition successive beds are essentially parallel. UndeT 
compressi,,e force the beds may change their attitude to one of greater 
or less inclination, :while remainin~ nearly parallel among themselves. 
This is :flexure, or folding. Or the force may cause such changes in their 
relative attitudes as to de~troy their parallelism and change the order 
of superposition. This is faulti11g. 

FOLDS . 

. The two great types of folds are the syncline and the :_tnticline. 
The syncline (pli synclinal, fond de bateau, ·auge, mait, Y ou pli en 

V; synclinal-Falte, Mulde). This is the simplest type; it is a depres
sion of the the strata from a fiat to a basin-shaped form. In cross sec
tion it may be shallow and gently rounded, or vary to a deep, straight
sided, and sharply angular trough. In plan view it is, iu the Appala
chians, usually very long and acute at the ends; hence the use of the 
adjective "canoe-shaped." Geometrically, a syncline is characterized 
by the fact that it is concave upward. Geologically, it is determined 
by the presence of. younger strata within the basins of the older. 
. The anticl·ine (pli atJticlinal, voute, soulcvement en voiHe, ~elle; 

GewOlbe, Sattel). The c(Jlllpanion type of the syncline is the anticline, 
or arch; this is an elevation of the strata in a direction opposed to 
gravity, from a flat to a dome-l_ike or semi-cigar-shaped form. The 
cross section varies from a broad, gentle arch to an acute straight 
Sided roof. In plan the fold is usually ~ery long and narrow. Geo
metrically, the anticline is recognized by its upward convex curve; 
geologic;tlly, it is distinguished by the presence of older strata within 
the domes of the younger. 

PARTS OF POLDS. 

Any syncline or anticline consists of two sides, which meet along a 
line of lowest depression or of greatest elevation. The sides may be 
called the limbs, slopes, flanks, branches, legs, or shanks (les :flancs, 
ailes,jambages, combles, montants, pans, reim;, pendages; die Schenkel, 
Flligel). _ 
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The line or area of meeting of the sides is the axial region, the crest 
or crown of an anticline, the base or bottom of a syncline (charniere 
anticlinale, sommct, tete, clef de vof1tc; Gewiilbebiegung; charniere 
synclinale, fond; l\Iulden biegung;. 

The angle included between the limbs of any fold may be bisected 
by a plane; sueh a plane is the axial plane and the line by which it in
terseets the stratum is the axis of the fold. Folds include mauy strata, 
eaeh of which has its axial plane and axis; if the fold be regular the 
bisecting planes may coincide, but in irregular folds they will form 
parts of a warped surface. Instead of axial plane we may then speak 
of axial surface and define it as the surface whose elements are the 
axes of all the strata involved in the fold. To define the attitude of 
the side of a fold it is usual to give the strike and dip of a stratum of 
the fold; that is, the azimuth of ~L level line drawn on the stratum and 
the angle between a line drawn at right angles to this and a horizontal 
plane. In the same way the position of a fold can be defined by 
giving the azimuth or strike of Its axis and the angle made by the axis 
with a horizontal plane; the latter may be called the pitch of the axis 
to dit;tinguish it from the dip of either side. 

COMBINATIONS OF l<'OLDS. 

Anticlines and syncline:;; seldom occur as separate individuals; they 
are usually combined, lying side by side in alternation, uniting by 
convergence of several axes to form one, or dying out by the merging 
of the pitch of an axis with the dip of a stratum. It often happens 
that the result of the combination of many anticlines and synclines is 
to form a complex structure, which, regarded as a whole, is either syri~ 
clinal or anticlinal. The former is called a sy11clinorium, the latter an 
anticlinorium. 

VARIETIES OF FOLDS. 

Folds have been classified in two ways: :First, by the relative amoupt 
of opposed dips; second, by the degree of compression which they have 
suffered. 

According to the fin;t clal':lsification we have: 
Upright or symmetricltl (droit; Normalgestellt, stehend, aufrecht steh

end, gleichformig), when the opposed dips are the same; the axial 
plane is then vertical. 

[Jnsymmetricltl (oblique, dejete, pli en genou; Schief, geneigt, steh
end ungleichformig), when one dip is steeper than the other; the axial 
plane' is then inclined. When one limb is inclined beyond the perpen
dicular the unsymmetrical fold is called: Overtumed, inverted, col- • 
lapsed, overthrown, reflexed fold, Rigma flexure, sigmaflex, sigmoidal 
flexure (pli renverse, re1)li; ueberltegende Falte, iiberhangende Falte). 
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Recumbent fold (ph coucht\; hegende Falte, hegendes GewiJlbe), 
when the mvertcd dip approache~ horizontality. 

In the inverteu and recumbent folds it is unportant to distmguish 
between the three lunbs of the antlClme a,JHl its subJacent synclme, 
because when a fold has progresseu to that conditwn of overturning, 
the mfincnce of the thrust in developmg structure m the several limbs 
IS different accordmg to their situation. We may therefore designate 
the upper limb of the antiCline as the arch hmb or roof (fianc normal 
supeneur; fiauc normal de l'anticlmal; GewOlbeschenkel, Dach, oberer 
aufrechter Schenkel); the middle limb between the antichne and syn
clme as the common hmb,-partitwn, or reverse ltmb (fianc median, fianc 
renverse; Mittelsehenkel, verkehrter Schenkel); and the lower hmb of 
the syncline as the trough hmb, or floor (fl.anc normal mfeneur, fianc 
normal du synclinal; Muldenschenkel, unterer anfrechter Schenkel). 
We may also speak of the turn at the top of the antwlme, and of that at 
the base of the synclme as the upper and lower bends (charnicre su
penenre et charmere infeneure; obere Umbiegung und untere Um
biegung). 

These designatwns are appropriate when we regard the overturned 
anticline and 1ts subjacent synclme as fornung a smgle structure, 
which, m so far a!'l dynamic results are concerned, they may often be 
said to do. 1 

Accordmg to the second clasRtlicatwn we have: 
Open folds. When the hmbs of an ant1clme or a syncline are wide 

open respectively downwaru or upward further shortening of t]+e zone 
of strata is poss1 ble by the lessemng of this angle; such may be called 
open folds. 

Closed folds. When this angle can not become more acute without 
the squeezmg of the strata the fold may be sard to be closed. 

Carinate o1· isoclinal folds. Under cm·tam conditiOnS the hmbs of a 
fold, whether anticlinal or synehnal, may become parallel, the uppermost 
or undermost bed of the folde1l senes being bent back upon itself so 
tlmt 1ts upper or lower surface 1s hke a sheet of paper folded in a single 
crease. The strata are then repeated on either s11le of the axis, but 
they show a umform dtp. 'rhe smgle anticline or synclme of this type 
has a keel and may be called carmate; repeated folds with parallel 
hmbs are termed 1soclmal (pli isoclmal; Isoclmalfalte). 

Isoelmal folds may present perpendiCular or overturned dips, 'or may 
in some cases be almost horizontal; they are accordingly called upright, 
overturned, or recumbent 1soelinal folds (ph 1soclmal droit, pli 1soclmal 
renverse, pli iRoclinal couche; anfrechte Isoklmalfalte, tiberkippte 
Isokhualfalte, sclnefe Isoklmalfalte, liegeude Isoklmalfalte). 

A further development of the Jsoclme 1s produced when the com
pression, commg at nght angles to the buned vertiCal strata, so nar
rows the deeper part of the anticline or the higher pal't of the syncline 
as to produce respectively au angle open upward or one open down-

1 Secret of the Htghlands Chas Lapworth, F G S , G~ol Mag II, vol x, 1883 
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ward, the reverse of the ordmary cowhtion of anticlinal or synclinal 
folds. Such folds are called fan-shaped (pli en eventail; Facherfalte). 
They represent the extreme phase of folllmg and their occurrence IS 
limited to those parts of moun tam masses which have been subJected 
to most extreme compressiOn, and probably at very considerable depth 
m the earth's crust. French and German geologiHts have further classi
fied fan-shaped folds as upnght, as overturned, or as recumbent, ac
cording to the relatiOn of the dips to the vertiCal or horizontal plane. 

Fan-shaped folds contradict the geometrical defimtions of synclinal 
or anticlmal structures; their character IS therefore to be determined 
Ollly by the relatiOn of younger to older strata. If they are synclines 
the younger strata are within and If anticlines they are outside of the 
older strata. 

FAULTS. 

A. fault is that result of deformatiOn whwh destroys the regular 
order of superpositiOn of strata. It 1s not to be confounded with an 
unconformity, whwh implies an interval of eroswn between an older 
and a younger series. To avoid confusimi of terms we may use them 
as follows: 

Fault: 'l'o designate the relatwn of strata not contmuous or parallel 
becau:;;e they have been forced the one seneH past or over the other. 

Unconjormit:IJ: To des1gnate the relatiOn of strata not parallel because 
the older series was upturned, eroded, anu submerged before the depo
sition of the younger upon the eroded surface; tins Is an unconformity 
by d1p and eroswn. The term also apphes to cases where the strata of 
two perw(ls are parallel but are m contact over an eroded surface of the 
oluer; this is an unconformity by erof'iion. 

Ihscordunce: To uesignate the relation of strata not parallel in cases 
where the process resulting iu absence of parallelism is m doubt. 

OL.ARRIFIC.ATION OF FAULTS. 

The term fault Is of general application to any dislocatiOn of rocks 
mvolvmg movement of the separated masses past one another, and It 
therefore covers what has been called the normal or radial fault, whwh 
is a phaRe of deformatiOn mvolving extensiOn of an arc of the earth's 
crust. · ThiK type is preCisely the oppor.;ite of the dislocation whiCh 
anses from compressiOn and whiCh has been called reversed fault, com: 
presswn fault, or thrnst fault. Long usage has so Hlentitied the word 
fault with what is called the normal type, that clearness and precisiOn 
are gamed by employing a suhst1tute for It m describing dislocatiOns 
due to compressiOn, awl for thiS purpose there IS none better than thrust. 

Thrusts may anse from any one of four sets of conditiOns, and if clas
slfie1 genetiCally may be called-

Fust. The shear-thrust; this arises when either force or reHistan('e Is 
so concentrateu as to produce a plane of easwst motwn, along whwh 
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TYPES OF FOLDS. 

1. Symmetrical or upright fold. open. 
2. Unsymmetrical or inclined fold, open. 

5. Syncline showing a keel: a carinate syncline. 
6 . Carinate anticline, the lowe r strata remaining flat. 

3. Symmetrical or upright fold, closed. 7. Carinate antic li ne, overturned. 
4 . Unsymmetrical fold, c!osed and overtu rned. 8. Carinate anticl ine, recumbent; or recumbent fold . 
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shearing meets with a resistance· less than that opposed by the strata 
to bending. The Scotch geologists first described this type, and it is 
illustrated by a figure from the article on the northwest Highlands. 1 . 

(Pl. LIII.) 
Second. The"break-thrust; this develops when strata form first an 

anticline, so conditioned that in process of development folding soon 
becomes more difficult tlmn breaking, followed by overthrust on the 
fracture plane. This is the characteristic type of faulting in the Appa
lachian province, and it is illustrated by drawings based on the inter
pretation of observed facts. (Pl. LIII.) 

Third. The stretch-thrust; this is the result of extreme folding, with 
development of an overturned limb, which is stretched by the opposite 
pressures of the roof and floor. This type has been described by Heim, 
and is illustrated by diagrams ftom Mechauismus der Gebirgsbildung. 
(Pl. LIII.) 

The shear-thrust is independent of flexure; the break-thru~:;t follows 
moderate folding; the stretch-thrust is a final phase of a closed and 
overturn~d fold. 

Fourt!J. The erosion-thrust; thi::; may develop when a rigid stratum 
rises from a broad syncline to outcrop on an eroded anticline. Then, if 
compression follows. the stratum meets with no resistance and rides 
forward over the subaerial surface. Such a thrust, complicated indeed 
by a break-thrust, is shown by Hayes,2 and a simiJler form is suggested 
in Pl. LUI. The difference between the two illustrations lies mainly in 
the relative ages of the strata brought into contaet. 

PAR1'S OF FAULTS. 

A fault is a surface of two· dimensions only, the surface of movement 
between two masses of strata. This surface has length and width; it 
may be accompanied by phenomena of schistosity or crushing which 
occur to some slight distance on either side of it, and, if these be con
sidered with the plane of movm.nent, there is a thickness, but it is very 
minute as compared with the other dimensions. 

The length of a fault is the length of its outcrop between the extremes 
where it fades out or passes into a fold. This is measurable by miles, 
and may reach to hundreds of miles. 

The width of a fault may be stated as the distance fi·om the out
crop .to its subterranean limit; such a limit is always a matter of infer
ence, and the width is only conjecturally measurable. 

The amount of movement on a, fault plane is expressed by important 
measures. These are:_ 
. Displacement: The distance-measured on the fault surface between 

the repeated ends of one stratum. 

• Recent work of the Geological Survey· in the Northwest Highlantl• of Scotland, A. Geikie, Quart. 
Journ. Geul. Sue. for August, 1888. 

•The Overthrn•t Faults of the Suuthern·.A.ppalachians. Bull. G. S. A., VoL 2, pp.l41-154. 
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Vertical th1·ow: The vertical height of one end of a stratum above 
that from which it has been disconnected, both at the fault surface. 
This is also called, simply, throw. 

Horizontnl throw: The horizontal distance by which one end of a 
stratum has been pushed beyond the other; this is also·called heave. 

StmUgraphic tlwow: The thickness of strata belonging in orderly 
sequence between the strata faulted into contact. . 

Fanlt rlip: The angle between the fault surface and a horizontal 
plane. This is the complement of tl1e "hade," a term originally ap
plied to normal faults and one which may well be restricted to that 
class of displacements. 

STRUCTURAL DISTRICTS OF THE APPALACHIAN PROVINCE. 

In the .Appalachian province there are four districts, each of which is 
distinguished from the others by a prevailing structural type. These 
districts are as follows: 

(1) District of open folding: Alleghany region of Pennsylvania and 
West Virginia. 

(2) District of close folding: .Appalachian valley. 
(3) District of folding and faulting: southern Appalach;an region of 

Virginia, Tennessee, and Georgia. 
( 4) District of folding with schistosity: Smoky mountain region. 
Each of these districts," with its typical structure, is described in the 

following pages : 

DISTRIC'l' OF OPEN FOLDING-PENNSYLVANIA-WEST VIRGINIA. 

From the pleateau region of southern New York thr·ough Pennsyl
vauia to the southern part of West Virginia extends an area of simple 
geological stn1cture characterized by the development of open folds. 
On the eastem side its limiting ridges command the Appalachian valley 
and on the west it is in turn overlooked by the escarpment of the Alle
ghany front. Deep, closed folds do occur in· the anthracite basins 
within this area and faults are occasioual1y present, but they are short 
and of moderate displacement. The dominant type is the open anti
cline, tens of miles long, single miles wide, not straight, but sweeping 
in gentle curves with the trend of the belt. In general relations 
parallel, they yet diverge to inclose a broader syncline than usual, or 
sink and fade into a deeper one. Some arche3 are much larger than 
their fellows, and are thus couspicuous; again, indiviiual featmes of 
groups exhibit wave-like parallelism and equality. The dips are more 
often over than under 45°,. f~equently steeper northwest than southeast, 
and sometimes the strata are vertical, bu~ the general result of defor
mation is irregular undulation of the strata. 
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T YPES OF FOLDS. 

9. Repeated carinate or "isoclinal" folds, upright. 
10. Isoclinal folds, inclined. 
11. Isoclinal folds, recumbent. 

12. Fan-structure, upright. 
13. Squeezed syncline and detached synclinal core. 
14. Squeezed anticline and detached anticlina l core. 

After Heim and Margerie. 
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Rogers stated, and the statement lms long been accepted, that the 
waves of strata exhibit their greatest development in the east and 
gradually die away toward the northwest. The idea conve;yed is that 
the force causing deformation acted most energetically in producing 
the eastern folds, and became less and less effective as it proceeded 
farther from its source. If this were true, the greater folds should lie 
toward the eastern edge, the lesser toward the western, of the zone of 
folding. But the greatest of all anti(llines in Pennsylvania-the Nit
tany arch-is eccentric to the theory and contradicts Rogers's state
ment, for it lies on the western edge of the zone of pronounced folding, 
not on the eastern, and thus illustrates the fact that the undulations 
do not occur in regular order of size, although they are much more 
closely appressed at their extreme eastern than at their western limit. 

The stratigraphic column of this district includes all the Paleozoic 
formations from Cambrian to Carboniferous, anil its total varies from 
18,000 to 27,000 feet. At the base is the Cambro-Silurian limestone, 
and above. are the sandstone~'> and shales of Upper Silurian, Devonian, 
and Carbonifero_us, in all their variety of development. Stratigraphi
cally the beds present !n composition and color variations of great in
terest; but in relation to structural problems they fall into only two 
principal divisions-the great limestone and the greater shale-sandstone 
series. The former is massive, little divided by vague bedding planes, 
-a rigid unit in folding. The latter is thin bedded, and, thoug·h some 
sandstone and calcareous strata are by themselves thick and. hard, the 
entire second division resisted foldiug as a mass of weak beds. The 
influence of massive and laminated series on deformation will be dis
cussed elsewhere, but they may be snggeRterl by liltening the great 
limestone to a sheet of bristol board and the shale-sandstone series to 
a quire of tissue paper. 

Erosion has shaped from these folds the· topographic types that 
Rogers so admirably described: The monoclinal ridge carved from 
the limb of a fold; the synclinal valley and mountain; the anticlinal 
mon11tain and valley. And the anticlinal mountain may be consid
ered the characteristic feature of this topography, since it is here of 
common occurrence. 

DISTRIC'l' OF CLOSE l!'OLDING-APP .AL.ACHI.AN VALLEY. 

The term Appalachian valley is used by different writers to cover 
difl'erent areas; its broadest application is to the entire province from 
New York to Alabama, between the Blue Hidge on the east and the 
Cumberland plateau on the west. But for discussion of structure the 
name may be applied to the area of continumis outcrop of the great 
limestone formation, fi·om eastem Pennsylvania to Chilhowee mountain, 
Tennessee, and from the Blue Ridge to the eastern edge of the Alle
ghany mountain region. As in Pennsylvania the Nittany arch, so in 

13 GEOL., PT. 2--15 
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TenneRsee and thence Routhwanl great anticliues bring other extensive 
areas of this limestone to view; but tlicir structure differs from that of 
the district distinguished. vVhen so limited the Appalachian valley dis
trict corresponds to a zone of close or isoclinal folding, which is remark
able because it occurs in so massive a formation as the great limestone. 
Detailed studies of the structure are few and our knowledge of it is 
incomplete, because the uniformity of the limestone series makes it dif-
ficult to unravel the tangle of dips and strikes. But the continuous 
occurrence of the same strata at high diJ)S over-so large an area;· taken 
in connection with _the results of isolated studies, indicates that the 
folds are short, closely appressed, and intricatelyinterfingered. Faults 
of moderate displacement and length accompany this folding. 

Within this area there are also several grertt synclinoria, which bring 
down below the present surface the strata of the periods following the 
limes110ne; of these synclinoria, the l\fassanutten of Virginia and the 
Bays of Tennessee are the most conspicuous; their structure is more 
open and their synclinal axes pitch deeper than is the case in the lime
stones. To them we must turn for any definite knowledge of the stratig
raphy above the limestone ·over tltis area, and we there find some of 
the members of the upper series of the Alleghany district, but not all 
of them. ThoRe Carboniferous a.nd Devonian beds above the Hamilton, 
which in the Alleghanies are many thoU'Sand feet thick, are wanting in 
the Massanutten and in other synelinoria further south where the high

.est beds found arc at the base of the Upper Silurian. Beneath the 
Cambro-Silurian limestone Cambrian shales and limestone beds are 
known, and shoreward they become shales, sandstones, and conglom
erates. 

Thus the stratigraphic column over the region of dose folding is 
variable, but it consists of lliree members-a thin. bedded base of 1m
known depth, a massive limestone 3,i'i00 to 4,000 feet thick, and an 
upper series of thin bedded shales and sandstones, which rarely ex
ceeds 5,000 feet. 

Erosion oos acted upon the limestone mass through chemical as well · 
as through mechanical agencies, and the limestone areas are conse
quently low, and shale or sandstone areas remain relatively high. Since 
the limestone areas are anticlinoria and the shale areas are synclinoriat 
it follows that the anticlinal valley and synclinal mountain are markedly 
developed; they are the characteristic topographic types of the region, 
which is also cliversified·by the effects of r.eem1t and rapid corrasion of 
a base level that extended its ])lane stuf'.:tce over the valley .. 

DIS'l'RIC1' OF' :FOLDING .A.ND F.A.ULTING OF VIRGINIA., TENNESSEE, AND· 

GEORGIA. 

Where the folds of tlw Alleghany district broaden into the simplest 
forms and where tlte close folding of the valley district passes into 
more gentle curves, great thrusts arise and em1tinne thence southward .. 
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These thrusts give chara.cter to a belt which extends from southern Vir
ginia to the overlap of :Mesozoic formations in Alabama. They are 
wonderfully persistent; they all present a fault dip to the southeast, 
and are in a general way parallel among themselves and to the outline 
of the Archean continent. 

The distance:-; across the strike between these thrusts vary from one
quarter of a mile to 10 miles, and the strips between them are some
times of monoelinal, sometimes of synclinal structure. The faults 
usually arise in a simple anticline and in a longer or shorter distance 
the northwestern dip disappears beneath the overthrust, leaving au 
isoclinal southeasterly dipping structure, in which the fault dip is often 
parallel to the bedding of one or the other series of strata. 

In regard to the relations of faults to folds we may quote from the 
writing of H. D. and W. B. Rogers of 1841. After describing faulcs 
transverse to the strike they say: 

The other far more conspicuous class of dislocations connected with these crust 
undulations are the great longitudinal ones. These are gf frequent occurrence in 
the more contorted portions of the Appalachian zone, espe.cially in those where the 
chain is convex to the southeast, and in the straight sections of· southwestern Vir
ginia and eastent Tennessee. But I am persuaded from the descriptions of geolo
gists and from my own observations that the fractures of this class are equally 
numerous in the Jura· mountains, in the Alps, in the district of the Ardennes, in 
Belgium, and in the rn;mntain chains of Scotland. A leading feature of these great 
fractures is their parallelism to the main anticlinal axes, or line3 of folding of the 
chains to which they belong. They are, in fact, only flexures of the more com
pressed type, which have snapped and given way in the act of curving or during 
the pulsation of the crust. They coincide, in the great majority of instances, neither 
with the anticlinal nor the synclinal-axis planes of the waves or folds, !Jut with the 
steep or. inverted sided of the flexures, and almost never occur on their gentler 
slopes. This curious all!l instructive fact may· be well seen in the Appalachians of 
Pennsylvania and Virginia, and by tracing longitudinally any one of their great 
faults from its OI"igin on the steep flank of an anticlinal wave along the base of its 

· broken crest to where the anticlinal form is again restimed. The following brief 
description from our memoir on the physical structure of the Appalachians, taken 
from the transactions of the American Association, will show the general phases 
through which these fractures pass. 

From a rapidly steepening northwest dip, the northwest branch of the arch (or 
flank of the waTc) passes through the vertical position to an inverted or southeast 
dip, and at this stage of the folding the fault generally commences. 

It begins with t.he disappearance of one of the groups of softer strata lying imme
diately to the northwest of the more massive beds, which form the irregular summit 
of the anticlinal belt or ridge. The dislocation increases as we follow it longitudi
nally, group after ·group of these overlying rocks disappearing from the surface, 
until in many of the more prolongetl faults the lower limestone formation (Cam
brian or Lower Silurian) is brought for a great distance, with a mo,terate southeast 
dip, directly upon the Carboniferous formations. In these stupendous fractures·, of 
which several instances occur in southwestern Virginia, the thickness oi the strata 
engulfed can not be less in some cases than 7,000 or 8,000 feet. 

It does not appear that the Rogerses had accurate knowledge of the 
wonderful system of parallel thrusts extending through eastern Tennes
see into Georgia, nor did Safford, who traced many of them, have a 
map adequate for the accurate delineation of their structural relations. 
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But the more recent work of the U.S. Geologicql Survey has mapped them 
from Georgia into Virginia, and the results are given on a small-scale 
map in Pl. LVIII. Within the area of this map there are 15 to 20 thrusts 
according to the distincti(ms made between thrusts and mere branches, 
with an aggregate length of about 4,500 miles. The longest single 
thrust extends northeast beyond the map and reaches a length of 375 
miles. Inspection shows that they are intimately associated with folds, 
and whenevei· a fault tiLdes out it is in the nort,hwestern side of an 
anticline and in the direction of anticlinal pitch. This is in agreement 
with Rogers's observations, but his statement regarding the law of 
relation of thrusts to folds may be formulated with more general appli
cation, as follows: Appalachian thrusts arise in such relations to 
folds that the adjacent axis in the under thrust is always synclinal 
and the adjacent axis in the overthrust is anticlinal. But displace
ment may be so great as to override and bury th~ former, while erosion 
may remove all traces of the latter; hence a fault may appear between 
an anticline in the. down thrust and a syncline in the upt.hrust, or 
between 'two synclinal or two anticlinal axes. "When great displace
ment and erosion combine to destroy the evidence of folding the result 
is an isoclinal faulted mass. 

These faults of great length, dividing the superficial crust into 
crowded scales, have provoked the wonder of the most experienced 
geologists. The mechanical effort is great beyond comprehension, but 
the effect upon the rocks is inappreciable. The strata beside a great 
fault are but rarely brecciated, squeezed or rendered schistose. The 
shearing planes are sharp and clean, the movement of overthrust was 
concentrated as by a knife cut, and the passing layers ground little 
grist one from another. Great vertical pres&ure and very slow move
ment probably conduced to this result, but however explained the fact 
is conspicuous that Appalachian thrusts are not associated with altera
tion of the faulted strata. 

Where most numerous, ten faults lie parallel between the eastern 
and western edges of the belt, and thence southward they separate 
and some of them die out, while others pass on between flat synclines 
to the Mesozoic boundary. Two thrusts, the most southeastern of the 
group, curve through a quadrant westward and overlie the southem 
ends of t.he folds and faults with which tltey are elsewhere parallel. 
The overthrust strata along these two faults, therefore, occupy the 
position of deposits later than the period of ·deformation during which 
the underthrust structure developed; and the conclusion is unavoidable 
that an interval of erosion intervened between the faulting along a 
southwest strike and that along a nearly westerly strike. The possible 
influence of erosion on the development of the later faults has been 
discussed by H ayes. 1 

• The strata sheared by these faults include all known horizons of the 
province from the lowest Cambrian to the Carboniferous, but nowhere 

1 Overthru8t Fault" of the Southern Appalachians, Geol. Soc. Am., vol. n, 1890, pp. 141-154. 
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TYPES OF THRUSTS. 

1. Step-fold, showing break in the massive limestone bed which determines the plane of the break-thrust, (2), along wh1ch displacement resu lts from further com pression. 
3 and 4. Examples of shear-thrusts from" Recent work in t he Northwest Highlands of Scotland, " by A. Geik 1e, 1888. 
3. Horizontal section from Loch Assynt across the Silurian limt?s tones to Cnoc an Oroighinn (about three-quarters of a mile in length). 
4. Horizonta l section from Beallocn acrc-~s Co inne -mheall to Corrie Mhadaidh (about half a mile in le ngth) . 
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do they bring up crystalline rocks older than the Cambrian. Phys
ically the series is again threefold; below are the Ca,mbrian shales and 
sandstones, 3,000 to G,OOO feet thick, in the middle is the great lime
stone 3;ooo to 4,000 feet, and above are the sh~le sandstone formatimts 
which vary from 3,000 to 7,000 feet. 

From the parallelism of the strikes and the coincidence of relief with 
the occurrence of hard and soft rocks arises the marked topographic 
characteristic of the district, the monocliual ridge.- Through scores of 
miles a ridge of sandstone of one horizon or another may hold its eleva- · 
tion and continuity, with insignificant interruptions by water gaps and 
by even less conspicuous tlwugh more frequent wind gaps. Another 
result of the peculiar structure and of its relation to the relief is the 
repetition across the strike of ridges and valleys shaped alternately 
from the same hard aurl soft beds. 

DISTRIC'l.' OF SCHISTOSITY-S~IOKY 1\IOUN'l'.A.INS. 

East of t.he Tennessee valley is a lwoad area of strata extending to 
the Archean shore, strata which have their lithologic repiesentatives 
along the ancient continental outline as far north as New Jersey, but 
which are nowhere else so strongly developed as in the Smoky moun
tains. 'rhe rocks of the series are clastic, and they may belong to difi'er
ent geologic horizons in different areas; but they show a common 
result of metamorphism, the development of cleavage foliation in a 
high degree. This character distinguishes them from the other Paleo
zoic rocks, and taken with their semicrystalline character has led 
geologists to assign them to a pre-Cambrian age. Evidence is now at 
hand to indicate that they may be Cambrian, Silurian or later, but they 
were originally of peculiar composition and have undergone deforma
tion under S]1ecial conditions. The result of this deformation is intimate 
folding without faulting, bnt with much cleavage foliation. 

THE STRUCTURAL PROBLE:l\I. 

The structural problems of the Appalachian province are indicated 
in the brief description of these four districts. It is observed that the 
strata imve been tangentially compressed and the cause of that com
pression is the ultimate question. vVe can only know the force by its 
effect and we must eleatly understand the determining conditions be
fore we can approach the unknown cause. I1et us reconsider the facts: 

In order o( development it has been usual to recognize the open fold, 
the closed fold, and t.he fault. How are these related to each other? Am 
they neeessnry stages of deformatimt from the flat strata to the last ex
pression of the force"/ The open fold must precede the closed, but need 
one anticline close before the pressure can raise an adjacent one~ l\fust 
faulting ensue when flexure reaches a definite phase~ (>vera large area 
many open folds lie side by side; clearly, conditions existed which per
mitted or requi_red the growth of several arches simultaneously or the 
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force failed to close one fold before it caused another; so continued 
compression may uot close an open fold. Again over the valley dis
trict, where closed folds prove great compression, faults are few; yet 
they are numerous in the zone of comparatively moderate folding far
ther south. If the phase of folding in the latter area waE~ alone appro
priate for faulting, why did the strata in the valley district pass through 
it nnfaulted? The fact stands as proof that t~witing arises from ·some 
conditions more or less independent of the phase of f()hling; it is con
'ceivable that faults may sometimes be independent re!-:Jults. 

Folds lie here side by side, parallel, one far larger than its fellows, 
the others among themselves approximately of the same magnitude. 
Such are the relations of the Nittany arch to the group of minor folds 
southeast of it. And related to these is the Broad Top coal basin, a 
gently flexed s·yncliue: What condition located and limited the Nit
tauy fold~ Why is it greater thlm its foot-folds, ~" a mountain range 
is higher tha~ its foothills~ Wltj· did tJw Broad Top basin escape or 
resist compression that raised the anti-clines which pitch into and die 
out in iU Or in the far southern field, what.eonditiou determined the 
parallel but widely separatml anticlines of Alabama'? 

Over the entire province there is likeness of phenomena which argues 
unity of cause, but there is variety of effect, which suggests unlikeness 
of conditions. The conditions antecedent to deformation were the re
sult of sedimentation. Does the distribution of strata afford any an
Rwer to the questions raised'? The sedimentary deposits of the prov
ince :we capable of threefold division: there is a laminated base, a 
massive middle, and a laminated top. The dominant fact of stratig
raphy is the coutinuous limestone-the middle· member-hard, resist
ent, relatively inflexible; it was the stra.t{ml which might best transmit" 
a compressing force and would bend or break under increasing pres
sure or along a line of weakness. If a strnt shall be strong it must be 
straight; crooked, it bends or breaks at the crook. Was the great 
limestone a plane or did it depart from lwrizontality-the direction of 
thrust? The uppermost member varies from oue mile to four miles in 
thickness in the extent of the province. Were these variations rapid 
enough to cause deflections in the great limestone? Where the· great 
Devonian and Carboniferous sediments give the upper members the 
maximum weight, folding is the type of deformation; where these strata 
are thin, fanlting dominates. 'Y'r as there relation between the load borne 
by the great limestone and the resulting type of deformation? 

Questions like these tmggest a general hypothesis that circum
stances of sedimentation determined conditious whieh afterward con
trolled the place and type of deformation anrl influenced ·the size aml 
relations of individual structures. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES. 

The fact of compression is so patent in folded regions, the action of 
a force against the edges of the strata is so clearly suggested, that 
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TYPES OF THRUSTS. 

5. Stretch-thrust (Faltenverwerfung) d~ve loped from an overturned fold by stretching of the middle limb (after Heim). 
6 . Erosion-profile and section of a simple anticline. 
7. Erosion-thrust developed from the condition shown in 6 by compression from the plateau side, accompanied by continued erosion. 
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many geologists have· been tempted to seek a ready solution of the 
problems of structure by imitative experiments. . To pnt layers of saud, 

·clay, plaster, or even cloth into a box and compress them emlwise is a. 
very simple operation, and the resulting· plications often bear a like
ness to the folds observed in rocks; but it is the lesson of experience 
in many directions that it is less difficult to imitate one of nature's 

_ processes than to understand either the imitation or, through it, tile 
original. For this reason some have cast experiments aside as useless 
and others have been content to describe their unexplained results. 
Nevertheless two geologists have through experiments successfully 
attacked the problem of deformation by compression, Schardt and 
Cadell; and others whom I do not know of may have passed from the 
imitative to the explanatory stage of this study. The work of these 
two investigators became known to me only after my own experiments 
had led me to results in some cases in agreement with theirs. Thus, 
in so far as we have reached siruilar results, the con«<lusions carry the 
weight of imlependent corroboration. Some quotations may illustrate 
the methods and results of tile more important experimental studies 
of which I have knowledge. 

The first efforts to simulate the forms of folded strata by experi
ments with plastic materials were made as far back as 1812 by Sir 
James Hall, who presented a communication on the subject to the 
Royal Society of Edinburgh on February 3 of that year. His atten
tion. had been attracted by the folds exposed in the lofty cliffs on the 
coast of Berwickshire, England, of which he gives sketches with dia
grams of their eroded and subterranean portions; the latter indicate 
that he interpreted the connection~ of the folds in the same manner 
that they have since been understood by later geologists. 

He says 1 : 

It occurre<l to me that this peculiar conformation migbt be accounted for by sup
posing that these strata, originally lying flat ancl in positions as nearly level as 
might be expecteu to result from the deposition of loose sand at the bottom of the 
sea, had been urged when in a soft but tonglt ailll ductile state by a powerful force 
acting horizontally; that this force hall been opposed by an insurmountable resist
ance upon the opposite side of the bells, or that the same effect had been 11rollnced 
by two forces acting in opposite directions, at the same t-ime that the whole was 
held tlown by a superincmnbent weight, which, however, was caprtble of being 
heaved np by a sufficiently powerful exertion. 

By either of these modes of action I conceived that, two opposite extremities of 
each be•l being made to approach, the. intervening substance could only dispose of 
itself in a succession of folds, which might assume consiuerablc regularity and 
woul!l consist of a set of parallel cun-es alternately convex and concave towards 
the center of the earth. At the same time, no other force being applied, any two 
particles which lay with respect. to each other so that the straight line joining them 
was horiwntal aml at right angles to the tlirection of thttt acti ,.e force, woulu retain 
their relative position, and of course that line would maintain its original straight
ness and horizontality; and thus, the forces exerted being simple, or, if compound, 
tending, ;ts just st:ttetl, to produce a simple result, the hells would .acquire the sim
ple curvature *. * ' ,,·hich belongs to t.hem in the immediate neighborhood of 

l Trans. of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. vii, 1815, p. 8-t. 
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Fast Castle; whereas in Galloway and ~:~omo })arts of our coust., partiCularly near 
Gun's Green, to the eastward of Eyemouth, where tho curvature deviates from that 
simple character and becomes m the utmost <legrPe uregular, we must cmwetvc the 
force to have been more complicated or most probably to have acted at successive 
periods. 

Th1s conjecture no sooner occurred than I entleavored to tllustrate my idea by the 
following rude experiment, made with such matenals as were at hand. Se\·eral 
pieces of cloth, some linen, some woollen, were spread upon a table, one above the 
other, each plece representmg a single stratum; a door (which happened to be off the * 
lunges) was then la1d above the mass, and being loaded with weights, confined it 
under considerable pressure; two boards being next applied vertically to the ends 
of the stratified mass were forced towards ea.ch other by repeated blows of a mallet 
ap}llied horizontally. The consequeuce was that the extremities were brought nearer 
to each other, the heavy door was gradually raised, and the strata were constrained 
to assume folds bent up and down, which very much resembled the convoluted beds 
of killas, as exhibited in the crags of Fast Castle, and illustrated the theory of 
their formatwn. 

I now exhibit to the society a machme by which a set of pliable beds of clay are 
pressed together so as to produce the same effect, and I trust that the forms thus 
obtained will be found by gentlemen accustomed to see such rocks to bear a toler
able resemblance to those of nature, as shown Ill Fig. 6, copied from the forms 
assumed in the machine by an assem bl:tge of pieees of cloth of different colorR. 

In 1878, M. Alphonse Favre, proceeding upon the hypothesis of a 
cooling nucleus "which fails to support the hard outer crust of the earth, 
undertook some experiments with beds of clay subjected to contractive 
forces. Upon a stretched n1bber band he placed a mass of clay from 
25 to 26mm thick, and allowed the rubber slowly to resume its proper 
length, carrying with it the mass of clay. In order that the chly should 
not slip upon the band of rubber, pieces of wood were attached to the 
ends, and thus the compression produced was in effect similar to that 
producerl by Sir James Hall in his machine; but the materials of Sir 
James Hall's experiment were rigidly confined above, allfl the deforma
tion of the upper surface was con troll ell by the cover. In 1\f. Favre's 
experiments this upper surface was able to rise into ridges, and he 
obtamed anticlinal and ~:;ynclinal forms which bear a certain resem· 
blance to those observe1l by geologists in the contorted strata of the 
Alps and other folded regions. The masses of clay employed by M. 
Favre were not divided by structure planes and acted simply as a 
homogeneous bed, yielding at the surface more completely than at the 
bottom simply because less confined. The description of the several 
experiments is published, with a discussion of the· theories of mountain 
building, in the Bibliotheque Universelle. 1 

In 1884 Mr. Hans Schardt, having studied the geology of a portwn 
of the Pays-D'Enhaut Vaudois, in the western Alps, was led to attempt 
the explanation of various structural facts by means of experiments 
with masses of clay and sand compressed in the same manner as in the 
experiments of l\L Favre; but l\f. Schardt took a step beyond the the
ories of l\f. Favre, and attributed the character of individual structures 
and the differences observed between 'structures in different regions 

'.Archives <les Sciences Physiques et Natnrcllcs, No 246, 1878 
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to the nature of the strata in which they were JK·oduced. He was 
therefore not content to compress a single layer of plastic clay, but he 
made up the piles from various hard and soft layers of damp clay and 
of clay mixed with sand. I quote those statements 1 which I have ha!l 
the pleasure of corroborating: 

The earth's crust is not au homogeneous layer, but is a complex: of layers of varietl 
nature. It is therefore necessary (in experimenting for geologic structures) to 
multiply the beds of clay, and to vary their consistency, in such a manner as to 
represent in miniature the great strat[t of the mountains. * 

The first experiments were not crowneu with the expected success. It is, indeed, 
very difficult to cause bells of clay of unequal haruncss to adhere to each other. The 
bed of hard clay separates from the lower clay and forms hollow arches, in spite of 
the weight of soft clay which co>ers it. In nature the beds can scarcely separate, 
as they are subject to the action of weight, which cloes not act with the same im
portance in experiments on so small a scale. It was therefore necessary to rerJlace 
t.his factor by the adherence of the beds a1pong themselves. I accomplisherl this by 
placing between the byers of or<linary clay a small quantity of kneaded clay which 
was fine and tenacious. This method :tt the same time permitted the bede to slip 
one upon the other without separatiug. In nature the slipping of strata upon their 
bedding planes seems ordinarily to be producetl when the beds are strongly bent. 
This kind of dislocation has certainly great importance, which has not always been 
sufficiently recognized. 

In nature this adherence is replaced by the weight. It is unquestionable that the 
1nessure of'the upper beds upon the lower must be enormous at a certain depth. 
Now t.he moment that a compact calcareous bed begins to form au arch, the pressure 
which the upper beds exert upon the lower beds_through this compact bed ceases 
exactly at the pl:tce of the anticlinal curve; it acts only at the two sides of the arch 
which suffices to force the lower soft beds t.) follow the folu of the compact bed and 
to conform .exactly to its concave curve, in the same manner that a soft mass will 
pass between the fingers when it is pressed against the hand. Still more shoulrl 
this be true as the pressure, which acted previously er[ttally over the entire surface, 
is localized and consequently increased toward the synclinal curves, where the up
right legs of the arch, which mast actively raise the superposed soft strata, find their 
points of support.· All the experiments upon the action of compression show clearly 
this fact. 

The effects of comprAssion vary with the position of the beds. 'Vheu they are 
horizontal and the pressure acts in the direction of the stratification, the resistance 

. attains its maximum; but when they commence to form an arch, the pressure, which 
is transmitted always in the direction of a tangent, 'acts obliquely to the stratifica
tion until the beds become vertical. From that time the J:lressnre acts transversely 
to them; thence it follows that they are thinner on the legs of the· folds than on the 

. axes of curvature; they appear to have been laminated or flattened by the compression. 
The opposite is produced, on the contrary, when there is a reaction of a hard bed. 

upon a soft bed; then the latter is thinned around the convex curve of the haru bed. 
I have thus far spoken of the ease where a single h:trd bed was inclosed between 

two soft beds. But if ex11erimeuts are made with a complex of berls alternately 
harder anu softer. it will be fouml that all the harrl.beds are at the same time con
dpctors of the compression proportionally to their thicknesses and consistencies. 
'Vhen there is folfling their effect is combi11e(l anfl the plastic.bcds are simply car
rierl with them in the rearrangement. 

In February, 1888, the Royal Society of Edinburgh, before which 
1 Geological studies in the l'ays-D'Enhant Vautlois hy Hans Schardt; Bull. de Ia Soc. Vautloise de!> 

Sci. Nat., vol. xx, 1884, pp. 143-146. 
2H will be seen later that I differ from 1\L Schardt in regard to the direction in which pressure is 

transmitted. B. W. 
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Sir James Hall had presented the first article on experiments of this 
nature, received a paper from Mr. Henry M. Cadell, on "Experimental 
Researches in Mountain Building." The purpose of Cadell's experi
ments was to simulate the "behavior of brittle rigid bodies, which, 
instead of undergoing plieation when subjected to h<'rizontal compres 
sion, had snapped across and been piled together in great fiat Rlices 
like so many cards A wept into a heap on a table." To this end he used 
plaster of Paris interstratified or mixed wit.h layers of sand, and in 
some experiments black foundry loam and clay. 

The experiments were of three distinct kinds. The first series (A) 
was designed to explain the behavior of clitfcrent types and arrange
ments of strata when pushed horizontally over an immovable surface. 
The object of the sec2nd series (B) was to ascertain, if possible, how 
gently inclined thrust planes may have originated, and to trace their 
connection with "fan structure and other phenomena observed in 
mountain systems of elevation." The third series (C) was conducted on 
principles suggested by the experiments of Favre, and Favre's experi
ments were extended "by removing the upper layers of the wrinkled 
clay and observing the effect of the contraction on the deep-seated por
tions of the miniature mountain system." 

Tlw apparatus use1l by Cadell was a strong wooden box, in which 
pressure was applied to a removable end by means of a screw. The 
strata were subjected to no load but that of their own weight, and the 
conditions of the experiments simulated those of rocks at or near the 
earth's surface. The summary of his results is as follows: 

(1) Horizontal pressure applied at one point is not propagated far for~ard into a 
mass of strata. · 

(2) The compressed mass tends to find relief along a series of gently inclined 
11 thrust planes," whwh dip toward the sille from whwh pressure is exerted. 

(3) After a certain amount of heaping up along a senes of mmor thrust planes, 
the heapetl-np mass tenus to rise and ride forward bodily along major thrust planes. 

(4) Thrust planes and reyerscu faults are not necessarily developeu from split 
overfollls. but often originate a.t once on applica,tion of horizontal pressure. 

(5) A thrust plane below may pass into an anticlme above anfl never reach the 
surface. 

(6) A major thrn~t plane above may, anfl probably always does, otlginate in a fold 
below. 

(7) A thrust plane may branch into smaller thrust planes, or pass into an over· 
fold along the strike. 

(8) The front portion of n mass of rock being pushed along a thmst plane tends 
to bow forward and roll Ull(ler the back portion. 

(9) The more rigtu the rock the better Will the phenomen:1 of thrustmg be ex-
hibited. · 

(10) Fan structure may be producefl by tho contmue1l compresston of a simple 
anticline. 

(11) Thrust planes have a strong tendency to ortgmate at the sides of the fan. 
(12) The s,1me movement which prouuces tho fan renders its core schistose. 
(13) The theory of a uniformly contracting substratum expl:nus the cleavage 

often found Ill the deeper parts of a mountain o;ystem, the upper portion of which is 
simply phcated. · 
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(14) This theory may also explain the origin of fan structure, thrusting, and its 
accompanying phenomena, including wedge structure. 

The conclusion expressed in .paragraph 9 was deduced from the ex
periments with rigid materials. By reference to Plates xcv and XCVI 
it may be seen that like effects are produced in butter-like substances 
under heavy load. 

We may now turn to the theoretic considerations which governed the 
experiments of which this paper is partly a result. 

PROBLEM OF STRUCTURAL EXPERIMENTS. 

To bend, to break, to shear, these are purely mechani<?al operations. 
They require the application of a force external to the material bent, 
broken, or sheared, a force which overcomes the internal resistances, 
The processes of terrestrial folding and faulting involve these three 
operations and obey mechanical laws. The problem which the faet.s 
present is to ascertain: (1) what was the initial character and arrange
ment of the strata folded and faulted, and 'Y'hat con seqw=~ntly were the 
internal resistances; (2)· under what conditions was the external force 
applied, and how was it transmitted; (3) what possible origin can be 
assigned for a force which is qualitatively and quantitatively sufficient 
to produce the observed results. 

1\j:echanical laws do not vary with the magnitude of the active forces 
nor with that of the passive resistances; of a series of strata hundreds 
of feet thick and of a pile of layers only inches thick, the bending, break
ing, or shearing will obey the same laws, if all the factors of pressure 
and resistance are proportionate in each case to the dimensions of the 
pile, and the similitude of results will be the closer the more exactly 
the conditions in the one case represent those in the other. If, then, 
we can make a reasonable analysis of the character and arrangement 
of the strata deformed and of the conditions governing deformation, we 
may be able experimentally to produce structures under conditions so 
similar to those of nature that the forms shall be of the same kind as 
are observed in strata, and with analysis thus confirmed by synthesis 
we may approach the problem of the origin of the sufficient force with 
more confidence. 

The principal difficulty in this analysis is to comprehend the relative 
proportions of the elements of tlie problem. The masses involved are 
so extensive, the forces required are so utterly beyond expression in 
our foot-tons, that our usual conceptions of rock strength and of rock 
rigidity are worthless. In our constructions, opposed to our forces, to 
our tools, stones are hard, firm, unchanging, and the saying is "hard 
as a rock," but iu resistance to forces of the earth's mass, this same 
rock may be relatively soft as wax. To arrive at a fair idea of con· 
ditions beyond our ordinary experience, we may consider the nature of 
the support of the earth's crust. Let us look upon it as the problem of 
a stone bridge. If an engineer wishes to span a culvert 5 feet wide, he 
may find a single flat stone to throw across. For a span of 50 feet he 
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must build an arch; for 500 feet the arch must be so high and the ma
sonry so massive that the structure is seriously weakened by its own 
weight. Increase the span and the construction ultimately becomes 
impossible; the weight of material required soon exceeds the crushing 
strength of the stone, and, however well proportioned, the structure 
must crumble as though built of sand. Now limit the engineer to an 
arch whose rise shall be 8 inches in a span of 1 mile-that is, limit him 
to the curvature of the earth. Is it conceivable that au arch, even of· 
solid granite, a mile in span and 8 inches .in rise, should be self support
ing~ Obviously uot. 1 But the terrestrial crust, o( which any arc is 
an arch of these proportions is composed of heterogeneous materials, 
some of them weaker than granite, and where granite falls short of self
support, the crust as a whole must fail. Hence, however thick we con
ceive the rigid outside shell to be, it rests with all its weight upon 
whatever lies within it. 

As this statement is true for each layer of the earth's cmst, at the sur
face and below it, it follows that the pressure due solely to weight in
creases from the surface downward; and as tlie attraction of gravity 
also increases in the same direction to a certain depth, the growth of 
this pressure is more than proportiona,l to the depth below the surface. 
It is not necessary here to enter into the ni'athcmatical discussion of 
the relations of gravity, density, and pressure, but the following talvle 
gives the figures, according to the Laplacian hypothesis, as caleulatecl 
by l\fr. R. S. Wood ward. 

Variation of IPrrestrial density, gravity, and pressure according to the Laplacian law. 
[By R. S. Wootlwanl. 1890.] 

. De~th 1· Density. Acceleration Pressure Presr;ure 
in atmos· in pountlsper 

1nm1les. of gravity. pheres. square inch. 

0 2. 75 1. OOOOg ~ 1 15 

1 -----------· ·------------- 100 6, 000 

2 ------------ -------------· 800 12, 000 

3 ·········-·- ··------------ 1, 210 18, 150 

4 -----------· -------------- 1, 620 24, 300 

5 2. 76 l. 0006g 2, 020 30,300 

10 2. 78 1. 0012g 4, 200 63, OOJ 

15 2. 79 1. 0018g 6, 390 95, 850 

20 2. 81 1. 0024g 8, 600 129,000 

50 2. 89 1. 0060g 22,000 330,000 

100 3. 03 1. 0116g 45,300 679, GOO 

500 4.18 1. 0379g 236,000 3, 540, uoo 
560 4. ~G 1. 0389g 318, 000 4, 770, 000 

610 4. 50 al. 0392g 354,000 5, o10, ooo 
660 4. 65 1. 0389g I 391,000 5, 86~, 000 

1, 000 5. 63 1. 0225g 672,000 10,080,000 

2, 000 8. 28 0.8312g 1, 700, 000 25, 500,000 

3, 000 10.12 0. 4567g 2, 640,000 39,600, oco 
3, 959 10.74 0. OOOOg 3, 000,000 45,000,000 

a This is the maximum value, and the cOrrespondiug depth; 610 miles is tho depth at which a given 
mass would ha,·e the greatest weight. 

'Physics of the Earth's Urust, Rev. Osmond Fisher, Chap. i\·,1stetl. 
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Clearly to comprehend the meaning of the figures in the last column 
of this table, consider the problem of support of the earth's crust as 
one of stability of a great structure. The engineer who would build to 
great height must have a secure foundation. If he build on yielding 
sands there is a narrow limit to the weight of the ~Structure which can 
be sustained; if the foundation be granite there is also a limit beyond 
which the weight of the towering shafG will crush the support. Now 
the problem is not materially different if for height above the earth's 
surface we substitute depth below it. The crushing streugths of stones 
at the surface vary as follows: 

Pounds per square uwh 
Gramte ...................... -........... -..... -... 7,000 to 22,000 
Limestone.. .. .. .. ................................. 11,000 to 25,000 
Sandstone .......................................... 6,000 to 14,000 

These valuel:l probably increase with depth in the earth's crust and 
in an unknown ratio; but it is not likQly that the increment of strength 
is as great as the increment of pressure. Mr. Wood ward's table shows 
that at 5 miles below the surface the pressure exceeds the maximum 
resistance of rocks at the surface, and at 10 miles the pressure is more 
thau double the resistance. This means that somewhere between 5 
and 10 miles beneath the surface the weight of the superficial crust is 
sufficient to crush its support. 

But crushing is not possible within the earth's mass in the way in 
whi1\h we see it at the surface. To crush is to separate into incoherent 
particles; ana irresiRtible confinement, itself due to the pressures which 
are greater than coherence, holds any deep-seated rock mass to its 
coherent volume. In this condition, confined under pressures greater 
than its crushing strength, a substance may be said to be latently 
plastic. The cohesion between its particles is unimpaired, fracture 
or crushing into separated grains is impossible for want of space; but 
change o~ form may be induced by a >mfficient disturbing force, and 
such change is plastic flow. The conception of this latent plasticity 
needs to be clearly understood. It is a m_echanical condition, the result 
of external forces which are strong enough to overpower cohesion. 
It is not a plasticity due to internal tension like that of hot iron, for • 
the temperature at a depth of 5 miles is probably not suffif'iently 
elevated to modify greatly the firmness of rocks. The avemge rate 
of increase of temperature beyond the local unchanging mean of 
51,30 Fahr. is 1° for every 75 feet, as ·recently determined in the 
well at Wheeling, West Virginia, to a depth of 47500 feet. If we may as
sume that this rate continues to some depth, we should have at 5 miles 
below the surface a temperature of only 421°. It is not probable that 
the assumption is strictly valid, and the temperature may be consider
ably higher, but it can scarcely approach the melting point of rocks, 
which varies from 1,200 to several thousand degrees Centigrade. The 
independent evidence of stratified rocks, known to have been bw·ied 
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20,000 to 30,000 feet in the crust.and now exposed by erosion, bears on 
this point. Such strata are solidified by pressure, but have not slif
fered chemical metamorphism, as they must have done had they been 
heated to plasticity. 

We may fairly conceive the earth's crust to consist of a su
perficial shell 5 to 7 miles thick, which rests upon and grades in 
substance and physical condition into a subjacent shell. The under 
is o'nly chfferentiated from the upper by its relative position in con
sequence of which it supports a crushing load and forms a latently 
plastic foundation; and that immobility of the surface which is ex
pressed in the phrase of ''terra firma" depends upon the equality of 
the inert resistance to the downward pressure. Destroy that equality 
by increasing the pressure over one area beyond that at another until 
the strength {)f the rock is overcome, and there muRt result an adjust
ment of weights and supports in such wise that the latently plastic 
foundation flows from the greater toward the lesser load-that is to 
say, the earth's external mass is in a condition of hydrostatic balance. 
For this condition Dutton proposed the term isostatic, and he coupled 
the idea of isostatic adjustment with a theory of folding/ a theory to 
which we shall recur later. We have thus taken the firs.t step in the 
analysis of our problem: The strata which have suffered folding and 
faulting tloated upon and graded downward into a latently plastic 
mass. 

In speaking of the earth's crusts resting upon a plastic support, it is 
ea.sy to imply that the shell is homogeneous and distinct in character 
from the support. Neither implication is correet. That part of the 
earth's mass which it is convenient to call the crust can not be divided 
off from the spheroid within except by an imaginary boundary; and 
thiR same ernst can not be rcg-anled as homogeneous except by a dis
regard of plain facts. The consideration of the relations of its·great 
rock types among them8elves and of the resistance8 they respectively 
offer against earth-deforming forces forms the second 8tep !n the anal· 
ysis of onryroblem. We need take account only of extensive bodies, 
and we may divide rocks simp~ into massive and stratified; the former 
may include great crystalline masses, either metamorphosed sediments 
or igneous rocks, and also clm;ely folded stratified series; the latter con-
sists simply of the fiat-lying sediments. The distinction to be recognized 
between them is a difference of rigidity, and it is very like the differ
ence between a heavy beam and the same wood sawed into board8. 
The beam rcsist.r,; a pressure which bends the pile of boards, and massive 
rocks are immovable l1L relaion to a force which folds strata. To deform 
a massive rock requires that the cohesion of the particles in the mass 
shall be overcome and a rearrangement effected which results in schis-

I On some of tho greater problems of physical ge~logy. C. E. Dutton, Bull. Phil. Soc. of Wash
ington, vol. XI, pp. 51, 64. 
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tosity. To deform stratified rocks demands that beds sball slip past 
one another and bend; the friction among beds all(l tbe interstitial 
resistances of different beds to folding are much less than· the cohesive 
forces of a solid mas~. rt·follows that strata are more easily deformed 
than masses, and if the two rock types sustain common compression 
the stratified series suffers the major deformation. Therefore when 
compression follows a period of deposition, and affects simultaneously 
a continental area of massive rooks and the adjacent n.rea of sediments, 
it is in the sediments that we may most clearly observe the effects. 
The zone of folding and faulting may be miles in width. and include 
anticlines of great height; the zone of schistosity may be but a few 
scores or hundreds of feet wide, and be masked by complex relations 
with the results of earlier actions of the same kind. The changes of 
form are precisely what would result from pressing a pile of sheet-iron 
irresistibly against a mass of soft but solid iron. 'rhe shePts may be 
bent while the mass is but bruised. 

If the preceding statements are clearly grasped, we may proceed to 
consider the arrangement and characteristics of strata, with a view to 
understanding better the deformation of stratified rocks alone. In the 
4ppalachian province· strata have a maximum thickness of 30,000 feet· 
near shore along a very narrow zone and thin away rapidly toward the 
west to less than 10,000 feet. These thicknesses are great: measured 
by our standards, but compared with the width of deposits they are 
but moderate. If the horizontal extent be represented by the width of 
this page, one hundred leaves will colllpare in thickness with the maxi
mum of sediments; and it is obvious that a broad pile of strata, whose 
aggregate is relatively so thin, is rather flexible than rigid. As the 
beds would not sustain their own weight over any span of miles, so they 
would transmit a great force only while it coincided with their plane. 

This idea of flexibility is strengthened by two considerations: such 
a mass of strata is not divided into a hundred but into thousands of 
layers, and great subdivision weakens it; and furthermore, in folding, 
the strata do not yield as parts of a simple mass, but resist individu
ally·and irregularly. Reference to the columnar sections of strata in 
the Appalachian province will show how heterogeneous is the pile in a 
vertical direction, and how varied are the deposits in adjacent parts of 
the same district. There is every class of sedimo.=mtary deposit: Con
glomerate, sandstone, shale, ancl limestone, with gradations from one 
into another, giving an indefinitely varied series. Each bed of such 
deposits is, in relation to others, more or less flexible, more or leRB fran
gible, and the relative flexibility and frangibility of the principal mem
bers of a series have an important influence in determining the result 
of deformation. Flexibility is a direct function of lamination and 
toughness of the layers; its opposite, frangibility, is directly propor
tioned to the thickness and incoherence of the stratum. The following 
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column read downward expresses the order of flexibility; read upward, 
that of frangibility of lithologic varieties: 

~-----

""' r 
. £ . Argillaceun~ shales . "' ..="'= :=:~ 
'"" Caleareous shales. §·: "'"" ~'"" _:,,; ~ ... 
-~..:; Arenaceous shales. =-0: 
~ = "-=-~ ~:; l..imestones . s-~ ._ ... 
'£- .=:..=. 
[5..::; ~and:-~tonC's. 

. = 

'"' 
~ 

Such a statement JJCeds to be qnalified by considerations of modify
ing conditions; of these, pressure and coufinemerit are the most impor
ta.nt, and, as' we hav~ already seen, they are effective in the earth's 
mass roughly in proportion to the depth below the surface. In dismiss
ing the support of the superficial ernst we took account of depths at 
which pressure renders tire rocks latently plastic; but pressure is an 
important condition f~tr above t.lmt zone in the ·crust itself. The dis
tinction between a ft·angible and a flexible stratum is that in process of 
deformation the particles of the former separate beyond the radius of 
cohesion; those of the latter do not..·· Pressure and confinement pre
vent this separation of the particles of an otherwise frangible mass 
aml force it. it,1to a state of flexibility. Tlms it is possible to explain 
that rocks which are brittle at the surface bend like iron within the 
crust; and thus we may comprehend that a thick stratum may fold 
without fhtcture in one district under great load and break in another 
dhltrict under less load. We may express this idea by saying that the 
tlexibility of a layer is a function of its depth in the earth's crust, or of 
the load which the stratum bears; 1 and it follows that in an assumed 
homogeneous deposit of great depth the change from rigid beds at the 
stirface to flexible beds at the base would be a gradual and P-ontiuuous 
one. This assumption is never true for any depth. Deposits of strata 
are not homogeneous except in moderate thicknesses, for the alterna
tion of shales, sandstones, antl limestones in ever clwnging association 
is the rule, and with the lithologic chauges go changes in rigidity. 
Near the top all are more frangible, toward the base all are more flex
ible, but from top to bottom each bed is different in frangibility or flex
ibility from its neighbor under like conditions. 

The deforming force which folded Appalachian strata was one of 
compression, acting· tangentially to the earth's circumference. The 
physical conditions necessary for such action are that an arc of the 
earth'R mass shall shorten, aud that this shortening shall take place in 
such manner as to restrain the superficial crust within the lesseniug 
length of the arc. We may conceive the strata confined betweeu two 
crystalline masses as between two comparatively immovable buttresses, 
or as settling· against one such buttress in consequence of movement 

----· ---~··--- ----
1 G. K. Gilbert, Henry .i\,[ountainH, p. 83. 
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of the stratified mass; but however we think of the force applied it is 
evident that it must be transmitted in the stratified rocks, and the 
mode of this transmission will affect the result of deformation. A 
push against one edge of a piece of bristol board reaches to the further 
edge; it does not to the same degree extend across a strip of tissue 
paper. So a thrust against a massive limestone may be effeetive at 
long distance from its origin, while the same force would be shortly ex
pended in a thickness of shales. Again, a strut which is restrained 
from deflection by guides is stiffer than the same strut free to bend. So 
a stratum confined beneath a superincumbent ioad will more rigidly 
transmit a compression than the same bed near the surface. Thus, 
two conditions directly influence the transmission of a thrust tending 
to produce deformation; tlie one is lithologic character and massive-· 
ness of bedding; the other is the amount of load on the transmitting 
stratum. 

The analysis of the conditions governing deformation of strata is 
thus carried theoretically as far as it safely can be. We have deter
mined that: (1) the support of the Stlpcrficial crust is latently plastic; 
(2) if massive and stratified rocks suffer like compression, the latter 
will exhibit the greater deformation; ( 3) the relation of thick-ness to 
extent of stratified rocks is such that the !llass as a whole is flexible 
rather than rigid; (4) flexibility and frangibility, as applied to strata, 
are related in opposite ways to the thickness of the stratum and its 
toughness; and they may for one stratum be exchangeable according to 
the load it supports; (5) the transmission of a thrust tending to deform 
is a function of the firmness of any stratum and of the load upon it. . 

The synthetic study of the structural problem dAmands conditions 
similar to those of the earth's crust, and resistances which, in propor
tion to the force at command, arc similar to those overcome by the ter· 
restrial compressive strain. The conditions indicated by the preced
ing analysis, as necessary to successful experiment, are: (1) strata of 
such thinness in relation to their length as to fall far short of the 
rigidity required to support their own weight in a horizontal position; 
(2) a plastic support for these strata; (3) means of compressing the 
strata endwise. The forces at command for compression are necessa
rily of moderate power, and their capacity to deform must be greater 
than the resistance to change of form, hence the strata must consist of 
materials which are but moderately coherent, although firm. Further
more, since strata in the ernst }Xtss through a wide range from frangi
bility to plasticity, the materials experimented with must be capable 
of like variations. 

The substance chosen as most nearly possessed of the requisite quali
ties was beeswax, and its character was varied by adding other substan
ces. Plaster of Paris to harden, and Venice turpentine to soften it, were 
adopted after trial of various materials, and with these added in dif
ferent proportions, separately or together, the range of quality from 

13 GEOL., PT. 2--16 
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brittle solid to semifluid may be covered. But when a mixture has 
been adopted as a standard by which to test any hypothetical condition, 
the temperature of the model must be kept approximately constant at 
successive stages of the experiment, since the plasticity of wax and 
turpentine is influenced by heat. If the wax be melted and the other 
substances be stirred in, the mixture can be cast into layers of any 
desired thickness, and these when cold can be arranged to simulate 
any given stratigraphic column. · 

The combination of weakness with reasonable firmness is fairly well 
obtained in strata so cast and piled; but the condition of plasticity in 
a high degree is not consistent with the stability of models which may 
be kept during days or weeks. Plasticity in the ea:x:th's crust is a result ,--.....__ 
of pressure due to load, and if we can reproduce that condition during 
experiment, we may use materials which retain their form under ordi
nary circumstances. The load by which this is accomplished must be 
above the strata undergoing compression, and of such a nature that it 
will not interfere with the moverr.tent of the beds. In some respeets 
p1~rcury would be an ideal substance, but it is too difficult to handle 
and might cause buoyant strains of an undesirable character. A body 
of shot is at once heavy and yielding and has been found convenient to 
handle. Artificial conditions are introduced by such a load, as may 
be seen by reference to the illustrations of experiments, but they are 
easily observed, and no better means of representing vertical terrestrial 
pressures has yet been suggested. A maximum weight of 1,000 pounds 
has been used, evenly distributed over the models, giving a pressure 
of 5 pounds per s.quare- inch. 

The machine used for compressing the piles of strata endwise is :1 

massive box of oak provided with a piston which can be advanced by 
a screw. Several forms of this box have been tried, and that which 
is most convenient is represented in plate LXVI. The pressure chamber 
is 3 feet 3~ inches (1 meter) long and 6 inches wide. The sides are re
movable, but are strongly bolted together during au experiment. The 
block which carries the screw and that against which the model is 
pressed arc both bolted to a base which is stifteued by braces, and as 
other bolts which hold the sides in place pass throJ;tgh these blocks the 
distance between them is rigidly fixed. The piston is a massive box: of 
oak, and the screw is so attached as to advance or withdraw it. The 
depth of this pressure box is only a foot, but when a model is in place 
additional height for the shot may be obtained by putting on frames 
that fit closely. · 

Given the materials, the load, and the pressure box, the making 
of an experiment involves the assumption of conditions of stratification, 
the casting and arrangement of strata in accordance with the assump
tion, and the compression of the resulting pile. The layers will usually 
be arranged with the expectation of producing some definite structural 
form, a fold or a fault, and the result of compression is the test of the 
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hypothesis. Whether this be confirmatory or not it is desirable to 
know the progress of deformation, since this knowledge is an important 
aid toward improvement in assumptions anu methods, and to secure 
this the compression is carried forward step by step, and the stages of 
shortening are successively photographed. These photographs furnish 
the accompanying illustrations. (Pis. LXXV to XCVI.) 

The assumptions may be systematized and the experiments may be 
arranged accordingly. In beginning this research, in 1888, the general 
questions proposed were: 

(1) What is the influence of stratigraphy~ 
(cL) How do thin beds fold independently? 
(b) How do thick beds fold independently~ 
(c) How do thick and thin beds fold combined in different vertical 

relations? 
( £l) How do thick and thin beds fold combined in different horizon

tal relations~ 
In order that the results of experiments based on these four queries 

may be comparable, the consistency of the materials used should be 
constant for a series from (a) to (d). 

(2) What is the influence of load? To answer this the preceding 
tests should. be repeated under different loads. 

(3) Is the influence of plasticit.y the same as that of load~ This 
may be tested by repeating the arrangement of strata· in different ma
terials and compressing under a constant load. 

Putting these questions more concisely, we may say: Given three 
variables, stratification, load, and consistency, if any two be assumed 
constant, how will the variation of the third affect the result of deforma
tion~ 

It w~s supposed that this was a complete staten'tent of the structural 
problem; but difficulties soon arose in the mechanical management of 
the experiments and in the interpretation of results. These have led 
the inquiry from the direct course proposed, and the divergence has been 
found fruitful in hypotheses. The mechanical difficulties were two~ 
The stress·es developed in compressing the models proved to be unex
pectedly great, and several boxes were burst in the early trials; and, 
again, friction of the plastic substances against the box sides was found 
to be a serious and artificial condition. The machine herewith illus
trated has proved strong enough for experiments with models of firm 
substances, but even it has yielded so as to modify the amount of com
pression which a model was supposed to have suffered. Friction 
between the model and box has been practically abolished by introdu
cing a layer of shot around the model; to accomplish this the layers are 
cast an inch narrower than the box, and the pile is placed upon shot, 
while the half inch space on: either side is similarly filled. 

After a number of experiments I began to be embarrassed to explain 
the constant occurrence of au anticline at the end of the model nearest 
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the piston, and the question became prominent: How is the thrnst 
transmitted through the model~ The answer, when reached, suggested 
new hypotheses of conditions controlling deformation, and the discus
sion can be adequately treated only under a distiuct heading . 

• ~'HEORY OF STRAINS UNDER EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS. 

Any block of material under the conditions of these experiments, that · 
is, placed" in a closed box under load aitd compressed from end to 
end, is subject to strains, to whichit acommodatesitselfbythat deforma. 
tion which meets the least resistance. The active force is applied by 
the forward lllOVement of the piston; the resistances are the firm walls 
of the box and the·dowuward pressure of the load; only the latter can 
yield, and therefore the block tends to rise, lifting the weight. The 
first result of pressure is usually a reduction of volume; b11t when the 
block has a lllinimum volume under the load it must further yield to 
the sufficient compressing forces by change of form. This change 
may occur in one of three ways, according to the manner in whi_ch the 
pressure is transmitted through the block. 

If the mass be semifluid or plastic the pres:mre will be trausmitted 
equally in all directions; the block will shorten and correspondingly 
thicken. Under equally distributed load the form of equilibrium will 
present an even surface; under unequally distributed load the form of 
equilibrium will present an uneven sm·face, rising higher where the load 
is less. vVhen pushed from one end the block assumes a form of equi
librium only after the lapse of an interval of time which is inversely 
proportioned to the degree of plasticity; the surface of a uniformly 
loaded plastic mass may therefore present tem·porary wave-like in
equalities due to the compressing impulses and the rate of plastic flow 
in the lllass. vVhether stratifiell or massive, the sufficiently plastic 
block will adapt itself solely to the form determined by external forces, 
mtinfluenced by its internal structure, but the strata may register the 
direction of flow. And this flow may take place by a more or less g(m. 
eral but confused rearrangement of the particles of the mass, or by 
concentration of the movement along definite pbnes, which are then 
so related to each other that the lllass is divided into bodies of the sim
plest forms and least number that will satisfy the conditions of the 
altered volume. This result is one phase of shear-thrustiug (Pls. xcrv 
to XCVI. 

If the mass be firm but flexible it will shorten J?y bending. The re
sistances involved by bendiug a free block are the internal resistances 
to compression on the concave and to extension on the convex side, and 
under the conditions of experiment the risi11g bend must also displace 
the load; this inert weight stiffens the block and modifies the result of 
flexure. Flexibility varies as the thimiess of the mass; therefore a 
thin block, or one composed of thin layers, will bend more readily, than 
a massive one; and conversely a thick block, or one composed of thick 
layers, will transmit the thrust more persistently. 
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If the mass be rigid, uniform compression will tend to crush it, and 
if any condition direct the thrust into one plane, or if any plane of 
weakness exist in the mass in the line of thrust, the block will be 
sheared along· that plane and .shortened by the overthrust of one part 
upon another. It has been shown by Cadell's experiments that there
sultant of the compressing force and the vertical direction of easiest 
movement is an inclined thrust which will shear a sufficiently rigid, 
flat mass. 

The shear-thrusts obtained by Cadell-in har~l, brittle materials with
out load and those obta.ined in highly plastic material under load are 
very similar. In any process of deformation of strata there are three 
forces which influence the result; viscosity or internal friction, static 
pressure or load and the disturbing strain. In order that deformation 
shall take place, the last must be greater· than the other two. Then 
three phases are determined by the relations of viscosity. and load. If 
viscosity be relatively great fracture results, followed by thrusting on 
the planes of weakness. If viscosity and load are approximately bal
anced the form changes by flexure. If viscosity is relatively small, 
the result is flow, which may take the form of shearing. 

In these experiments plastic and flexible masses have been combined; 
let us examine them separately in behavior with a view of ascertaining 
how they transmittefl the thrust of compression .. 

BEHAVIOR OF THE VERY SOF'l' BEDS. 

The softest materials used in the experiments resembled butter in 
consistency, but the base of most of the models was lel?s plastic andre
tained its form under their weight; it was hard under pressnr·e of a 
thumb, but warmed by the hand it was easily modeled. ·when in the 
box, loaded with a pressure of two to five l)Otmds to the square inch, 
this material slo,dy swelled out at the sides; and when compressed 
from one end it flowed into open crevices. In an early experiment, when 
a plate glass front of the box had been c1·a9ked in many directions and 
braced with boards that the trial might contiuue, this substance es
caped in sheets thinner than tissue paper through fine cracks; and 
these very thin sheets stood stmight out from the· glass to the height 
of half an inch. Thus this material transmitted pressme in all direc
tions and penetratell into every space of less resistance. l:Jnder the 
conditions of the experiments aud the load imposed it behaved like a 
plastic body, antl when all other escape was closed to it, the base yielded 
to the advance of the piston by somewhere raisiug the strata and load. 
The viscosity of the substance was low. 

HERA VIOR OF THE" VERY jHARD l!BDS. 

The stratified series in these experiments consisted in many cases of 
a mixture of equal parts, by weight, of plaster and wax. This material 
was hard and granular; it could be shaved with a knife and dented by 
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a dull blow, but it broke under a quick shock. Under load, submitted 
to compression from one end, it transmitted the thrust through its mass 
to the farther end; this is evident from the fact that the beds were fre
quently upset or folded near the resistance beyond the central section 
of unchanged flat layers. This material did not swell laterally into the 
space open on the sides, nor clfd it measurcably thicken under direct 
thrust; nevertheless there was some change of form before flexure took 
place. This is best shown by the structure of a sheet of tissue paper 
taken from between horizontal strata at the close of an experiment. 
(See Pl. LXVII.) In casting some early piles,. oiled tissue paper was 
placed over each layer after it cooled and the next was poured upon this 
paper. The structure illustrated was common to all the sheets ofpaper 
after compression, but it was not in all cases equally developed. It con
sists of two sets oflines, those across the direction of thrust being com posed 
of minute wrinkles, those parallel to the thrust being splits in the paper. 
The wdnkles are not strictly at right angles to the compression; they 
tend rather to define ihegular rounded spaces whose longer axis is 
across the beds. The splits in the paper express the amount of lateral 
expansion, but the open cracks in the paper do not correspond to cracks 
in the beds; the material spread slightly but did not split. Since lateral 
and vertical expansion were so small a part of the change of form, while, 
as all the experiments show, bending was a principal result of compress
ion, it is apparent that the piles of strata answer to the conditions ot 
firm and flexible materials. The viscosity and the pressure due to load 
were approximately balanced. 

It has been st~ted that the thrust was transmitted through the piles 
to the far end, and this was true of an early stage of each experiment; 
but it was not to the same extent true of their later stages. The pres
Sl~re acted longitudinally through the beds, and when they had been 
bent from a horizontal attitude part of the thrust waR deflected upward 
or downward by them. This is most clearly illustrated by Pl. LXXVI, 

in wbich the peak of the anticline was carried up on the broken end of 
the thick bed until the strata became vertical; and it is also to be 
traced through the successive stages of other experiments. 1_'hat por
tion· of t.he thrust deflected by inclined strata is thus proved to be im
portant, but it is evident from inspection of the section beyond the 
fold that only a part of the pressure is diverted, and in many cases 
the greater effect of compression is the result of direct horizontal 
thrust. The transmission of pressure through a folding stratified 
mass may be stated as follows: So long as the stratification is par
allel to the original direction of pressure, the force is transmitted as a 
whole and tends to reduce the volume of the mass; when the strata 
are inclined to the direction of pressure tl1e thrust is resolved into two 
components, the one parallel to the bedding, the other perpendicular 
to it; the former produces movement when it overcomes the friction on 
bedding planes, the viscosity of the strata and any opposing force, as 
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that of load; the latter becomes active when it can cause some part of 
the resisting mass to move. This law proved to have an unexpected 
importance in its influence upon the location of folds. 

DEVELOPMENT OF FOLDS A.ND LA. W OF COMPETENT STRUCTURE. 

If a strip of bristol board, lying on a table, be pressed from end to 
end, it will bow upward in a simple curve, the' arc of longest possible 
chord and of least curvature. This is the form of least resistance, that 
which produces the minimum strains of compression and extension in 
the board. If a strip of tissue paper is pressed in the same way it 
will wrinkle irregularly. It differs from the bristol board in that it is 
not competent to sustain its own weight and is not so homogeneous in 
texture. 

When these experiments were begtun it was supposed that the hard 
strata would bow according to the law which governs the bristol board; 
it was thought that they would bend over the longest possible chord 
with the minimum curvature, and that the crown of the curve would 
be near the middle of the entire length; it was inferred that the distri
bution of load would modify this result; the hypothesis demanded that 
under uniform load a simple arch should rise in the middle of the 
block, and under unequal load the rise should occur where the weight 
was smallest. This hypothesis was not confirmed; in one expertment 
the entire absence of load over a central section determined the posi
tion of the rise, but the inequality of loading was in this case extreme, 
and in many other trials the uniformly distributed weight permitted 
the rise· of an initial anticline near the force, an anticline which 
predominated until it was closed. Hence it was evident that some 
condition not foreseen exercised a controlling influence upon the locus 
of flexure. When in the earliest ·experiments this conclusion ap
peared, the control was attributed to external friction; but the effect 
continued after this supposed cause was removed. The importance of 
internal friction between the beds, forced in bending to move on one 
another, was. next considered;. but no adequate explanation could be 
founded on this, since the adjustment to bending is a local movement 
dependent upon the thrust from the concave toward the convex curve 
and is no more difficult in the middle than near the ends of the strata. 
The rate of compression was next studied. A very slow advance of 
the piston might create a pressure which, acting uniformly on the en
tire mass, would cause deformation at the weakest point; a more rapid 
advance might produce movement near the piston before the thrust 
could be transmitted to the further end. There is no doubt that these 
may be valid considerations, but they do not explain the local deve.lop
ment of folds in these experiments, as the forward movement of the 
piston was always very steady at the slow rate of about one inch in 
five minl.1tes. The fact that the models themselves, in early stages of 
compression, exhibit quite as much deform_ation at the farther end as 
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at the piston, is the best proof thttt during the early stages the force 
was transmitted throughout their length; aud the allied fact that in 
later stages deformation went on pdncipally near the applied force, 
suggested that the deviation of the strata from the line of thrust was 
accompanied by deflection of the thrust itself from the direct line. 
This law has already been stated, but its influence in determining folds 
was not appreciated until many experiments had been made. Study 
of numerous models showed that slight dipt; arose iu the supposed 
horizontal strata before compression, either through irregularities in 
the casting, or at an early stage of compression through lift of the 
piston with the ends of the beds in contact with it, or through swell
ing of the plastic base beneath the flexible layers. The conclusion 
reached through the experiments was that, when a firm but flexible 
stratum transmits pressure, it tends to yield by bending along any line, 
where there is a slight change of dip, and this deviation may be due 
to initial uplift or depression; the fold is further developed by that 
component of the thrust which is diverted by the inclined strat~. 

In order to test this deduction in relation to the experiments and 
under the conditions they present, several models were arranged in 
which the initial dip was assumed at different distances from the ap
plied force, and the law was sustained by the results obtained. In 
Pls. LXXIX to LXXXVI and others, one or more anticlines correspond 
with the position of assumed changes of dip. The models, Pis. LXXXIII 

and LXXXIV, are peculiarly interesting, since they are identical in strati
graphy and materials, but differ in resulting structure in a manner 
wholly dependent on the assumed dips. In one the dip at 6 inches 
from the applied force determined an anticline, but in the other the two 
points of change of dip proved effective-first, in proportion to the 
amount of change; second, in the order of their distance from the ap
plied force. 

The models LXXXIV, LXXXV and LXXXVI were identical in the ar
rangement of layers, but they differed in the nature of the materials; 
the layers forming the first were hard, the next softer, and the la,st 
softest. Comparison of results shows that under the same load the 
initial dip was important precisely in proportion to the firmness, to the 
rigidity of the materials. Where the thrust produced plastic flow, in
clination developed in consequence of change of form under pressure, 
and these controlled deformation, while assumed dips exerted a subor
dinate influence. 

For discussion of the e:ffect of forces thus localized and directed, we 
may consider a case of a firm layer which changes its dip at A and B. 
(Fig. 17.) The compression A P will be resolved at A into Ar and 
At. The tangential component At is represented by P P', and is re
solved into Br' and Bt', and so on at each augle of the broken curve 
from A to F. The components 1·, r', 1·", etc., arc the forces tending to 
deform the firm layer at A, B, 0, etc., respectively; they are opposed 
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by the load if directed upward; if directed downward, they are aided 
by it; in every case their· direction is tow:ard the outer side of the bend. 
If the bend be a curve instead of a sharp angle, each minute element 
of the curve will constitute a direction of thrust, and each point of 
change from one element to another will correspond to A, B, etc. Thus 
the thmst transmitted by a curved stratum of firm but flexible char
acter is continuom;ly resolved into components tangential and perpen
dicular to the curve, and .the latter aeting toward the convex side tenu 
continuously to increase the curvature; we may call these radial com
ponents. The tangential thrust grows steadily smaller and finally 
faues out. Applying this analysis to a compound curve whose point 
of inflection is I, we have certain radial components tending downward 
toward synclinal sinking, and others tending upward toward anti
clinal rise. The synclinal forces are aided by gravity and opposed by 
the viscosity of tl.te mass confined beneath the thrusting layer; the 
anticlinal forces are opposeu by gravity and. the inflexibility of any 
superincumbent mass. Folding can re:mlt from these opposing forces 
only when the radial components of compression have suffieient power: 
(a) to bend the thrusting layer, and (b) downward, to overcome· the vis
cosity of the underlying·, or, upward, to raise the weight of the overly
ing· mass; and when the thrusting layer is firm enough to transmit the 
efl'ective force. 

If we describe the sufficiently firm stratum by the word competent, 
we may formulate the law of anticlinal uevelopment, as deduceu from 
these experiments, as follows: In strata under load an anticline arises 
along a line of initial clip, when a thrust, sufficiently powerful to raise 
the load, is transmitted by a competent stratum. The resulting anti
cline supports the load as an arch, and being adequate to that duty it 
may be called a competent structure. From the conditions of the 
case it follows that none other than a competent structure can develop 
by bending. If the thrust be not powerful enough to mise the load 
there will be no uplift; or if the layers be so plastic that they yield 
to the thrust by swelling, then the principal result of deformation is 
change of form other than by simple flexure, and it assumes some phase 
of flowing. This is incompetent structme. 

CONSEQUENCES OF THE LAW OF COMPETENT STRUCTURE. 

(a) Folding redistrib1ttes load.-In these experiments before compres
sion the layers bore the weight of shot placed upon them, and it was 
in most cases evenly distributed. During compression competent 
structures developed and liftetl part or all of the load over the span of 
the arch. "Within that span the lower layers then bore less load, fre
quently none at all, and, as the total load remained unchangeu, the 
springing lines of the arch received correspondingly greater weight. 
The evidence of this transfer of load is twofold: first, the actual cavi· 
ties within the developing anticlines, and, second, the swelling of the 
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plastic base which yielded to the greater pressure transmitted to it by 
the anticlinal limb. This swelling· occurred repeatedly just in advance 
of the first folcl and becaine in each case the locating cause of the sec
ond fold. Hence it follows that when layers fold according to the law 
of competent structure the load which they support is no longer borne 

. as it was before compression. Areas of less and corresponding areas 
of greater pressure develop'. 

(b) The size of a competent anticline is directly cts the competency of 
the effective strr~tum and inversely a,s the load.-To express size we must 
define the dimension measured, and to give the measurement value we 
must compare it with some related fact. The dimensions of an anti
cline or syncline are: longitudinal extent, which we may call the strike 
lengtll, measured along the axis; at right angles to this, width, measured 
in cross section from one axis to another of the same kind, and height, 
measured vertically from one axis to another of different kind. Each 
distance should be taken between points in the same layer. The strike 
length of any fold in these experiments was the width of the block, 
5~ to 6 inches, and they fumish no data for discussing the relation 
of axes along the strike. They present facts in cross section only. 
·when flexure is yet gentle the positions of axes are indefinite, 

· and there may be great latitude in determining them; but wllen 
folds llavc become pronounced their axes are fixed and cllange their 
position but little in subsequent deformation. The evidence for this 
statement may be traced through the successive stages of any of the 
folds produced in the experiments. Width and height are therefore 
capable of fairly exact determination, and we may express something 
by comparing them.· They are so related to each other in a developing 
arch that width decreases as height increases, and their ratio is there
fore an indication of the amount of compression. Width can not be 
less than twice the thickness of the strata involved in the fold, unless . 
compression proceed to squeezing; and height can not, equal half the 
distance between fixed. axes measured over the curvature of any bed
ding plane. This last dimension, the distance from an axis of one kind 
to another of the same kind measured on the bedding plane over the 
1ntermediate arch or trough, is the length of the stratum contained 
in the fold, which in distinction to strike-length we may call dip
length; and_this compared with the width is the measure of the amount 
of shortening in the passage from a flat to a folded position. The dip
leHgth is the only dimension which, during the competent phase of de
velopment, does not change materially, and for this reason it afiords the 
best basis for comparison of different folds, whether in the same series 
or another. The extent of initial dip or the condition of final stages of 
folding may modify the apparent dip-length, but for the competent arch 
dip-length is limited. Let ns, then, see how and by what conditions. 

When a firm layer, bent by vertical forces to an initial curve, be
comes the competent stratum through which horizontal thrust develops 
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an anticline, the force which it transmits is l'esolvcd into successive tan
gential and radial components, until the remaining thn1-st ceases to be 
effective at a definite distance from the beginning of curvature. We 
may fhirly assume that the force of compression develops gradually 
until it is sufficient to .bend the competent layer and through it to raise 
the load, and folding will begin as soon as the resistances are over- . 
come. At that instant the competent layer has a less curvature than 
at any subsequent time; the radial components of the force conse
quently have their least value at each point, and the tangential thrust 
of given amount will be effective to a maximum distance. This condi
tion will be aided by the fact that the internal resistances to bending 
of the competent layer will be least at this moment, and consequently 
the least force will be exerted in overcoming them. As the curvature 
increases there grows the proportion of each radial component to its 
tangential component, and the effective distance for a given tlnust 
diminishes. 

From the time the competent layer begins to rise, the growing struc
ture has the character of an arch and sustains the strains existing in a 
loaded arch as well as the stresses developed in bending. The arch is 
buttressed on the one side by the inertia of strata beyond the reach of 
the thrust, and on the other side by the force itself. Its capacity to sus
tain the load resides in the resistance of the material to crushing, and 
any excess of force beyond that required to support the load will be 
absorbed in motion. The resistance of the material depends upon its 
strength and cross section, that is, upon the coherence and thickness 
of the competent layer~ Hence, for a layer of given material and thick
ness under a given load, there will be a longest possible span, and, as 
has just been shown, this span will be attained at an early stage of 
growth. The length of the strata involved in the arch will not exceed 
this distance as long as conditions of competency control, and it is 
therefore the maximum possible dip-length of the convex part of the 
competent anticline. 

The minimum dip-length for a competent layer is determined by its 
~tiffness, for the resistance of the layer to bending must be overcome 
before the arch can develop, and this exacts the curve of least resist
ance, the curve of longest possible span. The stiffness is again depelld
ent on the nature and thickness of the layer; thus tl1e minimum, like 
the maximum, is a function of the competency of the stratum, and we 
may say: The dip-length of a, competent anticline is determined within 
narrow limits by the coherence and thickness·ofthe effective layer. 

The assumption of a constant load is implied in the above statement. 
If we consider load as variable and the etl'ective layer as constant, a, 
different relation obtah1s between load and dip-length. A competent 
structure rises in consequence of the radial components of the compress
ive force, and these components increase with the degree of curvature. 
Let us suppose a given stratum transmitting a tangential compression 
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and also bending upward in obedience to vertical forces. At some 
stage of the bending the radial component:,; of the tangential force will 
first equal and then exceed the load, and the anticline will thencefor
ward develop as a competent structure. Now the degree of curvature 
at which this change will 'take place will depend upon the amount of 
load to be raised, and we may state the law: I!'or a given stratum 
transmitting a given compression the initial curvature demanded for 
competent development varies directly as the load. 

Since the greater the curvature the less the distance to which a given 
force will be effective, and as this distance is tlte dip-length, it follows 
that the greater load demands under given conditions a less dip-length, 
that is, the dip-leugth varies inversely as the load. 

. . 

FIELD OBSERVATIONS BEARING ON COMPETENT STRUCTURE. 

Init·ictl dip.~ of deposition and their relation to folds.-Upon a subma
rine surface the first sediments deposited fill the inequalities, and the 
later beds are laid successively each upon the even surface of the next 
preceding. This upper surf~1ce presents from the land, seaward, a gently 
convex profile, the section of the lenticular pile which constantly re
ceives its maximum deposit along a zone near the shore and thins sea
ward. The area receiviug deposits may rise, remain stationary, or 
subside in relation to sea level. Subsidence is the condition which is 
essential to the accumulation of great thicknesses of sediment and which 
is indicated in many districts. It has often been observed that thou
sands of feet of strata exhibit from bottom to top evidence of cteposi
tion in shallow water, and the conclusion is definite that the Ii1ass sub
sided at a rate approximately coinci<lent with that of accumulation. 
vVhether such local depression be attributed to the weight of the aceu
mulating strata or not, it 11mRt change tl1e attitude of deep seated beds 
and develop a trough. Let us call troughs so formed synclines of 
deposition, antl examine the Appalachians for evidence of their exist
ence in that region prior to folding. 

The conditions of the problem req uirc datum planes between which 
measurements may be made, and measures of the intermediate forma
tion or series of formations. If unequal thicknesses of strata are 
shown to exist between two datum planes, either the upper surface of 
the strata varied in actual elevation in relation to sea level or the lower 
datum plane was depressed where the thickness was greater. Among 
geologic formations a coal bed is, so far as it is well identified, the most 
reliable horizontal datum, and deposits of slow accumulation like lime
stone or shale probably formed in nearly level attitude; but coarse 
mechanical sediments may vary greatly in thickness and then present 
corresponding irregularities of the upper or l~wcr surface of the forma
tion. If the upper datum plane be a coal bed, then we may be sure 
that the greater thicknesses occupied depressions in the lower datum 
plane; and if the lower datum plane be a well-defined limestone lwri-
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zon we may feel confident that any considerable depressions in its sur
face are the result of subsidence which took place after the limestone 
had formed. Measuring in folded strata, we assume that any discovered 
differences of thickness existed before deformation began, and against 
this assumption it might in some instances oe urged that during folding 
strata are squeezed and swelled; but this objection is futile when g·en
eral changes of thickness are proven, and in a special case, like that of 
the Pottsville conglomerate beneath the Coal-measures, it is incredible 
that pressure changed the thickness of massive sandstones by hundreds 
of feet and yet did not affect the accompanying coal beds; set the 
Pottsville conglomerate does vary greatly in thickness, anq the coal 
beds show evidence of severe squeezing o·nly in peculiar si tnatlons. We 
may therefore make the following propositions: 

( 1} If, measured from a definite and formerly level horizon downward, 
thickness varies, then any lower definite horizon to which the measure
ments are carried· had assumed initial dips before folding took place. 

(2) If in a general way greater thickness of strata corresponds with 
greater depth of synclines, a general relation between synclines of 
deposition and those of deformation is suggested. 

(3) If in specific instances folding and variations of thickness fade 
out together, the suggested relation is possibly genetic. 

(4) If the variations in thickness cari be shown to define a lens and 
the line of greatest thickness of strata corresponds with the synclinal 
axis the genetic relation may, in the light of experimental results, be 
considered highly probable; that is, the position of the syncline of 
deformation was in all probability determined by that of the preexist
ing syncline of deposition. 

( 5) If many parallel synclines occur side by side in strata of uniform 
or gradually changing thickness; their relations are probably independ
ent of initial dips and have been determined by other causes. 

There are many synclinoria in the Appalachians which stand out as 
broad facts of structure demanding explanation, but for few of them 
are the thicknesses of strata available in sufficient detail for the 
desired discussion. 'l'he Broad-Top basin in Pennsylvania, accessible 
on all sides down to deep seated strata, and other synclinal areas of 
Carboniferous and Devonian beds in Virginia, Tennessee, and Georgia 
dl.)serve study, but I am now able to discuss only three, which are known 
more or less in detail-the synclin9ria of the l\1assanntten and Bays 
mountains and the anthracite region. 

llfassctn7ttten 11W'untain.-The Massanut,ten lies between the forks of 
the Shenandoah river~~n its northern half, a troug·h-like valley inclosed 
by narrow ridges; in its southern half, a single ridge breaking down 
into knobs toward the end. The syneline contains strata from the l\1ar
tinsbnrg shales next above the Shenandoah limestone to the lower 
Devonian black shales. Northeast and southwest the basin extends 
beyond the mountain and is represented by an area of Martinsburg 
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shale in the middle of the great limestone valley. Its length as a grand 
structural feature, from its southern tip near Staunton, Virginia, to 
where it passes into the many folrls of central Pennsylvania, is about 
one hundred and fifty miles; its width through the Massanutten is five 
to six miles. This long, narrow trough, extending parallel to the shore 
of the Silurian sea and but a few miles from it, may well correS!)Ond 
with an alongshore belt of maximum deposit and its resulting synclioue 
of deposition. Accurate measures of thickness are not yet available, 
but the Martinsburg shale in the Massanutten is more than 4,000 feet 
thick, and on the western edge of the valley, 8 miles farther from shore, 
it is but 3,000 or less. None of the other formations have been even 
approximately measured, but this difference would produce a ~outh
eastern initial <lip in the Shenandoah limestone corresponding in direc
tion with the dip on the western side of the syncline. 

Bays mottn'tnins.-Three hundred miles southwest of the Massanutten 
lie the similar Bays mountains of Tennessee; they are narrow, synclinal 
ridges and peaks, of which the highest, Chimney Top, has an elevation 
of 3,075 feet. The surrounding valley undulates from 1,200 to 1,500 
feet above sea. The strata contained in the syncline are the Sevier 
shales, resting on the great limestone here called the Knox, and the 
Clinch sandstone. The formations correspond Closely with those of the 
Massanutten mountain, but the Devonian beds are wanting. The syn
clinorium, as defined by the Sevier shales, is about 60 miles long from 
its definite northeastern tip to where it spreads out southwestward aud 
separates into a number of less marked follls. The section through 
Chimney Top (plate LVII) shows the relation of this synclinorium to the 
adjacent divisions of the valley on either side; it is a very marked de
pression in the Knox limestone, which is closely folded to the southeast 
in the anticlinal belt and rises to a great fault on the northwest. The 
form of the synclinorium is broader and more irregular than that of the 
Massanutten, aud its detailed structure is more complex; it is, there
fore, a less satisfactory illustration of a possible relation between a, 
syncline of deposition and the existing fold. But the initial southeast
ern dip is again proven by comparison of the thicknesses in the Bays 
mountains and in the Clinch mountain, 15 miles northwest of it. In the 
the former the Sevier shales measure 4,000 feet, in the latter but 1,800. 
They rest upon the Knox; they reach np to the clearly defined Clinch 
sandstone; the lower Rurface must have slopefl beneath the undisturbed 
deposits of Clinch to a dept,h of 2,200 feet deeper in the Bays region than 
in the Clinch. 

Want of facts prevents further analysis of the l\1assanutten and Bays 
synclinoria. An initial dip existed in the competent stratum and the 
present southeastern dip conforms to it. On the southeast, at no great 
distance, was the shore line, from which initial llips would incline 
northwestward as the existing dips in the synclinorium now do. The 
coincidence of a lens of deposits with the present syncline is thus sug-
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gested but can not be proved. Nevertheless the magnitude and isola
tion of the structures suggest a cause beyond the accide11ts of folding 
and since a syncline of·deposition would have been of coordinate mag
nitude, and may probably have existed in the particular localities, 
the hypothesis which refers the position of folds to amounts of deposits 
is suggested. 

The anthra.cite basins of Pennsylvania.-In eaRtern Pennsylvania 
is a great synclinorium. From the central portion of the state the 
axes of folds pitch east-northeastward, and before they reach the 
eastern boundary fade out in flattening dips. Of anticlines, the Nit
tany, the Berwick, the Selinsgrove, the Georgetown, and the Bloom
field }'I lunge into but do not cross this complex basin; the synclines be
tween these arches all widen and lose their individualities in the un
dulatiom; ofthe syndinorium. There is abundant evidence in the de
tails of structure of both the central and eastern parts of the state 
that the present attitudes of the strata are the results of folding; but 
in central Pennsylvania the axes rise high and Silurian to lower De
vonian strata are exposed; in eastern Pennsylvania the axes sink 
deep and upper Devonian to Carboniferous strata form the surface. 
Before folding, was there an initial dip in a competent stratum in this 
same direction? 

To answer this question we require measures of the strata between 
two datum planes that are recognized over the entire area; as an up
per level we may take the top of the Pottsville conglomerate, No. XII, 
which is so related to coal beds that it is definecl within limit~-; of error 
of one hundred feet or less, and may for this purpose be considered as 
a formerly level horizon. As a lower datum we may assume the top 
of the great Cambro-Silurian limestone, No. II, the most competent and 
most constant Rtratum of the Paleozic series. 

The following sections are taken from tlw reports of the geological 
surveys of Pennsylvania: 

Formations. 

XII 
XI 
X 

IX 
VIII 
VII 

VI 
v 

IY 
III 

Lycoming 
county. 

Andrew Sher
wood. 

120 

500 

500 

600 

3, 000 

50 

250 

2, 500/ 

1, 375 

800 

Center county. 
E. V. D·Invil

lie-r:-;. 

300 

150 

6~5 

2, 650 

6, 13± 

130 

1, 019 

1, 040 

!!, 425 

1, 011 

l_,~rry count.y, 
Susquehanna 

gap. 
IT. D. Rogers. 

600 

:!, 500 

2, 000 

6, 000 

3, 200 

Wanting 
·wanting 

950 

450 

4, 000 

Ca1 hon county 
Lehigh gap. 

Chas. A. Ash
burner. 

880 

2, 170 

1, 255 

7,145 

3,140 

340 

295 

2, 000 

460 -

6,000 
-----------1--------- -

1s, 484 19, 7oo 1 2a, 685 
I 

!), 695 

'------'-~----~~--~--~---~-~~-' 

The difference in depths of sediment expressed by these sections of 
strata deposited on the great Hmestone ranges from 4,000 to 14,000 feet. 

/ 
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No &ncb vluatwn ("lll be due to mequaht1e& m the top of the Pottwllle 
conglometate, XII, 01 of the gre1t lnne->tone, II, or to fmlme among 
geologi'>ts to IuentJty the 1dentH tl honzon as the top of the one 01 the 
Qthm formatwn m different d1stuct-> The g1eater thHkue-,-.es demon 
-.t~ategre1ter depth below arelahvelyhouzentJ.l datum, and the plane 
to wh1ch the-,e depth-> are measured, tlw top of the Cambro~Iluuan 
hme-,tone, mu->t have had a, correspondmg nutml d1p 

Refmence to the map (Pllte I VI) ..::how'\ that the "\ectwn& of greater 
thicknesses he to the ea&t and <,onthea'>t of those of les'> amount, that 1" 
to ..,ay, the hmf''>tone'l, II, clipped Imtl'~1ly to the east and southe.1st, and 
the southea,stem d1p wa-. the '>teeper ofthe-.e two Paralld to th1s Imtral 
dip now he the clips of folllmg, comCident w1th the more moderatf' east 
waul m1hal d1p now p1tch the a'CeS of foldmg Tile dcepe<;t ba'lmt. cor 
re&pond w1th the depths of the nnt1al &ynf line, a gener'tl relatwn of 
positiOn eXJ.'\t& between the "ynclme of depositiOn and the synclmormm 
of defolm'ttwn 

Tlu& gcogr'1phiC < ommdence rs too vague to e&hbh&h a genetrc 1ela 
twn "r e < 1n follow the mttlal chp of the gteat hme<;tone only from the 
we'3t and south., on the north and cast of the 'tnthtaCitc ba<;ms the 
upper Devoma11 &tuta, extend honzontally and "e can not detcrmme 
whether the vanatwnt. m thH'kne..,& of thf' oldf'r rocks contmue or ft1de 
.out benet1th thl'> pla,te,tu But we may < ontmuc the wmpanson of 
sectwn~ of the upper fmmatwn& mto the '>ynclmormm and there trctce 
whateve1 relatwn e'CI'lt<s between the grea,ter thwknesse<, and the maJor 
-deta1h of foldmg 

Mldway between Center and c.ubon counties, betweeu tbP height of 
the Nittmy c~rch and the depth of the Pottw11le wal basm, the Devo 
mJ.n founatwn'> u&e repeatedly to the r,urfc1ce from benet1th the boughs 
of the g1eat E>yndmormm In a bf'lt taken at nght angles to the folds 
fwm Lywmmg to Lebanon county these depot.1ts C'Ch1b1t vanatwn<; m 
thH kne'\s md1catcd m thP followmgt Lble Fm the b t<,e of the 'lectwns 
the Lew1t.ton hme<,tone,Vl, I'> tt1ken because 1t I'- a well defined honzon, 
t1nd It 1s the lowe&t bed whH h t1ppe ll" ou evmy ant1chne "1tlnu the belt 
or nem It'> we'3tcrn edge FormatiOn'> IV an<l Yo< e-m m the belt on 
ce1 ta,m axe-, but to mclude tlwm m the-;e sectrons would too greatly 
Widen the belt, the s une I'-> tmc of the fomMtlOII'> above IX 

I 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Pott:"lle I ~orth szde \Vest< rn Northum bhamokm &eoro;-et<mn sule of berland UlSlD WlLODlSCO ofN1t Wyommg h'"m Cat ~ehnSJ!TO\e 
'ln h com bag1n basm 

;Forma t~n' arch basm ..!Wl"'"'.l Northmu p1led from Ierry "\U,<jUC 

' 
tlODS Lyconuug (,olumbJa Culumbm berltml both s1dcs county haunagtp 

county Northum northwest 
northwest wunt~ county < uunty berland •o.rthea•t dlp 

drp north"le't suuthea•t southeast count) dlp B D Hoger. dlp <hp <ilp 

IX 600 5 450 4 300 5 '500 5 500 6, 000 6 000 
VIII 1 000 3500 5,300 '5 2o0 3 400 5 000 3 2u0 
VII oO Wmtmg Wmtmg 60 50 20 Wanttng --

& 6o0 8 9o0 I 9 bOO iO 810 I 8 9o0 11 0~0 9 200 

]3 GEOL, PT 2--17 
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There IS a, relatwn between thet-e thiCkne:oses of deposit and the 
maJor features of foldmg m the syndmonum The mmease m tlnek
ness from no1 th to ~outh cone~:>pondt- to g1eatm depth of the &uccebsive 
synelmes m the same cbrectwn and rt IS evident that the Lewiston lime
stone confmmed to Imtml cllps m a southeastern dnectwn. If we plat 
the depths of the sectwns from ahonzontallme m then rel,ttive po&lhons 
It appears th.tt the mitml dip& vaned, the deswnt southeastwa1d "a& 
hme gentle, there :otceper, and between sectiOnb 4 and 5 wab even mtei
rupted by a northwe&t nutial drp (PI LXVIII) Aud rt may be uc, ted 
that the gentle southeast clips and thr& nor thwe&tern one corre:,powl to 
antiClines, while the steeper southe."t&t drp:-. underhe &ynelmes of defm
matwn That rs to say, the curves np.wm d and those downwa1d mduced 
m the Lewi&ton limestone byunequaldeposrts emrespond Iespectively 
to the :,ubsequently developed .wchP& and basm&. vVCie the Lewr&ton 
limestone, VI, a ma:os1ve stratum, a contwlhng membCI of the smws m 
rela,twn to defonnatwn the condrtwns demanded by the l1ypothesis of 
Initial dip and It'liClatwn to folilrng would be complete. But tbudor
matwn IS not masbrve enough to bave controlled dPtmmatron m the 
great mas& of se1hnrentt- of whwh It IS part 1Ve a1 e abe1efore left to 
the rnference that the mitial drps af..sunred by fo).'m.ttwn VI weie 
&bared by fmmatwn II, the gie.tt wntrollmg member As the mter 
val between VI a11d II vanes fwm 41000 to 81000 feet and mcre.tses 
toward the &outheast thrs mfereule rs suppmted by the general facts, 
whot-e detarls are unknown, and the evidence &ugge&ts shongly that the 
great synclmormm .md Its maJOr features developed fwm and m conse
quence of vanable untial drps 

The evidence of available sectiOns does not permit a, more conclusrve 
statement, the sectiOns giVen m the Penn&ylvama 1eports a1e u~ually 
comprh•d and rep1esent averages for the fhstnctf.. to which they 1efer 
It IS thewfore probable that mote defimte detmnrmatwns made to test 
the hypotbesJS under drscusswn would modrfy some of the result!> one 
way 01 another although the diffeH~nces arr :oo great that the genmal 
tiend of the facts would not be changed But following the problem 
:ot1ll fai ther mto detml we may find .ldditronal e" I dell! P m the drstubu
tron of thickncs'le~:> of the upper st1ata smroundmg the chstmet ba o;;m&. 

Formatwns X, XI, and XII encncle the Wyommg, the Sbamokm 
and Mahanoy, .tnd the Pott&ville coal ba~ms These f>trata a1e not 
1mpo1tant m thrc,kne:os when ( ompared with the deep deposits which 
they :ommount, for they form butt tot of the total a,bove the gteat 
bme:,tone, but f10m t11eu pof'IItiOn we arc able to trace thmrvanatwns 
along thP &Ides to the ends of the basms and thus we may ascertmn what 
1 elatrou then ongmal form of deposit bea1 s to the present troughs If 
they were deposited as connected lenses, whose loci of greatest thick
net-s became depths of synclme:o, we ~hould expect many btratum to
find the smalle1 tbwkne&~e" along the Side& of a basm, the greate1 thHok
ness as wP appw.tc,h the axu.,, all!l the maximum at the tip where th~ 
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axis for that stratum comes to view Au example of this relation ap
pears in the tl1iekness of the lower part of formation VIII, the Hamil. 
ton group, which, acconling to White, is 2,000 feet at l~upert on the 
nortl~ern side of the Northumberland basin, 2,800 at the Susquehanna 
near the tip, and but 1,200 feet over the Georgetown axis, the second 
anticline to the south. 

The Wyoming basin i:; a syncline of moderate flexure; the limbf> 
dip most steeply near the western end of the coal field ~tnd the trough 
:flattmm where the coal measures rise to their eastern limit. The cross 
section near Wilkes Barre, the broadest part of the basin, shows for the 
Mammoth coal bed a width of 23,200 feet with a depth below outcrops 
of 1,580 feet. 1 

The eoal basin's rim is composed of the three formations XII, XI, and 
X, and these with formation IX completely surround it, affording an 
excellent opportunity to compare the thicknesses of each at different 
points. The measurements given in the Pennsylvania reports are 
platted in the map (Plate L vr). ..._ 

No. XII is unimportant in this region, its thickness being little more 
than 100 feet and sometimes less; its influence upon structural devel
opment could not be greater than that of the sandstones contained in 
the 1,000 feet of overlaying coal-measures. No. XI is a fine sandstone 
near the eastern end of the basin, and changes to a mass of red shale 
toward the southwest; from a thickness of 75 feet north of Scranton 
it increases in 32 miles to about 1,200 feet at Shickshinny. There the 
outcrop rounds the tip of the syncline, and from its maximum thickness 
in this basin the formation thins toward the east. Along the northern 
edge from north of Scranton to West Nanticoke the rate of thickening 
is 15 feet per mile; this is in a direction nearly parallel to the synclinal 
axis. From West Nantieoke to Shick!>hinny the rate is 100 feet to the 
mile; this is rapidly approaching the axis. From Shickshinny east
ward to Solomon gap receding from the axis the rate of thinning is 50 
feet per mile (using Rogen;'s thickness at Solomon gap) and thence 
eastward to Cobb gap, parallel to the axis, it is but 8 feet per mile. 
Taking these measurement by themselves we may reasonably infer the 
existence of a lens of No. XI, a lens thicke~t along the line of the syn
clinal axis. Moreover, the dips of the syncline are steepest where the 
rate of thickening· is greatest and the fold dies out in flat strata where 
formation XI becomes so thin that its lenticular form, if it exists, .can 
not be influential. 

Beneath No. XI lie the massive sandstones of No. X, with quite a 
uniform thickness of 600 feet. At the Susquehanna gap, on the north 
of the basin, ·white gives the formation but 300 feet, with 325 feet of 
transition beds to the top of No. IX; and on the south at Cobb gap 
he distinguished at least 400 feet with 375 feet of transition beds, 
while Rogers states the thickness at but 310 feet. These differences 

• Ashburner, Second Geol Survey of Pa. .1.nn. Report, 1885, p. 285. 
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evidently indicate that the two geologists have not agreed in dividing 
the column of strata, but they ate not important in this discussion. 
No. X is massive and under the superincumbent load of 1,200 to 2,000 
feet of strata is a very competent bed. Deflected by the uneqmtl de
posits of XI it formed a· syncline of deposition ·and, as has· just been 
shown, the characteristics of that syncline -are ~1ppareut in an exag
gerated degree in the prl:!sent syncline of deformation. The western 
end of the basin was the region of greater subsidence and is the scene 
of sharper folding. The eastern end of the basin was an area of very 
moderate and uniform deposition, and it is there that the trough fiat· 
tens out. 

The coincidence is complete, but it may be claimed that it is only a 
coincidence. The Mr.uch Chunk ·shale, XI, thickens .from the north to 
south and west.. From Shickshinny where it is 1,200 feet thick it rose 
over the Montour anticline and where it next appears •north of the 
middle coal basins it is 2,000 to 2;500 feet thick. The rate of thick
ening between these outcrops is 75 to 100 feet per mile, and it is pos
sible that the occurrence of the maximum thickness in the Wyoming 
basin ou the synclinal axis is an accident of the western position of 
that outcrop. This doubt can be laid only by more numerous measures' 
along the outcrops of XI ·or hy a bore-hole near the middle of the 
Wyoming basin. 

The Wyoming basin, just discussed, is a somewhat isolated .feature 
of the .great Anthracite synclinorium. To the sou~h of it rises the 

. Montour arch, which flattens in its southeastern dip, and the plateau 
thus formed by formations X, XI, and XII bears the shallow Eastern 
Middle coal basins. The western edge of this plateau winds like an S 
around the Northumbedand syncline and the rising axis of Selins
grove, and thence the strata descend southeastward beneath the deeper 
Western Middle and Shamokin coal basins. From these they rise over 
the gentle roll of the Georgetown anticline until No. XI appears at 
the surface and then they plunge into the still greater depths of the 
Pottsville basin. 

The form and relative altitudes of the coal basins among themselves 
may be inferred. from the following figures given by Ash burner: i 

l Southern 
Northern East,crn 1\fid· Western field, Pan· dle field, Middlefield; For the Mammoth bed. field, Wyo- Hazleton Mailauoy ther Creek 

ruing basin. basin. basin. basin near 
'l'amaqua. 

--

Width between outcrops ............. 
Feet. Feet. .l!'ee·t. Feet. 

23,300 3,8oo· 3, 050 5, 700 

Depth below outcrop .......... , ..... 1, 580 815 1,400 2, 275 

Bottom of basin in relation to sea 
leveL .......... -----------·-···--- -800 + 850 - 150 - 1, 000 

1 Second Geol. Sun·ey of Pa. \ Ann. Report, 1885, pp. 285-286. 
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Frvm these figures it appears that the Mammoth coal bed in the 
bottom of the Hazelton basin lies respectively 1,650, 950, and 1,850 
feet above its greatest depth in the Wyoming, Mahanoy, and Panther 
creek basins. That is to say, the Eastern Middle field has an anticlinal 
elevation above the other basins. 

These differences of elevation, determined on a once level and well
identified coal bed, are the result of rise and subsidence during folding. 
The question here asked is whether less marked but corresponding 
undulations existed in buried Rtrata before folding. 

Facts of thickness of the formations up to IX have already been 
cited to show that the great limestone possessed initial dips that in a 
genera.! way corresponded to the basins of the great synclinorium. To 
these may be added the available facts concerning X, XI, and XII. 
Along the northern edge of the Middle coal basins on the limb of the 
anticline the combined thickness of X and XI is about 3,000 feet 
(White); at Pottsville, on the south side of the deepest basin, it is about 
41700 (Rogers). Lack of definite observations arounfi the rim of the 
synclinorium prevents closer analysis of the changes of thickness in 
these strata, but the general fact agrees with what has been previously 
stated. For the distribution of formation XII, the Pottsville Clonglom
erate, we have some very exact data given by Ash burner in the reports 
and maps on the Anthracite fields. In orc1er to measure from a definite 
datum downward, the sandstones above the conglomerate to the bot
tom of the Mammoth bed may be includeu, and the formation of the 
great coal bed upon this i'lurface is conclusive evidence that it was then 
a level plane. From the base sf the Mammoth bed to the top of XI 
the thicknesses are: In the Hazelton basil1, 470; in the Mahanoy basin, 
850-1,200; and in the Pottsville basin at Tamaqua, 900-1,700. .Aga,in, 
there is coincidence of greater and greatest thickness of strata with 
deeper and deepest syncline. But the relation may be more closely 
traced. 

Ash burner in his detailed reports on the Panther creek and Mahanoy 
basins gives definite measurements of the strata between the Mammoth 
coal bed and the top of No. XI. The thickness between the definitely 
determined top and bottom of this series varies from 900 to 1, 700 feet, 
and the differences are due to changes in No. XII, changes which Ash
burner atti'ibutes to local currents. He says: 1 "This great thickening 
and thinning of this group of strata in comparatively short distances, 
between points which were probably nearly equidistant from the 
source of the sediments composing the rocks, is most probably 
a~counted for by the existence of local currents at the time deposition 
took place." 

On Plate LXIX are two diagrams compiled ti·om the data contained in 
the Grand Atla,; of the Anthracite fields. These show in plan the dis
tance of each given thickness from the nearest synclinal axis, meas-

' Second Geol. Survey Pa Ann. Rep 1885, p 295 
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ured ou Ashburuer's sections on the surface of No. XI. In the Pan
ther creek basin note that the location of the measmemcnt is near the 
point of the axis at llacklebarney, section 1; diverges from it as far as 
Nesquehoning, section 5; and is equidistant from the axis thence to 
Tamaqua in a direction down the pitch of the deepening syncline. 
Corresponding with these changes in relative position the thickness, 
measured or estimated froni detailed cross sections, grows le8S from 
Hacklebarney to N esqnchoning and gains thence to Tamaqua. This is 
the relation of thickness to position which should exist if the variations 
define a lenticular deposit whose longer axis and greater depths cor
respond with the synclinal axis and its descending pitch. Such a lens 
as this would be produced alongshore and would thin away offshore 
as does No. XII froml,200 feet at Tamaqua, in the Pottsville basin, to 
100 feet in the Wyoming basin. A similar but less complete series of 
measurements is given for the Mahanoy basin, and the variations hold 
a similar relation of position to the axis of the syncline. 

Thus it has been shown (1) that the great anthracite synclinorium 
corresponds in general position with an area of initial dips to which 
the massive limestone member conformed; (2) that in general depth 
and in major details of structure the folding corresponds with depth 
and undulation of the initial dips; (3) that details Of character of in
dividual basins are so related to variations in thickness of one or more 
members of the folded series as to indicate the coincidence of a lenticu
lar deposit with the area of the basin·. All of these may be summed 
up in the single statement tlmt the facts of thickness and structure 
are so related as to indicate strongly that the synclinorium and its in
dividual basins are developed features of a preexisting synclinorium of 
deposition. 

The inferences and conclusion from the facts of the Massanutten and 
Bays mountains seem perhaps more reasonable after the detailed result 
brought out for tl•c anthracite region; anu to students of the Appa
lachians other extended syncliues will suggest themselves, whi0h may 
trace back their development to conditions of deposition, to orig·inal 
conditions. I shall hereafter use the term original fold to designate 
structures which owe their development to unequal deposition. 

But there are folded a1·eas in which many flexures lie parallel and so 
dose. together that it is unreasonable to assume that the closely related 
structures developed each from a distinct original syncline. A typical 
instauce occurs in the central section of the Alleg,hanies in.Pennsyl· 
vania, the section between Harrisburg and Bellefonte." The major 
features of this belt may be traced to original folds of the anthracite 
synclinorium and perhaps of the Broad Top basin, but not so the suc
,(Jessive undulations of the strata. An explanation of this structure 
must account for that action of the compressing forces which would 
·cause open folds to develop, one beyond another, without closing any 
of them. The open fold is the necessary antecedent of the closed, but 
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even with continued shortening the. closed fold is not the necessary 
consequent of the open. The explanation may be found in the growth 
of competent structures, but it is necessary first to determine their 
existence in nature. 

Competent anticlines in natttre.-In experimental work the first sug
gestion of an arch competent to bear the overlying load and develop 
under it into an anticline was received from the growth of open tunnels 
within the risi11g folds. In nature this evirlence can rarely if ever be 
observed. The growth of an anticline is so gradual, the friction between 
rock beds is so important a factor, the balance of pressures in the 
earth's mass is so steadily adjusted, that no extensive opening between 
strata is possible. But the development of an opening is the extre:t;ne 
result oflifting the load; it must be preceded by a tendency toward 
an opening which may be almost equaled by the tendency of less com
petent strata to rise into the hollow of the arch. 

In experimental results the later phase of a competent anticline al
most always had a carinate form; the tu~nel was narrowed until its 
sides were brought into contact. It is conceivable that the same result 
might ensue by a gradual rolling up of the competent bed upon its own 
vertical or overturned lower stirface in such manner that no tunnel 
ever formed. But whatever the mode of growth, the formation of a 
carinate anticline must be accompanied by a lifting of the overlying 
strata, and it is therefore direct evidence of competent development. 
It follows that the occurrence of carinate anticlines in nature (and 
they are not uncommon in closely folded regions) ·is proof of the control 
of the law of competent structures in those instances. Plates LXX and 
LXXI are photographs of one such carinate fold, folded up into a steep 
dip on underlying beds. In both cases the strata are thin-bedded lime
stones and shales; the keel has a height of about 6 feet. A still more 
interesting structure is that exposed by the Staunton shaft and slopes 
in the Wyoming coal basin (P1. LXXII). , 

Instances of the exposure of larger carinate folds in such manner 
tpat their complete structure is visible are not known to me, but the 
keel is a feature which is recognized as the isocline and is a cbaracter
i::>tic of isoclinal and fan-shaped folds. These occur on a large scale 
and demonstrate the influence of competent development in structures 
of greater magnitude. The growth of a keel is the result of the super
position of a competent layer upon an incompetent one, with a plane of 
relatively. caRy -movement between them, and this is a condition which, 
while it modifies the result, does not control the action of the .force. 
Hence we may· reasonably infer "that carinate folds are not the only 
ones whkh rlevelop as competent structures; others, whether open or 
closed folds, probably obeyed the same law of deformation and may 
bear witness to it in a different manner. 

It bas been showl'l for the conditions of the experiments that the load 
raised upon a competent fold is transferred to the support of the arch. 
The area within the arch is relieved of weight, and if the effective 
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force presses from one side, that part of the transfcrreu load which that 
limb bears is raised by the force, and that part of the load which the 
other limb bears is supported by the syncline beyond the arch. There 
is evidence 1hat this relief of pressure on the anticlinal axis, accom
panied by upward movement on the one side and excessive pressure 
on the other limb, is a fact in nature. 

In Hoosac mountain, Massachusetts, a conglomerate rests upon the 
granite from which it is derived. The mountain is of anticlinal struc
ture, overturned toward the east. In the western upright limb the 
conglomerate has, through shearing, been altered to a gneiss which 
conforms in foliation to the lamination of the uutlerlymg granitoid 
gneiss; over the crest of the mouut,ain the conglomerate is eroded, but 
where it appears on the axis near the end of bhe mountain it is but lit
tle altered and its conglomerate character is clearly evident; in the 
eastern overturned limb the conglomerate is crushed and forms a very 
finely grained gneiss of different aspect from that on the upright side. 
The distribution of pressure, as evidenced by the results of dynamic 
metamorphism and their absence, are strictly in accord with the devel
opment of the arch as a competent structure formed by the schists 
above the conglomerate. 

It has been said that conditions of deposition which may account 
·for original folds will not suffice to explain the rhythmic structure 
apparent in the open folds of the central part of Pennsylvania. The 
rhythm is probably a result of this redistribution of weight during 
competent development. If the tr:1nsferred load have sufficient weight 
to disturb the balance of its support the syncline will smk, and, sink
ing, will cause a swelling beyond itself; and the dip thus initiated will 
grow steeper until the swelling becomes in turn a competent arch. By 
transfer of load this second anticline will cause an initial dip beyond 
its further limb, thus brmging about the condition for development of a 
third anticline; and so on until a more potent condition shall control or 
till compression ceases. J;'olds thus caused may be called consequent 
in distinction to folds that originate in dips ef deposition. 

A condition important to development ·of consequent folds is suffi
cient load upon a competent Htratum and yielding support. Let us see, 
then, if the occurrence of such parallel folding is coextensive with this 
condition, and so test the hypothesis. In Center county the columnar 
section from the lowest known limestone of N o.li to the Coal-measures 
of the Alleghany mountain is 21,500 feet; 1 this is a little over 4 
miles; and the strata below this column sustained before erosion a pres 
sure of about 24,000 pounds per square inch, which is in excess of the 
crushing strength at the surface of all but the strongest rocks. The 
base of the Paleozoic column is usually Cambrian shale or sandstone, 
but whatever the lowest strata may be in this particular district they 
would tend to flow from under the passive limb of an arch bearing 

'Second Geol. Survey, Pa. T. and E. V. D'Invliliers. Map. 
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such a load per square inch .. But if so, was any member of the series 
competentt The base of tho known column is the great limestone, 
here of extraordinary thickness, 6,000 feet, and of massive character. 
The load upon its upper surface was about 18,000 pounds per square 
inch, an amount not in excess of, though nearly equal to, the crushing 
strength of strong limestones at the surface. It is probable that the 
limestone would support this load. The question may be answered in 
the affirmative, and we find the conditions for consequent folds (great 
load, relatively competent stratum, and yielding base) in the region. 
where such structures are most characteristically developed. 

Passing from Pennsylvania into Virginia and. West Virginia, strata 
thin and the rhythmic relation among folds fades out; the distribution 
of folds in the southern half of the Alleghanies suggests original rather 
than consequent development, but accurate Rtudics arc wanting. 

In the southern continuation of this belt, the district of predominant 
faulting, the parallelism of the great thrusts suggests a consequent 
relation; but the mass of strata is much thinner than in Pennsylvania. 
The great limestone is a constant member, 3,500 feet or more thick; the 
strata above it do not now exceed 7,000 feet, nor do those that are known 
below it. Thus we are brought to consider the possible case of a con
sequent dip and. fold. produced through a competent arch under a mod
crate load. In the sinking which may result from the transferred load 
the effective force is the difference b~tween the weight of the undisturbed 
strata and the still greater pressure beneath the passive limb of the 

_competent anticline, aud this difference is a function of the competency 
of the structure as related to the load rather than of the total thick
ness of strata raised. That is to say, .if a given stratum be competent 
to raise the whole of a moderate load, the weight acting -to produce a 
consequent fold will be more efficient than that transferred by the same 
stratum under a greater series of which it is a relatively unimportant 
member. For in the former case the transferred load will be concen
trated by the one stratum, in the latter distributed by the many 

• which go to make up the competent whole. Hence, we may con
clude that there is a tendency toward development of consequent 
folds in advance of any original fold whenever the additional pres
sure upon the foot of the passive limb is so concentrated as to dis
turb the equilibrium of its support. In discussing dips of d.eposi
tion in strata beneath coal-beds, we have inferred that even moderate 
differences of depth of deposit coincided with corresponding snbf>i
dence. Hence we may reason that the disturbance of the isostatic 
balance which leads to consequent dips and folds is likely to ensue 
even though the competent stratum sustain but a moderate load, but 
it may probably be true that the less the load the longer the period of 
development of consequent dip into consequent fold1 and consequently 
the closer the compression of each fold. From the preceding eonsid
erations it would appear that deformation having begun along lines of 
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nuttal dips of dep0SJtwn, consequent folds might be expected to develop 
lil parallel and closely relate€ll:rnes wherever a, massrve stratum oc<'nrred 
at eveu moderate depth m the stratified sPnes. The p.walleh:,m of 
folds m the Appalachian provmce has often been dwelt upon; the con 
twuous limestone stratum, 3,000 to G,UOO feet thJCk, IS a strikmg f<tct 
of the stra,tJgra]JhY of th~ entire provmce. The conditiOns by theory 
requned and tho&e m faet exrstmg, all(l the structures by theory sug
gested and those m nature ob:-.erved me m per feet agreement. And 

• the assumptw11s behmd the <1g1 cement are the hj pothesiS of competent 
structure and the sensitrve WLture of IsostatiC balance 

For thrs hypothe-rs one other test remaws. Theoretwa,lly there 
~hould be a relatiOn between srze of antiClines, tluckness of competent 
strata, and the load borne, practw:t,lly the test is drfficult to apply 
because the <'ompetent stratum IS seldom a smgle or constant mem
ber ot a senes and too often the load was :L part of the seues, now 
eroded and therefore only to be e&tunated. Anti further It rs nec
eb:,ary to distmgmsh between orrgmal and consequent folds, smce 
thmr drfterent modes of development aftect. then drp-lengths, whrch 
we take as a measure of srze. The synclme of deposrtwn may 
be a broMl basm befme compression begms; when the strata, are 
fohled an ongmal anticlme arises on one or both side& and at one 
foot of such an antwhne a consequent dip and arch develop. Now the 
d1p-length of the ongmal antwlme IS half the synclme of depositiOn plus 
the length over the competent arch, but the dip-length of the conse
quent fold Is merely the latter If two or more consequent folds occur 
together we may expect their dip-lengths to be Similar, but when we 
pass an ougmal antrclme and d~scend mto a flexed Rynclme of deposr
twn, the dip-length should be greater. Thus in the model D, Plate 
Lxxxr, the first fold I~ an ongmal antrclme and the othe1 two are sub· 
sequent; the dip-length of the first IS 3;f mches, of the other two 2 and 
21mches respcctrvely . 

.,With these rt:'latwns m mmd let us turn once more to Pennsylvama 
and study the Sizes of folds through the ard of the excellent sectrons 
pubh:,hell by R. D Rogers1 and copred m part on Plate LVI. In the 
analy&Is of this :-.truetnre for Its relatwns to stratrgraphrc thiCknesses, 
certam basms and then adJacent antwlmes were shown to be more or 
less probably origma.l. These named from northwest to southcabt were 
the Nittany arch, Wyommg, Broad Top basms, Montour arch, Nmth
um berland ba:,m, Sehnsgwve arch, Shamokm ba:,m, Georgetown arch, 
Wwomsco basm, Bloomfield arch, Pottsville basm. The dip-lengths 
of these folds, meal'lured from synclmal axis over the antiCline to syn
clmal axu .. , vary from 22-} to 48 miles, and the varratwn depends upon 
the fold measured, or m drfterent scct1011~ of one fold upon the posJtwn of 
the sectwn; for antwhnes are limited m strike lengths and dip-lengths 
les:,en as they die out. Thrs variatiOn IS not mcons1stent with the 
hypothesiS of competent Rtmcture smce the dip-length ll1 each case IS 

1 D1p lengths were measuretl on the ougmai sections"'' pnbh•hed by Rogers 
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the length over the competent arch plus an independent amount meas
ured on tbe exaggerated dip of the syncline of deposition. But asso
ciated with these original folds are those which by their parallelism and 
close relations among themselves may possibly be consequent; if so, 
other things being equal, their dip-lengths should be equal among 
themselves. 

In section VI the Nittany arch has a dip length of 35 miles. At its• 
eastern foot is a group of three folds: ct 9, b 9, c 9rr miles in dip-length 
and beyond these follow three others of gentler di.w>: d 6, e 5rr, f 
6i miles in dip-length. On this section these folds are strictly par
allel. In section VII, 21 miles southwest of section VI, the folds are 
divergent and their relations are changed. The Nittany arch, in
creased to 48 miles, sinks rapidly to the southwest and disappears; a 
risen to 12 miles in dip-length, becomes the original anticline on the west
ern edge of the Broad Top basin; b aud c have died out; d Grr and e 5rr 
miles, continue as undulations in that basin.; f has become the original 
anticline ofKishacoquillas between the Broad Top and Northumberland 
synclines. Where there is parallelism in section VI there is equality 
of dip-length in folds of either one of the two groups; where there are 
divergent folds of probably original type in section VII there is in
equality of dip-lengths. The facts fit the hypothetical relations of con
sequent folds with one exception, the division into two groups of sizes 
of 9 and G miles, which may be a result of the unlike loads borne by 
the original anticline and lying in the original syncline. But, however 
the residual fact is to be accounted for, it does not contradict and 
the other facts in agreement do sustain the hypothesis of consequent 
folding. 

Southeast of the Northumberland basin, section VI crosses only orig
inal folds; but section VII shows two groups of parallel axes with ap
proximate equality of dip-lengths in each gro·up. These are: g 7{i, h 
4!i, i 4~,j 7 miles between Northumberland and Shamokin basins, and 
k 6rr, l 4rr, tn 6rr miles between the Wiconisco and Pottsville basins. 
There is a striking symmetry m each of these groups; the greater dip
lengths lie outside along the original folds, the smaller lie within; and 
among the three smaller ones there is equality, as of consequent folds 
developed under uniform load by an equally competent stratum. What 
was here the competent stratum? The measures are, like others pre
viously quoted, taken on the top of formation No. II, but if we consult 
the graphic sectim•s it is apparent that the folds of No. II and No. IV 
can not be parallel. No. IV dips more steeply; it rises higher relatively 
to its synclines; apparently it was itself independently competent~ and, 
composed of 2,400 feet of sandstone and conglomerate, it may well have 
been. Measuring then over its upper surface we get for these same 
groups of folds: g 7 !, h 7 rr, i G~, j 8rr, k 6-2-, l 6, and tn 8rr miles. 
The equality of the folds in the two groups is even more apparent and 

· the necessary inference by the consequent hYPothesis is that the load 
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was umform over No. IV throughout their a1eas. Now the second 
group of k, l, and m IS m the stnke of the Pottsville basm, a synclme 
of depositiOn caused by excessive sediments; where sectwn VII crosr,es 
th1s hne of strike the ongmal synclme fades mto the antiClmc of the 
Cumberland valley, part of the great valley, and, reasomng simply from 
thiS fact, we might argue tha,t the mequahty of depOSitiOn ceased where 
1ts effect, the Pottsville basm, dies out. Thus facts of ongmal and of 
consequent deformatiOn m this locality accord m suggestmg the com
mon concluswn.of umform depositiOn. 

In that part of Pennr,ylvama no1 thwest of the more strongly marked 
folds the strata undulate-gently with dips usually less than 20 degrees. 
The absence of conspicuous antiClmes or synclines suggests on the 
hypothesis of ongmal folds the absence of marked van.&twns m thick
ness of strata, and the conditiOnS Oll the gentle northwestward slopes 
would seem to have been favorable for consequem~ifgf~l~'J'lig; ".F:r;om sec· 
twns II ~nd IX, of Rogers, the measures of cl.Ip:lelr~tlis;'sll:@;W•Jor each 
sectwn an approximate e'quahty that su:Ji>pohs ,1l~rs 'mfereil,ce, even 
though we do not possess the facts whiCh llllght eocp'lam the less dip
lengths of 14 and 191- miles m the western end of, sectiOn IX, or the 
broad relatiOn of shorter dip-lengths mIX than m p. 

To sum up for competent structures From field oblservatwns 1t has 
been shown that 1mtml dips existed as the result of unequal depos1tlon 
and their relatwn to fold.s of cm.ppresswn IS such as would follow 1f 
the pressure were transmitted by certam ma'lSIVe beds, called compe
tent. TheoretiCally, pressure so transmitted should raise arches whiCh 
wouldcarryupthemcumbent load by VIrtue of thmr structural strength, 
and m proof of the existence of such antiClmes caunate folds a,nd facts 
of dynamic metamoiphism are mted. The latter result from redistnbu
twn of pressures transferred by the competent structure, and the 1dea 
IS broadened by the suggestiOn that such transferred load would, hke 
unequal weights of sediments, cause a dip which would develop mto a 
fold parallel to the ongmal oue. Herem lies a poss1ble explanatiOn of 
the extraordmary paralleht,m of structures m certam dibtnctt,, and the 
explanatiOn IS tested by applymg a law of dip-lengths to the foldt-. &np
posed to be consequent. The chp-lengthR a1e found to agree with the 
hypothesis Thus at e;,ch step the logical deductiOn 1s confirmed by 
observed facts, and the law of competent Rtructure IS found controllmg. 

APPALACHIAN THRUSTS 

The district of .Appalaclnan thrusts IS 450 miles long, and w1thm 1t 
the dommant structural factR a.re faultl:l winch (1) ar1se and dw out m 
the northwest hmb of ant1clmes characteuzed by gentle Routheast and 
steep northwe&t chpR; (2) have a fault-dip to the ~->outheast, usually 
parallel to the gentlm d1ppmg limb, (3) are not marked by greatly 
thmned or schistose strata; (4) m Rplte of thr-.placements, that some
times mu&t exceed 5 m1les, never brmg to the present ~->nrface a,ny rock 
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older than Cambrian strata; (6) are wonderfully persistent, the longest 
reaching 375 miles, and are remarkably parallel among themselves; (7) 
lie in a zone continuous with that of open folding, but occur in that 
part of it where the great Devonian sediments certainly, and most'of 

· the Carboniferous probably, never were deposited. 
From these facts it has been inferred that (1) Appalachian thrusts are 

a result of peculiar anticlinal development and. are produced by a force 
transmitted through the gentler dipping limb; (2) faulting checked 
flexure at a stage prior to excessive compression of the anticline; (3) 
the phenomena are confined to stratified beds and originate in them; 
(4) the condition which favored faulting rather than continued folding 
was general over the entire· district and the antecedent folds were re
lated to one another in a manner to })roduce parallelism; (5) the reason 
for faulting in the southern and foldi~g in the northern half of the 
continuous zone is to be sought in the differences of stratigraphy be
tween the two districts. 

The stratigraphic contrasts are strikingly brought out by a simple 
statement of the fact that the thickness above the Cambro-Silurian 
limestone is 23,000 ·feet in the Pottsville basin, 10,000 feet in southwest
ern Virginia, and 4,000 feet in Alabama, including in each statement 
the highest Carboniferous strata known in each district. We know, as 
the few sections already cited prove, that strata vary greatly in thick
ness and within short distances. Thus the deposits of the Devonian 
period vary from 10,000 feet in eastern Pennsylvania to 7,000 in the 
·central part of the State. This thickness they retain southwestward 
nearly through Virginia and then thin rapidly. Near Big Stone gap 
they are represented by the sin~le formation, the black shale, 750 to 
900 feet thick, and this extends through Tennessee to Ala.bama and 
Georgia with a thinness of 30 to 100 feet. Ten thousand feet of sedi
ment represented by 30.feet!. The statement is w~t strictly true since 
the 30 probably represents only the lower 2,000 of the 10,000 leaving 
S,OOO unrepresented, but none the less is the fact apparent that the 
Devonian record was never made in the South, while its bulk in the 
North is enormous. 

There are five stages of the earth's surface in relation to the sea-level 
and shore, and the completeness oft.he sedimentary record is determined 
by them. They are abyssal, thalassic, sublittoral, base level, and con
tinental. · To the abysses of the ocean mechanical sediments are scan
tily transported, and there organic deposits are redissolved; in shal
lower seas remote from land the sediments consist only of organic ooze; 
in seas along the shore or of moderate depths the products of erosion 
and of organic activity accumulate, if land and sea are so conditioned 
as to provide them; upon land scarcely elevated above sea-level me
chanical and chemical erosion both fail, and the adjoining sea, receiv· 

. i~ no sediment, makes no record; upon elevated land masses, such as 
· the continents now generally present, erosion is important, the mate-
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rials are carried seaward, and the bulk of the record in the sublittoral 
zone is in proportion to the activity of the agencies on tbe land. The 
effect of long-continued degradation is to reduce all height nearly to 
sea-level, to a base level, and when that stage is reached geologic his
tory is unrecorded until uplift revives the streams of the continent and· 
they go to work again. 

To account for the absence of Devonian deposits in the South we are 
free to choose between three hypotheses: either the Appalachian basin 
was sunk in an abyss which sediments could not reach, or the mediter
ranean sea was so remote from land that sediment did not reach it, or 
the land was degraded to a base-level, and therefore furnished no sedi
ment. Processes which inevitably produce a base-level unless the con
tinental mass is renewed by uplift, had long been in operation, as is 
proved by Cambrian and Silurian ·sediments; and the probabilities 
favor the last theory, which is a legitimate result of known cause, rather 
than the others, which arc pure assumptions without explanation. I 
have touched upon this difficult problem of stratigraphy, ·not with the 
intention of stating a definite conclusion, but to enforce the point that 
time lapse and sediment bulk are not necessarily proportionate, and we 
are not free conveniently to assume that erosion has removed strata 
from areas where they do not now exist. 

Such considerations must influence conservative estimates of the 
amounts to be added to the thicknesses now existing above the great 
limestone, which are given on the map. (Plate LVIII.) In each case the 
figure is placed in the syncline containing the measured deposits, and 
the highest formations included are indicated by the appropriate period 
color. The coincidence in area of the faulted district with the absence 
of the mechanical sediments of the Devonian, and the persistency of sim
ple folding where these strata do occur, suggest that they strongly influ
enced the type of resultant structure. Where they exist the thicknesses 
above the limestone exceeds 10,000 feet; where they fail, although the 
column includes Carboniferous beds, this thickness falls below 10~000 
'feet, and I can find no reason for assuming that deposits should be 
restored over any part of the faulted clistrict to an extent which would 
make this total exceed that figure or, in much of tlte area, add up more 
than 5,000 feet. 

Recalling the threefold character of the sedimentary series, the lami
nated base and top and massive middle, the preceding facts and in
ferences suggest a simple hypothesis of faulting: Under the given sedi
mentary conditions flexure resulted in a series of stepfolds of broad 
tread and small rise, which developed until fur£her folding became 
more difficult than the shearing of the short vertical limb; then the 
fact of shearing permitted the higher step to slide forward upon the 
one in front ofit. Two circumstanceR in this hypothesis remain unex
plained: why stepfolds should form and why folding should become 

.. 
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more drfficult than shearing. Let us take them up m the order of their 
statement. 

What I have here mtlletl a stepfoltl IS an anticline with one long 
gently dipping limb, and the other :.,;hort and vertteal or overturned. 
As stated by Heun, the conditwn wlrich leads to such unsymmetneal 
folding is that the one synclme shall be deeper than the other; then 

. the steeper dip IS toward the deeper synclme, and toward thrs srde the 
strata may be overturned. Two modes of development, I conceive, 

.may lead to this difference m depth of adjacent synclmes and so to 
stepfolds; the one original folding, the other con:.,;equent. Given a 
series ofstrata gently inclmed seaward, but elevated so that the shore 
shall lie along their slope, then, Ifthere are deposit:,; along the shore, 
they will thicken rapully :.,;eaward to a maxunum, and beyond that line 
thm away more gradually; beneath these a synr~line of depositwn may 
develop with unequal dips. Where the older strata pass from their at
titude nearest the land ~o the steeper dip into the syncline, the curve is 
convex upward, and upon compresswn must develop into a stepfold
one long hmb dipping gently shoreward and one short limb dlppmg 
steeply seaward; and ti·om the foot of the step nses the gentler shore
ward dip of the syndme. Such is the probable origm of the closed 
Clmch syncline, m which the snb-Carbomferous Newman limestone is 
the highest stratum. This formation is elsewhere a compact limestone 
600 to 800 feet thwk; in this fold It IS a very earthy limestone, weather
ing to a yellow shale, 1,600 to 1,l.IOO feet thick. Beneath it lies the are
naceous Gramger shale, here 900 feet thick, but 15 nnles northwest only 
420 feet thick. The great increase m thickness over the average of 
-these two formatwns is evidence of proximity to source of material, to 
a shore yieldmg appropriate sediments; and a possible source of such 
argillaceous detntus and of at least part of the sand is the mass of cal
careous Sevwr shales m the Bays mountams, capped by the Clinch 
sandstones, 15 to 25miles southeast of the deposit. 

The Idea conveyed m this suggestwn that Silurmn formatwns may 
have furnished sub-Uarbomferons sediments contradicts the accepted 
tra(htwns of Appalachian history. It IS the prevmlmg view that the 
accumulatwn of PaleozoiC deposrts went on without mterruptwn from 
Cambnan to Carbomferous over the entire province and was closed by 
a perwd of deformatwn of extraordinary activity-a period of such huge 
moun tam growth and enormous degradatwn that It can be charactenzed 
only as a catastrophe. Rather than to crow1l events of such magnitude 
mto a brref geologic period, the latest Carboniferous and earliest Trias, 
a more reasonable vrew would suggest that deformation began early 
and was recurrent during the continuance of sedimentatwn. The sug
gestwn is not Without foundation in fact.' There il'! an unconformity 
between Lower Cambrian and Calcrferous, and another at the close of 
the Trenton, which has not yet been fully described in any publicatwn, 

lKe1th Read before the Phil Soc of Wash., A.pril, 1892. 
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but is well determined by discordance of strata and basal conglome
rates derived from the Knox (Calciferous) limestone. These two uncoll
formities are recognized only along· lines of outcrop on the easter11 
edge of the Appalachian valley; farther west the strata are apparently 
conformable. ·The later of the two immediately preceded the deposi
tion of the Sevier shale and no subsequent unconformity has yet been 
discovered, but this negative does not justify the assumption that none 
has existed. The zone of discordance may have been eroded. .Con-· 
sider the abrupt passage from horizontal to ver.tical strata along the, 
edge of the Cumberland plateau, where the deep· valleys now existing 
are but a comparatively late result of continental rise. Were deposits 
spread upon an even surface of erosion over the plateau and western 
line of folds they would be conformable to the one and unconformable 
to the other, and the zone of unconformity w:ould be sharply limited. 
Should later deformation exaggerate the folding a:q.d lift the plane of 
unconformity, its complete erosion would ensue and there would re
main no evidence of it in the surviving and perhaps flexed deposits to 
the west. Or, were the western edge of the folded Appalachian zone 
the shore of a sea covering the Mississippi valley, deposits over the 
Cumberland plateau would be even yet conformable to the Carbonif
erous, barring erosion, and only the greater thickness contained in 
some syncline of deposition or conglomerate of Paleozoic rocks would 
show that the shore lay along the western anticlines of earlier de
formation. · 

The syncline of deposition formed by sediments, lithologically identi
cal with the source from which they are supposed to have been de
rived, exists in the Clinch trough, and the evidence tends to show 
that the shore of the sub-Carboniferous sea was probably northwest of 
the Bays synclinorium. Whether the Silurian strata between that shore 
and the crystalline continent had been folded during Upper Silurian 
or Devonian time is not yet determined, but it is quite possible that 
they were. In any case the Knox lilllestone had certain initial dips; 
from beneath the Sevier shales, 41000 feet thick in the Bays synclino
rium, it rose as they thinned to 1,800 feet, and from the line of the 
supposed shore dipped northwest under the added thickness of 1,600 feet 

·of Newman limestone plus 900 feet of Grainger shale. The hypothesis 
of step-folding required only unequal northwestern ·dips, but here the 
conditions of stratigraphy seem initially to provide the southeastern 
and also the northwestern. Thus the condition antecedent to faulting, 
the Rtep-fold, is accounted for by. a reasonable interpretation of the 
facts, and along this probable step-fold of deposition runs one of the 
greatest of the Appalachian thrusts. 

As with certairltfolds of central Penljsylvania so with the thrusts of 
Tennessee; the structures are too intimately related and too conspicu
ously parallel to admit of explanation solely by independent original 
conditions. But it is clear that a step-fold such as has just been de-
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scribed would tend to develop a consequent fold in advance of and par
allel to it, which under like conditions should result in a parallel fault . 
. For the original step-fold, raised by a thrust transmitted by the strata, 
must be competent, anu through its shorter limb must transmit"part of 
the lifted weight to the deeper syncline; and the form of the resulting 
depression which determines the form of the consequent fold will de
pend on the amount of the weight thus tmnsmitted. For, if great, this 
weight may sharply deform the immediately subjacent strata, but if 
moderate, it can only disturb the efiuilibrium of the relatively inflexible 
stratum by depressing a long segment and displacing the latently 
plastic support. This subterranea11 support, measured ·by the subsid
ence of sedimentary deposits, is thought to be lightly though slowly 
adjustable, and the width of the inclined segment extending from the 
depths of the original syncline seaward to the crest of the subsequent 
anticline will be determined as the leYerage, which the load requires 
to overcome the inflexibility of the strata. Hence if the extra load 
upon the syncline be very great the strata will bend down sharply and 
the consequent anticline will lie near the toot of the original; but if 
the load be moderate the strata will be depressed more gently and 
the axis of the subsequent arch will be farther away. If it be granted 
that the load on the competent stratum was moderate throughout the 
faulted district, the long limb of a consequent step-fold may be thus 
accounted for. 
· If the preceding analysis of downwarcl deflection be correct, it fol
lows that the anticlinal bend, the knee of the step-fold, will be Hharp, 
and when occurring simultaneously with compression will be equiva
lent to a joint against which an oblique pressure is exerted. Compres
sion demands that this joint shall bend, and to do so it must determine 
a second one, an ankle, around which it may swing as a pivot. The 
first stage of this fold will be a simple competent arch. During itFl 
second stage the middle limb of the complete fold is revolved by press
ure from opposite directions through the pair composed of the upper 
and lower limbs, and during this phase the fold transfers the load com
petently borne and the developing syncline sinks, producing in its turn 
conditions for a fnrther consequent fold. In the third stage the revo· 
lution of the middle limb has been completed and the conditions for 
fault development are reached. 

However futm:e observations and discussion may modify this expla
nation of the growth of original and consequent step-folds, the fact is 
that from folds of that type Appalachian thrusts developed, and the 
conditions of that development remain to lle considered. I conceive 
tha,t there are three possible varieties of thrusts, produced, respectively, 
by breaking, by shearing, and by erosion. 

It is a general principle, stated by Heirn, Gilbert and others, that 
deformation by fracture occurs uuuer moderate load and deformation 
lly flexure under great load. For those who hold the view that the 

13 GEOL., PT. 2--18 
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district of faulting was a district of moderate load on the great lime
stone, the idea lies close at hand that in bending the massive stratum 
broke and the plane of fracture became a plane of overthrust. Faults 
thus determined should intersect the arc of sharper curvature, either 
anticlinal or synclinal, and the fault dip should be radial to any ob
served or reconstructed fold. 

The possible shear is the result of a short middle limb, which being 
revolved into a position at right angles to the other two limbs is in the 
position of a strip ath;vart two rigid masses, whose thrusts in opposing 
directions are not fairly opposite. If the thrusts be sufficiently power
fui they will pass one another and the middle limb will be sheareu if 
it bear a moderate loau, or stretched, as described by Heim, if it be 
overloaded to the extent of plasticity. The fault dip will then be par
allel to the isoclinal structure resulting from an adequate overthrust. 

Thus far the discus~ion of structural development has been, contin
ued· with tacit disregard for the probable influence of erosion, an 
assumption which implies that deformation progressed so rapidly as to 
coinplete its course before degradation could become eftective, or that 
the structural surface was constantly submarine. Neither implication 
can be correct. Long time, even geologically speaking, is reqnirecl 
for the bending of strata. Force, great, yet barely sufficim1t to 
overcome the enormous resistance, acted through ages gradually to 
accomplish changes of form, which sudden effort, however mighty, 
could never have produced. Violence might fracture, crush, destroY.; 
steady pressure alone could systematically bend or shear sedimentary 
masses. Anticlines, then, were long in rising; synclines deepened 
slowly; and even if we assume that deformation began in a submarine 
zone, the heights of the anticlines must have risen above sea and been 
degraded as they grew. 

The effect of this upon a step-fold such as has been described must 
be ultimately to cut off the crown of the competent bed and destroy 
the resistance opposed to it; further pressure must then produce such 
overthrust that the base of the rigid stratum will .rest upon the sur
face of erosion .and the latest deposited beds in the syncline beyoud. 

THEORETICAL SUGGESTIONS. 

The Appalachian province has aftorded illustrations of structure to 
prove a majority of the confliCting them;ies of mountain origin. Its 
broad facts have been appealed to by all who would generalize on the 
distribution and form of mountain ranges aud they have served impar
tially the dreamer and the student. Accurate descriptions of details 
and the analysis· of the mechanical conditions which governed their 
development, are essential to a satisfactory consideration of theories as 
to the cause of compression. 

H. D. Rogers, whose descriptive writings of what he saw are 
unsurpassed in accuracy, but iu whose day theories of geology 
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assumed development by catastrophies, saw in the undulating folds 
proof of an "onward billowy movement proceeding from beneath, and 
not of a folding due simply to some great horizontal or lateral compres
sion.m In his opinion, wllich he shared with his brother, "No system 
of narrow waves of the strata, however flat, could originate from tha 
most enormous lateral pressure, if unaccompanied by some vertiCal 
oscillation, producing parallel lines of easy :flexure. Precisely such an 
alternate movement would ensue if a Sl!lccession of actual waves on 
the surface of the subterranean :fluid rock rolled in a given direction 
beneath the bending crust.'' 2 The idea of a "subterramian flLlid rock" 
set in undulation by the "sudden and explosive escape of gaseous mat
ter" is no longer seriously considered, but Rogers was in touch with 
truth when he postulated "parallel lines of easily:ftcxure" due to "ver
tical oscillation." To-day that oscillation is attributed to slow adjust
ments of balance. On the other hand, those who, like Suess and 
Heim, find in tangential pressure a sufficient cause for the structure of 
the Jura and Alps, seek confirmation of their views in the simplicity of 
Appalachian folds and their evident relation to the shortening of an arc of 
tlle earth. Ptobably nowhm:e in the world is the action of horizontal 
pressure apparent on so vast a scale, in such grand grouping of effects 
without complexity. Had Rogers had the a,d vantage of the studies of 
the fifty years that have ela,psed since his theory was published, he would 
have grasped the truth more securely and he might have solved those 
remaining questions, which still cast doubt on the contractional hypothe
sis. 

These doubts have been forcibly stated by two scientists, each of 
whom proposes a different theory based on the conspicuous fact that 
areas of great deposition are zones of folding. lVIellard Reade makes 
an argument to prove that contraction of a great circle of the earth 
by cooling could not produce the observed shortening of the Appa
lachian and other parallel zones, even were it possible to concen
trate it, and then proceeds to show that expansion by heating ofthese 
zones alone is sufficient to produce the length by which the folds ex-
ceed the width they now occupy: • 

Mountain ranges arc ridging~ up of the earth's crust which take place only in 
arc11s of great sedimentation. · 

The exciting cause of the various horizontal and vertical strains ending in the 
birth of a mountain range is the rise of the isogeotherms and consequent increase 
of temperature of the new sedimentarias and that portion of the old crust that they 
overlie. 

This rise of the isogeotherm's, the direct result of sedimentation, by a series· .of 
reactions described in detail in the body of this work, evhlently produces an accu
mulated temperature much in ex.,ess ofits normal effect. 

The rise of temperature exerts a tendency to expand the new sellimentaries in 
every direction in proportion to their extent aucl mass. The tendency to expand 

1 Reports of the Assoc. of .A.m. Geo!. aucl Nat., 1840,1841, 1842, p. 508. On the Physical Structure ot 
the Appalachian Chain, II. D. am! W. D. Rogers. 

2 0p. cit., p. 512. 
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horizon tally is checkeu by the mass of the earth's crust bounding tho locally heated 
area. The expanding mass is therefore forcbd to expend its energies within itself; 
hence arise those foldings of lengthening strata, repacking of beds, reversml faults, 
ridging up, and clevatory movements which occur in varied forms, according to the 
conditions present in each case. I ~ 

Contraction and expansion are not such widely different effects for 
any given change of temperature that the expansion of a zone a hun 
dred miles wide could accomplish what contraction of a far greater arc 
shall fail to do. In that proportion by which the zone is shorter than 
the arc mm;t the rise in temperature be greater to expand the zone 
by a given length than the faJl in temperature required to contract the 
arc by the same actual number of miles. Reade's argument seems to 
me to be either self-destructive or to suggest that cooling of the eat·th 
must have produced effects stupendous beyond all obser.ved facts. 
But the hypothesis may be tf'.sted direetly. A section across the zone 
of folding and faulting in Tennessee, from the French Broad river to 
White Rocks on Cumberland mountain, measures from the eastern out
crop of tt.e Cambro-Silurian limestone to White Rocks 54 miles in a 
straight line and 72 miles on the dip-length of the limestone. The 
section includes four great faults, whose heaves are indefinite, but 
for this estimate are assumed at a minimum of from 1 to 3 miles; 
they may be twice as many miles. The untaulted part of the section 
measures 28;! miles, dip-length 39 miles; the faulted part, on the 
assumed heave, 2.:J;! miles, dip-length 33 miles. The apparent short
ening is 18 miles in 72, or one-fourth. Claypole's result of a measure
ment across the zone of folding in Pennsylvania was a compression 
of 35 miles in 100, a reduction of one-third;2 the dips in that district 
are usually steeper than in the faulted area and it is reasonable 
to consider the two measurements as accordant. Now, Reade gives us 
a formula for calculating the expansion of a zone when we know the 
depth of sediments; he finds an elongation of 2. 75 feet per mile for a 
rise of temperature of 100° Fahr.; and a subsidence of UO feet gives a 
rise of 1 o Fabr. The strata deposited over this zone do not exceed 
15,000 feet in thickness. From this fact we get a rise in temperature 
for their deepest layers of 2500Fahr. and an expansion of 6.9 feet per 
mile, or 373 feet for 54 miles. Reade would multiply this small amount 
by giving it the· total vall\e of the volumetric expansion of the rock 
mass and admitting only rise of the surface, as of water confined in a 
glass, but it does not appear that this vertical rise, were it ever so 
great, would supply the needed horizon~al elongation. So we are 
forced to conclude that the rise of the isogeotherms is not alone a suf
ficient cause; yet it is a fact which must be given its appropriate place 
in any complete theory. 

'l'he other opponent of the contractional theory, who bases his own 
--------------------·---------

'Origin of Mountain Ranges, T. Mcllard Reade. 
2Ilrit.iHh A. A. S., 188±, Montreal, p. 718. Pennsyl'\"ania before and e>fter the elo'\"ation of the Appa

lachian mountains, E. \V. C!aypole. 
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hypothesis on the association of zones of folding with zones of great 
deposition, is 1\'Iaj. C. E. Dutton. The objections which Dutton urges 
against the contractional theory arc stated in his paper read before 
the Philosophical Society of Washington :1 

The objection to this explanation is twofohl: In the first place, we can not, with
out resorting to violent assumptions, find in this process a sufficient amount of either 
linear or volume contraction to account for the effects attributefl to it. In the second 
place, the distortions of the strata are not of the kind which could· be produced by 
such a process. As regards the first objection I will confine myself here to a mere 
reference to the very able analysis of the problem by Rev. Osmond Fisher. I see no 
satisfactory reply to his argument. As regards the second objection, which, if pos
sible, is more cogent still, it may be remarked that the most striking features in the 
facts to be explained are the long, narrow tracts occupied by belts of plica ted strata 
and the approximate parallelism of the axes of their folds. These call for the action 
of some great horizontal force thrusting in one direction. Take, for example, the 
Appalachian system, stretching from Maine to Georgia. Here is a great belt of par
allel synclinals and anticlinals with a persistent trend, and no rational inquirer can 
doubt that they have been puckered up by some vast force acting horizontally in a 
northwest and southeast direction. Doubtless it is the most wonderful example of 
systematic plication in the world. But there arc many others which indicate the 
operation of the same forces with the same broad characteristics. 

The particular characteristic with which we are here concernefl is that in each of 
these folded belts the horizontal force has acted wholly or :tlmost wholly in one 
direction. But the forces which.would arise from a collapsing crust would act in 
every direction equally. 'l'herc would be no determinate direction. In short,· the 
process could n(Jt form long, narrow belts of parallel folds. 

With this forcible statement the hypothesis is dismissed as "quanti
tatively insufficient and qualitatively inadequate." The reputation of 
the writer and the vigor of his language have given this opinion great 
weight, and the contractional theory has becn·less favorably considered 
than before this attack. Nevertheless, I believe the opinion is not well 
founded and must yield to reconsideration. 

The mathematical researches carried out by Hev. Osmond Fisher are 
summed up by him at the close of his book, and in regard to contraetion 
he makes the f()llowing explanation of his method: 

The well known fact tha.t {}l"eat lateml compression Juts affected the stratified ·rocks 
of the earth's ernst is now generally explained hy the supposition that the globe 
has contracted through secular cooling. It is thought that, as the cooling proceeded, 
the interior shrank away from the crust, and the latter became wrinkled, aml that 
by this means the crumpling and contortions of the rocks were prollucetl. \Ve have 
accordingly calculate<! what the lateral pressure would be which would be available 
for crushing the strata of the earth's surface, supposing that the interior were to 
shrink away from the crust ancl to leave it unsupported. We find that it amo.unts 
to the enormous pressure of the weight of a column of rock of the surface ucnsity of 
the same section as the stratum aml2,000 miles long, or about 830,200 tons upon the 
square foot. \Ve neeu not doubt that this pressure would be competent to perform 
the work expected of it. 

Nor would any solid stratum in the interior of the earth be capable of sustaining 
the lateral pressure upon it, for these lateral pressures would be still greater within 
the earth than at the surface, except very near the center. 

That the pressnre thus produced would be abnnuantly sufficient for the purpose is, 

'Dutton, Greater Problems of Physical Geography, p. 52. Bull. Phil. Soc. \\Tashingtun, vol. XI, p. 52. 
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however, no proof that the work has been accomplished in that way. It has lleen 
an assumption often repeated, but never proved. 'fhe first task which we have pro
posed to ourselves is therefore to examine this point. We admit that the inequali
tie8 of the earth's sn1jaae have been caused by lateral compression, but we are not 
sure that this has arisen from secular cooling. vVe therefore commence our inquiry 
by seeking for some illd:.tsure of the inequalities of the surface, as a preliminar·y step 
toward determining how they have been produced, and in the first instance wr. include 
the greater inequalities, which constitttle the oceania and continental areas. Bnt, although 
1ve hal!e oottlar proof that mountain <•ha.ms have been formed by compression, it is mere 
mattet· of inference that the elevation of cmttinents above the ocean floor is likewise due to 
the same cause. 1 

The italics are mine and are intended to bring into opposition in the 
reader's mind two sets of imrelated facts which arc included by the in
vestigator in one inquiry. "Compression of stratified rocks" is a fact 
observed in certain narrow zones. Tlie "greater inequalities which 
constitute the oceanic and continental areas" are features of the earth's 
surface of another order of magnitude, not causally related to zones of 
folding except as a necessary antecedent. Since compression has always 
occurred in an area of prior deposition, wl1ich requires land as a source 
ofmaterial and the sea as an agent, it follows that the "greater inc
qualities" in any given folded locality antedated folding; their cause 
holds no logical relation to the long subsequent effect. Neither has 
folding any necessary relation as cause to the continental uplift, which, 
following comprcssiou, raised the flexed and horizontal areas alike above 
sea. The Paleozoic continent and sea of North America had their ori
gin in unknown causes of pre-Cambrian time. After Paleozuic dtjpo
sition and deformation the rise of the whole continent lifted alike the 
Blue Ridge belt of crystallines, the folded zone of the Appalachian 
province, and the undisturbed strata of the Mississippi basin. The 
uplift bore no relation in area or time to the fact of compression, and 
it has gone on through geologic periods after folding ceased, as is shown 
by the ancient base levels, and revived drainage of the whole region 
east of the Mississippi valley. 2 

Fisher himself expresses a doubt on this point in the last sentence 
italicized, and Dutton, in the same article, in which he overthrows 
the contractional theory on Fisher's quantitatively insufficient result, 
asserts that the permanent changes of level of continents and oceans 
are due to a cause independent of isostasy. 

Now it is sufficiently obvious that the theory of isostasy offers no explanation of 
these permanents changes of level. On the contrary, the very i1lea of isostasy means 
.the conservation of profiles against lowering by denudation 011 the land a11d by de
position on the sea bottom, provided no other _cause intervenes· to change those 
levels. If, then, that theory be true, we must look for some independent principle 
of causation which can gradually ancl permanently change the profiles of the land 
and sea bottom. And I !told thiB cause to be an independent one. It has been mnch 
the habit for geologists to attempt to explain the progressive elevation of plateaus 
and mountain platforms, and also fhe foldiugs of the strata by one and the same proc-

'Physics of the Earth's Crust, hy Osmon<l Fisher, p. 272. 
'Rivers of Pennsylvania, W. M. Davis. Round about AshviUe, B. W1llis. 
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ess. I hold the two processes to lJe distinct and having no necessary relation to 
each other. There are plicated regions which are little or not at all elevated, and 
there are elevated regions which are not plicated. Plication may go on with little 
or no elevation in one geologic age and the same region may be elevat~d without 
much additional plication in a subsequent age. This is in a large measure true of 
the Sierra Nevada platform, which was intensely plicated during the Paleozoic and 
early Mesozoic, but which received its present altitude in the late Cenozoic.' 

Gilbert and McGee2 have also distinguished these phases of defor· 
mation and it seems unnecessary to argue further that Fisher has not 
discussed the theory of contraction as applied to the Appalachian prov
ince, since he is shown by his own assumptions and. by the opinions of 
his eminent supporters to have confused the lesser ·problem of zonal 
compression with the far greater one of deformation of the spheroid. 
With that, Dutton's quantitative objection falls to the ground as .at 
least not proved. ·It does not follow that contraction is quantitatively 
sufficient, but the question is still open. 

His qualitative objection consists of two parts: (1) The force result· 
ing from contraction would act equally in all directions-it would have 
no determinate direction; (2) it is necessary to assume a zone of weak
ness in the strata, simply because it is "required for the salvation of 
the hypothesis." Itmight be awkward for the supporters of the theory 
of contraction if the force could be shown to operate i11 some direction 
not across the compressed zone; but since it act:s "in all directions" the 
properly directed force can not be denied its advocates. Its effects in 
other directions may probably be governed by mechanical conditions 
other than those that induce folding. And the reason for predominant 
action in a determinate direction is supplied by Dutton himself in the 
movement toward isostatic adjustment. Contraction gives to isostasy 
a needed force; isostasy directs contraction; the two effect a result 
which neither alone could bring about. 

The reason for a zone of weakness in the accumulated strata was 
stated by Ohamberliii in 1882: 

The first effect of the attempt of the outer shell to settle .down upon the interior 
would be to powerfully compress the beds. But when the limit of their compressi
bility under ·the existent conditions was reached further contraction could only be 
accomplished by the wrinkling of the layers themselves, whereby the greater portion 
of the crust was permitted to sink down with the contracting core, while certain 
belts were forced up into folds. The portion which would yield was not necessarily 
that which was thinnest and inherently weakest, but may have be.m that portion 
whose attitude placed it in a position unfavorable for resistance. For instance, if 
the strata had been previously bent downward by sedimentary accumulations upon 
them or bent upward by any preexistent circumstance, such portions would be most 
liable to yield and relieve the strain, though they might perhaps be even thicker 
than other portions which remamed unflexed because more favorably situated for 
resistance." 

This statement, of which I was not aware till August, 1890, when the 
hypothesis of initial dips and competent structure had been developed, 
anticipates my experimental studies. They only enforce Chamberlin's 

1 Bull. Phil. Society of,Vashington, vol. xu, p. 63. 
2 Gilbert, Lake Bonneville. McGee, Geol. Mag., Decade, III, 1888, p. 493< 
3 Geology of Wisco:~sin, vol. r, p. 75. 
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idea that the conditions which determine the place of folding are inher
ent in the attitudes of the material, not in the force. When a bent 
strut yields at the bend, the locating condition is in the strut, not in 
the thrust. 

To every hypothesis brought forward to account for the folding of 
stratified rocks there is one objection made by its opponents: The cause 
is not quantitatively equal to the task required of it. For argument's 
sake, admitting for each and every one that the criticism is sound, I do 
not understand that it disposes of any which are based on good infer
ences from observed facts. 

The process of deformation was exceedingly complex and thus afforded 
opportunity for the action of more than one cause. As the work per
formed was stupendous, it required the combined power of all availa
ble forces. We may well seek to assign an appropriate share to each 
of the causes proposed by the eminent scientists whom I have q noted, 
and I shall try to do so provisionally without now attempting to prove 
the various assumptions, which are necessary parts of such an essay. 

It is essential to accept as an unexplained fact the existence of a con
tinent throughout the Paleozoic age stretching away to the southeast 
from the present range of the Blue Ridge, and of a sea extending to the 
northwest 800 miles across to the Isle Wisconsin. Degradation pro
gressed upon the continent and the resulting sands and muds were de
posited in the sea, the bulk of them falling in a belt a few miles wide 
along the shore; organic life contributed to these deposits and their na
ture varied according to the character and amounts of mechanical and 
organic sediment. After lithifaction their rigidity differed according to 
their original composition and lamination, and in consequence of un
equal deposits over adjacent -areas the older strata had subsided un
equally, producing initial dips and synclines of deposition. In the 
depths of these latter the temperature of the strata rose as they sank, 
and the consequent expansion resulted in the beginnings of more com
plex folding. The condition of isostasy prevailing in the earth's mass 
demanded that compensation should be made to the continental area for 
the load taken from it, and a deep seated fiow was set up l!tndward, a 
movement sufficient to restore elevation to the continent, which might 
otherwise have remain~d at rest. During the period of sedimentation, 
which ultimately set up isostatic adjustment, there had been continuous 
shrinkage of a nucleus cooling beneath the accumulating strata, and a 
corresponding compression strain existed in them without determinate 
direction or effect. Here were three eontinuous, growing conditions
sedimentation, isostatic adjustment, and contraction. There came a 
time when isostasy gave direction, and contraction gave the force to a 
movement of the submarine earth's crust toward the land, a move
ment extending seaward far beyond the zone of maximum sediment
ary deposits, now folded, and including great extent of strata, now 
as then fiat. 
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Begun at the southeast, where isostatic adjustment first gave to con
traction effective direction, the movement spread indefinitely north
westward until the superficial flow from northwest to southeast included 
perhaps several degrees of arc of the earth's circumference. Let us pause 
a moment to grasp clearly what the rate and magnitude of this move
ment was. Originating in the slow growth of deep-seated isostatic 
adjustment and of contraction, the development must have been so 
gradual as scarcely to become effective in geologic ages, and yet the 
force was of an intensity so pronounced and involved masses so prodi
gious that it must have become simply irresistible. Whatever the 
resistance opposed to it, this pressure would gather until it was just 
greater; then, 'Yithout violence, without shock, the opposed masses 
would yield. 

Athwart this flow lay the shore zone of maximum sedimentary de
posits; it must receive and yield to the force because it lay along the 
southeastern limit of isostatic adjustment against the relatively more 
resistant crystalline continent, and because the strata of this zone were 
already deflected from the direction of tangential thrust and therefore 
were weak in opposition to it. 

Coextensive with the area of movement and the zone of initial flex
ure was the great Cambro-Silurian limestone, tougher, more massive, 
more continuous than any o~her stratum of the Paleozoic series. It 
transmitted the pressure, as none other could; it depressed synclines 
of deposition and competently raised all upward convex curves into 
anticlines. To its dominant influence in the mechanij3al reactions of 
the process is due the grand simplicity of the resulting structure; and 
the broad distinctions which divide the province into districts of fold
ing or faulting may be traced to important stratigraphic conditions 
which influenced the effect of deformation of this most important mem
ber. 

Two facts of dip have been dwelt on by all who have described Ap
palachian structure: the prevalence of southeastern dips and the steep
ness of northwestern dips. One result of unequal deposition was to 
produce a long shoreward, in the Appalachians southeastward, initial 
dip; and pressure from the northwest increased, but never overturned 
dips in the direction of its advance. Northwestern dips, on the con
trary, whether original or subsequent, held the position of a limb re
volved by opposing thrusts and were turned to verticality or over
thrown. 

If the hypothesis, which I have stated, be correct, Appalachian fold
ing began at the time when deposition caused isostatic adjustment and 
adjustment localized and directed contraction. It paused when con
traction was satisfied, and deposition then recommenced the process 
which ran its cycle again and again. Folding in this zone ceased alto
gether when epeirogenic deformation transferred the scene of deposition 
to another sea. 



PLATE LXXV. 

(Figs. a and b one-third of original size.y 

Description of model: 
Original length, 30 inches (not shown). 
Width, 6 inches. 
Thickness, 6! inches. 

Layers. 

Composition. 
(Pa£tA T>y weight.) 

Wax. / Plaster. V. tur· 
pen tine. 

Thick· 
ness. Character. 

----------- ~~---J~-----1 

Inches. 
1 1 2 0 • Yery barU. .. 2 1 0 ~ ]~ f;oft,. 
3 1 1 0 ~ Hard. 
4 1 1 0 ! Do. 
5 1 1 0 • Do. 
6 1 1 0 i Do. 
7 1 1 0 i Do. 
8 1 1 0 1 Do. 
9 1 1 0 ~ Do. 

10 1 1 o. ! Do. 
11 1 1 0 t Do. 
12 1 0 ! 1~ Soft. 

-----------

The front face of the model was scored at intervals of 2 inches by saw cuts, which 
being filled with dark wax served as vertical datum planes to determine the adjust
ment of strata by slipping on bedding surfaces during bending. 

Compressed under evenly distributed load of 500 pounds, equal to 2! pounds per 
square inch. 

UESULTS. 

Fig. a. Model is shortened 3 inches, or 10 per cent of original length, with for
mation of a rountled anticline next to the applied pressure. Hard layers are broken 
at the three points of sharpest cnrvatiue. Vertical datum planes show slipping on 
the betltling, which is cottfinecl to that section inclutlcd in the fol<l. 

Fig. b. Model is shortened altogether 9 inches, or 30 per cent of original. length. 
The anticline has closetl and the folded mass is thrust forward on a plane of fracture 
in the hard beds, making a fault, on a fault dip of 30°. 

The position of the anticline at the end nearer tho applied force was not in 
accordance with the hypothesis of bending under uniform loatl, which anticipated 
a central anticline. 

(Fig. a/ one-quarter origin:tl size.) 
Description of model: 

Original length, 30 inches (not shown). 
Wiflth, 6 inches. 
Thickness, 3k inches. 

-~---

Composition. 

Layers. 
(Parts by weight.) 

Wax. Plaster. V.tur. 
pen tine. 

~ "- ------- ----

1 1 1 0 
2t,o10 (in· 1 1 0 
elusive). 

11 1 1 ! 

T.hick· 
ness. Character. 

Inches. 
i! Hard. 

10 X! Do. 

11 Very soft. 
I 
I 

Compressecl 4 inches or 13·3 per cent under loafl of about 300 ponncls, which was 
placed at the ends, leaving a small space in the middle without any load. 

RESULTS. 

A sharp broken anticline rose at the point where there was no load. Thus eYenly 
distribntedloatl did not control the position of the anticline, but extreme difference 
of loading did. " 
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PLATE LXXVI. 

(Illustration about 0·30 original size.) 

Description of m(;ulel: 
Original length, 30 inches. l<'ig. a. 
Width, 6 inches. 
Thickness, 5 inches. 

Composition. 
(Parts by weight.) 

Layers. 

W I PI tc ~ V.tur' ~~ 1,entine. 

1 1 2 0 
2 1 0 o'· 3to14(in· 1 1 

elusive). 
15 1 1 0 
16 1 0 ! 

Thick. 
ness. Character. 

Inches. 

lk Very hard. 
Soft. 

12x,.\ Hard. 

1 Do. 
1 Soft. 

The model was designed to show the nature of a fold in a series composed of a 
thick hard bed (15) underlying a number of thin beds. Under a uniformly dis
tributed load of 500 pounds, ~qual to 2! pounds per square inch on the original 
length, it was compressed three times, as shown in Pigs. b to d. 

RESULTS. 

Fig. b. The thick, hard stratum (15) formed an anticline 10 inches from the ap
plied force and broke on the axis. The overlying thin, hard strata were carried up 
on this anticline and assumed a fiat position between it and the load, with steep 
dips on either limb. The weight borne by the steeper limb of the anticline squeezed 
~he soft layer (16)1 and this effect, combined with a scarcely noticeable initial dip 
in Pig. a, caused a second anticline to commence at 7t inches froiu the resistance. 
The soft ·layers flowed into these arches. 

Fig. c. The principal anticline is closecl ami. the minor one is unchanged. The 
thick hard layer is much broken and is imbedded in the softer material. 

Fig. d. The anticline is completely closed, and the model has been squeezed be
tween the masses of shot which packed on each side of it. 

Fig. e shows mammillated surface of model at the last stage, due to pressure trans
mitted through the mass of shot. 

\ 
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PLATJ<J LXXVII. 

(Illustrations one-third original size.) 

Description of model: 
OriginallengtiJ, 26t inches (not shown). 
Wiclth, 6 inches. 
Thickness, 2i inches. 

Composition. 
(Parts by weight.) 

Layers. --------------------
Wax. Plaster. V.tur

pentine. 

Thick
nc~s. 

Character. 

--------------------

1 
2tol3(in· 
elusive). 

14 

0 
0 

Inches. 
~ Hard. 

12x k Do. 

Soft. 

----- ------'-----'--- ----'----~------' 

The model was designed to show the nature of a fohl iu a series composed of a 
thick hard betl over many thin hard beds; the difference of thickness assumed was 
moderate. 

Under a uniformly distributed load of 500 pounds, equal to about 3·15 pounds 
per square inch on the originnl length, it was compressed five times, as shown in 
Figs. a to e. 

HESULTS. 

Fig. a. The hard strata (1 to 13 inclusive) forming a thick lmt weak series did 
not rise in a clearly competent anticline with this degree of shortening; but the 
soft layer (14) swelled and gave them an initial arch of fiat crown, which exceeded 
the competent dip-length. 

Fig. b. The pressure transmitted npwa.wl ·through the nearer limb of the initial 
arch raised it and formed a flat but competent anticline. The weight borne by the 
further liJn]) of the anticline squeezed the soft layer (14) aud gave rise to subsequent 
dips and the beginning of the consequent anticline. There is slight curv::ttnre of 
the strata near the resistance. 

:Fig. c. The first anticline is nearly close(l in carinate form; the se·cond has devel
oped with a sharp crest aml a small keel in the lowest hard layer (13), showing that 
it was C<;lmpetent, but was ncurly.filled by the flow of soft material from the region 
of increased weight to that of relief from load. The soft ll::tse has thickenetl near 
the resistance and has produced initial dips in the hanl strata which arch over a 
small tunnel, showing the beginning of a competent anticline. 
- Figs. d and e. The folds 11reviously determined are developed to closing without 
other deformation. The steeper di}lS throughout the whole series are toward the 
lower synclines and are directed l•oth toward and away from the applied force . 
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PLATE LXXVIII. 

(Illustration about 0·30 original size.) 

Description of model : 
Original length, 30 inches (not shown). 
Width, 6 inches. 
Thickness, 6t inches. 

Combosition. 
(Parts y weight.) 

Layers. 
V. tur· ·wax. :&laster. pentine. 

-------------

1 l 1 it 
2 1 0 ~ 
3 1 1 t 
4 1 I ! 
5 1 0 il 
6 I 1 l 
7 1 0 ~ 

Thick· Character. 
ness. 

-----

Inches. 

2
lu Very bard. 

Soft. 
-r\ Jlard. 
li Do. 
! Soft. 
! Hard. 

l& Soft. 

/ This model was clesignecl to illustrate the effect of compresgion in a case where 
massive strata pass horizontally into thin bedded layers, as a limestone into a shale. 
To this end the gray layer ( 4) was so cast that at the left hand its apparently dis
tinct bands formed a nearly solid mass, while at the right hand they were separated 
by oiled surfaces. In so casting this layer a line of weakness was developed across 

·the center of the layer (4) where the anticline was afterward formed. 
Under a uniformly distributed load of about 800 pounds, equal to nearly 4 pounds 

per square inch on the originallengtl1, the model was compressed once from 30 inches 
to 27t inches. The pressure box then broke down. The pressure was applied from 
the right against the weak end of No. 4." · 

RESULTS. 

The weakness of layer No. 4, tho softness of most of the material, and the rela
tively great thickness of the model caused first general" thickening according to the 
softness of the layers and then the rise of an anticline where No.4 was weakest. 

No. 4 yielded unequally; the massive-left-hand end formed a gentle curve with the 
other strata; the thin bedded right-hand end assumed several folds peculiar to it.self. 
Within the principal anticline, beneath the upper half of No. 4, there was a region 
relieved of loatl, into which the lower layers of No. 4 were thrust -with production 
of faults on each side of the anticline. A structure similar to this has been recognized 
near Newmansville, Tenn., where Cambrian strata form an anticline over Silurian 
(Greenville sheet, Tennessee, by Arthur Keith). 

The other strata show adjustment to load and space by thinning and thickening. 
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PLATE LXXIX. 

(Illustration 0·223 original size.) 

Many preceding experiments inclicated that initial or consequent dips in the models 
determined the positions of anticlines. Therefore the models_marked A to G. 1, Plates 
LXXIX to LXXXVI, were constructeti. to test the control exercised by dip. 

Descri11tion of Model A: 
Original length, 39! inches= 1ruetre. Fig. a. 
·width, 5 inches. 
Thickness, 3t inches. 

· Composition. 
(Parts by weight.) 

Layer~. 1----,-------,------1 ~~~~~-

- _w_a_"·_I_P_I_a_s_te_r_. _I"':_en_~_h~~-
IncheJ;. 

1 ! 
2tol31in· 
elusive). 0 12x§ 

14 t . ,. -· 

Character. 

Hard. 

Do. 
Roft . 

The soft base was cut to the form shown in Fig. a, and the hard layers wetc placed 
upon it under a loarl of 1,100 pounds anrl allowed to stand two hours. They then 
comforme<l to the initial dips required by the base, Fig. a, with the marked change 
in dip 6 inches from the applied force. 

Under uniforruily distributed load of 1,100 pounds, equa-l to about 5t pounds per 
square inch of original length, the model was compressed four times, as shown in 
Figs. b to c. 

RESULTS. 

An anticline 'vas formctl 'vith t1te auuLe c1·est of the ft.t0h coincident "\vith the upper 
line of initial dip. The anticline was competent, as shown by the tunnel within it, 
and continued compression close1l it, forming a carinate fold, Pigs. b, c, d, and e. 

Description of Model C, Figs. a' a.nd IJ': 
This model was constrncte1l of the same materials and after the same manner as 

the preceding, but with the line of t.he initial flip at 18 inches, or three times the dis
tance from the applied force. 

It was compressed once, nuder load like the !•receding. 

RESULTS. 

An anticline, similar in form to that, obtained in Model A, rose at the liJ_e of aH

sumed dip. 
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PLATE LXXX. 

(Illustmtion 0·22 of original size.) 

Description of Model B: 
Original length, 39~ inches=1 metre. Fig. a. 
Width, 5 inches. 
Thickness, 3t inche8. ~ 

Compositon. 
(Parts by weight.) 

Thick-Layers. ness. 
Wax. Plaster. V. tur-

pen tine. 
--------------

Inches. 
1 1 1 !. ~ 

2to 13 (in- 1 
elusive). 

1 It 12 Xi 

14 1 0 ~ 2t 

Character. 

Firm, but brittle. 
Do. 

Soft. 

This model was of the same form and' make-up as Model A, Plate LXXIX, but of 
softer materials. 

It was compressed six times, nn<ler uniform loa<l of 1,100 pounds, after the same 
manner as A. An anticline was determined in position by the initial dip antl devel
oped with a keel within and a small overt-hrust toward the applied force. The ex-

,. ternal form of the anticline was round eel since the firm ·but iiexible sti-ata eonfonned 
to a curve without fracture. 

.. 
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PLATE LXXXI. 

(lllnstrat,ion :tbout two-mnths original Rize.) 

Description of :Mo<lel D: 
Original length, 39~ inches= 1 metre. Fig. a. 
\Viclth, 5 inches. 
Thickness, 3+ inches. 

Composition. I 
(l'arts !J~· weight.) Thick-

Layers. I 
Wnx. l'laster.j 1!~i~~- """"· 

Character. 

---~~- -- ----------!Inchcs.l 

2 tol}(in·j t 13 ti / FhD~.bntnotbrittlc. 
clu~~vc). I t 2,1 I Soft. 

This mo<lel was of the the same mu,kc-up as mo<lel C, l£
1 alHl b', Plate LXXIX, but of 

softer materials, like those nsed in H. The initial dip was at 24 inches from the 
appliecl force. 

Unuer uniformly distributed load of 1,100 pounds it was compressed six times, 
]<'igs. b tog-, inclusive. The negatives of the stages cl aml e were lost, and the illus
trations of these two stages are restorations by the write,r from memory and measure
ment. Figs. r/ and g" are different views of the model at the stage g. 

The softer character of the materials an<l the remoteness of the initial dip, as com
pared with that in B, Plate LXXX, resulted in thickening of the strata all<l slight 
increase of the dips in the &tages band c. The influence of the initial dip deter
mined an anticline at the line 21+ inches from the applied force in c, and this devel
oped as a, competent carina,te fold with a slight-overthrust, but the consequent dips 
induced uy the uuequal thickening of the soft uasc cause<l the growth of two con
sequent folds of ap1)roximately equal dil)~lengths. 
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PLATE LXXXII. 

(Illustration 0·222 original size.) 

Description of Model D 11: 
Original length, 39! inches=l metre. Fig. a. 
Width, 5 inches. 
Thickness, 3t inches. 

Layers. 

Composition. 
(Parts by weight.)" 

Thick-

Wax. Plaster. V.tur
pentine. 

ness. Character. 

1----:---------- ----------

2 to 13 (in
clnsiYe). 

14 

Inches. 
! 

12xy 

Firm 1 but not 
brittle. 
Do. 

I Soft, but stiff. 

' The layers of this model were recast from those of the model 
D, Plate LXXXI, with the intention of reproducing that experi
ment. The model D had st~ou for a month exposed to tho air, and 
the soft base had changed by evaporation and in process of re
melting. 

The conditions of this experiment were identical with those of the experiment D, 
except that the materials had become a little stifft~r. In this case, as in D, the orig
inal anticline was determined by the initial dip; but in place of two consequent 
folds determine(} in D by the soft base, there aroRe in this case a single anticline, 
due to the immediate thick'ening of the stiff base next to the applied force. 

• 
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PLATE LXXXIII. 

(Illustrations 0·22 original size. j 

Description of modelE: 
Originallen6rtb, 39i inches= 1 metre. Fig. a. 
Width, 5 inches. 
Thickness, l!l: to 2c!!- inches. 

I Composition. I 
(Parts by weight.) I 

Layers. ~--- ~ --------- Thick- Character. 

I V t ness. 
--- Wax. I Plaster. pe;.tl'~~- ______ · __ j 

1 0 I Inch}s. Tiard. I 
2 to 9 (in- 0 8x,>8 Do. , 
elusive}. r I 

10 0 1 to 2 Soft. I 

The composition of thi~ model was like that of A, Plate LXXIX, and the arrange
ment was similar; but the bard layers were only half as thick, antl the soft base was 
an inch thicker at one end than at the other; this does not appear in Fig. a, as the 
photograph was not properly trimmed along the base. 

Under a uniform load ofl,lOO pounds the model was compressed nine times, as 
shown in Figs. b to k. 

RF.SULTS. 

The initial dip near the applied force controlled the position of fohling, and there 
developed a carinate unt.ie1i'ne which gre~.r higher n.nil higher until it had taken up 

all of that section of the model between its axis and the applictl force. In the stage 
shown in ~Fig. d, the weight on the further limb of this anticline squeezed the soft 
base and gave rise to dips which determined a consequent anticline. In the stage 
shown in Fig. h a similar·condition arose, producing a second consequent anticline. 
All of these folds were forcetl into one complex structure. 

At the end next to tl1e resistance t.here was some deformation with each compres
sion, but it was so moderate in amount as to show that n<'arly all the applied force 
was absorhefl in raising the nearer anticlines with their load. 
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PLATE LXXXIV. 

(Illustrations 0·22 original size.) 

Description of Model E 1: 
Original length, 39i inclH'·H = 1 metre. Fig. a. 
Width, 5 inches. 
Thickness, 1!} to 2!} inches. 

Composition 
(Parts by weight.) 

Thick-Layers. 
PI t \ V.lur· 

ness. 
Wax. 

Character. 

-----·-
~~pent.iue. 

------
1 Inches. 

2 to9 (in- 1 1 0 l liard. 
clnsive), 1 1 0 8 X fc Do. 

10 1 0 t I 1 to 2 Soft. 

I 

I 
This model was made exactly like E, Fig. a, Plate r.xxxrn, but th~ pressure was 

applied at the thinner end, remote from the principalassumerl initial dip. A very 
slight initial dip limited the syncline on the right. Under a uniform load of 1,100 
pounds the model was compressed nine times, as shown in Figs. b to k. 

Deformation went on during each compression at three places: at the applied 
force, at the minor initial dip, and at tl1e sharper initial dip. In Fig. b the anticline 
at the sharper dip, furthest from the applied force, is just entering on the competent 
stage of development, and its growth from thut on is cont.innous with the formation 
of an overthrust of tYl1ical Appalachian character .. But the minor initial dip, ex
aggerated in Fig. IJ, has developed to a carinate anticlinal in Fig. o; at the next stage 
it is overthr.ust, amlin Figs. e andf two consequent folds ap}lear, one on each side of 
the original. These are causell by the resistance offerecl against the overthrust 
and hy the weight. which it must raise in developing. In :Fig. o there is a broad 
swelling of the plastic base near the ap11lierl force, which caused a fiat anticline 
that never rose above the inflowiug soft material. 

'fhe relations of the two original anticlines in Fig. d are characteristic of the 
structure -of northeastern Alabama. 
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PLATE LXXXV. 

(Illustration 0·22 o,f original size.) 

Description of Model G: 
Original length, 39~ inches= 1 meter. Fig. a. 
Width, 5 inches. 
Thickness, 2} to 3); inches. 

Composition. I 

I 
I 

I (Parts by weight.) 
Thick-~ Layers. 

Wax., Plaster. I ;.:~U~~- ness. 

-1-1 [-; Inches. 
rto191in· ~~ 
elusive). 

20 1 0 I" 1 1 to :! 

-

Character. 

Soft, but firm. 

Very soft. 

ThiR model was arranged in the same manner as Model E, Plate LXXXIII, but all 
of the materials were much softer. An intermediate set, lettered F, is not illus
tratetl in this article. 

Under a uniform load of 1,100 pounds the model was compres~etl nine times, as 
shown in Figs. b to k. 

R~:sULTH. 

The 1niucipal initial dip near the applied force was influential in producing a 
rounded anticline, which grew until it lmu ab~orbed the entire section between its 
ax.i8 and the force. Cons~>qnent anticlines developetl in succession, as appears in 
Figs. d and /, and the minor initial dip having been exaggerated shghtiy in the ~tage 
shown in Fig. h, determined the development of a small close anticline wheu the 
model was so shortened that the soft layers transmitted tho pressure to it. The re
curvecl form of the principal anticline toward tho applied force is due to tho fact 
that the piston was lower than the top of the fold and pushed in the base. 
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PLATE LXXXVI. 

(Illustration 0·22 of original size.) 

Description of Model G 1: 
Original length, 39{ inches= 1 metre. Fig. a. 
Width, 5 inches. 
Thickness, 2t to 3t inches. 

---
Composition. 

(l'arts hy weight.) 
Thick· Lawyers. 

v. ness. 
Wa~. I} laster. tur-

pen tine. 
------------

Inches. 
1 to19 (in· 1 1 . 1! . 
elusive). 

20 1 0 1 1 to 2 

Character. 

Soft, but firm. 

Very soft. 

This model nscmbles the preceding one in its arrangement and composition, and is 
like E 1, Plate LXXXIV, in its form and the manner of application of the force. 

Under a uniform load of 1,100 pounds the model was compressed eight times, as 
shown in Figs. b to i. 

RESULTS. 

In the first two figures, b and a, the model shows no tleformation due to folding,· 
but only a slight thickening of the soft base near the applletl force and the begin
ning of a fold on the further siue at the center of the syncline. In Fig. d the thick
ening of the soft base has folded up into a fiat anticline, and a second thickening has 
develOIJell in a_ consequent Illauner at some distance in advance of this fold. The 
subsequent stages show the continued development of the two anticlines consequent 
upon the thickening of the soft base, and of the small fold iu the syncline. At the 
stage shown in Fig. h, the shaq1 initial dip furthest from the applied force deter
mined a very small anticline, which showed some further development in Fig. i. 
· When this model is compared with E 1, Plate LXXIV, it is seen that the plastic 

character of the base and of the overlying layers in this case prevented the trans
mission of the force to the initial dip, which in ModelE 1 was influential in produc
ing a much more pronounced anticline remote from the force. This influence of the 
plasticity of layers woul<l enter into the results of pressure transmitted through strata 
at greater or less depths in the earth's ernst, and the models woulll indi9ate that the 
firmer the &trata the greater the distance to which they would transmit pressure. 
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PLATE LXXXVII. 

(Illustration 0·22 of or1giual s1ze.) 

Descriptwn of Model H: 
Onginallength, 39J! inches= 1 metre. Fig. a. 
Width, 5 inches. 
Thickness, 2t to 3t inches. 

I 
Compo••twn I I 

(Part• by we~gbt.) I k 
}.~ayers. · Tine -

V t ness. 
Wax. I Piaster !pent::;~ I 

-~---- ---~--- ~--~ ~--

I 

Character. 

Inches.l 
1 to 12 (m- 1 

I 
1 ~ 12 x lc I Soft. 

C!USIYC). 
13 1 1 4 t Do 

" 114tu 17 (III I 1 . ~ 4 ~ 11(; Do. 
chts1ve). 

18 1 0 I~ 1 to 2 Very •oft. 
I --

This model in all respects resembled G 1, Plat'-' LXXXVI, except that the base was 
still softer than m that case. 

Under uniform load of 1,100 p,s>unds it was compressed seven times, in order to 
test the nature of the consequent development of strata, which it was supposed 
would be more hkely to predommate upon the softer base. 

RESULTS. 

In Fig. b there is a thickening of the base and the illltial deveiopment of two con
sequent folds. These folds continued to develop with minor contortion, and the 
second from the apphed force became an important carinate anticline with a de
tached ant!Cllnal core, involving minor folds upon its limbs. The initial dip remote 
from the force was slowly accented from stage to stage of compression, but did not 
at any time develop a fold, even so small as that in a similar position in G 1. 
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PLATE LXXXVIII. 

(Illustration 0·22 of original s1ze.) 

Descnptwn of Mo<lel H 2: 
Or;gmallength, 39% inches=lmetre. Fig. a. 
Width, 5 inches. 
·Thickness, l't to 3t mches. 

----
Compos1t10n. 

(P.trts biwe1ght) 
Th1ck-L.tyers ~~--

V tnr- Ilf'bb 

Wax. Plaster penhnc 
---- ------ ---

Inches I 1 aud 2 I 1 ~ 2 X lt~ 
& 1 1 ~ i 

4 to 7 1 

I 
l ~ 4 X .. lr, 

8 1 0 1! 
0 t? '11 g 1 1 ~ H 

Character. 

Soft 
Do. 
Do 

Very soft. 
Soft. 

Th1s moclel was designed w1th the intention of removing the influence due to 
pressure against the soft base and consequent swelhng in advance of the ptston . 

. The bottom layer was introducer! because the thick layer which would otherwise 
form the base was so soft that the model could not be handled. -

Under a umform load of 1,100 pounds the model was compressed six times, as shown 
in Figs. b to g. In F1g. b the init1al synclinal form is exaggerated, and in Fig. c the 
tendency to depression in the synclme nearest the applieJ. force, y, hich was resisted 
by the firm base of the box, was deflected upward, eausmg au anticline upon the 
Elope toward the force. This anticline in turn caused a second fold in advance of 
it, which became the predornmaut feature of deformatiOn. 
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PLATE LXXXIX. 

(Illustration 0·22 of or1ginal size.) 

In the preceding models, from A, Plate LXXIX, to H n, Plate LXXXVIII, the strata 
above the plastic base have hafl the form of a very gentle imttal syncline, as shown 
m each case m Fig. a. It was suppose!l that such a syncline might -develop in 
actual strata in consequence of the depos1tion of unequal thicknesses, and that the 
occurrence of greater thickness over the synnlmal area might be influential in 
afl'cctmg the character of the foldR. In order to test this idea several models were 
constructed, and pressure was applied to the synclines from different ends. 

Descr1ption of modell<'H: 

Original length, 39-it inches=! metre. Fig. a. 
'V1dth, 5 inches. 
Thickness, 3t to 4t inches, w1th syncline of deposition arranged w1th its axis 

at 27 inches from the applied force. ' 

I ., Compos1twn 

Layers __ (P_'-,.-'r_t_•_h::_y_w_e-,'"'=-"_ht_) --I Thick

Wax 

1 to 8 *1 
9 1 

10 to lG 1 

1b 
(mcln•'e) I 

Plaster. V tur
pentlnP. 

*l *' • 1 a 
1 ~ 

ness 

Tnches 
1 to 2 

! 
! 

l to 2i 

Character 

Ruft but tirm 
Do 
Do. 

Very soft 

* Inclndmg the tlnckne•• ot the synchn<' 

Under a uniform load of 1,100 pounds th1s model "as compressed nine t1mes, as 
shown in Figs. b to k. 

RESULTS. 

The original syncline was preserved throughout until the pressure of the piston 
below the crest of the consequent antlClmes pushed m a wedge of folded strata 
which exaggerated the dip from the applied force. The thickening of the very soft 
base, in th1s as in other similar cases, produced two consequent folds near the 
applied force, the fmther one of which became the more Important and developed 
into a carinate anticline. 

• 
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PLATE XC 

(IllustratiOn 0 22 of or1gmal size ) 

Descnpt10n of Model K 
Ongmallength, 39% mches=l metre Fig a 
Width, 5 mches 
Thwkness, 3+ mches 

Prebmmary :rnle, full tlnckness shown at left cml 

Compo"twn 

knck 
(P<trts by" e1ght) 

Layer• Character 

Wax _I~ 
V tur ness 

pent me 
------- -------

Inchrs 
1 wlute ) 
3 bld~k I 
4 wb1te J l 1 1 i Soft but firm 
5 hlaek 
6wh1te 
7 to 1~ } -

n black 1 1 2 !! Very soft 

U wh1tc ~ 

I 15 to 19 1 1 & 1! Soft a' butter at 
30 wh1tP 700 F 

I I 

Th1s ptle havmg been made It was cut away on the bottom by a very small amount 
each time, as mimy times a~ there are layers at the nght end above the thick white 
one ( 1); the cnttmg was nnequal, and gave the bottom at each shavmg an nneven 
surface. After each shavmg the model was turned npon Its bottom and pressed 
down on a fiat surface, prodncmg m the top a gentle synclme m whwh a thmlayer 
could be cast ·when this was cooled the bottom was shaved agam, the model was 
agam pressed on a fiat surface, and a second thm layer cast m the new depressiOn 
Thus after many shavmgs and castmgs the thiCk whtte layer (1) was depressed at 
the nght-hand end hkc a stratum sunk beneath a m;tss of conformable deposits of 
uneljnal thickness, and It cxtendell dwgonally through the model With variable lll· 
Itial <lips. At the nght hand cud the casting consisted of 

Layers 

J tn 19 ~ 
20-heavwr hbck} 
21 to 42 

11 of left-~nd wh1t~ 

omposJhon c 
(Par ts by we1ght ) 

Wa" 
V tur· l'last~r pentnte 

-----~ 

1 1 

1 3 

1 1 

ThiCk Character ness 

--- - ---

Inches 

1! Soft, but firm 

1! Soft as butter 
at 70° F 

t Soft, but firm 

Under a nmform load of 1,100 pounds the model was compressed mne times, as 

RESULT!> 

(This represents pressnre applied to thJCk strata m a syncline of depos1t10n ) The 
mttwl dips Ill the prm01pal dmgonallayer, extcndmg from the base at the right to 
the top at the left, controlled the important features of deformatwn. In Fig. c a 
stngle competent antJClme rose at the nearer nntial convex curve, and Ih Fig. t the 
further curve of the same character c:msed a remote anticline ·A small conscqnent 
auttelinc, begun m Fig g, hes between these two The nature of mmor deformatiOn 
was determmed by the plasticity of the matenal~. The soft hut firm layers (1 to20) 
folded m httle antiClmes and synclmes. The butter-like matenal folded and also 
sheared on small fault planes, the first of which 1s seen m Fig. b t.o the nght of the 
middle, and other& In F1g k beneath the consequent and second or1gmal antwhnes. 
'fhe softest matenal was squeezed from the hmbs mto the axial regions of the folds 
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PLATJ<> XCI. 

(Illu~trations 0·22 of original size.) 

Description of Model L: 
Original length, 39! inches= 1metre. Fig. a. 
Widt.h, 5 inches. 
Thickness, 3t inches. 

Preliminary vile, full thickness shown at right en•l. . 

I Layers. I 
Composition. 

(Parts by weight.) Thick· 

Plaster. pe~t~~-I" Wax. 
1---: I 

V t r ness. 

------- -------~~~~hes. 

J white 
3 black }' 4 white 
5 black 
6 white 
7 to 12 } 

13 black 

: l 
J 

Charac.:ter. 

Soft but firm. 

Very soft. 

14 white l 
15 to 19 
20 white. 

11 ~ Soft as butter 
'l at 70° }'. 

Like the preceding one, this medel was alternately shaved on the bottom, pressed 
down fiat, awl filled in Qn top with new layers until it had the form shown in Fig. a. 
The section at the left end then consisted of: 

.. ___ 
Composition. 

Thick·[ Layers. 
(Parts by weight.) 

ness. ULaracter. 
Wax. Plaster. V. tur-

pen tine. I ---- --------- ---------

Inches. 
Ito 4 1 1 1 1 Soft but firm. 
5 to 13 1 1 3 2 Soft as butter 

at 70° F. 
1. of t.he 1 
other end, 

1 1 ! Soft but firm. 

black. 

Under a uniform load of 1,100 pounds this moael was compressed eight times, as 
shown in Figs. b to 7. 

UESULTS. 

(This represents pressure applied to strata beneath the thin edge of a mass in a 
syncline of deposition.) The very slight initial dip in the heavy black layer near 
the applied force produced an anticline which was succeeded by a consequent fold. 
These two, with minor folds and shear thrusts, constitute the entire deformation. 
The principal initial dip in the competent black layer, remote from the applied force, 
was ~ot affected by compression, because the soft materials yielded immediately. 
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PLATE XCII. 

. (Illustration 0·217 original size.) 

Description of Model M: 
Original length, 39it inches= lmetre. Fig. a. 
Width, 5 inches. 
Thickness, 5! inches. 

Preliminary pile, full thickness shown at both cntl8. 

(Parts by weight.) Thiek· 
Composition. I I 

T.aycr•· - --~ ---~-V tlr-~ ness. Character. 

·wax. ]'laster. pe~tfne. 

~ ::::} ~--- --- - --!- -{Jnc:esf. R~~tifi:~b~:~•l I 
3 black I 1 Soft as butter 
4 white ! at 70° F. 
5 gray l~J 

____ ._i ---- ~------1 

This pile was shaved unevenly on the bottom, pressed down fiat, and filled iu 
ui:ttil a syncline was formed, Fig. a. Then additional layers were cast conformably 
over the whole length. The material with which the. syncline was filled was of the 
softest charact:er (wax, 1; ]Jlaster, 1; V. turpentine, 3). The overlying layers were 
of varied but firmer composition. 

Composition. 
(Parts by weight.) 

Thick-Layers. 'ModeL 1----,----,----

w P I 
V. tur: ness. 

ax. laster. Jlentine. 

(~haracter. 

--~--------·---,--- ·-----

1 
Jnches.i 

1 to 2 (E) 1 1 0 2xl Hardest, frangible. 
3 to 4 (G) 1 I ~ I 2x§ I Hard but flexible. 

5 (E) I 1 0 l Hardest, frangible. 
6 (F) 1 1 @ 1 Hard. 

9 (l"J 1 1 a ! Hard. 
7 to 8 (G) I 1 ~ 2x§ I Hard but flexible. 

10 (E) 1 1 o· 1 llaruest, frangible. 

------ ----- --- -

Under a uniform load of 1,100 IHHmds the model was compressed ten times, as 
shown in }'igs. b to I. 

JmsuLTS. 

This model consisted essentially of the massive, competent layer (1) of the prelim
inary pile, dipping beneath a syncline of deposition ancl of an overlying competent 
series of alternating hard and very hard layers. These two competent members 
actetl independently to a certain degree. In the massive layer the initial dip deter
mined the principal anticline of the lower series, which became overturned from 
the applied force in the stage shown in Fig. i. The absence of dips in the upper 
series gave immediate effect to the applietl force and ]lroduced a double anticline 
near the end. The competent nature of these smaller folds is shown in the axial 
thickening of the less hard layers. The soft material filling the syncline served to 
allow independent movements of the two competent members, and was itself de
formed by local Jlfessnres and relief from load. The overturn in the lower compe
tent member was determinetl l>y the fact that one syncline was deeper than· the 
other a111l the anticline was free to mo\"e in the superincumbent soft mass. 

... 
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PLATE· XCIII. 

(Illustrations 0·22 of the onginal s1ze.) 

Descriptton of Model .J: 
Original length, 39i inches= 1 metre. F1g. a. 
W1dth, 5 inches. 
Th1ckness, 3-! mches. 

Layers 

1 to 4 white and black ••••.. 
5white ................. . 
6 to 8 black anrl white .... .. 
9 yellow ................. . 
10 and 11 black and White .. 
12 black ................. .. 

l~ £r~~~ ::: ::·:::. :·::::: ::. 
15xed..... .. ........... . 
16 black .................. . 
17 and 18 white ami black .. 

1 19purple ............... .. 
i 

Thts motlel was constructed to ascertain the nature of deforrnatton in materials of 
plastic character confined beneath those of firm and flexible nature. The model was 
compressed under uniformly distributed load of 1,100 pounds nine times. Figs. b 

to k. 

RESULTS. 

As no init1al dips were assumed the positwn of deformation was determined by 
swellmg near the apphed force. In the stage represented in Fig. c the arch of the 
upper strata is about entering on development as a competent structure, and the 
lowest strata are rising into the hollow of the arch by a fault, whose begmning IS 

apparent in the little point of white of layer 17 at its greatest rise. In Fig. d this 
fault is seen clearly developed, w1th clean cut edges, and it is confined to the soft
est, butter-like material, which 1s relieved of pressure by the overarehing competent 
layers. 

As the competent ant1cline continued to rise the mass of softest material was com
pelled to change form w1thout change of volume; it was shortened and given space for 
added height. To this change it accommodated itself by faulting, that is by flowmg 
on definite planes, not by general flow within the whole rnatis; the fault planes di
vided the mass at first into rhombs, boumled by two faults and two hedding planes, 
and afterwards mto tnangular forms, bounded by two faults and one beddmg plane. 
The tnangular prisms were so related that tho vertielc movement m each patr was 
in opposite direct10ns and the change of form was accomplished as by two wedges 
moving one against the other. This appears most cle:uly 1n Figs. f, g, and h. This 
faultmg may be called incompetent structure in distinction to the growth of the 
antteline, which IS competent structure. 

The rise of the competent anticline continued until it overtopped the p1ston by 
whteh pressure was applied. Then the nearer hmb of the fold was pushed under 
the further limh and the strata in the invers1on wme stretched, producing an over
thrust of tho :j.lpine type descnbed by Hmm-a stretch thrust. 
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PLATE XCIV. 

Model J: 
(Illustrations one-half original size.) 

'l'his Jllatc presents three views of the model shown lll all its stages in Plate XCIII. 

These views are from the other side opposite those of the complete series and corrc
sponu: 

Fig. a of this Jllate to Fig. g, Plate XCIV. 

J<'ig. b of this plate to Fig. II, Plate XCIV. 

Fig. c ofth1s plate to Fig. k, Plate XCIV, 



PLATE XCV. 

(Illustrations 0·22 of the original size.) 

Description of Modei .J 1: 
Originalleugth, 39i! iuchcs=1 metre. F'ig. a. 
Width, 5 inches. 
Thickness, 3~ inches. 

This model was made up of layers which varied in thickness precisely as did those 
in model J, Plate XCIII; but in this case all the layers were of one consistency, of 
the softest material that could be handled, composed of .wax 1, plaster.l, V. turpen
tine 3 parts. This substance resembled butter at 70° F. 

The model was compressed under uniformly distributed load of 1,100 pounds, seven 
tiiues, as shown in Figs. b to h. The four figures below h represent the opposite side 
of the stages indicated by the letters. 

RESULTS, 

The materia). being homogeneous and· very soft no layer or series of layers, nor 
even the whole model, was competent to form an arch which would support the load. 
Therp,fore the structures developed were incompetent. The first deformation was 
by shortening an(l rising near the applied force," and the adjustment of volume to 
modified form was by rise of the sections on both sides of a wedge-shaped prism
Figs. b aml c. This deformation produced initial dips, which (to an extent limited 
by the weakness of the strata) cansetl the resolution of the pressure into components 
tangential and radial to tho curves. The radial components continuously exag
gerated the curvature and new initial dips arose, which had a similar effect. Thus 
folding ensued, but without competent character. There are no carinate anticlines 
and the strata are not materially thickened or thinned, except in the case of the 
lower white layer in Fig. e and those which follow; the thickening there indicates 
a tendency toward competent development of arches of narrow span. 

The model was characterized by striking differences of structure on opposite sides; 
on the one side the dominant feature is folding, with minor faults; on the other 
side thrusting developed successively from small folds in a manner very much like 
Cadell's results in hard materials. It is possible that if the substance had been a 
little firmer only folding would have developed, and if the substance had been softer 
·deformation would have proceeded by thrusting only. 







PLATE XCVI, 

(IllustratlOllfl one- half flnglllal s1ze.) 

Model J 1 

Th1s plate presents two v1ews of the moilel shown m all 1ts st_age<; m Plate xcv 
They reptesent the model dt the stage marked j, and show the d1ft'erenees of defo}
matwu on the two s1des 

.. 
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.. 
THE AVERAGE ELEVATION OF THE UNITED STATES. 

BY HENRY GANNETT. 

For several years the United States Geological Survey has been en~ 
gaged in the compilation of measurements of altitudes of points in the 
United States, primarily for use as datum points in connection with 
the preparation of its detailed maps. The results of this compilation 
have from time to time been published in the form of a dictionary of 
altitudes, the first edition of which constituted Bulletin No.5 and a 
second edition Bulletin No .. 76. · As a by-product, a map of the United 
States upon a scale of :nnrlrooo• or about 40 miles to an inch, has re
cently been published showing approximate contour lines at the fol
lowing elevations above sea level: 100, 500, 1,000, 1,500, 2,000, 3,000, 
4,000, 5,ooo, 6,000, 7,000; s,ooo, 9,ooo, 10,000, n,ooo, and 12,000 feet. 
~'rom this map has been produced by reduction the map· presented in 
this volume as Plate cvn. 

These contour lines were constructed from the following material: 
(1) By reduction and generalization of contour maps from surveys 

upon much larger scales. In the portion of the map contoured by 
this means. the contours can be regarded as correct. The maps thus 
used are enumerated as follows: 

The maps of the United States Geological Survey of the Hayden, 
Powell, and King (Fortieth Parallel) surveys in the West, the Northern 
Transcontinental survey, the New Jersey Geological survey, and the 
Minnesota Geological and Natural History survey. 

These maps sufficed to contour the following areas: All of Massachu
setts, Rhode Island, New Jersey, and District of Columbia, western 

. Connecticut and Maryland, most of Virginia and West Virginia, west
ern North Carolina, eastern Tennessee, eastern Kentucky, noFthern 
Georgia and northern Alabama, the southern half of Minnesota, most 
of Missouri, part of the Ozark Hills of Arkansas, the eastern half of 
Kansas, central Texas, the mountain region of Colorado, all of Utah, 
the northern half of Arizona, northwestern New Mexico, parts of Wy
oming, Idaho, Montana, N cvada, and Washington with ·northern Cal
ifornia and southern Oregon, besides trifling areas in other states. 
These areas comprise much the greater part of the mountainous and 
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most difficult regions. Altogether about one-fifth of the area of the 
country was contoured ·by this means. 

(2) By platting the compiled measurem!3nts of altitude upon maps 
and sketching contours with reference to these measurements, u.sing 
the best available hachure maps as guides in interpreting the measured 
heights and in locating contours between them. This method, which" 
was used in compiling much the greater portion of the map, has natu
rally produced results differing greatly in different regions with the 
density of distribution of the measurements of heights and with the char
acter of surface, whether mountainous or plain, and with the knowledge 
possessed of the surface. About 25,000 measurements of height have 
been so used, an average, ff they were uniformly distributed, of about 
12 to a square inch of the map. This number of measurements, com
bined with a knowledge of the relief of the country, would be adequate 
for the location of contours with a high degree of accuracy almost any
where in the country. They are not, however, distributed by any means 
uniformly. A great majority of them are from railroad levels, and 
consequently the east is much better represented than the west. The 
level prairies of Illinois are intersected by a perfect network of railroad 
lines, while in the Cordilleran region, the railroads are separated by 
broad areas of mountain and valley. In this region, however, the 
scarcity of railroad measurements of height is supplemented by baro
metric measurements made by the numerous explorations under 
the War Department, notably that known as the Wheeler survey, 
whose excellent maps and measurements have been used wherever 
available. There remain, however, certain areas concerning which 
little information of any kind is to be had. 

The contours of the map may be classified with respect to their 
probable accuracy into four groups. 

A. Correct. Those areas reduced from contour maps. 
B. Very nearly correct. The Atlantic Slope, east of the Blue Ridge; 

the entire Mississippi Valley, to the base of the Rocky Mountains 
and of the Staked Plains; the region of the Great Lakes; the valleys 
of California and Oregon. 

C. Approximately correct. The remainder of New England, except 
northern Maine. New York except the Adirondack region. Pennsyl
vania and the Cordilleran region, except the areas enumerated below. 

D. Hypothetical. Northern Maine, Adirondack region of New York, 
central Idaho, the Cascade range and the Coast range of Washington, 
Oreg·on and northern California. 

From the map, the strength and weakness of which have been char
acterized above, the areas between the various contour lines have been 
measured with considerable care up to 10,000 feet. Above that altitude 
the areas are so small in all the States except Colorado, that they have 
been grouped under the heading "Above 10,000 feet." The results are 
given below. 
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• states a!'d Territories. 

Alabama .................... .. 
Arizona ..................... . 
Arkansas .......... · .......... . 
California ............. -----··· 
Colorado ..................... . 
Connecticut .................. . 
Delaware ................... .. 
District of Columbia ........ .. 
Florida ...................... . 
Georgia ...................... . 
Idaho ... ~ .................... . 
lllinois ...................... . 
Indiana ......... --------------
lo'\va .... ................... - .. 

Kansas ...................... . 
Kentucky .................. .. 
Louisiana ............. --------
Maine ............ ~ .......... . 
Maryland ................... .. 
Massachnsetts . .............. . 
Michigan .................... . 
Minnesota .................. .. 
Mississippi .............. -- .. . 
Missouri. .................. ---
Montana ..................... . 
Nebraska .................... . 
Nevada ...................... . 
New Hampshire ............ .. 
New Jersey .................. . 
New Mexico ................. . 
NewYork ................... . 
North Carolina .............. . 
North Dakota ................ . 
Ohio ......................... . 

{
Indian Territory ............ ( 
Oklahoma ................... S 
Oregon ............. .' ........ . 
Pennsylvania ................ . 
Rhode Island ..... ~ .......... . 
South Carolina ............... . 
South Dakota ................ . 
'l'ennessco ................. - .. 
Texas ........................ . 
Utah ........................ . 
Vermont ..................... . 
Virginia ...................... ] 
Washington .......... · ...... .. 
West Virginia ............... . 
Wisconsin------ .............. . 
Wyoming .................... . 

United States .......... . 

0-100. 

4, 400 

------·----
-----------

11,000 

····-·-----
1, 100 

1, 900 

2tl 

44,800 

5, 900 

-----------
34,000 

6, 000 

7, 400 
2, 000 

4, 000 

400 

4,100 

-----------
2, 400 

18,700 

-----------
----------· 

-----------
1, 700 

600 

47o 1 

10,600 

---------·-
--------··· 

23,600 

-----------
-----------

!l, 700 

5, 000 

-----------
--------··-
-·-------·-

199,790 

100-500. 

30,000 

2,000 

35, 200 

24, 000 

-----------
2, 000 

150 

50 
13,880 

29,600 

11,900 

4, 700 

8, 000 

14,720 

10, SuO 

2, 000 

3, 265 

41,510 

8, 800 

1, 955 

2,100 

----------· 
10,000 

13,100 

-----······ 
760 

1, 800 

8,800 

5;500 

650. 

10,900 

-------···· 
12,400 

58,400 

-----------
1, 965 

10,500 
6, 0011 

-----------
-----------
-------·-·· 

388. 305 

500-1,000. 

14,240 

7, 000 

8, 350 
16, 700 

··········· 
1, 230 

16, 300 

44,750 
28,800 

19,600 

8, 300 

26,900 

8, 400 

1, 700 

1, 800 

45,700 

16,400 

1, 300 

39,140 

900 

2,800 

1,400 

-------·--· 
16,100 

10,000 

5,800 

29,800 

33, 13o I 
9,800 

12,700 

130 

8,100 

270 

15,800 
39,380 

----------· 
3, 600 

5, 950 

9, 000 

7, 900 

26,600 

--·--------
545,770 

TABLE I.-Areas between 

LA!titude in feet; 

1,000-1,500. 1,500-2,000 . 2,000-.'J,OOO. 

3, 000 610 ------------
6, 900 8,200 15,600 
6, 000 3, 600 700 

11, 400· 13,800 17,400 

--···------ -----------· ·····-------
660 ...................... .. 

5, 400. 2,175 100 I 
100 400 5, 800. 

........... ------------ ............ . 
2,850 ........................ ! 

35,645 780 .......... .. 

25, 900 

4,100 

6, 7f0 
300 

1,150 

11,515 

59,365 

13, 900 

1, 300 

1, 100 

410 

100 
. 1, 700 

7, 600 

20, 100 1, 375 

1, 000 

11,700 

2, 800 

35, 600 

14,300 

800 

19,600 

100 

------------
400 

::::::::::::/ 
------------

34, 600 
24, 510 

5, 400 

400 
215 ...................... .. 

-------···· .---········· 1, 200 

12,500 5,170 1, 700 

3, 200 1, 000 3,100 

12,200 25,300 26,895 

10,500 ------------ ------------
16, 4JO I 9, 000 6, 500 

I 
6,200 o, 3oo 1 6,700 

15,900 8, 215 2, 300 

----------- ---------··· ·········---
900 70 ------······ 

18, 100 24,200 23,000 

7, 600, 4, 900 1,150 

19, 800 22, 200 44, 100 

-------···· ·------····· 1, 000 

2, 600 l, 100 300 

4, 700 4. 200 6,800 

18,000 12,111 8,000 

6, 000 4, 200 5, 280 

24, 640 4, 800 ------------
----------- ······------ ------------

-----
396,080 

I 
240,51G 26"2, 635 
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different degrees of altitude. 

area m •quare miles.) 

12,500 

14,000 

4 900 

13,600 

16,500 

22,700 

23,900 

13, 500 

17,100 

10,520 

8, 300 

12,725 

0,100 

4, 800 

13, 500 

500 

3, 400 

11,500 

200 .......... . 

1, 800 

8,600 

,l. 760 
12,900 

:::::: ::: .. ::::::::::::::::::.:::::.::::::::::: :::::::::::::~.:::::.:::::: ::::::·:·.:::· .:::::·::::: 
14,500 26, 150 21,900 10,600 4, 540 800 10 .......... . 

::::: ~~: ~~~:J: :::::.: ~~~: :::::::::::: ::::::::::-:: . ::::::.:::: :!::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::-::::::::::::: 
........................................................... !"'""""" ...................... . 
............ ...... ..... ........... ............ ""'""""!"" ............................. .. 

30 700 

16,600 
11,100 

]9,900 

9, 300 

23.700 

13.480 6, 800 2,800 1,000 200 

200 ............................................................ . 

29, 800 30,100 7, 800 2, 800 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ........ . 

150 -~-- ............. ---.------- . ----.- .... - ----.- .... -. 

6, 000 

200 

1, 800 1, 800 

8, 900 1, 800 700 500 180 ................................... . 

200 ! ................................................................................ .. 
26, 100 

500 

29,800 
24,900 

2,000 

21,100 

400 ............................................... . 

15,970 10,800 6, 200 2, 8CO 1, 700 

600 .................................................................................... .. 

6,000 

1, 200 

3, 300 1, 200 500 • 69 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. ........ .. 

200 ............................................... ! ......................... . 
11, 100 22, 000 26, 500 23,290 8, GOO 4, 100 2 300 

l--1-82-, -8o-o --26-3-,8-30- --2-15, 100- --15-9, -51-5 ---9-3-, 1-09-l---39-,-oo-o-l---1-9,-1-10-~--1-9,-2-oo 
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From this table it appears that no considerable part of Delaware, 
District of Columbia: Louisiana or Rhode Island exceeds 500 feet above 
sea level; that in Illinois and Mississippi there is no area above 1,000 
feet; that in Connecticut, Indiana; New Jersey and Ohio, no part of the 
surface is above 1,500 feet, that the 2,000-foot contour is not found in 
Alabama, Iowa, .Nlaine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, 
South Carolina or Wisconsin, the 3,000-foot in Arkansas, Georgia, Ken
tucky, Maryland or Pennsylvania, the 4,000-foot in North Dakota, Ten
nessee, Vermont or Virginia, ~he 57000-foot contour in Kansas; New 
Hampshire, New York, Indian Territory or West Virginia. The 6,000-
foot contour is the highest represented east of the Cordilleran region 
and includes no areas of magnitude in Nebraska or North Carolina· 
The 77000-foot contour overtops the highest areas in Texas; that of 
8,000 feet is above the summits of the Black Hills, the highest land in 
South Dakota, and above all considerable areas in Washington; while 
that of 9,000 feet overlies all considei'able areas, so far as known, in 
Idaho, Nevada, and Oregon. The contour of 10,000 feet is higher than 
any extended area in Arizona and Montana, while iu the States of Cali
fomia, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming, are extensive areas 
above this contour line. 

On the other hand, the entire state of Wyoming lies above the contour 
of 47000 feet, Colorado lies above that of 37000 feet and Nevada, New 
Mexico and Utah .above the 27000-foot line. Idaho and Montana are 
entirely above the contour of 17000 feet, while above the 500-foot line are 
the entire areas of Iowa, Kansas, Michigan~ Minnesota, Nebraska, 
North and South Dakota, West Virginia and Wisconsin. The lower 
limits of Arizona, Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Missouri, 
Ohio, Indian Territory, Tennessee and Vermont, are found to be more 
than 100 feet above the sea. The remaining states extflnd nearly or 
quite to sea level. . · 

Of all the states, California ltas the widest range in altitude, extend
ing from sea level to nearly 15,000 feet with a considerable area above 
107000 feet. Of all the states Colorado has much the largest area above 
10,000 feet, an area considerably in excess of that of all other states 
combined, and whereas in the other states this elevated area consists 
merely of mountain ranges, in Colorado there are broad stretches of 
plateau and extensive mountain valleys, above this altitude. 

In the following table is presented an approximation to the mean or 
average elevation of each state and territory of the United States. 
These l1ave. been deduced in part from the figures of Table I, in part 
from other data. 

The average elevation of the UnHed States and of such of the states 
as present a considerable range of elevation, has been determined from 
this Table I, in the following manner: The area between two consec
utive contour lines has been assumed to have an average elevation 
halfway between these contours. Thus, in Colorado the area between 
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5,000 and 6,000 feet has been assumed to have a mean elevation of 5,500 
feet. This assumption is not absolutely correct, but, as shown by Mr. 
Murray (Scottish Geographic Magazine), it involves no serious error. 
The areas between consecutive contours were then multiplied by these 
assumed average elevations, the several products added together, and 
their sum divided by the total area of the st:;~>te or country. 

In cases where the range of elevation is but slight, as in Delaware, 
Florida, and the District of Columbia, the mean elevation was obtained 
by taking the mean of all measured altitudes within its limits. Inas
n.. ,has these states are in the eastem half of the country, and the 
measurements of height within their limits are numerous and well dis
tributed, the average elevations of these states are well determined. 

TABLE H.-Mean elet•ation. 

State and Territory. 

Alabama .................. . 
Arizona .. ~- ...... _ ......... . 
Arkansas .................. . 
California .................. . 
Colorado ................... . 

Connecticut ............... . 

Delaware ••.•............ ---' 
DistriCt of Col urn bia ...... . 

Feet. State and Territory 

500 Neva•la .......... : ......... . 
4,100 New Hampshire ..•......... 

650 New Jersey .......•......... 
2, 900 New llfexwo ............... . 

6,800 New York ----- ........... . 
500 North Carnlma ............ . 

60 North Dakota-------··-----
150 Ohw .........•............ --

Florida..................... 100 Inlimn Tenitory} ________ _ 

Georgia.................... GOO Oklahoma ...... . 
Idaho....................... 5, 000 Oregon ..................... . 
nlmoia ... - _ ..• _ ...... -.·.. 600 PPnnsylvama .. __ .........•• 
Indiana...... ... . . .. ..... .. 700 Rho!le Island ............•.• 

Iowa ........................ 1,100 South Carolina-------· ... . 
Kansas--·----- .......... 2,000 South Dakota ............ . 
Kentucky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 750 Tennes•tc ............. _. 

Lmusmna ··-······-·····--· 
Ma1ne ... ----····--------. 
Marylan•l. ......... . 
Massachusetts ............. . 
Mwhigan ..•............ 
Mmne-sota ............... . 

JlfiSSlSSippi ............... . 

M1~suuri. .... _ ........... . 

Montana ...... ------ ..... . 

Nebraska ----- /" .... --- .. 

100 Texas ....... ------ .... • .. 

600 Utah ...... ----- ... ---.------
350 V~mout ................... . 
500 Virgmm ..••................ 

900 WaHhmgton ... --·---------
1, 200 \Vest Virg1nm . __ . __ . . . . __ 

300 WisconHIIl--- ------- ------
800 Wyoming ..... : ......•.... 

3, 400 Umte<l States ... _ .... 
2,600 

Feet 

5,500 

1, 000 

250 

5,700 

000 

700 

1, 900 
850 

1. 300 

3, 300 

1,100 

200 

350 

2, 200 

900 

1, 700 

6,100 
1, 000 

950 

1, 700 
1, 500 

1,050 

6, 700 

2,500 

From this table it appears that Colorado has the greatest average 
elevation of all the states and territories. Wyoming follows closely, 
then Utah, with New Mexico and Nevada, all of these having an average 
elevation greater than 5,000 feet. 

13 GEOL., PT. 2--19 
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THE RENSSELAER GRIT PLATEAU IN NEW YORK. 

BY T. NELSON DALE. 

TOPOGRAPHICAL. 

In going from the western foot of 1\-Ionnt Grey lock, in Massachusetts, 
to the Hudson river valley, there are two points of view at which the 
traveler's attentiOn is arrested by markeu changes in the landscape. 
One of these is the summit of Berlm monntam1 on the New York and 
Massachusetts line (2,80! feet), the highest point west of Mount Grey
lock. To the north, south, east, anu for 5 miles to the west stretches 
the varied topography so ·characteristic of the sch1st and limestone 
region of Berkshire county, which consists of a more or less parallel 
succession of hill ranges trending NNE. with deep transverse and 
branching hollows on both :flanks. East and Potter mountains, to the 
south, belong to this system, being in reahty the southwestern continu
atiOn of the Grey lock mass. To the weRt, beyond the valley of the Little 
E;oosw~, rises the edge of a plateau or broad, shallow basm, which con
trasts with all the rest of the lan dseape in its nearly uniform level and 
the absence of the deep east-west incisions. Here and there nse from 
its surface long, smooth hillockf\, less than 300 feet high, and scarcely 
reaching the altitude of the edge of the plateau Itself. 

The second point is north of Snake lull (altitude 1,400 feet), 7 miles 
west of the valley of the Little Hoosick and 8 miles east of the Hudson. 
On the east a broau basm IS seen to nse gently into the low hillocks of 
the plateau JUSt described, while on the west the aspect is totally dif
ferent; a steep descent of 600 feet, with a gradual fall of 200 more, 
then a broad belt of low, undulatmg dnft hills extending to the Hud
son, and, in the distance, the ma'lsiVe forms of the Catskills. 

We have, then, here three perfectly distmct topographical belts: 
That of the Berkshire hills, extending from the Little Hoosick or the 

Berlin-Stephentown valley at the west foot of the Taconic range to the 
longitude of Pittsfield, 6 to 7 m1les, and indeed 7 miles further, mcludmg 
the Greylock mass, but stoppmg at the foot of the Hoosac range. 

That of the Rensselaer county plateau, from the Berlin-Stephentown 
valley west to the drop near Poestenkill, a width of 9" miles. 

1 Kn(1Wn In NLw York as Mount 11,Lwom1er 
297 
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That of the Hudson valley, from the foot of that slope which furms 
the west edge of the plateau to the Hudson, _7 ~ miles. 

A glance at the contour lines of the Grey lock, Berlin, and Troy topo
graplJical sheets shows the leading features of these belts. ·The region 
east of the Berlin valley is marked by NNE. hill ranges with deep 
and complex incisions, and an east and west drainage, while the plateau 
on the west is characterized by its somewhat steep and little broken 
eastern edge, rangii1g from 700 to 1,200 feet abov.e the valley, also by 
its low h11locks, its broad and gentle slopes, its large level spaces, and 
its many ponds and swamps. At Stephentown the plateau edge turns 
WSW., and is more broken, forming the line of hills so conspicuous from 
the Kinderhook about Garfield, and determining the course of that 
river. A large part of the drainage of the plateau is effected by south
ward-flowing streams, the Black river, Roaring brook, and Black brook, 
which pass through these hills, and the Tsatsawassa (Tack~wasick) 
farther west, all of which empty into the Kinderhook. 

SLIO£ MT. HUDSON VALLEY. 

FIG. 18.-Sket ch of the northwestern edge of the plateau in Pittstown, taken from a point a little 
(east of loc. 27 on map (Pl. xcvn.) · 

The north and northwest edges of the plateau .in Pittstown and 
Grafton closely resemble its southern edge, but are broken only by an 
inconspicuous tributary of the Tamhanock, which flows into the Hoosick. 
See Fig. 18. Fig. 19 gives a typical profile of the western edge. The 
drainage not effected by the southward-flowing streams is carried off 
by the Poestenkill (Babbling brook) and the Quackenkill, which flow 
westward, cutting deep gorges through that edge of the plateau, and go 
unitedly to the Hudson. The entire area of the plateau measures about 
175 square miles, covering more than a quarter of Rensselaer county. 

An orographic feature which might be expected in a section across 
the side of the Appalachians is the gradual decline in the heights of the 
summits from Greylock westward: Greylock, 3,505 feet; Berlin moun
tain, 2,804 (East mountain, 2,660; Potter mountain, 2,400); the highest 
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point on the east side of the plateau, 2,104; hill in center, 1,950; the 
high hill on west edge, 1,400, while Poestenkill is not over 500, and 
tide water is only 6 miles west (see general section). In this general 
descent the plateau participates, its eastern edge ranging from 1,600 to 
2,000 feet, and its western from 1,000 to 1,400. A noticeable feature in 
both the Greylock and Taconic masses is that their western slopes are 
much longer than their eastern. 

The agricultural character of these three belts· is almost as diverse 

_ ............ ···· .,·· 
. ---· __ ,__, .•. 

.. -----
__ . .,....---- --.... 

FrG.l9.----Sketch of the profile of the western edge of the plateau in Brunswick, looking south across 
the Quackenkill. 

as their topography. The plateau was once thickly timbered, but its 
deforestation has left a rocky region thickly strewn with bowlders, 
poorly supplied with water, badly drained in places, and with little good 
soil, offering in these respects a marked contrast to the fertility of the 
Hudson valley and of the Berkshire and Berlin valleys, while theTa
conic hills are better watered arid drained and their rocks afford more 
soil than those of the plateau. 
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AREAL AND PETROGRAPHICAL GEOLOGY AND PALEONTOLOGY. 
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COWORKERS AND ASSISTANT. 

The field-work was done mainly in 1890, but part in 1887, 1888, and 
1891. 

Mr. W. R. Hobbs, in 1887, studied the southeastern part of the· 
town of Petersburg, New York, and I have utilized his maps, notes, 
and specimens for that area; and have•also incorporated in the map 
the areal geology of a strip of Massachusetts along the Vermont bor
der done by him the same year. 

Mr . .A.ug. F. Foerste revisited with me several localities and found 
fossils which have determined the age of some of the limestone areas 
and of the pebbles of the Ashley hill conglomerate in Chatham. 

Mr. Charles D. Walcott made all the paleontological determinations, 
and fixed the age of the bedded limestone of Ashley hill by finding 
fossils. 

Mr. J. E. Wolff studied, microscopically, all the rock specimens col
lected in the course of the work, and his determinations and descrip
tlOns have been used throughout. 

Mr. George SV. Metcalfe assisted me in the field during the greater 
part of the summer of 1890. 

THE S'l'OCTCBRIDGE Lll\1ES'l'ONE. 

The lowest horizon in the area above outlined is the Stockbridge 
limestone (CSs on Pl. XLVI) which occupies the valleys on both sides of 
the Taconic range. That on the west is Emmons's "Sparry limestone." 
The limestone varies considerably, being more or less crystalline and 
ranging from a pure white to bluish gray. West of the Taconic range 
it is generally grayish, and, as far as observed, never as coarsely 
crystalline or micaceous as some of that on the east side of Mouut 
Greylock. Veins and nodules of calcite·aiHl quartz are common. In 
cousequence Qf minor folds the limet>tone forms long, narrow belts on 

• 
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either side of the Berlin valley. In that on the east side, about a mile 
south of South Berlin (loc. 2, map), 1\fr. Walcott found Trenton fos
sils, 1 and the limestoue of this belt and of the Berlin valley is, in all * 
probability, coutintwns with that of Canaan, New York, where (loc. 3) 
Prof. W. B. Dwight found the fossils described by Mr. Ford and ··him
self as of Trenton age.2 In 1891 Mr. vValcott foun~l Trenton fossils 2 
mileB east of Canaan Four Corners .(loc. 10). As all of these localities 
occur in the uppermost part of the limeBtone, close to the overlying rock, 
that portion, at least, of the limestone must be set down as Trenton, 
but as Chazy and Calciferous fossils occur in the upper part of the same 
limestone in Vermont, the upper portion of the Stockbridge limestone. 
is regarded by Mr. Walcott, and is now generally admitted, as embrac
ing, these three divisions of the .Lower Silurian. More recent investi
gations iu Vermont have shown, however, that at least 470 feet of the 
lower part of the 8tockbridge limestone are of Cambrian age. 3 

In the limestone area about Petersburg and Hoosick, which is contin
uous with that of the Vermont and Berkshire valley, Mr. Walcott 
found several Trenton Chazy fossil localities in 1887 (loc. 6-9). About 
three-fourths of a mile south of Hoosick Corners, betweep the two rail
roads and near the river (loc. 29), the writer found in the limestone 
good specimens of Licropltycus ottatiXtensis, Billings, which occurs in 
the Trenton in Can:;ula. 4 • 

The connection between the limestone areas on both sides of the 
Taconic range, through the cut at Hancock, is probable from the depth 
of the cut and the height of tho limestone outcrops south of Hancock 
village and west of the range; but the connection can be shown to be 
still more probable at State IJine (see map), where the Stockbridge lime
stone of Massachusetts extends over into New York, cropping out 
about one-fourth of a mile southwest of the railroad station and 170 feet 
above it, and does not appear to be cut off from the nearest outcrop of 
the Lebanon valley limestone, which occurs 150 feet lower and a half 
mile northwest of the station. 

At Taplins pond, in the south~est part of Stephentown on the 
Shillinger farm, there is an outcrop of dark ami light gray quartzose 
limestone, in which Mr. Foerste found an Orthis (loc. 520). Mr. Wolff' 
describes a slide of. the light quartzose: 

The scattereu grain~ of quartz and feldspar are numerous, ancl we have a rock 
composed of undoubted elastic grains of quartz (one has a prism of Zircon included, 
i. e., granitic), plagioclase, orthoclase, microeline, rarely a large, broken piece of 
muscovite, while the cement is exclusively calcite which has replaced in part the 
detrital grains. 

I Op. cit., p. 239. 
>Op. cit. 
•J. E. Wolff: On the Lower Cambrian age of the Stockbriuge limestone. Bull. of the GeoL Soc. of 

Am., foL II, 1891, pp. 331-338. 'I'. Nelson Dale: On the structure and age of the Stockhrirlge limestone 
in t!Je Vermont valley. Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., YoL 111, 1892, p. 514. 

•Billings. Paleozoic fossils. p. 99, tlg. ~7. Jan., 1862. 
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Just west ofTaplins pond there is more than one-fourth mile square 
covered with grea,t fragments or bowlders of limestone which, judging 
from the absence of limestone outcrops at the north, and from the 
scarcity of limestone bowlders· in the vicinity, probably formed part of 
_!lnderlying or neighboring ledges shattere!l and now covered with 
drift. As the Taplins pond limestone outcrop strikes aml dips in the 
s~me direction as the· rock of the ridge north of it, and the strikes 
are parallel with the Kinderhook valley, and as there are indications 
about Garfield of the anticlinal structure of this valley, tne Taplins 
pond limestone area has been represented ou the map as possibly 
continuous with that of the Berlin-Stephentown valley. 

The limestone outcrops of the main valley stop on the north at Ber
lin, but as the valley beyond this is covered with drift the limestone 
may extend farther, uut is certainly cut off by schist a mile south of 
South Petersburg. 

'l'HE BERKSHIRE SCHIST. 

Lying conformably upon the Stockbridge limestone, but varying 
much petrographically, is the Berkshire schist (Sb), entirely of Silurian 
age. On East and Potter mountains, and throughout the greater part 
of the western arm of the Taconic range, it ifl generally greenish or gray
ish, often has a fine micaceous aspect, is saponaceous to the touch, and 
in some ·vlaces contains cubes of pyrite. This rock often rUJ.l.S into or 
is interberlded with a purplish schist of similar character. Both are 
often traversed by veins of milky quartz and chlorite, and the quartz is 
occasionally crystallized, which is very rarely the case on the Grey lock 
mass. 1 

The following description embodies the results of 1\'Ir. Wolff's micro
scopic study of nine typical specimens of the greenish and gray schists 

I Geologists have probably often observed in the schist hill" of Berkshire aU<l Rensselaer countie•. as 
well as elMewherc, the peculiar cellular structure whwh (1uartz vein matter som etimcs a:u~nmes, often 
resembling that of tabulat,e corals. (Sr.e Pl. U.) In some places these "cells" are filled with a brown 
earthy mineral. In McMaster hollow, on tho west side of tho T:.vmnic rangc1 small masses ot' sid~rite 
(ferrous carbonate) occur in tho q nartz veius 1 partially decompo~c(l to fL brownish cart,hy mineral and 
traversed hy a, network of minute quartz laminfe, aml also in &mall colmnuar masses alternating with 
quartz. Mr. \Voltfexrunine(llougitndinal aml vertical !3ections of the cellular quartz with the brown 
earthy tnineral and found that the columns or irregular cylinders of quartz are homogeneous masses, 
crystallograpbically a. nuit, but that they show ev-idence-; of crushing or 8training, and the brown min
eral he determined as limonite. From these <lata aml other fieltl oh"ervatious it seems probable that this 
cellular vein matter is forme<l in the following way: 

A. The cleavage foliat.ion of the schist is traversed by joints or fh;sures, due to contraction or tlexure 
and stretching. 

B. These openings are fillet! hy segregation with quartz and Ki<lerite which have crystallizeu in 
fibrous or columnar forms across the fh;sures. 

U. A. further com pressure or stretching of the schist has strained the quartz columns and ruptured 
the sideritecolumns, thus permitting further mfiltration of quartz, forming tabnlm across the columns. 

D. The siderite is altered to limonite (FeUO, to HoFe.09). 

E. The limonite is dissoh~etl and re1noved, leaving the quartz columns and the cylindrical cavitf'es 
crosseu by quartz tahulm in the plaee>i of the siderite columns. (See 1'1. U.) In some cases these 
c~Uular quartz veins occur in the stratification planes, and sometimes the quartz columns are curved . 

• 
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taken from different pomts on East mountain and on the Taco me range_ 
between Petersburg and Hancock: 

Punmpally mtellaemg fibers of muscovite and chlonte, generally w1th small 
quartz gnms between their meshes, and anunmense number of mmute rutile (T101 ) 

neellles, sometmiCs plates of ottrehte; magnetite often decomposed to hmomte; 
some touunalme. ' 

A purplish schist (phyllite) hke that of the Taconic range, but 
taken from the west Side of the Berlin valley about 1 mile southwest 
of Berlin ;village, is-

Composed of httle flakes of muscovite and chlonte, with fibrous sericitic structure 
mhght and tlaik lmnrls, the latter due to large amounts of black or browmsh black 
substance m little specks or masses, non (perhaps manganese) ore, whiCh are nnn
gled with the miCa There are occaswnal large plates of chlorite and small grams 
of quartz and fclllspar. 

In the deep cut between East and Potter mountains the muscovite 
and chlorite schist is "filled With porphyritic crystals of albite m 
smgle twins of round shape, around which the mm;covite bends, and 
rutile fills the feldspar m wavmg bands." 1 

At the north end of East mountain some small layers Ill the schist 
"contain clastic grains of quartz, which show Signs of great pressure." 

Sunilarly, in a very quartzose coarse schist-from tlie east foot of the 
Tacomc range, about 2 nules north of llancock village, "the meshes of 
muscovite and chlorite embrace masses of aggregate quartz, whwh are 
elongated in the directwn parallel to the fibers and seem to have been 
completely recrystallized." 

Ten miles south-southwest of Hancock, on the New York lme (loc. 
324, map), on the southwest spur of Peny peak, these muscovite, 
chlonte, and quartz schists of the Taconic range, phcated and inclined 
90°, are interbedded with several strata, one of them 10 feet thwk, ot 
a coarse gnt, with blue qnartz pebblt->s about one-tenth of an inch in 
diameter. 

The pebbles ai e prellommatmgly quartz, lm t ~oome, plagwclase anll orthoclase feld
spar. The cement is a fme-gramed aggiegate of quartz and feldspar grams With 
little Hakes of muscovite, quartz, and chloiite The rock has been greatly crushed 
or stretcl1ed, and all these large grams show the effects by breakmg up around their 
horder into a mosaiC of cornmmuted material, besides showing evidence through 
then mass of mtense strain. A huge part, or the larger' part, of the cement has thug 
been denvell from the crushmg of the pebbles. The muscovite and chlorite I~ 
chemically formed. 'fhere aw detrital fragments of tourmalme nml a little calcite 
m the cement 

Small clastic feldspar and quartz grains occur also in the Berkshire 
schist on the west sale of Perry peak near Lebanon Shaker VIllage. 

Here antl there along the western flank and foot of the Taconic range 
these :3chists (Emmons's magne'lian or Talcose slates, Dana's hydio· 
miCa schists) pass imperceptibly mto dark gray slates, phyllites. These 
recur and predominate on the west side of the Berlin-Lebanon valley; 

I See '1' Nelson Dale The Grcylock flynchnormru Am Geologist, yo! vnr, 1891, p 1 AlbltiC 
achi8\.~ are ven ch.tr . .u~teristiC of tha-1 hm1zon onGreyloLk, hut are far lest~ comn1on on the rulges west 

I 
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and between Stephentown and Lebanon sprmgs the slate IS b~ack, and 
qnarned for roofing Snmlar slates were foqnerly quarried near 
Hoosick Corners (loc. 1), and contain Hudson RIVer graptolites, 
D1plograptus 811nple.x: described by l\1ather, Emmons, and Hall, 1843-
1847, and recently reexanuned by Walcott. 1 

A spemmen of tl1c typical dark-gray phyllite, with cleavage at nght 
angles to the schistosity, from the west Side of the valley near North 
Stephentown, IS composed 
of hght and dark banded l<~yers-the light layeu; are compor,ed of httlc pl.:ttes of 
llln&covite (senctte), arrangefl parallel, mclosmg m the meshe& quartz aml feldspar 
gums-which are part angular, rounded, or ll'Ie~ulally bouJHled by the llliCa; httle 
needles of rutile very abundant The daik layers swarm with these httle needles and 
Irregular little masr,e'l of black opaque non ore. The crumpling With development 
of clea,vage along the a,xes IS conhned to eertam dark layers, stoppmg short at the 
boundary 

The black roofing slate from loc. 340 is composed 
of a network of muscovite aucl chlonte plates arranged parallel to the cleavage, 
with a g1eat amount of black subst<tuce (graphite, uon ore) m httle clots or maRses. 
There ale frequent round or elhptwal areas of chlonte or mnsconte, often quartz. 
All these materlllls arranged parallel to cleavage. No trace of strattficatwn 

The to]J of Sugarloaf hill, 2 miles southwest of South Petersburg, 
IS a comparatively massive greemsh-gray argillite 
composed of httle rounded grams of quartz and feldspar, part orthoclase, part 
plagioclase, probably detrital The space between them filleLl with mmute plates of 
greemsh illUscovite and chlonte plates, with nnll!eions rutile needles There arc 
large rounded plates of chlonte occurrmg sporadwally, often with lamell..o of mus
coVIte, possibly cletntal The clay cement of this rock IS now crystallized, but 1t 
seems to represent a lower stage of metamorphism thau the Tacomo range schists. 

These variations m the character of the rock can not be said to mark 
different horizons, for they occur irregularly and several of them in like 
proxmuty to the underlymg Stockbridge limestone. 

South of Berlm village there are several lenticular masses of schist 
and phyllite folded in the limestone; one of which is over a mile long. 
Butternut hill, between South Berlm and North Stephentown, IS capped 
by such a ma,ss. 

On the west Side of the Berlm valley the Berkshire schist area in one 
place measures but a few hundred feet m width and m entire thiCkness. 
Alo11g the western margm of the schist area there is an apparent transi
tiOn from the schists to the grits, the unaltered clastic grains becoming 
more and more numerous toward the gnt area; and in places there IS an 
mterbeddmg of schist with fine-grained grits, like that described near 
Perry peak (loc. 324). 

The following spemmens represent this transition: 
From about 1-2- miles northwest of Berlm village: 

Greemsh gray Ilhylhte quartzite (gneiSSOid) Is composed of rounded or 1rregular 
grams of quartz and feldspar, largely plagioclase, ~eparated by comparatively small 

I Am Jour of HC'l III ser, vol xxxv, 1888, p 240 

13 GEOL., pt. 2--20 
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amounts cJf a cement composed of httle platPs of muscovite and chlonte rnlXed with 
httle areas of quartz. There is also quartz forming aggregate lenses parallel to the 
schistosity. · 

In a similar spemmen from Buck rock, 12 miles west of South Berlin, 
the mwaceous element is much les~ promment, and clastic grains of quartz and 
feldspar, here rarer, preserve their general shape. Abundance of calcite m the 
oement. 

A plicated greenish phyllitic graywacke IS from about a mile west 
of Berlin Center, between the-grit and the limestone, and 
contams quartzose anfl micaceous layers, the former an ,tggregate of grams of 
quartz and flakes of muscovite, the latter muscovite and chlonte plates m fibrous 
senmtw mtergrowth. Both mclose laige grams of quartz and feldspar, evidently 
clastic grams. Considerable calcite m the cement 

Near Babcock pond, on the north side of the plateau, Mr. Walcott 
noted a small limestone area. It has grit on its south side, schist on 
the north, and seems to be either a replacement of the upper parp of 
the schist or a protrusion of the underlymg Stockbridge hmestone. 

THE RENSSELAER GRIT. 

From the facts JUSt given and the character of the rocks about to be 
described no absolute petrographical distinctiOn is attached to the 
terms Berkshire schist and Rensselaer grit. 

The upper part of the east side of the plateau, its southeastern, 
western, and northern faces, and Its top, consist of grit or graywacke, 
a llark green, exceedmgly tough, in some places calcareous, generally 
thick-bedded granular rock, in which the quartz grains are apparent 
and, upon closer inspectwn, the feldspar grains. Numerous vems of 
quartz, and sometimes of epidote, traverse it. 1 

This rock is, however, interbedded with strata of purphsh or green
ish slate (phyllite), varying in thickness from a few inches to perhaps 
a hundred feet. A small sectwn, measured south of Bowman pond, m 
Sandlake, shows, begmnmg above, fine grit, 5 feet; slate, 8 inches; 
coarse grit, 15 feet; slate, 1 foot 6 mches; fine grit, 5_ feet; slate, 10 feet. 
About a mile north-northeast of Black pond, in Stephentown, sur
rounded by grrt, is a mass of slate 600 feet m width which belongs 
either to the gnt or the Berkshire schist. There is a considerable area 
of green phyllite at West Stephentown and of the purple northwest of 
Black pond. The thm purple phyllite layers nlong the west edge of 
the plateau, Joe. 202, in Poestenkill, contain mmute branching annehd 
trails or fuemdal impressions. Some dark dull purple slates near 
Quaekenkiii, m Brunswick, used in the manufacture of paint, are made 
up of 
small angular to rounded grains of clastic quartz, very rare ones of feldspar, 
some large chl01ite and mnRcovite plates, some of whwh may be clastic, borne 

' For a very goo<l general descr1ptwn of tho gr>t see , 
Chegter Dewey Am .Juurn of Smcnce, Ser I, Vol n, p 247, 1820 
Amos Eaton Geol an<l Agncultural Survey of nensselaer count~, N Y , p 20-22, 1822. 
Wm \V Mather Geology of New York, II n,.trlCt, 184& Sectwn on Rensselaer county, p. 382-384 
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formed in place. The cement is sericite and chlorite mixed, and a brownish red to 
yellow pigment scattered about in little specks. 

The result of Mr. Wolff's study of slides from typical specimens of 
grit from sixteen localities along the edges and center of the plateau 
in the towns of Berlin, Stephentown, Nassau, Sandlake, Poestenki1l, 
Grafton, and Brunswick, is as follows for the ground mass of the rock: 
· It consists of small fragments 'of quartz, orthoclase, plagioclase, microcline, biotite, 
chloritized biotite, and garnet, tourmaline, zircon (apatite rarely), magnetite, titanite, 
ilmenite, epidote. Also, fine flakes of chorite, muscovite formed all or in larger part 
in situ; in some places secondary quartz sometimes as an enlargement of the detrital 
quartz grains, secondary calcite; epidote in small grains also formed in situ or mixed 
with calcite in small veins (loc. 202) replacing the cement and even par t of the clas
tic grains; epidote also in perfect crystals. 

One of the finest exposures of the grit is on the west side of Little 
Bowman pond, in Sandlake township, loc. 191. An abrupt ledge of 
fine.grained grit 30 to 40 feet high is traversed horizontally by a bed 
of conglomerate 5 to 10 feet thick. At the top of the ledge is another 
like bed 4 inches thick, and at the base still another, partially con. 
cealed by fragments and soil. (See Fig. 20.) 

Fig. 20.-Grit ledge with bed of conglomerate, at Joe. 194, west side of Little Bowman pond, Sand 
lake. Height in view, 25 feet. The mass at the right has broken off along a joint plane and slid 
down. Sketch lookinJ: north. 

Figs. 1-4 on PI. 0 show some hand specimens of this conglomerate. 
The pebbles of irregular outline measure from two-tenths to eight-tenths 
inch in diameter, and consist of white, pinkish, or bluish quartz, reddish 
feldspar, gneiss, slate, and red quartzite, and, as to relative abundance, 
occur in the order named. Polished surfaces of the rock are attractive 
owing to the variety of the colors of the pebbles, contrasting with the 
dark green ground mass. Fig. 21 represents an enlarged section of me
dium grained grit with a few large pebbles from near loc. 249, near Alps 
in Nassau, which M1;. Wolff describes thus: 

The large pebbles are quartz, like vein quartz, orthoclase and microcline feldspar, 
quartzite; the smaller ones of the same minerals with plagioclase feldspars resem
blfng those in eruptive rocks like gabbro or diorite, fragments of epidote, titanite, 
garnet, and also one of a basic dike rock (diabase) now largely chloritized, in which, 
however, the form of the feldspars is still preserved . Also, fragments of magnetite 
or ilmenite. Cement of calcite formed in situ, of greenish chloritic material, with 
considerable epidote in little grains either clastic or formed in situ. 
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. A specimen from the high cliff on the west side of the plateau near. 
Pleasant valley, in .Brunswick, consists 
mainly of quartz and feldspar fragments, the feldspars (orthoclase, microcline, 
and plagioclase) predominating, with detrital chlorite, muscovite, and biotite plates 
of comparatively large size and bent. The detrital quartz grains show enlargement; 
the cement contains smaller clastic quartz and feldspar grains, small plates of green 
chlorite, aggregates of secondary quartz, calcite and epidote grains, the whole ap
parently for:med in place. The large ·amount of feldspar in proportion to the quartz 
and ·the little cement, together with the enlargement of the quartz, give the rock a 
very gneissoid appearance. 

Another specimen from near loc. 40, Slide mountain, at the extreme 
northwest corner of the plateau, is composed of detrital microcline, 
plagioclase, orthoclase, zircon~ quartz, quartzite, and two different 
gneisses. 

Fig. 2l.-Microscopic section of coarse grit from near Alps, in Nassau, Rensselaer co:mty, showing 
pebbles of quartz, orthoclase, microcline, and quartzite. The largest pebble is quartzite. The two 
next largest at upper right hand are vein quartz, enlarged 2 diameters. From a photograph . 

West of Black pond, near the line between Stephentown and Nassau, 
on the Kittles farm, loc. 562, the grit contains several beds of a still 
coarser conglomerate, none of them over 4 . feet thick, two of the 
coarsest only 1 to 2 feet thick. The groundmass does not differ ma
terially from that of the ordinary grit except in being slightly cal
careous. T1te pebbles are quartz, feldspar, quartzite, Alate, limestone, 
and a coarse white calcareous gneiss. (See Fig. 22.) The limestone 
pebbles measure from 2 to 4 inches in diameter, but have mostly been 
dissolved out, giving the rock a spongy appearance. Portions of some 
remain, however, as projecting points in the cavities. Small slate 
pebbles are abt).ndant. Most of the larger pebbles are gneiss and 

·measure 2 to 3 inches in diameter, some even more-one 12 x 8 x 23 
inches. The gneiss and quartzite pebbles are often fissured. 

The following is a resume of the results of Mr. Wolff's study of sec
tions of the pebbles from these conglomerates. 
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List and description of the pebbles of the grit. 

Qzta1'tz: Often bluish, aggregate vein quartz, or homogeneous quartz, pressure
broken before entering into the conglomerate. 

Fel£lspa1': Orthoclase; plagioclase ; microcline. 
Gneiss: Coarse or granite, consisting of quartz, orthoclase and plagioclase, resem

bling a binary granite with predominating plagioclase feldspar. (Bowman poml.) 
Gneiss: Fine grained, indistinctly banded, composed of grains of blue quartz, ortho

clase, plagioclase, microcliue, resembling the pre-Cambrian gneiss of the pebbles of 
the Roosac range Cambrian conglomerate and similar pre-Cambrian gneisses, occur
ring in sitn in the Green Monnta.ins. (Bowman pond and Slide mountain.) 

G·neiss: Granitoid or granite, fine grained, composed of interlocking grains of micro
cline, plagioclase, orthoclase, and quartz, or a granular aggregate of microcline 
crystals, incloEing larger orthoclase and plagioclase crystals and masses of quartz. 
(Black pond.) 

Gneiss: _Granitoid, white, or granite, fine grained, probably of pre-Cambrian origin, 
composed of grains of plagioclase feldspar, which predominates, rare grains of ortho
clase, considerable quartz, rare flakes of a dirty green mineral, probably decomposed 

FIG. 22. -Coarse conglomerat~ with pebbles of limestone, granitoid gneiss, etc., from loc. 562, near 
Black po~d , W. Stephentown. The remnants of six limestone pebbiC'.s, marked L, project from 
their cavities, the rest having been entirely dissolved, out. The smallest pebbles are quartz and 
slltte, the larger granitoi<l gneiss. From a photograph: 

biotite, these minerals in granitic arrangement. Secondary calcite occurs in little 
veinlets and the rock has been exposed to great crushing action, which has faulted 
the feldspars. In one specimen the rock has more quartz and more orthoclase, and 
contains prisms of zircon. This is the character of the white gneiss pebbles at 
loc. 562, near Black pond. The largest pebble found there is composed of crystal
loids of feldspar and irregular ~asses or grains of quartz in granitic structure, the 
feldspar in large part microcline, but some plagioclase and some orthoclase. T!Je 
rock seems to be almost free from mica. Some of the quartz grains are shattered by 
crus!Jing and the feldspars are bent and broken, and secondary calcite has pene-
trated the crack's thus forme(l. . 

Gneiss: Interlocking aggregate of grains of orthoclase, plagioclase, and quartz, with 
muscovite, biotite, and zircon accessories and secondary calcite in the feldspar (Cam
briau or Archrnan) . Slide monntain, northwest corner of plateau. 
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Diabase or gabbro: Largely chloritized, in which the form of t he triclinic feldspar 
is still preserved. Alps in Nassau. 

Phyllite: Fine grained, of a.ugular pieces of detrital quartz and yellow micaceous 
cement, a rock less metamorphic t han those of the Grey lock region or perhaps even 
of the Taconic range. The cemeut of cletrital quartz and feldspar, epidote, chlorite, 
and sericite formed in place. Slide mountain, northwest corner of plateau. 

Phyllite: Light colored; no section; Black pond. 
Phyllite: Black (see description of Grafton specimen below). 
Qua~·tzite: Ordinary white, finer grained than average; no feldspar, but little 

mica. Between loc. 246 and 542. · 
Quartzite: Red, fine grained, with secondary red iron oxide between the grains. 

(Bowman pond.) · · 
Qua~·tzite: Black, a fine grained aggregate of round, interlocking quartz grains 

witlllarge pseudo-porphyritic grains of quartz and orthoclase feldspar and occa
sional small flakes of mica. Resembles some Cambrian quartzite near Pownal, Ver
mont. (North part of plateau.) 

Limestone: " ' hitish, of grains of calcite of various sizes, here and there -small 
grains of quartz and feldspar. (Black pond.) 

About one-half mile northwest of Mud P.Ond in Grafton (loc. 208) is a 
bowlder 5 feet in diameter of a dark gray calcareous grit with conspicu
ous pebbles of a black rock and of quartz and white feldspar. (See 
Fig. 23.) 

Fw. 23.-Hand specimen of conglomerate with pebbles of black slate, quartz, and microcline. From 
the northern part of the Great Plateau. From a photograph. 

The black pebbles are slate containing angular clastic grains of quartz and feld
spar, numerous crystals of magnetite and muscovite or, in one pebble, chlorite. The 
large quartz pebbles are homogeneous quartz from veins, or coarse gneisses or 
granites, the large feldspars micro0line. Itl the small fragments of the groundmass 

.., plagioclase, microcline and quartz are abundant. The rest of the cement is calcite 
with a little sericiiic material, the calcite encroaching upon or partially replacing 
some of the feldspar grains. Clastic grains of epidote, zircon, tourmaline, and 
muscovite here and there. 

Specimens of grit from two places along the eastern and southeastern 
edges of the plateau show the large clastic graius and pebbles, as Mr. 
W olft" states it, "in proeess of absorption into the cement," through 
sericitization. 

A metamorphic eruptive, from loc. 51, uear the north edge, looking 
like a mass of reddish slate with epidote and chlorite, Mr. W olft" de
scribes as-

A dull, )lartly opaque, partly clear material with veins of epidote and rounded 
cavities filled with chlorite; occasional crystals of sanidine. The rock was originally. 
a spherulitic acid volcan ic glass corresponding to the rhyolites or quartz porphyries 
(spherulitic felsite, pitchstone), due to a surface volcanic flo w. 
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This altered spherulitic felsite is brecciated. 
South of Pike hill, near .Alps, Nassau (Cole farm), occur p, few feet of 

limestone (St., N., 15 W., Dip. 300 E.), loc. 249. This is 
in general a quite pure limestone of rounded or oval grains of calcite arrangell par
allel aiHl separated by thin layers of graphite or iron oxide. Only here and there 
little areas contain grains of feldspar mixed with calcite. 

The grit crops out 290 feet north-northeast of this, and about the same 
distance east, and again a short distance west. Fig. 21 is from the 
'range of ledge~ east .. 

.About 22- miles south of loc. 249 is Hoag's Corners, beyond which, 
on the east side of the road, is a north-south hollow with grits on 
both sides, and the grits also recur west of the road, with a west
erly dip. .A little more than a mile south of Hoag's Corners and 
northeast of Tackawasick or Cumming's Pond, in the southern contin
uation of the same hollow, which heretren<ls N. 25° W ., S. 25° E., there 
is (on the farm of Stephen E. Coonradt) an isolated mass of bluish and 
light gray limestone. (See loc. 246, map.) It rises perhaps 80 feet 
above the hollow, strikes N. 20 W., i. e., about with the hollow and with 
the limestone near Pike hill (249), and dips 50°-55° E., measuring 
about 70 feet in thickness with some 20 feet of interbedded greenish 
argillite. Mr. Wolfl'reports this limestone as r.esembling that at loc. 249, 
but with more feldspar, "being composed of grains of crystalline calcite 
with little specks of black iron oxide and numerous clear grains almost all 
feldspar (plagioclase) often containing little particles of calcite." .About 
100 feet from the foot of the limestone knoll on the west side of the 
hollow is an outcrop of grit with much quartz and little feldspar, strik
ing N. 5 E. and dipping 35°-45° E. and the nearest part of the lime
stone dips about the same. .About 800 feet north of the limestone the 
typical grits recur with slaty passages, striking N. 5 E. and dipping 
700 ·E. to 90°. Farther north on the east side of the hollow are 
easterly dipping grits. The nearest outcrop of grit on the ridge east 
of the limestone is about 2- mile NE. and 250 feet above the hollow, 
and strikes N. 15 E., dip 55° E. .About! mile beyond and 100 feet 
higher the grit with like dip contains small beds of conglomerate with 
pebbles of quartzite and gneiss ( ~), 2 inches in diameter. This ridge 
continuous with that east of the limestone at Pike hill (loc. 249), and is 
cut by the Tackawasick creek at Dunham's mills, about lz miles north 
of Coonradt's, where it dips 50°-600 E. The structure as given in Pl. 
xcrx, Sec. G, and continues to the Black river. The ridge between the 
limestone hollow and the highway seems to be a compressed synclinal 
with an anticlinal west of it and another east of it, in the center of which 
is the limestone. The reddish slate layers associated with the grits of 
the synclinal contain thin strata of quartzite with casts of fucoids or an
nelid trails .. In the limestone itself Mr. Foerste found. September 9, 
1890, the following Trenton fossils: Monticnlopora (nuder old interpre
tation Lycoperdon), a Murchisonia, a Calymene, an orthis of 0. plicatella 
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type, and crm01d stems. As there is no sharp diRtmction between the 
fauna of the bmestone:,; of the Trenton and IIudson River periods thi8 
limestone may belong to either. From the probable structural relatwns 
of thelime:,;tone and the gnt both here and at Pike pond (loc. 249), and 
thmr common strike, and agam on the west Side of Rocky hill on the 
east of the plateau, and also at Babcock pond on the north, it appears 
probable that the limestone outcrops of Pike and Tackawasick ponds 
(locs. 249 and 246) are parts of a narrow limestone belt, antwlmal iu 
structure, underlying the grrt and belongmg either to the upper part~ 
of the Stockbridge limestone, and thus of Trenton age, or else belonging 
to the Berkshire schist horizon, and then of Hudson· river age. Mr. 
Kimball finds such thm belts of limestone mtercalated With argrl
laceous shales and contmuous with calcareous grits overlymg conform
ably the Hudson nver shales at Burden, Columbra county.1 Such 
stnps.of limestone also,.ollcnr at several points m the Berkshire Sllhrsts, 
as m the Taconic range west of Prttsfield (loc. 1030), ncar Perry peak 
(loc. 323), near White':,; hrll, west of Prospellt lake in Egremont, Mass., 
and on the ridge west of Alford, all belonging either to the Berkshire 
schist honzon or to the underlymg Stockbridge limestone. 

THE ASHLEY HILL CAJ\IBRIAN LIMESTONE. 

Another limestone belt assocrated wrth gnt:,; and shales occurs 5 
miles SSW. from loc. 246 and due south of Tackawaswk poud at Ashley 
hill, loc. 317, but these belts can not be connected, as they trend differently 
and are separated by masses of grit. Ashley hill is a low hill in the 
northeast corner of Chatham townshrp, Columbra county, about a mile 
north of Rayville or Rider's Mills station, on the Lebanon Sp~ings nul
road, and 2 miles south of Bramard in Nassau.2 The east and west 
sides of the hill consist of grit or quartzite; that on the east mcludes 
some :,;chist or shale. A section of the gnt Mr. W olft' describes as-

A quartz1te wtth occasiOnal feldspar grams, a little miCaceous lement. althongh 
the grains generally mtetloPk: the or1gmal bonn<larJAR of the grams oftPn well 
marked by curveu film~ of nou ox1de. 

Some of th1s 1s calcareouR, bemg Hlent1cal w1th above except that the matenal 
betwceu the quart>~ grams 1s 1n large part calcareous; enlargement of qu.1rtz grams 
by growth of vem quarts; calcite, probably a secondary replacement of part of the 
quartzite cement 

Along the upper and west part of the hill is a belt of limestone 
breccia and conglomerate over 20 feet thick, about 1,500 feet long, strik
ing N. 50 E. to N. 5° W. drppmg 450-55° E. Calcareous quartzite and 
soft shales are in visible coutact with It. The pebbles bemg lnnestone, 
weather easily, whrlc the cement, which is argrllaceous or slaty and in 
places filled with quartz grams, proJects on the surface of the rock. The 

1 Op mt He spe.tk~ of the ' gnt~ rnerg1ng 1nto th1n Ledded hmestone " 
•see Bishop, up Cit, 188& 
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pebbles vary from 1 to 4 inches in diameter; one measured 10 by 3~ by 
3:! inches. The axes and grain of some of the large pebbles lie at right 
angles to each other and the grain of adjoining pebbles is often en
tirely different, but in some places the pebbles are angular and would 
fit into each other and the cement is calcareous. The rock is thus a 
breccia but in places a trne conglomerate, the pebbles of which, lww
ever, have probably travelled no great distance. Many of' the pebbles 
have a pitted surface. 

Fig. 24 represents an enlarged section of portions of several pebbles 
and of the intervening cement. Mr. Wolff~~---------....... 
describes this slide: 

The clear grains are without exception quartz 
in generally homogeneous grains of granitic or 
gneissoid type, i. e., not vein quartz, and of .most 
perfect rounded water-worn shape. Two of the 

. grains are of aggregate quartz in small inter
locking areas, like a very fine-grained quartzite:. 
These grains surrounded by coarsely crystallized 
vein-forme(l cal cite which often shows its forma
tion in situ about the quartz grains by a radical 
or zonal crystallization. The limestone pebbles t:,..;.......;.:;....._ iiliilillllllr.iillliilo-..;......:1 
are entirely distinct from the ·calcite formed in FIG. 24.-Microscopic section of Cam
situ; they are composed of very small, even-sized brian limestone conglomerate from Joe. 
grains of calcite without much else-only here 317, Asbley hill , Chatham, New York, 
and there little clear g-rains occur of the same enlarged 2 diameters, showing portions 

of seveml large.Jimestone pebble~ with 
size, in part feldspar, in part quartz. Where some of the ronnderl quartz grains of 
the large clastic grains come in contact with the the cement pressed into them.. From a 
limestone there is frequently a thin secondary photogrnpii. 
film of limonite between the two; often the round quartz grains fit so snugly 
into the limestone that they give one nbnost the impression of having been pressed 
into it. 

This is an interesting instance of the impression of pebbles by 
pressure and· solution, i. e., by chemical action promoted by pressure, 
as explained by Sorby and Bishop.1 Such impressed limestone pebbles 
in conglomerate are often alluded to in European geological litera
ture.2 Not only does this explain the fitting in of the rounded quartz 
grains into the limestone pebbles at Ashley hill, but the finely pitted 
appearance of the pebbles where the cement has been eroued. 

•H. C. Sorby: Ueber Kafkstein-Geschiebe mit Eindriicken. Nenes Jabrb. f'rl.r Min. , Geol. , etc., 
1863, p. 80. The figure wbich he gives of a microscopic section of the Nagelflue of St. Gallen, in 
Switzerland, would answer to illustrate this A shley hill conglomerate if quartz graius wero substi
t uted for his smaller limestone grains or pebbles. See, also, by same author: Proceedings . Geol. Soc. 
Yorkshire, IV, 458-461, describing an experiment with rock salt. 

G Bischof: Ungleiches Verhalten scbwacb wirkender Auflosunsgsmittel aufKalksteine. Verhand · 
lungen der Niederrhein. Gesellschaft, Ap. 12, 1855. Al'o Neues Jabrb . idr Min. , Geol., etc. , 1855, p. 
838, where he describes the artificial reproduction of such impressions by weighting grains of quartz 
resting on a marble slab and pouring on very dilute acirl. 

•Noeggeratb : Geschiebe mit Eindriicken von solchen in Konglomeraten . Jabrb. d . geol. Reichsan
staU, 1853, pp. 667-680. See, also, Neues Jahrb. fiir Min ., Geol., etc., 1853, p . 797; 1854, p . 836; 1855, 
p. 82; 1856, p . 63; 1857, p. 400; 1858, p . 106 ; 1859, pp. 153, 813; 1861, p. 225. Also J. W . Judd: On 
the evidence afl'orrled by petrographical research of tbe occurrence of chemical cbanges under great 
pressure. Nature, Vol. 42, p. 103, May 29, 1890. Contejean: Sur Ies cailloux lmpressionnes (de Mont
beliarrl). Comptes.ren<lus,Institnt de ]'ranee, JlP. 110, 811, 1890. 
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Mr. Focrste, visiting Ashley hill on September 24, 18901 found S(Jme 
of the limestone pebbles filled with trilobite fragments. He reports: 

The unfo&srlrferous pebhleo were whrte and finer gramed. Those contamrng fosRll 
fragments were darker, grayrsh whrte, ami appeared coarsely crystallrne If broKen 
open, tlns appearanre rs Reen at once to be due to mnumerable fragments of foRslls 
winch he at all angles and appear on weathered surfaces olnefly as cross sectrons, 
mostly 2 to 6 nnlhmeters long and cons1stmg almost entrrely of tulobrte fragments 
They resemhle the gray Olenellus C,1mLuan lnnestone m the eastern part of Troy 

Mr. 'Valcott determmes the trilobite as Olene1lns and finds also 
opercula of the Pteropod, Hyol1thell1ts mica?lN, 13illings,1 and fixes the 
age of the pebbles as Lower Cambrmn, Olenellus fauna. 2 

About a mile south-southwest from loc. 317, bedded limestone crops 
out (loc. 318), striking with the conglomerate hed of Ashley hill, and 
havmg the same quartzite or gnt on the west, hut with red shales 
on the east. I revisited tills locality With .1\'Ir. Walcott m May, 1891, 
when he found m thiR limestone a crustacean, JJiicrodismts conne.vus 
and a bracl1iopod, Limwrsonw, sag'lttalls var. ta~onwa, and thus fixed 
the age of the beds as upper Lower Oambnan, aud to tlns age must 
also be assigned the brecma and conglomerate of ARhley hill, aH there 
is little room for doubtmg their continuity. From recent mvestigations 
already referred to, 3 the Ashley lnll breccia, conglomerate, aud lime
stone thus belongs to the same lwrizon as the lower part of the Stock
bndge limestone. 

Mr. vValcott and myself found bowlders of this Cambrian limestone 
conglomerate near the west foot of the gnt plateau, about 21-mlles north 
of Poestenkill village, and again several miles farther north, m Bruns
wwk, one measuring 1fl by 10 by 6 f~et, indiCatmg other outcrops of 
these Cambrian beds farther north. ' 

The general result of the mvestigatwn of the age of the Asllley hill 
beds may be thtiS expressed: There IS either a fault between the Ashley 
hlll Oambnan beds and the .Berkshire HChist mass of New Lebanon, 
bringing the upper Lower Cambrian to the level of the upper Lower 
Silurmn, or else, as suggested by Mr. Walcott, the Silurian portwn of 
the Stockbridge limestone IS here replaced by schists whrch are ver
tiCally contnmous with the Berkslnre schJSt. In the Tacomc region 
replacement of schist by limestone occurs, as well as tbe reverse. 

The gnt recurs at loc. 315, a mile north of old Chatham, on the rail
road, associated with red and green shales. This gnt correspondH pe~ 
trographically to the typiCal gnt of the plateau and differs from tbat 
of Ashley hill. Mr. Wolff describes It as 
cont.nmng vebhles ot homogeneous quartz, some of agg1egate quartz, large 
J1lagroclaso pehbles tleeoruposed to calcrte, the finer portrou of the rock compogerl 

'See C D Walcott Th~ fauna ot the l-ower Camhrwn or Olenelln• Zone Tenth Ann Rep of 
the U S Geol SurYey, 1888-'~9. p 624, .mn pl 70, :F1g Jo_J, 

21Jather, op eJt, p 406, rega1ded the pebble• of these Columbia county hmestone conglmneratosas 
of Trenton or Calc Iferou, age He de•crJbe-. the < onglomer.lto as 20 to 40 feet tlnck, on.rlaul "Y slate 
and calcareous gnt awl the' ement ,1, •Iaty 

3 See 'Volt! & Dale, op cit, p JOO 
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of fragments of plagioclase, orthoclase, quartz, magnetite, and cement of greenish 
flakes of umscovite and chlorite; microcline absent. 

THE HUDSON RIVER SHALE. 

Along the west foot of the grit plateau in Sandlake, Poestenkill, 
Brunswick, and on the northwest, in Pittstown, is an area of shales 
and slates. The grits terminate more or Jess abruptly with the plateau, 
but the interbedded and underlying purple and green slates continue 
and pass into soft red, green, or gray shales, with occasional small 
layers of quartzite. In Sandlake the change from the plateau to the 
valley may be described as simply a passage from a Jn'eponderance of 
the grits to a preponderance of the interbedded slates and shales. 

Associatell with the red all(l green shales occur here and there black 
shales with Hudson ;River graptolites, or smal1 beds of limeRtone with 
Trenton or Hudson River brachiopods. Thus at 327, a mile north of 
Chatham, on the Lebanon Springs railroad, 011e of Mr. Bishop's locali· 
ties, 1 Mr. Foerste reports finding· "in the limestone, in eon tact witb green 
shales Le]Jtwna sericea, a fragment of a strophomenoid shell, crinoid 
stems, a Murchisonia and Pleurotomaria, a pygidium of a trilobite, and 
the other fossils mentioned by Bishop." In the Black Rock cut, loe. 339, 
a mile farther north, the black ferruginous limestone and shale con
tains Hwlson River graptolites. At the north end of the cut these 
shales pass into red and green shales. The association of such shales 
with the typical grit a few miles farther nortb, loc. 315, was alluded to 
on page 314. Again, at loc. 27, about 2 miles northwest of Pittstown 
Corners, Mr. Walcott found Hudson River graptolites in black shales 
adjoining the red shales. In passing around the north end of the 
plateau, from Hoosick Corners through Potter l1ill and Boynton ville to 
Pittstown Corners, or from Hoosick Falls to the graptolite locality (loc. 
27), the gradual transition from the schists and slates of Hoosick to the 
shales of the Hudson valley can be observed. The. Hudson river age 
of the Hoosick slates has long been known (see loc.l and 303), and the 
transition from the Taconic schists to the black slate is pointed out, 
on p. 304. For these reasons the Hudson river shales and the Berk
shire schist are regarded as equivalent terms, but rep_resenting masses 
under different degrees of metamorphism which at certain points pass 
into each other. 

At loc. 213, about 1~ miles north-northeast of Poestenkill villagP, 
a small brook rising along the foot of the plateau cuts the r~ddish 
aud greenish shales, flowing for a distance northerly along the strike, 
(dip [)5° E.). The shales contain many small beds of quartzite, 1 to 3 
inches thick, composed of "an even-grained intcrloeking aggregate 
of quartz and feldspar grains (se<:)ondary enlargement of quartz), 
detrital grains of zircon, magnetite, with a little chlorite and calcite 
formed in situ." The under sides of these quartzite layers bear nu-

'Bishop, op. cit., ~886 . 

• 
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merous reliefs of trails or fucoids, varying from :l- inch to 3 inches in 
thickness, sometimes 2 feet long, often branching or with enlarged ex
tremities. Some are simple spherical uodnles.I The smaiier of these 
objects, as well as the rock itself, is identical with those adjoining the 
Trenton or Hudson river fossiliferous limestone near Tackawasick 
pond, loc. 246 (see page 311). But as such fossils are not exclusively 
characteristic of any one period of the PaleozoiC, they are not further 
described here.2 

AREAL GEOLOGY-Rli;SUME. 

The region covered by this paper includes thus a very irregular rami
fying area of the Stockbridge limestone, generally occupying the valley 
floors in the Berkshire hill country and the adjoining strip of New York 
state. Intermingled with this is an equally complex area of the Berk
shire schists (phyllite and muscovite chlorite schiRt) forming the 
Taconic range, East and Potter mountains, and the west side of the Ber
lin-Lebanon valley and the greater part of Hoosick and Petersburg. 

vVest of this lies the somewhat quadrangular area of the Rensselaer 
grit covering about 175 square miles, forming the plateau country. 
It is noticeable that the grit area comes very near the Stockbridge 
limestone area at several points. Such irregular areal relations point 
to unconformity. Finally the Hudson river shales border the grit 
plateau on the west in the Hndson valley, and on the north merge into 
the Berkshire schist, with which they are approximately synchronous. 
In Columbia county, however, Lower Cambrian limestones are brought, 
possibly by faulting, to the level of a masR of schists on the east 
which is continuous with the Berkshire schiHt, if not belonging to it. 

STRUCTURAL AND HISTORICAL GEOLOGY. 

EAST AND POTTER ft!OUNTAINS. 

These mountains form a connecting link between the Greylock mass 
and the Taconic range proper. The open synclinal structure of East 
mountain has been showu.3 No cross section of the Potter mountain 
mass was attempted. The easterly dip of its western side is well marked 
at several points, and there is clearly an overturn near the limestone 
along its eastern foot, but the central crest is evidently much com
pressed and very complex. There are northwest to southeast strikes 

I Sec J. W. Dawson on burrow• or tracks of invertebrate ammals m Paleozoic rocks and other 
markings. Quarterly Journ. Geol. Rue., vol. XLVI, No. 184, Nov., 1890, p. 595. 

•Mr. Foerste, after revisiting the locality With me, su!!gests "that as these fossils occur us relwfs on 
the underside of the quartzite layers the ,wtna!Impressions belong to the surface of the shale layer 
just beneath, which, however, have been effaced by cleavage. If the ImpressiOns "ere of vegetable 
orig-In there must have been an IID]IrcC3SIOn In the santl layer, now c]nartz1te, antl the east could only 
be formed by the deray of the vegetable matenal and Jlllmg m by sandy materutl. It is evident that 
the layers arc not overtmned, because the casts would otherwise be on the upper •urface of the 
quartzite layers " 

'See Dale: The Areal and Strnctttral Geology of Mount Gre)lock, section Lin Monograph xxnr, 
U.S. Geol. Survey, abstract of same m Amerwan GeologiSt, July, 1891, entitled the Gre; luck synclino
rium. 

,. 
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and northerly pitches of 30° near the ~,;ummits north and south of the 
Pittsfieltl Hancock stag·e road. The East mountain synclinal must 
continue through the Potter mountain mass, which probably also in
cludes another if not several synclinals, compressed and possibly over
turned. 

THE TACONIC SYNCLINORilTM. 

The principal structural features of the rest of the tract are shown in 
the general section, Pl. XCVIII, extending from the west foot of the Grey
lock schist mass (Deer hill) 18 miles to Poestenkill,NewYork, to which 
has been added, for convenience of reference, a copy of Greylock sec
tion I, of which this section is in fact but the continuation. Both sec
tions together measure 23-k miles. Minor structural features are shown 
in the six subsections across the Berlin-Lebanon and Kinuerhook val
leys, Pl. XCIX. "The observations upon which the general section is 
based will now be briefly given. 

'['he presence of a very fine and always easterly dipping cleavage 
throughout the fine grained schists of this the northern and western 
arm of the Taconic range obscures its real structure, and accounts for 
its having been regarded by Emmons as dipping under the limestone 
on its east side and therefore of different age from the schists of Mount 
Greylock (the eastern arm of the Taconic range) and therefore called 
"Second Magnesian slate."t But Eaton's section of 1822 shows the 
easterly cleavage distinctly. The Professors Rogers in 1841 earnestly 
contended that these schist masses represented numerous closely folded 
inclined anticlinal and synclinal axes.2 After a careful stuuy of tl1e 
greater part of the schist areas of Berkshire county, the first mference 
one would draw from the uniform easterly dip on the Taconic range 
would be that it consisted of one or several compressed and westerly 
overturned folds; but there are indications that the dip is not uniformly 
east. Thus in a small brook near anu north of Hancock village (loc. 
926) the schist has three foliations: I. Striking N. 250 to 400 E., dipping 
40o to 550 SE. II. Stnking N. 25° E., dipping 70° ESE. III. Striking 
N. 350 to 40° E., dipJJing nearly 0°. Of these II is close-joint cleavage, 
and one of the others stratification, and the other Ausweichungs-clivage. 3 

At a point about 12- miles west of South Williamstown, in the first 
hollow north of Mill's hollow and about 1,000 feet west of the lime· 
stone-schist boundary, the easterly cleavage foliation of the schist is 
crossed by plicated stratification foliation dipping low west or oo. 

Near the road angle about 1~ miles southeast of the top of Berlin 
mountain close to the limestone-schist boundary, the limestone dips at 
low angle west or 0°, and 50 feet vertically above this the schist has a 

• See Gcol 2d Didtrict, p 145, Sec 46. 
2 0p. cit 
• As to what the si~rns of stratification are m the Tanomc schtsts, see Grey lock report and abstract 

<>f same, cited on p 314. Ausweicbungs-clivago corresponds to shp cleavage, but is more accurate 
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minutely plicated horizontal stratification foliation. Again about a 
mile we8t of this point, i. e., about halfway up Berlin mountain, while 
the schist has a well marked cleavage dip of35° E. without a trace of 
any other foliation, Mr. Wolff finds that under the microscope this east
erly foliation is crossed "nearly at right angles by a minor fibrous struc
ture caused by fibers of muscovite, generally in clear rectangular form, 
which cut across the other fibers," which is very probably a remnant of 
a westerly dipping stratification-foliation. 

1\fr. W. H. Hobbs found (in 1887) farther north, about 1!1; miles west 
of Williamstown, on the south side ofBnxton brook, wcleavage-foliation 
dipping about 20° E. across a perfectly distinct, somewhat coarsely 
plicated, stratification foliation dipping west at a high angle. He also 
reports high westerly di})S at two points about 12- and 2 miles south 
of this locality. From these indications the Stockbridge limestone is 
regarded as passing under the eastern foot of the Taconic range with a 
low west dip or horizontally. 

On the west flank of Berlin mountain east of Barber and McMaster 
hollows the stratification undoubtedly dips 350 to 45° E., but just west 
of this-north and south of section-there are indications of westerly 
stratification dip. Thus, in a steep ravine about 2 miles east of 
South Berlin traces of a plicated stratification dip W. or SW. across 
the easterly cleavage. Near the end of McMaster hollow about 3 miles 
east of Berlin village three foliations occur: I. Strike N. 30 to 30° E., 
dip 40o E. II. Strike E. to W., dip S. III. Dip NW. or N. 

Of these I and II are cleavage, while III is stratification. On the 
vVilliamstown-Berlin road, about lit miles west of the New York-Massa
chusetts line, there are indications of horizontal or gently undulating 
stratification. 

Mr. Hobbs in 1887 found high west and high east dips forming a 
small anticline at a point but little north of the north limit of the Berlin 
sheet and about lit miles east of South Petersburg, which locality 
would be about in the line of the strike of the two localities just de
scribed. 

These facts taken together indicate the probable presence of at least 
one anticlinal axis rmming through the middle of the Taconic mass. 

Farther west fl,bont a mile east of the Berlin valley is an undoubted 
anticline overturned to the west as shown by the narrow strip of lime
stone with well observed contacts and easterly dips on eitber side. 
This limestone strip is continuous with the large area of Stockbriilge 
limestone, which along the west foot of the range, between Stephentown 
and North Stephentown, occurs in frequent contact with and dips east 
under the Taconic schists. Furthermore this limestone strip strikes 
with an anticlinal axis, of which Mr. Hobbs found traces in the town
ship of Petersburg, almost 2 miles west of the New York line along the 
boundary between "school districts" 4 and 5. 

Therefore it is not pressing the facts too Htr to assume that at least 
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two anticlinal axes traverse this arm of the Taconic range, as shown 
in the general section. The relations of the limestone of the Berlin 
valley to the Taconic schists on the east have never presented any 
difficulty, as their contact a·Hl easterly dip can be easily observed both 
at Berlin and farther south, as stated above. 

'l'HE BERLIN-LEBANON ANTICLINAL VALLEY. 

The somewhat complex relations of the Stockbridge limestone of this 
valley to the rocks on the west are ·shown in the six subsections. The 
observed dips are separa.tely indicated. A. section cml.strncted through 
the steep slate mass on the west side of the valley a half mile north 
of South Berlin, i.e., between subsections A and. B, would. show north
west dips on the east flank of that mass, followed west by southeast 
dips, and east dips on both sides.------------=,..-----,---, 
of the narrow limestone anticline 
on the east flank of the Taconic 
range. The eastern half of the 
western slate mass would be an 
open syncline, and the valley at 
this point would correspond to a 
normal anticline. The subsec
tion and map show the apparent 
thinning out of the "Berkshire 
schists" on t.he west. side of the 
valley, and the apparently con
formable deposition of the grits 
upon them, and the more or less -
complex anticlinal structure of 
the Berlin-I~ebanon valley. 

The slates at the quarry be
tween Stephentown and Lebanon E::=::==g~=::_~~..:::::::::...~ 
Springs (loc. 240 and subsection · 
E , w ·d · t' . FIG. 25.-Nenrly horizontal cleavage-foliation in mica 

), auOI an lUtereS lUg exam- schist now in vertical fol<ls. Clarendon, Vermont. 
ple of typical slaty cleavage in Fromaphotograph. Thehammerhandleis30inches 

distinction from slip e.leavage, long (sec 1'· 320>· 
which is the prevalent form of cleavage in the 'raconic schists. The 
rock bas been deseribed on page 305 as a blaek roofing slate in which 
the axes of the particles have aU assumed the direction of the cleav
age. The stratification, iudicatetl by {joarsely undulating bands on the 
weathered surfaee, strikes N. 10° E. and dips in minor folds goo, or hig·h 
west. (See Pl. 01.) This is crosse(} by two cleavage foliations: I. Strike 
N., dip 70 to 10° E., dominant, quarrymen's "Water-Cleavage." II. 
Strike N., dip 6° to 5° E., obscure, quarrymen's "Cleavage." 

The latter only is utilized in preparing slates for market. There are 
three systems of joints: I. Strike N. 100 W., dip goo. II. Strike N. 45° 

, E., dip 90o. III. Strike N. 100 E., dip 30o E. 
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Veins of quartz mixed with calcite and containing pyrite occur in 
some of the joint planes. 

Assuming from Sorby's, 'l;yndall's, and Daubree's experiments that 
slaty cleavage results from pressure in a direction generally at a con
siderable angle to the cleavage plane, it is noticeable that the cleavage
foliation here, while preserving its normal parallelism to the axial 
planes of the folds, crosses the folds in a nearly horizontal direction. 
This, unless in exceptional circumstapces, would imply that it was pro
duced either by the weight of an overlying mass, now eroded, or else, 
and that more probably, by lateral compression producing highly in-

FIG. 26.-Slate slab from the Lebanon Springs quarry, with stratification faulted on the cleavage face, 
along joint planes, .and also on the joint face (right-han<! side), along the cleavage plane. Slab 
nearly horizontal when in situ. From a photograph. 

clined or vertical cleavage during or immediately after the formation of 
the folds and before they were forced into their present vertical posi
tion. A clear caRe of this occurs in Clarendon, Vermont, and is here 
quite pertinent. (See Fig. 25.) Strata of Cambrian quartzite and 
mica schist stand erect. The quartzite is in folds about 8 feet across 
with minor plications 2 feet across, while the adjoining schist is minutely 
plicated and traversed with a cleavage foliation dipping 100. This 
cleavage was evidently formed before the erection of the mass.1 

Fig. 26 represents a large slab from the Lebanon quarry, horizontal 
when in situ, showing fau!ting along the joints of System II, causing 

•See George F. Becker: Finite homogenous strain, flow and rupture of rocks, Bull. Geol. Society 
of A.merica, Vol. 4, pp. 13-90, 1893; the gist of which seems to he that the direction of the force which 
produced the cleavage forms an angle of about 450 with the cleavage plane. 



PLATE C. 

DESCRIPTION. 

FIGS. 1~1. Pohshed specimens of conglomerate from the Rensselaer Gnt at loc. 191, 
Little Bowman pond, Sandlake, Rensselaer county, New York. Nat ural s1ze. 

FIG.l. The reddish-brown pebble is quartzite; the largest and the upper central oue 
are gneiss. The cream-colored one and the minute red ones are feldspar; 
the rest, quartz. 

FIG. 2. The large, purplish pebble is quartz; the large one at nghtis gnmss; the red
tlish brown, feldspar. 

FIG. 3. 'L'he rectangular crcam·colorcd and the redd1sh brown are feldspar; the green
ish one is gneiss; the purplish, quartz. A quartz vein at upper left side. 

FIG. 4. The upper left and lower left are quartz; the other large ones are gneiss. 
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displacement in the stratification bands. The right side of the slab, a~ 
well as some of the strata in Pl. cr, show another faulting of the 
bands along the dominant cleavage system l,l All the phenomena at 
the Lebanon Springs quarry, taken together, indicate extreme pressure 
operating in several directions and quite possih!Y at different times, 
and probably also the rupture of the anticlinal of the valley.2 

About a mile north of Berlin village, on the east side of the valley, at 
a small waterfall, quartz veins in coarse plications traverse with a wesl
erly dip· the usual easterly dipping cleavage or stratification, or both, 
which prevail along the east side of that valley. (See Fig. 27.) Al
though the evidence is not perfect, yet it seems probable that these 
quartz veins fill cavities formed by the opening and flexure of joints, 
in consequence of pressure operating on the beds subsequent to the 
contraction or stretching which produced the joints. 

FIG. 27.-Phyllite ledge (Berkshire schist) near Berlin, New York, west foot of Taconic range, with 
a foliation dipping 45°-50° east, crosse<l by' another, plicated in places and filled with quartz, 
dipping 350-45° west. 

As the undoubted instance of plicated cleavage recently found at 
West Rutland, Vermont, in the same range stands in logical connec
tion with this possible plication of joints, it is here described in full,3 
It occur~ west of the marble quarries, at the foot of the Taconic range 
in the Berkshire schist formation-here a very pale greenish sericitic 
schist. The exposures are on the south sides of vertical east to west 
joint faces. The direction of the. stratification is determined by certain 

I Compare an article: A. Faulted Slate, by J. J . Harris Teall, Geol. Mag., N. S., Dec. 111, vol. I , p. 1. 
London, January; 1884. 

'For the recent literature of cleavage, see Report on Mount Grey lock, cit. p. 316. For a discussion 
on the causes of slaty-cleavage, by Alfred Harkey and 0. Fisher, see Geol. Mag., Decade III, vol. u, 
1885, pp. 15, 174, 246. Also George F. Becker, op. cit. For slaty-cleavage in the Appalachians gener
ally, see Henry D. Rogers, on General Phenomena of slaty-cleavage in the Appalachians, etc., Geol. 
of Penna., vol. II, part II, New York, 1868, p. 902; and on the Near Approach to Horizontality in 
slaty-cleavage, ibid., vol. I, p. 247. For this and other cases of slaty-clea.vage in Pennsylvania, sec 
R. H. Sanders, The Slate Region, Lehigh and Northampton, Second Geol. Survey of Penna., Harris· 
burg, Pa., 1883, D. 3, vol. I, p . 95, Pl. I, and pp. 119, 121, 127. Prof. Rogers (op. cit.) describes, vol. 
II, p. 903, Fig. 715, "A. fan-like arrangement of cleavage at an anticlinal axis," which might be 
ilxplained, as the Lebanon locality has been, by supposing vertical cleavage, to have been produced 
before the formation of the anticlinal; for a horizontal bed with vertical cleavage would, if flexed 
into an anticlinal, have its clea,Tage in fan-like arrangement. 

3Brietly deseribed by the writer in American Journ. of Science, III ser., vol. XLIII, 1892, p. 317. 

13 GEOL., pt. 2-- 21 
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beds of calcareous schist or impure limestone 1 to 4 inches thick, which 
have a horizontal or low westerly dip. (See Figs. 28, 29~) 

FIG. 28.-South side of a ledge of sericite schist (Berkshire schist) at West Uutland, Vermont, show 
ing n early horizontal beds of calcareous •chist, crosse<l by oue cleavage· foliation dipping 30° east, 
and another about soo east. The hammer handle is 30 inches long. From a photograph. 

FIG. 29.-South side of a ledge of sericite 
schist (Berkshire schist) at West Rut. 
land, Vermont, showing a coarsely 
plicated bed of calcareous schist dip· 
ping west, crossed by a cleavage folia
tion dipping 30° east. The area is 40 
inches square. From a photograph. 

]i)G. 30.-South side of a ledge .of sericite schist (Berkshire. 
schist) at West Rutland, Vermont, showing a finely 
plicated stratification-foliation dipping west, crossed by 
two cleavage-foliations. I, dipping low east, and ll, 
high east. The area is 32 x 40 inches. The picture is. 
tilted, changing the angles. From a photograph. 

Crossing these with au easterly dip of 30° is the dominant cleavage 
foliation of the Taconic region in Vermont and Massachusetts. Her&. 
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and there are indications of a secondary cleavage foliation dipping 
about soo east. (Fig. 28.) In one part of the ledge there is a finely 
plicated foliation parallel to the calcareous beds (see Fig. 30), and 

· here again the secondary cleavage-foliation, II, appears. In portions 
of the ledge cleavage-foliation I undulates in gentle folds, about 1 inch 
in diameter, across the calcareous beds. (Fig. 31.) 

FrG. 31.-South side of a ledge of •ericite schist (Berkshire schist) at West Rutland, Vermont, showing 
undulations in cleavage-foliation I . crossing an undulating bed of calcareous schist. The :-~rea 
i~ abont 20 inches square. From a photograp·h. 

A microscopic section of one of the sharper folds shows the relations 
of the two plicated foliations. (Fig. 32.) 

FIG. 32.-Microscopic section of specimen from ledge in Fig. 31, showing the folding of both stratifi .. 
cation and cleavage foliations. Area, :ill\, inch square. From a photograph. 

A part of the same section still more enlarged (Fig. 33) shows that 
this cleavage is Ausweichungs-clivage, and that in places it has exceed-
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ingly minute plications. 1 The prominence of the cleavage planes in 
both Figs. 32 and 33 is partly due to the infiltration of ferruginous 
matter. Between 40 and 50 cleavage planes of each set are visible in 
hand specimens. The steps in the process of the formation of the rock 
structure at West Rutland seem to have been: First, plication of the 
beds; second, resultant cleavage-foliation I ( Ausweichungs-clivage); 
third, plication of cleavage-foliation I by pressure in the direction of the 
cleavage dip; fourth, resultant cleavage-foliation II (Ausweichungs
clivage) passing into close-joint cleavage. 

FrG. 33.-Part of section' of sericite schist in Fig. 31 under greater enlargement . .A.rea, r!3 inch 
square, showing minute plications in cleavage.foliation I . From a photograph. 

THE GRIT SYNCLINORIAL PLATEAU. 

There is a gradual bending around of the strike of the grit along 
the east and southeast edges of the mass from north-south to north- · 
east-southwest and to east-west, and the underlying Berkshire schists 
follow in close parallelism. A corr(lsponding bend and parallelism 
occur at the northwest edge of the plateau. Between Boyntonville 
and Potter hill, at the north, the schists have a southerly pitch of 3oo. 
These facts and those shown on the subsections indicate the apparent 
structural relations between the grits (Srg), schists (Sb), and lime
stone (CSs). 

About 2 miles west of the east edge and near the line .of the general 
section the dip changes to east, and this recurs in the Black River valley 
2 miles south of the German church, and also north of Dyking pond, 
and again at several points in Stephentown. A syncliual, therefore, 

1 See H. Rensch, B~mmelfj>en og Kommqm med omgivelser, p.196, Kristiania, 1888. Also: A. Baltzer. 
Der mechanische Contact You Gneiss uud Kalk im Berner·Oberland. Pl. xm, Fig. 11. .Beitrage 
zur geologischell Karte der Schweiz. Vol. xx, Bern., 1880. 
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occurs a little west of the east edge of the plateau, and this seems to 
continue northward into the schists and slates between Potter bill and 
the Hoosic river. In the bill south of Grafton center, loc. 207, is an 
anticline1 and at least one anticline occurs also in the slates and 
slla.les between Pittstown Corners and Hoosick Falls. Therefore at 
least one anticline probably runs through the center of the plateau. 

Outcrops on the plateau are generally confined to the hilltops or · 
edges; great areas are covered with swamps, and the ponds are numer
ous. As far as the region could be explored, nothing but grit and its 
interbedded slate and one eruptive were found. 1 The grit itself is usually 
so massive and traversed by so many sets of planes that its stratifica
tion can only be determined where it incloses small beds of shale or slate. 
Sometimes this slate has a cleavage distinet from any in the inclosiug 
grit. At one locality only (Joe. 191, Bowman pond) were horizontal strata 

FIG. 34 .. -.A.nticline of grit and slate cut by the Poestenkill at Ba.rberville, west edge of plateau, 
Poestenkill township. Photograph taken looking south. The hammer handle is 30 inches long. 

found, but others probably exist. It is quite probable that several gentle 
folds occur between the central anticline and the west edge. In the 
southwest corner conflicting pressures have operated, for near Black 
pond the strike is N. 50 W .-N.15o E., dip 200-350 E.; but nearTaplins 
pond it is N. 400-700 E., dip 500-70° N., while between the two the 
strike is N . 250-600 W., and dip 40o-7oo NE. At the northeast end 
there are also abrupt changes in the strike. 

I Bowlders are enormously abundant on the plateau, and these almost all g rit, indJcating a large 
amount of erosion in the northern part. The bowlders are so numerous that some of tlle roads, 
although nearly level, are well·nigh impassable. Tbe brook befla are full of them. Stone walls 10 
feet thick, of bowlders coll~cteli to clear the land, are frequent. 

.. 
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The structure of the west edge of the plateau, as shown iu the gen
eral section, was taken from between Barberville and Poestenkill, at 
the falls and in the gorge of t he .Poestenkill, and on Snake hill, loc. 
202. The river at Barberville flows south for a space along the west 
side of a small anticline of grit and purple slate, and then making a 
sudden easterly turn, cuts tbrough the top of the anticline (Fig. 34), 
flows into the adjoinin g syncline and . then plunges down some 70 feet, 
cutting off the east flank of a low anticline, the layers of which dip 
at a small angle east. (See Figs. 35, 36.) The stream then makes a turn 
to the west and for over half a mile flows in a gorge at the bottom 
of a deep incision across the folds of the western edge of the plateau, 

FIG. 35.--Tbe bead of Poestenkill gorge, from the east, showing the easterly dipping grit strata of 
the east side of second anticline along t he west edge of the plateau, cut by the Poestenkill. From a 
photograph. 

forming a sort of gateway, with S11ake hill on the south and a corre
sponding mass on the north, through whi.ch passes off a large part of 
the drainage of the plateau. .A somewhat similar cut in the west edge 
occurs at Pleasant Valley, East Brunswick, but the stream, Quackenkill, 
before breaking through the edge runs south for over 2 miles, possi
bly taking advantage of a ruptured anticline. A. bout 1,000 feet west of 
Poestenkill falls the grits and slates dip 15° E . and then 700 to 750 W., 
forming another anticline, which is closely followed by a sharp syn
cline, possibly accompanied by some faulting. (See Fig. 37.) Low east
erly dips continue along the river to a point about half a mile west of 
Snake hill. On Snake hill the grits a11d purple slates strike N. 150 E. and 
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dip 40° to 50° E., corresponding to the west. side of one of the synclines 
in the gorge. The structure of the west edge of the plateau consists 
therefore plainly of at least two synclines and two anticlines, i. e., of 
several folds. Such folds have also been shown to exist east of Tack
awasick pond (Pl. xmx, G), and the topography about Quackeukill 
points to a like structure. 

FIG. 36.- Sect.ion through the anticlines at Poestenkill falls. Height between water levels, about 100 
feet. 

The general structure of the plateau consists therefore of a well 
marked syncline along its east side, a compound syncline along its 
west side, and certainly one and probably several folds in the interven
ing area. It is a synclinorium from 6 to 9 miles wide and about 20 
miles lon g, mainly of hard dense rocks with softer rocks underlying it 
·on all sides. This synclinal structure is apparent in its narrower south
west portion. If the fault shown to be possible south of the plateau, 
p. 314, continues along the foot of its west side it is not great enough to 
bring up anything older than the Berkshire schist into contact with 
the grit. A longitudinal section through the plateau from the NNW. 
to theSSE. would ~lso show a trough structure. See map. There is 

Fw. 37.-Syncline in Poestenkill gorge. Length , J50feet . 

an exceptional E.-W. hollow about 2 miles south of the extreme north 
end of the plateau corresponding nearly to some of the strikes. On the 
south side of this hollow, between Babcock pond and Kautsville, loc. 
51, in contact with southerly dipping schists, occurs the eruptive rock 
described by Mr. Wolfl'as "a surface volcanic flow." This may indicate 
an E.-W.line of fracture and explain the origin of this peculiar hollow. 
The area covered by this eruptive is about 500 feet square. 

THE H UDSON VALLEY. 

Even if a fault, obscured by the similarity of the shtlles to the slates 
interbedded with the grit, separates the shales from the grits, the former 
are still in about their normal inclination, nor, as appears from Mr. 
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Foerste'i> interesting inferCilCC from the Poestenkill fossils (p. 31G, foot
note) do they form part of an overturned fold. They dip east as do the 
nearest outcropping grits east of them, although at a different angle. 

1-'HICKN:J,;i:l:::! OF THE FORl\1ATIONS. 

The maximum thickness of the Stockbridge limestone about Mount 
Greylock was estimated at 1,400 feet, 1 and in the Vermont valley as 
about the same, the minimum being 1,000.2• The sections across the 
Berlin-Lebanon valley indicate an exposed thickuess of from 400 to 1,200 
feet. The conspicuous limestone knoll northeast of Stephentown in the 
valley is an open syncline, probably c~mtinuing southwai'dR, indicating 
the probably complex nature of the anticline of the valley between 
Stephentown and Lebauon. The limestone may therefore not measure 
any more there than it doei:l further north, i. e., 1,200 feet. 

The Berkshire schist on the Taconic range would measure about 
2,000 feet if there be not over two anticlinal axei>. This does not exceed 
the maximum figure for Mount Greylock, but liberal deductions are to 
be made for minute plication, "stauung-" However, 2,000 feet is the 
thickness ascribed to the Hudson river rocks near Q"uebec,3 and 1\'Ir. 
Kimball's measurements of the Hudson river beds near Borden in 
Columbia county, give a total of 1,285 fe~t.4 On the west side of the 
Berlin valley the thickness of the schists runs down to 400 and possibly 
even to 200 feet. (See the general section and subsections .A and B.f 
This may be accounted for by regarding the grits as having replaced 
the greater part of the Berkshire schist or else by supposing the schists 
to have been eroded before the deposition of the grits. There is no 
stratigraphical evidence of unconformity between them. The uncon
formity may have been obscured by a later orogenic movement. 

The Rensselaer grits cau not be accurately measured, owing to 
the uncertainty as to the number of folds in the central part of the 
plateau, bnt there seem to be about 2,000 feet exposed along the south
east edge (see subsection F). West of Black Brook valley there are 
about 1,400 feet (see Sec. G, Pl. xCix), and a mile farther northwest of 
Black pond there are at least 1,200 feet exposed . 

.As the area of the Hudson river shales was only partially studied 
no estimates of their thickness were obtained. 

'FIRE CONGLOMEl~A1.'ES. 

Before giving all the foregoing results in tabular form a discussion 
of the conglomerates is iu place, as it will bring out the general sigmfi
cance of these results. The .Ashley hill Cambrian conglomerate is not 
considered here. 

1 See Grey lock report, referre<i to un p 3!6, footnote 3. 
JSee .A..ge aiHl stnwture of t-;tookbr1dge limestone in Vermont valley 
•J D Dana, Manna! of Geology, a<i e<itt p 196. 
4 Op. Cit. 
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The pebbles of the conglomerate in the grit include three groups of 
rocks: (1) Gneisses or granites; (2) slates (phyllites), quartzites, lime
stones; (3) diabase or gabbro. Mr. Wolff distinguishes among the 
gneisses two chief varieties (seep. 309): A fine grainC(l bmu1ecl gn~iss 
(of blue quartz, orthoclase, plagioclase, and microcliue) resembling the 
pre-Cambrian gneiss of the Hoos~ic mountain Cambrian conglomerates 
and similar nre-Cambtian gneisses occurring in situ in the Green moun
tains, and a wh·ite granitoicl gneiss (of quartz, plagioclase, orthoclase, in 
some specimens also rnicrocfinc, with or without biotite), probably like
wise of pre-Cambrian age. The former is from Little Bowman pond, 
the latter from Black pond 6 miles farther south. The feldspar and 
quartz pebbles of Bowman pond he reganls as also derived from pre
c~~mbrian gneisses or granites and the small fragmeJoJ.tS of tonrmaline 
and garnets from crystalline schists. 

The slates of the pebbles may be of Cambrian or Hudson River age, 
the limestone from the Stockbridge or Hudson River limestone, i. e., 
Cambrian or Lower Silurian, and the quartzite most probably from the 
Cambrian. 

The general inference,_therefore, from the pebbles is that the beds in 
which they occur were unconformably related to certain pre-Cambrian 
gneisses and certain slates, limestones, and quartzites of Cambrian or 
Lower Silurian age. · 

The nearest pre-Cambrian masses exposed at preselft are-that west 
of Lake George, 35 to 40 miles north; that in northwest Connecticut, 
trending with the highlands/ 35 to 40 miles south; that just north of 
Mount Greylock, in Clarksburg, 22! miles N. 50° W. from the coarser 
conglomerate at Black pond (loc. 562) anu ::!0 miles N. 65 vV. from the finer 
at Bowman pond (loc.Hll); and finally that on the Hoosac range, about 21 
miles east. The Adirondack pre-Cambrian lies 150 miles NNW. Prof. 
Raphael Pumpelly has shown that before the deposition of the Cambrian 
the pre-Cambi-ian granitoid gneisses of Clarkslmrg, and probably those 
of Hoosae mountain, had probably been for a long time subjected to 
atmospheric influences, and that during a portion, at least, of the Cam
brian period they were above water. 2 These conglomerates of the 
grit show that there must have been soon after Hudson River times 
(i. e., after the close of the Lower Silurian) not only pre-Cambrian, but 
Cambrian, if not Lower Silurian, rocks above w~ter not very far from 
the Rensselaer plateau.3 In other words, that :;;ome member of the Silu
rian is here unconformably related to the pre-Cambrian, the Cambrian, 
and possibly some of the strata of the Lower Silurian. The uncon
formity between the grit and the underlying Silurian beds was, in the 

'Mr. J.P. Kimball, op. cit., referring to the low proportion of alumina in contrast to the large pro
port,on of magnesia in his analyses of the iron ores of the Hudson Ri-..cr beds at Burden in Columbia 
county, calls attention to the "<letrital derivation of the earthy admixtures from basic, notably horn-
blendic rocks, as prevailing in the Archean highlanr1s." -

2 R. Pumpelly. The Relation of secular rock dtsintegration to certam transitional crystalline schists • 
.Bull. of the Geol. Soc. of Am., Yol. n, pp. 209-225, Rochester, N cw York, Feb., 18)1. 

•The size of one of the gneiss pebbles at Black pond, 12 by 8 hy 3 inches. is noticeable in this con
nection. 

.. 
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vicinity of the plateau, so slig·ht as to leave no strat,igraphical evidence 
of itselt~ exeept that afforded by the pebt>les. 

Such relations between members of the Siluro-Cambrian series have 
been shown to exist at ·no very great distance; thws R. W. Ells de
scribes a conglomerate of Calciferous age near Quebec, with pebbles and 
bowlders containing fossils of Potsdam age.' Sir V\r m. Logan found an 
interruption in the succession of the deposits between th(] base of the 
Trenton and the Potsdam, the Calciferous bei11g absent, at St. Ambroise 
55 miles northwest of Montrea1,2 Mr. C. D. Walcott finds a similar in
terruption or uneonforrnity by nondeposition between the Potsdam and 
Chazy, the Calciferous being absent, east of the Ad1roudacks.3 1\Jr. 
S. W. Ford described near Troy a limestone conglomerate much resem
bling that of Ashley hill, interbedded with eveubedded limestone, with 
Lower Potsdam fossils both in the pebbles of the couglomerate aud the 
bedded limestone, indicatmg, as notieed by Mr. Walcott, " a subjec
tion of the limestone to wave action after consolidation" during the 
Potsdam or toward its close.~ The Ashley hill Cambrian limestone 
conglomerate and breccia (see p. 312) point to a similar event during 
Lower Cambrian time. 

All these facts indicate oscillations in the level of the coast hue 
dnring Cambrian and Lower Silnrian timeR in eastem New York and 
the Pmvince of Qneben. It is possible that the frequent alternation of 
coarse arenaceous deposits and couglomerates with fine argillaceous 
sediment>;, which made the grits and slates of the Reitsse1aer plateau, 
may also be rlue to sueh oscillations of level. 

Mather regarded the grit of RenRselaer connty as the equivalent of 
the Shrtwangunk grit of the Sha_wangunk mountains in southern New 
York and held it as conformable to the Iludson R1ver slate.5 Hall con
sidered the Oneida conglomerate aud the Shawangunk grit identical 
and as resting conformably upon the rocks of the Hndson River group. 
He described the formation as extending from the Shawangunk 
mountains iuto the Blue or Kitti~tiny mountains of New Jersey, a11d 
thence through Pennsylvania and we~;t Maryland mto Virginia, aud as 
forming distinct topographical f~atures.6 

The facts here aclduced show that the Renr-;selaer grit occupies the 

1 R W Ells, Ill Second Report on tlw Geology of a Puthon of the Provllwe of QuebPe Geo] and 
Nat, H1st Rmvey of Canada, Annual Report, new scr., voL rn, part Ill MontrPal, 1889, pp 81K, 
l20K 'I'hlh ouservatwn corroborated by C D Walcott m Review of Ells's Report on the Geology of 
a Portion of the ProYince of Quebec Am .• Tour, ot Sm , 3d Aer , voL xxxtx, p. 111 February, 1890. 
See also R \V Elle m Trans Rov Soc Can , Se<' IV 1891, p 105 

:.wm. Logan Geo1 Survey of Canatla Report of ProgTCBS. .Montreal, 186:-:, p. 395. 
•c D. Waleott. Classihcatwn ot the Cambrian sy"tcm of North Arner1ca Awer Jour, of So1, 

3d Mer , VOl XXXII, p. 145, 1886, 
4 S \V Ford· Note' on the Pnmordml Rocks of Troy, N Y. Amer Jonr of Sci, 3d. ser, vol II, 

p 32, 1871 ' 

C D. Walcott Second ContributiOn to the Studw• on the Camunan Fauna" ot North America Bnll, 
U S Geol Survey No ao, PI' 26-27, 1886. 

•op cit., pp 368, 382, 384 The pebbles of the Shawangunk me mo"tly quartz azHI the formation IS 
not half a.H t.hick as the Renstw1aer gnt 

•Paleontology of New York, vol. II, p 1, 1832 
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same stratigTapltical position as these grits and conglomerates and 
therefore belongR to the same age. Its continuation into westem Ver
mont will be considered in the Appendix. 

The pebbles of the conglomerate of the grit of the Rensselaer plateau 
indicate that these grits belong to a. period of real unconformity, and 
not to one of unbroken transition from the eonditions of the Lower 
Silurian to those of the Upper Silurian, such ·as Logan describes at 
An ticosti.1 

1 Geol. Survey ol Canada. Heport of Pr<>I,>Tess, p. 298, 1863. 
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GENERAL OBSERY ATIONS • 

.A comparison of the foregomg table with the general sectwn and 
the append&d Greylock section makes the general results clear, and 
also suggests the followmg observatwns: 

(1) The absence of the Bellows-pipe limestone and Greylock schist 
horizons west of the Greylock mass is very noticeable. It may be 
accounted for by supposmg greater sedimentation- and greater subsi
dence m the Greylock area, which, as will be seen from the geology of 
the Greylock sheet, seems to have corresponded to a bay between and 
close to the Clarksburg and Hoosac masses. 

(2) There IS a decrease in the number of closed and overturned folds 
west of the Greylock mass. This would be expected in proportion to 
the increase in distance from the resisting crystalline core of the 
Green Mountain range. 

(3) There is au mcrease in coarse clastic grains in going west from 
the pre-Cambrian mass and also a decrease m metamorphism. Thus 
small clastic grains occur on EaHt mountain, larger ones near Perry 
peak and along the eastern edge of the plateau, but the coarsest ones 
occur near the western edge of the plateau (loc.191 and 562). .Agam, 
the Stockbridge limestone IS more crystallme and micaceous along the 
east foot of Greylock than in any of the valleys west. The schists of 
the Tacomc range pass mto phyllites at the Berlin valley. Secondary 
albite, so abundant in the Berkshire schists of Greylock, occurs only 
here and there on East mountain and but very rarely, if ever, on the 
west arm of the Tacomc range, and not at all on the plateau. 

On page 310, specimens are described by Mr. Wolff from the grit in 
whwh "the pebbles are m pi·ocess of absorption into the cement." 1 It 
is, therefore, possible that the general absence of clastiC grains on the 
Tacomc range (except that noted near Perry peak) and on Mount 
Greylock is due to such metamorphic changes and not to the greater 
fineness of the original sediments m those masses. .As to the large 
albite feldspars f~rmed m situ in the "Berkshire schist~:~" and "Grey
lock schists," Mr. Wolff states that "he has long suspected that they 
may have formed in the place of old detrital feldspars, probably larger, 
whwh have m part been absorbed m the miCa of the rock and part 
remade mto albite." 1 

Instead of the clastic grains increasing in size in the Berkshire 
schist as we approach the pre-Uambnan crystalline mass, they de
crease. This, then, can be accounte•l for mther by supposing, as 
explamed above, an mcrease of metamorphism toward that mass or 
else by supposing strong westerly, northerly, or southerly currents in 
the Silurmn seas or the presence m Lower Stlunan time of some now 
concealed pre-Cambuan land mass farther west than any now known. 

vVhatever may have been the facts as to the sediments, It is evident 
'Sec J E Wolft Metamorphism of clastic fehl,par m conglommate "Lh1st Bull Museum of Com

paratlve Zool , Cambndge, .M.ts' , Vol XVI, No 10, 1891 
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that the beds were subjected to great compression near the pre-Cam
brian mass, and that there also metamorphic processes were more 
powerful. But it is not supposed that conglomerate:,; with Cambrian 
quartzite pebbles, like those of Bowman or Black ponds, occurred in 
the schists of Mount Grey lock or of the. 'raconic range, as _it would 
involve the unconformity of these masses to the Cambrian, of whil\h 
there is no evidence. 

(4) 'rhe general section and the subs~ctions show why the Berkshire 
schist and the Rensselaer grit might be regarded as synchronous; 
but the indications of unconformity afforded by the areal relations of 
the grit to the Stockbridge limestone and the evidence of the un
conformity of portio:rrs of the grit mass to Uambrian, if not to Lower 
Silurian rocks, shown by its pebbles, determine them as unconformable 
deposits. Therefore the grit is considered as representing something 
more recent than the Hudson River period, i. e., the Oneida conglome-
rate, the base of the Upper Silurian. · 

The close uf the Lower Silurian period was followed by a great 
orogenic movement which corrugated the Berkshire schist and the 
underlying formations and exposed them to erosion. A subsequent 
submergence, accompanied perhaps with minor oscillations of level, 
caused the deposition. of the Rensselaer grit and conglomera.te and the 
interbedded argillite. A second orogenic · movement occurred in 
Upper Silurian time, folding the grits and the underlying series, 
obscuring traces of the previous unconformity, and ra,i:,;ing the grits 
above.sea level. Dynamo-metamorphism accompanied both of these 
movements, particularly the first, and then especi.ally in the vicinity 
of the pre-Cambrian core of the Green mountain range. The eruption 
of the felsite in the northern }lart of the plateau occurred during the 
second movement. The oscillations of level which mark this region 
began to manifest them:,;elves slightly in Cambrian time, as is shown 
by the Cambrian limestone conglomerates. 

The views of Mather and Rogers, announced in 1841-'42, 1 both as to 
the structure and age of the rocks of the Taconic range, the Ber~shire 
schist, are substantially verified; and Mather's italicized statement, 
"that the Taconic rocb; are the same in age as those of the Champlain 
division (Hudson river), but modified by metamol'phic agency," 2 meets 
with confirmation at the bands of modern petrography, paleontology, 
and structural geology; and so do Mather's and Hall's views a:,; to 
tlte age of the grit. 

GEOLOGICAL AND TOPOGRAPHICAL. 

((~) A comparison of the topography of the Berlin and Troy sheets 
with the geology of the special map, herewith, and general section shows 
that the Taconic ranges are parallel with more or less complex schist 

•Op. cit. 
2 Geology, first tlistrict New York, 1843, p. 

• 

• 
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synclines, and the valleys with limest6ne anticlines of like structure. 
A ~>ystem ofE.-W. valleys across the foldR of the Taconic range, more 
dominant on its weste1·n and longer side, as they are, also, on the 
west side of Grey lock, imply a vast a,mount of erosion and of time. As 
their course is opposite to ,the general direction of glacial movement, 
they can therefore owe little to its action. They are of vast antiquity. 

(b) The grit plateau owes its general form 11ot only to the massive 
character of itR rock and the softness of the underlying rock, as is fre
quently the ease with table lands, but·aiso to its synclinoria! structure 
and its NNvY-SSE trough structure. As most of the rocks of the 
plateau a,re much harder than those of the Taconic range, the E.-vV. 
valley of the Pocstmikill and the deep incisiom; in the western edge, 
through which both the PoeRtenkill and the Quackenkill flow, must 
represent more powerful or longer acting erosive agencies than inci
sions of the same size in the Taconie range. The linnt of the Poesten
kill incision and the inconsiderable stream which now flows through 
it m summer are shown in Fig. 35. 

Have we in the nearly level surface of the grit plateau a base level 
of erosion dating far back to some post-Silurian time, as Davis makes 
out for portions of western New Jersey? 1 

The eastern, southern, northern, and the greater part of the western 
limits of the grit masR follow the topography closely. 

As the upthrow produced by such a fault, as might be inferred from 
the relations of the Ashley hill Cambrian beds to the Berkshire schist 
on the east, would aftect not the plateau, but the valley, such a fault 
would not account for the steep west edge of the plateau. This must 
be due either to a fault with an upthrow on the east or to the erosion 
of the west edge of the synclinorium, or to both, and perhaps in part, 
alsn, to the local character of the coarse sedimentation. 

(c) The difterence in erodibility, and therefore in topography and in 
agricultural value, between the plateau and the Hudson and Berlin 
valleys seems to be due to this difference in the sediments, the coarse 
clasti.c grains diminishing and the fine argillaceous material increasing 
in the valleys. 

The three topographical belts described at the beginning correspond 
as follows: The Berkshire Hill country to the Berkshire schist and the 
Stockbridge limestone, the Rens;;elaer plateau to the Rensselaer grit: 
the Hudson valley mainly to the Hudson river shales. 

'W M. Dans: The geolog1eal dates of ougm of certain il:>pograplue forms ou the .Atlantic •lope 
of the Umteu States. Bull. Gcol. &oc . .Am., vol 2, p. 541, 1891. 

• 



APPENDIX. 

ON 'l'HE CON'l'INU.A.'l'ION OF 'l'HE RENSSELAER GRIT IN VERMONT. 

Tl1e abrupt termination of the grit of the Rensselaer plateau both 
on the north and south, and the presence there, instead, of the Berk
&hire schists and phyllites, are striking. This may be explained either 
by supposing a discontinuity in the deposition of the grit or their ero
sion from a very large area. The first of these hypotheses finds some 
confirmation from observations in Vermont. 

The geologists of the Vermont survey• allude brifltly to the peculiar 
form of Bird mountain (alt., 2,500 feet) in the Taconic range in the 
southwest part of Castleton, Vermont, ~d to its tough quartz con-

-:.·· 

FIG. 38.-Binl mountain, in Castleton, Vermont, looking along the strike, northeast, showing the 
northwesterly dipping grit strata on a vertical joint face. From a photograph and sketch. 

glomerate which on their map and section they place in the "Talcoid 
schists," the Berkshire schists of this paper. This mountain w"as vis
ited in September, 1891. Fig. 38 represents its outline as seen along 
the strike. 

It belongs to a subordinate line of hill s of the Taconic range and 
parallel to it, lying west of the mass which forms the west side of the 
West Rutland valley. From this mass it is separated by high va1leys 
running both north and south from the Castleton river valley. This line 
of conglomerate hills is broken first, by the Castleton river cut, and 

1Geol. Rept. of Vermont, vol. II, p. 888, ancl sec. vl. pl. Xvl, 1861. 
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second, about 3 miles south, by a shallower cut. Bird mountain is the 
portion between these two cuts. On its south side it presents (see Fig. 
38) vertical joint faces striking N. 60° W., but the conglomerate recurs 
both in the cut on that side and on the next summit south. The rock 
resembles the Rensselaer grit in its greenish color and calcareousness, 
and in the presence of pebbles of quartz, bluish and pinkish, and of 
limestone, but differs from it in the absence of feldspar pebbles, the 
presence in places of pebbles of a limonitic rock and the "predominance 
of green chloritic mica in the cement." Fig. 39 represents an enlarged 
microscopic section of a typical specimen of -this conglomerate. 

FIG. 39.-Microscopic section of Bird mountain conglomerate, Castleton, Vermont. The pebbles are 
quartz. Enlarged 2! diameters. From a photograph. 

Mr. Wolff's description of slides follows: 
The large quartz pebbles often show signs of great compression; their outline is 

often ragged by encroachment of the cement. Part of this quartz is derived from 
veins, the major part is in single uniform grains and probably in part from gran
ite or gneiss. 

The limestone pebbles are granular calcite surrounded by secondary calcite with a 
columnar crystallization. The dark pebbles are a dark brown limonitic mass in
closing flakes of IJlUScovite ;nd chlorite. One slide contained a large clastic grain 
of tourmaline, another a pebble of quartzite with calcite cement. The cement con
sists of chlorite flakes, muscovite (sericite) quartz, partly secondary, calcite in grains 
and vein-like masses with a columnar crystallization, some grains of pyrite, mag
netite and titanite. Small areas of limonite in the rock inclosing grains of quartz 
may be fragments or representlimonitization of the cement. Other areas lookmg like 
pebbles are composed of massive chlorite and little grains of quartz, but they run off 
in stringers into the cement, therefore may not be pebbles. 

The strike of the grit is N. 450 to 60o E.; dip, 25o to 6oo NW.1 Dark 
gray and greenish slates occur along the west foot of the mountain, 
and the regular Taconic slates and schists (Sb) form the masses east 
of it. There is little doubt that the Bird mountain grit and conglomer
ate occupies the same stratigraphical relations ·to the schists of the 
Taconic range east of it as the Rensselaer grit does to those of the same 

'A quarry has been opened in the grit on the east side of the mountain. The stone is used for 
monuments but called u granite." 
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range in Massachusetts and New York. It indicates also a like uncon
formity to pre-Cambrian granites and gneisses and Cambrian or Lower 
Silurian limestone. 

In the expectation of again finding the conglomerate, an excursion 
was made from Danby Corners in theTinmouth valley across the en
tire Taconic range mass, which here :measures 7 to 8 miles in width, to 
Pond mountain near Lake A.ustin in Wells, which lies about 10 miles 
south-southeast of Bird mountainJ but only the schists and slates of th~ 
Berkshire schist horizon were found. 

Pond mountain consists of greenish phyllites, striking N. 450 E.; 
dip. 400 to 500 SE., and fornis part of a line of hills presenting an abrupt 
face to the west and thus resembling the west face of the Rensselaer 
plateau. (See Fig. 40.) Mr. Wolff describes a slide of the Pond moun- · 
tains phyllite as consisting of muscovite, chlorite and quartz with 
abundant rutile needles, occasional small grains of feldspar and the 

FIG. 40.-The ·western edge of the Taconic range in Wells, Vermont, from a point near the eastern 
shore of Lake Austin (St. Catherine) looking south·southwest. The high mass on the left, Pond 
mountain, consists of easterly dipping slates : From a photograph. 

usual cleavage phenomena, all so characteristic of the phyllites of the 
Berkshire schists of the Taconic range. 

Although in the Vermont report these slates are called "Georgia 
slates," they are described as interstratified on the east with the "Tal
coid schists" (Berkshire schists) to which they probably belong, the 
difference being merely due to a slight decrease of metamorphism. 

Prof. C. B. A.dams's1 view, that this line of hills and ponds extending 
from Sudbury to Wells, 25 miles, was due to a line of fracture, not 
great enough to bring up any of the underlying formations, is well 
worthy of consideration.1 (See pages 314, 336.) 

A. mile or two east of this line of hills and cliffs is another row of 
conspicuous hills-Moosehorn in Wells, and Bald Hill, Haystack, and 

1C. B. Adams: Third Ann. Rept. on the Geol. of the State of Vermont. Burlington, Vt., 18!7, p.l2 
"The line of ponds which extends from the south part of Sudbury through Wells, was found to 

occupy the place of a lonl!: fraeture and uplift of the slate formation, the mural face of which, fronting 
to the west, is found on the eastern margins of the ponds, and with scarcely an interruption for the 
whole distance. It is worthy of notice that notwithstanding the magnitude of this fracture and up. 
lift, no other formation is thrown up to view." 
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Indian hill in Pawlet, all consisting of green phyllite, much like that 
of Pond mountain, 1 and dark-purplish phyllite, like that described ou 
page 306, and also used for paint. Haystack mountain, Fig. 41, deserves 
notice. 

Seen from the southwest, in the line of the strike, it presents abrupt 
cliffs, several hundred feet in height, formed by vertical joints striking 
N. 450 to 500 W. The stratification, striking N. 50° E., of this end 
.ofMoosehead and probably of this ""If hole line of hills is about hori
zontal, but in small plications crossed by a cleavage-foliation (A."'uswei
chungs-clivage) dipping 600 to the eastward; and it is to this steep cleav
age and to the vertical northwest to southeast joints that the mass owes 

FJG. 41.-The southwest side of Haystack mountain in Pawlet., Vermont, seen along the strike. 
From a photograph. Structural diagram fur the mass. 

its chief outlines (see structural diagram, Fig 41) and not, as might be 
expected,. to a sharp, closely-folded syncline. 

These observations in western Vermont, taken together with the 
abrupt northern and southern terminations of the Rensselaer plateau 
in eastern New York, and the frequent interbedding of the grit and 
slate on that plateau, point to the intermittent character of the sedi
ments which produced the Oneida conglomerate in those regions, and 
indicate that some of the schists and slates forming the western part 
of the mass of the Taconic range may possibly take the place of the 
grits and conglomerates, and have suffered greater erosion. 

NEWPORT, R.I., Febrttary 4, 1892. 
--------------------·---------------

I Mr. Wolif d~scribes a sli<le from Haystack mountain: "An aggregate of interlocking quart z with 
some plagioclase feldspar grains, greenish muscovite, and a nearly equal amount of chlorite flakes. 
Uutile needles swarm; au oocasional grain of apatite and crystal prism of tour!naline." 
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THE AMERICAN TERTIARY AP.HIDJE. 

BY SAMUEL H. SCUDDER. 

INTRODUCT.ION. 

Of all insects large enough to be readily seen with the unaided eye, 
plant-lice, from the deJicate gauzy texture of their wings and the soft
ness of their bodies, would seem least adaptable to preservation in the 
rocks. Yet that they are by no means infrequent therein will appear 
from the fact that from a single locality, Florissant, Colorado, I have 
seen no less than a hundred and seven specimens, which leave not the 
least doubt that they belong in this group; and they have been found 
at two other localities in America (Green River, Wyoming, and Ques
nel, British Columbia), and in Europe they are reported from Aix and 
Amberieux in France, Oeningen in Baden, and Radoboj in Croatia, as 
well as from the Baltic amber. From the last source eleven nominal 
species are recorded, but only two are qf perfect-winged insects; 
1\fenge's collection of amber insects contained, in 1856, fifty-six speci
mens, but their preservationin this gum is not in any way so remarka
ble as their occurrence in rock strata. They have been found even in 
l\fesozoic rocks, for in Brodie's work on the Insects of the secondary 
rocks of EnglaiHl two wingless creatures from the Wealden are 
figured (pl. 2, figs. 9,10), each of which Westwood thought "possibly 
an Aphis," a conclusion that is probable, since another specimen (pl. 
4, fig. 3) is recorded from the Purbecks of the Vale of Wardour with 
the characteristic venation of the wings. 

In the Tertiary deposits of Europe, including t}1e amber, there have 
been found in all nineteen nominal species, of which nine are based on 
the winged forms, nine on the wingless, and one on a gall character
istic of Pemphigus. Except this last all the species have been referred 
either to Aphis or to Lachnus, both of the sub-family Aphidinre, having 
two branches to the cubital vein. In America, only a single immature 
plant-louse has been found fossil, all the others being winged and be-

. longing to thirty-two species, divided into fifteen genera, of which 
eleven fall into the Aphidime; the remaining four, with only five of the 
thirty-two species, into the Schizoncurinre, which have but a single 
branch to the cubital vein. The necessity for so considerable a nnm-
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ber of genera to express the features of their relationship is due to 
the extraordinary variation i1i tl1e neuration of their wings, which is 
strikingly greater than among living forms in either of these sub
families. 

But there is another feature in the neuration which is more surpris
ing and more interesting than this, for it is one which is characteristic 
of all our American Tertiary plant-lice, and in which they differ, as a 
whole, from our modern types. This feature is the great length and 
slenderness of the stigmatic cell, due to the removal of the base of 
the stigmatic vein to the middle (or anterior to the middle, sometimes 
even to the base) of the long and slender stigma, and its slight curva
ture. It is a fact of particular interest in this connection that in the 
only wing we know from the MeMzoic rocks, already alluded to, precisely 
this feature occurs, as illustrated in Brodie's work (see his pl. 4, fig. 
3). The cubital space, too, is largely coriaceous, so that the postcostal 
vein may be considered as exceedingly .broad and merging eventually, 
without the intervening lack of opacity, into the stigmaproper. As 
a general rule, the wings are also very long and narrow and the legs 
exceedingly long. In all these characteristics the .American fossil 
plant-lice appear as a rule to differ from the wii1ged forms so far de
scribed from the European Tertiaries with the single exception of the 
species figured by Berendt from amber under the name of Aph-is tra,ns
parens, which shows precisely the same characters as ours as far as 
the length of the stigmatic cell is concemed, which is about two-fifths 
the length of the wing. The species . is indeed an Anconatus, differ
ing from ours principally in the nearer clustering of the oblique and 
cubital veins at their bases. It will be interesting to know whether 
the other species from the Baltic, hardly described by Menge, presents 
the same characteristics, which, it should be added, prevents placing 
our American Tertiary plant-lice in any of the existing genera. 

The only other European plant-lice which have the nenration of the 
wings fairly preserved come from Radoboj and Oeninge11, horizons of a 
later period than either that of the Baltitl amber or probably that of our 
own western deposits from which plant-lice have been recovered. An· 
these spemes, five or six in number, have a short stigmatic cell as in 
modern Aphididre, so that the grounds for separating them from modern 
genera are in so far reduced, and I have made no attempt to discover 
their precise affinities in that direction. Bnt a comparison with the 
genera founded on the forms discovered in our own rocks shows that, 
were the stigmMie cell long enough (which it is not), Heer's Aphis p{~lles
eens from Radoboj would fall in SbenaphiA in the vicinity. of S. lass{t, 
his Laehnus peetorosus from Radoboj in the same genus in the vicinity 
of S. quesneli, and his Aphis morloti from Radoboj in Siphonophoroides; 
possibly his Aphis macrostyla from Radoboj would then fall in Cata
neura, but of the others the representation of the 11euration is too im-
perfect to justify any conclusion. · 

•' 

• 
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In the following list of the American species, I have revised the 
several tables for the determination of the genera and species pub
lished when most of the species were first described, changed some
what their order within the genera,. and in one instance transferred a 
species to a different genus from that in which it was first placed 
through oversight of a part of its structure. Figures of such species 
as have not been illustrated before are given in the plates, to which 
have been added others, where the fore wing of each known species is 
figured upon an identical scale, reversed when ·necessary to represent 
all of them as left wings, and where necessary, with the outline of the 
wing and the completion of neuration filled out with conjectural dotted 
lines. In this way their study is rendered simpler and their diversity 
made more apparent. 

All the drawings for the illustrations in this paper are by J. Henry 
Blake. 

LIST OF AMERICAN FOSSIL PLANT-LICE. 

All the genera and species entered in this list are described in full in 
my Tertiary Insects of North America (Vol. xnr of the Reports ·of the 
Hayden Survey, Vol. II of my Fossil Insects of North America), as 
recorded below, but references are also given to all other places where 
they are described or figured . 

.. 
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TABLE OF 1'HE GENERA OF APHIDIH)...E. 

A1• Cubital vein twice forked ...................... ---- ...... -------- .... Aphidinre. 
b 1• Cubital vein a!'ising at less than half the distance from the first obhque to the 

stigmatic vein. 
c'. Stigmatic vein arismg midway between the first and second forks of the 

cubital vein or distmctly nearer the second fork. 
d 1• Origm of the stigmatic vem midway between the first and second fork~ of 

the cubital vein. 
e1• Apex of first discordal cell about three times as broad as its base. 

Cataneura. 
e2 • Apex of first discoidal cell about six trmes as broad as its base. 

Archilachnus. 
d2• Origin of the stigmatic vein scarcely or not before that of the second fork 

of the cubital vein. 
e1• Base of second obhque vein several times nearer the first obhque than 

the cubital vein ............................................. Gerancun. 
e2• llase of second oblique vein midway or nearly midway between the first 

oblique and the cubital vein ................................ Sbenaphis. 
c2• The stigmatic vein arising opposite the first fork of the cubital vein or dis

tmctly nearer it than the second. 
d 1• First cubital branch nearly or quite four times as long as the basal stem 

of the cubital vein ....................................... A.phantaphis. 
d•. First cubital branch at most three times as long as the basal stem of the 

cubital vein. 
e1• First obhque vein parting from the mam vein at an angle of less than 

550 .................................... __ ............ Siphonophorotdes. 
e2, First oblique vein parting from the main vein at an angle of more than 

70° .......................................................... Lithaphis. 
b •. Cubital vein arising at about half or more than half the distance from the first 

oblique vein to the stigmatic vein. · 
e 1, Main veins arising at nearly equal uistances apart ............... Tepltraphis. 
c•. Main veins arising at distinctly unequal uistances apart. 

d'. Second oblique vein at base rarely so much as twwe as near the first oh
lique as the cnbrtal vein; at least a thircl of the neuration in the basal 
half of the wing ............................ ------ ...... .... Aphidopsis. 

d9, Seconu oblique vein at base four or almost four times as near the first 
oblique as the cubital vein; the neu'ratwn almost wholly confined to the 
a pi cal half of the wing. 

e '· The first oblique vein straight and considerably divergent from the 
~econd oblique vem ...... _ ................................. Oryctaphis. 

e•. First oblique vein curved outward and hardly divergent from the second 
oblique vein ...... __ .......... __ ........................ Sychnobrochus. 

A•. Cubital vem once forked ................ ------ ...... ---- ...... SchiZ'oneurinre. 
b 1• Cubital vein arismg at more than half the U.istance from the first oblique 

vein to the stigmatic vein._ .. _ .. ___ -- .......... _ ...... . Schizoneuroides. 
b•. Cubrtal vein ar1smg at half or less than half the distance from the first ob

lique vein to the stigmatic vein. 
c'. Cubital vein forking beyond the base of the stigmatic vein._ . . A.malancon. 
e'. Cubital vein forking before the base of the stigmatic vein. 

d'. Base of second uiscoidal cell less than three tim~ the width of that of 
the first ... __ ......... __ ..... __ ... __ .......... _ ............. Anconatu~. 

d•. Base of second di&coidal cell more than five times the wrdth of that of 
the first. ____ ................................ __ ............ Pterosiigma. 
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Subfamily APHIDIN.lE. 

CATANEURA Scudder. 

Tert. ins. N. A., 245. 

Table of the species of Cataneura. 

Second oblique vein as transverse as longitudinal; main cubital vein very distant 
from the stigmatic, approaching the second oblique vein .............. C. abseus. 

Second oblique vein more longitudinal than transverse; main cubital vein approxi-
mating the stigmatic rather than the secqnd oblique vein .............. C. rileyi. 

CATANEURA ABSENS. 

Pl. en, 1; Pl. cv, 1. 

Cataneura absens Scudd., Tert. ins. N. A., 245. 
Florissant, Colo. -

CATANEURA RILEY!, 

Pl. en, 2; Pl. cv, 2. 

Cataneura rileyi Scudd., Tert. ius. N. A., 245-246. 
Florissant, Colo . . 

ARCHILACHNUS Buckton. 

Mouogr. Brit. Aphides, rv, 177. 

Table of the species of .Archilachnus, 

Cubital vein very strongly arcuate, its convexity uppermost .•••• •••••. .A. bucktoni. 
General course of the cubital vein nearly straight. 

Large and stout species. Cubital vein bent at its first furcation, otherwise 
straight ........ ___ ._. __ . ___ . ___ . ____ .... __ .............. ...... .A. pennatus. 

Small and slender species. Cubital vein gently arcuate throughout. the first 
~wo-thirds of its course . _ ....... _ ...... __ ....................... .A. mwtgei. 

AHCIIILAOHNUS BUCKTONI. 

Pl~ on, 3; Pl. cv, 3 . 

.Anconatus bu.cktoni Scudd., Tert .. ins., N. A., 272-273. 
The double forking of the cubital vein was overlooked when this species was first 

studied .. It falls in the Aphidime under Archilachnus and not in the Schizoneurimc. 
Florissant, Colo. 

ARCHILAOHNUS PENNATUS. 

Pl. cv, 4 . 

.Archilachnus pennatus Buckt., Monogr. Brit. Aphides, rv, 177, Pl. 133, Fig. 3; Scudu., 
Tert. ius. N. A. 247, Pl. 18, Figs. 1, 15-17. 

Florissant, Colo. 
AROHILACHNUS MUDGE!. 

Pl. en, 4; Pl. cv, 5 . 

.Archilachnus tnudgei Scudd., Tert. ins. N. A., 247-248. 
Florissant, Colo. 
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GERANCON Scudder. 

Tert. in&. N. A., 10, 248. 

Table of the specieB of Gerancon. 

Cubital vein running through the middle of its area, its brancl' es straight, 
U. daviBii. 

Cubital vein running above the middle of its area, its l>ranches arcuate, 
G. pett·orum. 

G~;RANCON DAVISII. 

Pl. en, 5; Pl. cv, 6. 

Gerancon daviBii Scudd., Tert. ins. N. A., 10, 248-249. 
Florissant, Colo. 

GERA.NCON PETRORUM. 

Pl. cv, 7. 

LachnuB pett·orunt Scudd., Rep. Progr. Geol. Surv. Can., 1875-'76, 279. 
Gemncon petrorum Scudd., Tert. ins. N. A., 10, 249-250, Pl. 2, Pig. 6; Contr. Can. 

Pal., n, 7-8. 
Quesnel, British Columbia. 

SBENAPHIS Scudder. 

Tert. Ins. N. A., 250. 

Table of the BpecieB of SbenaphiB. 

·Second oblique vein arising midway, or about midway, between the first oblique 
and cubital veins .............................................. .... S. queBneli. 

Second oblique vein arising much nearer the first oblique than the cubital vein. 
Base of second discoidal cell twice as wide as that of the firs't; main cubital 

vein running barely nearer the stigmatic than the second oblique vein 
S. uhleri. 

Base of second discoidal cell nearly thrice as wide as that of the first; main 
cubital vein running much closer to the stigmatic than to the second oblique 
vein ................................................................ S. laBsa. 

SBENAPHIS QUESNkLI. 

Pl. cv, 8. 

· Lachnus queBneli Scudd., Rep. Progr. Geol. Surv. Can., 1876-'77, 461-462. 
SbenaphiB queBneli Scudd., Tert. Ins. N. A., 250-252, Pl. 2, Figs. 4-5, Pl. 18, Pig. 12; 

Contr. Can. Pal., II, 8-9. 
Quesnel, British Columbia; Florissant, Colo. 

SBENAPHIS UIILERl. 

Pl. cu, 6; Pl. cv, 9. 

Sbenaphis uhleri Scudd., Tert. Ins. N. A., 252. 
Florissant, Colo. 

SBENAPHIS LASSA. 

Pl. cnr, 1; Pl. cv, 10. 

SbenaphislaBsa Scudd., Tert. Ins. N. A., 253. 
Flonssant, Colo. 
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APHANT APHIS Scudder. 

Tert. Ins. N. A., 253. 

APHANTAPHIS EXSUCA. 

Pl. ern, 2; Pl. cv, 11. 

Aplwntaphis exsnco Scndd., Tert. Ins. N. A., 254. 
Flonssant, Colo. 

SIPHONOPHOROIDES Buckton 

Monogr. Brit. Aphrdes, rv, 176. 

Table of the species of Siphonophoz·oides. 

Second discoidal cell narrow allfl narrowmg below ................••. S. propinqua. 
Second discoidal cell broad and equally so throughout. 

Stigmatw cell much broader at apex than at bltse ................... S. anttqua. 
Stigmatic cell as broad at base as at apex ........................ S. mfinesquei. 

SIPHONOPHOHOIDES PHOPINQUA. 

Pl. CIII, 4; Pl. CY, 12. 

Stphonophoroides propinqna Scudd., Tert. Ins. N. A., 257. 
Flonssant, Colo. 

SIPHONOPHOROIDES ANTIQUA. 

Pl. CY, 13 

Siphonophoroides anttqua Bnckt., Mono gr. Brrt. Aphides, rv, 176, Pl. 133, , Frg. 1; 
Scudd, Tert. Ins. N. A., 255-256, Pl. 18, Figs. 3, 5, 7, 10. 

Flonssant, Colo. 

SIPHONOPHOROIDES RAFINI,SQUEI. 

Pl. CIII, 3; Pl. CV, 14. 

Siphonophal'Oldes rafinesqzwi Scndd., Tert. Ins. N. A., 256-257. 
l<'lorissant, Colo. 

LITHAPHJR Scudder 

Tert. Ins. N. A., 257-258. 

LITHAPHib DIHUTA. 

Pl. CIII1 5; Pl. CYI, 1. 

Lithaphis dtruta Sc1Hld., Tert. Ins. N. A., 258. 
Flonssant, Colo.; (Green River, ·wyo. !). 

TEPHRAPHIS Scudder. 

Tert. Ins. N. A., 258-259. 

Table of the species of Tephraphis. 

First discoidal cell only half as broad again at apex a~ at base, tbo first and second 
ol,Jique veins very nearly pamllel ..................................... T. simplex. 

First discordal cell twice as broad at apex as at base, the first and second oblique 
veins distmctly divergent ............................................. T. walBhil. 

13 GEOL., PT. 2--23 
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TEPHRAPIIIS biMPLEX. 

Pl. CVI, 2. 

Siplwnophoroules stn~plcx Buckt., l\Ionogr. Bnt. Aphiues, IV, 176-1771 PI. 1:13, F1g. 2. 
Teph1·nphis simplex SctHld., Tert. Ins. N. A, 259-260, Pl. 18, Fig. 4. 

Florissant, Colo. 
TEPHRAPHIS W ALSIIII. 

PI. cvr, 3. 

Tephraphts walshti Scudu., Tert. Ins. N. A., 260, PI. 18, l<'ig. 19. 
Florissant, Colo. 

APHIDOPSIS Scudder. 

Tert. Ins. N. A., 260-261. 

Table of the species of Aphidopsi•. 

a 1• First uiscoulal cell at base hanlly broader than the seconu ulSCOidal celL A.l u tan a. 
a 2 • First diSCOidal cell at base much broader than, generally twice as broad as, the 

seconrl rliscoHlal cell. 
b '. Second o bltque vein not closely parallel to the cubital vein and Its first branch 

A. hw·geri. 
b 2 • Second oblique vein rhstmctly parallel to the cubital vem and its first branch. 

c'. Cubital vem distinctly and considerably bent at tho origin of the first or' of 
the second branch. 

d'. }'ore wings less than three millimeters long; cubital vem bent at origin 
of second, hnt not of first branch.... .. .. . . . . . ........ _._ .... A. emacwta. 

rl2. Fore wings more than three millimeters long; cubital vein bent at origin 
of first, bnt not of second branch ......................... .. A~margarum. 

c 2 • Cubital vein straight or almost straight throughout. 
dl. Cubital vem gently arcuate, its curve opening above ........... .. A. dalli. 
d 2• Cub1tal vem straight or in a part of its course slightly convex above 

A. subterna. 

APHIDOPSIS LUTAHTA, 

PI. cur, 6; Pl. cvT, 4 . 

.Aphidopsis lntal'ia Scudd., Tert. In&. N. A., 26:3. 
Flonssant, Colo. 

APHTDOPSIS HARG!ciU. 

Pl. crY, 1; Pl. cvr, 5 . 

.tJphidopsts hargeri Scudd., Tert.lns. N. A., 262-2Gil. 
Florissant, Colo. 

APHIDUPSIS E~IACIA'l'A. 

Pl. crv, 2; Pl. CVI1 6. 

AphtdopB!B em<wiata Scudd., Tert. Ins. N. A., !!fi5. 
l<'lorissant, Colo. 

APHIDOPSIS MARGAHUM. 

PI. cvr, 7. 

Aphidopsts margaruut Scudd., Tert. Ins. N. A., 264, Pl. 18, .E'1g. 8. 
Florissant, Colo. 
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Pl. crv, 3; .Pl. _cvr, 8. 

Aphidopsis dalli Scudd., Tert. Ins. N. A., 264-265. 
Florissant, Colo. 

APHIDOPSIS SUHTEI{NA. 

Pl. crv, 4; Pl. cvr, 9. 

AphidO]Jsis subterna Scudd., Tert. Ins. N. A., 261-262. 
Florissant, Colo. 

ORYCTAPHIS Scud<ler. 

Tert. Ins. N. A., 266. 

Table of the species of Oryctapllis. 

Second oblique vein strongly sinuous, arising well before the end of 
the basal thircl of the wing ........................•............. 1. 0. recondita. 

Second oblicp1e vein straight, arising at the end of the lmsal third of 
the wing .....•.................................................. 2. 0. lesuettrii. 

ORYCTAPHIS HECONDITA. 

Pl. CVI, 10. 

Oryctapl!is1·e~ondita Scndd., Tert. Ins. N. A., 266-267, Pl. 18, Fig.14. 
Florissant, Colo. 

OHYCTAPHIS J,mHJEUHU. 

Pl. crv, 5; Pl. cvr, 11. 

Oryctaphis lesueu!·ii Scudd., Tert. Ins. N. A., 267. 
FlorisRant, Colo. 

SYCIINOBROCHUS Scudder. 

'l'ert. Ins. N. A., 2fi8. 

SYCHNUBI{OCIIUS REVIVI8CENS. 

Pl. cvr, 12. 

Sycllnohroclws revit:iscens Scudd., Tert. Ins. N. A., 268-269, Pl. 18, Fig. 6. 
Florissant, Colo. I · 

Subfamily SCHIZO:,\jEURIN.lE. 

SCHIZONEUROIDES Buckton. 

Monogr. Brit. Aphides, rv, 178. 

SCHIZONBUROIDE8 SCUDDEHI. 

Pl. cvr, 13. 

Schizoneuroides scuddtwi Buckt., Mono gr. Brit. Aphides, rv, 178, Pl. 133, Fig. 5; Sendd., 

Zittel, Handb: Palaeont., r, ii, 78, Fig. 988; Tert. Ins. N. A., 269,270, Pl. 18, Fig. 

2; Lesl., Diet. Fuss. Penn., III, 943, Fig. 

Florissant, Colo. 
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AMALANCON Scudder. 

Tert. Ins. N. A., 270. 

Al\IALANCON LUTOSUS 

Pl. CVI, 14. 

Amalacon lutos1ts Scudd., 'l'ert. Ins. N. A., 270-271, Pl. 18, Fig. 13. 
Florissaut, Colo. 

ANCONATUS Buckton. 

Monogr. Brit. Aphides, IV, 177. 

ANCONATUS DORSUOSUS. 

Pl. CVI, 15. 

Anconatns dorsuosus Buckt., l\lonogr. Brit. Aphides, IV, 177-178, Pl. 133, Fig. 4; Scudd., 
Tert. Ins. N. A., 272, Pl. 18, Fig. 9. 

Florissant, Colo. 
PTEROSTIGl\IA Bnckton. 

Monogr. Brit. Aphides, Iv, 178. 

Table of the species of Pterostigma. 

Cubital veiu forking at but little distance from its origin; stigmatic cell excessively 
long and slender. ................................................. r. recttl'vum. 

Cubital vein not forking before the middle of its course; stigmatic ~ell very broad 
and relatively short ................................................ P. nigrum. 

PTEI!OSTIGi\IA RECURVUM. 

Pl. CVI, 16. 

Pterostigma J'ecnrvttln Bnckt., Monogr. Brit. Aphi<les, IV, 178, Pl.133, Pig. 6; Scudcl., 
Tcrt. lns. N. A., 274, Pl. 18, Fig. 18. 

Florissant. Colo. 

l'TEROSTIG~IA NIGRUM, 

Pl. CIV, 6; Pl. CVI, 17. 

Ptm·ostigmct nigrum Scndd., Tert. Ins. N. A., 275. 
Florissau t, (;olo. 
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EXPLANATION OF PL. CU. 

1. (607) f Ca.tanenra absens. 
2. (2916) ~ Cata.neura rileyi. 
3. (2067) f Archilachnus bucktoni. 
4. (13328) f Archilachnus mud.gei. 
5. (14053) 'J.Jo Gerancon davisii. 
6. (11202) t Sbenaph1s uhleri. 
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EXPLANATION 01<' PL. CHI. 

1. (12994) f Sbena.pbis lassa. 
2. (1215) { Aphantaphis BXHUCa. 
3. (1667) ~ Sipbonophormdes rafinesquei. 
4. (3738) \Q S1phonophoroide~ propmq ua. 
5. (12476) ¥ Litbaphis <hruta. 
6. (1. 834) -~ Aphidopsrs lutarHl. 
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EXPLANATION OF PL. CIV. 

1. (11360) ~Jl Aphidopsis hargeri. 
2. (6405) 1? Aphidops1s emacit\ta. 
3. (9135) ~3!1 Aphidopsis dalli. 
4. (8896) \Q Aphidopsis subterna. 
5. (9405) f Oryctaphis lesueurii. 
6. (6G90) f Pterostigma nigrum. 
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EXPLANATION OF PL. CV. 

All the drawings are magnified eight diameters. The dotted lines show the re-
storetl portions. 

1. Catanenra absens. 
2. Cataneura rileyi. 
3. Archilaclmus bucktoni. 
4. Archilachnus 11ennatus. 
5. Archilachnus mudgei. 
6. Gcrancon davisii. 
7. Gerancon petrorum. 
8. Sbcnaphis quesneli. 
9. Sbenaphis uhlcri. 

10. Sbcnaphis lassa. 
11. Aphantaphis exsuca. 
1!3. Siphonophoroides propingua. 
13. Siphonophoroides antiqua. 
14. Siphonoohoroides rafinesquei. 
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EXPLANATION OF PL. CVI. 

All the drawings are magnified eight diameters. The dotted Jines show the re-
stored portions. 

1. Lithaphis dirnta. 
2. Tephraphis simplex. 
3. Tephraphis walshii. 
4. Aphidopsis lntaria. 
5. Aphidopsis hargeri. 
6. Aphidopsis emaciata. 
7. Apbiclopsis margarnm. 
8. Aphidopsis dalli. 
9. Apbidopsis subterna. 

10. Oryctaphis recomlita. 
11. Oryctaphis lesnenrii. 
12. Sychnobrochns reviviseens. 
13. Schizonenroides scmlderi. 
14. Amalancon lutosus. 
15. Anconatu::; dorsnosns. 
16. Pterostigma recnrvum. 
17. Pterostigma nigrum. 
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